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THE PROGRESS OF ECONOMIC IDEAS IN FRANCE.

Ever since men have lived in society the observers among
them have been gathering economic notions, and some of

the most elementary, such as that scarcity enhances value,

have been well known since the earliest times. But it was

not until the eighteenth century that an attempt was made
to gather these notions into a philosophy, to construct an

Economic Science. This first attempt, which resulted in the

so-called Physiocratic school, was not a happy one. I shall

not enumerate its errors here
;
others have done this. It is

of more modern times that I wish to speak. We ought,

however, to note that the Physiocrats merit recognition for

striving to base Economic Science on the nature of things, for

having seen that the relations among men are influenced

by various causes and that an economic cause just as surely

as a physical cause, is followed by its effect.

The English who had had occasion to correlate vai

economic phenomena adopted what was good in the system
of the Physiocrats ; Adam Smith remodeled the doctrine,
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eliminating its chief errors. Ricardo, Malthus and others

added their theories, and when the young Economic Science,

thus recast and improved, returned to France, J. B. Say added

some complementary notions and gave it form, method and

clearness. Political Economy now spread much more rapidly
and made for itself a place in the scientific world and soon

in the political world also.

Up to that time it had not occurred to any one to consider

Economics as a stationary science, for it was obviously

changing constantly. It continued to advance and develop,

however, until no one longer hesitated to consider that the

science was established. The fundamental principles had

been found, it remained only to discover how those prin-

ciples were to be applied in the various problems which

might confront the State and Society.

The many writers who were the contemporaries, and

especially the successors of J. B. Say, were substantially

agreed as to principles, for they were followers of the same

masters
;
but they were much less in accord in regard to

practice, and these differences of view would have been

sufficient to prevent stagnation in the economic world by

giving rise to discussion. There were dissenters, however, to

be found during the whole period. I cite only Sismondi

among the economists. There were the socialists St. Simon,

Fourier, the phalansterian, Pierre Leroux, later I^ouis Blanc

and Proudhon, and finally, last but not least, there were the

protectionists. For it was with these last that the struggle
was fiercest and longest, and it was, perhaps, this very

struggle which seemed to create about the middle of this

century a family bond among the French economists. It

Tvas the exigencies of practice which gave a great and

peculiar importance to the question of free exchange,
and have made more than one of the writers of the

time believe that political economy was purely and simply
the theory of free trade. But this was a singular belittling

of its scope and dimensions. One had only to open one of

the treatises or manuals of the time to see that Economic
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Science had to do with very many other questions, and that

of a hundred pages, barely two were devoted to the freedom
of commercial exchange.

Among the economists whose earlier writings go back to

the first half of this century there may be mentioned Bastiat,

Gustave de Molinari, Courcelle-Seneuil, Dunoyer, Cher-

buliez, Rossi, Ad. Blanqui, Joseph Gamier, Ambroise

Clement, Michel Chevalier, Wolowski, Gustave du Puynode
and others, who are here omitted in order not to prolong
the list. The works of these authors are sufficiently

well-known to make it unnecessary to add their titles.*

These economists, with J. B. Say and others, as well as almost

all English, American, German and Italian economists

are to-day classed a*s belonging to the
"
classical" or liberal

school. It is sometimes called the "orthodox school,"
but I cannot accept this designation ; first, because it has

nothing to do with religion in which one believes in which
one can believe the true, (orthodoxy) or believe the false,

(heteradoxy) according as one is inspired more or less from

on high. No
; political economy is a science

; if writers

have properly observed causes and effects, ONE KNOWS ;
if

they have not rightly observed, then ONE DOES NOT KNOW.
I present a second objection to the word orthodox ; it is that

although there have always been differences of opinion

among economists and although these differences have been

of a certain importance, yet it is true that they did not, for

that reason, consider themselves hostile to one another-

It is since the rise of the
" new schools" that names more

or less significant have been given to the one of which Adam
Smith is considered as the founder, and the term ' '

classical
' '

is fairly suitable, although I prefer the term liberal, and it is

that which I advocate. Some German and Italian writers,

the one echoing the other, have occasionally divided the

school and distinguished in its ranks an "optimistic school"

in recognition of liastiat, who wrote " Lfs harmonies

* The dialogue of their books may easily be obtained gratia from Gulllaumin et

Oe.. Paris.
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fconoiniques" and also because certain French writers in oppo-
sition to extreme official regulation have based their reason-

ing somewhat too emphatically on the proposition that every

man knows best that which is most expedient for him. But

this is mere caviling. First
;

it goes without saying, that

the economist who writes every man, has in mind only intel-

ligent men. Second ;
all the schools, or to be more exact,

all those who believe that they have reached the truth, are

optimistic relatively to their doctrine
;
of this I could bring

forward curious and convincing proofs. I do not then give
serious consideration to the name "optimistic school," and

content myself with a passing mention, which is all that the

term deserves. It is then with the classical or liberal school

that we have to do, and if we wish to show the progress of

economic ideas in France we must, in the first place, under-

stand what is meant by the
"
classical school," and what are

the peculiarities that distinguish it from other schools. I am
convinced that this definition has not yet been given, unless

perhaps vaguely, and by the opponents of the school.

Science demands clearness and precision ;
it must know how

to distinguish that which is essential from that which is

accidental, that which is general or objective from that which

is individual or subjective. This, then, is the definition :

The ' '

classical school ' ' bases economic science on the

study of man living in society, striving to satisfy his material

and immaterial wants. Political economy is therefore a

science of observation. Naturally it studies the man of

to-day. One can observe only what one can see
;
but the

records of history which we possess show us the same man
;

he has not changed since the earliest times, and until the

contrary is proven, we may reason on the basis that human
nature will always be as it has always been.* So it is with

the laws which govern the visible world, the solar system,

the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms, physics and

* I refer to human nature and not to its manners and customs, nor to the organi-

zation of States and governments. Thus, every man provides food for himself; it

is nature's law : what he eats and how he eats depends on the manners and customs

of the time.
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chemistry. We can and should consider these laws as

eternal.

These two premises are sufficient to authorize us to declare

the permanence of great economic laws, since these laws

have to do with the means which man employs to draw

from nature that which is necessary for the satisfaction of

his wants
;
for nature does not, of herself, place these neces-

sities at his disposition. If men could live on the sponta-
neous products of nature, there would be no political

economy.
The material wants, the rational satisfaction of which

maintains man in life and health, consist principally in food,

clothing and lodging. The immaterial wants are varied
;

they are more numerous in the case of the civilized man
than in that of the savage. It is a want, at once material

and immaterial to avoid pain and to seek pleasure. The
ensemble of these different wants constitutes human nature,

and it is from their reactions, the one upon the other, that

economic laws proceed.
The first of these laws is this: man tends to obtain the

greatest possible result with the least effort. Effort, work, is

more or less laborious for it is necessary to overcome the

force of inertia which is natural to all bodies whatsoever.

This law is eternal. It applies to the ape which is called

man's ancestor and to the oyster, which is believed to be

the progenitor of the ape.

The second law is, that man will make no effort to obtain

that which will give him no material or moral satisfaction,

that which is useless or disagreeable, or which he cannot

exchange for some useful object or for a service rendered.

It is by deduction from this law which in its development
becomes the law of "final degree of utility

" of Jevons or

marginal utility
"

of Carl Menger,* that one is able to

explain why what is rare is dear, and why that which is

abundant is cheap Is not this also, an eternal law?

which I have rendered in French by
"

In n

JouUsanrr." in tny work
" I* Progts dt la sftfttce tconomiqxe" Paris, GuilUu-

t Cie.
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The third is that all production is facilitated by means of

appropriate instruments
;
and in almost all cases is possible

only by the aid of these instruments. You wish to fell a

tree : you must have an axe. You wish to weave a piece

of cloth : you must have a thread and a loom. You wish

to cross the sea : you must have a boat. Instruments, raw

materials, provisions and all means useful in production
have been grouped under the name of capital. This law

that capital facilitates production or renders it possible, is

eternal-*

In a society where men hire themselves out as laborers,

the great majority, perhaps all as daily experience teaches

us prefer a remuneration which shall be fixed, regular,

certain, even though it be moderate, to one which is larger,

perhaps much larger, yet contingent.

This, then, is a result of experience, which confirms what
we know of human nature, i. e. (i) Man, having a body,
in order to work must struggle against the inertia inherent

in all bodies. (2) It is the intellectual and moral power, the

soul, with which man is endowed which obliges the body to

work
;
but who will incite the intelligence which is so often

sluggish ? Now the study of human nature teaches us that a

fixed salary favors repose of mind ;
a contingent return makes

it uneasy ; uncertainty is trouble and man flees from trouble.

For man then, as we observe him, a fixed salary will be

almost always the form of remuneration preferred. If there

are exceptions they seem to prove the rule.

There are other eternal laws, but this is not the time to

inquire regarding them, for we are not making an exposition
of the science, we are defining it simply.
* The attempt has been made to make of capital a "category of history," a

transient thing, since although there are cases where he who works possesses also

capital ; here are others where one furnishes the capital and the other the work,
and the two individuals must be associated to secure the product. But this objection
is pure sophistry. Capital remains capital whoever posesses it. It is especially Karl

Marx who has distorted the meaning of the word, and has tried to give it another

signification than that which science has recognized. According to Karl Marx,
the hammer, the plow, the machine, etc., are instruments if the owner himself

makes use of them ; they become capital only when the owner places them in the

hands of his workmen.
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Some one will ask, does the classical school also admit
historic laws, i. e., temporary laws? Undoubtedly. Pro-

duction by means of slaves has its laws, but these laws

operate only during the existence of slavery. It may also

be said that the law the relation of cause and effect is

eternal, yet it is in operation only so long as there are slaves.

It is the same with machines, with the telegraph and with

all things which can have an economic influence.

One must not confound the law with the forms which it

may assume or the applications which may be made. So-

cieties are modified, they take on different aspects ;
but the

question is always of men living in a society, with the rela-

tions which result therefrom ;
and the nature of these men

has not changed, so long as we have known them, i. e., in

the years covered by history.

Should we infer from the fact that the classical school

admits economic laws which are eternal, that it is opposed
to progress? That would be a gross error. In the first

place, it does not claim that these laws are good ; it simply

says, it is thus that the nature of man is presented to our

intelligence, since there have been men and wherever there

have been men. That which is not general and eternal is

not a law. In natural laws we are not able to effect a

change. Gravity, attraction, affinity, the need which living

creatures have of food, etc., are facts which man must

accept as the basis of his reasoning and of his actions. But
for all that remains and what remains is immense, in-

finite the play of human thought and act, of tendencies, of

aspirations, of effort, is free, and this play is so much the

more active in proportion, as man has climbed the ladder

of progress. In fact, climbing the ladder of progress means

gaining a better knowledge of natural laws and the power to

make greater use of them. Economists have always been

very earnest for progress, and he who makes a contrary
statement calumniates them.

A recent author seems to reproach tl al school for

.aving often made use of the term so much in fashion,
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<l
Evolution." This author seems to be iguorant of the fact

that
"
Evolution

"
is not a synonym of progress ; Evolution

comprehends childhood, youth, manhood, but it embraces

also old age and decrepitude, which leads to death.

The word individualism is sometimes used to designate
the doctrines of the classical school. If by that it is meant
that the liberal economists are not socialists, then the ex-

pression is only a simple truism. If it is meant that the

economists hold that society exists in the interest of the

individuals which compose it, that is the expression of a

truth which every one feels and acknowledges, and which
does not prevent one from sacrificing himself for the general

good. It has happened that lots have been drawn to deter-

mine who should devote himself to the general interest.

Can we conceive of a society that is not composed of indi-

viduals ? Socialistic society itself has no other aim than to

procure more enjoyment for every one of the individuals

who ranks himself under its banner.*

Economists opposed to the intervention of the State have

also been called individualists. Some have pretended to

believe that economists reject absolutely the intervention

of the State, and it is in this manner that the famous motto

of Gournay has been interpreted
"
laissez faire, laissez

passer." But this is an exaggeration. The economist

admits the intervention of the State whenever it is proper,

and he has never recommended absolute
' '

laissez faire.
' '

The word "absolute" is a textual falsification. Events
have unfortunately rendered the debates between this school

and others heated, and in a passion one always goes too far.

The aggressors so far forget themselves sometimes as to

employ arms which are little creditable.

Finally, competition is likewise a characteristic of the

classical or liberal school
; however, outside of the commun-

ists, all the schools are brought to respect competition more
* The opposition between the propositions : (i) Society is the whole, individuals

are the parts of it
; and (2) The individual is the fundamental element, a group of

men forms the aggregate called society; a metaphysic subtlety; and the first

proposition finds no practical application when the masses take part in legislation.
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or less
;

it is impossible to avoid it. In reality, the new
schools are distinguished only by the greater or less repug-
nance which they exhibit in submitting to this necessity.

They avenge themselves by insults. The classical school

has, for a long time, committed the error of not separating
with sufficient clearness, pure science from its applications.

If it had done this it would have suffered fewer attacks, for

all schools admit the dicta of pure science, for they are

forced to do so. fi. de Laveleye has said that scarcity

creates dearness, abundance brings cheapness. Every

housekeeper knows this. Is truth less true because it is

common ? Every child knows as well as the most illustrious

mathematician that two and two make 'four. What the

housekeeper and the children do not know are the applica-
tions and deductions to which these elementary truths

lend themselves.

Theory interests only a small number of studious men ;

practice, that is to say, the applications interest every one.

The effects of these applications extend further than one

would suppose. In the first half of this century political

economy, as it was taught in the books of J. B. Say, Bastiat,

Molinari and others had to encounter but two kinds of adver-

saries the socialists and the protectionists. But both were

concerned more especially with the applications, with what

the Germans call economic policy, and more recently, social

policy, ( Wirihschaftspolitik und socialpolitik).

Socialism dates far back in France, especially if we take

account of the authors of Utopias. The St. Simonists were

the first who attracted public attention, but without exercising

any influence over the masses. The St. Siraonists' doctrine

seduced only certain youths of the upper class, for it was

aristocratic; it proclaimed, "to each according to his

capacity." It was too fine ! Vertigo supervened ;
the chiefs

of the school fell into fantastic. dness and the meteor vanished ;

but not without some noise. Some of the adepts, followers

of the school of St. Simon, Michel Chevalier, the brothers

Pereire, became good economists in i: fe.
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Pierre Leroux,* a mystic, who first employed the word

socialism, did not create a school. Buchez, the author of a

"Treatise on Politics," and of a collection of documents

upon the Revolution of 1789, originated, after or about the

same time as others, co-operation, which was then called

partnership! (association}. His influence did not last.

Fourier, the phalansterian, founded a school. His principle

was very attractive. He wished to have labor become a

pleasure and delight. Such a doctrine might have captivated
the masses, but the masses had little knowledge of the works

of Charles Fourier, for he wrote in a style intelligible only
to cultivated men, who were willing to take the trouble to

understand him. He had but few disciples, and among them

Muiron, Conside*rant, Cantagrel, Pompe'ry, Pellarin, Bureau

Tousserel, Bovier and some others made themselves known

through their writings. Few partisans remain of this

Utopian doctrine, which aimed at the happiness ofthe human
race, an end, alas ! very difficult to attain.

The first socialist who reached the masses was Louis

Blanc. The first edition of his "Organization of Labor"

{Organization du travail,} which has been reprinted nine

times, bears the date, 1839 : he also developed his ideas

in many other publications ;
for example

' ' Le Socialisme,

Droi.au travail," (The Right of Labor) third edition, Paris,

1849, and " Le catechisme des Socialities
"

(The Socialists'

Catechism ") Paris, 1850. He proposes a sort ofcommunism
with notions borrowed from St. Simon, Fourier and Owen.
He sets forth the rights of labor and recommends the erec-

tion of national workshops. What has made his doctrine

acceptable to so many men is, that he says, not "to each

according to his works,
' '

but ' '

to each according to his needs.
' r

I knew Louis Blanc well, and have always found him a

false reasoner. He should have known that it is morally

* His principal work is
" Df rhumam'tf, de son principe et de son avenir," 2 vols.;

Paris, 1839. Second edition, 1845.
" Socialism "

is discussed by him in the Revue
Sociale (1845).

t Sometimes a distinction has been drawn between partnership (association) and

co-operation, but it has never been generally understood.
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and physically impossible to procure for all men the satisfac-

tion of all their "wants." There are so many fictitious
' '

needs,
' ' and these multiply with the real or imaginary

ease in satisfying them. This from the moral point of view,
as to the physical possibility, one might, perhaps, promise

dry bread to all men, especially in abundant years ; but one
could not give every one meat and wine. There would
not be enough of these commodities upon the earth for each

one to have his share. And how many other desirable

things are still more scarce !

About the same time Proudhon appeared, a man with

great talent as a writer and one who loved to astonish the

reader with the grandeur of his paradoxes. Every one

knows his famous pamphlet,
"
Property is Theft.

"
(La Pro-

pricte, c'est le vol /) He had a celebrated discussion with

Bastiat upon interest as gratuity which did not reflect great

glory upon him. With such an idea he could not gain very
serious adherents, because those who possess and those who
do not possess capital know equally well that property cannot

be lent gratuitously (except through kindness to a friend)

and the idea of creating money by means of a printing press
could not take root in France, where so many families had

been ruined by the assignats of the Revolution. The idea

ofexchanges in kind by means of certificates of labor (instead

of money) was too retrograde to charm*. Proudhon also

wrote
'

'Economic Contradictions'
'

(Contradictionstconomiques)
but this work was not intended for the people. The author

cs himself in playing with hegelianism, thesis, antith-

esis, synthesis. It was not very interesting to the masses,
but was, perhaps, suggestive to a small number. The book

aroused discussion, but I do not believe that it contributed

to the advancement of the science. One of his other books

(they are so numerous that they cannot all be mentioned

here) "Anarchism," helped, with the aid of Krapotkine's

postb1e that it was from Proudhon that the socialteU derived the idea of

paying labor in paper certificate*.
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work, to bring into existence the anarchist class
;
and that

will not add laurels to the memory of Proudhon.

In a word, the socialistic schools of French origin have

exercised no sensible influence upon economic doctrines, nor

have the advocates of protection. Moreover, the protection-

ists gave no attention to theory ; they sought to prove the

necessity of import duties by insisting on the superiority of

English goods or on the need of preserving the home
market. Thiers said :

"
Great energy is expended in dis-

covering arguments for the system of protection, but there

is but one, and that is very simple : it is the preserving of

the home market." Among the writers in France who, pre-

vious to 1 870, wrote in favor of protection, may be mentioned

Lestiboudois, Fanconnier, Burat, de Mesnil-Marigny, H.

Richelot (the translator of List), Herve-Bazin, and even the

former Duke de Broglie. But since it was a matter of prac-

tical questions, it was rather in parliamentary discussion and

in the newspapers that the opponents of free trade expressed
their views.

An exposition of these ideas is to be found in the well-

known works of the late M. Ame, former Director-General of

Customs, upon the history of import duties in France (Paris,

Guillaumin, 1877). We learn there that it is usually

interested parties who defend their particular industries

Sometimes, too, they have taken occasion to attack the

doctrines of the economists, but so vaguely that these attacks

could be scorned. Take, for example, a passage from Ame
(" Etude sur les tarifs des douanes" vol. ii. page 225, chap.

xxi.). During an interpellation of the ministry in 1868,

after the treaty with England, a deputy, M. Kolb-Bernard,

attacked political economy in these words :

* '

Humanity
wishes enjoyment. . . . There was formerly in the moral

world a principle of sacrifice, from which rules of sobriety

and moderation in the general practice of life, were derived.

. The spirit of sacrifice has been repudiated as an

insult to the law of progress. For necessities, which have

their moral limit, enjoyments have substituted, which have
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none. The necessary has advanced even to the superfluous.

Luxury has been proclaimed a social force. Its morality has

been made to depend on its utility. It is no longer duty, it

is enjoyment, it is cupidity which have become the motif

of labor. This is the basis upon which modern economic

science rests.
' '

But is not all this empty and irrelevant rhetoric ? And
these fine phrases upon the cupidity of others (who never-

theless, asked for nothing), are they not intended solely to

justify their own greediness ;
for customs-duties demanded

by the protectionists had no other aim than to enable them
to sell their commodities for a higher price, that they might

enjoy the luxuries that riches give, and this at the expense
of their fellow-citizens. It is obvious that this selfish polemic
can not influence the views of economists. It leads to no

new economic law, to no relation of causality, to no moral

principle, to no new application. Besides, it does not reach

the foundation of things, and, when the circumstances were

favorable, customs-taxes were raised without taking the

trouble to construct a theory. Far from it. More than one

militant protectionist has said,
"

I am, in reality, a free-

trader
;
but at present the general interest calls for protec-

tion."

In the third quarter of this century a current of thought
was set in motion, very feeble it is true, and not reaching
the masses

;
but one which ought to be mentioned here

;
I

speak of the Le Play school. I knew its founder and I

not in sympathy with him ; but he gathered around him

zealous disciples, drawn toward him, doubtless, by UK
Catholic religion as much as by his economic docti

He did not really occupy himself with pure science, being,

indeed, rather a moralist than an economist. Even in

capacity, in the opinion of good thinkers, he was frequently

:. To establish a family, he wished to give to the

father the right to create an heir, 'fairc un aint" by dcvi

his fortune to one of his children, imagining that this would

point a moral to the others. In France,owing to remembrances
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of the antien regime, as well as an ingrounded sentiment

of equality and, let me add, through love of justice we

prefer that generally,* the father should treat his children

alike. But this point has not really the importance which

Le Play attributed to it. Innumerable cases since Cain and

Abel could show as much evil as good resulting therefrom.

Although Le Play was much in sympathy with the Middle

Ages, he did not advocate the corporations of arts and

trades (guilds) ;
he preferred freedom of labor (as do

the economists) ;
but he recommended patronage, that is to

say, the establishment by the employer of institutions useful

to workmen. Unfortunately, these institutions do not yield

the good that Le Play expected from them. He hoped to

gain something also from co-operation, but not much. One
of his disciples thus expresses the view of the master upon
this point.

' ' The obstacle which will always oppose itself

to the unlimited development of co-operative societies for

production is, that they do not suit the masses
; lacking as

these do the moral qualities required by all collective action;

nor do they suit energetic natures who feel themselves

capable of standing alone. They favor exclusively that

restricted class of workmen,who, by their good conduct,adapt
themselves readily to the exigencies of co-operative labor,

without possessing the initiative indispensable to success

under the regime of liberty."

Le Play has given much attention to monographs upon
the family and the workshop. He first published

' '

Ouvriers

europeens,
' ' afterward

* * Ouvriers des deux Mondes. ' '

These monographs ab uno disces omnes claimed to present
the people by means of what were considered, sometimes

erroneously, as types. But this claim does not seem to me
well founded. I have discussed this point with Le Play,

preferring to rest upon numbers rather than upon units, and

the learned engineer could not refrain from partially indorsing

my views by admitting that both methods were equally

* The Civil Code (Art. 913) gives the father a certain latitude by which he may
grant advantages to one of his children.
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good ;
but he nevertheless limited himself to writing or pro-

moting the preparation of monographs, without resorting

to statistics.

The Society of Social Reform which Le Play founded

in 1856 continues to follow the same defective plan. One of

his disciples, now the president of this society, M. L. Cheys-

son, has recently published in collaboration with M. Alf.

Toque a work entitled
" Les Budgets compares ou cent

Monographies de Famille" (Comparative Budgets or a

Hundred Family Monographs). Now, let us refer to page
108 et seq., which relate to the workmen of Paris, and

make comparisons. We will take (page 1 10) but two types,

the tailor and the weaver of shawls. No two amounts bear

any analogy. We shall find that the tailor spends 667 francs

50 centimes for food, besides his housekeeping expenses

(20 per cent of the outlay) : the corresponding expense of

the weaver is but 67 fr. 70 (3. i percent). The stone-cutter,

the longshoreman and others spend nothing outside the

house expenses. Can the tailor, the subject of the mono-

graph, be called a type ? Do the majority of tailors have

heavy expenses outside of the household expenditures ? That

would be a mistake. And where can one find the type of

the workmen of Paris ? Until there is a new order of things,

I do not believe that the
"
Monographs" contribute or will

contribute to the solution of the social question.

The movement of economic ideas in neighboring countries

exercised a very imperceptible influence upon France before

1870 ;
for the doctrines which obtained here prevailed also

in all other civilized lands, There certainly were dissidents

and the United States even furnished one whose merit was

generally recognized in Europe, and who had disciples there.

I speak of Carey. I appreciated Carey and helped to make
him known

;
but I did not accept any of his ideas, though

we have often discussed them together. But he has been a

leaven. Agitators too have not been lacking among us.

since 1842, has had a Society of Political Ec<>

was certainly founded by prominent members of the classical
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school, but it has never rejected any one because of his

opinions, not even protectionists, although they are in a

minority. I know a Fourierist there and dissenters of differ-

ent degrees. This diversity of views renders that
* '

clashing
of opinions" common which, according to the proverb,
"strikes the light." Then to the monthly meetings where

there are discussions after dinner, foreign economists are

welcomed. They have always sought distinguished stran-

gers, who have no trouble in gaining admission
;
and they

are listened to with pleasure if they have anything to say.

There has never been stagnation of ideas among them, but

the progress realized has not made any great impression,
less because it was feeble than because it did not reach the

root of things. Fundamental principles have maintained

themselves, but applications have been developed. So that

many times profit-sharing, co-operation and other questions
have been the order of the day.* Xassalle, who died in

1864, and Karl Marx, who died in 1883, produced an agita-

tion which was felt even in the economic world that had the

least sympathy with agitators who held views which were
rather political than economical.

The International, founded by Karl Marx long before 1870,

created in the sixties a certain socialistic movement in France,
at that time well restrained it is true by the government ;

but a movement which did not influence the economists, be-

cause there was too great a difference in doctrines of the two.

In order that socialists could act upon French thought, their

ideas must undergo a metamorphosis which approximated
them to economic doctrines

; or, more exactly, it was neces-

sary to remove as far as possible that which was too revolu-

tionary and repulsive. This metamorphosis took place in

Germany. I venture to tell in a few words how it has been

accomplished, for I have watched it from the beginning and
followed it, so to speak, from day to day. At the time

* From time to time the discussions of the Socittt d'iconomie politique de

Paris have been published in the Journal des Economistes (Guillaumin) ; later in

VEconomtste Franfais. They are now published separately. The collection can
be obtained complete.
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when Lassalle began his career as a popular orator a cer-

tain number of German professors of political economy, who
to-day shine in all their glory, were young men. Young men,
especially if they are cultivated, are often generous minded,
or allow themselves to be captivated by generous ideas

; but
as they lack experience, they also are easily attracted by
appearances and fail to take account of possibilities. These

young professors, attracted by the glowing phrases of the

ambitious agitator Lassalle,* and inspired also by the works
of Karl Marx and other reformers, set themselves to teaching
doctrines highly flavored with socialistic propositions. Some
attacked with violence the principle of private property ;

almost all expressed themselves in favor of the workman,
and with an avowed partiality. It is this which brought to

them the surname of cathedra-socialists, t These professors

by participating in the polemics of the day abandoned the

field of science
; they found themselves restricted there.

Science is primarily occupied in studying the relations of

cause and effect, laws and general principles ;
and if, by reason

of these studies it finds that certain effects cause suffering, it

contents itself by giving a passing counsel to those who
suffer, considering that it is to art, to practice and not to

science that action and especially benevolence appertain. The

partisans of science have had, perhaps, too much confidence

in human nature and taught that it was essential to human

dignity that everyone should extricate himself from embar-

ment by his own efforts.

There was next formed in Germany a new school, which

called itself sometimes historical, sometimes ethical, but

might more justly be called the paternal school, t It made
an active attack on the classical school, which was composed

.othar Bucher i* attributed the aiwertion that in 1864 Laaaalle began tow*
thr hopeleMneM of hid effort* and was on the point ofabandoning them.

t Kathtdfrtocialnt, a word invented by Oppenheim. They, on their aide, in-

the word ManckfiUrukult, which wan Billy enough, (or neither Cobden

rht had advanced anything new.

two reaaona : (i) Becauae it doea not recognise liberty aa right ; (*) Be*

cauae it exaggerate* the iui*ton of the State.
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of the more or less faithful disciples of Adam Smith, Ricardo

and J. B. Say. The chief reproach brought by the new school

at the first meeting of its partisans at Eisenach, in 1872, was
that the older school spent itself in sterile theories and did

not attempt to ameliorate the condition of the lower classes.*

The new school desired to devote itself chiefly to social re-

form. This aim was very well in itself, and the theoretical

school might have been usefully supplemented by a practical

school
; they might, perhaps, have shared the work amic-

ably, division of labor being a means of progress. But the

young reformers became too aggressive and thought it their

duty to attack theory itself in order to justify certain peculiar

views. Then stormy controversies occurred, but since then

the reformers have learned that their profession had its diffi-

culties, and that the economists, their predecessors, have not

always been wrong. The views of the two schools have

thus, to a certain extent, approached each other. Be that

as it may, as these young professors did not accept the whole

of the socialistic opinions put in circulation by L,assalle,

Karl Marx and others, as they spoke with talent and with

a certain moderation, as they held the high and honored

position of professors in the university, they became the

bridge by which socialism could pass into the scientific world

of many neighboring nations. And who knows whether the

recent victories of the German armies may not have been of

some influence ? One particular, fortuitous circumstance

contributed more than might have been expected to spread

the doctrines of the new school. This was not the love of

something new, not the spirit of imitation two great forces

in this world
;

it was the friendship of L,othar Bucher for

Lassalle. Bucher had at one time a great influence over the

most powerful man of the period, Chancellor Bismarck. He

presented Lassalle to him, and he certainly aroused a certain

interest in the mind of the German Chancellor. This inter-

est evoked the idea that there was, perhaps, a grain of truth

* This reproach, as can easily be shown, was not entirely deserved. Many
attempts have on the contrary been made by it.
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in socialism ;
if it were given a little indulgence there would

be all the more reason to strike it sharply, if, after having
received this indulgence, it lifted its head too high. This

indulgence took the form of insurance against sickness, insur-

ance against accidents, insurance in case of infirmity and of

old age, and in other laws of less importance. I shall not

consider here what there is of good or of bad in these innova-

tions, which have helped to spread the expression and the

idea of
' '

State socialism ;

' '

that is not my task I wish only
to exhibit the facts, the events which had an influence upon
the movement of ideas in Europe and particularly in France.

Those grandiose creations, (which aided in propagating the

democratic socialism they were intended to combat), con-

tributed to make known and to give importance to that

cathedra-socialism which appears to be identified with State

socialism : or, if you please, the one became the theory,

the other the practice. France was an attentive observer of

this movement and none of its manifestations escaped
her.* Economists who may be considered as belonging
to the classical school were moved by it, but, on examina-

tion found that the German school or schools scarcely

touched pure science. These, indeed, commence by saying
that there were no economic laws, or that these were merely
a farce, but for some time they have ceased to deny them,
and admit that they are founded in human nature. Hence,
French economists saw no reason for sensibly modifying
their theories, and especially since there were among them-

selves notable differences of opinion which, however, did not

prevent them from continuing to class themselves together
as disciples of the classical or liberal school. They accepted
the ameliorations of detail brought from Germany or

Austria without hair-splitting or opposition. But it was not

toward pure science, I repeat, that the German economists,
called

"
Socialpolitikcr," specially turned their attention;

Without apeaking of those writing* which tret incidentally of the movement
of foreign thought, I have for forty year* published every three month* m th<

Journal dtt Bconomiitet a review of the principal foreign economic publication*. I

have betides devoted special and extended articles to the new German School.
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but, as the word Politiker shows, toward the side of practice,

French economists (and a minority of German economists

have remained true to this view) have reclaimed a large

field, the largest possible scope for the free initiative of the

individual, and they leave to the State only its natural

attributes, matters of general interest, security, and such

things as are beyond the reach of the individual.

The German * '

Sodalpolitik
"

school, moreover, attributes

to the State a particular mission, that of regulating in detail

the relations between citizens, and notably, of putting itself

on the side of the weak against the strong, the feeble being
the workman, the strong, the employer ;

and this principle,

which has a certain degree of legitimacy, they exaggerated
to the utmost. I must add that if, frequently, the workman
is weaker economically than the employer, it is only when
he stands alone. When workmen are organized, and they
are organized almost everywhere now, they are at least as

strong as employers, sometimes stronger.* We may even

say that before the law the workmen are always stronger.

I do not speak of the violence they may exercise
; they are

stronger, because in many cases the law can do nothing
with them, precisely because they are not rich. To cite a

single example : If the law prescribes under penalty that

eight days' (or more) notice shall be given, in advance of

the breaking of a labor contract, and the employer suddenly
dismiss the workman, he will be forced to pay the fine or

indemnity ;
if the workman break the contract without

notice, he will pay no penalty. Here, then, the workman
is the stronger, because justice has no hold on him.

Now the French economists do not admit that we ought
to recognize any inequality before the law.f Weakness

* It is not to be forgotten that, if during a strike, the strikers by violence prevent
other men from working, laissez faire on the part of the government is contrary
to its duty.

t That does not prevent certain decrees from granting privileges to workmen.
The Municipality of Paris does not allow itself to be troubled by this principle ;

but that is not a question of scientific theory ; one favors the workman that one may
be re-elected counsellor with a salary of 6000 francs and for other advantages.
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must be met by benevolence. The laws should accord

special protection only as a police precaution or as a measure

of humanity, and not as an element in economic organiza-

tion. In the economic world, it is sometimes one, some-

times another, which is strongest ;
a good or a bad harvest,

for example, may cause a change of sides
; and who can say

that this movement is not essential to the social well-being.*

The waves rise and fall alternately ;
untroubled water easily

becomes stagnant. If the State intervenes, politicians inter-

fere
;
there will be a hot-bed of injustice ;

force will overcome

right. If the law favor the workman, if it accord to him

superior power, matter will seek to rule over mind
;
there

will be decadence with or without a dictator.

The classical school in France then has not been conquered

by these new ideas; it has accepted successively, certain views;

it has been among the first to make experiments in co-opera-

tion ; it has sustained the mutual aid societies, pension funds,

saving banks ;
it has recommended the assistance of work-

men by employers ;
it has even insisted in more than one

instance on the duties of the rich, and all this without mak-

ing any advance toward State socialism. It has continued

to hold the standard of freedom high and firm, without

being turned from its course by circumstances which seemed

unfavorable. Among these unfavorable circumstances I

will cite only one. France has an insufficient number of

men who choose a career of political economy. France has

a great number of Chambers of Commerce, and each Cham-
ber needs a well-informed secretary, and above all one who
is well grounded in economics. Half the work rests upon
the secretary. A small number of these men seem well

chosen, but scarcely one of them publishes anything, yet they
should be especially well situated to study industrial and

commercial questions. Among the secretaries of the Ger-

man Chambers of Commerce are many writers
;
the celebrated

Soetbeer, who has recently died, was formerly secretary of

Accident, health and sickness, talent and the lack of it, etc., etc, are felt

everywhere in life.
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the Chamber of Commerce of Hamburg ;
and among the

secretaries of to-day we find young scholars bearing names
made illustrious by their fathers

;
for example, Roscher,

Soetbeer, Emminghaus and others. There are also the eco-

nomic collaborators of newspapers, certain officials, certain

politicians who give time to economic study, though not so

much as could be wished. Some are specialists, and give
attention only to details.

Some one will ask : And the professors ? The teaching
of political economy has been backward for a long time in

France. Those in power, who were generally protectionists,

have not been very amiable toward economists who believed

in free exchange and defended free trade with ardor. There

was first only the Chair ofJ. B. Say in the College de France,

a Chair which was held successively by Rossi, Michel Cheva-

lier and Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, the present incumbent. By
degrees a second Chair has been established in the College
de France for M. lyevasseur. There are others at the School

of Roads and Bridges and the School of Mines, at the Con-

servatory of Arts and Trades and at commercial schools.

These Chairs render service, but they are too few. I<et me
add that there are two kinds of good professors (I do not

speak of those who are not good) : one content themselves

with teaching well, and to do this consider it sufficient to

keep well informed in science, and to prepare their lectures

properly ;
the other endeavor to advance and make pro-

gress, to extend their influence and to write. When the

number of professors is small, the number of those who con-

tribute to the advancement of science will be exceedingly
small and progress will suffer. Is not result always pro-

portioned to means ?

This reason and the desire to render political economy more
accessible to men who might seek advanced instruction, led

the Society of Political Economy of Paris to petition the

government to establish Chairs of Political Economy in the

universities. The result was, that beginning with 1876, pro-

fessorships of political economy in thirteen Faculties of Law
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which exist in France, were successively established, and the

students in law were obliged to pursue the course.*

Here then is one point gained, and a very important point;
but there is another not less important : where to find pro-
fessors. We could not do as they do in America. I have had
the opportunity to see a certain number of young American
scholars who have devoted themselves to economic teaching ;

they came to Europe, took courses in Germany, France and
elsewhere

;
and when they returned to their country they

knew the chief languages of Europe, they were well informed

upon the economic literature of the several countries
;
had

seen many things with their own eyes and were suitably

prepared for their duties. And if some of these young
scholars caught a little of German Kathedersocialism, they
are working to rid themselves of it and to follow a way of

their own with characteristic American originality. It is

different in France. To be a professor in a Faculty of Law
one must first be a Doctor of Law, then an agrege. To
become an agrdge", one must take a long and difficult exami-

nation with a preparation of two or three years after having
received the doctorate : it is, moreover, a competitive exami-

nation
;
and it has happened that from twenty candidates

only three, four or five would be elected. These, are then,

well versed in law, but they may not know a word of political

economy. At first it happened that the dean would ask of

the agre'ge's which of them wished to give the course of

political economy, already obligatory. Some one must sac-

rifice himself to it. This improvised professor would surround

himself with a few books, prepare for each lesson, and thus

the law would be satisfied, but not science. Since then some
chairs have been filled by men who have devoted themselves

to political economy and who will not exchange from year to

year their course in economics for one in Roman or in crimi-

nal law. If the professors remain faithful to economic science

[Compare a paper on "
Instruction in French Universities with special refer-

ence to Instruction in Public L*w and Economic* in the I.nw Faculties," by Leo. 8.

Rowe, published in the ANNALS, Jan., 1892. vol. II., pp. 494-517: also issued as No.

47 of the Publications of the Academy. Knim* ft
]
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they can teach it
; but previous to the day when they assume

their duties for the first time, their studies have in no way
prepared them for their work

;
for in order to succeed at the

competitive examinations (concours de ? agregatiori) one

must devote himself entirely to the study of the law, which
does not suffice to make one proficient in political science.

Among the professors of the Faculties there was only M.
Alfred Jourdan, professor and dean of the Faculty of Aix,
who had mastered the political economy that he taught ;

for

he had added to his French studies two fruitful years at

German universities. He made good use of his time, and
knew German exceedingly well. He had in his library the

best English, German and Italian works, and had selected

them with judgment.* He died comparatively young, which
was a great loss to economic instruction in France.

Among other professors of the Faculties chosen since 1876
I mention first, M. P. Cauwes, who seems to know a little

German ;
he has published a large treatise on political

economy entitled "Precis du Cours d'economic politique,

etc, "f in which there are many excellent pages ;
but there

are also those which are subject to criticism, even if we over-

look the question of free trade, his tendency being toward

protection. He is to be lauded for having endeavored to

follow his own way, even if that way is not always good ;

and every one must regret that M. Cauwes has abandoned

political economy for a Chair of the History of Law.

Among the active professors, the one who attracts the most

attention at this moment is M. Ch. Gide, of the Faculty of

Law at Montpellier. He is a man of talent ;
but does not

seem to know German, at least nothing indicates that he

does
;
and if I dwell upon this point the knowledge of Ger-

man it is because M. Gide speaks like a Kathedersocialist ;

and yet one cannot know their doctrines well, if he does not

know the language, and the more so, because the doctrines

* He has published among other works " Cours analytique d'tconomie politique"
Paris : A. Rousseau, 1882.

t First edition, 1881, 2 vols
, Paris: Tyarose et Forcel.
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are constantly being modified. M. Gide attacks the classical

school with veritable fury, which makes him popular in Ger-

many ;
but he puts nothing in its stead. A very clear thinker

has said,
' ' We do well to destroy only that which we can

replace ;

" now M. Gide has replaced nothing at all. If you
read his book "

Principes d'tconomie politique," you find that

he is skeptical ;
he will hardly admit that a single thing is

true. However, it is just to add that the distinguished profes-

sor, being of an enlightened and liberal mind, after having re-

peatedly oscillated back and forth, ends very often by desig-

nating as truth, the very point which the classical school

always declared to be a proven principle of economic science.

One or two examples will suffice to support what we have

just said. In his
"
Principes" (2nd edition, p. 29) he says,

speaking of the German school :

" Neither can we share the

skepticism which this school professes in regard to natural

laws. Without doubt, economic phenomena vary in different

countries and in different periods, but if one is to renounce

the discovery, under their changing manifestations, of per-

manent relations, and general laws, the idea of making
political economy a science must be definitely abandoned.

However dangerous to science presumptuous hypotheses may be,

thev are infinitely less dangerous than this confession of power-
lessnsss" (The italics are mine.) There is no liberal econo-

mist who would not endorse this sentiment.

We can say almost as much of that which follows (p. 30).
"
In regard to that which touches the delicate question of the

intervention of the State, we are in accord with the new, or

German school, in recognizing in the continual development
of the powers of the State an historic fact, and perhaps

exactly one of those natural laws whose existence this

school contests
;
we agree also with the German school, that

the State has the right and the duty, inasmuch as it repre-

sents the collective interest, to limit individual rights and to

intervene with authority in social relations. // must be con-

fessed, however, that even to this day, the lamentable incapacity

which the State has shown, even in the most civilized countries,
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whenever it has dealt with economic questions, seems indeed, to

justify the school of laissezfaire ; and unfortunately it seems to

me that this incapacity gives no evidence of lessening; but quite

the opposite . . ."*

I have given some examples of these oscillations
;
the book

is full of them. One thinks involuntarily of the hostile

prophet (Balaam) who went out to curse and each time was

obliged to bless. Other young professors seek to imitate

these proceedings, by means of which they can attack their

predecessors, retracing their steps, however, before it is too

late, to do homage to the truth. It also gives a favorable

opportunity for the frequent use of the word "evolution,"

now so much in vogue, a term which is used without a very
exact comprehension of its significance. But these innova-

tions are not favorable to an increase in the number of econo-

mists
; professors in the Faculty of Law will not contribute

by their manuals and treatises oscillating between two modes
of observation with their ifs and their buts to multiply
students. Students are questioned upon political economy
in their examinations and they will look in the books of their

masters for the answers which they should give. But there,

frequently, the solution is wanting. They read : it is white
;

but it is perhaps black, too. They will often say to them-

selves, what a singular science ! learning by heart a few

answers and thinking no more about them.

It is not thus that youth should be dealt with
;
we owe

it positive, assured results. The professor should be content

to say : that is what is known. Almost all students will be

content with that
;

all educated men ought to have some

notions of the principal branches of knowledge
"
des claries

de tout" says a French philosopher. These notions they

receive in their youth ; they remain in their memory, and

that for life. They have learned little, but still something ;

it is enough that it should teach them to comprehend
events. Some continue their economic researches, study

* The passage which I have italicized forms one ol the arguments of liberal

economists against exaggerated intervention on the part of the State.
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profoundly, perhaps even advance the science. Under the

regime of the modern oscillatory method, nothing remains

in the memory, not even the word liberty, which the most

stupid of the disciples of the liberal economists never

forget.

But M. Gide knows indeed how to put his oscillations

aside and to strike a blow from the shoulder without too

carefully distinguishing between the true and the false.

Thus he has sent a libel to an American review in which the

false certainly predominates. This is especially true of the

following which he says of the Institute of France : "The
Institute does not desire and we can well understand this

attitude by putting ourselves in its place to commit itself to

doctrines which it deems dangerous to the public order, by

stamping them with its official approval and thus recom-

mending them to the world." Without doubt, if some one

should teach : Kill, steal, betray your country, the Institute

would not approve the doctrines even if these were set

forth in unimpeachable style ;
but if M. Gide intends to

insinuate that the Institute recognizes only scientific opin-
ions which are in conformity with the views of its members,
I may say he calumniates the Institute. One of the most

recent prizes conferred was in a competition upon Banks.

The one who drew up the report, M. Courcelle Seneuil, who
has recently died, was a supporter of the free establishment

(or multiplicity) of Banks. He who received the prize,

M. L. Smith, defended the unity of Banks of Emission.

M. Courcelle Seneuil contented himself with giving in

passing some arguments in favor of his own way of think

ing. All good work is recompensed without reference to

any pretended "orthodoxy;" there is none in science.

Besides the members themselves of the Institute have-

various shades of opinion.
M. Gide is not just to the Society of Political Econ-

omy of which he is a member nor to the Journal des

Economistes, which is very liberal. The former editor,

Joseph Gamier, was so, and M. de Molinari is now, if I am
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not mistaken. The Joiunal has received, if I remember

rightly, articles from M. Gide
;

it has even admitted M.
Paul Lafargue, the son-in-law of Karl Marx

;
I have

myself had a controversy with him, in the Journal, concern-

ing the celebrated agitator, his father-in-law. M. Gide and

his colleagues afterward founded their own review, but

they had trouble in sustaining it, and called foreign econo-

mists to their aid, especially German writers. Do they

really imagine that it will suffice to read from time to time

a fragment of Schmoller, of Brentano, or of others of that

shade of thought, in order to penetrate the spirit of men so

different from themselves ? Then I pity them
; they will

labor in vain, they and more especially their disciples.

In these observations just made, I do not depart from my
task, which consists in presenting the movement of economic

ideas in France. I regret, however, that I have been com-

pelled to add a bit of polemic. But is it my fault if a pro-

fessor of economics adopts the attitude of an assailant and

proceeds with a violence that would encourage the belief

that he regarded himself as the victim of some conscious

deception ?

Besides the thirteen professors of Faculties of the State,

some of whom might be somewhat disposed to imitate the

German professors, if their books were accessible to them,

there are the professors of four Catholic Faculties. I have

questioned the most distinguished among them, M. Claudio

Jannet,* whose merit is recognized even by those who do

not share his religious beliefs. He expresses himself sub-

stantially thus : Catholic economists are slow to profess a

science other than that which the masters in these studies

have formulated at the cost of long and conscientious labor.

Natural economic laws are to them the expression of the plan

by which God governs the world, while respecting the liberty

of individuals. There can then be a priori,no discord between

* He has published among other books: (i)
" Le Socialising iTttat et la rtjome

soctale." Second edition, 1890, Paris: Plon Nourrit et Cie. (2)
" Le Capital, la sp&cu.

lation et la finance," 18^2; published by the same firm.
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these laws and the precepts of religion, which have the same
God for their author. It is for loyal, scientific observation to

seek these laws. Catholic economists therefore strongly

repel that empiricism which holds that there is not a natural

and permanent economic order, tending continually to repro-

duce itself. They reject the pretensions of socialists of all

denominations who think they can organize society according
to the conceptions of their own imaginations. Yet they

emphasize particularly the necessity of struggling against
the evil which tends incessantly to seize upon society as well

as upon the individual. Recognizing the action of this

tendency to evil and knowing that the development of human
life is not bounded by this earth, they are not astonished at

the imperfections of economic order nor at social suffering ;

and they consider that a constant effort toward good and a

continual increase in virtue and individual morality, will

tend to advance economic order and to ameliorate the social

state. It is above all in questions of
" economic policy,"*

that the Catholic writers show their distinct character.

Forced to give attention to the historic considerations which

formerly rendered useful the guild system and the seignorial

regime, they nevertheless recognize the superiority of the

modern plan founded upon freedom of labor, exchange and

contract
;
but this regime exacts, perhaps, a still greater

display of moral qualities to prevent antagonism from devel-

oping among men, when each has become more conscious of

his rights and of his own value. So they recommend the

practice of assistance ( patronage) on the part of the heads

of workshops and establishments, mutual benefit societies,

co-operation, professional associations
;
and as there will

always be some who suffer, they regard with favor mutual

aid societies ( patrimonies corporatifs) for the assistance of

small proprietors, artisans and their journeymen. They
consider that charity, not imposed, but directed and animated

by the Church, has always an important place in the economic

order.

Volkr*nthuka/l>tltttk in German.
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This is the view of a very religious man. All liberal

economists agree as to the necessity of giving assistance to

those who suffer
;
but the majority are of the opinion that the

economic domain, where one produces, or acquires by means
of labor or exchange, should be separated from that of

charity, where necessities are obtained, not by production or

exchange, but by free gift. It is at least a question of

method
;
and is, perhaps, a question of division of labor.

I spoke at the beginning of this article of the classical

school, and we have seen that what characterizes it, is its

scientific doctrines
;

for there can be a divergence of opin-

ion in respect to actual practice, without necessitating with-

drawal from the school. Science leaves nothing to arbitrari-

ness, it exacts serious proofs ; practice depends in a certain

degree on individual calculation, and this in turn is influenced

by events, by conjunctures, by environment, and why not

also by the temperament of the individual, by his faculties

and by the degree of his knowledge ? The applied science,

that is to say, the practical economics, tends frequently to

react against theories. This tendency has been seen in

Germany, and may now be observed in England, in France

even
;
in fact to some extent everywhere, but without result.

Fundamental principles have not been shaken. Wherever
men have attacked principles they have had to content them-

selves by denying them purely and simply. But that pro-

duced little effect. Thus Cliffe-Leslie once discussed in the

London AtJuzneum the principle of the least effort
;
he sought

to prove that man does not try to obtain the greatest result

with the least effort, but he convinced no one. Others have

wished to question the influence of supply and demand,

equally in vain. Has not this principle or this law a close

relationship with the effects of scarcity (dearness) and of

abundance (cheapness) ? And these effects have very

recently found their complete explanation in the final or

marginal utility (Grcnznutzeit) of the Austrians.

In France certain statesmen and publicists have said : Let

us leave science alone
;

it is too well established not to be
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proof against our attacks ;
let us ignore it. Let us act as if

it did not exist, and let us advance our practical ideas. It

is thus that State socialism has acted. There have been

powerful arguments in favor of this course, and they are

summed up in the power of universal suffrage. This power
is very great, and is at once material and immaterial in its

nature. It is of a material nature to the ambitious, for it is

universal suffrage which procures the honors and advantages
which those seek who follow a political career. It is of an

immaterial nature in that it induces imitation. Imitation is a

great social power ;
few persons resist the influence of exam-

ple, above all, of a widespread example which has numbers to

recommend it, if nothing else. Generally, one does not like

to belong to the minority ; some, because numbers awe them,
numbers seem to them to guarantee truth, wisdom, or ad-

vantage, at any rate ; others, because they feel themselves

too much alone in a minority ; they feel almost ridiculous,

and a French proverb says,
4 '

Ridicule kills.
' '

But it is

the socialistic influence which dominates now among the

masses ; not that they know the theories of Karl Marx well
;

have the masses in fact ever known thoroughly the dog-
mas of their religion ? They believe in a general way, and

follow the men who have their confidence ;
and these men

promise them a greater share of the goods of this world.

This is all that nine-tenths of the voters understand. The
leaders make pretense of having a doctrine collectivism

but they know that it is, in reality, impracticable and unre-

alizable. Every one of them, Karl Marx and all his succes-

sors, have recoiled before a compilation of a comparative
table of skilled labor (how many days of unskilled labor equal
in value a day of various classes of skilled labors of

the locksmith, of th'j watchmaker, of the inventor of the

physician, etc.); and so long as this table of labor is not

made, collectivism is not applicable ,
for it is according to

this list that social labor is valued and paid, and so long as

the socialist leaders do not apply themselves to the prepara-
tion of such a table they show that they do not believe in

he advent of collectivism.
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Beside this rude socialism of the masses, there is that of

the middle class, that of the upper classes
;
and this aristo-

cratic socialism, this "good" socialism, is simply a modern

garment given to venerable charity, or again, that Utopian
aureole which succeeds to the religious aureole which has

always surrounded benevolence, humanity, love of one's

neighbor. These Utopian sentiments exercise to-day a great
influence over men of the most diverse tendencies. Such
sentiments are at least disinterested, or have that appearance.

So, then, there is much economic practice without much
attention to theory, and if theory looks as if it would grum-
ble, the label is changed, and instead of "economic"
*'
social "* is used

;
and if one has a tender heart, he deludes

himself, and is persuaded that it is good. Even economists,

well founded in their principles, allow themselves, if not to

do as the Romans do, at least to make concessions. They
can do this without a blush, for practice always leaves a cer-

tain sometimes a great latitude to individual taste : one

can waive a portion of his rights. Upon the limit to place
in this matter, nothing is yet decided. Opinions are ferment-

ing ;
and we must wait until they are clarified. Only the

masses or rather the demagogues ask too much : all that

they ask cannot be given them. If there be a struggle, if

violence occur, then economic laws will show that they may
become dormant but do not perish, they punish those who

transgress them.

I should have been glad in closing to mention a certain

number of contemporary economic publications, to show to

what measure the dominant influences had acted upon the

authors of to-day who have remained faithful to liberal prin-

ciples, while making concessions in the matter of practice.

It would have been interesting to note these concessions,

which may sometimes be involuntary and unconscious of

the modifications of doctrine which are the result of reflec-

tion or of new experiment, of an "Evolution," as an

* The distinction between economic and social is not, perhaps, so apparent in

America as in Europe.
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extremely modern man would say ;* but such studies of texts

exact much space for the writer and much patience for the

reader
;
we will abuse neither the one nor the other. As

everywhere, economic study in France is to-day in a state of

transition ; let us hope that it will emerge with new strength

and brilliancy.

* I have several times attempted to make such comparisons in my work,
" Le Progts de la Science tconomique" (Paris, Guillaumin).

MAURICE BLOCK.
(toris).

[Translated by CORNELIA H. B. ROGERS ]



THE RELATION OF ECONOMIC STUDY TO
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CHARITY.*

The purpose of this paper is the discussion of certain as-

pects of the study of economics, especially this question :

Of what avail is the study of economics in the practical

work of dealing with the problems of poverty ? In putting
the question thus, I am, perhaps, making too great a con-

cession to those who demand from study of any sort im-

mediate results in hard cash or some equally obvious medium
of exchange. Such persons must always remain strangers
to the pleasures of the pursuit of truth for its own sake

rather than for the sake of the profit that it brings, and

strangers also to the real enjoyment derivable from the getting
of knowledge ostentatiously useless.

Among the numerous inconsistencies in which we are apt
to detect each other, there is the inconsistency of feeling

more interested and excited about things remote than about

things near
;
and at the same time demanding in connection

with things near, that every thought about them shall pay
in some definite form. We expend our compassion and our

money in sending missionaries to the heathen of other coun-

tries, or in alleviating the miseries of Russian Jews, or

Christians of the Lebanon, while we manifest some impa-
tience at the demands upon our time and our purses for the

service of our next-door neighbors. The closer things are

to our vital interests, the less they interest us. We see too

much of them, and have them thrust in our eyes until we
are weary of them. Things that are familiar bore us to

death, even though we may run the risk of their doing us to

death in some other way. The commonplace does not excite

* Inaugural Lecture delivered before the University of Toronto. February 6th,
1893-

(34)
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us, because it is commonplace. What excites us is the novel,

the uncommon, the unfamiliar. Now, here, perhaps, is the

reason for the prevalence of the notion that political economy
is

" the dismal science." Because it deals with the common

place, because it has to do with the familiar, it is dismal,

and for no other reason.* It is true that economics opens a

new window through which we may, if we will, look out

upon life
;
but the window is glazed with no garish colors,

there is no inviting label to make us aware of the treasures

that lie within. There is indeed a label which is tradition-

ally repellent hence the popular view which, like most pop-
ular views, is partly justified and partly erroneous, that eco-

nomics is a dull affair, that it is a study by dull people, of

dull people, for dull people.

In so far as economics is regarded as dismal because of its

relation to every-day life, there is no help for it; in so far as

it is dismal because it throws little or no light upon practical

problems, there is no excuse for it. Let us see how far and
in \vhat way the study of economics can throw light upon
practical affairs. But first What is the relation between

practical affairs and science of any kind ? Is it not this ? The

region of practical affairs is the region of action it is the

region of art in the widest sense. The region of science is

the region of thought, of action too, no doubt, in the sense

of experiment and observation, but still essentially the

region of thought, of logical continuity, of guarded progress
from one proof to another, of careful employment of theories

and hypotheses. In science we think and talk about its

principles and classifications. In art we have no occasion

to talk we have to do it. Art like charity, is to be done,
not to be talked about. It were childish to discuss the oppo-
sition of science and art, the opposition of theory which is

in the region of science to practice, which is in the region
of art. They are not opposed, one is the complement or the

fruition of the other. Two theories may be opposed as two
Cf. Helps

"
Social PrcMure." p. 255.
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methods of practice may differ, but there is no such oppo-

sition, in reality as that which underlies the phrase
"

It is all

very well in theory but it does not work out in practice."

Where this phrase is employed it will be found that there is

something loose in the theory, some error in the method of

working in the practice, or a total want of harmony between

the conditions presupposed in the theory and those which

actually accompany the practice. In any case it is a loose

and inaccurate phrase suggesting an opposition which has no

counterpart in reality. Science and art, theory and practice

are then not opposed, though they are different. One is con-

cerned with executive power with action, with the emotions,

with the muscles, and the other with thought, with orderly

arrangement, with opinion, with criticism.

Now, though political economy is held by some to be an

art as well as a science, and perhaps rightly so held, we
must not confound the methods of the science of political

economy with those of the art of political economy. The
science of political economy is the province of the economist,

the art of political economy is the province of the statesman,

or the practical administrator in civic, national or inter-

national economic affairs.

The functions of the two classes of persons vary widely ;

the two classes may be of mutual aid, they may be of

mutual hindrance. The two functions require different

orders of mind, different aptitudes and different studies.

An excellent economist may make an indifferent states-

man, not because "what is all very well in theory will not

work out in practice,
' ' nor because the study of economics

is of no use to a practical statesman
; but, because the qual-

ities which have enabled the economist readily to grasp
scientific principles are not those which as a statesman he is

called upori to exercise. Power to grasp scientific principles

is a valuable quality in any man ;
but the statesman must

have other qualities beside, he must have the capacity and

the habit of control, he must have the magnetic power to bind
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men together and to lead them his way. He must be a

man of action. It were as unreasonable to demand of

the economist administrative ability as to demand of the

statesman intimate knowledge and grasp of scientific prin-

ciples.

Yet it is of the greatest importance for the economist to

know, and to know exhaustively, the methods of practice,

however little he may share in them, as it is for the states-

man to know, and to know exhaustively, current theories of

political action, however little he may be able or desirous to

take a share in thinking them out.

The statesman, politician, town councilor or other rep-
resentative of the people who takes part in public economics

and who, nevertheless, passes the study of economics by on
the other side does so, not because there is any opposition
between sound theory and sound practice, but rather because

being a man of action he has no aptitude for abstract think-

ing, and no wish to trouble about it. The average man
does indeed confine himself to one or other sphere of

activity to practical government or to the study of systems
of governments.

It will perhaps now be evident that objections to the econ-

omist because he is not practical are as valid as, and no more
valid than, objections to the politician because he does not

offer unbiased statements of theories of government instead

of party speeches.
All this may seem rather elementary. >'et . perhaps, at no

time has there been more need to emphasize this distinction

between science and art than there is now. If we are to

build up a science of economics we must do so with our eye

on, but with our minds and voices away from, the market

place or the hustings. We must have as little emotional

interest in this or that theory, or this or that policy, as we
should have in the examination of the evolutions of an oyster

feeding under a microscope or in the discussion of the

succession of the rocks in our neighborhood.
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One has often tried to get some account of a battle or of a

campaign from a private soldier, but always without success.

He knows only marchings and counter-marchings, knows
that one night he lay behind a hill and that the next morn-

ing his regiment charged over a plain. This is all. Any
student of history knows more of battles than the soldiers

who were there, who are not students of history.

Thus, in the turmoil of party politics, in the midst of the

struggles of Conservative and Liberal , Republican and Demo-

crat, N. P. and "grit," we here at least maybe tranquil,

but observant. The onlookers see most of the game.
This then is the role of economic science in the study of

practical problems, it is to give a man that sane and all-

round view which our dual system of party government
tends to prevent him from having ;

it is to show a man
that the result of his action is at the best uncertain, but that

in proportion as step by step he reasons rightly and com-

prehensively, he is the more likely to bring his action to

good issues. The study of economics makes a man modest,
would make even a politician modest. For it brings him
into the presence of the vast social and material forces with

which in any action on the large scale he has to reckon. It

makes him realize how complex are the issues of life, how
numerous the cross-currents, how many forces may conspire
to defeat his best aims.

And now, in this attitude of theoretically the most perfect

independence, the most absolute indifference to the imme-

diate or remote results, the uttermost absence of what the

world calls ''sentiment," let us regard the problems of

poverty.

The first question we must ask about poverty is What is

the meaning of the word ? The dictionary does not help us

much, though it gives us a number of synonyms. While

every one has a general idea of what is meant by the expres-

sion, we should find considerable difference in ideas as

to what constitutes poverty. If our scientific method is to
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avail us at all, it must first offer us the means of obtaining a

more definite idea of the range and meaning of poverty than

is offered to us in the language of every-day life. It must

provide us with some gauge for determining the degree of

poverty and with some method by which we may discover

where poverty comes in in the general scheme of things and

what brings it there.

Like all early inquiries, the early inquiries into poverty

regarded it as an isolated fact which might be considered

apart from the other facts of life, and described it as a disease

due to one or two specific causes, and capable of being dealt

with by one or two specific remedies.

But just as the study of physiology, the study of

the normal action of the functions of the organism preceded

pathology, the study of the morbid action of the

organs, so the scientific study of diseases of the social organ-
ism social pathology we may call it was necessarily pre-

ceded by study of the normal action of the economic functions.

It was necessary for us to have the study of the wealth of

nations before we could have the study of the poverty of

nations.

Technically the study of wealth is in the departments of

production and distribution the study of poverty is in the

department of consumption.* Poverty is unsatisfied need.

The need is there, the resources to satisfy it are not there.

Poverty is thus the condition of those who live at a low

level, whose food, clothing and shelter are relatively inade-

quate relatively inadequate for if they were absolutely

inadequate, those who found themselves in that condition

would perish inadequate relatively to the resources and

umption of those who are living at a higher level.

Poverty is simply the shady side of life, and we cannot

understand that unless we understand what life is and how
it is now being lived by the people. We must, therefore,

* While Inadequate production or a defective yntem of distribution may pro-

duce poverty, neither will determine the depth and range of it.
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look upon the study of poverty as being part of a large whole.

This is the central idea of the modern study of poverty. It

is a part of the study of the economic life of the people as a

whole.

The methods that are now being employed in the study
of poverty are simply the methods by which other sciences

than economics have succeeded in enlarging the domain of

knowledge, viz., observation, induction and deduction.

The same order of skill with which beasts, birds, fishes and

insects have been classified and arranged is at last being

brought to bear upon mankind. It is beginning to be

possible to understand ourselves. ^
This orderly scientific method is rather the outcome of the

general movement than the offspring of a single investiga-

tor. It has, indeed, not sprung into existence in a moment
;

but is rather a development, many workers having been

devoting themselves to a close and systematic study of

economic life, some of them even without being aware of the

importance of the work they were doing.

I desire to suggest the need of adequate coordination of

the results of such inquiries, rather than to make a pre-

mature attempt at coordination. It seems essential that the

order of facts whose interpretation is desired should be

widely understood. This order of facts may perhaps be

most effectually gathered from an account of two different

but parallel investigations.

One of the leaders in the new method of the study of

society was Frederic L,e Play, who, in 1829, began the series

of family monographs which has been carried on by his

disciples over the period of sixty-four years that has

elapsed since then. It is not my purpose to give an ex-

haustive account of the method of Le Play. I shall en-

deavor merely to indicate so much of it as may suffice to

show its place in the study of the problem of poverty.

The chief feature in the method of Le Play is the compre-

hensiveness and minuteness of its view of social life. It
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takes as its starting point the idea that the unit of society is

the family, and that the plexus of social forces can only be

inductively studied by means of microscopic observation of

a great number of these units. The family, then, must

be examined in detail with scrupulous care, and its en-

vironment, heredity and characteristics exhaustively cata-

logued.

Thus, the three chief heads under which the investigation

must be carried on are these :

1 . The external condition of the family.

2. The status of the family, with its record of heredity.

3. The means and mode of existence of the family

It is the business of the observer to note :

I. THE EXTERNAL CONDITION OF THE FAMILY.

The Place of Habitation. -The features of the district
;
the

municipal government ;
the provision of open spaces ;

means

of transit
;
the physical characters of the district

;
climate

and natural resources.

The Chief Industries. The mode in which these are or-

ganized domestic or capitalistic ; exportation and importa-

tion from the district
;
mode of land ownership ;

division of

property ;
state of commercial property ;

number of popula-

tion, and trades of these.

2. CIVIL STATE OF THE FAMILY.

Constitution of the Family. Names and places of birth

and death of members of the family.

Religion and Moral Habits. Religious belief of the family

and of the population in general ;
influence of the clergy ;

details of religious practices ; private observances ; domestic

worship; public worship; sacred images; ceremonies at

marriage, birth and death.

Domestic Virtues. Attachment between homes ; i 1 1 tlu -

ence accorded to the wife in domestic affairs ;
deference

accorded to aged parents measures taken to secure for them
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a happy old age ;
remembrance of dead parents ;

affection

to offspring measures taken for their development, moral

and intellectual
;
treatment of domestics and animals.

Social r'irturs. Chanty; devotion; disposition to hospi-

tality ; spirit of conciliation in dispute ; politeness and

harmony in social relations
; guild relations, friendly societies,

corporations, trade unions
;
deference and attachment of

family to employer ;
relations with devotees of other religions ;

toleration.

Moral Habits Relative to Afode of Existence. Inclination

to own property in house, furniture and in clothes
; tendency

to simplicity ; temperance in food and drink
;
inclination to

save
;
terms of investment of saved capital ;

mode of trans-

mission of property to the period of old age and of death
;

tendency to remain in place of habitation or to emigrate

temporarily or permanently.

Principal Traits Characterizing Intellectual Development.

Knowledge communicated by primary instruction and by

religious instruction
; special facts relative to the education

of children
;
the relation of the exercise of their trade to

intellectual development ;
use of museums in this connec-

tion
;
attachment to tradition, or tendency to innovations in

methods of labor
;

relation of workmen to masters
;
the

attitude of the family to civil and political institutions.

Hygiene. The habitual state of health of the family ;

practices of ablution
;
cleanliness or otherwise of clothes and

houses.

Medical Service. Aptitude or ignorance of head of family

or of the wife to administer medical relief or to act as nurse
;

superstitious or archaic practices or theories regarding care

of health
;
care of health of children by parents ;

infant in-

surance, bearing upon health and life of children.

Rank of Family. Relations of family with other families

of employers or workmen in same locality ; conception of

status of family by itself
;
relation to strangers ; sociability

or otherwise of family.
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3. MEANS OF EXISTENCE OF THE FAMILY.

Property Possessed by the Family. Immovables, movables,

money, investments, tools, arms, domestic animals.

Subventions. Charitable relief; payments by friendly

societies or trade unions during sickness or want of employ-
ment ; drugs ; use of hospital, school and church, so far as

these are free.

Labor. Labor executed by the workman and his family

for an employer ;
labor executed by the workman and his

family for his own behoof.

It will be seen at once that here is something larger than

simply an economic investigation ;
it is rather a sociological

investigation of the most comprehensive character. It is,

indeed, more than that, for it involves as well, topography,
the study of the physical environment. While the details

of the investigation are not such as might be undertaken by
the economist in the strict rendering of the expression, every

one of the points has its bearing upon the economic condi-

tion. The economic condition is indeed the resultant of

these various forces and the condition cannot be understood

without an investigation into the way in which it has been

produced. It may seem a hard saying, yet it is true, that

what we know about the economic condition of the popula-

tions of our large cities is mere vague surmise, depending

upon the statements of a few persons in each city, untrained,

as a rule, in rigid methods of induction, who form their

conclusions from a field of observation, limited by their own
il experience. What we do need is detailed and con-

tinuous investigations along the lines I have sketched, with

competent co-ordination of the results.

The method of Le Play is no visionary scheme, but is now

being applied to the study of populations in several widely

separated areas. Le Play's own monographs deal with society

in some of the European countries and in the East, and the

accumulation of material for co-ordination is still being car-

ried on by the Le Play societies.
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By far the most important, in point of positive results of

the applications of modern scientific methods of research to

the study of society, and specially to the problems of pover-

ty, is the work of Mr. Charles Booth upon London. Mr.

Booth has carried on his investigation, independently of the

Le Play method, and on different, though somewhat similar,

but less systematic, lines. He has conceived the idea of

making an exhaustive study of the population of London
from an economic point of view. With this object he has

already by the aid of an army of assistants, thoroughly ex-

plored a great part of London. He has made a careful

investigation of a vast number of families and has gleaned
not all, but a large number of the relevant facts about them.

He has classified these facts and drawn certain provisional

conclusions from them. His work is indeed, in most ways,
a perfect model of what such an investigation should be.

The conditions of each great city are so different from those

of every other that not until we have before us similar in-

vestigations of other cities shall we be entitled to form

definite conclusions about the poverty in them.

Early in Mr. Booth's investigations he found it necessary

to devise a classification which might serve as a standard for

the measurement of different degrees of poverty.

The standard is as follows :

A. The lowest class of occasional laborers, loafers and

semi-criminals.

B. Casual earnings very poor.

C. Intermittent earnings, )

D. Small, irregular earnings, {Together,
the "poor."

B. Regular standard earnings above the line of poverty.

F. Higher class labor.

G. Lower middle class.

H. Upper middle class.

These divisions are of necessity arbitrary. In different

places, or at different periods in the same place, they would

be denoted by different pecuniary amounts. Each division
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is, however, sufficiently permanent in its central idea for prac-
tical purposes. In London, in 1886-89, when these inves-

tigations were made, the
' '

poor," Classes C and D comprised
those who have an income of from $4.75 to $5. 10 (iS^to 2is)

per week for a moderate family ; Class B comprises those

who fall below this amount.* The ' '

poor
' '

may be described

as living in a state of struggle to obtain the necessaries of life;

while the very poor "live in a state of chronic want."

Here, then, we have a gauge by which to measure the

standard of comfort of the people. The gauge is readily

adjustable to any locality. What we need to do is by a

general inquiry to fix the amount of the money wages ap-

plicable to each class with the relative numbers in family and

then proceed to discover by minute inquiry what the standard

of comfort is in each family over the different quarters of

a city. This inquiry involves a vast amount of time and

trouble, and must be repeated at moderate intervals
; but

without such an inquiry our knowledge of the people, of

their standard of comfort, of what constitutes poverty,
and the extent of it is quite vague and indefinite.

The results of Mr. Booth's investigations into the economic

condition of a certain portion of the people of London re-

veal many interesting points. In the district chosen by
him for investigation in the first instance, East London and

Hackney, comprising an area of about seven square miles

in the east of London, bounded on the south by the river

Thames, on the west by the city and on the east by the

Poplar marshes, there are about 900,000 inhabitants. Of
these 64.8 per cent were above the line of poverty and 35.2 per
cent were below it. Of this 35.2 per cent, or 315,000 persons
below the line of poverty, only 6000 were inmates of institu-

tions, so that over 300,000 persons were living in poverty in

this area one-third of the population.
But of these 300,000 persons living in poverty, 128,000,

or nearly one-half, were earning regular low wages; 74,000,

C. Booth. "
Life and Labor In Bast London." Vol. I, P. 33.
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or about one-fourth, were making irregular earnings; 100,000,

or one-third, were making casual earnings; while 11,000, or

4 per cent of the poor, or i} per cent of the whole

population of the district, belonged to the lowest class of

occasional laborers, loafers and semi-criminals.

Here, then, it is clear that in studying the problems of

poverty we have to deal not alone with those who claim

public relief as paupers, or who claim private charity as

beggars, but with the great army from which these classes

are constantly recruited, the army of those who live at or

under the line of poverty a great army living at a depressed
rate of life and tending to reduce the vitality of the whole

population.

But Mr. Booth has done something more than merely
discover the extent of poverty. He has made inquiry into

its causes. The causes of poverty turn out not only to be

numerous, but interactive. There is the principal cause

and the contributing cause, there is the cause and the effect

visible in the same person, or in two or more persons.

Thus the poverty of a child may not be due to any fault

on the part of the child, but to one or the other parent or

both.

This strictly empirical investigation of Mr. Booth's reveals

the following causes of poverty operating as principal or

contributory causes :

Crime, vice, drink, laziness, pauper associations, heredity,

mental disease, temper, incapacity, early marriage, large

family, extravagance, lack of work (unemployed), trade

misfortune, restlessness (roving, tramp) ,
no relations, death

of husband, desertion (abandoned), death of father or

mother, sickness, accident, ill luck, old age.

It is difficult to give a fair idea of Mr. Booth's investiga-

tions from his voluminous tables. But, out of 1000 paupers
in Stepney whose cases were carefully investigated individ-

ually it was found that old age was the chief principal and

contributory cause.
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Old age was the principal cause in 32.8 per cent of the

cases.

Sickness, 26.7 per cent.

Drink, 12.6
"

Accident,...... 4.7
*'

Trade misfortune, . . . . 4.4
"

Pauper associations and heredity, . i . i
' '

As contributory causes:

Old age contributed of the cases, . 1 7 per cent.

Pauper associations and heredity contributed

chiefly with sickness, drink and old age as

principal causes of the cases, . . 17
' *

Drink contributory cause, with sickness and

old age as principal causes, accounted for

the pauperism of . . . 12
"

While sickness accounted for an equal number.

Altogether drink is returned as responsible directly as

principal, or indirectly as contributory', cause for 25 percent
of the cases. Mr. Booth, however, says "the proportion is

less than might have been expected, and it is probable that

closer research into the circumstances and history of these

people, if it could be made, might disclose a greater connec-

tion than here appears between pauperism and the public

house. It is, however, noteworthy that the results shown

agree on the whole with those of the two inquiries I have

myself previously made into apparent causes of poverty.

The first regarding 4000 cases of poverty known by certain

of the School Board visitors, gave 13 to 14 per cent as

one to drink, the lighter percentage being for the greater

degree of poverty. The second, regarding about 5000

people living poor and irregular lives, showed 10 and 1 1

per cent, dropping to only 5 per cent for about another

3000 who though poor were more regularly employed.
' '

In St. Pancras workhouse, the number of cases in which

pauperism was due to old age as a principal cause was 23.4

per cent.
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To sickness, 20. 7 per cent.

To drink, 21.9
"

To laziness, 10.6
"

To mental derangement, . . - 4.3
"

In St. Pancras workhouse about the same number of cases

were investigated but they included a smaller number of

permanent paupers than the Stepney house whose figures were

first quoted. The current cases exhibit the largest amount

of drunkenness. The ' '

ins and outs,
' '

or those who go to

the workhouse for a while and then leave, are specially not-

able for drunken habits. Forty-three per cent of the
' *

ins

and outs
' ' were obliged to seek refuge in the workhouse on

account of drink.

The details of Mr. Booth's conclusions are to be found in

his smaller volume on Pauperism.* His main conclusion is

that old age is the most frequent principal cause of pauper-

ism, and he suggests as a remedy for this cause a national

scheme of endowment of old age. Old age, then, stands

first, sickness next and then comes drink.

Supremely valuable as Mr. .Booth's work is, it stops short

of a full revelation of the reason why we have this mass of

poverty. It discloses the immediate causes of poverty, it

does not disclose the remoter causes of it. For the empirical

investigation of these we must turn to the more comprehen-
sive method of Frederic I^e Play, the close study of the

family, each family the subject of a separate monograph nar-

rating its record as a family, its ethnical position, its migra-

tions, its industrial status, its sources of income and methods

of expenditure.

Study of poverty in the economic sense is thus a

branch of the study of economic life a branch involving

special methods of research and investigation, special methods

of record and generalization.

Not that this can be done easily, on the contrary, even as

regards pauperism, a detailed investigation into the record of

* C. Booth. "
Pauperism : A Picture."
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any considerable number of pauper families might be almost

impossible. Yet such an investigation would probably
show us that poverty, especially in England is not

wholly a creation of to-day, but is largely a legacy from

the past. One cannot read the economic history of the

country without feeling convinced that the underpaid and

stunted weavers and mechanics of the beginning of the cen-

tury and the half-starved agricultural laborers, who sys-

tematically received part of their wages out of the poor rates,

have taken a frightful revenge have bequeathed not wealth,

which moth and rust might corrupt,, but poverty, which

flourishes in corruption. Neglect in the past of obvious

physiological laws is responsible for much of the poverty
of to-day.

In a very real sense the sins of the fathers are visited upon
the children, even unto the third and fourth generation.

Whole nations may suffer for some class sins of a bygone

age. Much of the low level of modern life is due, we can

hardly doubt, to causes reaching far back in the history of

each race some of them not indeed so very far back, but

still behind the immediate range of vision. Thus much of

the low level of modern life is due to the existence of a

definite nucleus of hereditary pauperism. This hereditary

pauperism is due again in a large measure, no doubt, to the

modes of dispensing public and private charity, which have

endured, more or less, from the middle ages until now. And
tlv- unfortunate and disagreeable fact emerges in most in-

cjuirus on the subject that not a few of the charitable agencies
and not a few charitable individuals are steadily adding to

the ranks of professional pauperism by an ill-considered sys-

tem of doles. It is hard to resist the moving of the bowels

of compassion and to refuse to give a coin to a beggar, but

after all the giving of the coin is an easy salve to the con-

science. It is much easier, for example, than taking pains

to discover the exact mr the poverty H the beggar
and setting about to devise, means at once to save the man
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and prevent so far as may be future cases of the same order.

I need not weary you with criticisms of the results of indis-

criminate alms giving. These have been urged over and

over again by every charity organizer, from Defoe in his

essay
" On Giving Alms no Charity,

' ' down to our own day.

Much of the misery is due also, no doubt, to the economic

changes that in many countries have transformed agricultural

into industrial and industrial into commercial communities.

What is popularly known as
' ' modern progress

' '

consists in

changes of this sort. Some of these changes, probably most

of them, are due to imperious forces which will not be gain-

said, are due to physical changes, climatic and other, are

due to pressure of population, or external or internal influ-

ences too varied to enumerate. While the main facts of

these changes are probably inevitable, because they are due

to forces which it were useless to fight against, much may
be done to mitigate the severity of a change to those who
are victimized by it. Failure to do this by some means or

other, by voluntary private action or by compulsory State or

municipal action, inevitably results in accession to the ranks

of those who have gone down in the struggle with the new
forces. Such victims of what is called progress, where they

do not die, live to produce an enfeebled and deteriorated

generation. Successive changes of this kind have resulted

in the casting off, as by centrifugal force, from the round of

industry, of great numbers of men and women. Thus,

apart altogether from personal misconduct, which counts

for much, but which is often traceable to inherited tenden-

cies, there is in modern industrial life an excessive develop-

ment of this form of struggle, one of the forms of the
' '

struggle

for existence," which goes on on all the rungs and from top

to bottom of the biological ladder. It is a struggle of pro-

cesses as well as of men, in which the processes often victim-

ize the men who devise them. It may be that nothing can

meanwhile be done to mitigate the severity of the effects of

these changes in general or on the large scale, but much
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may be done much is being done on the small scale.

Manufacturers to-day who introduce new machinery are, as

a rule, more considerate of their workers than they used to

be, partly, perhaps, owing to the moralization of the em-

ployer and partly to the combination of the workers. Thus
ive witnessed during the past few years many industrial

changes and, no doubt, much victimization, but probably
less serious suffering than might otherwise have been the

case.

An exhaustive examination of economic life, would involve

inquiry as to how far what is known as the factory system
M>ciated with the development of poverty, and as to what

are the precise relations between the growth of towns and the

growth within them of a proletariat class, or landless, work-

less class, probably partly inheriting their inefficiency.

Apart from the general influence of the factory system

upon industrial society, there is the influence of the com-

mercial system. The huge circulatory system of modern

commerce works smoothly for a while, and then, from an

obscure or undiscoverable cause, is suddenly or gradually
constricted at some point, while the whole system, inti-

mately sympathetic as it is, is affected by the constriction.

These fluctuations in commerce produce corresponding
fluctuations in industry, and we have the alternate phenomena
of inflation and depression of trade.

Thus one of the results of the departure now going on

in a greater or lesser degree in most civilized countries, from

"the stable basis of agriculture to the fluctuating basis of

trade," is the irregularity of employment. Exact figures in

this connection are hard to get as yet, although they are being
more industriously collected now than ever before. By way of

illustration we may take the record of a period of depre

where, of course, this condition of irregularity is most mani

Of 30,000 workmen in the East of London, \,

cases were investigated in 14,000 or 47 per cent h ul

been working continuously for six months or more, while
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29 per cent had been working only two months in the aggre-

gate out of the six, and 23 per cent had been idle for various

periods, extending from two to ten weeks, that is that 53 per
cent of these 30,000 workmen belonging to thirty-four differ-

ent classes of occupations, and a much larger number of indi-

vidual occupations, were exposed to serious irregularities of

employment. Of these 3 per cent only were permanently
disabled and 3 per cent were temporarily disabled, and were,

therefore, not physically equal to manual labor.* The
returns of trade unions illustrate the same condition. Irregu-

larity of employment leads directly or indirectly to

poverty.

The alert and shrewd among workmen reckon upon and

prepare for these periods of depression. They insure against

them by actual saving and by paying into a trade society.

It may be held, therefore, that in some industries wages are

higher than they would otherwise be were it not for these

fluctuations. The trade union is largely to be credited

with providing a compensation balance which steadies the

industrial system and prevents it from feeling the full effects

of the fluctuations of commerce.

Beneath the industrious and provident workman, and

forming a large class in the communities of the Old World

and in some of those of the New, there are the men who,

whenever the first wave of depression comes, find themselves

without employment. The unskillful, the lazy, the ill-tem-

pered (for this, as every careful observer knows, is quite a

large cause of poverty) ,
the dissolute, are naturally dismissed

first, while the skillful, active and good-tempered, steady

men remain till the last.

The class thus indicated form the ranks of the unem-

ployed whenever depression in trade causes a diminution of

employment.
We may now divide each of Mr. Booth's classes A, B, C

and D into sub-classes. In each we will find :

* Parliamentary Paper. C 5228. 1887. P. 2.
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1 . The aged.
2. The insane.

3. The sick, including (a) Those suffering from diseases

due to drunkenness. () Those suffering from other disc

4. The able-bodied unemployed.
Let us enumerate rather than examine the methods adopted

in dealing with these classes.

There are three main methods of general application and
in general use :

These are

1 . Compulsory rating for State or district relief, with ad-

ministration by nominated or popularly elected representa-

tion, as in England.
2. Voluntary Associations, as in Canada.

3. A union of these, as in the case of the poor by a State

church, or as in what is known as the Elberfeld system.

Private or unorganized charity cannot fairly be classed as a

system, although it is possible that more is done, both ofgood
and of evil, by private charity than by any of the systems. Ju-

dicious private charity may render unnecessary the establish-

ment of a public system, while the establishment of a public

systemmay on the otherhand tend to stamp out private chari ty .

If we could be quite certain that every man had a perfectly

alert regard to his own interest, and the most ample oppor-

tunity to secure his interest, together with a perfectly keen

sense of his responsibilities and duties, there would be theo-

retic justification for sternly refusing' relief of any kind.

But we know that men do not grow that way. and that there-

fore, however unfortunate in many ways it may t>e for

society, society must make good the shortcomings of the

individual' for no other reason, so far as sex m enied,

than the desire for self-preservation. It is true that the

of this action of society is to transfer the responsibility

the individual to society. But since in the cases concerned

the personal responsibility is not recogni/ed. \\.

gain in the recognition of it | ,'. reSpOOttbilil
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As regards the aged, sick and insane poor, granted the

duty of maintaining them, the question is How is it to be

done most efficiently ? By indoor maintenance in the poor-

house or asylum, or by outdoor relief in the shape of allow-

ances, pensions or otherwise.

In the cases of the insane and in the cases of those who
are sick from infectious diseases, there is everywhere a defi-

nite tendency to treat these in a hospital or asylum. While

the expenses of administration vary widely, there can be

little doubt that for the sick and insane, indoor treatment is,

on the whole, more efficient and less expensive than any
other method would be.

The establishment of asylums with farms attached, for

inebriates, has been carried to some extent in Germany* and

elsewhere, but it would be premature to express any judg-
ment upon the results. It is difficult for the authorities

even in Germany to keep the traces of those who pass

through the asylums and leave, and in the absence of definite

knowledge of this sort, conclusions would be misleading.

Taken generally, and efficient administration being

assumed, the evidence seems to be in favor of indoor treat-

ment of the sick and insane. As regards the aged, the evi-

dence is by no means so clearly in favor of indoor treatment.

The policy of the English poor law until 1834 was wholly
in the direction of outdoor relief; but after the Report of

the Commission of that year, condemning outdoor relief on

account of the serious abuses which had crept into the poor
law administration, the policy was changed. Gradually the

amount expended in outdoor relief has diminished and the

amount expended in indoor relief has increased.

You will not expect me to discuss at this moment the de-

tails of so large a question, but it may fairly be concluded

from the evidence in England, Germany and America, that

the question as to which means of relief should be adopted

* As in the Salem Colony for Inebriates at Rickling Schleswig-Holstein. See

Repot t quoted above.
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is one which depends rather upon the conditions, historical,

social and individual than upon any abstract principle. The

important thing is to know precisely what the conditions

are.
^

Several schemes associated more or less definitely, with the

question of outdoor relief, have recently been urged upon

public attention.

The National Insurance system of Germany, and the

National Pension schemes of Mr. Chamberlain and of Mr.

Charles Booth are really systems of outdoor relief.

The national insurance system has not had a very long

trial
;
but it would appear that considerable difficulties are

being met with. Malingering is, it is understood, going far

to make the system unworkable without regulations of addi-

tional severity. While malingering applies rather to an

insurance scheme than to a pension scheme, and is, moreover,

a practical difficulty that may be coped with, a rather serious

theoretic objection lies against all pension schemes. Do

they not really amount to a rate in aid of wages ? Do not

pensioners now hire themselves for less than men who are

not pensioners can subsist upon, and so tend to diminish the

rate of wages of their grade of labor.

It may be that a national pension scheme would have this

result on a large scale, unless the age at which the pension

payable were fixed beyond the age at which the average

man would be likely to work. There are, besides the diffi-

culties of dealing with the existing pension agencies, especially

the friendly societies, the difficulty of collecting a special rate

for the purpose from each individual, or of dispensing with a

special pension payment and throwing the total cost upon
the national revenue as a whole. These difficulties seem

large ; perhaps they are not insurmountable.

The crux of the poverty question in Knrope just n

the treatment of the able-bodied unemployed. The nninl>ers

of these to be dealt with at any moment, even in a time of

depression, are very indefinite. They fluctuate from day to
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day, from hour to hour. At one moment the ranks of the

unemployed are mairlly filled by industrious workmen, who
would work if they could get work to do, at another with

loafers who hang on the skirts of every relieving agency,

and are not only kept alive, but formed mto a compact class

of professional dead-beats.

How is the first class to be sifted from the second ? for

obviously the kind of treatment they need is widely different

from the kind of treatment which the others need.

The aspect which this part of the problem of poverty pre-

sents to most persons is this : Here are some thousands or

some hundreds of thousands of mouths to be fed
;
but these

mouths have intimate association with twice as many hands

to feed them. What is wrong that the hands cannot feed the

mouths ?

Now this question, which might be put by a child, which

is indeed often put by children, involves no simple answer.

I have already sufficiently insisted upon the unity of economic

life to make that clear. If all these hundreds of thousands

of workless men were transported to another planet, or to

some neglected spot upon this one, and if their labors were

organized spontaneously or otherwise, they might work for

each other, and get on quite merrily ;
but we may do more

harm than good by attempting to force the unemployed back

into the industrial system. If we get them to make things

for us which we do not want, we simply waste our money ;

while if we get them to make things for us that we do

want, we simply transfer our demand from one set of

workmen whom we are just now employing to those new-

comers who want employment. We do not make any fresh

demand for labor, we simply transfer our demand from one

group to another, and in so far as we do so, we tend to

impoverish one set of men while we enrich another set. If

we were sure that we were distributing our demand more

uniformly and with greater benefit to society than before,

there might be something to be said for our action
;
but can
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we be sure that we are doing so? Now, here we might
arrive at an impasse ; but there is no need for that. We
cannot remove our unemployed to another planet, yet we

may find some place on our own which is not occupied, we

may plant them down there, and let them produce for each

other. If we can get them simply to produce for each other,

without coming into the market with their products subsidized

by our charity in any way, there will be a clear gain in the

production. They will cease to be a charge upon society.

They will become producers. Nor need there necessarily be

any emigration. Migration from the overcrowded centres,

to the neglected spots of the country, with efficient organi-

zation of labor, that is all.

Now, all this is exceedingly attractive. I will not weary

you by reciting a rather long list of authors within the past

two or three centuries, who thought that they had found

social salvation along these lines, nor with any detailed

account of the numerous experiments that have been tried.

The oldest modern experiment is the old English Poor L
the largest modern experiment is the German Labor Colony

System. The old English Poor Law was in many ways a

failure
; largely, perhaps, for the reason alleged by Fielding,

that while the statutes prescribed what was to be done,

they did not tell how to do it. At any rate, the House of

Industry and the Parish farm, after a chequered career,

disappeared, and it was not until the establishment of the

Dutch Labor Colonies, early in the century, that the idea

of "work, not alms," was again carried out on any con-

siderable scale.

What our study of poverty reveals to us in this connection

is this : That of those who have been horn into or who have

been sinking into poverty, there are some, not relatively a

large number, in a new country, but even there a number

fluctuating with the fluctuations of trade, who are una!

get any one to organize their labor for them, that i> to em-

ploy them, and who are also unable to do so for themselves.
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The question is, should society undertake this organization ;

should it undertake to do what the industrial system has

failed to do
;
should it accept the responsibility of glossing

over what may turn out to be defects in the industrial sys-

tem by regimenting its failures.

A sufficient number of persons in Germany have taken

this view of social responsibility to establish twenty-four

farms upon which all comers may work and be fed. No
work, no food

;
but still to all comers work and food. Those

who are unable to get any one to organize their labor may
walk into the farm and forthwith have their labor organized
on subsistence terms.*

Vagrancy is strictly put down in Germany and the strict

observance of the law is rendered possible by the existence

ofthose institutions in which aman buffeted and '

'shipwrecked

inwardly and outwardly," as the expressive phrase of one

of the reports has it, may spend a few months of healthy

life and then return to competitive industry.

The advantages of the system appear to outweigh the dis-

advantages so far as Germany is concerned. A similar sys-

tem exists in Holland, and an experiment in the same

direction is being made in France. In England, General

Booth's farm at Hadleigh is a labor colony of the same order,

though it performs also the function of a place for training

emigrants.f How far the latter function may usefully be

conjoined with the other functions of the institution is very
doubtful. In a certain number of cases of lapse, no doubt,

good emigrants may be found
;

but the presumption is

against a nation discharging upon the shores of its colonies,

or of other nations, the products of the sinister side of its

industrial and social life.

The farm colony, pure and simple, may be said to fill two

functions, both of them desirable up to a certain point, (i)

* For a recent account of these colonies see "
Report on Labour Colonies," by

J. Mavor, J. R. Motion, J. Speir, and R. P. Wright. Glasgow, 1892.

f See Report cited above.
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It fills the function of a sanatorium where a man, who has

been broken in health on account of want of employment or

otherwise, may recover in the fresh air, in the wholesome

and regular diet and discipline of the country colony, the

spring which he has lost in the city. (2) It fills the

function of organizers of labor for those who cannot organize
their own. It seems likely that these two functions will

have to be divided, the first to be undertaken by the exist-

ing colonies, the second by other colonies to be established

for permanent occupation by colonists cultivating upon a co-

operative or peasant proprietary- basis. In any case the

colonies must do good in so far as they take off from the

slums of the cities, year by year, crowds of men who are

rapidly sinking into degradation, and in so far as they make
men of them. They will also avoid injurious influences

upon the economic conditions of society, in so far as they

are rigidly self-contained, that is, in so far as they avoid

sending their subsidized products into the market for sale.

For the rest, farm colonies, though conceivably an efficient,

have proved to be a rather expensive form of poor relief.

Now, where economic students may most efficiently be of

sen-ice in practical problems is in thoroughly and system-

atically mastering the conditions. Be it ours to study, and

so far as we may, interpret the facts as we see them.

We hear occasionally the phrase,
* 4 You are disobeying the

laws of political economy." If by the laws of political

economy are meant the laws of the action of the social forces,

these laws are no more to be disobeyed than the law of gravi-

tation, or the law of expansion of gases. What ought to be

sail is.
" You are disregarding the lessons of history." It

is mainly from disregarding the plain lessons of history,

frequently from ignorance of these. tli.it men VM> wrong in

political action.

What we need in the study of economics to avail us in

practical affairs is insight, insight, and always insight.

To get at the inwardness of a matter of ancient history,
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when all the elements of it that have come down to

us through the ages, have fallen into line and when we may
see them in perspective, is fairly hard even for the most com-

petent student ;
it is difficult for us, for example, to trace the

early stages of landholding in England, or to discover the

real meaning of the steps by which the English laborer

emerged from serfdom
;
but it is still more difficult for us to

see the real bearing of what goes on under our very eyes, to

see with entirely clear and disinterested vision the direction of

the forces that are weaving in the * '

roaring loom of time.
' '

JAMES MAYOR.
University of Toronto.



THE MONETARY SITUATION IN GERMANY:

American bimetallists and some of their German friends

have recently severely criticised the attitude observed in the

late Brussels conference by the German delegates toward

bimetallism. I hope, however, to convince impartial readers

that the interests of Germany made it impossible on that

occasion, and will forbid in future, the encouragement of

bimetallism in any way. No one can fairly expect that

Germany's monetary policy should be guided by other than

German interests. Now, notwithstanding the noisy agitation

in the agricultural districts of Germany in favor of bimetal-

lism, I do not hesitate to assert that, so long as the vital

interest of the greatest part of Germany's industry and

commerce, the interest of our public credit and the interests

of our foreign policy are not totally neglected, there is no

hope that Germany will participate in any international

measure to secure bimetallism.

In order to explain this view. I must give a brief state-

ment, first, of Germany's present monetary situation
;

secondly, of the origin of the latter
;
and finally, of the

important interests which forbid us, as I maintain, to make

any concessions to future bimetallist proposal^

I. GKKMANV'S 1'KKSF.NT MONETARY SITUATION.

According to Dr. Soetbeer's statement,* the total amount
of our currency at the beginning of the year 1892 may be

nated at about 3,752,000,000 marks

tl'ak,MHgtshfH t tfyr-vt" Pp. 305, Berlin.
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This was made up as follows :

Average Amount
per head of the

population.
Million Mks Mks.

1. GOLD COIN AND BULLION, . . 2350 47-55
2. SILVER COIN AND SMALL CHANGE.

00 Silver
" Thalers " a Mk. 3, . 440 8.90

() Silver small change a Mk. 5,

2, i, 0.50, 0.20, . . . 452 9.15

0") Nickel and bronze coins a Mk.

0.20, O. 10, 0.05, 0.02, O.OT, . 60 1. 21

3. PAPER CURRENCY.

(a) State notes (Reichskassen-

scheine) a Mk. 50, 20, 5, . 120 2.43

() Bank notes, not issued against

specie or bullion, a Mk. 100,

500, looo, .... 330 6.68

Totals, .... 3752 75.92

Hence appears that, at the beginning of the year 1892,*

the total credit circulation did not exceed 1402 million mks.,

i. e., an average amount of 28.37 niks. per head of the

population, or 37.4 per cent of the total circulation. The
weakest point of this credit circulation is not the paper, but

the silver currency. The paper circulation consists of two

different elements, bank and state notes. Portions of the

bank-notes which are not issued against gold or thalers are

covered by bills of exchange. Since the bank-note law of

March 14, 1875, German bank-notes, both those issued by
the Reichsbank and those issued by the minor banks, may
be regarded as first-rate securities, which can be realized at

anj'' moment. No bank-note in Germany is legal tender
;

* Since January, 1892, the gold circulation has increased. The bank-note circu-

lation at the end of December, 1892. amounted to 1,327,000,000 marks. Of this,

about 355,000,000 marks were not covered by an equivalent amount of bullion,

gold and silver coin, state notes or notes of other banks, which are collected for

clearing purposes.
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but practically the Reichsbank-notes are accepted without

the slightest difficulty throughout Germany, while the cir-

culation of the minor banks of issue, in most cases, is only
local.

The position of the second element of the German paper
circulation, viz., the state notes, is somewhat different. By
law, they are to be redeemable in specie on demand, and

nobody is obliged to accept them as legal tender, except the

public treasury offices. In fact, they are less good than

bank-notes. No special fund is provided for redeeming the

state notes. These notes, of course, being issued in small

denominations, are not used by business men to draw gold
for export purposes. In times of peace, during which the

Treasury has abundance of specie, nobody wants to ex-

change the state notes for specie ;
in times of war, on the

contrary, when there may be signs of a panic, and the hold-

ers demand redemption, the specie in the Treasury will be

devoted to other more urgent demands than the redemption
of the state notes. The German state notes are irrational,

their existence being justified only by financial exigencies.
In principle, it would be the best to cancel the state notes

by the Reichsbank and to empower the Reichskink to

notes of smaller amounts than one hundred marks. The
demand for paper tenders in the denominations of 50, 20

and 5 marks being very great, and at present this not

being quite satisfied by the 120 million marks of ill-funded

state notes, there could be no danger in permitting a some-

what greater circulation of Reichsbank-notes of the same
amounts as the state notes now are, and in increasing cor-

respondingly the annual charge to be paid by the share-

holders of the Reichsbank to the Treasury.

After having studied the German paper circulation, we
now turn to the very basis of value of the German cur-

rency, viz., gold. A good deal of the 2,350,000,000 marks
mentioned in the abo\ ::ot form a pa
visible circui ut are hoarded. One hundred and
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twenty millions in gold are kept by the empire, as a

special war treasure, without any employment in ordinary
times. A very much greater sum of gold is kept in the

vaults of the Reichsbank and of the minor note banks.

For this amount there is a corresponding sum of bank-notes

in circulation, which as fully covered by specie were not

included in the above statement of paper currency. It is

much to be regretted that the Reichsbank does not publish

a statement showing how much of its specie is gold and how
much silver coin. But it may be assumed as very prob-
able that the amount of German gold coin in the hands of

the Reichsbank at present exceeds 300 million marks
;
to

which must be added the gold reserve in bullion and foreign

coin, the value of which is exactly given in the published
statements of the Reichsbank, from which we learn that

this latter reserve amounted to :

42,873,000 marks on December 31, 1876,

71,025,000
" " "

1881,

353,825,067
" "

1891,

324,692,432
" "

1892.

The gold coins in circulation and the gold reserves in coin

and bullion kept by the Reichsbank and by the Treasury
are really the backbone of the German monetary system.

But gold coins are not the only legal tenders. The thalers

must still be accepted for any payment without limit. In

contrast herewith, the silver specie in amounts of 5, 2, i

marks, 50 and 20 pfennig, are legal tender only to the

amount of twenty marks
;
the nickel and bronze coins only

to the amount of one mark. The existing amount of

thalers cannot, according to law, be increased by new coin-

age, while the existing amount of small silver money may
be so increased, but only correspond}ngty to the increase of

population.

What are the practical consequences of this anomalous

situation ? The thaler contains 16.666 grammes of pure
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silver. The market value of 1000 grammes of pure silver

being now about 112 marks, the intrinsic value of a thaler

is 1.82 marks in gold. Nevertheless, it must be accepted

as three marks. The 5-mark piece contains 25 grammes-

pure silver, /'. e., the value of 2.80 marks in gold. The sub-

sidiary silver coin is enormously overvalued, but this state

is supportable, because all provisions which are necessary for

the maintenance of overvalued subsidiary coin are applied,

the total issue is limited to a certain amount per head ;

the amount is limited above which the coins lose their qual-

ity of legal tender ; finally, the opportunity is provided to get

gold coins or thalers in exchange for small silver coin. The
same precautions are not taken, however, in the case of the

thalers. Only the total amount of their circulation is lim-

ited, but not the limit to which they must be accepted as legal

tender. Hence, it appears that a gold premium and diffi-

culty of conversion can only be avoided so long as the amount
of the thalers compared with the gold circulation and the

gold reserve of the Reichsbank is so small that gold for ex-

port purposes may be got without any practical difficulty..

Indeed, the London rate of exchange (cable transfer) varies;

at Berlin precisely between the two gold points, 20.52 and

20.32. The Reichsbank, however, by an imprudent policy,

might disturb the credit of the German currency perma-

nently. But up to this time this institution has been-

governed upon the wise principle, not to hamper bullion

dealers by paying notes with thalers. Nor does the Reichs-

bank ever demand any gold premium, as the- Bank of France
sometimes does. The power, of course, of the Reichsbank,
as the greatest discount house, is sufficient to cause German
bullion dealers to be very cautious in demanding gold for

>rt.

From this it will be clear that Germany, although it has*

not developed such a bullion market as London, has so far

been able to maintain gold at par in foreign exchanges by a.

diligent discount policy, and, moreover, to keep a sufficient.
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supply of gold in circulation and satisfy the demands of the

important industries requiring gold.

As a matter of fact, the monetary system of Germany is

very similar to that of France, Switzerland and Belgium.
In these countries, as in Germany, the simple gold standard

has not been carried out, one kind of silver money as well

as gold being legal tender to any amount. Silver coinage

is, moreover, suspended, and an increase of currency is only

practicable by gold coinage or further issues of bank notes
;

the par of exchanges being maintained in Germany exactly
between the gold points, in France varying a little more, in

consequence of the policy of the Bank of France, which

often avoids raising the rate of discount and prefers to de-

mand a gold premium in case of a drain for purposes of

export.

So the popular argument of some German bimetallists

that France and the other Latin countries differ from the

so-called monometallist, Germany, by their so-called bi-

metallism, is quite wrong as a matter of fact.* The only
difference is really a formal and merely judicial one. The

present
* '

limping
' '

monetary system can be changed into

monometallism in Germany by an administrative act, while

a change to pure monometallism in France would require

an act of legislature. Inasmuch, however, as this change
would involve in both countries the selling of silver, which

would cause an enormous loss, the government in Ger-

many would hardly undertake the financial operation with-

out the consent of the Parliament, any more than that of

France.

II. ORIGIN OF THE PRESENT GERMAN MONETARY SYSTEM.

All the "
limping

"
monetary systems of the present time

must be regarded as results of the historical development
* It must be observed, of course, that the amount of the total circulation of silver

coins, both five-franc pieces, which are legal tender without limit, and small

change, being about 2500 million francs, is much greater in France than in Ger-

many. But the French gold circulation is also a larger one than the German
;

it

is estimated at 4,000,000,000 francs.
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of the last two decades. The German system especi-

ally, which makes the over-valued five-mark silver-piece a

subsidiary coin with limited powers as a legal tender and

maintains at the same time the over-valued three-mark

silver-piece as legal tender to any amount, can never be

justified on a priori utilitarian principles ;
it is nothing

more than a somewhat irrational outcome of historic develop-

ment. In view of this circumstance, it seems expedient

briefly to sketch the origin of the present monetary system
of Germany.

It would be erroneous to assume that up to the year 1870

public attention in Germany was principally occupied with

the question whether a gold standard or bimetallism ought
to be the future system. The chief problem, on the con-

trary, was to unify the seven different monetary systems
which existed until 1873. Compared with this, the ques-

tion how to get rid in some way of the inconveniences of

the then prevailing silver standard was only of secondary

importance. It may appear somewhat strange that the states

now federated in the German Empire did not, during the

period of their sovereignty before 1870, find any way to

create a uniform monetary system in the same way as they
were able to create the /.ol!rerein, a voluntary customs-union

of sovereign states.

The idea of monetary unions is really an old one in

lany. We meet with such unions in the fifteenth and

the following centuries. But one monetary union which

should radically unify the monetary system throughout all

.any was not to be attained voluntarily. While the

financial interests of the smaller states urgently demanded
a union for the purpose of collecting customs-duties, the

il interests seemed to encourage their jealous

struggle for monetary independence. Every sovereign

hoped to exploit the foreigners, not his subjects. 1>\ issuing
base coin. According to this principle, Frederick the Great

did not shrink, during the seven years' war, from abusing
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the Saxon mint which he had taken possession of, and from

smuggling worthless money into circulation, by the coinage
of which he is said to have made a profit of eleven millions

of thalers. Between 1820 and 1830, some small German
states Coburg, Hildeburghausen and Nassau followed the

example of the glorious Prussian king, and made some profit

by debasing the coinage at the expense of the neighbor states.

Although public indignation became general, the German

people are very patient, not to say phlegmatic, in poli-

tical matters. There were some common principles of a

monetary policy formulated in treaties on the subject, but no

uniform system was adopted. To maintain a separate system
of coinage was regarded by the officials of each of the Ger-

man states as identical with its assertion of independence.
It was a regular profession to change florins and kreutzers

of Bavaria into thalers of Prussia or the mark banco of

Hamburg. The money-dealers earned their commissions,
but the greatest part of the productive classes suffered by the

system. The variety of the existing monetary systems was

not, however, the only mischief which the German business

man experienced before 1870. There was a general com-

plaint due to the excessive paper circulation. Nearly every
state issued its own state notes, which often were refused at

the offices of a neighboring state. Commerce was also

greatly hampered by the large number of bank-notes of many
various degrees of soundness which circulated through the

country. The paper currency, state and bank-notes, which

was not issued against specie, between 1867 and 1872,

averaged 700,000,000 marks per year. Many sorts of notes

were accepted only at a discount. The traffic with these

was a special industry, which has disappeared since the

reform of our monetary system. There can be no doubt

that it would not have been possible to introduce such an

amount of notes if Germany had then possessed a sufficient

gold circulation. But the latter was at a minimum. Nor

were silver certificates introduced, except in Hamburg.
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Nothing was more inconvenient than to pay large amounts
in the heavy and bulky silver money. Sooner than the

agriculturists, the German merchants felt this monetary

system to be insupportable. The commercial world, which

had to pay and to receive large sums every day, sustained

great losses owing to the paper circulation, and first of all

realized the need of gold standard coins. The gold coins

between 1857 and 1871 were only trade money of varying

price, and very rarely were met with.

Some hoped that a single gold standard, as in England,
would be adopted instead of the single silver standard, which

prevailed throughout Germany with the exception of Bre-

men
;
others at that time would have been quite satisfied

with national bimetallism, which seemed preferable to the

insupportable silver standard. Between 1849 and 1859, in

this and in other political questions, the initiative of reform

ideas was not taken by the Prussian, but by the Austrian

government. Austria wanted to withdraw its excessive

paper currency, and hoped that, after the gold discoveries in

California and Australia, payments in specie would be

cheaper in gold than in silver. So Austria, in the confer-

ences preceding the monetary treaty of 1857, proposed to

adopt the gold standard throughout Germany and Austria.

This proposal of the Austrian government, which recapitu-

lated the ideas propagated about at 1841 by a Prussian

authority, T. G. Hoffmann, was at that time very reason-

able. It was not, however, carried through. Some German

states, jealous of their sovereignty, of which they believed

their mint policy to be a most intimate part, strongly opposed
the adoption of the gold standard. Their chief argument

iily be regarded now as very unimportant. They main-

tained that the consequence of the adoption of the gold
standard would have been a recoinage of the silver cunvm-v

into subsidiary coin. Now it would have been necessary,

for technical reasons, to concentrate such coinage in one or

two great mints. Hut this concentration at that time
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appeared impossible to the smaller states without seriously

threatening their sovereignty.

Nevertheless, the economic necessity incessantly urged a

radical and uniform reorganization of the monetary system.

In 1 86 1, the German Handelstag, which may be compared
to the British Chambers of Commerce Congress, recom-

mended to the German governments the adoption of the

decimal system and of the mark in value of one-third of a

thaler as the future unit. Up to 1870, this mark, divided

into ten groschens of ten pfennigs each, was adopted as a

basis only in the Ritzebuttel district, near Hamburg.
While many business men between 1860 and 1870, sym-

pathized strongly with those who proposed the adoption of

the gold standard, a considerable number of the govern-
ment officials inclined toward national bimetallism, especi-

ally the Prussian minister of finance, Mr. Camphausen, who

had, after 1871, an important influence on the mone-

tary policy. He was not an advocate of the gold

standard, nor was he isolated in this position. In 1870 no

one could foretell the enormous future increase of the silver

production and the universal fall in the price of silver.

Moreover, it appeared nearly impossible for a poor country,

as Germany was deemed to be before 1870, to get the gold

necessary for the introduction of the single gold standard.

In the southwest of Germany there was some inclination

to join the Latin Union, which proposal we now congratu-
late ourselves was not adopted. In other parts of Germany
the

' '

decimal fanatics
' '

displayed great energy in de-

manding a unit of money containing ten grammes of

gold.

Here a very common misapprehension must be men-

tioned. German bimetallists have spread the theory that

the gold standard party and the Manchester party were

identical. This, however, is a mistake. Although the

three authorities which in 1871, as well as at other periods,

influenced the monetary policy most perceptibly, viz., Dr.
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Bamberger, Dr. Soetbeer* and Dr. Nasse, sympathized with

free trade, it cannot be said that all the leading free-traders

in Germany were monometallists. On the contrary,

Prince-Smith, one of the leaders of the extreme German
free-trade school, recommended, in 1869, emphatically the

adoption of bimetallism in our country.

Meanwhile, in consequence of the war of 1870-71, two

events took place which were of the greatest influence in

Germany's monetary development. The German empire
was founded and was invested by the constitution with the

powers of unifying the monetary system throughout all

Germany by legislation. At the same time, the five milliards

francs to be paid by France seemed calculated to facilitate

considerably the acquisition of the gold needed for the reform

and the withdrawal of the excessive paper currency from

circulation.

It cannot now be denied that some faults were committed

in these operations. It seems that the fiscal interests had a

greater influence on the leaders of Germany's politics at that

time than the general interests of the monetary system as a

whole. Had it been otherwise the government would have

begun the reform by canceling all state notes. This would

have diminished the currency during the time when the

influx of the French milliards was stimulating speculation

and raising prices in an unprecedented way. Far from this,

the government prepared to pay off, in the first place, the

funded war debt, in order to economize some millions in

interest. The capital was paid off just at the period when
the fever of speculation was most intense, in a time when

every day saw new companies established. It was not until

after the legislation reforming the monetary system that the

needed regulation of the bank and state-note question began.f

Dr. Soetbeer in his later year* changed his position somewhat in favor of

bimetallism

t The paper currency of the different States was unified in 1874. and. ai

risis had come, a gradual contraction of the t .1 .1 sum ( ^ circu-

lation was insisted upon The bunk reform, advocated during many years by
public opinion, was not carried through until 1875.
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But these moments were not of such serious consequence as

the manner in which the Minister of Finance, Camphausen,
treated the problem of selling the superfluous silver. Camp-
hausen did not at all anticipate the fall in the price of silver.

So he did not hasten the selling of silver at the right time,

holding that a system of national bimetallism would be possi-

ble in the future. In 1871, when the gold coinage, the first

step in the monetary reform, was resolved upon, it was not

the government, but the leading authority of the Reichstag
which enforced the complete suspension of silver coinage,

which was a necessary preparation for the gold standard.

The ratio, 1:15^, was adopted in 1871, as the basis of the

valuation of the new gold coin compared with the silver

currency which remained in circulation. Between 1871 and

1873 the adherents of the single gold standard warned the

government repeatedly. They observed a small fall in the

price ot silver in the L,ondon market and recommended the

government to sell the silver before a new fall should take

place. Merchants from Hamburg offered at that time as

I am told by a well-informed person to find a way to effect

the sale of all the silver-with a minimum loss. The govern-
ment did not, however, take advantage of a favorable

occasion which was never to return.

In 1873 the second step in the monetary reform was taken :

a bill empowered the government to withdraw from circula-

tion all the existing silver currency and to employ the silver

up to a certain amount for the coinage of new subsidiary coin,

the rest to be sold. All the then existing silver currency has

since 1873 been withdrawn from circulation except thethalers,

the amount of which was still estimated in 1892 at 440,000,-

ooo marks. The Federal Council is still, by the law of 1873,

empowered to withdraw the thalers upon any convenient

occasion. But this has never been done, and they now repre-

sent an investment of German capital which is diminishing
in its intrinsic value every year with the gradual fall in the

price of silver. They must be taken in Germany as having
the value of three marks.
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So we find that the greatly over-valued German thaler

and the still more over-valued subsidiary coins were originally

honestly coined, the thalers during the time when silver was

quoted at 60 \\d. per ounce St., their nominal value, ex-

actly corresponding to that of the metal they contained ;
the

small coins allowing, at the above rate, only a seignorage of

twenty marks per kilogramme.
Since the right moment for selling the silver was neglected,

the offers of the German government have coincided with

the abundant output of the Big Bonanza, Comstock Lode,

and with the revolution, beginning in the international

market, which was characterized in 1876 by Dr. Bamberger
as the dethronement of silver as the ruler of the world. This

dethronement was solemnly sanctioned in 1878, when the

Latin Union completely suspended silver coinage.

In the party strife of bimetallists and monometallists, it was

during the period between 1873 and 1880, that the greatest

number of groundless fictions were put into circulation. I

must call them such, because no solid argument has yet been

found for the common assertion that the fall in the price of

silver had for its sole cause the sale of silver in Germany, or

for the other assertion that Germany's monetary policy alone

forced the Latin Union to suspend the coinage of silver.

Still a third legend has been propagated by some of the

German bimetallists, who assert that it was a mistake on the

part of the German government suddenly to exchange
former silver standard for that of gold. According to this

it would have been better to prepare for the introduction of

the pure gold standard by one or more decades of bimetal-

This theory is absolutely groundless. First, between

1871 and 1873, there was a period of bimetallism, but, of

le, with suspended silver coinage. Secondly, this

policy could not be continued, because from 1870 on the

price of silver was, in consequence of the increased produc-

duction, commencing to fall, and every delay meant a loss

in the future silver sales. Moreover, the adoption of the
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gold standard instead of bimetallism by Germany was

nothing but a continuation of the policy which France had

in view in 1870. Dr. Soetbeer* has not hesitated to affirm

emphatically, that it is, in the highest degree, probable that

only the war of 1870-71 prevented France and the other

states of the Latin Union from adopting a gold standard.

But we must return to the history of the German mone-

tary policy. Up to the end of 1878 the German government
had sold total sums of 3,363,500 kg. of silver, i. e., much
less than the average yearly production of 1889, 1890 and

1891. In 1879 Germany's silver sales were suspended.
If the German policy had really been the only cause of the

depreciation of silver, undoubtedly
4 '

rehabilitation
' '

of the

price of silver ought to have been the necessary effect of the

suspension of these also. The government prophesied at

that time that foreign countries would bless Germany for

being forever freed from the nightmare of these silver sales

which had vexed the world for six years. Nevertheless,

between 1880 and 1890, the price of silver continued to fall,

and the production to increase enormously, while the efforts

of the bimetallist remained fruitless.

But as facts began to refute bimetallism, the agitation

became more passionate. In 1880, Dr. Arenot, by far,

at best, of the German bimetallists, published his work

on "
Vertrags-massige Doppelwahrung .

" His proposals

found many adherents, especially among the feudal land-

lords of the East of Germany. They are suffering severely

from the agricultural competition of America and Russia,

and they are convinced that it is the first duty of the Ger-

man policy to protect them against the consequences of the

adverse international conjuncture. The duties on the im-

portation of corn, the protection accorded to the sugar and

spirits industries did not satisfy them
; they continued to

complain of their losses and debts. Now they hope that

bimetallism will cause an inflation of prices and permit them

*Op. (.It., p. 122.
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to pay off their debts with debased silver currency. These
bimetallist landlords are of opinion that the fall of prices

since 1873 is caused by the scarcity of gold, and although
Professors Nasse and Lexis and many other authorities in

political economy have clearly demonstrated this theory to

be wrong, it is repeated in popular pamphlets with a remark-

able tenacity.

Recently, the feudal bimetallists have been reinforced by
the antisemitic movement. It is accepted by most antisem-

ites as an incontestable truth that the gold standard is the

Jewish standard, while bimetallism is held to have an

especial good Christian character. Foreigners cannot con-

ceive how difficult it is to refute such war-cries in Germany,
of which the above cited is the worst. It is true, Dr.

Bamberger, a Jew with an honest and unselfish character

such as few politicians anywhere possess, had rendered

special services as member of the Reichstag to the success

of the German Mint Reform. But not only would bimetal-

lism do the Jews no damage, who are very quick in profit-

ing by every revolution of prices, and would certainly be

sure to profit by an artificial inflation of prices ; but it is not

true that bimetallism has a specific Christian character.

The Rothschilds and other leaders of the international

Jewish financial operations have sympathized since decades

with bimetallism. It was a Jewish banker of Berlin con-

nected with the Rothschilds, who gave Prince Bismarck the

bad counsel to suspend the silver sales in 1879, because he

then believed in bimetallism. There are, moreover, r

persons of Jewish origin and Jewish confession among the

prominent foreign and German bimetallists. This combina-

tion of the antisemitic and the bimetallist movement in Ger-

many is all humbug, but not without its effect upon some

-s of the German voters, viz., the minor artisan-

shopkeepers and the poorer peasants. The industrial work-

men, on the contrary, as far as they are guided by social

democracy, are opposed to both these movements. In the
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same way the great majority of the manufacturers and the

official representatives of German commerce protest em-

phatically against the monetary projects of the agraraiu

hotspurs. But it cannot be denied that as yet the technical

fitness of monometallists for agitation is not quite adequate
to the fairness of their cause. Bimetallists are more ener-

getic in this respect.

One of the reasons which explain the present relative in-

difference of the German monometallists is their strong
belief that the government takes their part. But is this

really true ? What has been the actual policy of the gov-
ernment during the past fifteen years ? The German govern-
ment did not take part at all in the international monetary
conference of 1878. In i882 it made, in principle, some
concessions to the bimetallist party. The German delegate
laid it down as a principle that

' '

the rehabilitation of silver

was desirable, and was attainable if some of the most popu-
lous states which were represented at that time in the

conference permitted free silver coinage once more, and

agreed on a certain ratio of value between gold and silver."

It is to be deeply regretted that, in 1882, such a statement,

which could not but encourage bimetallists, was made by
the German government. But it must be added that the

practical concessions offered on that occasion by the German

delegate were not at all of such a far-reaching character as

the principle above stated. Since this time, however, the

government has postponed bimetallism. The great bulk

of the thalers remained in circulation, a standard coin de-

creasing daily in intrinsic value. But some small amounts

of silver were gradually sold.*

* Here it must be observed that, in the matter of the thalers, Germany has had

experience which may definitively deter her from any monetary union with other

states. About seventy millions of the estimated 440 million marks circulating in

the form of thaler pieces in Germany were not coined by German states, but by
the Austrian government. The monetary treaty of 1857 provided for the circula-

tion, as legal tender in Germany, of the Austrian thalers coined between 1857 and

1867. In consequence of the chronic depreciation of the Austrian paper currency
jsince 1859, nearly all the Austrian thalers found their way to Germany. They w<rr*
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Many Germans who are inclined to be sanguine expected

in 1890 that the Sherman bill would produce a rehabilitation

of silver. The failure of the American silver experiments,

however, has made a deep impression on all those German
authorities who, although not radical adversaries of bimetal-

lism, nor in any sense partisans, are uninterested observers

of the development.
The attack which the bimetallists recently attempted upon

the German government because it declared at the Brussels

Conference that it did not sympathize with bimetallism must

be regarded as a failure, so far as the Reichstag at least is

concerned. The gold standard party cannot, however, find

any permanent support in a simple reliance on the personal

convictions of the now leading members of the government.
Our political development is subject to serious crises, and

sudden changes of ministers are not rare. The only thing

upon which we can rely is the conviction that no government
will be able in the long run to carry through measures which

are opposed to the prevailing interests of the majority of

our population. So our inquiry must lastly take up the

question : Which monetary system corresponds to the pre-

vailing interests of the German population ?

III. CONCLUSION.

It cannot be denied that Germany also suffers, although less

than other countries, by reason of the fall in the price of

silver. This effect is felt in three ways :

Fir^t, Germany is a silver-producing country. Its silver

production in 1890 amounted to 402.9 millions, i. *.,

ten per cent of the world's production. But the greatest

no burdm to Germany so long as the silver price were 60 ij-rith* d. per o*. st.

Now, however, since the fall in the price of silver, it had become a serious

subject of controversy whether the Austrian or the German government should

bear the loss resulting therefrom. In 1892 thin question was settled betwi

two empire*. Austria takes back only one-third of the thaler*. Germany, in con-

sequence of this convention, will bear a loss due to the Austrian thaler* estimated

Soetbeer at nineteen or twenty million marks (Cf. Soetbeer. op. fit., p. 306).
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part of this was not smelted from German, but from foreign

ores. So German mines are much less interested in the

question than would at first appear. It is the less possible

to justify dangerous financial experiments in the interest

of our mines, since a very considerable part of these silver

mines are nationalized.

Secondly, the intrinsic value of Germany's silver cur-

rency, thalers and subsidiary coins has diminished by more

than thirty-seven per cent, since the price of silver has

fallen from 180 to 112 ink. per kg. This loss is perma-

nently increasing, but it is concealed to the public, because

the silver money is over-valued, and by law gold coin may
be obtained without difficulty for silver. No doubt, this

situation will require some reform in the coming years, but

this reform would be very difficult, if the re-establishment

of the old price of silver was the only way.

Thirdly, Germany's foreign trade is not restricted to

countries which maintain the gold standard, but extends

also to countries employing the silver standard. The

exports from Germany to these countries must become

less profitable in consequence of the fall in the price of

silver, the imports from these countries to Germany must

be stimulated by the same cause. This theme is very often

treated by bimetallists. But the importance of the question

to Germany is frequently exaggerated. The total value of

the imported goods in 1890 was 4273 million marks, the

value of the exports 3410 millions. Now, the imports from

India, China, Mexico, the chief countries of the silver stand-

ard, amounted only to 3.5 per cent of the value of the whole

imports ;
the exports to those countries amounted to only

2.2 per cent of the whole German exports sent to countries

whose currency is either the single gold standard or whose

rate of exchange, at least, up to this time, is maintained at

the gold par, viz., the L,atin Union, the United States, etc.

In contrast with this the trade from and to South Amer-

ica, Russia and Austria is, of course, eminently influenced
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by the currency question. Austria-Hungary and Russia,

in 1890, imported together 26.7 per cent of the whole value

of the German importation. There can be no doubt that

an unfavorable quotation of the florin or of the rubel very
often has stimulated the imports to Germany in an unsound

way : but the check against those influences will never be

bimetallism. As long as Austria and Russia do not with-

draw their excessive paper currency from circulation, we
cannot protect ourselves by any monetary system against the

effects of the fluctuations of the foreign paper currencies.

The only radical way would be to issue in Germany, in the

same way as in Russia or Austria, an excessive paper cur-

rency which would hardly be deemed a sound policy. To
this must be added the fact that of these countries, one,

Austria-Hungary, is now preparing to make payments in

gold, while Russia has shown clearly its design not on any
account to adopt the silver standard.

The result of our survey is that Germany would derive

some advantage if a universal rehabilitation of silver should

be carried out, but that its interests are not so urgent as to

justify any dangerous experiments.
I cannot conclude this sketch without expressing my own

opinion on the chances of the international endeavors to

raise the price of silver or to maintain it on any artificial

level. I am far from asserting that such endeavors must

be absolutely without success. But I am in accord with

Thomas Haupt in the following opinion : Every time when
it has been possible to maintain by trusts or by other artifi-

cial means the price of any commodity, it has been an indis-

pensable condition of success that over-production should be

avoided. So it will never be sufficient to organize the con-

sumption of silver, *'. e., to create an artificial demand for

more silver for coinage purposes by universal bimetallism.

If it is not possible to organize simultaneously all the silver

producers of the world, so as to adjust the whole of their

production to the demand, all these efforts of international
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bimetallism whether England be a member of the union
or not must be in vain. Now, finding that the silver

producers themselves deny, up to this time, the possibility
of an international organization of the producers, I do not

see how the states, as consumers, can expect to regulate the

demand, if the producers throughout the world are not able

to organize themselves so far as the supply is concerned.

As long as the producers of silver do not voluntarily limit

production, but, on the contrary, continue to augment the

annual output and to produce year by year at a less cost, in

consequence of technical improvements, the artificial creation

of an official demand for silver coins can only have the effect

of retarding, but not preventing, the inevitable crisis : which
will be either the definite and complete dethronement of

silver as a standard metal, or the re-establishment of the

price of silver after a general collapse of those mines whose

production is not wanted in the world's market.

The most probable thing for the next few years is a fur-

ther fall in the price of silver : hence every proposal to coin

silver ought to be regarded from the German standpoint as

an invitation to invest the money of our tax-payers in shares

which are continually falling. This is very bad business

policy in public as well as in private affairs.

But these considerations are not the most prominent
ones in Germany, for, according to the Prussian tradition

>

the military interest is the predominating influence in

our policy. What are then the demands of the military

interest? Each of the great nations which are preparing
for the next war, France, Germany, Russia, are anxiously

collecting a great fund of gold coin in the vaults of their

central banks. In the next war both Germany and France

may be forced to borrow enormous sums of gold coin from

their central banks, and to suspend the specie payment of

bank-notes during the time of war
;
then it will be of the

.greatest importance to have an established standard of value,

which is everywhere accepted without artificial international
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measures. The next war will cost enormous quantities of

blood and enormous quantities of money. But the war

money will certainly be gold. Since gold is the war

standard, Germany and France, too, will prepare their

standards in view of the coming crisis as they are preparing

guns, powder and soldiers. This is not a political argument
of high ethical value, but it is a forcible one for our

present policy.

WAI/THER I/>rz.
University of Munich.



TAXATION OF LARGE ESTATES.

Since the death of Mr. Jay Gould, and the revelations con-

cerning the magnitude of his estate and the amount of cur-

rent taxes paid thereon, there is a revival of the discussion

of the propriety of some form of pursuing legislation which

should prevent escape from public burdens by rich men, or

which should at least overtake them at death, if not before.

There is a degree of excuse, not justification, in this readi-

ness to outwit or avoid the tax gatherer in the fact that the

public hand is thrust into the private pocket largely to sus-

tain office-holders and jobs of party politicians. If one could

be sure that the money paid as taxes, or as legacy exactions,

was to be put to good, necessary or philanthropic uses, and

was to be handled by men commanding confidence for pro-

bity and skill there would be less "tax dodging." This

same feeling in past ages, and to some extent this is still

the case, made of the ecclesiastics a sort of residuary legatee

and general almoner. But under its shadow learning got

only a small share, and science scarcely any.

Aside from this danger of the church becoming, as in the

Latin countries and their American offshoots, the great

property-holder, there is a distinct menace to free institutions

and popular welfare in the perpetuation of large estates far

beyond the lifetime of their accumulators, and long after all

support of dependent kin has served as an excuse. Indeed,

we find a part of the daily press advocating this holding

together of large fortunes by trusts and artificial devices of

the law, for industrial, commercial or other than benevolent

purposes. It is a proposal to place the living generations

under the constraint of hands long dead, through the pressure

of money.
The subject of the disposition testamentary and other-

wise of dead people's property is one in which the State

(82)
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may intervene
;
and history is full of examples, though the

necessity for it for social reasons were, perhaps, never so ob-

vious as in this Republic with its unprecedented growth of

wealth by peaceful agencies. The right of the State so to

intervene and regulate, and to take toll, need not be argued ;

the fact that it has not been contested in our own courts is

conclusive. But if it were indefensible on the existing

grounds I have a suggestion to offer thereupon which will

tend to remove the last vestige of objection from the testators,

or intestates, themselves and come as near to satisfying in-

satiable heirs as any measure can, in fact much nearer than

the present wasteful legal scramble in the courts.

In a paper read before the Section on Economics of the

American Association for the Advancement of Science, in

Washington, August, 1891,! advocated ( i ) making a legal dis-

tinction between a property competence, to be freely herita-

ble, and a surplus which should be subject to State partici-

pation ; (2) the creation of a public legatee for the purpose of

accepting gifts, legacies, and the proceeds of taxes on inheri-

tances, and devoting them to works of philanthropy, charity,

instruction, amelioration and compassion, on plans compre-
hensive and systematic, much more effectual than the donor

could himself devise or organize, even if his will were to be

respected.

It does not need a very extensive acquaintance with mil-

lionaires to know that they are, at heart, very much better

than their testamentary dispositions would indicate. It

is a very perplexing task to leave money where it will

do more good than harm, though to the average reader it

seems easy enough. Many pf the very rich are truly to be

1 for the embarrassment they evidently feel at choosing
successors to their wealth, which in the case of

"
self-made

men" is especially keen. Their distrust of their own

offspring i.s hKjiuntly shown by appointment of trustees to

dole out annuities, with a blind hope, mingled with fear,

that the next generation may perchance have the wisdom
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which is lacking in that which has had the benefit of the

testator's own training and example. They have their

excuse : that to organize and endow a great public trust, so

that it shall not degenerate into a quiet lot of snug sine-

cures requires more skill, time and strength than they
have at command, and their desires may, after all, be frus-

trated. The State ought, I conceive, to provide a public

legatee for noble aims, tending to invite, and qualified to

administer, such endowments. As it is, each church and

college and asylum is a sort of hat-in-hand mendicant, and
it is a sore task to decide among them which are worthy
and which unworthy. It seems some of our eminent multi-

millionaires have devolved this duty upon a private almoner,
but what can he know or see of the future use of the bene-

factions he recommends, or of the needs of those he passes
over. This it is which converts our bishops, college presi-

dents and evangelists into legacy hunters, and has turned

so-called philanthropic agency into a distrusted, if not de-

moralized, competition akin to chicane.

It has occurred to me that it may be useful just at this

time to bring this question of the gospel of wealth from the

region of glittering generalities where the ecclesiastic dig-

nitaries, and other writers, have left it, down within the

pale of practical politics by framing a skeleton enactment

applicable to each State to meet this want, and at the same
time to outline the working of what may be styled the

attractive or compassionate side of sovereignty a feature

which seems to have been omitted in departing from the

paternal type of government.
It is unnecessary here to go over the whole discussion

of the various reasons for a new departure of the community
in respect to huge fortunes

;
the nature, origin and tenure

of property ;
the claims of the community (especially

its helpless ones) thereon
;

the effect of example ;
the

paralysis caused by
' '

great expectations
' '

of kindred
;

the undue influence of kindred, priest, doctor or counsel
;
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the airing of loathsome family scandals
;

the evasion

of taxes ;
the injustice of the rule of the living by the

dead generation. The principal objection to a succession

tax, both in Europe and in New York and Connecticut,

where it prevails in principle, is the fact that revenues so

collected are merged with other money of the State and are

disbursed for ordinary administrative purposes it may be a

fat canal contract, a job in public buildings or school books.

Moreover, there is a special hardship in paying round com-

missions to either comptroller or collector for the simple per-

formance of a duty for which he is otherwise amply paid.

To obviate this objection and for other more weighty

reasons, it seems necessary to provide a special Department
or instrumentality of the State which shall not be exposed
to the ordinary temptations or contingencies of partisan

office-holding. A board, or body, like the Regents of the

University or the New York Central Park Commission, but

with ampler powers, could be chosen to deal with this great

work. The task is human, and the effort is daily being
made in a sporadic, voluntary way. How much better to

systematize it by specialists ! Here is a case where the funds

provided will be ample and unfailing ;
the problem is to

find and lay out the best employment for them for the

benefit of the whole public.

As a contribution to the question which ought to be

acceptable alike to the millionaire, the socialist and the

average citizen, and certainly to the average voter, I submit

the accompanying short sketch of a law to regulate succes-

sions, tax inheritances, and devote the proceeds specially and

sacredly to the work of making society better and happier.

AN [ORDINANCE, OR] ACT

To regulate the succession of estates of deceased persons, tn certain

cases, and to levy a tax on the inheritance thereof for the benefit

and promotion of works of benevolence and amelioration . also to

create within this State a /)<-f>at
;

:*se organ
shall be an established Council of Betterments, qualified to recdv*
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voluntary bequests, and other revenues ; to frame, carry out and

organize systematic and comprehensive works of philanthropy
r

,

instruction, scientific research, embellishment and memorial arts.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Assembly, etc. :

That the common law right of bequest be and the same is hereby
modified and limited so that only so much of the estate of a decedent

shall be under the ancient free testation as may be requisite to main-

tain the surviving members of his family, household or dependent or

minor children until they attain to self-supporting age or condition,

or for the support of kin during old age ;
all excess or residue beyond

this competence shall be subject to such imposts and charges as the

Legislature may from time to time fix and impose for the benefit of the

objects and purposes of this act mentioned.

SEC. 2. That from and after one year from the passage of this act,

whenever any citizen or resident of this State shall die seized and

possessed of real or personal property, or choses in action subject to

the laws of succession, whether by devise or of intestacy, it shall be

the duty of the Council of Betterments, hereinafter created and estab-

lished, to collect from the heirs and successors to such property so

passing, or portions thereof, as compensation to the State for its accord

of peaceful possession thereto, enjoyment thereof and the confirmation

and registry of title thereto ;
as well as indemnification for current

taxes thereon which may have been omitted or avoided by the owner,

and in the exercise of its sovereign capacity in order to foster philan-

thropic aims which may for any reason have been overlooked, or

which may be frustrated and which in the judgment of the Common-
wealth have a reasonable claim upon the surplus wealth of its citizens

and aliens after the proper claims of his dependent family or house-

hold shall have first been satisfied, the tolls or deductions herein-

under mentioned, namely :

First, From the share of any child (natural, acknowledged or

adopted) or grandchild, who at the time of succession shall be a minor,

or otherwise incapable of self-support, a deduction of five (5) per
centum of the appraised value thereof.

Second, But if such child shall have attained lawful majority or

otherwise be self-supporting, a deduction of ten ( 10) per centum on

such value thereof.

Third, From the share of any father, mother, widow, widower,

uncle, aunt, cousin, or kindred of any degree more remote than child

or grandchild as aforesaid, a deduction of fifteen (15) per centum of

such value thereof.

Fourth, But if such kinsman be adult, or otherwise self-supporting,

then a deduction of twenty-five (25) per centum of the value thereof.
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Fifth, From the share of any and all other heirs, or legatees, ascend-

ing, descending, collateral or not of kin, who shall be self-supporting
and not of the family or household of decedent, or from the share

of such association or corporation or trustee as shall participate

in the benefits under this act, as hereinafter mentioned, a deduction

of twenty-five (25) per centum of such value thereof.

Sixth % From the share of such association or corporation or trustee

as shall fail or refuse so to participate in the benefits and become sub-

ject to the authority and visitation of the officers of state as provided
in Section 7 hereof, then a deduction of fifty (50) per centum of such

value thereof.

Seventh, The estates of persons dying without known issue, or ac-

knowledged heirs, or where the same are manifestly repudiated or

repugnant to the decedent, are escheated to the State to be turned

over to the said Council of Betterments, chargeable, however, with

equitable or moral obligations (if such shall appear within a reasonable

period) to be used for the general purposes thereof.

Eighth, Provided, always, that no such tax shall be levied or col-

lected on the shares of minors or dependents of the first class, except
on the amount in excess of ten thousand dollars ($10,000) ;

nor on the

shares of minors or dependents of the third class in excess of five

thousand dollars ($5,000) ; nor shall the homestead, its furniture, fit-

tings, ornaments, implements, or customary belongings, be accounted

in the appraised value of any share, nor be subject to any deduction, to

the end that comfortable and beautiful houses may be encouraged and
not discouraged ;

but money bullion, precious stones, gold or silver

plate, jewelry, pictures, carriages, merchandise, artistic, or curious

collections, beyond the ordinary and suitable requirements of the suc-

cessor, shall be so subject to appraisement and deduction. Gifts or

legacies to the said Council of Betterments, or to such eleemosynary,

charitable, religious, or educational agency, corporation or associa-

tion as shall be co-operating therewith and subordinate thereto as pro-

vided in Section 7 hereof shall be specially exempt from all appraisal

or deduction therefrom.

SEC. 3. The creation of Trusts to be effectuated wholly or in part

after the death of the testator, for illegal, immoral, fantastic, per-

nicious, obscure, or unpatriotic purposes ; or for the benefit of unborn

progeny, beyond the second genera : !u-r in fsse or in posse, is

discouraged and declared voidable at law, on the motion of the said

Council of Betterments; and authority is hereby conferred on it to

bring suit in the name and for the behalf of the people for their

annulment, subject always to equitable charges thereon as the courts

may determine. The tolls or taxes herein authorized to be deducted
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and collected are made and declared to be a lien upon the estates so

in succession until adequately discharged, nor shall the courts of this

State, nor the machinery of its organization be available to settle,

register, or confirm the title thereto, or secure possession and enjoy-
ment thereof where concealment or wilful evasion shall have been
resorted to by the decedent, his successor, or beneficiaries. The receipt
of the said Treasurer shall, however, be held to be prima facie evi-

dence of payment and discharge of tolls pro tanto as expressed
thereon.

SEC. 4. The power and authority to increase, diminish, or to abolish

the said tolls or taxes upon the succession to estates of deceased persons,
or the amounts thereof which shall be entitled to exemption therefrom,
or to vary the degree and manner of their imposition, is expressly
reserved to the Legislature and Executive as in other statutes, also to

change the number, time and manner for the choice of members of

said Council
;
but otherwise the Council shall be the sole custodian of

the proceeds of such enforced tolls, which tolls shall be kept by its

Treasurer, and not merged with other moneys of the State, nor subject
to the control of either Legislative or Executive Departments, except
as hereinabove mentioned

;
and the existence of said Council, its

power to accept voluntary gifts, testamentary bequests and to exercise

supervision and devote such funds as shall come into its possession to

the objects and purposes hereinafter mentioned are expressly declared

and made independent and permanent in tenure.

SEC. 5. That there be and hereby is created and established, as a

distinct, co-ordinate and permanent department of the government of

this State, a special board of amelioration, compassion, social ad-

vancement and legatee on the public behalf, to be known and desig-

nated as "The Council of Betterments;" said Council shall consist

of one member, chosen from each county, with an additional

member from such counties as shall contain, by the next preced-

ing census returns, over one hundred thousand inhabitants, for each

one hundred thousand so in excess. Such members shall be chosen

by ballot, in the manner, but not at the date, prescribed for Judges of

the Supreme Court. After being sworn to faithfully perform the

duties of their office, such members shall hold office during life, unless

sooner disqualified by age, infirmity, or malfeasance in their trust, but

shall at all times be subject to impeachment and removal for miscon-

duct, in the manner provided for Judges of the Superior Courts.

Bach of said members shall be entitled to a salary of six thousand

dollars ($6,000) per annum, payable in quarterly installments from the

treasury of the said Council of Betterments hereby created, and shall

have no other fees or emoluments thereabout.
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SEC. 6. It shall be the duty and the privilege of said Council of Bet-

terments to represent the people of this State, by its president, treas-

urer, or by special counsel or proctor, before Probate Courts or other

tribunals in all actions or causes, within or without the State, when-
ever the property of its citizens, residents or others than residents, is

sought to be passed or confirmed by will or devise, or in cases of

intestacy, or in which the people have a substantial interest to be

affected, as by this act and other public statutes provided, to the end
that the purposes of this act, and acts supplementary thereto, may be

adequately defended and asserted. It may also tender its good offices

in all cases of dispute as to the partition of estates, or testamentary

disposals, for the behalf of the objects and aims placed under its charge
as hereinafter mentioned.

The tolls or taxes herein authorized to be levied shall not be merged
with other moneys of the State, but shall be kept by the treasurer of

said Council, as the majority thereof shall direct, separate and inde-

pendent of either executive or legislative interference or control and
be specially pledged, held and devoted to the purposes of this act.

The receipt of the treasurer shall be affixed to all payments of money
into said fund as required by this act, and of the president and secre-

tary to all acceptances of gifts or bequests of lands, buildings, memo-
rial, scenic or artistic structures, or other objects received by the

Council.

The president and the treasurer shall each submit annually, In writ-

ing, a statement of operations of said Council to the Governor, to be

by him laid before the next convening Legislature, showing the receipts
and disbursements, giving the name of each estate -and the parties

from whom money or other valuable property has been received, the

purposes for which and the amounts of money disbursed, together
with such recommendations touching the working of the law and the

advancement of its contemplated works as experience shall suggest
SBC. 7. It shall be the duty of said Council to apply the revenues so

accruing to works of amelioration, alleviation, embellishment, to the

acquisition and diffusion of useful knowledge, and for wholesome re-

laxation from toil and care, for the benefit of the whole people such

as shall be by the Council found worthy of initiation, support or

assistance, and such as they may from time to time adopt, select or

encourage. For this purpose the public parks, pleasure grounds,

ways thereof, the places of sepulture, memorial structures, col-

lections of prehistoric or his'.oric relics, zoological, botanical, archae-

ologic curiosities ; also the prisons, poor-houses, reformatories, asylums,
or other retreats for the care of defective or criminal classes, sustained

in whole or in part out of the public taxes, or by contributions from
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the said Council of Betterments, be and they are hereby placed under
the control and charge of said Council for the purposes of supervision
and regulation, in accordance with the intent of this act.

There is hereby conferred on said Council power and authority to

visit, inspect and report upon the organization, the inmates, officers,

management, revenues and property of any charitable reformatory,

religious or educational corporation or association with in the State,
which shall receive any assistance, compensation or revenue from the

public taxes, or from any municipality therein
;
and the receipt of

any thing of value therefrom shall, ipso facto, subject such person,

corporation or association to the authority herein conferred.

SEC. 8. It shall be the duty, in like manner, and as resources and
occasion may justify, to invent, supply and maintain means and
measures for the training, reformation and rational enjoyment of the

neglected youth of the Commonwealth
;
also to promote in a system-

atic, economical way the care and welfare of foundlings, orphans, de-

crepit, incurable or senile population. To that end it may found

schools of applied science, arts, music, domestic cookery or handicraft

in such manner as will in its judgment, without pauperizing or

degrading the recipients, promote the welfare of society.

Provided always, That no such undertaking shall be begun or

entered upon until there shall be at the command of the treasurer a

fund sufficient to satisfy the cost thereof for at least one year ;
nor

shall the Council have power to create any indebtedness, anticipate

accruing revenues, engage the credit of the State, issue bonds, promis-

sory obligations, or, except for transitory emergencies, debentures, of

which report shall be made to the Governor annually as hereinbefore

provided. Provided further, however, that said Council is authorized

and empowered, nevertheless, through its president and treasurer, to

receive from any person or corporation, by gift or bequest, money,
land or other thing of productive value to be applied to the said works
of benevolence, presently or upon the happening of an unforeseen

event, and for that purpose may issue its annuities payable to the

donor, testator or other beneficiary for such term, and under such

regulations and precautions, as the Council may prescribe and the

treasurer by public notice make known.

SEC. 9. This act shall take effect from and after its passage, and all

acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith are hereby repealed.

R. T. COI,BURN.
Elizabeth, N. J.



ON THE USE OF SILVER AS MONEY IN THE
UNITED STATES.

INTRODUCTION.

The history of monetary experiences cannot be too often

considered. This consideration is particularly applicable at

the present time to silver in its relation to American coin

currency. Until quite recently silver has been but little

used by the people of the United States as money. Indeed,

it is still practically true that it is only used for change, as

no large bills are issued on the silver reserve. Under exist-

ing law, however, the government is obliged to purchase an

amount of silver nearly, if not quite, equal to the product
of American mines. A new experiment is thus being tried,

the result of which it is exceedingly difficult to predict with

definiteness. An historical study is therefore timely.

The silver question, moreover, is "in politics." It has

even come to occupy a most prominent position, and there has

been developed not only a keen public interest in the philos-

ophy of the bimetallic controversy, of which the silver

question in the United States is but a phase, but a strong

desire for accurate knowledge regarding the history of our

currency.

The free coinage party are practically urging still another

experiment. In considering it and the future currency

policy of the country, and of the world, too frequent refer-

ence cannot be made to the results of the several experiments

in currency legislation which former Congresses have under-

taken. Ili-tory may afford some light to guide us in

selecting or in avoiding certain courses of action.

The subject has been treated by many writers in recent

(90
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times, either in special treatises,* or in the systematic
text-books on political economy, particularly those by
Andrews, Ely, and Walker. Three international confer-

ences have been held in the vain hope of securing concerted

action by the principal commercial nations. The question
has been made the subject of investigation by Congressional
and by Royal Commission. Yet, in spite of books and

reports, of investigations, prize contests, and the rest,

widespread ignorance remains regarding the prominent and

fundamentally important facts in the history of the use made
of silver as money by the people of the United States

; the

laws which have been passed ;
the conditions which gave

rise to these statutes
;
and the effect of the various enact-

ments on the circulation of coin throughout the community.
Materials for original study are to be found in the statutes

themselves and in the reports of the Congressional debates

connected with their enactment, in reports to Congress, in

petitions, and in current financial literature. The reports
of the Silver Commission of 1876 and of the International

Monetary Conferences of 1867, 1878, and 1881 are replete

alike with information and with argument concerning the

relative merits of gold and silver for use either separately or

conjointly as money. Abstract discussion of the advantages
or the dangers of ' '

bimetallism
' '

is not attempted here ; it

is the aim of the writer to show the actual use made of silver

as money during the century, by the people of the United

States, and to explain the reasons for that use, in the hope
of correcting false ideas and disseminating a knowledge of the

necessary conditions of bimetallism.

* Sumner, "History of .American Currency" (1874); Cernuschi, "Nomisnia, or

Legal Tender" (1877); lyinderman, "Money and I/egal Tender in the United States"

(1877) Weston. "The Silver Question
"

(1878) ; Walker, "Money" (1878), and "Money,
Trade and Industry

"
(1879) ; Bolles,

" Financial History of the United States," 3

vols. (1879-1886) ; Knox,
" United States Notes" (1884) (third edition 1888) ; Upton,

"Money in Politics" (1884); I,aughlin, "History of Bimetallism in the United

States" (1886) ; Nicholson, "Money and Monetary Problems" (1888); S. Dana Hor-

ton,
"
Silver in Europe" (1890); Boissevain,

" The Monetary Question" (1891);

Cowperthwait,
"
Money, Silver and Finance" (1892); Ehrich,

" The Silver Question"

(1892); Taussig, "The Silver Situation in the United States" (1892).
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EARLY HISTORY OF THE MINT.

In 1783 Robert Morris presented to the "United States,

in Congress Assembled," a specimen American coin. Our
national coinage may be said to date from the making of

this coin.

For several years the matter had been under discussion

and had been made the subject of special reports ; but Con-

gress repeatedly postponed definite action. The report of a

special committee created in 1784, of which Jefferson was a

member, outlined a plan, based on the report of the Super-
intendent of Finance. On July 6, 1785, and August 8,

1786, more definite regulations were made in anticipation of

the creation of a national currency, and finally, on October

1 6, 1786, there was enacted " An Ordinance for the estab-

lishment of the Mint of the United States of America and
for regulating the value and alloy of coin," and provision
was made for the employment of proper officers and workmen
in the Mint. This plan, however, was never carried into

execution, as matters of greater importance occupied the

government and the people of the United States. It was not

until after the adoption of the Constitution that the Mint was

established, and it was practically a generation and a half

before a national coin currency came into general use.

In the practical administration of affairs it is often an im-

perative necessity that, with or without the aid of legislation,

the kind of money to be received by the government in pay-
ment of taxes, dues, etc., shall be determined. When income
does not equal expenditure, it becomes necessary for a gov-
ernment to borrow money. During the Revolutionary War
the Congress of the United States had authorized the execu-

tive officers to borrow dollars. But what is a "dollar?"
No one is disposed to ask this question when the currents of

industry, trade and commerce are flowing smoothly. It is

only in periods of sudden change and uncertain credit, or of

legislative interference with the representative of the money
of account, that doubt arises. In the years following the
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adoption of the Constitution the matter became one of serious

difficulty, requiring for its resolution the careful and disinter-

ested consideration of the statesmen of the period.

In a certain sense it is entirely in the power of Congress
to determine what shall be considered a dollar what shall

be the monetary unit of the country. Kvery industrially

developed community must have a money of account. It is

at once the evidence and the basis of commercial progress.

It is the condition of trade on a large scale. But the political

power in the State, the statutory law, determines what shall

be the material representative and coin equivalent of the unit

of account, as well as what shall be legal tender in payment

promises of to pay money and in settlement ofobligations. By
the Constitution of the United States (Article I., Section 10)

the States are forbidden to
' ' coin money ;

emit bills of credit
;

make anything but gold and silver coin a tender in payment
of debts." And by Article I., Sections, clauses, Congress is

given power
"
to coin money, regulate the value thereof,

and of foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and

measures. ' ' This power Congress has repeatedly exercised.

When, under the Articles of the Confederation, Con-

gress instructed the Superintendent of Finance to report

a table of rates at which the different species of foreign

coins, most likely to circulate within the United States,

should be received at the Treasury, Morris insisted, by

way of reply, that "In the present moment [1782] it is

by no means of such consequence to establish the relative

value of different coins, as to provide a standard of our own

by which in future to estimate them." His report* was
devoted to an exposition of the dangers and disadvantages

threatening the existing currency and to the presentation of

a plan for improving it. He argued that a uniform currency
was necessary to industrial security and development. Coins

of every description Spanish and Knglish coins, coins of

France and coins of Portugal coins of various values and
* Diplomatic Correspondence, Vol. XII., p. 81
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of varying value all were current in different parts of the

country. The pound was the money of account, but most
diverse ideas prevailed regarding pounds, shillings, and pence.
The want of small coin for the common occasions of trade ;

the need of a legal tender to protect both the honest debtor

and the honest creditor
;
the disappearance of the depreciated

medium, the Continental currency, with its infinite incon-

venience and danger ;
all argued the wisdom of adopting an

American coinage system and of establishing a government
mint. The time appeared opportune. There was a suffi-

cient supply of specie in the country : it needed only to be

recoined into American coins, and this could be done in a

very short time. Above all, the public credit, which was
almost completely broken, would be greatly strengthened.
In the mind of the Superintendent, or of his Assistant,

Gouverneur Morris, who is probably the author of the report,

in the main, the opportunity imposed the duty. Still, for a

decade, Congress took no action.

The conclusive argument, the compelling cause, which

finally brought partial order out of monetary chaos, was
indicated by Hamilton in his report on the ' '

Establishment

of a Mint," January 28, 1791. "The dollar originally con-

templated in the money transactions of thiscountry,
' '

says the

report,
' '

by successive diminutions of its weight and fineness,

has sustained a depreciation of five per cent. . . . The
value of property . . . fluctuates with the fluctuations

of a foreign mint.
' '

Manifestly there was neither security, .

convenience, nor economy in dependence upon a foreign

mint. Depreciation and debasement of our money by acts

of a distant sovereign were not to be tolerated. The Second

Congress, by the Act of 1792, attempted to provide the

means for securing a uniform, convenient, and intelligible

system of national coin^.

haps the most important feature of the act establishing

the mint was the provision authorizing the free coinage ofboth

gold and silver. Both metals were to be coined gratuitously
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for all coiners, in the order of arrival. The legal step

tending toward bimetallism was taken in this first act regula-

ting the currency. The silver dollar or unit was "
to be of

the value of a Spanish milled dollar
"

as the same was then

current, "and to contain," continues the statute, "three

hundred and seventy-one grains and four-sixteenths parts of a

grain of pure, or four hundred and sixteen grains of standard

silver."* This unit for silver coins was not that proposed

ly Morris one-quarter of a grain of pure silver, with 1440

to the dollar which Jefferson had characterized as too

minute for ordinary use and too laborious for computation.

is not the unit urged by Jefferson himself, who desired

a single unit both for weight and for money. It was not

entirely the dollar suggested by Hamilton. The pure metal

contained, 371^ grains, was in accordance with his proposi-

tion, and it is interesting, though perhaps not important, to

note that no change has since been made in the weight of

pure metal in silver dollars except for the small number
of trade-dollars coined in the seventies. The gross weight,

416 grains, was that of an average lot of Spanish coins

bearing the date 1761, but then no longer current.

The principles and proposals of Hamilton concerning gold
coins were adopted entire. The gold coins were spoken
of as units or dollars.

' ' A preference,
' ' he says,

' '

ought
to be given to neither of the metals, gold or silver.

' ' He
was of the opinion that the money unit had virtually been

gold rather than silver, silver dollars having circulated by
tale as a mere money of convenience, without much regard
to either weight or fineness

; but he presented what seemed

to him strong reasons for endeavoring to make permanent
the concurrent circulation of both kinds of money. Both
alike were required for home and for foreign trade.

This moat peculiar proportion was not actually adopted by the mint authorities
until 1796. after Congress had repeatedly refused to modify it, and the Director of
the Mint was unwilling longer to disobey the statute. Why this inconvenient
Undard, \\\\, was first adopted and then forced on the mint, it now seems
ImpoMible to determine.
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"
If gold be most convenient," he said,

" in large payments, silver

is best adapted to the more minute and ordinary circulation. . .

To annul the use of either of the metals as money is to abridge the

quantity of circulating medium, and is liable to all the objections

which arise from a comparison of the benefits of a full, with the evils

of a scanty, circulation."

Hamilton was a practical bimetallist. He aimed to secure

the concurrent circulation of the two metals for commercial

convenience. To-day
' *

free coinage
' '

is demanded on the

score of justice as between debtor and creditor. The con-

current circulation of the two kinds of coins proposed is at

least a matter of doubt
;

it might or it might not result, by

raising the price of silver to $1.29 per ounce, as is

predicted.

Bimetallism is to be defined either as a state of the law or

a state of the currency. If the latter is accepted as the most

satisfactory definition of the term, the state of the law must

be regarded as merely the means to the end, and practical

bimetallists those who seek the end may and will differ as

to the law which will prove most efficacious under any exist-

ing circumstances. Mr. Bland asserts, and some, perhaps all,

of the men who act with him honestly believe, that concurrent

circulation would result from a law allowing the free coinage
of both metals at the old ratio of 16 to i. Hamilton, a

century since, in considering the state of the currency,

believed that the two kinds of coins would circulate only if

made at the ratio of 15 to i. He fully appreciated the diffi-

culties of successfully carrying out the policy of bimetallism,

and the necessary consequence which would follow any con-

siderable underrating of either metal "banishment of that

which is undervalued
;

. . . diminution of the total

quantity of specie which a country would naturally possess ;

. . . greater and more frequent disturbance of the state

of the money unit." He therefore urged that rare betaken

to regulate the proportion of pure metal in the two varieties

of coin,
" with an eye to their avenge commercial value."
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Hamilton, placing this market ratio at very near 15 to i,

and believing that this ratio would be permanent, proposed

(i) gold coins, with 24^ grains, and (2) silver coins,

with 371^ grains of pure metal to the dollar,

14 The alloy in each case to be one-twelfth of the total weight, which
will make the unit 27 grains of standard gold, and 405 grains of stand-

ard silver. The former,
' ' he continues,

' '

is exactly agreeable to the

present value of gold, and the latter is within a small fraction of the

mean of the two last emissions of [Spanish] dollars the only ones

which are now found in common circulation."

The questions before Congress, as enumerated by Hamil-

ton in this report, were the following :

1 . As to the nature of the money unit

2. As to the proportion between gold and silver, if coins

of both metals were to be established

3. The amount and composition of the alloy

4. The amount of seigniorage

5. The number, denomination, sizes and devices of the

coins

6. The currency of foreign coins.

The answer which Hamilton gave to the first and second

of these questions was simply, That the law should recognize

and endeavor to make permanent the conditions of the cur-

rency existing at the time so far as the unit and the concur-

rent circulation of both gold and silver coins were concerned,

and should establish and preserve a standard dollar by the

substitution of national coins for a miscellaneous lot of semi-

international coins with constantly changing values.

These principles were practically those presented by Jef-

ferson in his letter of 1784. In the time intervening after

that report was written Jefferson had studied with care the

practical features of the art of coining as practiced in Europe,
and had acquainted himself with workers in metal and the

possibilities of securing officials for the Mint. When the

Mint was established, in 1792, it was placed under his

charge in the Department of State. We may conclude
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then that, while the outline of our system of currency
determined by the conditions of colonial trade, its

distinguishing characteristics may be ascribed in about equal
-are to the influence of these three men Morris, Jefferson

and Hamilton.

In the discussion regarding the Mint and the currency

during this early period one seeks in vain for any evidence

of a bimetallic controversy like that of recent times. As a

state of the currency in every way desirable and convenient,

bimetallism was an acknowledged fact. It was accepted not

only as practicable but necessary, and the law which laid

the foundation of our national coinage system was conceived

for the purpose of providing the legal conditions necessary

to its continuance. It had been, and for a long time it

continued to be, an open question whether the expenditure

necessary for the establishment of a government mint would

be a good investment. But when it was determined to

undertake this work discussion seems to have become limited

to the purely practical considerations of convenience in

the coins. Indeed, little more interest was manifested in

the subject, at the time, than during the days of the Con-

tinental Congress. Though the bill was before the Senate

several times between December 21 and January 9, the only
reference to it in the Annals of Congress regards the em-

ployment ofofficers, the keeping ofaccounts, and the emblems

to be borne by the coins. The latter subject occasioned

an interesting and an amusing discussion in the House,
and even resulted in a difference between the two Houses.

Senate had proposed a representation of the head of the

ident for the time being, with his name, etc., but it was

objected that to do this was to incur the danger
' '

of imitating
: lattery and almost idolatrous practices of monarchies."

Despite the popular ridicule of the idea of "the people's

;
enslaved by their President, and much less by his

image on their coin." the House of Representatives,
vote of 24 to 32, refused to recede from its amendment in
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favor of a design "Emblematic of Liberty." The Senate

ultimately accepted the amendment, but the character of the

emblem was left entirely to the discretion of the administra-

tion.

April 2, 1792, the Act was approved by President

Washington, who had been authorized the year previous to

engage artists and procure apparatus, and the work of

minting began at once. But the making of coin was a new

industry in this country. The initial difficulties to be

overcome were many and great. Workmen were to be

obtained, and the plant, and the raw material furnished
;

suitable buildings, furnaces, delicate machinery, dies, rollers,

presses, drawing and milling machines were wanted
;
and

both materials and tools were lacking, and machinists and

skilled workmen were not easily found. Finally, when the

Mint was ready for work, there was little work to be done.

Coin and bullion were sent in small quantities only, and the

treasury did not provide means for the purchase of bullion.

The expense of refining, much greater then than now, was

at first borne entirely by the government. Again there

were no laws which properly protected the government in

the monopoly of coinage. In the report for 1795, the

Director of the Mint states that mints were erected at Balti-

more and elsewhere, professedly to imitate the coins of

foreign countries and to furnish a debased gold coin for the

West India market. How much minting they did is not

stated.

The minor and technical difficulties relating to methods

of manufacture and management were gradually overcome,

partly with, partly without, the aid of legislation. But the

major difficulty remained : neither coin nor bullion was

offered at the mint with any regularity or in sufficient quan-
tities* to employ the mint officials or to affect appreciably

the coin currency of the country. This lack of material

was at once a cause and an effect of the difficulties

* See American State Papers, Finance, I., pp. 476 and 504.
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encountered. Neither gold nor silver was produced in the

country ;
no private interest existed anxious to avail itself

of the privilege of having its product gratuitously manu-
factured by the government ;

neither was there any induce-

ment for individuals to offer foreign money for recoinage
while the foreign coins were convenient and were full legal

tender.

Worst of all, the treasury entirely failed to co-operate
with the mint in the effort to provide a system of national

coins. Even after inquiry on the part of a House Com-

mittee, the secretaries refused compliance with a very
definite provision of the statute, according to which all coin

received by the government officials in the treasury depart-

ment was to be sent to the mint and recoined into American

money before being allowed to pass into circulation again.

It is true that the governmental transactions of receipt and

in many instances expenditure of moneys took place at

distant points. The officials in charge apparently deemed it

unwise to entail the expense of transportation in both

directions. Even the money received in Philadelphia was

not sent to the mint. As late as 1803, the Director of the

Mint reports that no precious metal had been coined on

account of the Government of the United States.

Hamilton had considered three years an ample time for

the conversion of the coin currency of the country. The

average annual net
' 4

ordinary
' '

receipts of the government
from 1796 to 1800 were over $8 ,000,000 an amount cer-

tainly equal to one-half the total amount of coin in the

country at the time. That the conversion of the coin was

possible within three years is conclusively shown by these

figures ;
still the average annual coinage at the mint for the

decade 1795-1805 was only $500,000. If the treasury

department, which had recommended it, would not conform

to the law seeking to substitute a national for a foreign coin,

it was not to be expected that individuals would do so, or

would voluntarily undertake the task.
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The few coins that were made were soon exported. The
cheaper coins those invariably chosen when preference is

offered were the worn and depreciated foreign coins. New
American coins could not "drive them out." English,

French, Spanish and Portuguese coins circulated freely, and
from time to time certain of them were made legal tender,
at specified rates, by tale or weight. The American dollars

and eagles were exported, because worth more as commodi-
ties in other markets than as a circulating medium or a

means of paying debts in the United States. Gold coins

were not issued until the latter part of 1795, and as early as

1798 it was stated in Congress that a large quantity had
been seen in a goldsmith's window -in England. "Thus
easily do our eagles take their flight."*

In the first years of the century the .drain of silver dollars

was so great that the government ceased making them after

March, 1804, none being issued thereafter until 1836. It is

worthy of note that this policy was originally adopted by
the administration as a means of preventing the exportation
of coins, and was followed by the mint authorities without

any specific law authorizing them to refuse to coin silver

dollars.

During all this time the mint occupied a precarious posi-

tion
;
even its continuance became a matter of dispute. By

many it was regarded as an expensive luxury, a needless

burden, which ought not to be borne longer. It was urged
that it cost $1.00 to coin $10.00. In 1802 a bill to close the

mint passed the House, but failed in the Senate. After

extended discussions, the acts were passed providing for the

continuance of the mint at Philadelphia for a period of from

one to five years. It was not until 1828 that the bill passed

Congress providing for its permanent establishment. In

1782, in the report of the superintendent of finance, it

was urged that the coins put into circulation should be few

and simple, in order that they might "become familiar to
* " Annals of Congress," sth Cong., Vol. I., p. 750.
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all ranks and degrees of men." Nearly two generations

passed away before the first American coins, the very coins

of gold which Morris had held we should never need,

became thus familiar to the people ;
and the third genera-

tion was well advanced before a general national coin

currency was secured by the subsidiary coinage law of 1853
and jhe laws of 1864, 1865 and 1866 authorizing the smaller

token coins.

Bank-notes were more successful in the competition with

foreign coins. After 1800 the bank circulation became an

important factor in the currency of the country. Prior to

that time the currency of the country was composed almost

entirely of gold and silver money. Subsequently banks

came into existence in rapid succession. The Bank of the

United States (1791-1811) afforded a reasonably satisfactory

credit currency; but its dissolution in 1811 occasioned an

enormous increase in the credit currency of the country.

In 1815 the domestic paper which the treasury felt obliged
to receive was of every degree of unsoundness. Specie

payments had been generally suspended in 1814. The
latter part of the war had been conducted almost entirely

on treasury notes instead of long loans and bonds. In his

report of December 6, 1815, Dallas stated that it was im-

possible to estimate the working value of the income of the

government.
4 ' The possession of funds in one part no

longer affords evidence of a fiscal capacity to discharge a

public debt in another part of the Union." The differing

values of the foreign coins used established at least seven

different standards of value in the current money. The
situation was as serious as in the days before the adoption
of the Constitution.

The period from 1815 to the panic of 1819 was one

marked by extreme fluctuations, prices and credits changing
with war-time rapidity. There were no uniform and con-

venient instruments of credit
; no medium existed for cir-

culating obligations and facilitating transfers of the
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evidences of debt
;

no money of constant value was
circulated throughout the length and breadth of the land

;

there was no secure basis for any portion of the vast amount
of credit currency ;

no standard or ' ' common denominator ' '

of value. All things were measured in the primitive unit

a day's labor. Net imports rose and fell as follows, in

millions of dollars: 1814, 12.8; 1815, 106.5; 1816, 130;

1817, 79.9 ; 1818, 102.3 ; 1819, 68. The net ordinary receipts

of the government were 15.7 million dollars in 1815, 47.7 in

1816, 33 millions in 1817, 21.6 in 1818, and $24,600,000 in

1819. Exchange on L,ondon, which had fallen to twenty

per cent discount on the nominal par ($4.444) in 1812,

was twenty per cent premium in 1816. The depreciation

of the paper currency was an important element in the

situation, and a direct cause of the deranged state of industry

and commerce.

The evil effects of unsound currency and the necessity for

a mint and a national system of coinage were felt even more

strongly after the panic of 1819 and the resumption of specie

payments by the Bank of England after a suspension of

twenty-six years. As between individuals, it is contrast

with others that develops economic wants among nations.

In international intercourse, trade and competition, it makes

but little difference how poor the currency of a country may
be, and indeed its deficiencies are not realized, until other

nations secure a money of a higher industrial grade. In

1814 a deranged currency and the suspension of specie pay-
ments operated as an expelling force. In 1819 organization

and system abroad, the resumption of specie payment in the

English currency, added an impulse attracting the better

part of our currency to other countries.

As a means of relief from currency difficulties Congress
chartered the (Second) Bank of the United States in 1816,

with right to establish branches and with privileges of issue,

and revived for three years an act making certain foreign

coins legal tender. Again a bank-note circulation, with
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foreign coins as a basis, was accepted as our national cur-

rency. This secured neither soundness for the credit currency
of large transactions, nor convenient fractional money for

retail trade.

In his report on the banks and the currency in 1820, the

Secretary of the Treasury, Crawford, stated that small notes

circulated in a majority of the States to the exclusion of

silver. Small change was not abundant anywhere except in

Philadelphia, the seat of the mint. Ticketsof 6^, 10, 12%,
25 and 50 cents, issued by mayors and corporation officers,

and dollar bills torn in two pieces for the purposes of change,
were everywhere used. "The fractional parts of a dollar,"

he said, "are so indispensable in the transactions of indi-

viduals that anything which assumes that character will be

employed."*
Two other plans were proposed in 1816 and 1819 for

securing a better currency, but neither was adopted. First

it was proposed to prohibit the exportation of coin
;
for the

new coins were regularly exported, particularly to India.

Both the Secretary of the Treasury and the Senate Commit-

tee reported against the bill proposing the old remedy of a

prohibition on the exportation. Such a law, they claimed,

could not possibly be made effectual in any country, least

of all in the United States ;
and so far as it was actually

operative it would be in favor of the more corrupt and dis-

honest portion of the business community. Congress did

not commit the folly of enacting this law : the testimony of

history to the inefficiency of the means was too great.

Neither did it then adopt the second plan proposed that of

reducing the weight of the monetary unit and thus making a

given amount of metal in the shape of an American coin worth

more in domestic trade and for the payment of debts at home
than for export. This plan had been strongly urged in

1816, and was favorably reported on by a House Committee
in 1819. In the latter instance it was recommended

Report of February la, i8ao. American State Papers, Finance, III., p. 494-
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that a charge of 14.85 grains be made for seigniorage
on fractional silver coins, their legal tender quality being
limited to the payment of debts of five (5) dollars or less, and

that the weight of the gold coins be reduced about four per
cent.

By this time gold had disappeared entirely from circulation

and even in goodly measure from the vaults of the banks.

Their reserve was largely fractional silver. Foreign coins

circulated in seaport towns and on the frontiers, where bank

paper was not received. But again, the only action taken

by Congress in 1819, was to extend the life of the mint for

another period of five years, and to continue the legal tender

quality of certain foreign coins Spanish coins indefinitely

and French silver coins for four years.

The amount of gold and silver coins issued by the mint

of the United States in each quinquennial period, from 1792
to 1834, is as follows, in millions of dollars :

1794-5 to 1800

Gold. Silver.

1.4

1801

1806

1811

1816
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and were none the better for the wear and tear they had sustained.

The four pence pieces passed for six and a quarter cents if the inscrip-

tion was legible, but only for five if smooth and '

crossed.
' The nine

pence passed for twelve and a half cents. The pistareen was worth

twenty cents. The picayune went for six and a quarter cents. . . .

Some shilling pieces and six pence pieces were to be found in circu-

lation down.even to the Civil War, and were, with the fips, the levies

and the pistareens, the last relics of a time happily passed away."

THE GOLD COIN BILL OF 1834.

The first important change in the laws relating to our

coinage system was made in 1834. Its purpose, according
to the advocates of the measure, was to resuscitate the gold

currency. The administration had been successful in its

prolonged contest with the bank. This fact, together with

the increasing importance of gold mining in the Southern

States, seems to have been the direct occasion of the law

and to have determined its character. It was approved by
President Jackson on June 28. By it the weight of the gold
coins thereafter issued was to be about six and a quarter per
cent less^than under the law of 1792. This, says Mr.

Laughlin,* debased the gold coins of the United States 6. 26

per cent, and to that extent the law gave gold a less legal-

tender value than it had possessed before 1834. (The italics

are my own.)
But is this debasement f It would seem rather to be a

provision for the manufacture of another kind of com-

modity. Debasement of a coin implies its being called in by
the government, in a more or less despotic manner, and the

enforced substitution of one of less value. It is a deprecia-

tion of the monetary unit under forms of law, an arbitrary

political attempt to get something for nothing. In the

,t instance, however, there were very few coins \\

could be called in, nine-tenths of all those issued having been

rted or melted, and provision was made in the law for

rating such afl still existed and were presented at the Mint

Uintory of Bimetallism in the United State*." p. 70.
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in proportion to the pure metal they contained. Before 1834
an amount of gold worth 103 or 104 cents had been legal

tender for $i. But certainly this was not a very valuable

privilege of which owners of gold were deprived. The old

gold coins had not served as money in America for twenty

years and more.

But it was now desired for two reasons to secure a gold cur-

rency. For twenty years the currency question had been

under discussion. It had been made the subject of special

investigations by, and lengthy reports to, Congress. Secre-

taries of the Treasury, notably Crawford in 1820 and Ingham
in 1830, had vied with Chairmen ofCongressional Committees

Lowndes in 1819, Sanford in 1830, and C. P. White in

several reports from 1831 to 1834; secretaries had vied

with chairmen, in preparing extended treatises on the nature

and character of currency and in devising plans for improv-

ing the condition of American currency. But Congress

paid little heed to reports and petitions. The paper currency

of the country and foreign silver coin continued to serve as

the money of the community. It was in the*interest of

those who supplied the former to maintain as strong a

demand and as complete a monopoly as possible. The

Secretary of the Treasury said in a letter to the Committee

of Ways and Means that the great evil of the currency was

the disproportion between the paper in circulation and the

coin prepared to redeem it, and urged that the first step

toward a sound currency was to reform the coinage of gold.*

Only a gold currency, it was claimed, could compete with,

or form a proper basis for, a paper currency. The fancied

special interest of a particular class, the owners of gold

mines, added the impulse needed to secure legislation.

Some sort of currency a community must have. Indus-

trial and commercial needs compel its creation. The law

only regulates it or invites the creation of a particular kind.

The general public accept foreign coins and a voluminous

* Quoted in the Debates in Congress, Vol. X., p. 4644.
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paper currency based on them, despite the disadvantages
and dangers, until a stronger interest is enlisted in supply-

ing a better currency. The first requisite of the currency
for ordinary transactions is that it be simple, convenient and
uniform. A great variety of bank-notes and of foreign

coins, of different values in different portions of the trading

community, cannot constitute a good currency. The first

improvement to seek is uniformity, and thus familiarity.

Fips and tuppenny bits will circulate till worn smooth as

glass, and paper dollars until badly torn, patched and dirty,

simply because they are familiarly known. It had been

expected that the Bank would secure the desired end. But
in his first message to Congress, in December, 1829, Jackson
stated that the bank had entirely failed in the effort to

establish a uniform and sound currency. Certainly this

statement, and the subsequent policy of the administration

in the contest with the bank, was not calculated to secure

to the currency either uniformity or soundness. There was
thus apparently another reason for currency legislation.

In the early period the question had been, Shall we have

American coins? The issue was entirely between the

acceptance of the system of foreign coins left over from

colonial days and the substitution of domestic or home-made,

national, coins. The foreign coins and a paper currency
won the day. The question now was, Shall we have coin

or paper, hard or soft money ? The practical question
before Congress concerned the legal restrictions and regula-
tions necessary to secure the chief requisite of a credit cur-

soundness. The great desideratum in money is

stability. That the dollar, the monetary unit, should be

invariable becomes increasingly important as the use of

credit instruments is extended. A measure, or standard,

not be good if variable.

In 1834 the basis of our credit currency was made up of

foreign coins and the fractional silver coins. Foreign gold
coins had ceased to be legal tender in 1819. Little gold of
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any kind, native or foreign, remained in circulation after

1820. The silver coins were old and worn. The larger

part were Spanish the only foreign coins which were legal

tender from 1827 to 1834. They had been in circulation

from twenty to one hundred years. The bulk of the cur-

rency was paper the notes of a great number of banks.

These banks were of every degree of solvency, but the

government received their notes until the issuance of the

famous specie circular in 1836. American coins were few.

The old Spanish coins were the nearest existing approxima-
tion to a standard of value. The currency was neither

uniform, convenient nor simple, and it was maintained that

this coinage system was allowed to continue in order to

promote the use of bank-paper and preserve the unsatisfac-

tory condition of the currency in the interest of gamblers
and dishonest speculators.

A new mint had been built in 1831, and a bill to revise

the coinage system passed in the Senate. From the stand-

point of the government, there was evident folly in main-

taining this mint in the comparative idleness entailed by the

law as it then existed, or in using it to manufacture gold
and silver for export. The capacity of the mint was double,

possibly treble, the et^ount issued in the years immediately

preceding 1834. It was used, moreover, as it was again
later when the quantity of gold greatly increased, simply as

an inexpensive means of getting metal into a convenient

form for exportation. It was clear that the coinage of gold
should be ertirely abandoned, or means provided for secur-

ing the circulation at home of the coins which were made at

government expense. Gold had never been an important
factor in our currency. The premium in New York from

1827 to 1834 was from three to ten per cent. To retain the

gold coin and make it the chief component of our currency,

it must be made so as not to be more expensive than the

silver coin, and together with silver it must also meet the

conditions of competition with paper. To accomplish these
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ends was the avowed purpose of the supporters of the Gold
Coin Bill of 1834.

On March 29, 1834, Beiiton introduced in the Senate a

resolution for a joint committee to report what alterations,

if any, were necessary to be made :

First, in the value of the gold coined at the mint,
"
so as

to check the exportation of that coin, and to restore it to

circulation."

Second,
"
in the laws relative to foreign coins, so as to re-

store the gold and silver coins of foreign nations to their

former circulation within the United States.
' '

Third, va. the regulations for the collection of the revenue,
with a view to making the revenue system instrumental in
* '

the introduction of gold and silver for the common currency
of the country .

' '

From this presentation of the subject it would appear that

the ultimate object and the practical difficulties were the same
in 1834 that they had been in 1792. L,ittle, if anything, had
been accomplished in the effort to provide the country with

a sound and uniform currency. The important questions as

to the nature of the money-unit and the proper legal ratio

between the two kinds of coin were still unanswered.

As finally passed, the law made no change in the silver

coins, but reduced the weight of the gold eagle to 232

grains of pure metal, thereby raising the ratio to a trifle

over 1 6 to i 374 to 2 3i or 16.002. This ratio had been

proposed by Secretary Crawford ten years earlier. Mr.

:ides had recommended 15.6 to i in 1819, though the

tor of the Mint had at that time reported the ratio of

1 6 to i as the market rate prevailing in some parts of

>pe. A select ccmmittee of the Senate, in 1830, had

proposed 15.9 to i, a mean between different legal rates

established by the various countries of Europe and the com-

mercial rate prevailing in South America the country

whence came our supply of silver. These various recom-

iiR-n<i;itions would indicate honest differences of opinion.
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The market rate is a matter of fact
;
but a matter of fact diffi-

cult to determine with accuracy. As now stated in the

report of the Director of the Mint, the average rate for the

year 1833 was I 5-93- In 1808, 1812, and 1813 it was above

16, and prior to 1834 it was -
frequently above 15.8. Mr.

Jones, of Georgia, insisted in debate that the divergence of

the proposed legal rate from the existing market rate was

only y of one per cent, and he justified the mint rate of 16

to i on the ground of a probable further advance in the ratio.

Mr. Gorham replied that the rate here was 15.63 ;
that in

France it was 15.68, and in England 15.77. He conse-

quently maintained that the contemplated regulation con-

cerning gold coins would add two and one-half per cent to

the value of gold coins. Assuming the correctness of his

figures this makes evident not only the impossibility of

bimetallism under the new law, but the fact that in passing
it Congress would be responsible for a perceptible lowering of

the standard of value
"
the greatest wrong charged against

the tyrants of the Middle Ages, and one which no modern

despot has dared to repeat."*
From these statements made in debate, it would appear

that a bimetallic controversy took place in the Twenty-third

Congress. Stronger interests had developed on each side.

Monometallism (of silver money) was the acknowledged
fact in our coin currency. The standard of value, in so far

as there was one, was in silver, though it must remain a

matter of doubt whether the standard was the ideal unit of

two half dollars, which contained 371^ grains, or the worn

Spanish coins, which when issued contained, some of them,

365, and others 374, grains to the dollar. Silver monometal-
lism was not, however, so generally accepted in 1830, as the

permanent policy of the country, as bimetallism had been

in 1792. It was by many deemed advisable to resuscitate

the gold currency. If this was to be attempted, the practi-

cal question of ratio would become the point of issue.

* Sumner, "
History of American Currency," p. in.
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Should it be less than, equal to, or greater than the

commercial rate? And what was the real commercial

rate? The (silver) monometallists who were anxious

to preserve the standard unchanged, and fearful lest gold
should be overvalued in the coins, and thus the standard be

lowered, sought to place the mint rate lower than the market

rate, and insisted on the ratio of 15.625 to i as the highest
which could safely be adopted. In the House this was voted

too low, the vote standing 52 to 127. Bimetallists those

who desired joint circulation of both kinds of coins, the gold
for the large, the silver for the small, transactions urged
that the mint rate for gold might be slightly higher than the

market rate. Silver being a heavier metal and the coin

larger, it would circulate in retail trade though undervalued.

The ratio of 16 to i was approved in the House by a vote

of 145 to 36, the compromise rate of 15.865 having been

voted down 69 to 112.

It would thus appear that an honest difference of opinion
c xi^ted both as to what was the commercial value of gold in

terms of silver and as to how far the legal rate could prac-

tically diverge therefrom, under the circumstances then

exi-tiiig, without expelling silver or gold from circulation.

The metal market was not active and settled. The original

unit had not been exactly defined, and the ratio formerly

adopted, 15 to i, was founded on information which was
more or less vague and incorrect. The conditions had not

greatly changed in 1834. The situation is made difficult,

and the making of any dogmatic statement as to the inten-

tion of the law-makers is prevented by the impossibility of

ascertaining the facts regarding the market price of metals.

The result is not clearly proved. Certainly, no m
:iess could be conducted in buying up dollars which had

not been coined.* It seems doubtful whether the standard

was appreciably reduced, even through the psychological

influence of the new statute. Neither the movement of the

Andrew*,
" Institute* of
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coin nor the change in the standard of value in the com-

munity would appear to have been automatic to the degree

implied by the statements of extreme monometallists.

While the injustice of actual debasement is unquestion-

able, a doubt may be fairly entertained as to the fact in any

particular instance. The commercial rate varied from year
to year* and was different in the different markets with which
we had direct commercial intercourse

;
16 to i appears to have

been the average market rate. The excess of imports over

exports of coin and bullion for the years 1834 to 1839 was :

gold, $23,542,326.00; silver, $26,801,954.00. In the years

1834 to 1 842 silver was coined to the value of $22,295,339.60,
while only $19,207,810 worth of gold was coined. It is

at least doubtful what actually constituted the standard

of value in the minds of the people in 1834 the American

coins not in use, the paper currency, or the current Spanish
coins of which the value as silver was so various. That the

experiment cost every creditor two and a half cents on every

dollar, as Mr. Sumner states, is hardly to be believed, in the

light of the above figures taken in connection with the

mania for bank circulation and the enormous speculation of

the years 1835, 1836 and 1837.

It is true the ratio adopted proved too high. Silver did

not fall so low again until 1874.* But how far its adoption
was due to an error of judgment on the part of sincere

bimetallists and how far to the desire to
* '

encourage and

protect
' '

gold mining in the Southern States, or how far it

resulted from a dishonest intent to indirectly scale down
debts by lowering the value of the monetary unit, cannot be

determined. Consideration of the political situation leads to

the inference that it was the intention of the majority of

those in power to overrate gold slightly. The desire of the

administration party to secure a specie circulation was pre-

sumably a prevailing force in the minds of many. Gold

coins were necessary to the success of their plan. To gold coin

* See Diagrams IV. and V.
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should consequently be given the benefit of any doubt. It

was desired also to extend the market for gold. Small

amounts had been coming to the mint from North Carolina

ever since 1804. In 1824 one-fifth and in 1826 one-fourth

of the total amount coined was "native." In 1832 there

came to the mint from the Southern Alleghanies $678,000
value in gold, and in 1833, $868,000.*

As early as 1829 a committee had been appointed to con-

sider the advisability of establishing a branch mint in North

Carolina. One was organized in 1838. The gold-mining
interests called for congressional action to provide a market

for gold, and thus raise its price. Finally, a few votes or parts

of votes came from the political influence of those who were

in pecuniary difficulties, and were seeking legislative relief.

But the charge of sinister motives is based quite as

properly on the manner in which the act was passed as upon
the speculations on its possible, or knowledge of its actual,

effects. The bill which had been under discussion during
the session, and been passed in committee of the whole,

proposed a ratio of 15.625 to i, and the fractional parts

alike of the eagle and the dollar were to be depreciated from

three to five per cent of the standard weight and to be made

legal tender for $10.00 only. This bill was dropped at the

close of the session and an entirely new one substituted

one differing in principle and establishing the 16 to i ratio.

This was discussed in a somewhat slimly attended House

only a week before adjournment, and received but scant

attention in the Senate on the final Saturday morning. The
vote in its favor in the latter body was 35 to 7.

Large amounts of gold were immediately coined, and by

1840 began that excess of exports over imports of silver

which has been interrupted only three times since then.f

/After 1843 the amount of gold coined exceeded that of

silver. The discovery of gold in 1848 somewhat reduced its

uner. "Andrew Jackaon,
'

p. 333.

f 1843. 1846-47, 1861.
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value in the years following, and thus greatly increased the

divergence between the mint rate and the market rate of the

metals. In 1850 it became difficult to keep fractional silver

in circulation. The small coins even were worth more as

silver than as change, and their worth increased in 1851 and

1852. Silver was thus gradually demonetized under the

action of the law of 1834. The monetary standard of the

United States since 1837 has been 23.22 grains of gold.

FRACTIONAL SILVER COINS.

The second change of importance which was made in our

coinage system was the reduction made in the weight of the

fractional silver coins under the Act of February 21, 1853.

By the law of 1792 they had contained proportional parts of

a dollar 412^ grains gross weight, after 1837. By the

statute of 1853 they were reduced in weight to parts of 384

grains to the dollar and coined only on Government account.

The provision for free coinage of the silver dollar was not

changed, but after the act went into effect no deposits of

silver bullion were received for the purpose of coinage into

fractional coins, except from the treasurer of the mint. The
coins were to be sold in exchange for gold in amounts of

$100 worth or more, face value, and the amount of quarter-

dollars, dimes and half-dimes to be manufactured was left to

the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury, the treasurer

of the mint being authorized to purchase the necessary

amount of bullion. The smaller silver coins, parts of a

dollar, were thus made subsidiary and put on the same basis

as the minor or token coins, the profit on their coinage being
from time to time turned to the account of the Treasurer of

the United States. By this act they were made legal tender

only in payment of debts for sums not exceeding $5.00.

This amount was increased to $10.00 by the Act of June 9,

1879.

This Act of 1853 was the logical outcome of the increase

in the production of gold after 1848 and the consequent fall
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in its value as compared to silver. Soon after the discovery
of new mines of gold the silver coins rose to a premium of

five per cent and quite rapidly disappeared from circulation.

The coinage at the mint fell from $2,558,580.00 in 1846 to

only $774,397.00 in 1851. Small change became very
scarce. The demand for it is clearly shown in the mintage
of the depreciated three cent piece which was only ^ fine.*

The demand is also shown to have been urgent by a con-

sideration of the amount of the smaller silver coins sold after

1853 an average of over $5,000,000 worth annually for the

five years 1853-58.

Gold and silver coins were now again unequal in value.

Unless the variation was to be of temporary duration an

hypothesis which did not appear reasonable at the time
;

unless the equilibrium was soon to be restored by natural or

industrial causes and conditions, it was a matter of necessity

that some alteration be made. The every day convenience

of trade and industry demanded it. The alternatives were

an increase of four or five per cent in the weight of gold in

the gold coins, or a corresponding decrease of the silver in

the silver coins. To the former remedy Mr. Skelton offered

the objectionf that increase in the weight of the gold cur-

rency of the country would compel a man possessing a

quantity of gold coin to receive less than a dollar for that

piece of money stamped with one dollar upon its face. To

prevent this injustice the government might redeem the old

coins at their face value in the new ones to be issued, at an

expense of $15,000,000 or $20,000,000. The one alterna-

tive government could not afford
;
the other was virtual

robbery of the individual by Act of Congress.
' ' We should

meet that difficulty when we return home to our const i til-

s'* remarked Mr. Skelton. Mr. Dunham added: It

is using the power of the government for the benefit of

It amounted to nearly $1.100.000.00 In the years 1851 to 1853. while only faoo,-

ooo worth was issued between 1833, when the coin was reduced (or rather raised)

to the standard of nine-tenths fine and 1873, when its coinage was discontinued.

f Co*gruional Gtot*. Vol XXVI p. 491.
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capital at the expense of labor of the rich at the expense
of the poor."*

It is not to be wondered at that the average Congressman
should choose rather to reduce the fractional silver than to

raise the value of the gold coin, although it was clearly recog-

nized that the disparity in the coins existed because of a fall

in the value of gold and that so-called theoretical justice de-

manded an increase in the weight of the gold coin as a means

at once of equalizing the coins and maintaining the standard.

That the act could or would depreciate the standard of

value, or that it did so, is not apparent. True, fractional

silver coins are debased coins. They are token coins, and

the government makes a profit at present prices of about

fortyf cents on every dollar's worth sold. But they are

worth their face value by reason of the fact of the limitation

of the supply. There is a government monopoly. The

only way to obtain two half-dollars is to pay their nominal

value to the government in legal tender. Thus, the stand-

ard of value cannot be affected. People are not deprived
of their rights, laborers are not robbed of their hire, by being

paid in the debased silver coins.

It was a condition and not a theory which presented itself

in 1850. It was a practical difficulty under which the coun-

try was laboring. The small paper tickets of an earlier

generation were again coming into use. The object of the

law was simply to supply small silver change a much
more convenient form of currency. As stated in a petition

from the New Jersey Legislature,
' '

It could not in the

slightest degree disturb the monetary affairs of the nation,

or infringe existing rights in contracts." It might with

some propriety be urged, as was stated by Mr. Jones, of

Tennessee, that
' '

making gold the standard was something
like making standards of tobacco, rice, cotton, or any other

of the staple productions of the country.
' ' Gold at the time

* Appendix, Congressional Globe, Vol. XXVII., p. 191.

t Estimating- silver at 85 cents per ounce.
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seemed almost as unstable a measure as silver became in the

years following 1873. But depreciation does not necessarily

follow debasement, and in the instance in question was cer-

tain not to follow. Debasement of the fractional silver coins

had no more effect than the debasement of the copper coins

on the fluctuation of the money unit. They were not

allowed to decline in value.

Despite the evident public need for a simple and conven-

ient retail currency, but little interest was taken in the

bill. It was first introduced by the Finance Committee in

the Senate, March 8, 1852. On the twenty-ninth Mr. Hun-
ter asked the Senate to take it up, remarking : "I believe

there is no objection to it. We can pass it this evening.'*

There appeared to be no objection, and it was ordered en-

grossed for the third reading, and passed without discussion

on the day following. For some reason it did not appear in

the House until May 3. It was then referred to the Com-
mittee of Ways and Means, but was not brought up for dis-

cussion until February i, 1853. On that day it was
introduced with a speech by Mr. Dunham, explaining its

provisions and the reasons for some four or five proposed
amendments. It was discussed on the two following days,

but only during the morning hour, and was not again

brought up until February 15, when the amendments were

voted down by large majorities, and the bill passed as it

came from the Senate "
Ayes, 94 ; noes, not counted."

The opposition to the bill in the House came almost

entirely from those who insisted that, in spite of the limita-

tion as to the amount to be coined, the bill depreciated the

standard and provided for the issuance of a new kind of coin

which would complicate rather than simplify the monetary
reverse proved to be the case. The coin intro-

duced increased the uniformity in our coinage system and

met the wants of the trading community.
There seems to have been no opposition on the part of

bimetalli
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The discussion of the bill does not indicate the existence

of any firm conviction of the desirability or the feasibility

of securing concurrent circulation by making the mint ratio

the same as the market ratio. The usual charges were

made that the government was ' '

tinkering
' ' with the

currency and that the act was mere legislative quackery,
and inaction was declared to be the best remedy for the ex-

isting trouble. But no serious effort was made to obtain

bimetallism. For a number of years gold had been unmis-

takably the standard and the supporters of the measure

distinctly avowed their intention to let it remain so
;
to cause

legal recognition of the fact, and in part to adapt silver to

this standard by reducing the weight of the coins most

needed in retail trade so that they would be below par as

merchandise. Nothing is said in the act about the dollar

the coin which practically had never been coined
;
but in his

speech introducing the bill in the House, Mr. Dunham

expressed the desire of the committee to have the standard

currency consist of gold only, and stated that the effect of

the bill would be to make the proposed silver coins entirely

subordinate by reason of the degree of their debasement
;

that they would be used rather as token than as standard

currency,
' '

applicable and convenient, not for large but for

small transactions.
' '

It is indicative alike of the small amount of interest

manifested in the subject and of the carelessness of legisla-

tors that the first section of the bill stated that it was to go
into effect in June, 1852. It was the expectation of the

Senate Committee that it would be passed the first ses-

;.ion, but it was delayed until near the end of the second

sassion and passed in the House as it came from the Senate ;

this provision of the first section, therefore, required the

impossible, and it was necessary to rectify the blunder by a

clause in the Deficiency Bill. The Act went into effect

April i, 1853.

In the light of the current discussion of the currency
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question it is interesting to note that the protective argu-

ment was used in 1853 in behalf of a single gold standard

and a gold currency just as it is now urged in favor of the

free coinage of the silver dollar. Gold is the production of

our own country : silver is not. Let us, therefore, it was

urged, use our own productions and in so far increase their

value. It is another instance of attempt to make private

interest appear public blessing, if not to substitute private

for public benefits.

After 1848 the amount of gold coined each year at the

mints of the United States increased as follows, in millions

of dollars: 1849, 9; 1850, 32; 1851, 62.6; 1852,. 56.8.

No one could suppose that such a quantity of coin would be at

once introduced into the circulation of the country. Putting
the metal through the mint was simply an easy way of getting
it manufactured into a marketable form. Provision was

consequently made in this Act for the manufacture of bars

or ingots, either of pure or standard metal, at a charge, not

above cost, to be fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

By this provision it becomes possible, in part at least, to

separate the metal designed for use in the arts from that

which is to go into circulation as coin and to place t he-

expense for manufacture of the latter only on the government
and thus on the general public.

REORGANIZATION OP THE MINT.

The act of February 12, 1873, was at once a codification

and a revision of the laws relating to the coinage syst
the United States and to the business of minting. It is

entitled :

" An Act revising and amending the Laws rel

to the Mints, Assay-offices, and Coinage of the United

States/; By it our coinage system was somewhat extended

and the work of making coins more carefully systematized,

many provisions of the sixty and more different laws

regarding the mint and its branches, the assay offices, and
the coinage of the United States, which had been eiiactnl in
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the eighty years preceding and were still in force, were

incorporated into a single statute. Inconsistencies were

removed
; discrepancies rectified

;
and the whole body of

enactments simplified as far as possible. It was spoken of

in debate* as
' *

a code for the government of the whole

subject, carefully drawn, after months of thorough prepara-

tion, as the result of the best judgment of the department
and the country.

' '

The Bureau of the Mint was established in the treasury

department, for purposes of supervision over the various

branches of the service, and for the collection of statistics.

Further changes in the law were adopted, but they relate

chiefly to the business methods employed, or to be employed,
in the mints and the assay offices. The law principally con-

cerns administration, specifying the manner in which govern-
ment officers shall perform their duties. It had been drafted

by the Deputy Comptroller of the Currency, Mr. John Jay

Knox, and was designed to facilitate public business and to

promote the efficiency of the government service.

Three changes were made in the kinds of coin to be issued.

One copper coin, the two-cent piece, was omitted from the

list of coins the Director of the Mint was authorized to have

coined. The coinage of three silver coins, the half-dime,

the three-cent piece and the dollar, was also discontinued.

The manufacture of a trade dollar was authorized. But no

change whatever was made in regard to the gold coins to be

manufactured.

Purely practical reasons were given for each of these

changes in the list of coins. The two-cent piece had not

found a ready market. The public did not care for it,

though it might make use of a two-and-a-half-cent piece.

The half-dime and three-cent piece in silver were incon-

venient coins, like the gold dollar, which has since been

discontinued, f
* By Mr. Casserly, in the Senate, January 9, 1871. Congressional Globe, 3d Sess.,

Forty-first Cong. p. 372.

t Act ol September 26, 1890. See Statement A in the Appendix.
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The silver dollar for some years had been worth about

$1.03 in gold ;
since the passage of the Gold Coin Bill of

1834 tne ^ne silver in a silver dollar (37 1^ grains) had
been worth somewhat more than 23.22 grains of fine gold,

and as a consequence the silver dollar had not circulated in

the country. It was used chiefly
"
as a convenient portion

of silver in the laboratory of the metallurgist, or was hoarded

as an object of curiosity."* The average amount annually
issued from 1839 to 1869 was only a little over 100,000, and

of the total 8,031,238 issued between 1792 and 1873, nearly
one-half were made in the years following 1865, and were

manufactured almost exclusively for export. In 1804, when
it became apparent that these coins were not used to form

part of the currency of the country, but were exported to

the West Indies, the administration saw fit, without the

sanction of the law, to discontinue their issue. In 1873 the

officers of the government recommended simply that

authority to manufacture be withdrawn, and it was so

enacted.

Quite other reasons have since been assigned by some,
both for the recommendation and for its acceptance by Con-

gress. The anticipated decline in the value of silver, it has
been claimed, led to the demonetization of silver in 1873.

Some feared and many fully expected a change in the rela-

tion of the two metals, and hence secured a revision of the

law in order to insure themselves against loss or to prepare
the way for reaping immense harvests through the fluctuation

in prices and the fall in values. On the other hand, it is

maintained that the great decline in the value of silver was
as little foreseen, and could have been as little foreseen, in

1873, as was the earlier decline in the value of gold. Cer-

tainly, accusation of the legislators of cither period is, to

say the least, uncalled for.

The debates of 1873, as of 1853, have record of no
hinu tallic controversy. In each instance, more particularly

Report of the Comptroller of the Currency. 1876, p. 168.
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the latter, its occasion had been lacking. Between 1862

and 1876 we had a papery currency. Both gold and silver

coins of every kind and description, and in a measure even

copper coins, were driven from circulation by the notes of

the treasury, of the national banks, and of individuals.

They had ceased to be part of the circulating medium of the

country. They would be returned only upon the with-

drawal of the depreciated paper. It was even questioned in

debate why the government should consider the relative

merits of two kinds of coin neither of which the country

possessed. As between the two, there was apparently no

thought of so changing the mint rate as to insure their joint

circulation, except on the part of those who opposed any
debased currency whatsoever even the fractional. No one

proposed to attempt the re-establishment of bimetallism.

For that purpose, the depreciation of the silver dollar three

per cent or more would have been necessary, and some plan
for forcing the depreciated paper to par and maintaining it

in a state of convertibility must have been adopted.

IJow far coming events cast their shadows before is ever a

difficult matter to determine, but that the changes of the

years from 1871 to 1876 could have been anticipated by Mr.

Knox in preparing his report in 1869 hardly seems probable.
It is certain that the average Congressman in 1873 would not

have found it possible to make the most vague approxima-
tion to the rate which was necessary to secure bimetallism

throughout the decade that followed. That the victor in the

Franco-Prussian war would be able to compel the payment
of a gigantic war indemnity of $1,000,000,000, and would
make use of the opportunity to change the currency of

Germany from silver to gold, as a means of aiding industrial

development; that between 1871 and 1874 nearly every

country in Europe would close its mint to the coinage of

silver and keep it closed
;
and that the demand for silver in

the countries of the East, India and China, would greatly
decline

;
that the production of silver would double, treble
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and quadruple even between 1868 and 1878 ; that an almost

unprecedented industrial depression would follow the panic
of 1873 ;

that these, or any such fortuitous concatenation of

events could have been foreseen, and the fall in the value of

silver, as measured in gold, been predicted with any accuracy,

is highly improbable. In any case the very best policy, the

one which most completely protected the interests ofthe whole

community was, perhaps, the one adopted in the Act of

1873-

The fall in silver, coming as it did so shortly after the

failure of the Greenback party in 1874, gave rise to bitter

feelings against those who secured the enactment of the

Mint Law of 1873. Extremists even went so far as to say
that silver had been demonetized by clandestine legislation.

Nor has this belief disappeared with the progress of time ;
it

is still current, though quite unwarranted, as shown by the

history of the bill in its passage from drafting to final enact-

ment. It was practically before Congress and before the

country for about four years. In his report in 1869 the

Director of the Mint urged the restoration of a silver cur-

rency
' '

for change,
' '

in lieu of the postal and small-note

currency, as the first step toward and "an important adju-

vant to a general resumption of specie payments." A year

later he stated that a number of our leading commercial

newspapers had emphatically endorsed the plan and he ex-

pressed the belief (1870) that the product of silver in Nevada
ami Colorado would be sufficient to meet the demand. His

proposition was for a very much more debased kind of coin

than those formerly in use, and in defence of the system he

quoted the following significant language: "This is not a

scheme for debasing the standard of value. Its only object

ilver on such a basis, under legal sanctions, as

will enable it to keep its subsidiary place, whether the i

currency be paper, as it now is, or gold, as we hope it will

soon be."*

Finance Report. 1870. p. 421.
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The draft of a bill in which the plan was systematically
worked out had been sent, during the year 1869, to promi-
nent financiers and the important government officials, for

suggestion and comment. In its perfected form it was in-

troduced into the Senate by Mr. Sherman, April 28, 1870,

and referred to the Finance Committee. The letter from

the Secretary of the Treasury and the report by Mr. Knox

explaining the provisions of the bill were printed with the

bill.

After a careful investigation the bill was reported in

December following. It was discussed during the morning
hours of January 9 and January 10, 1871, and passed on the

second day by a vote of 36 to 14, 22 being absent. Just a

year later, January 9 and 10, 1872, the bill was discussed

in the House,* and recommitted. On February 9 it was

again introduced. Mr. Hooper, of Massachusetts, who then

had the bill in charge, explained in his speech opening the

discussion that Section 16 provided for a dollar coin of 384

grains of silver T̂ fine,
' '

making it a subsidiary coin in har-

mony with the silver coins of less denomination, to secure

its concurrent circulation with them."f He was followed

by Mr. Stoughton, of Michigan, who continued the expla-
nation of the bill. In the course of his speech he made the

following perfectly plain statement : J
' ' The office of the

silver or
'

subsidiary
'

coins is to supply the public want
for small change. They are made the tokens of value, not

the value itself, and are designed only for exchange and
circulation at home, up to but never in excess of the require-

ments of trade."

It would thus appear that the Committee of Coinage,

Weights and Measures was not endeavoring to conceal its

intentions. They proposed to carry out the recommendation

of the Director of the Mint and provide for the restoration

of silver to its place as a subsidiary coin in our currency,
* Mr. Kelly had introduced the bill (H. R. No. 5) in the new Congress,
t Congressional Globe, Second Session Forty-second Congress, p. 2306.

I Congressional Globe, Second Session Forty-second Congress, p. 2309.
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making this the first step toward a resumption of specie pay-
ments and a complete restoration of the currency of ante-

bellum days. The final vote in the House was taken under

a suspension of the rules, when a substitute bill was passed

May 27, 1872, by a vote of no to 13.

Nearly another year elapsed before the bill was passed in

the Senate, on January 17, 1873. It had received twenty
amendments on its journey through the latter body. The
House did not concur. The Senate insisted. Conference

became necessary to pass the bill. The report of the Con-

ference Committee was agreed to, the House receding from

its opposition to the amendments of the Senate numbered

i. 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 20, and the

wording of the other amendments being so changed as to be

acceptable to both Houses. The exact character of the bill

was thus finally determined in conference committee, but its

main features, so far as a change of the coinage is concerned,

had been under contemplation for nearly four years. If the

charge of clandestine legislation is preferred against the

legislators of 1873 it must be urged with equal force at the

bar of public opinion against many another Congress whose

most important acts have been shaped by a Conference Com-
mittee chosen to remove the points of disagreement between

Senate and House.

late as the beginning of the year 1872 it appears to

have been a matter of doubt whether the silver coins were

sufficiently debased under the Act of 1853, to keep them in

circulation. On January 8 Mr. Kelly introduced a resolution

"which was read, considered, and adopted by the House,"

instructing the Committee on Coinage, Weights and Measures
11

to inquire and report whether the intrinsic value of the

silvrr coinage is not above that of other nations and greater
than is necessary in coins designed for subsidiary purposes

only, and to be retained permanently -in the country."
The difference in European systems of coinage was five

per cent, whereas in ours the smaller silver coins were then
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worth only about four per cent less than the standard gold
coins. To-day they are worth about forty per cent less, and

the inducement to counterfeit has become correspondingly

great.

Moreover, the recommendations of the mint authorities

and the action of Congress were quite in harmony with

another attempt which was making at this time that in

favor of an international coinage system.

On February 8, 1870, Mr. Sherman introduced the fol-

lowing resolution in the Senate :

1 '

Resolved, That the President be requested, if not incom-

patible with the public interests, to invite a correspondence
with Great Britain and other foreign Powers, with a view to

promote the adoption by the Legislatures of the several

Powers of a common unit and standard of an international

gold coinage, and that such correspondence be submitted to

Congress for its information and action."

The Forty-first Congress was at least consistent. It did

not attempt, as did a later one, to secure an international

agreement for a common unit and by its own act put another

barrier in the way. It rather undertook to bring the currency

system of the United States into accord with that of the most

completely developed of her sisters in the family of nations.

Finally, as if to remove the last shadow of doubt as to the

definite intentions of the administration, we have the recom-

mendation of the Secretary of the Treasury in his report for

1872, issued when the bill was in its last days. Silver had

already begun to depreciate. Its use as currency had been

discontinued by Germany and some other countries. The
amount mined was at the same time increasing. Believing
that the depreciation of silver was likely to continue,

the Secretary urged such alterations in the Mint Bill as

would ' '

prohibit the coinage of silver for circulation

in this country." He held that no attempt should be

made to introduce the use of silver as currency, but "that

the coinage should be limited to commercial purposes,
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and designed exclusively for commercial uses with other

nations.
' '

It was in carrying out the policy, recommended by the

Secretary of the Treasury, that authority was given to manu-
facture the

" Trade-dollar. " In attempting to determine

the motives which led to the discontinuance of the silver

dollar due consideration must be given to this fact, that

the same act grants the right to have the more valuable

trade-dollar manufactured at the mint. The history of the

trade-dollar also offers an exceedingly interesting lesson in

the operation of currency laws.*

Section 21 of the Act of 1873 provided that any owner

of silver bullion might
"
deposit the same at any mint to be

formed into bars, or into dollars of the weight of four

hundred and twenty grains Troy, designated in this act as

trade dollars, and no deposit of silver for other coinage shall

be received, . . . the charges for converting standard

silver into trade dollars shall equal but not exceed . . .

the actual average cost to each mint and assay office of the

rial, labor, wastage and use of machinery employed,"
these to be determined by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Under this provision the amounts issued in millions of dollars

: in 1873, 1.2; in 1874, 4.9; in 1875, 6.3; in 1876,

6.2; in 1877, 13.1. The coinage was partially suspended
in October, 1877, and finally discontinued by the act of

February 22, 1878.

The legal tender quality of the trade-dollar, limited to

amounts not exceeding five dollars in any one payment, was

entirely removed by the act of July 26, 1876; yet as many of

roins were made after this date as before, and they
:nel in circulation for a number of years after their coin-

age had l>cen entirely disallowed. That is to say. the Ameri-

can people persisted for several years in having manufactured

and in iisin^ a coin to which Congress gave no sanction

A detailed account of the life of this coin i* given in the report of the Director

of thr Mint for 1887, pp. 96-100.
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other than the guarantee of an honest and efficient mint.

From 1873 to 1875 these coins cost somewhat more than a

dollar each in the United States, and hence no one could

afford to use them as money, either in paying debts or

buying goods. It was only by exporting them to China

and the East that the expenses of their coinage could be

met. In 1876 and 1877, however, they cost less than a

dollar apiece to manufacture, * and as the public generally con-

tinued to receive them at their face value, holders of bullion

found it profitable to send it to the mint for coinage, as pre-

scribed by the Act of 1873, into a 42o-grain trade-dollar.

Of the total amount coined, f one-fifth (7,689,036) was
redeemed at face value, in exchange for standard silver

dollars or subsidiary silver coins, under the act of March 3,

1887. Nearly all the remainder have been permanently

exported. So far as our currency is concerned, therefore,

the trade-dollar has become a thing of the past.

The Act of 1873 thus appears to have been an attempt to

ranonetize rather than to ^monetize silver. By the Act

of 1834 silver, as compared with gold, had been undervalued

in our coinage. From about 1840 down to 1875 the 371^
grains of fine silver in a dollar had been worth more than

the 23.22 grains of fine gold in a dollar from one to ten

cents more. During all this time Congress had failed to

rectify the mistake, if mistake it was, that had been made
in 1834, and as a consequence the American people had

used a gold currency. Silver had not been monetized
;

indeed, it was demonetized by the public during this period.

The only monetization took place under the Act of 1853,

debasing the fractional silver currency and limiting the

right of manufacture by abolishing
' '

free coinage
' ' and

creating the government monopoly.
The Act of 1873 was supplementary to the Act of 1853

and conceived with the same intent. The circulation of

* See Diagram,
t 35,965,924-
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postal currency had driven silver coins out of circulation

during the Civil War and the years subsequent thereto.

The proposition was made in 1869 to restore silver to its

position as a subsidiary coin, the supply from Nevada and

Colorado, it was believed, making this feasible. Any excess

in the silver product for export was to be in the form of a
' '

trade-dollar.
' ' An American silver coin had never been

the chief component of American currency, and there was
at that time no apparent reason for attempting to introduce

it. For a generation silver had been used as the metal of

our subsidiary coins. It remained, then, to bring the dollar

into harmony with the fractional coins or to retire it from

the circulation. The latter alternative was chosen, although
the former had been recommended. Provision was made at

the same time for the manufacture of coins of a convenient

form, with quality and quantity of metal marked upon each,

which could be used in trade with countries having a silver

currency.

The important effect of this law, and of the provision of

the revised statutes (1874) which deprived the silver dollar

of legal tender quality, was that they prevented a use of sil-

ver which, under laws previously in force, would inevitably

have followed the fall in the value of silver (1876) and the

failure of the Greenback movement. Whether or not this

was a desirable result is a much disputed question. The
belief that it was not has led to the persistent effort of the

last fifteen years to extend the use of silver. It is with the

passage of the Act of January 14, 1875, providing for the

resumption of specie that is, gold payments on the out-

standing obligations of the government, that the real bi-

metallic controversy in this country begins. It has been carried

on alike by those personally interested, as they believ

maintaining the- stability of our measure of value and stand-

ard of payments and by those who are anxious for the general
welfare and believe that industrial growth and prosperity, as

well as political justice, demand a composite unit of value.
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Thus far this movement for bimetallism has resulted in

three apparently quite fruitless attempts to secure inter-

national agreement regarding the coinage of gold and

silver,* and in the two acts requiring the United States Gov-

ernment to purchase silver as the basis of a paper currency.

By the Act of February 28, 1878, the coinage of the stand-

ard silver dollar was authorized and its legal tender quality

restored. But the coinage was fixed within definite limits

and to be made on government account only. The Secretary

of the Treasury was instructed to purchase not less than two

nor more than four million dollars' worth of silver per month
and have it coined into standard dollars. He was also author-

ized to issue certificates for the deposit of these coins, which

should be receivable for customs, taxes and all public dues,

and when so received might be reissued. Nearly 400,000,-

ooo were coined under this act, of which about 60,000,000
remain in circulation

;
the remainder are covered by certifi-

cates, or are lying idle in the vaults of the government.
The Act of July 14, 1890, known as the Sherman Act,

directs the Secretary of the Treasury to purchase four and

one-half million (4,500,000) ounces of silver per month, or

such part thereof as may be offered for sale at prices below

$1.29 per ounce, and to issue Treasury Notes in payment.
These notes are a legal tender at their face value ' '

in pay-
ment of all debts, public and private, except when otherwise

expressly stipulated in the contract.
' '

They are redeemable

in either gold or silver coin at the option of the secretary.

The government is thus made a regular purchaser of silver,

which it uses as the basis of a paper currency that increases

from $40,000,000 to $60,000,000 a year, according as the

price of silver rises or falls. Thus far the administration,

Democratic as well as Republican, has been able to redeem

the Treasury Notes in gold.
ARTHUR B. WOODFORD.

School of Social Economics.

* Held at Paris in 1878 and 1881, and at Brussels in 1892.
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STATEMENT A.

Showing the various coins issued from the mints of the United
States, the date at which they were authorized and discontinued, and
the legal tender quality of each.

Authorized. Discontinued. Legal Tender.

GOLD (6, 2 discontinued).

Double-eagle, . . Mch. 3, 1849, For any amount
Eagle Apr. 2, 1792,

Half-eagle
Quarter-eagle, . .

"

Dollar, Mch. 3, 1 849, Sept. 26, 1 890,
Three-dollar piece, Feb. 21,1853,

"

SII.VKR (8, 4 discontinued).
Dollar, ..... Apr. 2, 1792....... (Except 1874-1878;.

f For any amount until

Half dollar "
I

Feb ' * f l853 5
then

..

Half-dime, Feb. ,,,873,

I since then.
Three-cent piece, Mch. 3, 1851, 3oc.

T-.venty-centpiece,Mch.3,,875,May a. .878.
"'

Trade-doHar, . . Peb. IS> ,873 .

COPPKR (2, discontinued).
Cent Apr. 2, 1792, Feb. 21,1857,

cent ....

BRONZE (2, i discontinued).

,oent piece, . Apr.22, ,864, Feb. 12, ,873,
{

!ioc.

till Mch. 3, 1865.

4c. till Feb. 12, 1873.

25c. ththereafter.

I:L (3, 2 discontinued).
Cent, l-rb.2 1 ,1X57, Apr.22, 1864,

Three cent ,-iece, . Mcb. 3, l86s.Sept.j6. 1890, {

* ** >7i '

.cent piece. May.6.,866......
{
*
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STATEMENT B.

Showing the weight and fineness of the gold and silver coins under
the various statutes, the number of grains to the dollar being given
in each case.

April 2, 1792.
s Pure

weight. Standard, metal.

Gold coins, .... 27 | 24!
Silver coins, . . . 416 }|f 371^
Ratio of pure metal, i : 15

June 28, 1834.
Gross Pure
weight. Standard, metal.

25.8 .899225 23.2

: 37U : 16.002

Gold coins, 25.8
Silver Coins, 412^
Ratio of pure metal,

January 18, 1837.
Gross Pure
weight. Standard, metal.

T
9
ff 23.22

15.

February 21, 1853.
Gross Pure
weight. Standard, metal.

Fractional silver coins, 384 &* 345 $

Trade-dollar

February 12, 1873.
Gross Pore
weight. Standard, metal.

385-8f A 347-22
420 T

9
tf 378

STATEMENT C.

Showing the coinage of gold and silver at the mints of the United
States by periods, together with the total production from the mines
of the country since 1792.

Gold Silver
to the value ot to the value of

1792-1833, $11,825,890.00 $36,275,077.90
1834-1852, 224,962,920.00 42,966,776.60
1853-1892, 1,345,578,425.50 578,126,532.60

1792-1892, $1,582,367,235.50 $657,368,387.10

Production, $1,904,881,769.00 $1,073,172,000.00

1792-1833,
1834-1852
1853-1873,
1853-1892,
1878-1892,
1873-1878 (Trade-dollars),

Silver Dollars.

$1,439,517
1,067,373

5,524,328

413,988,735
35,965,924

Fractional Silver
to the value of

$34,835,560.90
41,899,403.60

122,647,525.60

* Kxcept the three-cent piece (March 3, 1851), which was y fine ; weight changed
to standard March 3 1853.

f Kquals 25 grams
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DIAGRAM I. Gold and Silver Coinage of the Mints of the

United States (1834-1892).

r*t **,*
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DIAGRAM II. Coining Value of the Gold and Silver Produced
from the Mines of the United States (1853-1891).
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TABIyE V.

AVERAGE ANNUAL, PRODUCTION OP GOLD AND SILVER IN THE
WORLD BY PERIODS FROM 1492 to 1880.

From Soetbeer, as quoted in Laughlin's
"
History of Bimetallism in

the United Slates," pp. 217-219.

14931520
15211544
15451560
1561-1680

1581-1600

16011620
16211640
1641 -1660

1661-1680

16811700
1701-1720

1721-1740

1741-1760

SILVER.

12,115,000

, 4,059,000

14,022,000

13,477,500

, 18,850,500

19,030,500

17,712,000
, ir,.js:{..-win

, 15,165,000

. 15,385,500

. 16,002,000

, 19.4IH.IMI

.isv.wi.-'oo

GOLD.
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DIAGRAM III. Annual Production of Gold and Silver in the

World (coining value), for the calendar years 1873-1891.
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DIAGRAM V. Value of an Ounce of fine Silver at

average quotation (1833-1892).



MINUTES OF THE PROCEEDINGS.

EIGHTEENTH SESSION.

The Eighteenth Scientific Session of the Academy was
held in Philadelphia on Thursday, February 23, at the New
Century Club, at 8 p. m.

The Secretary announced that the following papers had

been submitted to the Academy since the last meeting :

146. By Judge JOHN BROOMAIJ,, Media, Pa.: Compulsory Voting.
Printed in the ANNAI^S, March, 1893.

147. By Professor J. B. CI,ARK, of Smith College : Surplus Gains of

Labor. Printed in the ANNALS, March, 1893.

148. By Hon. J. H. WALKER, Worcester, Mass.: Banking System-
Old and New. Printed in the ANNAI^S, March, 1893.

149. By GAMAUEI, BRADFORD, Esq., Boston, Mass.: Our Failures in

Municipal Government. Printed in the ANNANS, May, 1893.

150. By FREDERICK H. COOKE, New York City: Province of Sociology.

151. By MAURICE BLOCK, Member of the Institute of France, Paris :

L,e Mouvement des idees e*conomiques en France. Printed in

the current number of the ANNALS.

152. By Professor ALFRED MARSHALL, of Cambridge: Consumers'

Surplus. Printed in the ANNALS, March, 1893.

153. By G. H. BATCHELOR, Indianapolis: Progressive Taxation.

154. By President ISAAC SHARPNESS, of Haverford College : Rela-

tion of the State to Education in England and America. Printed

in the ANNALS, May, 1893.

President Isaac Sharpless then read a paper on
' ' The Rela-

tion of the State to Education in England and America' '

(No. 154), which was discussed by several of the members

present.

NINETEENTH SESSION.

The Nineteenth Scientific Session of the Academy was

held in Philadelphia on Thursday, April 27, at the Art Club,

at 8 p. m.

(150)
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The Secretary announced that the following papers had

been submitted to the Academy :

155. By GEO. K. HOLMES, Washington : The Peons of the South.

156. By Professor L,ESTER F. WARD, Washington : Political Ethics

of Herbert Spencer.

157. By Professor JAMES MAYOR, of the University of Toronto : The
Relation of Economic Study to Public and Private Morality.
Printed in the current number of the ANNAI<S.

158. By R. T. COLBURN, Elizabeth, N. J. : Taxation of Large Estates.

Printed in the current number of the ANNALS.

159. By WM. F. HARDING, Bloomington, Ills. : A Successful School

Savings Bank.

160. By JOHN A. HOBSON, London : Objective and Subjective View
of Distribution.

161. By Hon. CARROLL D. WRIGHT, Washington : Relation of Eco-

nomic Conditions to the Causes of Crime. Printed in the

ANNALS, May, 1893.

162. By Professor JOHN J. McCooK, of Trinity College : The Tramp.
163. By Professor S. M. MACVANE, of Harvard University : The

Austrian Theory of Value.

164. By Professor JOHN R. COMMONS, of Indiana University : Bullion

Notes and an Elastic Currency.

The President then introduced Professor Lester F. Ward,
who read a paper on "The Political Ethics of Herbert

Spencer" (No. 156).

The speaker criticised the rank which Mr. Spencer gives

to ethics in his scheme of philosophy.
" He has made it,"

he said, "the great end of all his labors, while from the very

character of his 'ethics,' the doctrine that happiness is the

end of action, and the argument that this will ultimately be

attained through altruistic action becoming that which

yields the greatest happiness the most
'

egoistic it is

evident that
'

ethics
'

relates to a theoretically transient state

of society, which is to pass away as soon as altruistic and

egoistic actions shall have become mutually adjusted.
1

Ethics,
'

therefore, during this transition period, is merely a

department of sociology, and only entitled to a subord

place in the sociological scheme.
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' ' The fundamental principle which seems to underlie

every statement of Mr. Spencer's works is that of self-

adjustment. To his mind the arch offender against the laws

of nature is Government. He can see no bond of mutuality
between the government and the citizen. With him the

former is an outside power, working against the latter and
for itself alone."

After having taken up various opinions set forth in Mr.

Spencer's works, Professor Ward observed that, in compar-

ing his later with his earlier writings, there was evidently a

gradual dying out of his warmer and more sympathetic

impulses, which, at the beginning of his career, made him
the friend of all who suffered from the effects of an imper-
fect social state.

"It is simply astonishing,
' '

said the speaker,
' '

that the

great exponent of the law of evolution in all other depart-

ments should so signally fail to grasp that law in this highest

department. The extreme noli tangere individualism with

which the entire social philosophy of Herbert Spencer is

permeated must, in spite of all disclaimers, impart to it the

character of a gospel of nihilism."

An interesting discussion followed the reading of the

paper.

Mr. Emory R. Johnson spoke in substance, as follows :

Herbert Spencer is a striking illustration of two facts.

He shows how a man eminent in one branch of science may
go quite astray in another field of thought ; by carrying the

laws valid among those kinds of investigation with which,
as a biologist, he is most familiar, into social science he is

led into error. But Spencer is also a man who does not

shrink from the conclusions to which his premises lead him.

Starting out with certain abstract principles of justice he is

led to look upon state interference as pernicious. He is an

ultra-individualist. But the facts of society run counter to

his theories. As Professor Ward has said,he has neglected the

integration of functions that accompanies the development
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of the organism, biological or social. With the progress
of society into higher political, economic and intellectual

life, integration takes place. What economists call the law

of social solidarity comes to have wider application. To
the extent that the economic activities of the different pro-

ducing classes become more and more inter-dependent, to

that degree is the need for guidance, for increased functions

of government, necessary. The movement of society in the

future is going to be in the direction of larger, not narrower,

state activity.

Professor E. D. Cope expressed himself as in harmony
with the general position of Dr. Ward, both in its agreement
and disagreement with what Mr. Spencer has written on the

subject of evolution. He said that Mr. Spencer's position

in the matter of the relation of organic evolution to psychic
evolution reminded him somewhat of Agassiz's attitude

toward the doctrine of evolution in general. Spencer had

enunciated the true principles of the Neolamarkian form of

the evolutionary hypothesis in his chapter on animal motion

and in his speculation as to the influence of motion in pro-

ducing the segmentation of the vertebral column. He had

also enunciated the true theory of psychic evolution. But he

had failed to see the nature of the connection between the

evolutions. He had misapprehended the relation of the two

consciousness of animals to their evolution, and had mis-

represented the nature of consciousness in his laborious

effort to derive it from mechanical energy as an equivalent.

He said that Spencer gave too wide an application to the

process of the "integration of matter and the dissipation

icrgy." While this law is true of inorganic processes

when not controlled by man, and also of physiological fun*

tinning of the animal organism, it is not true in ontogenetic
and evolutionary processes. Here the essential process is

cverse of what it is in inorganic nature, being a process
of the conservation of a highly complex colloid, protoplasm,
and the building out of it of machines for the development
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of ever higher forms of energy, viz., those that are neces-

sary to consciousness, intelligence, and other mental phenom-
ena. The speaker had pointed out, as early as 1871,* the

essential importance of simple psychic states (forms of con-

sciousness) in organic evolution. The creation of man, as

he is at present constituted, was not then two independent

processes, one material and the other psychic, but a contin-

uous process, the psychic directing and finally surmounting
the material.

While Spencer points out the verity of the hypothesis of

the utilitarian evolution of ethics, he abandons the field to

material forces to too great an extent when he considers the

evolution of society. The highest object attainable is the

evolution of ethical minds in perfect bodies, but in any case,

of ethical minds. Spencer is right in denouncing the arti-

ficial preservation of the unfit, but his definition of the unfit

is too wide. On the other hand the speaker had no sympathy
with those writers who declare that man is free from the

ordinary evolutionary influences that prevail in lower animals.

It could not be denied that the struggle for existence goes

on among men, with the effect on the whole, of the survival

of the fittest. In the struggle between the physically weak

the former have the better chance of survival. In the struggle

between the intelligent and the unintelligent, the intelligent

have the better chance. Finally, the whole evolution of

society is one calculated to conserve the ethically fit as against

the ethically unfit, and it is accomplished by the interaction

on each other of psychic beings.

The next speaker was Rev, Rend Isidore Holaind,who said:

The strictures of Professor Ward seem to me perfectly

justified. Mr. Spencer has almost ignored the play of

psychical forces, or rather, the specific differences between

psychical and physiological energies. As a consequence, he

takes evolution in conduct and physiological evolution to be

completely alike. Mr. Spencer says in his "Data of

* Proceedings of he American Philosophical Society.
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Ethics
' '

that ethics has a physical aspect, since it treats

of human activities which, in common with all expenditures
of energy, conform to the law of persistence of energy :

moral principles must conform to physical necessities. He
fails to see that a physical law and a moral law are different

in kind : the former expressing the natural sequence of

necessary phenomena ;
the latter denoting the play of free

and self-governing agencies. Hence he is driven to deny

freewill, and to make this denial the crucial test of his psy-

chology, and consequently of his ethics. In his
"
Principles

of Psychology
' ' he asserts that psychical changes either

conform to law or they do not. If they do not conform to

law, this work in common with all works on the subject is

sheer nonsense
;
no science of psychology is possible. If

they do conform to law, there cannot be any such thing as

freewill. Freedom of the will would be at variance with the

beneficent necessity displayed in the evolution of the corre-

spondence between the organism and the environment.

After such an emphatic denial of freewill, one is amazed to

read an essay of Mr. Spencer on The Sins of Legislators.

How can legislators commit sins, when they are driven by a

beneficent but inexorable necessity ? To overcome such a

necessity, legislators would have to perform miracles, and

Mr. Spencer does not believe in miracles. Professor Ward

truly said that such ethics might befit lower animals, but

that it must prove inadequate when applied to man.

But if Mr. Spencer is wrong in mistaking the true char-

acter of psychical agencies, he has nevertheless laid us

under obligation by protesting eloquently against a blind

hip of Hobbes' ' '

Leviathan." There is throughout the

world a perceptible tendency to centralize every power, at

the expense of individual liberty. This tendency must be

sed, not by force, but by reason. Two conditions arc

essential for the well-being of a body politic, as well as for

the health of a body physiological. 1 t, each organ,
: be allowed freely to perform its own special duties, and
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all their several functions must be harmonized and combined

for the building up and preservation of the whole. Differ-

entiation and integration must go hand in hand. Doubtless,

the more complex the organism, the stronger the central

power must be. As political bodies are growing in size and

complexity, interdependence and direction become more

imperative ;
but you cannot impair the activity of the parts

without sapping the vitality of the whole. To combine the

greatest amount of individual freedom with the greatest

efficiency of corporate action is perhaps the most difficult

problem of modern sociology. Yet this problem is not

insoluble, and the following rules may be proposed as a way
to approach the solution : Whenever the direct and specific

purpose of an action or of a course of action is the welfare of
the individual, let liberty remain untrammeled. Whenever

the end to be attained is distinctly corporate and national, let

the direction of the central power be effective and supreme.
These principles of social science are often difficult of appli-

cation, but where legislators and rulers bear in mind the

doctrine which they embody, and make it a standard of

political conduct, there the State is strong and the citizens

are free.

Rev. Father Holaind was followed by Dr. James W. Walk,
who spoke as follows :

Whether, upon the whole, the recent utterances of Herbert

Spencer, in regard to the functions of the State, are incon-

sistent with his early teachings upon the same subject, is a

question which may lead to prolonged debate. Doubtless

much can be said upon both sides
;
but even if all the incon-

sistencies charged be admitted, Mr. Spencer deserves our

gratitude for the bold stand he has taken in favor of individ-

ual liberty, at a time when the functions of government bid

fair to be enlarged to such an extent as to include almost all

the activities of society.

He has spoken in clarion tones a much needed word of

warning. There is to-day a real and serious danger in civil
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government meddling with too many things. The experience
of the Middle Ages taught men to dread the interference of

the State to so great a degree, that it was a common-place
of the civic writers of the early part of this century

' '

that

the best government, was the one that governed least."

Doubtless that was an extreme view
;
but surely the pendulum

has now swung too far in the opposite direction. To-day,
we are told that the government should control the telegraphs,

the railroads, the tramways, the gas works, the water works,
indeed almost every enterprise requiring association or organ-
ized activity ;

and yet there are some grave objections to the

extension of governmental functions, which must be appar-
ent to any one who will glance at near and obvious

facts.

We all know that a sort of paralysis seems to attack

industries when they come under State control. Take, for

instance, the storage and distribution of water, and the

manufacture of gas. It would be difficult to mention a

single improvement in these industries, which has been

inaugurated where they are controlled by political bodies.

As such industries have passed from the hands of individuals

and corporations into the hands of the State, their adminis-

tration has fallen into an indolent routine, at once unpro-
"

gressive and extravagant.

I do not deny that certain industries are natural monopolies,

and that natural monopolies may, with advantage, be owned

by the State ;
but there are dangers in such ownership, and

one of the greatest of these is the increased expense of

management. We have not yet seriously felt the burden of

because the enormous energy manifested by private

enterprises, has enabled us to collect large revenues from the

profits of corporate activity.

When, however, most of the work now done by corpora-

tions shall be transferred to the State, the fountains of

taxation will have been drained and the falling off in revenue

will be painfully kit.
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The change among thinking men from a well marked

dread of State interference to an almost extravagant desire

for the enlargement of the functions of government is, in my
opinion, due to changed material conditions. The advance

in the physical sciences has been so rapid that we have not

yet been able to adapt ourselves to the new conditions imposed

upon society, and until this adjustment takes place there

will necessarily be much confusion.

Just here I wish to call attention to an analogy, which

seems to me a very interesting one. It is that which exists

between the present condition of society, in civilized countries,

and the condition of childhood of the individual. The child

exists among surroundings with which he is unfamiliar, he

is ignorant of his environment and, in consequence, he must

have the guidance and restraint of parental government

during the period of infancy. Lovers of liberty have been

accustomed to consider the charge of paternalism as the

worst reproach which could be applied to government
intended for mature men

;
but all acknowledge the necessity

of a paternal government for children.

Now, in the midst of the changed conditions of modern

industry, we are all, for the moment, in the position of the

child, unfamiliar, with his surroundings, and it is necessary

to resort to some sort of paternalism until we become adapted
to our environment, hence there is a demand that the State

should assume paternal functions. Questioning, as I do,

for a priori reasons and upon general principles, the enlarge-

ment of the functions of the State, I admit that, at present,

this enlargement may be necessary ;
but I earnestly hope

that it may be only temporary. I trust that when society has

adapted itself to the new conditions of industry, produced

by the extraordinary progress of the physical sciences, we
will not need the parental care of the State any more than

the mature man needs the parental government of his father.

The problems, with which we are confronted at present,

have their most formidable expression in the controversy
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between capital and labor. This controversy grows more
serious and no one knows how to deal with it. After all,

State interference, in this field, can be but a temporary

remedy for the existing evil. Their cure must be sought in

the application of ethical principles, in the practice of doing

by others as we would have them do by us. Until this

principle is practically recognized in society we may be com-

pelled to rely upon the strong arm of civil government to

curb alternately the savage selfishness of rich and poor alike
;

but the protection will be dearly purchased.

Perhaps the view I take is optimistic ;
but I sincerely

believe that the day will come when it will be recognized
that the new industrial conditions are consistent with a

measure of individual liberty, not less, but larger than we
now enjoy, and when, by the recognition of a higher morality

among all classes, rich and poor, the social problems, now
so threatening, will be solved by reason and mutual conces-

sion, without invoking the clumsy interference of the State.

When that day comes when order is founded on liberty,

and the largest liberty is felt to be consistent with the most

perfect order the civilized nations will make rapid progress
toward the ideal republic ;

a society as far removed, on the

one hand, from the spiritless paternalism of the socialistic

State as it is, on the other, from the anarchy of uncurbed

individualism.

The next speaker was Professor C. Hanford Henderson,
who said :

The present criticism of Herbert Spencer appears to be

an impeachment of his political views on the double charge
that they are too theoretical, and that they are founded upon

biology rather than psychology. Both of these charges, it

seems to me, may be successfully refuted.

In the first place, it is to be remarked that no branch of

ce can possibly be too theoretical, provided its funda-

mental theories be true. To charge a science with being
too theoretical, is the same as complaining that it is too
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scientific, and this is a contradiction in terms. If politics

is to be regarded as a science, and there is certainly a ten-

dency among modern students to so regard it, it must pre-

sent a consistent body of well co-ordinated truth, rather

than a loose collection of contemporary expedients. When
Mr. Spencer is charged with being too theoretical, the im-

plication is generally that his system is too well co-ordinated,

and too rigid to allow a sufficiently free play for the cherished

expedients of our so-called practical politics. In this sense,

he is certainly too theoretical, but we should be disposed to

regard the quality as a virtue and not as a fault. If his sys-

tem is to be overthrown, it must be overthrown, not by the

charge that it is too systematic and too coherent, but by

showing either that it is not coherent enough, or that it

starts out upon false premises.

The proper point of attack is at Spencer's premises. If

these can be shown to be false, his whole system falls to the

ground and no further inquiry is needed. What, then, is

their source ? Spencer has answered this question for us in

the opening chapters of his volume on "Justice." He does

not ask with Pilate,
' ' What is truth ?

' ' and then proceed to

build up a political system upon his own answer to the ques-

tion. He turns rather to human experience for the answer.

His method of dealing with this vast body of material is

disclosed in the early chapters of First Principles. It is the

strict method of science.

Every branch of human knowledge which has progressed

far enough to deserve the name of science has passed through
two stages of development. In the first, we have induction,

a passage from the extension of a multitude of observations

to the intention of a few great truths. In the second stage,

we have deduction, the unfolding of these fundamental

truths into a whole fabric of necessary conclusions. It is

this process which has given to science its wonderful

powers of prediction, powers which, according to Comte,

constitute the very test of science. In its early stage,
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science must be experimental. The great body of observed
facts must be gathered and co-ordinated, before the common
element running through all of them can be detected, and

published as a general truth. And observe, if you please,
that this general truth does not in any way transcend experi-

ence; it is in no sense an absolute, that is, an unverifiable truth.

On the contrary, it is a product of the strictest induction, a

result made necessary by experience. It is true that we
transcend experience when we apply this induction, for the

result which we announce has never been actually experi-
enced. But in a broader sense, we keep well within the

bounds of strict experience, since our result has been all the

while immanent in preceding experience.

Astronomy, as represented in human heads, does not note

every position of a comet. That would be as unnecessary as

it would be impossible. A comparatively few observations

furnish the elements of the orbit. This done, and the

comet's position, when it passes out of sight, is announced

with as much certainty as when it could be seen with the

naked eye. And though the statement transcends experience,

its probability is never called in question.

Now, Spencer's heresy has consisted in applying this

method of science to the domain of politics. He may not

done the work perfectly indeed, as a pioneer, it is

almost impossible that he should have done the work per-

fectlyhe may have used the same word in more than one

sense, in his metaphysical discussions, and he may have done

several other things to which exception could properly be

i, but the fact remains that he has chosen a true method

in dealing with politics, and that no critic has yet been able

to show that he has in the main applied the method fal

Evolved through such a method, the political system of

s no more absolute than are the sciences of physics
and ciumistry and astronomy. Like them, it rests upon
inductions drawn from a large body of experience the j>

cal history of mankind. It does not rest, as would be inferred
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from much of current criticism, upon a priori assumptions

falling out of the empyrean. The great induction, growing
out of his minor inductions, Spencer sums up in his Formula

of Justice :

"
Every man is free to do that which he wills,

provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any other

man. ' ' And this, we take to be the fundamental doctrine

of his political system, the "Conservation of Justice," as

the doctrines of the Conservation of Matter and Motion are

fundamental to the sciences of chemistry and physics.

This formula has never been successfully controverted.

A truth expressed in such very general terms is not readily

open to attack. This point reached, the inductive process

ends.

The second stage in the scientific method, the deductive

process, now begins, and is absolute in the same sense as

the deductions of logic and geometry are absolute. There

is no play for personal opinion. Judged by the formula of

justice, every governmental measure is right or wrong, and

affords no room for discussion. It is not a stage of develop-

ment which offers much encouragement to the activities of

the professional politician. If Spencer's formula expresses

the essence of justice, and if it be the province of govern-

ment to administer justice, then it is very clear that no

measure is justifiable which confers benefits upon the many
at the expense of the few, or benefits upon the few at the

expense of the many ;
that no measure is justifiable which

imposes equal burdens and returns unequal benefits
;

or

which imposes unequal burdens and yields equal returns
;

.that no measure is justifiable which "protects" a part of

our industries in different degree and the rest not at all
;

that says where we shall buy and sell, how long we shall

work, where and when we shall go to school
;

that no

measure is justifiable which attempts an ominous sort of

justice, under cover of the "greatest happiness" or any
other principle ;

or excuses a great injustice to a few indi-

viduals by urging the benefits conferred upon a mass. In a
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^word, the Spencerian formula prohibits most of our present

governmental functions. It repudiates paternalism. It

denies the validity of State Socialism. It proclaims the pre-

eminence of voluntary, individual action, as opposed to

enforced associated action. Above all, it never reasons

backward from either experienced or supposed results, as

shown by special cases. It always reasons forward from

well established general truths. The political views founded

upon this formula are consequently the very opposite of

those which expediency sanctions, and between these two
views there must be war to the death. Even Spencer
himself could find no reconciliation. The further develop-
ment of Spencerian politics will, we trust, show a body of

doctrine increasingly theoretical, for it is only by such a

growth that they can become increasingly consistent and

increasingly binding.
Whether the biological basis of Spencerian politics be

held as a virtue or a defect will depend upon one's training.

Certainly no one who is in the current of modern scientific

thought will for a moment hold biology and psychology to

be antithetical. There was a system of psychology which

spun a cobweb tissue quite independent of man's organ-

ism, but it was not a system which very well withstood the

test of modern experimental methods. The psychology of

to-day is little more than a modest suggestion, but the one

that it does urge with certitude is its inseparableness

biology, and the one view that it does proclaim from

the house-tops is the essential unity of man's nature. To
turn from such a biological basis, which is in effect the basis

of experimental psychology, to a basis found in the psychol-

ogy of the schoolmen would emphatically be a jump from

solid ground into airy dreams, for it would be the snMitu

of a priori assumptions of very doubtful character for

ft inductions drawn fnun human experience.
In thus attempting to briefly defend Spencerian pol

from what I conceive to be an unwarranted charge, I do not
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wish, even by implication, to express a belief in their in-

fallibility. On the contrary, one may easily detect faults.

The chapter on Women, for example, in the volume on

Justice, is a notable misapplication of the Formula. And
one may find inaccuracies in Spencer, as in the majority of

inspired and uninspired writers. But what I do contend is

that these defects are minor defects, and that they are not

the defects of being either too theoretical or too biological.

Even had Spencer developed a political system much less

perfect than he has, he would still deserve a cordial welcome

at our hands, for his method, let me repeat, is a true method.

It is the strict method of science. It builds a system, not

upon a priori assumptions, not upon results which presum-

ably would follow certain and special actions, but upon
observed results which have actually been experienced

throughout the course of human history. The main differ-

ence between Spencer and the exponents of current ex-

pediency politics appears to me to be this : that while

Spencer draws his conclusions from experience which is at

once universal and actual, they prefer the study of events

near at hand, which are local in their character, and often

purely hypothetical as well. On the doctrine of probabili-

ties, the Spencerian method may be expected to yield the

more reliable results. It would seem, then, to be the part

of wisdom not to reject this method and the system founded

upon it, but to unfold, and correct, and perfect them.

After the discussion was finished, Professor Ward made

a few remarks in reply and the meeting adjourned.



PERSONAL NOTES.

AMERICA.

Amherst. Professor J. B. Clark* has resigned his position at Smith

College and accepted the Professorship of Political Economy at Am-
herst College. He retains the position that he has held the past

year as Lecturer on Economics at Johns Hopkins University. Pro-

fessor Clark's recent publications include :

" Insurance and Business Profits" Quarterly Journal of Econom-

ics, October, 1892.
" The I Climate Standard of Value" Yale Review, November, 1892.
" The Surplus Gains of Labor." ANNAW OK THE AMERICAN-

ACADEMY OF POUTICAI, AND SOCIAL SCIENCE. March, 1893.

Smith College. Harry Huntington Powers has been elected Pro-

fessor of Economics and Sociology at Smith College, to fill the position

made vacant by the resignation of Professor J. B. Clark. Professor

Powers was born August 7, 1859, in Hebron, Jefferson County, Wis-

consin, and received his elementary education in the public schools of

Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin. In 1878 he entered the University of Wis-

consin, from which institution he was graduated in 1882 with the de-

grees of A. B. and B. L. FromJanuary, 1885, toJune, 1886, he was Assist-

ant in German at his alma mater, then went abroad to study two yean at

theSorbonne in 1'aris. In 1888 he received the degree of Master of Arts

from the University of Wisconsin, and returned the same year to be-

come Professor of French Language and Literature in Oberlin College.

position he held till a year ago, when he resigned in order to

study Economics at the University of Wisconsin.

South Dakota. John Monroe Parkinson has been called to the

chair >f History and Political Science in the Agricultural and Me-
chanical College of South Dakota. Mr. Parkinson was born October

20, 1865, iu Fayette, La Fayette County, Wisconsin. He obtained his

early education in the public schools of Madison, Wis, In 1882

he entered the State University of Wisconsin and graduated in 1886

with the degree of Bachelor of Arts. After completing his acaiWnrfc

course he entered the Law School of the University of Wisconsin,

See ANNALS, Vol. L, p, 391 ; Oct., 1890, and Vol. Hi., p. 235; Sept., 189*.
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receiving an LL/.B. in 1888. In 1889-90 he practiced law in Saint

Paul, Minn.; in 1890-91 he studied in the post-graduate department
of History and Economics of Johns Hopkins University ;

in 1891-92

he was Instructor in Elementary Law at the University of Wisconsin.

In 1892 he was promoted to the position of Assistant Professor of Civil

Polity, which position he resigned March, 1893, to accept the call to

South Dakota. Mr. Parkinson is a member of the Historical and

Political Science Association of Madison, Wis.
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Charles P. A. Currier, Mass. Inst. of Technology.
\\luthrop M. Daniels, Princeton University.
Joliu II. Gray, Northvjestern University.
David Kliilry, University of Wisconsin.
H. II. Powers, University of Wisconsin,

REVIEWS.

Le capital, la speculation et la finance au XIX* slide. Par
CLAUDIO JANNET, professeur d'Economic politique a 1'Institut catho-

lique de Paris. Pp. vi and 608. Paris : Librairie Plon. 1892.

This study, not of the one thing which capital does, but of the

thousand things which are done with capital, is written by a man who>

understands with his intellect the operations of "the street," though
his heart is far from them. The formation of the wealthy classes and

alleged historic injustice, capitalistic production in industry and com-

merce, floating capital and the general money market, the unearned
increment and speculation in real estate, stock companies, business

morals, commercial speculation, trusts and industrial syndicates,
"the street" and its part in the economy of modern society, public

borrowing and international finance such are some of his topics. Sys-
tematic his treatment of them is not, nor does he reach general con-

clusions which admit of concise restatement. His general tendency
is optimistic at least as often as his facts will warrant For example,
after noting the decline of the rate of interest, which is object

explained by reference to the increase of capital, M. Jannct says (p.

539),
" The economic law is here the expression of a great law of the

moral order : wealth acquired by the labor of one's ancestors loses its

importance little by little as over against present labor; exemption
from personal labor for the descendants of the most favored far

cannot last forever
;
there will always come the necessity for personal

labor to invigorate and renew wealth." How far the decline in the

rate of interest is really due to the increased supply of capital rela-

tively to the demand for it
;
how far a further objective explanation

(167)
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of the decline can be found in the increasing average security of

investments, and how far a subjective explanation must be sought in

the gradual change in men's esteem of future as compared with pre-
sent goods, M. Jannet does not ask

;
nor does he inquire whether

all these causes of the decline of interest if, indeed, they all be
causes - are likely to operate in the future. Still a considerable change
in any one of them might invalidate his consoling conclusion.

The existence of many evils, more or less closely connected with
the use of credit, M. Jannet does not deny. On the contrary, his con-

demnations of the manipulation of the market by fraudulent rumors,
of the bribery of the press by the promoters of doubtful speculations,

etc., are emphatic, and are supported by a wealth of fresh detail.

Close observation of the world of money is indeed traceable upon
almost every page of the book, but everywhere also the influence of

ecclesiastical training. M. Jannet sees, apparently, nothing incon-

gruous in judging the decision of the court in the Mogul Steamship
Company cases by the light of the schoolmen's conceptions of pre-
tium justum supremum, medium, infimum ; the London Economist
and the " Summa Theologicd" of Thomas Aquinas repeatedly figure
in close proximity in his notes.

The beneficent designs of Providence being assumed, a natural

remedy for such evils as exist is
" the union of honest men upon the

financial field," for "
banking and financial affairs, conducted accord-

ing to the principles of morality, and upon the basis of scientific data,

cannot fail to give profits proportioned to the services rendered." It

must be pleasant to believe that.

CHARGES H. HUI.I,.
Cornell University.

Grundriss derpolitischen Oekonomie, Von Dr. EUGEN VON PHIUP-
POVICH. Krster Band; Allgemeine Volkswirthschaftslehre (aus
Handbuch des oeffcntlichen Rechtes : Einleitungsband). Pp. viii

and 348. Leipzig : J. C. B. Mohr. 1893.

What gives to this new book of Professor von Philippovich its special
interest and value is the fact that its author occupies, as an economic

thinker, a position midway between the Austrian and the German
economists. In it he has understood how to sum up, in a compact
form, what is best in the work of both schools. His ideas concerning

scope and method, concerning value, price and money, reproduce,
with unimportant modifications, the doctrines made classical by
the writings of Menger and Bohm-Bawerk. On the other hand, in

the general form of his work, in his constant use of statistics and
more particularly in his books upon "production" and upon the
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"
ecouoinico-political parties," one sees plainly the influence of the

Historical School.

Although a born Viennese and a former pupil of Professor Menger,
>n Philippovich has enjoyed, during the last eight years, an in-

dependent and, to some extent, isolated position as Professor of

Political Economy at Freiburg. The results of this opportunity for

independent thinking appear upon every page of his latest work. It

is characterized throughout by an extreme temperateness of tone and
fairness in the treatment of rival theories.

The volume designs to describe and explain the phenomena of our

present industrial (" Verkehrswirthschaftlicher") organization and
the laws governing the relations of these phenomena to each other.

It \s\\\ be followed by a volume explaining the development which
this organization is undergoing under the influence of different eco-

nomic groups in society and of the State (

' ' Volkswirth schaftspolitik
' '

)

and the series will be completed by a third volume treating of public
finance.

In the opinion of Professor von Philippovich the treatment of

theoretical political economy follows most naturally the lines laid

down by industrial life itself; first comes the production of economic

goods (" Produktion und Erwerb"), then the exchange of these

goods upon the market and their transfer from place to place ; third

in order comes the income-formation growing out of this production
and exchange, and finally the consumption of these goods. "These,"
he says, "are the fundamental facts of industrial life, no one indepen-
dent of the others, each one necessarily involved in the others, but,

hele.ss, the plainly visible links in the unbroken chain of eco-

phenomena." In actual life, he continues, there are none of

the sharp divisions assumed by science. Expediency alone must

lint- where the boundaries shall be placed. In the case of our

science, it appears to Philippovich that the old division into produc-

Mj/e. distribution and consumption is, still, more expedient
ami less misleading than any less natural division ;

however calculated

this latter may be to throw certain classes of hitherto neglected con-

siderations into a desirable prominence.
: the three books constituting the body of the work he

has deemed it desirable to throw into one book a discussion of what
he calls the "limitations upon the development of a people's

economy" (" Enlu nffunfen der VolMswirthschafl")
i. i'., the conditions of and motives to economic activity springing
from tin- natural environment, the social organization and the per-
sonal char.i of a people. The fifth and final book is more in

the nature of an appendix to the Volkswirihsdia/tsUhrt proper. It
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treats of the "
economico-political parties," with especial reference,

of course, to Germany.
In examining any system of economics the parts to which one

naturally turns are : (i) the introduciory portion, including the views

advanced concerning (a) the starting point in economics, () scope
and method of the science, (c) the nature of economic laws; (2) the

chapters dealing with value, price and money ; (3) the chapters upon
distribution, and (4) the portion treating of consumption. In the

following review we will take up the views of Philippovich in the

order suggested.
I. Introductory. Economics has to do with all phenomena and

institutions connected with the regular provision of mankind with

material goods. Material goods are objects of desire only so far as

they are deemed, rightly or wrongly, capable of satisfying wants. It

is to satisfy their wants that men put forth economic activity. The

starting point in economics is, therefore, an analysis of human wants

as directing the activity, whose goal is the satisfaction of these wants

through material goods. The means by which wants are satisfied are

called technically goods. In the opinion of Philippovich, it is expe-
dient to limit the connation of the term "economic goods" to mate-

rial things. Economic goods are further (in distinction from free goods)

only such things as are available for human employment in quantities

limited in comparison with the real or supposed need for such things.

In excluding from the category of economic goods (i) services and

(2) legal rights and relations having value, Philippovich follows the

lead of Sax and Wieser, in opposition to Bohm-Bawerk, who would

include services, and to Menger, who would include both. He justi-

fies his position by saying :

" Services . . . are a means of creat-

ing goods, but are not goods themselves. They can be neither preserved
nor accumulated in stock, nor produced through the employment of

other goods ;
in short, they stand in sharp opposition to the material

ends of economic action" (p. 5). In other words, in his opinion,
the meaning of the term goods in economics should be fixed by a

reference to production rather than to exchange. To Menger and

Bohm-Bawerk the essential moment is the possession or non-posses-
sion of value. The term goods is one of the few in economics having a

strictly technical sense. Whether this sense shall be limited, as

Philippovich proposes, or not, is simply a question of scientific

nomenclature to be decided by a reference to expediency. Professor

Philippovich has maintained consistently throughout his whole

book his narrower conception.

Being aware that the satisfaction of our wants is dependent upon
economic goods, we ascribe to the latter value. The value of a good
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to us is thus the importance we ascribe to it as the means of satisfying
some want. Free goods have no value.

By production, he understands, the creation of utilities through
human activity. The vast majority of goods have to be produced.

Consumption, the destruction of utilities, determines the direction

which production shall follow
;
on the other hand, production limits

iinption.

Our consumption is directed by our wants, but as consumption is

limited by production, which in turn is limited by nature and popula-
tion, the degree of want satisfaction, attainable at any period, de-

pends, at last analysis, upon the gifts of nature and the population,

qualitatively as well as quantitatively considered, capable of appro-

priating these gifts.

The goods resulting from a productive process are called its yield.

Income is that part of yield which takes the form of consumable

goods. The end of economic activity is the securing of the largest

yield and income for the least expenditure.
Our present economic order rests upon three principles : division

of labor, private property and freedom of contract. Within the limita-

tions set by these principles the most complicated economic phe-
nomena are simply the results of competing self-interests. The

present order has been a perfectly natural growth and hence we are

justified in speaking of it as an organism. Its characteristic feature

is that production is no longer for the purpose of direct consumption,
but rather for exchange upon the market. Thus exchange, value and

price are in our present economy the central facts about which all

other economic phenomena naturally group themselves.

The task of political economy as a science is twofold
;

it has, (i) to

describe and explain the different economic facts and phenomena that

present themselves at any one time and place, and the laws that

rn tluir inter-relations
; (2) to compare the economic facts and

phenomena presenting themselves at different times and places and
> tli row light upon the laws according to which the economic

organism develops (Entwickelungsgesetze der Volkswirthsehaft}.

in his short paragraph upon method (pp. 23-25), Professor Philip-

povich follows Menger* quite closely. He starts out with the state-

ment that a discussion of the method or methods appropriate to

political economy must be preceded by a classification of the eco-

sciences. On the one hand we have economics at a systematic

(a)
"
Unttrtuchumgt* fiber die Melkode dtr Sotialmisifmukajte* nmddet foWii-

mbesondere." Leipzig, iSSj.

(b) Gtundfuge einfr Klattiftcalio* drr Wirtkukajttwiuemukajtt* Conrad'*

,.,889-
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science, which may simply describe economic phenomena and insti-

tutions, or may endeavor to explain their typical features and thus

construct economic theory. On the other we have economics as an

historical science, which may take the form simply of economic his-

tory, or of the science of economic policy ( Volkswirthschaftspolitik}.

Each one of these four economic sciences has to do with the whole

field of economic phenomena and the truths belonging to each.

From pure theory must be distinguished empirical theory, which, is

obtained not by following out the economic principle by itself, simply,
but by taking account of all principles serving as motives to human
action and thus obtaining a picture of things as they are. We thus

have in political economy exact and empirical laws which must be

carefully distinguished if confusion is to be avoided. The first depends

upon certain assumptions which are rarely, if ever, exactly realized in

in practice ;
the second depends upon the commonest observation and

experience and can be relied upon only to the extent that the phe-
nomena observed are typical of the whole class to which the laws

apply. The science of economic policy shows how any desired result

may be accomplished in the economic field and rests upon the other

economic sciences. It is, really, simply the application of the laws

and principles furnished by them to the exigencies of every-day indus-

trial life. To draft an ideal toward which the economic organiza-

tion should be urged is no part of economics as such.

In his books on the "
Limitations put upon the Development of the

Economy of a People
" and upon "Production "

Philippovich displays

his talent for concise and logical statement. Above all his masterly

definitions in this part of his work deserve commendation. Upon
the other hand, his failure to make use of interesting illustrations,

makes these books, necessarily to a great extent descriptive in char-

acter, very heavy reading.

To the claim that the development of the present economic order is

in the direction of socialism, our author replies that this is true only

in so far as the tendency is in the direction of greater centralization.

The ruling motive remains always that of self-interest ; whereas, in

order that socialism shall be anything more than the vague Utopia it

has always been, it must be shown that this motive is gradually giving

place to altruistic motives. The tendency is not in the direction of

abolishing the institutions of private property, division of labor and

freedom of contract upon which the present economic order rests,

but rather, in our author's opinion, in the direction of modifying
these institutions so that they may better serve the interests of society

as a whole.

II. Value, price and money. His third book ( Verkehr) is perhaps
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the most important of all, owing to the fact that in it he has occasion

to treat of the questions to the discussion of which the Austrian school

has contributed so much.

At the basis of all our economic actions, he says, must be some

judgment concerning the importance we ascribe to different goods
and to the sacrifice involved in different forms of labor. This judg-
ment is always comparative, and it is this which we have in mind
when we speak of value. Value is thus the importance which we
ascribe to any good, service, relation, etc., in consequence of the fact

that we know our welfare to be dependent upon it. This is the

simple conception of value in the subjective sense. Subjective value

may be value in use or value in exchange. From it we must distin-

guish objective value, or the power of a good to produce some objective

effect, which in turn takes the form either of objective use-value, of

objective productive-value, or of objective exchange-value.
The problem of value as a subject for economic investigation is

thus twofold
; first, to explain how men measure so exactly the com-

parative importance to themselves of different goods, services, etc.
;

second, how these subjective valuations are combined so as to produce
the phenomena of objective exchange-value and price. To solve the

first problem, we must pass out of the economic into the psychic field

of investigation. In general, we treasure any good according to the

usefulness which it has for us. This usefulness depends for any

particular good (i) upon the wants of the person making the valua-

tion
; (2) upon the available supply of goods of the kind being

valued
;
and (3) upon the conditions limiting the increase of this

li'.ahh supply. The value of any goods under ^iven conditions

of supply and demand (these words to be understood in a technical

sense) is shown to be measured by its marginal utility.

Following Bohm-Bawerk, he shows how the value of productive

goods, "goods of higher orders "
(Menger), depends upon the value

of their products, and that in general the classical theory that value

equals cost of production is a fair statement of the facts, though it is

from giving, or suggesting even, the correct explanation of these

The value of any good, that may be reproduced, to any imli\

depends either (i) upon the loss in want-satisfaction involv. ,1 i

non-possession (i. e.< its subjective use-value) ; (2) upon the sacrifice

required for its reproduction ;
or (3) upon the value of the goods for

which it may be obtained in exchange (i. c., its subjective exchange-

value). The indivi.lual arting in an economical manner will choose

of these alternatives the one involving the least sacrifice of pleasure.

Objective exchange-value is the power sny good has to command
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other goods in exchange. The quantity of other goods that may he

obtained in exchange for any good is its price. As ordinarily

employed, price is equivalent to money-price.
In fixing the price of any good, many non-economic elements play

an important part. It is the task of theoretical political economy, first

of all, to develop a law of prices depending only upon economic con-

siderations. To develop such a law, we assume that all persons taking

part in an exchange know what line of action will best conduce to

their own economic interests, that they follow only that interest, and

that their action is in no way restrained by artificial hindrances.

Following the line of argument adopted by Menger and Bohm-

Bawerk, Philippovich deduces the well-known law of prices as depend-
ent upon subjective value, and then goes on to show that the classical

theory that prices tend to equal cost of production is really only a

corollary of this general law.* His statement of the laws of value

and price is concise and logical in the extreme, and sums up most fairly

the results of the discussions of Menger, Bohm-Bawerk and Wieser.

Again, in his treatment of money, we see him influenced, especially

by the theories of Meuger.f In this part of his work his talent for

combining the results of the theoretical investigations of the Austrian

school with the rich historical and statistical material which Ger-

many has lately produced, into a systematic whole, is conspicuously

displayed. In his remarks on bimetallism he shows himself quite in

sympathy with the advocates of a double standard as an economist.

As a politician, however, he is fully aware of the difficulties standing
in the way of an international agreement upon this delicate question.

In his paragraphs upon the "value of money" he has occasion to

speak of money as a standard of deferred payments. He does not

overlook the fact, as some of the followers of the Austrian school seem

to have done, that value is, at last analysis, a subjective phenomenon
and that the monetary unit itself has a value, varying not only at dif-

ferent times, but at the same time for different individuals. In speak-

ing of the value of a dollar at any one time, for instance, we can

mean either its value to any particular individual or its average value

to all the members of the economic community under consideration.

This latter value will differ more or less decidedly from the value a

dollar has for each individual, which depends upon the location of

his margin of consumption, or, in other words, upon the extent to

which his economic wants in general are satisfied. To ascertain with

* For a detailed exposition of the Austrian theories of value and price, the reader

may be referred to Smart's
" Introduction to the Theory of Value." London, 1891.

t Compare Menger's article, Geld, in Conrad's Handworterbiich der Staatswis-

senschaflen.
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any exactitude this average value of the monetary unit at any one
time and at different times, it will be necessary to discover some tan-

gible unit for measuring pleasures and pains. If such a unit for meas-

uring strictly subjective phenomena were available, the problem of

money as a standard of deferred payments would present no great
theoretical difficulties. In just so far, however, as such a standard is

unavailable, is the real value of the monetary unit at any one period
au<l at different periods a subject for more or less vague speculation.

Bimetallists have very generally confused the question whether the

value of money has risen or fallen in the last few years, with the quite
different and decidedly simpler question, whether the purchasing

power of the monetary unit as measured in certain goods, clearly de-

fined both qualitatively and quantitatively and taken as representative
of all goods, has increased or decreased and have thus rested their

principal pleas for a more abundant money material upon a decidedly
unscientific theory. It remains to be seen if, having corrected their

fundamental error, they will still be able to show, which is likely,

that the value of the monetary unit has risen and is still rising.

III. Distribution. As a result of production there is normally a

yield. This yield must flow to some economic unit in society, or to

several such units. The process by which the yield is distributed

among or serves to build up the incomes of the individuals and groups
in society is the subject of the fourth book of Philippovich's work.

By income he means regular income in distinction from gifts, lottery-

winnings, etc. The important question in distribution is how tin-

various groups in society come to have just the claim they do

against the yield of each productive process. A claim in the above

sense is a demand against individuals. It rests either upon custom

(fees, etc.), contract (wages, etc.), law (inheritance, etc.), or upon com-

pulsion (as in time of war).

Under the regime of private property and freedom of contract in-

come-formation is the resultant of the free valuation and counter-

valuation on the market of labor strength and of use of property on
irt of different buyers and sellers.

lit classifies incomes as follows: (i) labor-income ; (2) property -

in. -ome, (a) rent, (6) interest
; (3) profit; (4) insurance-income. The

last is never the result of a productive process and hence has, in this

otion, a minor importance. He prefers the term "income-for-

mation "
to

"
distribution," for the reason that the latter implies that

icome of society as a whole is distributed among the members
of society, i. *., that it is connected with production. This, however,
is only partially the case. In modern society individual income con-

sists always, practically, of money or of money surrogates, /. e. t
of
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orders against the existing stock of goods of any and whatever kind.

Society does not every year consume the goods it produces in that

year. In other words, the formation of income belongs to exchange.
Income is simply the price paid for labor-service, for the use of prop-

erty or for undertaker's service. Monopoly incomes, like monopoly

prices, result from natural or individual advantages, from legal restric-

tions, etc. Such incomes are called rent.

Coming to the question of what determines the share which each

economic group obtains of the yield of society's productive undertak-

ings, his treatment is in many respects original. He starts out with

a discussion of profits, then takes up rent and interest, and, last of all,

wages.
He follows Walker in treating profits as a phenomenon quite analo-

gous to rent. Neither profits nor rent enters into cost of production,

and therefore into price, but both are determined by prices. Profits,

like rent, is a natural phenomenon. As long as human wants con-

tinue to change, prices will be variable, and it is upon variations in

prices that profits, in the narrow sense of the term, ultimately rest.

The real opposition then in distribution is between the interests of

laborers and of capitalists. The more the one obtains, caeteris paribus,

the less there is left for the other. Wages and interest are both price

phenomena and, therefore, subject to the general law of prices. The

application of this law, however, is rendered, in Philippovich's

opinion, practically impossible in the case of the former owing to the

fact that labor-service is not to be separated from the person of the

laborer. For this reason, the principles regulating the supply of

labor-services are very largely of a non economic character.

Touching the scientific explanation of the phenomenon, interest,

our author criticises the views advanced by Bohm-Bawerk, Wieser and

Menger, respectively, and formulates for himself the "productivity
"

theory, in a modified form. His treatment of this question (p. 244)

is too summary to do justice either to his own theory or to the theories

of his opponents. Bearing upon this point, as upon many others,

Walker's views are quoted with approval.

Philippovich looks to statistics for further light upon the difficult

problem of distribution. On the basis of some very interesting tables

which he gives of the distribution of income in various countries, he

concludes that no real economic progress can be expected from a mere

altered system of distribution, but that any proposal having for its object

a radical social reform, to be effective, must include some plan by which

the proportion between the total product and the number of individ-

uals, among whom this product is to be divided, shall be altered for

the better. It is not enough for socialism to show that it offers a more
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equitable system of distribution than that at present exists ; it must
also give promise of decided advances on the sido of production before

it merits serious consideration.

IV. Consumption. The second halfof the fourth book of the / 'oiks,

wirthschaftslehre treats of the use of goods. What interests us

especially is that which Philippovich has to say in regard to the

position occupied by consumption in a general system of economics.

In general, he says, consumption directs the course of production
and determines the amount that shall be produced (p. 283). But, on
the other hand, at any given time the prevalent distribution of income
is the starting point determining the direction the demand for consump-
tion-goods shall take. As human wants, ani consequently the prices
of goods are constantly changing, consumption is in a dynamic con-

dition. Production must constantly be taking on new forms to meet
the changing demand. Thus, economic life consists of a continual

readjusting of the supply and of goods to a constantly varying demand
for goods. Under normal conditions this adjustment of supply to a

varying demand proceeds smoothly enough. Such slight losses and
friction as itentails are readily overlooked. Let, however, some unex-

pected element, such as a radical change in the productive methods

employed, enter the field and there ensues what is called a commercial
crisis. This starts usually in some particular department of in<!

but spreads rapidly until the whole economic organism is more or less

seriously involved Commercial crises are thus simply the results of

a failure on the part of production to accommodate itself promptly to

the demands of a variable consumption. They are inseparably bound

up in our present "anarchistic" economic organization and may be

expected to recur with greater or less regularity as long as this system
is retained and consumption continues to be dynamic.

Perhaps the most interesting portion of Professor Philippovich's
work to the foreign reader is found in the last part of his last book,
where he speaks of the role at present played by economics in ( Vcrnian

politics. He gives a most interesting review of the evolution of the

party program of the social democrats (pp. 324-327) and shows how
their demands in the field of practical politics have little by little

(1 themselves to keep pace with tin- vast social reforms inatigu-

>y Bismarck and being followed out to their logical conclusions

under Caprivi.
r the title of "Social Reform Parties" he distinguishes three

t directions: the liberal, the conservative and the din

followed by the church parties. These are all opposed on the one
hand to the laisscz faire policy advocated by the extreme individual-

ists, and, upon the other, to the fundamental tenets held by the social
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democrats. He characterizes the liberal reform party in the words of

Brentano, its
"
scientific leader." It demands, upon the one hand, a

retention of the existing institutions of private property and the

freedom of contract, but, on the other, such interference and regula-
tion from the side of the government as shall protect the weak and

encourage the organization of the various industrial groups and
classes that they may take a more active and direct part in industry
so that competition may be really, as well as nominally, free.

The conservative social-reform party owes its origin to the writings
of Rodbertus-Jagetzow. Its most prominent representatives at pre-
sent are Adolph Wagner and Stocker. Its direction may be charac-

terized as socialistic in that it advocates an extension of the functions

assumed by the State, in various directions, and recognizes taxation as

a legitimate means to be employed for the purpose of equalizing the

incomes of different classes in society, but it by no means deserves to

be confused, as by some writers, with socialism proper.
The church party is divided into (i) Protestant, and (2) Catholic.

Both of these look for social reform rather in the general moral regen-
eration of society than in any sweeping change in the existing political

order. They differ principally in the amount of importance they
ascribe to the State as an organ in effecting social reform.

Philippovich is careful to maintain his judicial tone in this part
of his work, but from various . indications the reader is justified in

assuming that he himself takes a somewhat eclectic view of the vari-

ous movements having social reform for their object.

It has of late years become so generally the custom among German

professors of economics, when they have arrived at a certain stage
in their academic careers, to embody their economic views into a more
or less complete ''system," that the literary market is fairly over-

stocked with this particular class of works. The general reading

public is in the habit of passing by these manuals in silence. They
help to fill up the shelves of those who pride themselves upon having

"complete
"

libraries, and for the rest their existence is justified in

that they are of great service to the students of the particular profes-

sor who happens to be their author
;
but it is seldom that they deserve

to be classified among the real contributions to our science. In this

review I hope to have made it clear that the "
Volkswirthschaft<i-

lehre" of Professor Philippovich is calculated to take a position

in many respects unique among German economic text-books,

and that it is deserving of much more than a merely local attention.

In the present unsettled state of political economy, when every day
is bringing forth new ideas and new conceptions which only gradually
fall into their proper perspective with reference to older theories and
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older ways of thinking, it is no wonder that many of us feel some
little confusion ;

we wonder where we really are and whither our

science is actually tending. To such this new book of Philippovich

is a positive boon. In it the author has made a conscientious and

conspicuously successful attempt to place the new theories of the

Austrian school in their proper light with reference to the older

classical theories. Here the reader will find reproduced, in a remark-

ably compact and logical form, the best that contemporary Austrian

and German thought and research have contributed to our science.

A careful study of the "
Volkswirthschaftslehre" cannot therefore be

too strongly recommended to American economic students.

H. R. SKAGER.
Vienna.

RECENT WORKS ON MONETARY PROill.HMS.

The Silver Situation in the United States. By F. W. TAUSSIG, LL. B.,

Ph. D., Professor of Political Economy in Harvard University.

Pp. 133. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1893.

Das Internationale Wdhrungsproblem und dcsscn Losung. Von
THEODOR HERTZKA. Pp. 136. Leipzig: Duncker und Humblot

1892.

These two monographs, covering in part the same ground, viz., the

use of silver as a medium of exchange, are of uncommon interest at

this moment, when "silver" has become a burning question. Pro-

fessor Taussig's book was originally published by the American

Economic Association as No. I of Volume VII. of its publications ;

and in its present revised shape forms one of the "
Questions'of the

Day
"

series. The first part is devoted to a careful delineation of silver

legislation and its effects, beginning with 1878. The circulation of

and notes, the concurrent effects of industrial changes such as

the annual moving of the crops, and alternating eras of commercial

depression and activity, the tendency of silver currency to find the

vaults of the Treasury through the channels of taxation all these

complex reactions are scientifically traced, and their causes skilfully

analyzed. The author's conclusions, that the issues under the Bland*

Allison Act were not excessive, and that a complete theory of prices
is dependent primarily on the volume of credit paper rather than

upon the amount of actual currency, are eminently sound and sane.

No less true is his verdict upon the excessive issues under the Act of

1890. The most interesting topic at the present time is the discussion

of the question how a gold premium may eventually be reached.

Here Professor Taussig shows that it may come in different ways,
either preceded by speculation and inflation, or without any such
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economic antecedent, merely through an unfavorable balance of trade

and heavy drafts upon the Treasury's gold holdings. That such a

gold premium is not improbable in the near future, recent events have

demonstrated. Especially threatening is this calamity in view of our

relatively increased imports of late, and the recent Australian crisis.

Our late experience seems also to confirm Professor Taussig's acute

estimate of the amount of gold held in this country. His guess
seems to have been more accurate than the optimistic official esti-

mates. The scheme of ex-Secretary Fairchild for the free coinage
of silver up to the point where the Treasury accumulations of silver

shall amount to a certain fixed sum, seems to meet the mild approval
of the author as a possible advantageous compromise, political and

financial. Such a scheme is now certainly without much political

value, as it is so palpably a veiled cessation of silver coinage, that the

"silver men" certainly would not accept it unless the limit were

placed at a figura so dangerously high that the plan would lose all

economic advantage. The other part of the book is devoted to a

theoretic consideration of bimetallism. But of this, more anon.

Dr. Hertzka's brochure merits attention for several reasons : first

and foremost, its propositions seem to offer the only possible ground
for any further proceedings of the Brussels Conference, now tem-

porarily adjourned, as Dr. Hertzka informs us by letter, to look into

his proposals ; and, second, because it is an utterance from an Aus-

trian economist who seems to have the confidence of the Austrian

government, whose recent action in regard to the gold standard is of

peculiar importance at the present juncture. Hertzka's plan was
transmitted through the American Minister at Vienna to the cabinet

of the last Administration in October, but the pending presidential

campaign deferred any decisive action thereupon at that time. In

essence, the plan outlined by Hertzka is to secure an international

agreement between a sufficient number of important commercial

States to base their currency upon a joint metallic basis of gold and
silver whose ratio by weight is to be the same for all the participating
States. It is suggested that a ratio by weight of nine units of silver

to one unit of gold would be an approximation to the desired system.
At the present (gold) value of silver this would constitute about two-

sevenths of the value of the metallic basis in silver and five-sevenths

in gold. It will be seen that no attempt is made to regulate the

values of the two metals, as proposed by the various bimetallist

schemes. Hertzka is absolutely skeptical as to the permanency or

even the possibility of international bimetallism. Even Wolowski's
modified scheme of an alternative standard, Hertzka shows, assumes

falsely that the values of gold and silver will fluctuate about a fixed
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ratio. He even maintains the virtual impossibility of any consider-

able extension of the subsidiary use of silver with the present single

gold standard at least, if the solvency of our banking systems is to

be maintained. He admits also the expense which would be entailed

under his scheme upon different nations by making their existing
overvalued coins, such as French silver, convertible into currency of

the proposed description. He admits the divergence of interests as to

the ratio of gold and silver in the basis of the proposed system. And
still he maintains the advisability and the practicability of his scheme.

Free as he is from the chimerical delusions of both inflationists and

many bimetallists, and admitting as he does, the certainty of an

ultimate single gold standard, he assumes that the disturbances of

international trade caused by different monetary standards, the falling

of prices, and the increase of debtors' fcurdens, all of which are threat-

ened by the appreciation of gold, are so all-important that this double-

metallic basis ought to be introduced, cost what it may. This is

certainly the weak point of the entire agitation for a compromise
standard. Taussig shows that the fall in prices is due largely to the

improvement in productive methods, that in general the increase of

the weight of the debtor's obligations is nominal and not real. And
that international trade with the East is of such transcendant import-
ance that a metal of ever decreasing value and ever increasing
clumsiness must be made a larger factor in performing the exchanges
of the entire civilized world may, in the absence of any clearer

demonstration to the contrary than we yet possess, be regarded as an

unproven assumption.
W. M. D.

Ptinceto* University.

State Papers and Speeches on the Tariff. With an introduction by F.

\s . TAUSSIG, LL.B., Ph.D., Professor of Political Economy in Har-

rnivLTsity. Pp. 385. Published by Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass. 1892.

The Tariff Controversy in the United States, //.ty-/.??.?, with a Sum-
v of the Period before the Adoption of the Constitution. By

OR! I.IOTT. Ph.D. Leland Stanford Junior Tim

Monographs. History and Economics. No. I. Pp.272. Published

the I'm vi > Alto, Cal. 1892.

It was a happy thought of Professor Taiwsig's, to render more ac-

cessible to the public some of the tariff argument* tli.it lay buried in

publications of the ^ovi-niim-m. r wrn- ln-yond easy reach

of the majority, from being published only in expen -ns of

their author's works. There is so much trash spoken and written on
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the tariff question, that it is a relief to be able to turn to discussions

which are really worth reading. There are, too, some special advan-

tages in fixing public attention on some of the most important of the

arguments discussed in the earlier days of our national life. In the

first place, a perusal of these papers will remind those who seem to

regard protectionism and patriotism as synonymous, that there have

been some whom even they acknowledge to be patriots, whose views

could hardly be reconciled with protectionism as protectionism is

embodied in our law and practice to-day. In the second place, since

these arguments were written before the Civil War they are free from

the prejudice which that struggle has injected into the tariff contro-

versy, and should, therefore, appeal all the more strongly to those

who, under the influence of the war period, have become accustomed,

naturally enough, to regard th present system as the only properly

permanent one.

The task of selecting representative papers from the mass of liter-

ature and speeches on the tariff is, with the exception of the papers
of Hamilton and Gallatin, by no means so easy as it might appear to

some, and the judiciousness of Professor Taussig's choice deserves

great praise. It is in keeping with the high position he holds as

an authority on the tariff question.

Of the papers themselves it is not necessary to say much. Those

of Hamilton, Gallatin and Walker are known, by name at least, to

all who have given any attention to the subject of which they treat.

As Professor Taussig says in his introduction, all the papers discuss

some conditions that no longer exist, but it is desirable to consider

them in their complete form so as to get the true perspective of the

views of the past generation. They are monuments of financial and
administrative skill and literary ability, of which no American need
feel ashamed.

It is worthy of notice that tariff discussion has recently partaken
more of the character of appeals to the history and experience of the

country, than of consideration of the general economic principles
which bear on the subject. In response to this tendency most of the

recent tariff literature is historical. The explanation of the tendency
is doubtless found in the fact that logical discussions of general prin-

ciples cannot be easily followed by the mass of the people, and are,

moreover, even when understood, looked on with more or less sus-

picion as being unpractical and not in touch with real life. Under

existing circumstances in this country this state of the public mind
has two advantages. First, the study of history will help to do away
with the feeling, too commonly held even to-day, that our national

life is so peculiar as not to be subject to the ordinary maxims of
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economic law
;
for there are still too many of our people who believe

that Providence exercises a special care over fools, women and
the United States." And, in the second place, the study of our history,

by showing how the country has prospered under various degrees of

protectionism, should convince extremists that the protective system
cannot fairly be charged with either all the good or all the harm the

nation has experienced in its industrial life. Under these circum-

stances Dr. Elliott's history of the earlier phases of the tariff contro-

versy may do much good. The narrative is well-written, and is to be
commended for its impartiality. The author's good historical sense

is shown by his appreciation of the fact that the struggle for the pro-
tective system was but a phase of the larger contest between the

adherents and opponents of centralization. It would be better if Dr.

Elliott had made this more emphatic. From the philosophical stand-

point certainly, his history would have been improved if he had traced

more clearly the continuity of the evolution of tariff opinion from
colonial days down. Still, he describes the various phases of this

evolution excellently. Content, in colonial times, to play an industrial

r61e subsidiary to that of Great Britain, the people, after the Revolu-

tion, sought for industrial independence with free commercial inter-

course. Blocked in their effort, mainly by the insolent treatment of

England and the obstacles caused by the European wars, they turned

to a policy of restriction. The feeling at the bottom of both efforts

was the spirit of nationalism. The apparent success of the policy of

restriction, reacting on this spirit, led to the perpetuation of the

A-tive system and its adoption as the " American system."
Dr. Elliott's account of the industrial disasters that followed the

war of 1812, and their causes, is excellent, and is an emphatic judg-
ment of the merits of the protective system. His book is a valuable

contribution to our tariff literature, and it is to be hoped that he will

bring the history down to date.

D. K.
University of Wisconsin.

TJie Dawn of Italian Independence: Italy from the Congress of
Vienna, 1814, to the Fall of Venice, 1849. By WII.I.IAM Roscos
'I HAVER. 2 vols., pp. 453-446, with tun maps. Boston and New
York : Houghton, MifHin & Co. 1893.

Every generation, and perhaps every country, must rewrite its ac-

count of the past, for the great body of readers demand an account

from their own point of view, and will not willingly trouble themselves

with the allowances necessary in case the standpoint is that of another

nation or age. The increasing nunibci of histories by Americans meets
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this legitimate demand. There is no reason why these should not be

distinctly superior for general use to those by Europeans themselves
;

more accurate in their perspective, and less distorted by natural bias.

Nor is there any excuse for want of scholarliness with the present

tendency to frequent foreign universities, and the comparative ease

with which European collections of s
t
ources can be utilized. Mr.

Thayer's account of Italy during the first half of this century will

appeal to the great body of American readers and will undoubtedly
excite an interest in a subject which has received no such adequate
treatment in English before.

The author's style, unfortunately, obtrudes itself as one opens his

volumes. The first impression is not precisely an agreeable one and

may serve to deter some from advancing far in a really meritorious

work. There is a strong infusion of Michelet and Carlyle with a

suggestion of the boyish superlative of Garibaldi's memoirs. While
this style is by no means wanting in clearness, force, and even

eloquence, it leads the author astray, carrying him at times beyond
the limits of legitimate metaphor, as when he tells of a "spiritual
aether * * * which has its trade-winds and tornadoes, its light-

nings and its auroral calms
;

* * * deeds good and evil are sown
in it and borne like pollen up and down the fallow field of years, till

at last they fructify and bring forth harvest of wheat or tares, each

after its kind "
(I. 215). f

Good and forcible as many of the elaborate figurative passages are

"with which the book abounds, there is a tendency to overdo the mat-

ter. In his vocabulary Mr. Thayer shows a predilection for unusual

words. " While Gregory XII. pontificates
"

is the not especially

humorous title of his third book. " Charlemain "
is perhaps a worthy

orthographical reform.

The Introduction, of nearly one hundred pages, is not only weak,
but what is harder to forgive, there is a suspicion of flippancy

about it. It cannot edify one who has studied the preceding centuries,

and may mislead those who have not. The author might well have

made a passing reference to Mr. W. H. Howells' excellent, but some-

what neglected, account of Italian Literature since the French Rev-

olution. Little is said of the effects of the Napoleonic period on

Italy.

With the second book and the Congress of Vienna the author enters

upon his real task, and the character of the work improves very per-

ceptibly. The narrative is vivacious and clear
;
the phases of the sub-

jects treated are selected with discrimination and the matter is well

arranged in spite of the confused conditions in Italy. The Revolution

of i84S-'49 occupies the whole of the second volume, and its pages
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form, to say the least, an agreeable alternative to other of the familiar

accounts of this period in English.
The author has read largely, but almost exclusively the secondary

Italian sources. These, of course, often contain documentary material

in a convenient form, and Mr. Thayer seems to have made no effort to go

beyond this. He even neglects Reuchlin's work entirely, in spite of its

recognized position as the most careful treatment of Italian affairs since

1815. This is much as if one were to write a history of France since

the Restoration, basing his work exclusively upon the historical writ-

ings of Louis Blanc, Gamier-Pages, and the memoirs of Guizot The
Italian publicists of the same period were certainly no more judicial,

nor can we expect them to review the past in an unpartisan spirit

Few among us read Italian, however, and it is worth while to know
how it all seemed to the participants themselves. The author

often obtrudes his own opinions, and these sometimes upon topics

and in places where they are in no way called for. Protection, evan-

gelicism, and everything monarchical, each receives a frequent

dig. How far the historian should be explicitly and avowedly didactic

is a question which each must settle for himself. There is certainly a

danger in attempting always to take sides, and the experienced histo-

rian becomes more and more tolerant. Without an instinctive desire

to see the other side and a proneness to suspend judgment in the pres-

ence of motives but half understood, no really worthy history can be

written. J. H. R.

Del? Abbreviature nclla Falcografia Latina, studio di ZANINO VOI.TA.

Con 36 Tavole litografiche e figure in zincotypia intercalate nel

testo. Pp. 328. Milano : Max Kantorowicz, 1892.

The conscientious use of sources in the study of history necessitates

an accurate knowledge of paleography and diplomatics. In the

former the most difficult and important branch is the interpretation

of abbreviations. They are common in all documents of the later

middle ages, and in some hardly a word is written in full. The
difficulties of the subject can be appreciated from a few facts. In

<>ok fifty-nine separate words are enumerated, which arc repre-

sented by the letter S, without any distinctive marks. I). I), may be

read in twenty-six ways. Some general rules are followed, but, as

our author is fond of insisting, in any case the usage of the time and

.osyncrasies or carelessness of the copyist may have introduced

what seems at first hopeless confusion. In fact, the learned Mabillon

confessed his inability to understand some signs.

Professor Volta has chosen for his field the Italian codices and

charters of the X-XV centuries. In hi* preface he promises the sign*
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for 2500 abbreviations, in his book he gives nearly 4000. When neces-

sary for comparison, he does not hesitate to transcend the limits he
has chosen. But these centuries were especially the age of abbrevia-

tions. Before the earlier date comparatively few and simple signs

were used. As manuscripts of various kinds became more common
and more necessary the costliness of parchment necessitated economy
in space, the laborious process of transcription by hand necessitated

economy in labor. Consequently, abbreviations became more and

more frequent, until the invention of printing and the use of paper
did away with the need for such economies.

A third reason for abbreviations also had much weight in the middle

ages. The air of mystery which surrounded certain branches of

learning was enhanced by the use of cabalistic signs, known only by
the initiated, and regarded with superstitious awe by the credulous

populace. In this way we can explain the use of certain signs which

required more labor and took up more space than the words written

in full.

After a critical introduction the author discusses abbreviations ac-

cording to their forms; e.g., "single letters," "monograms," "ab-

breviations by indeterminate signs," etc. For the sake of "good
measure" he adds an interesting chapter on numerals, in which he

treats of the Greek, Roman and Arabic signs, with their histories.

For each division he gives practical rules and numerous examples.
He usually arranges the latter alphabetically, which makes the book

comparatively easy to use, although there is no index.

The final chapter is on the subsidiary value of these signs as a

means of determining the age of a document. On this subject there

has been much confusion. Facts true for one country have been stated

as general rules. But, remembering strictly the limits of nationality,

documents can usually be placed within a half century, and sometimes

much more closely by a careful study of the method of abbreviation

used.

Aside from the lack of index, it is to be regretted that the author

gives so few cross references and has omitted a table of \vorks cited.

But his aim has been cheapness and to this he subordinates every-

thing possible in a scientific treatment of the subject. Long years of

teaching and great enthusiasm have especially fitted Volta for the

preparation of such a handbook. Not only his students, who have

incited him to the task, but all paleographists will be grateful to

him for this handy and scholarly treatise.

D. C. MUNRO.
University of Pennsylvania.
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WORKS ON SOCIAL TOPICS.

I. Socialism and the American Spirit. BY N. P. OILMAN. Pp. 376.
Boston : Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1893.

II. Socialismfrom Genesis to Revelation. BY REV. F. M. SPRAGUB.

Pp. 493. Boston : L/ee & Shepard, 1892

III. Prisoners and Paupers. BY HENRY M. BOIES, M. A. Member
of the Board of Public Charities and of the Committee on Lunacy
of the State of Pennsylvania ;

of the National Prison Association ;

of the Pennsylvania Prison Society, etc. Pp. 318. New York :

G. P. Putnam's Sons.

IV. The Death Penalty. BY ANDREW J. PALM. Pp. 241. New
York : G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1892.

V. Proceedings of the National Conference of Charities and Correc-

tions, Nineteenth Annual Session. Pp. 492. Boston : Geo. H.

Ellis, 1892.

The frequent appearance of works on social problems is a matter of

encouragement. It must be confessed, however, that their general

superficiality and prejudice argues little for an immediate solution.

The writer's principal qualifications for reviewing works on socialism

is an absence of complete persuasion on either side. His former con-

victions, having failed to pass muster, are out for repairs, and in the

meantime he entertains the possibly heterodox opinion that on the

one hand the existing system still needs to clear up a point or two be-

fore it can be completely justified, and on the other that the socialist

is still entitled to a hearing. In other words, neither is so entirely

acquitted or condemned that judicial fairness may be dispensed with

in this connection.

The opening pages of Socialism and the American Spirit led us to

expect this from Mr. Gilman, but we confess to a disappointment as

we closed the book. The author defines the typical American as in-

dependent, optimistic, conservative, practical and distrustful of theo-

retic reconstructions of society. As such, he is equally disinclined to

individualism and to socialism. He adopts as much as he likes of

cither regardless of precedents or ultimate principles involved. In

specific matters the presumption is always in favor of private enu-r-

prise and yet "every general consideration of reason leads the Aim ri-

can to expect a steady enlargement of the sphere and functions of t In-

State.
"

Notwithstanding this movement toward socialism in practice

a movement to which Mr. Gilman attributes very considerable

present results this typical
" American citizen who sees clear and

thinks straight" looks with very superior disdain upon socialist pro-

grams of every sort. Imported socialism is either a passing malady
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or if chronic, it is due to laziness and what Josh Billings would call

"general cussedness." The remedy is policemen, etc. Domestic

socialism is "literary," "romantic," "sentimental," a distemper of

certain novelists and women. The agitation about trusts is
" a sense-

less panic
" and to the typical American the whole performance is

highly
' '

amusing.
"

This typical American, so prominent in the earlier chapters as an

abstraction, gradually assumes distinctness and merges his personality

in that of Mr. Giltnan, and this change is so easy and slight as to

suggest an identity from the first. Whether Mr. Oilman served as

model for his own sketch or not, the sketch certainly seems to us

something of a caricature. Americans are neither so disdainful of, or

so unaffected by, general theories as are Mr. Oilman and his type. In

spite of his strictures we believe few nations have been so influenced

by theories of social organization as ours, notably by that of Rous-

seau during the pre-revolutionary period. We believe too that social-

ist theories are accorded a much more serious hearing and are making
a more serious impression in America than he supposes. Mr. Oilman's

laudation of planless evolution seems to us neither rational nor Ameri-

can. "Opportunism
"

is not the fundamental, but the superficial law

of our social evolution, and to ascribe to it alone all the results whose

initial causes lie in a profound and far-reaching study of human

society, seems to indicate a superficial observation.

As a result of this attitude of mind Mr. Oilman treats immediate

problems of social reform like tenement house reform, profit sharing,

etc., with admirable candor, but his discussion of the general princi-

ples of individualism and socialism is simply a mild mannered sort

of tirade which- may be just, but is neither judicial nor judicious. It

is only fair to say that the bulk of the book is of the better sort and

forms a valuable addition to his previous excellent work.

The candid consideration which we have bespoken for socialism is

not likely to be furthered by Socialism from Genesis to Revelation.

The author, a minister, claims to have begun his investigation as an

inquirer and to have reached full conviction in favor of socialism.

On the latter point there can be no doubt. Beginning by a catch

title, which means the genesis of socialism and its revelation, he pro-

ceeds to present all possible arguments against the present social

order and in favor of its claimed successor. The volume impresses

us as a voluminous and undiscriminating compilation. The author

has great faith in quantitative argument ;

"
twenty sources of waste,"

" sixteen reasons in answer to this objection," "eight reasons show,

ing its inadequacy," "twelve reasons showing the practicability," etc.,

being impressive headings in the contents. To our mind, in spite of
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the author's continual reference to ethics, he fails to do justice even
to the ethical side of socialism, while his economic discussions betray
utter ignorance of the subject. His fancied demonstration of the

principle that value is due to labor is a lamentable illustration. He
not only ignores the latest discussions of this subject, but makes the

needless assumption that this proposition is fundamental to socialism.

Why does not some economist show the real possibilities of economics
from the standpoint of socialism ? As it is, we are reminded of

Smart's sentence that "many shut their eyes to the weakness of

socialist economics in view of the strength of socialist ethics."

The book contains most of the stock arguments of socialists in a

fairly systematic form and seasoned with mild ministerial invective.

Nevertheless, we are glad to see the attention of the clergy directed

to this important field of ethical inquiry.
Prisoners and Paupers is an attempt to emphasize certain facts of

crime and pauperism rather than to candidly examine the subject.
Statistics are used which are impressive enough in themselves, but
the writer has unfortunately felt it necessary to " bear on "

by a long
and monotonous series of emphasizing adjectives which, of course,

only weary the reader's patience and lessen his power of receiving

impressions. The appalling impressiveness of the facts is farther re-

duced by the spirit of pessimistic and querulous criticism which per-
vades the book. The increase of crime and pauperism is explained

by a number of causes, each one of which is made sufficient to account

for it all. Sometimes the reasoning is remarkable, as when he ex-

plains the small m-ss of French immigration to this country by the

excellence of French roads. How about Italy and Germany which
with roads scarcely inferior to those of France, send us their millions.

The author concludes that the race is deteriorating physically

(baldness, etc., being urged in proof) and explains crime and pan-
i by this deterioration. This is illustrated by comparing

pictures of the Milo Venus, the Vatican Sophocles, negro college

presidents, etc., with groups of criminals and paupers, a method at

least unique.
It is in the remedy proposed, however, that the writer reaches

positive originality. He would by surgery sterilize these unfortunates

and so prevent their reproduction. In answer to the " sentimental "

and unfounded objections to this proposal, he urges the benefit to

society of an immediate eradication of crime and pauperism, a

the subject of the bestowal of "
satisfaction and comfort for discontent

and insatiable desire. Neither should the purpose of this operation
. be objectionable to the subject." In view of these and

similar considerations
"

it seems inexplicable that the remedy should
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have been so long delayed." Of course, along with all this there are

many good things in the book.

The Death Penalty is in some respects an excellent book. Its

presentation of the arguments against capital punishment is clear and

comprehensive, and though intensely partisan, it claims to be nothing
more. Like all such presentations it overreaches itself, proves too

much and impels the thoughtful man to seek arguments on the other

side. Its greatest defect is its freezing disdain for the religious or

"superstitious" arguments in favor of capital punishment. These
the writer meets in detail with conscientious thoroughness, but in a

tone which is, to say the least, altogether maladroit. The man who
is really superstitious is more affected by the tone than by the ration-

ality of an argument, and he is not won from a belief in a " brimstone

hell" by caustic allusions to it as his "sweetest consolation." In

spite of these defects the book is undoubtedly the best presentation
to be had of arguments against capital punishment, and we commend
it to those in search of such a presentation.
The report of the Conference of Charities and Correction scarcely

needs a review. Its predecessors are too well known and too highly

prized to require for this either introduction or commendation. This

seems to be in some important respects superior to any previous re-

port. It is impossible to either summarize or criticise here its varied

and variously valuable contents, but those interested in the subject
will find here much that cannot be neglected. The great interest

shown in the meetings of this Conference argues favorably for an ad-

vance in our knowledge upon this subject.

H. H. P.

University of Wisconsin.
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DR. ANDREWS' excellent study of the old English manor* deserves

special mention. In this work of three hundred pages one may find

the carefully thought-out results of a painstaking study of practically
all the original and secondary authorities on the subject After an

extended introductory chapter on the unsettled, and perhaps insolv-

able problem of the origin of the manor, together with a discussion

of the mark theory, Dr. Andrews devotes the body of his volume

to an investigation of the land and the people. Herein he presents
a clear picture of the times and throws much light upon social condi-

tions. In a word, one has here a thorough, instructive and inter-

esting monograph ;
and it is doubly welcome, first for*its own intrinsic

worth, and secondly as another evidence of the larger attention now

being given in America to early European history and institutions.

ONE or more courses oflectures on jurisprudence and the philosophy
of law are offered by the law faculty of each German university, and in

this, as in some other subjects, considerable tomes are often the con-

sequence. One of the most recent contributions is by Dr. Bergbohm,f
of the University of Dorpat, whose first volume appeared a year ago.

This, though formidable in size, contains only an introduction and the

first subdivision of the work as planned. This portion, on the law of

nature, is unfortunately of but small interest to English-speaking

peoples, who usually lay little stress on the topic, though recent

tendencies in American foreign relations may give a new weight to

the subject in connection with the principles of International Law.
The succeeding volumes of Dr. Bergbohm's work promise to prove
of wider interest outside of Germany than the present one can be.

THOSE interested in transportation will find the series of articles by
W. M. Acworth, in the Engineering Magazine, well worth read-

ing. The author of " The Railways of England,"
" The Railways of

M'l
' and "The Railways and the Traders " has undertaken by

means of a number of monthly papers, tlie first of which appeared in

The Old F.Hgltsk Manor ; a .S/m/v in Enfink Economic Hntory. By CllAftLM
M. ANDREW*. Ph.D. Pp. afto. Baltimore. John* Hopkln* Frew. 189*

t J*rtit>r*(U*t unit RechttfihiiMopkit. Von Dr. KARL BBBOBOHM. Vnter Band.

Pp. *vi., 566. Leipzig. 1892.
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the April issue of the Engineering Magazine, to contrast and com-

pare the railroads of England and America in such a way that the non-

technical reader can understand the essential points of similarity and
difference and the reasons that explain their existence. The excellent

illustrations greatly increase the value of the articles.

THE Independent, of June i, contains a symposium of ten articles

on railway problems. The articles make a valuable and timely
contribution to the transportation question. Aldace F. Walker dis-

cusses "The Amendment of the Interstate Commerce Law
;

"
Wager

Swayiie, "The Legal Aspect of Railroad Strikes The Ann Arbor
Decision

;

" the Interstate Commerce Commissioner, Martin A. Knapp,
" Discrimination by Railroads

;

"
James Peabody,

" The Necessity for

Railway Compacts under Governmental Regulation ;

"
Augustus

Schoonmaker,
"
Limitations upon Railway Powers;" Henry Clews

"
Railway Stocky and Bonds ;" \V. M. Acworth,

" Government Interfer-

ence in English/Railway Management ;" C. C. McCain, "The Develop-
ment of Freight Classification

;

" E. E. Russell Tratman, "The Re-

lation of Track to Train Service
;

" Nat Sawyer,
" The Brotherhood

of Engineers, and its Relation to the Railroads." The article by Mr.

Swayne is especially good. It is a brief statement by a railroad lawyer
of recognized ability of the bearing of the Ann Arbor decision on
railroad strikes. American readers will find Mr. Acworth 's article a

strong defence of the doctrine that railroads can be better controlled by
government inspection and publicity than by direct state regulation.

FOR SOME TIME the opinion has been increasing among those best

informed that the Interstate Commerce Law contains several weak-

nesses, that it is in consequence becoming from year to year a less

potent rather than a stronger force in the control of abuses, and in the

promotion of improved conditions of transportation. The advocates

of pooling contracts, and the members of the Interstate Commerce
Commission are of their number, had a bill introduced into the Senate

last session to permit such agreements among railroads. The bill,

however, died in the committee-room. The conflict which took place
last winter between the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and
the Toledo, Ann Arbor and Northern Michigan Railroad, and the de-

cisions of the United States courts, that grew out of this boycott,

brought the relation of employe's to railroad corporations forcibly to

the attention of the public and of Congress. At the reorganization of

the Committee on Interstate Commerce, along with the alterations in

the other Senate committees that followed the change of the United

States Government from Republican to Democratic control, an inquiry
into the alleged weaknesses of the Act to Regulate Commerce was
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authorized. By resolution of the Senate, passed April 15, 1893, the

investigation is to include four subjects : pooling, the short-haul

clause, Canadian competition, labor on railroads. If the committee
does its work well and thoroughly investigates the workings of the

Interstate Commerce Law it will doubtless be able to propose amend-
ments that will make the law more efficient than it has thus far been.

Students of transportation will follow the investigations of the com-
mittee with interest

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY for the Extension of University Teach-

ing will hold its first summer meeting in Philadelphia during the

four weeks beginning July 5. The University of Pennsylvania has

placed at the disposal of the Society its College Buildings, Libraries

and Laboratories, so far as these may be needed for the instruction

which is to be given. The meeting will be devoted principally to the

study of History and Economics. The lecturers on American His-

tory will be Professor William H. Mace, of Syracuse University ;

Arthur Kaiser, of the University of the State of New York
;
Rev.

Edward Eggleston ; Professor John Fiske
; Hon. Theodore Roosevelt

;

Rev. S. D. McConnell, D. D., and Professor John L. Stewart, of the

Philadelphia Manual Training School. A number of excursions will

be made with Professor Stewart to places of historic interest in and
near Philadelphia. European history will be treated of in lectures

by Professors James Harvey Robinson and Edward P. Cheyney and
Mr. Dana C. Munro, of the University of Pennsylvania ; by Mr.

S. Horsburgh, of Oxford University, and Professor George W.

Smith, of Colgate University. Professor Robert W. Rogers, of Dick-

inson College, and Edmund M. Hyde, of Lehigh University, will

lecture on subjects in ancient history.

The following lectures on sociology and economics will be

delivered: Rev. S. W. Dike, on "Sociological Statistics;" Mr.

Robert A. Woods, of Andover House, on " Methods of Sociological

Study ;

"
Dr. William Howe Tolman, on " The City as a Sociological

Workshop;
" Miss Dora Freeman, of Hampton Institute, on "Col-

lege Settlements;" Professor Edward A. Ross, of Leiand Stanford

Jr. University, on the "Extra-University Teaching of Economics;
"

William L. Garrison, Esq., of Boston, on
" The Single Tax ;

"
George

G. Mercer, Esq., of Philadelphia, on "Civics."

There will also be courses of lectures on other subjects, such as

ure, music, the natural sciences, sanitation, pedagogics, Uni-

<tension, etc.

CHAUTAUQUA program for the present summer contains more

courses it> political economy and social science than have ever been

offered before at that summer school at any one time. The class work
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will be conducted by Professors Richard T. Ely and William A. Scott,

of the University of Wisconsin. Professor Ely will give a course on
"
Socialism," extending from July 5 to 26. Professor Scott will give

a course on the ' '

Development of Economic Thought
' '

during the

first two of the six weeks during which the class work is to continue,

a course on "Consumption and Production "
during the second two

weeks, and a course on "Money and the Mechanism of Exchange
"

during the last two weeks. This arrangement is designed to meet the

wants of students coming to Chautauqua at different times. Each

course may be taken without the others, and is open to all students

of the College of liberal Arts.

In addition to the class work a course of lectures will be given by
the Rev. Samuel A. Barnett, of Toynbee Hall, London, on "The
New Philanthropy ;" by Mr. A. J. Herbertson, of Edinburgh, on the
" Relation of Physical Geography to Sociology ;" by Professor Ely on
" The Distribution of Wealth ;" and by Professor Scott on " Economic

Problems of the Present Day." Single lectures will also be given by

prominent Americans and Europeans.

Perhaps the most interesting and important feature of the summer's

work along social lines at Chautauqua will be the organization of

"The American Institute of Christian Sociology," which is to take

place July 19 and 20. The object of this organization will be the

application of the moral truths and principles of Christianity to the

social and economic difficulties of the present time. It proposes to

work toward the attainment of this object through the publication

of appropriate leaflets, monographs and treatises, the employment of

special lecturers, the preaching of sermons by clerical members, the

encouragement of the study of social science by the establishment of

prizes, scholarships, fellowships, lectureships and professorships, and

through the annual meetings of its members. The membership of

the Association is to be open to all persons interested in its objects.

Its chief promoters and backers are Professor Henry Drummond,
author of " Natural Law in the Spiritual World," Bishop John H.

Vincent, Doctor Washington Gladden, Professor Arthur S. Hoyt, of

Auburn Theological Seminary, Rev. George D. Herron, of Iowa Col-

lege, Rev. Cyrus Hamlin, of Beloit, and others.

The Chautauqua term begins July 6 and ends August 16. The class

work continues during the entire six weeks, according to the plan
described above, and the lecture courses will be distributed through-
out the period. A detailed announcement with exact dates will soon

be made public.

THE AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION will hold its meeting
this year in conjunction with the World's Congress of Historians and
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Historical Writers. This Congress will meet at Chicago, in the Art
Institute on Monday, July 10, and will hold sessions during the week,
with intervals which will give members opportunity to visit the Ex-

position. The object of this Congress is to bring together during the
the term of the Columbian Exposition, representatives of Historical

Societies, and other persons who have made contributions to historical

research and literature, or, who are especially interested in historical

study. The immediate management of the Congress, under the con-

trol of the General Committee on Literary Congresses appointed by
the Auxiliary, is assigned to a Sub-Committee of four residents of

Chicago. Historical societies, whether state or local, in all parts of

the United States and in all foreign countries, are invited to send rep-
resentatives to the Congress. The complete program has not been

announced yet, but the persons who, up to June 15, had accepted invi-

tations to read papers before the Congress with their subjects so far

as they had been selected, are as follows :

President James R. Angell, Michigan University, "The Inade-

quate Recognition of Diplomatists by Historians." Professor

Simeon E. Baldwin, Yale University, "The Historical Policy of the

United States as to Annexation." Dr. Frederic Bancroft, Washington,
"Mr. Seward's Position toward the South, December, 1860 April,

1861." Hon. James Phinney Baxter, Portland, Me., "The Present

Status of the Columbian Discovery." Professor F. W. Blackmar,
Kansas University,

" The Annals of an Historic Town." Dr. George
Bourinot, clerk of the Canadian House of Commons, "The Intellec-

tual Development of the Canadian People." Professor Edward G.

Bourne, Adelbert College, Cleveland, Ohio, "Prince Henry the

Navigator." Dr. Lewis H. Boutell, Chicago,
"
Roger Sherman in

the National Constitutional Convention." Dr. Rudolph Cronau,

Leipzig, Germany,
" Personal Explorations at Watling Island and

at the Tomb of Columbus at Santo Domingo." Professor Ephraini

Emerton, Cambridge, "The Historical Doctorate in America." Pro-

feMor Charles H. Haskins, University of Wisconsin,
" The Eleventh

Amendment of the Constitution." Hon. William Wirt Henry, Rich-

mond, Va., "The First Legislative Assembly in America." Professor

B. A. Hinsdale, University of Michigan, "The Thirty-first Parallel

in American History." Professor J. F. Jameson, Brown Univ<
" The Origin of Standing-Committee System in American Legisla-

tive Bodies." Colonel William Preston Johnston, Tulane University,

"The Definition of History." Dr. George Krcihn, Johns Hopkins

University,
"
English Popular Uprisings in the Middle Ages." Pro-

fessor Jesse Macy, Iowa College, "The Relation of History to Pol-

itics." Miss Mary M. P. Newton, Richmond, Va., "Colonial Virginia
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and its Part in Moulding American Civilization." Professor Lucy M.

Salmon, Vassar College,
" The Union of Utrecht." James Schouler,

Esq., Boston, "The Methods of Historical Investigation." Hoa
William Henry Smith, Lake Forrest, 111.,

"
Early Slavery in Illinois."

Ainsworth R. Spofford, Esq., Librarian of Congress,
" American His^

torical Nomenclature." Miss Cora Start, Worcester, Mass., "The
Naturalization of the English Colonies in America." Mr. Reuben G.

Thwaites, Wisconsin State Historical Society,
" Lead Mining in Illinois

and Wisconsin." Professor Moses Coit Tyler, Cornell University,
" The Time-Element in American History." Mrs. Ellen Hardin Wai-

worth, Saratoga, N. Y., "The Value of National Archives to a Na-

tion's Life and Progress." Professor Frederick J. Turner, University
of Wisconsin, "The Significance of the Frontier in American His-

tory." President Ethelbert D. Warfield, Lafayette College, "The
Moravians in America." Professor Stephen B. Weeks, Trinity Col-

lege,
" General Joseph Martin and the War of the Revolution in

the West." Professor James A. Woodburn, Indiana University,
1 ' The Historical Significance of the Missouri Compromise.

' ' The fol-

lowing gentlemen will also read papers at the Congress : Dr. Edward
Everett Hale, Dr. Charles K. Adams, Professor Bernard Moses, Profes-

sor Herbert B. Adams, Edward G. Mason, Esq., Dr. Charles J. Little.

A CONGRESS of the advocates and friends of Proportional Repre-
sentation will meet, under the auspices of the World's Congress Aux-

iliary of the World's Columbian Exposition, in the city of Chicago, in

the week commencing on Monday, August 7, 1893. This conference

constitutes a section of the Congress on Suffrage, in republic, kingdom
and empire. In all countries in which representative government
obtains, the more intelligent citizens are coming to see that a system

by which the city, state or nation is divided into a number of arbitrary

districts, from each of which one representative is chosen by a ma-

jority or plurality of votes, though seemingly fair upon its face is

really destructive of the very end sought government by the people.
The successful candidates necessarily represent only the citizens who
voted for them, and, as a majority of the members of legislative bodies

control their action, laws may be passed by the representatives of a

small minority of the people. A careful analysis of city councils,

state legislatures and the United States Congress, shows that a ma-

jority of their members represent but from one-fifth to one-fourth of

the voters who participated in the election. For a government by the

representatives of a majority of the people there has been substituted

a government by a majority of the representatives of a minority of

the people. In place of this unnatural and unjust system the propor-
tional representationists are prepared to submit a method which
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secures th rule of the real majority, and at the same time gives the

minority the full representation to which its numbers entitle it. By
abolishing the districts and apportioning the representatives among
the various parties or bodies of voters according to their voting

strength, representative government will be in fact what it now is in

theory a government of the people, for the people and by the

people. During this conference it is hoped not only that an American

Society of Proportional Representation may be formed, but that an

International Association may also be organized. All persons inter-

ested are cordially invited, to favor the committee with subjects to

be considered in the proposed Congress, the names of persons espe-

cially well qualified to present such subjects, and any other recom-

mendations which may be deemed conducive to the end in view.

Stoughton Cooley, Esq., of Chicago, is the Secretary of the Com-
mittee in charge.

THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS will be one of

the most noteworthy among the Congresses to be held at Chicago in

connection with the World's Columbian Exposition. It will meet

during the week beginning August 28. A definite program has not

been announced as yet, but from the list of those who have accepted
invitations to prepare papers, it is certain that the Congress will

prove to be of value in the development of these sciences in America.

Among those who have promised to speak before the Congress are

Signer Luzzatti, late Finance Minister of Italy ;
Dr. Heinrick Braun

and Dr. Richard von Kaufmann, both of Berlin
;
Professor Levasseur,

of Paris
;
Mr. Holyoake, of England ;

Presidents Andrews, of Brown

University, and Schurman, of Cornell University ;
Colonel Carroll

D. Wright, of Washington, D. C. ;
Professors E. J. James, of the

University of Pennsylvania, J. W. Burgess, of Columbia College,

Bernard Moses, of the University of California, R. T. Ely, of the

rniversity of Wisconsin, K. A. Ross, of Leland Stanford Jr. Uni-

versity, J. B. Clark, of Amherst College, H. C. Adams, of Michigan

University, E. R. L. Gould, of Johns Hopkins University, and many
others.

THB AMERICAN SOCIAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION will hold its annual

session at Saratoga Springs, in the new Convention Hall, during the

week of September 4. The complete program has not been anno

yet, but it will be in part as follows : Monday, September 4, evening:

opening address by the president, on "Compulsory Arbitral

Mr. Andrew Carnegie has been invited to be present to discuss this

subject. Tuesday morning, addrem by Mr. Hamilton \V. M.it

New York, chairman of the Education Department, followed by
" The

Seamy Side of the KiudergarUu," by Mr. Edward T. Fisher and Miss
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Speiice. Tuesday evening, "Turkey," by Hon. Oscar Strauss. Wed-

nesday morning will be devoted to the Health Department. Papers
will be read on "Hygiene" and the " Cholera." In the afternoon

the general subject will be Finance. Mr. J. L. Greene, of Hartford,
and Mr. Charles B. Spahr will discuss "

Bimetallism," and Mr. S. S.

Rogers "The Currency." On Thursday morning, Mr. Charlton T.

Lewis will read a paper on the " Succession Tax," which will be dis-

cussed by Mr. Eugene Smith. In the afternoon, Mr. E. A. Merrill

will deliver an address on "
George William Curtis," and in the even-

ing Hon. Andrew D. White will speak on the "Diplomatic Service."

THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION will hold its Sixth Annual

Meeting in Chicago during the week beginning September n. The

meetings in Chicago during the whole period from August 28 to Sep-
tember 15 will be of extraordinary interest to economists, but the

last week of this period will be especially attractive to members of

the association. As the International Statistical Institute, at the joint

invitation of the American Economic Association and the American

Statistical Association, holds its first cis-Atlantic meeting in Chicago

during this week, it has been decided to defer in respect to program
to the sessions of the distinguished guests. On Wednesday, Septem-
ber 13, however, the Institute holds no sessions, while the Economic
Association offers a program for which the following papers have been

promised :

"The Value of Money," by Gen. Francis A. Walker, president of

the Mass. Inst. of Technology. "The Relation between Interest and

Profits," by Professor Arthur T. Hadley, of Yale University. "The

Development of the Wages Fund Doctrine," by Professor F. W.

Taussig, of Harvard University. "The Scope of Political Economy,"
by Professor Simon N. Patten, of the University of Pennsylvania.
" Marshall's Theory of Quasi-Rent," by Professor E. R. A. Seligman,
of Columbia College. "The Genesis of Capital," by Professor J. B.

Clark, of Amherst College. "The Law of Diminishing Returns,"

by Professor Franklin H. Giddings, of Bryn Mawr College.

THE SCHOOL, OF APPLIED ETHICS will hold no session at Plymouth

during the present summer. The reasons for this decision are first,

that the World's Fair, now being held in Chicago, and its Philosoph-

ical, Economical, Ethical and Religious congresses, are likely to attract

the attention of students throughout the country, and to serve much
the same purpose that the school is designed to promote in ordinary

years, when no such unusual opportunities for thought and discussion

are offered. Secondly, it is hoped during the present intermission to

prepare for a considerable expansion and enlargement of the work

of the school in the future. Among the plans which are being
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considered with this end in view is a series of winter sessions in con-

nection with some of the leading universities of the country. The first

winter session will probably take place in the winter of i893~'94, the

place selected and program of lectures to be announced hereafter.

It is hoped also to arrange in connection with the summer session

at Plymouth a series of meetings of ministers' institutes, teachers' as-

sociations and the like, with a view to reaching a class of students to

whom the school is specially fitted to be of use. It is intended to mark
the international feature of the enterprise by inviting one or more dis-

tinguished scholars from abroad to take part in the lectures of the

coming season. Detailed programs of the future work will be issued in

the autumn.

A POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION has been formed in Michigan.
The aims and scope of its work is described as follows by Professor

F. M. Taylor, of the University of Michigan :

Early last winter several members of the faculties of the University
of Michigan and of the various colleges of the State, together with a

number of prominent lawyers, bankers, and business men, met at the

State Capitol and organized the Michigan Political Science Association.

In February a second and very successful meeting was held at Ann
Arbor, and the publication of the proceedings of these two meetings
furnishes the occasion for this notice.

The scope of the Society is only roughly indicated by the word

"political;" since history, economics, penology, and social topics

generally will receive attention. The chief objects of the Association

are to increase the interest of educated men of Michigan in the great

practical questions, to promote a more scientific, non-partisan consid-

eration of these matters, and to secure, through the interchange of

views among teachers, professional men, and men engaged in practi-

cal affairs, greater community of ideas and greater breadth of view.

The last consideration has, perhaps, been most emphasized. The sep-

aration of theory and practice so often complained of is doubtless much
less marked than it was a generation ago. There is, however, room
for improvement, and such improvement would seem to be promised

by an association where the specialist and the practical man meet to

discuss freely the questions of living interest to both.

Naturally the college men hope to increase public interest in their

respective fields of work. They hope, also, to convince the public that

th.-ir teaching is more in touch with the life of society than is com-

monly supposed ;
and they think that with the help of practical men

they can make its connections with actual conditions still closer.

They further expect to receive real and valuable assistance from such

men in the purely scientific study of social problems of cvery-day
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interest. Considerable attention is to be given to monetary questions,

municipal reforms, municipal control of quasi-public works, tax sys-

tems, prison reforms, etc. To the specialists who are called on to talk

and write about these matters, it seems highly desirable to get the

benefit of the opinions and experience of the men more immediately

engaged in working out solutions of these problems in actual life.

An effort will also be made to carry on the co-operative investigation

of some of these questions. It is hoped to give the membership such

extension within the State that the Association will have in every con-

siderable town persons able and willing to furnish data as to the actual

working in their community of any social or political institution which

is being studied. Under the leadership of Professor Waldo, of Albion

College, has already been begun a study in the changes in the charters

of a number of Michigan cities. Professor McBride, of the Agricultu-

ral College, will have charge of an investigation into the history of

changes in methods of farming in Michigan. Other similar studies

will soon be under way.
As to the means for accomplishing its ends the personal intercourse

and general discussions of the regular meetings will be mainly de-

pended upon. Publication, indeed, will not be neglected, but will be

primarily for the benefit of members
;
since the object of the Associa-

tion is not, in the first instance, to make original contributions to

social science. Naturally, however, the promoters hope that some

matter will come to the front at each meeting which will have interest

and value even to specialists. With the name of Judge Cooley pre-

fixed to two of the papers, it is needless to say that this hope is real-

ized at least in the first number.
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THE FIRST STATE CONSTITUTIONS.

The exalted place which Americans have been accustomed

to assign to the Federal Constitution while contributing to

a patriotic appreciation of our general government has

tended somewhat to obscure the great significance which our

State constitutions possess, not only as integral elements of

our federal system, but especially as factors in the growth of

American constitutional law. When the average American

thinks of the constitutional law of his country his mind

naturally reverts to the written document drawn up by the

convention of 1787, and put into practical force at the

inauguration of Washington. He is inclined to forget that

when our Fathers met together in Philadelphia to
" form a

more perfect union," they had already before their eyes the

written constitutions of thirteen independent States. He
would be inclined to question the statement that the

eventful constitution making epoch in our history was not

the year 1787, but an antecedent period extending from 1776

to 1780. While absorbed in the study of the Revolution as

[201]
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a movement preparatory to the formation of the Federal

Union, he may not have fully appreciated the fact that before

the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown, every American

State had already achieved its constitutional independence
and had established its own organic law, by which it should

not only remain free from the foreign dominion of Great

Britain, but should also remain an indestructible unit in the

American federal system.

The chief historical significance which attaches to the first

State constitutions rests in the fact that they were the con-

necting links between the previous organic law of the

colonies and the subsequent organic law of the Federal

Union. They grew out of the colonial constitutions
;
and

they formed the basis of the Federal Constitution, and fur-

nished the chief materials from which that later instrument

was derived. In a previous paper
*
published in this journal

it was claimed that the real continuity in the growth of

American constitutional law could be seen only by tracing :

first, how the charters of the English trading companies
were transformed into the organic laws of the early colo-

nies
; second, how the organic laws of the colonies were

translated into the constitutions of the original States ; and,

finally, how the original State constitutions contributed

to the Constitution of the Federal Union. In the paper
referred to the attempt was made to illustrate the first

of these stages of growth. It is the purpose of the present

paper to illustrate the second stage, namely, the transition

from the colonial to the State constitutions.

In tracing the growth of a political system like that of the

American States it is often difficult to separate those elements

which are consciously derived from a foreign source, and

those which are the result of a rational adjustment of means

to ends, and which may thus be regarded as original. And
it is also often difficult to distinguish both of these elements

from those which are the unconscious result of inherited
* "Genesis of a Written Constitution," ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY,

Vol. I., p. 529, April, 1891.
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political instincts. Often these elements are mixed, being

partly derived and partly original, as when an old institution

is transformed to meet new emergencies. Often, too, an

institution may appear to be the result of direct imitation,

when in fact it may be the product of a common race in-

stinct, as in the case of the representative system reproducing
itself in all the branches of the Teutonic race. It is also no

doubt true that heredity and reason may contribute their

influences in the formation of a political institution. The
law of historical continuity, or political inheritance, is not

inconsistent with the law of historical variation, or political

originality. In fact, the greater the accumulations of past

experiences, the greater will be the capacity to solve by

original methods the problems presented by new experiences.

It is therefore folly to suppose that all the elements which

enter into the American political system are merely the

reproductions or imitations of any foreign models. The
American colonists inherited the instincts of the English
race. But under new circumstances they were called upon
to work out problems which were peculiar to their own politi-

cal life
;
and as a consequence of this we find that the consti-

tutional system which grew up on this continent was an

American and not a European product. Even those institu-

tions which seem to have a general similarity to those which

are foreign have here acquired specific characteristics which

distinguish them from those belonging to any foreign country.

It is only by studying the circumstances in which any insti-

tution, or set of institutions, has taken its rise that we can

hope to form an intelligent judgment as to the extent to

which it is the result of direct imitation, and the extent to

h it is the special product of the time and the place in

h it makes its appearance. To suppose that the Ameri-

nstitutionul system has been exclusively derived from

an Knglish, or a Dutch, or any other foreign source, would

be to ignore the political sagacity which the American people
have shown from the first, both in the adaptation of foreign
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institutions and in the development of new constitutional

features to meet the peculiar circumstances in which they

have been placed.

In taking a rapid survey of the mode in which the Ameri-

can colonies grew into the American States it will, of course,

be possible to consider only the most general and essential

features of the political system, as shown in the growth of

the legislative, judicial and executive branches of the gov-

ernment. As we trace the various political institutions of

the American colonies back to a common source we find

that they were in the first instance derived from certain

powers delegated by the English crown and embodied in

charters granted to trading companies or proprietors. The
first colonies, whether they were established by the authority

of their superiors, or whether they were organized by their

own independent efforts, acquired a form similar to that of

the trading company. In its most primitive and typical

form the colonial government, like that of the company,
consisted of a governor, a deputy-governor, a council of

assistants, and a general assembly. In this simple political

body there was at first little differentiation of functions.

The most important business, whether legislative, judicial

or administrative, was performed by the whole corporate

body, assembled in a
" General Court." Matters of minor

importance gradually came to be left to the official part of

the body, that is, the governor, the deputy-governor, and

the assistants, sitting together under the name of a
" Court

of Assistants," or "Council." Taking this simple and

almost homogeneous political organism as a starting point,

it will not be difficult for us to trace the growth of those more

complex institutions which characterized the later colonies,

and which became embodied in the first State constitutions.

The first important variation from what we have

described as the simple and primitive form of the colony was

due to the growth of the representative system. It is quite

natural to suppose that this system was introduced into the

[204]
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colonies from England and was an imitation, or at least a

reproduction of the English House of Commons. An
examination of the circumstances which led to the develop-
ment of representation in the colonies will show how far this

system was an importation from England, and how far it was

distinctively American in its origin and character. The
idea of representation is, of course, an inheritance from the

Teutonic race. It has existed in a variety of forms at

different times and in different places. It existed in the

Diets of Holland, in the States General of France, in the

Cortes of Spain, in the Federal Assemblies of Switzerland.

These various representative assemblies were in no proper
sense the products of imitation. They rather grew out of

the common political instinct, which has everywhere charac-

terized the Teutonic race, of delegating authority which

cannot be exercised directly. The enlargement of popula-
tion must always be attended either by the decay of demo-

cratic institutions, or else by the adoption of some form of

representation. The special form which representation will

assume in any people, which possesses the political sagacity

to solve the problems growing out of its own social life, will

be determined by the circumstances of time and place. It

will be seen that the form of representation which grew

up in the American colonies was not a reproduction
of the elaborate and comparatively mature system which

then existed in England, but was the outgrowth of the sim-

ple life of the colonists themselves, and was moreover

marked by those inchoate features which distinguish a

primitive from a well-developed institution. The need of

representation was felt by the colonists as soon as their

population became scattered and unable to meet in a single

assembly. The system arose from the requirements of the

colonists themselves, and was fully established before it was

recognized by the English crown.

In Virginia, on account of the scattered condition of the

population, the need of representation was felt at the first

[pod
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organization of the general assembly, and in answer to the

demand of the freemen for a share in the government the

I^ondon Company granted to them in 1619 the right of send-

ing to the assembly two burgesses from each plantation. But
the deputies did not, as was the case in the English Parlia-

ment, form a distinct body by themselves. They had at

first no separate organization or functions. They simply
formed a part of the general assembly, which also included

the governor, and the council appointed by the company.*
In New England we have more definite records of the

exact method in which representation took its rise. The
first General Court of Massachusetts, which met in 1630,

comprised the governor, the deputy-governor, the assistants

and the whole body of freemen, f On account of the sudden
influx of population and the rapid growth of towns it became

impracticable for all the freemen to meet with the magis-

trates, whenever laws were to be made or causes were to be

tried. The first device which occurred to the perplexed
freemen was to delegate to the magistrates, that is, to the

governor, the deputy-governor and the assistants, the full

powers of government, J and this system was practically in

force for about three years. The tendency of this arrange-
ment was to make the magistrates, or Court of Assistants, a

body representative of the whole body of freemen. The
defects of the system became apparent when the magis-

trates, without consulting the people, used their own discre-

tion in apportioning the taxes among the various towns.

The people of Watertown felt this to be a burden, and as a

result of their protest, in 1632 it was ordered that there

should be ' ' two of every plantation to confer with the court

about raising a public stock.
" This was, however, but

the beginning of a system of representation, since the

persons thus appointed had no authority except to confer

*
Stith, 160.

t Massachusetts Records, I., 79 ; Hutchinson, I., 25.

J Massachusetts Records, I., 79.

,95.
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with the magistrates in matters of taxation. The next step

provoked by the arbitrary regulations which the Court

of Assistants saw fit to make in regard to swine trespassing

beyond town limits. This crude legislation suggests the

primitive life of the colonists, and indicates the purely local

causes which contributed to the growth of representation in

ichusetts. In 1631 it had been ordered "
that all swine

found in any man's corn shall be forfeit to the public, and

that the party damnified shall be satisfied."* In 1633 it was
ordered ' *

that it shall be lawful for any man to kill any
swine that comes into his corn."f In view of these and
similar acts, which were regarded as interfering unduly in

local affairs, in 1634 twenty-four persons from the various

towns appeared before the court and demanded recognition.

As a result of their claims it was ordered '

'that none but the

General Court hath power to make and establish laws ;"
"
that

there shall be four General Courts held yearly, to be sum-

moned by the governor for the time being, and not to be

dissolved without the consent of the major part of the

court
;

"
that the freemen of every town choose and send to

the General Court two or three persons
' ' who shall have

the full power and voices of the said freemen
;

' ' and more-

over "that all former orders concerning swine shall be

repealed,
' ' and ' '

that every town shall have liberty to make
such orders about swine as they shall judge best for them-

selves. "J By these laws representation became assured, but

the number of deputies was not definitely fixed. It was,

therefore, ordered in 1636 that every town having between

ten and twenty freemen send one deputy ;
those having

between twenty and forty, two deputies ;
and those having

over forty freemen, three deputies.^ Finally, in 1639, it was

ordered that no town should send more than two deputies to

the General Court.
||
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By this series of laws representation was gradually estab-

lished in Massachusetts. But still the deputies did not, as

in England, form a distinct body, but continued for some

years to sit in the same assembly with the governor, the

deputy-governor and the assistants. The introduction of

this system was not authorized by the Massachusetts charter
;

but evidently resulted from the instinctive efforts on the part
of the colonists to solve a practical difficulty. It was due to

the fact that the people, while clinging to their original and

chartered rights to have a share in the government, felt that

it was impracticable for all to meet in the assembly; and also,

as Mr. Hutchinson says, to the danger arising from leaving
their towns destitute of able-bodied men, and their families

exposed to the attacks of their savage neighbors.* To one

who reads the original records there does not appear the

slightest evidence that the people of Massachusetts during
this period were ever seized with the ambition however

plausible such an idea may seem to later historians of repro-

ducing the English House of Commons, with its co-ordinate

legislative powers and its complex system of county and

borough representatives.

The gradual modification of the General Court by the

introduction of deputies did not, however, deprive the whole

body of freemen of their right of electing their own magis-
trates. It was therefore customary for all the freemen of the

colony to meet together in the spring at the General Court

of Election for the purpose of choosing these officers. But

the danger of leaving their towns destitute of men, even

during the time of election, was still apparent ;
and it was

therefore made lawful, in 1637, f r a^ freemen to send their

votes for election by proxy, instead of bringing them in

person. f By these various steps the government of Massa-

chusetts became differentiated into three assemblies : (i)

the Court of Assistants, comprising the governor, the

'Hutchinson, I., 36.

t Massachusetts Records. I., 188.
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deputy-governor, and assistants, who were elected by all the

freemen, and who performed the ordinary business of the

colony ; (2) the General Court, comprising the same persons,

together with the deputies sent by the towns, to which body
were referred the more important public matters

;
and (3) ,

the Court of Elections, to which all the freemen presented

their votes, either in person or by proxy, for the officers for

the ensuing year.

When the emigrants from Massachusetts fixed their settle-

ments on the Connecticut River, they established by their

written constitution of 1639,* a representative system similar

to that which had grown up in the mother colony as the

result of a succession of separate laws. Representation was

also established in Plymouth by an act of 1639 ; f in Mary-

land, by an act of the same year ; J in New Haven, by the

constitution of 1643 ;
in Providence and Rhode Island, by

the legislation of 1647.!! It would lead us too far into details

to trace the circumstances which led to adoption of this sys-

tem in these various colonies. It is enough to say that the

system everywhere grew up as a simple expedient to preserve

the rights of the freemen in the General Court after the growth
of towns rendered it inconvenient for them to attend in per-

son. The necessity of having a part act for the whole was

instinctively presented to the minds of all the colonists
; but

the particular method of meeting this need was worked out

by each colony for itself. They evidently had before their

eyes no common model of representation which they were

trying to reproduce. The system was marked by specific

tions in different places. The number of deputies varied

from one or two in Maryland, to six in Rhode Island. Some-
- the deputies were paid, and sometimes they were not ;

sometimes they were paid by the towns sending them, and

Charters and Constitutions, I., 250.

t Plymouth Records, XI., jt.

t Bosnian, II., ch. 2.

{ New Haven Records, 1638-49, it j

| Arnold, I., *>a.
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sometimes by the whole colony. The growth of the system
was attended in the different colonies by various other local

features, for example, the use of beans and kernels of corn

as a means of depositing votes, the introduction of paper

ballots, the right of the deputies to judge of their own

election, the right of the deputies to punish an offending

member, the right of the governor, or the presiding officer

of the assembly, to a casting vote in case of a tie.

The system of representation which grew up in the early

colonies under no legal authority of the English crown

(with the exception of Maryland, where it was only author-

ized and not directed) ,
came to be recognized and ratified

by subsequent charters. It was ratified in Connecticut by
the charter of 1662 ;* in Rhode Island by the charter of

1663, f and later in Massachusetts by the charter of 1692.!
In the colonies established after the Restoration in 1660 it

became usual for the English king to grant to the proprietor

permission to give to the freemen the right to a share in

legislation, either in person or by deputies. It thus seems

evident that the representative system in America had its

origin in the peculiar circumstances in which the early

colonies were placed. It was the product of the practical

instinct of the Teutonic race, which had given birth to a

form of representation even before the time of Henry III.

or Edward I. It was not established by any charter of the

English king, and did not receive a chartered sanction until

it had become an established institution in the colonies. It

had its own peculiar features in America, which were evi-

dently not patterned after any existing model. It was

rather a reversion to an earlier type than a reproduction of

an existing one
;
and was, in fact, more truly representative

of the whole body of the people than was the contemporary

English House of Commons,
* Charters and Constitutions, I., 252.
Mbid, II.. 1598.
1 Ibid, I. 949.

gFor Pennsylvania, cf. Charters and Constitutions, II., 1510 ; for Carolina, Ibid,.

II., 1384-
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We have seen that the colonial deputies did not at first

constitute a separate body, but sat in the same assembly
with the governor and council. The next modification of

the colonial government was due to the introduction of the

bicameral system, or the separation of the deputies and

magistrates into two co-ordinate bodies. The mere mention

of the bicameral system suggests to nearly every mind the

division between the English House of L,ords and House of

Commons ;
and it has also suggested to many historians the

theory that the bicameral system in America was an imitation

or reproduction of the bicameral system of England. If it

could be shown that this system was established in the col-

onies by an act of the English crown, or if it could be

shown that the English system was in the minds of the

colonists when it was established, or if it cpuld be shown

that there were no antecedent conditions in the form of the

colonial assembly which necessitated or at least led to its

division into two branches, there might be afforded some

proof of its foreign importation. The mere resemblances

which may be traced between two political institutions may
afford a presumption, but no positive proof of the deriva-

tion of the one from the other. Professor Freeman has

shown the danger of inferring imitation from likeness, and

has illustrated how similar institutions often grow out of

similar circumstances or common instincts.* If it can be

shown that the bicameral system in America was due to

causes which were peculiar to the colonies themselves, and

was the natural development of the special circumstances in

which they were placed, and that its constitutional form

was distinctly its own, we have no right to say that it was

the result of imitation. As a matter-of-fact we find that the

separation of the deputies from the magistrates in the col-

onial assemblies resulted from conditions already <

ing in these assemblies ; and also that the process of tlu-ir

separation passed through inchoate stages which can not

"
Comparative Politic*," lect. I.
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be traced in the original separation of the I/>rds and

Commons.
The bicameral system in America had its origin in Massa-

chusetts. It is here that we find the specific mode and the

successive steps in which it took its rise. We have already

seen that directly after the founding of the Massachusetts

colony the freemen unwisely conferred upon the magistrates,

that is, the Court of Assistants, the entire control of the

colony ;
and that this arrangement remained in force for

about three years, when the freemen reasserted their right

to a share in the government. During this brief period the

magistrates had come to regard themselves as the chief

governing power in the colony. Even after the deputies

ofthe towns became associated with them in the General Court

the relative powers of the deputies and magistrates were for

some time undetermined. In the ordinary transaction ofbusi-

ness there was no clashing of interests. But as early as

1634 an antagonism arose between them, when certain peo-

ple of Newtown asked for permission to remove to Connecti-

cut, the majority of deputies being in favor of granting the

request, and the majority of magistrates being opposed to

such a removal.* In consequence of frequent bickerings

between the two sections, growing out of the undefined

character of their relative powers, a compromise was tem-

porarily effected by an act of 1636, which contained the

following provisions :

' ' Whereas it may fall out that in some

of these General Courts to be holden by the magistrates and

deputies, there may arise some difference of judgment in

doubtful cases, it is therefore ordered, that no law, order or

sentence shall pass as an act of the court without the con-

sent of the greater part of the magistrates on the one part

and the greater part of the deputies on the other part ;
and

for want of such accord the cause or order shall be sus-

pended ;
and if either party think it so material, then there

shall be forthwith a committee chosen the one half by the

* Barry, I., 273.
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magistrates and the other half by the deputies, and the

committee so chosen to elect an umpire, who together shall

have power to hear and determine the cause in question."*
This was a recognition of the co-ordinate powers of the

deputies and the magistrates, while they were both members
of the same assembly.

The cleavage which thus began to be developed between

the two parts of the General Court was not completed until

some years afterward. The continued opposition of the two

branches led finally to the law of 1644. At this time the

deputies moved that the two orders should sit apart, tha

magistrates by themselves and the deputies by themselves,

and that what one should agree upon should be sent to the

other, and if both should agree the act should pass. This

motion after considerable controversy and some delay was

finally adopted, and the two bodies from that time sat as

separate and co-ordinate branches of the general court,f

Under the peculiar circumstances and through the successive

steps thus described the bicameral system in America had

its origin. How far it was the result of foreign influences

and how far it was modeled after a foreign type it seems

hardly necessary to discuss. Notwithstanding the fact that

the
' ' laudable example of other States

' '

is referred to in the

law of 1644 as a sort of justification of the final step, it would

be difficult to imagine how any institution could be regarded
as more indigenous to the soil or more completely shaped by
the peculiar circumstances of time and place than was this

system as it took its rise in Massachusetts.

In Connecticut the bicameral system had its origin, not

from the jealousy between the two parts of the assembly,

but from the great confidence which the deputies reposed in

the magistrates. In 1678 a law was passed by the General

Court of Connecticut constituting the governor, the di ;

governor and the assistants a general council to act for the

Ma*Mchuett Records, I., 169, 170.

f Hutchiuson I., 144; MMMchitMtU Record*. II.. jl.
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whole body during the recess of the court. "This was," as

Professor Johnston says,
' '

the prelude to the inevitable intro-

duction of the bicameral system."* From 1696 it became

customary for the acts of the governor and council to be

submitted to the whole court for approval. f In May, 1698,

the General Court authorized the governor and council to

prepare bills which, being approved by the council, should

be submitted for the approval of the General Court. J

Finally, in October, 1698, a law was passed conferring upon
the council the name of "upper house," and upon the

deputies the name of "lower house," with the provision

that all acts should have the approval of both before they
were recorded as laws of the colony.

In the proprietary and royal colonies the division of the

two houses had a somewhat different origin. It was evi-

dently the result of two concurrent causes : first, the original

custom of the colony, whereby the governor and the council,

representing the proprietor or king, were required to submit

their proposals to the assembly of freemen
; and, second,

the successful demands made by the freemen to initiate legis-

lation, which was submitted to the governor and council for

approval. For example, in New Hampshire, by the royal

commission of 1679, the president of the colony was author-

ized to prepare and recommend laws, which being approved

by the deputies, should also receive the approval of the

council. This was supplemented by a law of 1680 which

provided that no ordinance should be imposed upon the

people but such as was made by the assembly and approved

by the president and council.
||

This gave the deputies and

the council co-ordinate powers in legislation, on account of

which they came to be regarded as two branches of a common

legislature. From similar causes all the colonial assemblies

* Johnston, "Connecticut," p. 299.

t Connecticut Records, 1689-1706, 156, 202, 205, 222 251.

} Ibid, 267.

\ Ibid, 267, 282.

| Belknap, I., 171, 179.
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except those of Pennsylvania and Georgia, became split

into two branches, or houses. As a general rule the division

grew out of the distinction already existing in the assemblies

cen the magistrates and the deputies. The magistrates
had acquired an important and distinct place in the govern-
ment from the powers which they came to exercise during
the recess of the General Court, or from the fact that they
were separately appointed by the king or proprietor, and

thus represented interests distinct from those of the deputies.

Their efficient co-operation with the deputies in the harmo-

nious working of the government seemed to require their dis-

tinct approval of all public acts. The distinction between the

magistrates and the deputies, as two branches of the govern-

ment, preceded their division as two houses ofone legislature,

a result of the growth of the bicameral system the

colonial government, speaking generally, became differen-

tiated into the following organs : (i) a governor, or president

(either elected by the people or appointed by the king or

proprietor) ,
who acted as the chief magistrate of the colony,

and whose place was in case of disability usually filled by a

deputy-governor, or vice-president ; (2) the council, elected

or appointed in the same manner as the governor, which

'.ed the governor in his administrative duties, and which

retained certain of its previous judicial powers, and which

also acted as the upper house of the legislature ; (3) the

deputies, who were chosen by the towns and who formed

the lower house of the legislature, and who also in certain

cases constituted a tribunal of last resort ;
and (4) in the

republican colonies, the court of elections, at which all the

freemen, either in person or by proxy, 'presented their votes

for the elective officers. This frame of government wa

its essential features, common to all the colonies, except

Pennsylvania and Georgia, each of which remained through
all the colonial period with a single house.

In regard to the electoral franchise, it may be said that

the tendency was everywhere to restrict the right of voting.
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In the early trading companies the suffrage belonged to all

the members of the corporation ;
and this principle was

at first adopted generally by the colonies. But various

causes such as the exclusive spirit of some colonies, the

abuse of the franchise in others, and also the interference of

the English government led to the restriction of the suf-

frage, until at the beginning of the eighteenth century some
form of property qualification prevailed in all or nearly all

the colonies. In some cases the restriction was due

entirely to the act of the colony itself. For example,

Virginia passed a law in 1670 declaring that the usual way
of choosing burgesses by the votes of all persons who were

freemen was detrimental to the colony, and providing that a

voice in the election should henceforth be given
' '

only to

such as by their estates, either real or personal, have interest

enough to tie them to the endeavor of the public good.
" * In

other colonies the restriction was due to the interference of the

Knglish crown. For example, in Massachusetts, by the

royal charter of 1692, the right of election was limited to
1 '

the possessors of an estate of freehold in land to the value

of forty shillings per annum or other estate to the value of

forty pounds, "f
The legislative system of the American colonies was in

its core a natural evolution from the primitive colonial gov-
ernment under the influence of ideas and circumstances

peculiar to the colonies themselves; and, although possessing

some crude analogies to the English parliament, it was in

its most important and essential features an American pro-

duct. The same may be said, with some qualifications,

regarding the judicial system. Although the English com-

mon law formed a large element in the colonial jurisprudence,

and the trial by jury was everywhere insisted upon, the

structure of the colonial judicature, especially that of the

superior courts, was in large part an outgrowth of the frame

* Thwaites, 62.

f Charters and Constitutions, I., 949.
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of government just described. The separation of the differ-

ent functions of government was of comparatively slow

growth. The General Court, or assembly, was at first the

ultimate source of all authority within the colony, judicial

as well as legislative and administrative. Gradually the

Court of Assistants,or council,came to acquire many judicial

powers, with an appeal to the General Court. With the

increase of judicial business there were established justices

of the peace, who held courts in the towns, with quarter
sessions in the counties. Passing by many specific differ-

ences, the judicial system of the colonies may in general be

summed up as including : (i) justices of the peace, usually

appointed by the governor, with jurisdiction in petty civil

cases
; (2) county courts, composed of the justices of the

county,with criminal jurisdiction except in capital cases, and

final jurisdiction in civil cases not exceeding a certain sum,
which varied from 2 in Maryland, to ^20 in Virginia ;

(3) a superior or supreme court, composed of the governor
and assistants. This supreme court was sometimes a separate

body of judges appointed by the governor, in which case

the governor and his council would constitute a still higher
court of appeals.* Equity jurisdiction, where recognized,

was generally exercised by the governor in some cases,

however, by a specially appointed chancellor. The early

judicial power of the assembly was restricted more and

more, until it became generally limited to the right of trial

or impeachment in grave offences. It would, perhaps, be

sufficiently discriminating to say that the inferior courts,

composed of the justices of the peace, partook .of the char-

acter of the corresponding English courts
;
while the superior

courts, with the exception of that of the chancellor, weri

dently an outgrowth of the judicial functions of the Court of

tants and the General Court of the early colonial period.

As we approach the colonial executive we come upon the

least American feature of the American colonies. Only in

Thw*itei,S9,6o.
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Connecticut and Rhode Island do we find all the branches

of the government in harmony with the republican spirit

of the colonists. Elsewhere there is nearly always a lack

of sympathy and even hostility between the governor and
the people. The royal governor may be regarded as the true

counterpart of the English king. He it was who enforced

the policy of the English crown against the interests of the

colonists, and whose foreign sympathies showed him to be

the representative of a foreign system of government. It

was only with the Revolution that the colonial executive

came to be Americanized
;
and one of the greatest changes

effected in the colonial governments by the establishment of

the first State constitutions, was that which translated the

executive department from a monarchical to a republican
form.

The chief cause which led to the formation of the first

State constitutions was, of course, the conflict between the

colonies and the English king ;
and especially the hostile

attitude assumed by the royal governors. The need of

assuming some kind of independent governments was appar-
ent immediately after the breaking out of open hostilities.

Even before the Declaration of Independence was adopted

by the Continental Congress, such independent governments
were assumed by seven States, namely, Massachusetts, in

July, 1775; New Hampshire, in January, 1776; South

Carolina, in March
;
Rhode Island, in May ; Connecticut

and Virginia, in June ;
and New Jersey, on July 3. Four

States followed in the same year, namely, Delaware and

Pennsylvania, in September ; Maryland, in November
;
and

North Carolina, in December. In the next year, 1777,

Georgia followed in February, and New York, in April.

Massachusetts, which had, since July, 1775, made its charter

the basis of a provisional government, did not adopt her

first constitution until March, 1780. A second constitution

was framed by South Carolina in 1778, and by New Hamp-
shire, in 1784. All these constitutions were adopted by the

[218]
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existing provincial assemblies, or by conventions called for

the express purpose ; and were not submitted to the people
for ratification, with the exception of the constitution of

Massachusetts and the second constitution of New Hamp-
shire.*

The first State constitutions were in their main features

the direct descendants of the colonial governments, modified

to the extent necessary to bring them into harmony with

the republican spirit of the people. Every State, either in a

preamble or in a separate declaration of rights, prefaced its

constitution by a statement of the chartered rights upon
which it had always insisted

;
and many of them also

declared in general terms the democratic principles which

their experience and reason had taught them and which had

been partly realized in their previous governments. In

their new constitutional enactments there was shown a

marked degree of conservatism, changes being made only to

the extent necessary to bring the new governments into

harmony with republican ideas, without violating too much
the recognized traditions of the colonies. In Connecticut

and Rhode Island the colonial charters of 1662 and 1663
were retained as the organic laws of these States, with no

change except to substitute the sovereignty of the people
for that of the king. The bicameral system of the colonies

was retained in all the States in which that system had

already been developed Pennsylvania and Georgia still

maintaining their old custom of a single house. Massa-

chusetts and New Hampshire preserved the colonial name
of General Court (the original name for the assembly in the

trading company) to designate the entire legislative depart-

ment. Kivc other States retained for the same purpose the

The assumption of independent government* by the several colonies was :

under the recommendation of the Continental CongreM, first given to Maaaachu-

setts. New Hampshire, Virginia and South Carolina, in 1775, and then extended to

all the colonies by the general recommendation of May 10, 1776. The nature

of these constituent assemblies is fully discussed in Jameson's
Conventions." pp. 111-138.
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name of General Assembly, which had been common in the

colonial period.

In the organization of the Lower House, which had

always been the most republican branch of the colonial

government, there were few changes to make except to give
clearer definitions to its structure and functions. The mem-
bers were generally elected annually as heretofore, except in

South Carolina, where they were chosen for two years.

The method of apportioning the members of the house was
more clearly defined, and every State adopted a method

which seemed justified by its own experience. The prin-

ciple that taxation was based upon the consent of the

people which was one of the two or three republican

principles that the colonies had inherited from England,
and upon which they had always insisted, but of which the

English crown had sought to deprive them was clearly

asserted in the first constitutions. In every State also the

lower house preserved the right, which had grown up in

the colonies, to chose its own officers, to judge of the quali-

fications of its own members, to make its own rules, to

punish an offending member, and in many States to

impeach officers of the State for grave offences.* The lower

house, as organized in the first State constitutions, was
thus a continuation of the lower house which already

existed in the colonies, and which in turn had its origin in

the separation of the deputies from the magistrates in the

early colonial assemblies, f

*For New Hampshire, cf. Charters and Constitutions, II., 1287; Massachusetts,

Ibid, I., 964- New York, Ibid, II
, 1334; New Jersey, Ibid, II., 1311 ; Pennsylvania,

Ibid, II., 1543; Delaware, Ibid, I., 247; Maryland, Ibid, I., 822; Virginia, Ibid, II.,

1910, 1912; North Carolina, Ibid, II., 1412; South Carolina, Ibid, II., 1618.

t The following synopsis shows the provisions made by the several States con-

cerning the structure of the I^ower House including the name, method of appor-

tionment, qualification of members, mode and term of election, and qualification

of electors :

NEW HAMPSHIRE. "House of Representatives." Members apportioned among
the towns, one for towns of 150 ratable polls, two for towns of 450, increas-

ing in the proportion of one to 300, must be of the Protestant religion, inhabi-

tants oi the State for one year, residents of the town from which chosen, and

[220]
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The organization of the upper house required more

original legislation than that needed for the lower house,
for the reason that wherever it existed, except in Massa-

chusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island, it was based upon
appointment and not upon election. It therefore became

necessary to place this body upon a representative basis,

and also to preserve the relatively dignified and conserva-

tive character which it had always possessed in the colonial

times. The relative smallness of its number which had
characterized the previous council was maintained, and a

possessed of an estate of /"too in the town, one-half of which must be

freehold, elected annually by ballot, by the male inhabitants of towns, twenty*
one years of aj?e, and paying a poll-tax. (Charters and Constitutions, II., 1286.)

MASSACHUSETTS. " House of Representatives." Members apportioned among the

towns, one for towns of 150 ratable polls, two for towns of 375, increasing at

the rate of one to 225, must be inhabitants for one year of the town from
which chosen, and possessed of a freehold of /"too in the town or ofany estate

of 200, elected annually by ballot by male persons, twenty-one years of age,
inhabitants of the State for one year, and possessed of a freehold estate of /"3
annual income or any estate of /~6o. (Ibid, I., 963.)

NEW YORK. "
Assembly." Seventy members apportioned among the counties,

from two to ten from each county, no specified qualifications, elected annu-

ally (provisionally by ballot) by male inhabitants of the State, residents of the

county for six months, of full age, possessed of a freehold within the county
of the value of to or a tenement of the yearly value of 40 shillings. (Ibid,

II- '333-)

NEW JERSEY." General Assembly." Members apportioned among the counties,

three from each, must be a resident of the county from which chosen, and

poMesaed of ^"500 of real and personal estate, elected annually by those who
have resided for one year in the county in which they vote, and worth y>.

(Ibid. II., 1311.)

PEWWSYLVAWIA. " House of Representatives." Composed of six members from

each county and from the city of Philadelphia, must have resided in the city

or county from which chosen for two years, ineligible to serve for more than

four yean in seven, elected annually by freemen, twenty-one yean* of age,

having resided in the State for one year, and paid taxes during that time the

last qualification excepted in the case of the sons of freeholders. (Ibid, II.. 1542.)

DKLAWARK. " House of Assembly." Members apportioned among the counties,

three from each, no qualifications apedfied, elected annually by the free-

holder* of the county. (Ibid, II.. 1242.)

.

" House of Delegatea." Members apportioned among the counties

and cities, four from each county and two from the cities of Annapolis and

Baltimore, no qualifications specified, elected annually viva voct by freemen,

twenty-one year* of age. having a freehold of fifty acre* in the county in

which they vote and residing there, and freemen having property In the State

and having resided in the county in which they vote for one year. (Ibid, l

i A. "House of Delegate*." Member* apportioned among the counties

and cities, two from each county and one from the city of Williamsburgh and
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higher property qualification was generally required of its

members, and in some cases a higher qualification was also

required for those who voted for its members. The fact

that the States had before them no common foreign model

in the reconstruction of this body is evident from the great

variety of features which marked its organization in the

different States. It might be said that they were common

only in that feature in which they differed from the English
House of Lords, namely, the fact that they were all based

upon popular election. In nearly every other respect they
differed from each other, as well as from the English upper
house. The number of members varied from nine in Dela-

ware to forty in Massachusetts. The term for which the

members were elected also varied from one to five years.

such other cities as the Legislature may designate, provided that such cities

cease to send delegates when their population becomes less than one-half of

that of any county, must be residents and freeholders in the county or city

from which chosen, elected annually by such persons as are "at present"
qualified to vote. (Ibid, II., 1910.)

NORTH CAROLINA. "House of Commons." Members apportioned among the

counties and towns, two for each county and one for each of six towns (names
specified), must have been residents for one year of the county from which

chosen, and have possessed for six months in the county 100 acres of land in

fee or for life, elected annually by ballot by freemen, twenty-one years of age,

having resided in the county for one year, and paying public taxes, or in the

case of the inhabitants of towns such as possess a freehold in such town, or

such as are freemen having resided in such town for one year and paid public
taxes provided that no person be entitled to vote for both town and county
members. (/*/, I., 1411.)

SOUTH CAROLINA." House of Representatives." Members apportioned among
certain specified electoral districts, with from three to thirty members from

each, must be of the Protestant religion, having, if a resident of the district,

the property qualification mentioned in the existing
"
election act," and if a

non-resident having a freehold estate of ^3500 in the district from which

chosen, elected for two years by free white persons, who believe in God and
in a future state of rewards and punishments, who have resided in the State

for one year, and have a freehold of fifty acres or pay a tax equal to a tax on

fifty acres. (Ibid, II., 1622.)

GEORGIA. -" House of Assembly." Members apportioned among the several

counties (with certain specified exceptions), must be of the Protestant

religion, residents of the State for one year and of the county six months, and

possessed of 250 acres of land or some property to the amount of ^250, elected

annually by ballot by male white persons, twenty-one years of age, having
property to the amount of ^fio, or if a mechanic a resident of the State for six

months. (Ibid, I., 378.)
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The election of members was sometimes based upon an

existing territorial unit (as the town, the parish or the

county) and sometimes upon newly-formed electoral

"districts." In some States the term of all the members

expired at the same time, while in other States the prin-

ciple of rotation was introduced, whereby a part only of the

entire membership was renewed at each election. In Mary-
land the members were chosen not directly by the people,

but by a body of
' '

electors
' ' who were themselves chosen

by the people. In New Jersey and Delaware the body con-

tinued to be called the "Council," or "Legislative Coun-

cil ;

"
while in the remaining seven States it received the

new designation of "Senate." While the application of

republican principles required that the body be almost

entirely reconstructed in its form, in its functions it still

occupied the same relative place in the government which

had been held by the previous colonial council. It was a

co-ordinate branch of the Legislature, possessing at the

same time certain judicial functions, which it had inherited

directly from the previous colonial council, and remotely
from the Court of Assistants of the early colonial period.

The preservation of this judicial power is especially seen in

New Hampshire,* in Massachusetts f and in South Caro-

lina, t where the Senate retained the power to try impeach-
ments presented by the lower house. In New York the

Senate (in connection with the chancellor and the judges
of the Supreme Court) was granted similar power to try

impeachments, and also to correct the errors of lower

courts, which latter provision, so far as it relates to the

association of the chancellor and the superior judges, may
be regarded as suggested by a corresponding English

custom. With this single exception, there were probably

no features bestowed upon the early State Senates which

Charters and Constitutions, II., 1286.

Mbid, I .963.

1/AiW. II., 1264.
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were not intended to avoid rather than to imitate the peculi-

arities of the English House of Lords. From these facts it

must be evident that the upper house of the new State

Legislatures was a direct descendant of the colonial council,

modified in structure to the extent necessary to bring it into

harmony with republican ideas, and to divest it of those

qualities which had made it hitherto an instrument of auto-

cratic authority.*

* The following synopsis shows the provisions made by the several States con-

cerning the structure of the Upper House including the name, composition,

qualification of members, mode and term of election, and qualification of

electors :

NEW HAMPSHIRE. " Senate." Composed of twelve members, apportioned among
electoral "districts," must be of the Protestant religion, having a freehold

estate of 100 within the State, inhabitants of the State for seven years pre-

ceding election, and of the district from which chosen at the time of election,

elected annually by those qualified to vote for representatives. (Charters and

Constitutions, II., 1284.)

MASSACHUSETTS. "Senate." Composed of forty members, apportioned among
electoral ''districts," must be inhabitants of the State for five years, and of

the district at the time of election, having a freehold estate of ^"300 or a per-
sonal estate of /~6oo, elected annually by those qualified to vote for representa-
tives. (Ibid, I., 961.)

NEW YORK." Senate." Composed of twenty-four members, apportioned among
electoral "

districts," must be freeholders chosen out of the body of free-

holders, elected for four years by those possessing a freehold of ^"100

election by rotation, one-fourth of the members chosen each successive year,

(Ibid, II., 1334.)

NEW JERSEY.
"
Legislative Council." Members apportioned among the counties

one for each county, must have been inhabitants and freeholders for one

year in the counties from which chosen, and possessed of ,^"1000 of real and

personal estate in the same, elected annually by those who have resided in

the county for one year, and worth ^"50. (Ibid, II., 1311.)

PENNSYLVANIA. (No provision for an upper house in the first constitution ; the

bicameral system was adopted by the new constitution of 1790. Ibid, II., 1524.)

DELAWARE. "
Council," or "

I/egislative Council." Composed of nine members,
three from each county, must be freeholders in the county from which

chosen, and twenty-five years of age, elected for three years by those qualified

as "at present" election by rotation, one-third chosen each year. (Ibid,

I-, 274-)

MARYLAND. "Senate." Composed of fifteen members, nine from the western

and six from the eastern shore, must be twenty-five years of age, residents of

the State for three years, and having real and personal property to the value

of xfiooo, elected for five years by "electors of the Senate," who are in turn

to be chosen by those qualified to vote for members of the lower house. (Ibid

I., 822.)

VIRGINIA. "Senate." Composed of twenty-four members, one from each
electoral "

district," must be a resident and freeholder of the district, and

twenty-five years of age, elected for four years by persons qualified as "
at
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In the re-organization of the executive department the

States were called upon to establish a chief magistracy which

would be deprived of the autocratic character of the previous

royal governorship, and yet not entirely divested of executive

dignity and efficiency. The struggles of the colonial period
had aroused a bitter jealousy of executive authority. Con-

necticut and Rhode Island, indeed, furnished examples of a

truly republican executive, chosen by the people. But these

examples were followed only in part by the other States. In

New Hampshire, Massachusetts and New York only was the

chief magistrate made elective by the people ;
in the other

States he was chosen by the Legislature. In New Hampshire,
where popular election was established, the novel provision

was introduced that, if no choice was made by the people, the

election should be thrown into the Legislature, the house being
authorized to select two names from which the Senate should

choose the chief executive. The term of this office varied

from one to three years. The officer usually preserved the

colonial name of
"
governor ;" but in New Hampshire, Dela-

ware, and Pennsylvania, he was called the "president"
which name had also in a few instances been employed in the

colonial period.* By the terms of the new constitutions the

State governor was made a republican officer, responsible to

present "election by rotation, one-fourth being chosen each successive year.

(Mid. II., 1910.)

NORTH CAROLINA. " Senate." Composed of one member from each county.
must have been a resident for one year of the county from which chosen, and
have possessed in the county 300 acres of land in fee, elected annually by
ballot by freemen, twenty-one years of age, residents of any county in the

' for one year, having possessed for six months a freehold of fifty acres in

the same county. (Ibid, II., 1411.)

SOUTH CAROLINA. "Senate." Members apportioned among the parishes and
certain specified

"
districts," one for each parish and either one or two for

each district, must be of the Protestant religion, thirty years of age, having
resided in the State for five years, and having, If a resident of the parish or

rict, a freehold estate of/*, and if a non-resident, a freehold of />>oo in

the district which he U chosen to represent, elected for two years by those

qualified to vote for members of the lower house. (Ibid, II., i6ia. )

GEORGIA. (No provision for an upper house in the first constitution ; the bicameral

y*tem was adopted by the new constitution of i-fa.fbtd. I., 3*4.)

Belknap's
" New Hampshire," I , xjo.
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the people, in whose name he was to execute the laws and

command the military and naval forces of the State. In

Massachusetts alone was he entrusted with a qualified veto on

the acts of the Legislature.* In nearly all the States some

provision was also made for the deputy-governor, or vice-

president, who should assume the executive office in case of

the death or disability of the chief magistrate. This office

of deputy-governorship was derived directly from the colonial

governments, and was even a feature of the organization of

the early trading companies,f

* The provision of the Massachusetts constitution of 1780 is so similar to the

subsequent provision of the Federal constitution that it is worthy of notice. It

provided that no bill should become a law unless approved by the governor ;
or if

disapproved by him, unless passed by a two-thirds vote of the two houses, or not

returned by him within five days after being submitted. Charters and Constitu-

tions, I., 960.

t The following synopsis shows the provisions made by the several States con-

cerning the Chief Magistrate, including the name, qualifications, the mode and
term of election, and also provisions for a deputy :

NEW HAMPSHIRE. "President." Must be of the Protestant religion, an in-

habitant of the State for seven years, thirty years of age, having an estate of

^"500, one-half of which must be freehold, elected annually by persons quali-

fied to vote for senators and representatives. (Charters and Constitutions,

II., 1287.) The "Senior Senator" to act as chief magistrate in case of the

disability of the president. (Ibid, II., 1289.)

MASSACHUSETTS. "Governor." Must be an inhabitant of the State for seven

years, having an estate within the commonwealth of ^fiooo, and must declare

himself to be of the Christian religion, elected annually by persons qualified

to vote for senators and representatives. (Ibid, I., 964 ) A "Lieutenant-

Governor," qualified and elected in the same manner as the governor.

(/bid, 967-)

NEW YORK. "Governor." No qualifications specified, elected for three years

by persons qualified to vote for senators. (Ibid, II., 1335.) A "
Lieutenant

Governor," elected in the same manner as the governor. (Ibid, II., 1336.)

NEW JERSEY.
" Governor " and " President of the Council." No qualification

specified, elected annually by the joint ballot of both houses. A "
Vice-Presi-

dent," elected by the upper house. (Ibid, II., 1312.)

PENNSYLVANIA." President." No qualification specified, elected annually by

joint ballot of the House of Representatives and the Executive Council. A
"
Vice-President," elected in the same manner as the president. (Ibid, II.,

1545-)

DELAWARE. "President." No qualification specified, ineligible for three years
after expiration of term, elected for three years by joint ballot of both houses.

In case of disability the speaker of the upper house to be vice-president, with

the powers of president. (Ibid, I., 274.)

MARYLAND." Governor." No qualification specified, except
" a person of wis-

dom, experience and virtue," elected annually by joint ballot of both houses.
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What may seem to be the most peculiar feature in the re-

organization of the executive department was the provision
for some kind of advisory council to the chief magistrate. In

the colonial period the council had acted not only as an upper
house of the Legislature, but also as a body of advisors to the

governor. With the more definite organization of the upper
house of the first State Legislatures, a new and distinct body
was created to exercise the advisory functions of the previous
colonial council. The old colonial council may thus be said

to have become differentiated into two separate organs,

namely, the State Senate which preserved its legislative and

judicial functions, and the new Executive Council which

preserved its administrative or advisory functions. This ad-

visory council was established by all the States, except New
York and New Jersey, and was intended to share with the

chief magistrate the executive functions of the government.
It was variously called the

"
council," the

"
executive coun-

cil," the "supreme executive council," the "council of

state," the "council to the governor," and the "privy
council." Although in two or three cases it received an

English name, it does not seem to have had any genetic or

structural relation to the English privy council. It was

In case of death, a new governor to be immediately elected in the same man-
ner. (Ibid, I.. 824.)

VIK<. INIA. " Governor." No qualifications specified, shall not hold office for more
than three successive years, nor be re-eligible until the expiration of four year*
after being out of that office, elected annually by joint ballot of the two
house*. In case of disability the president of the Council of State to act aa
"

Ijcutenant-Governor. " (fbid, II., 1910, 1911.)

NORTH CAROLINA." Governor." Must have been an inhabitant of the State for

five years, thirty years of age. having a freehold estate worth /looo. not

eligible for more than three yean in six successive year*, elected annually by

joint ballot of the two houses. In case of disability, the speaker of the Senate

to exercise the powers of chief magistrate. (Ibid, II.. uia.)

SOUTH CAROLINA. "Governor." Must have been a resident of the State for ten

years, having a freehold of /io,ooo. and must be of the Protestant religion,

elected bi-ennially by joint ballot of both booses. A "
Lieutenant-Governor.

"

qualified and elected in the same manner as the governor, (/bid, II., 1631.)

GEORGIA " Governor." No qualification* specified; ineligible for more than one

year in three, elected annually by the representatives. In case of disability

the president of the Executive Council to act aa governor. (IM. I., jA 380,

381.)
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composed of from four to twelve members, who were appointed

:>y the Legislature except in Pennsylvania, where they were

elected by the people. It had usually conferred upon it no

distinct and specified functions only the general duty of

advising the chief magistrate in the execution of the laws. It

seems to have been nothing else than a device to perpetuate

the advisory functions which had from the earliest times been

exercised by the colonial council, or the Court of Assistants.*

The general character of the executive authority and the

relation of the chief magistrate to the executive council may
perhaps best be illustrated by quoting a single passage from

the Virginia constitution of 1776 :

* The following synopsis shows the provisions made by the several States con-

cerning the Executive Council including the name, composition, and the mode
and term of elections :

NEW HAMPSHIRE." Council." Composed of two senators and three representa-

tives, elected annually by joint ballot of both houses. (Charters and Constitu-

tions, II., 1289.)

MASSACHUSETTS. "Council." Composed of nine senators, chosen annually by
joint ballot of both houses. (Ibid, I., 967.)

NEW YORK. No provision for a proper Executive Council. Provision was made
fora " Council to revise all bills about to be passed into laws by the Legisla-

ture" consisting of the governor, the chancellor, and the judges of the

Supreme Court, or any two of them. (Ibid, II., 1332.)

NEW JERSEY. No provision for an Executive Council.

PENNSYLVANIA." Supreme Executive Council." Composed of twelve persons,
elected for three years by the qualified voters of the State

;
election by rotation,

one-fourth being chosen each successive year ;
councillors disqualified from

re-election for four years after expiration of term. (Ibid, II., 1544.)

DELAWARE. "
Privy Council." Composed of four members, chosen annually,

two by the upper house and two by the house of assembly. (Ibid, I., 274.)

MARYLAND. "Council to the Governor." Composed of five members, twenty-
five years of age, three years residents of the State and having a freehold of

^1000, chosen annually by joint ballot of both houses. (Ibid, I., 284.)

VIRGINIA. "
Privy Council" or "Council of State." Composed of eight mem-

bers, chosen by joint ballot of both houses,
" Two members shall be removed

by joint ballot of both houses of assembly at the end of every three years and
be ineligible for the next three years," these vacancies to be filled by new
elections. (Ibid, II., 1911.)

NORTH CAROLINA. " Council ol State." Composed of seven members, elected

by joint ballot of both houses. (Ibid, II., 1412.)

SOUTH CAROLINA. "
Privy Council." Composed of the lieutenant-governor and

eight other members, the latter chosen by joint ballot of both houses, by

rotation, one-half each successive year. (Ibid, II., 1621.)

-GEORGIA." Executive Council." Composed of members chosen by the repre-
sentatives out of their own body, two from the representatives of each county,
which is entitled to send ten delegates. (Ibid, I., 378.)
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" A governor, or chief magistrate, shall be chosen annually by the

joint ballot of both houses
; [he] shall, with the advice of the council

of state, exercise the executive power of the government, and shall

not under any pretence exercise any power or prerogative by virtue

of any law, statute or custom of England. But he shall, with the

advice of the council of state, have the power of granting reprieves or

pardons, except when the prosecution has been carried on by the

house of delegates ; [he] shall not prorogue or adjourn the assembly

during their sittings, nor dissolve them at any time."

The chief magistrate of the State, although occupying the

same relative position in the government as before, was thus

shorn of all the royal features which made the previous

governors obnoxious to the people.

Very little need be said in this sketch regarding the

judicial system. So far as is manifest, no important changes
were made in the form and jurisdiction of the courts. The
chief provisions which were necessary were those relating to

the appointment of the judges, which had hitherto been

largely under the control of the crown. Some States followed

the examples of Connecticut and Rhoad Island, which vested

the power of appointing judges in the Legislature ; while the

other States conferred the appointing power upon the governor
and his council, or as in the case of New York, upon a

special council of appointment consisting of one senator from

each "
great senatorial district." The English common law

and methods of procedure, which had already been accepted

so far as they were adapted to the peculiar circumstances of

the colonists, remained in force under the State governments,
t when superseded by statute law.

In tliis sketch of the evolution of the colonial governments
and their emergence into the first State constitutions I have

sought to illustrate the principle of continuity in the growth
of American political institutions. The theory that the first

State governments were copies of the contemporary govern-

ment of England is no more tenable than the theory that the

subsequent federal government was such a copy. The primi-

tive elements upon which the institutions of this count: \
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based were, of course, derived ultimately from foreign sources
;

but in being translated to a new soil they were brought into

new relations, and in the process of their development they

acquired an independent character such as they had not

previously possessed. It is true that the people who made up
the early colonies were largely of English origin ;

but it is

also true that they represented only a part, and that the most

liberal and progressive part of the English nation. It is also

true that they brought with them certain local institutions
;

but these were mainly the institutions which had survived

from the Anglo-Saxon period, and had not been entirely

overcome by the centralizing influence of the British crown.

They also brought with them certain constitutional rights

derived from Magna Charta
;
but these were the rights which

in the time of the Tudors and Stuarts seemed no longer the

possession of English subjects. They finally brought with

them certain forms of political organization ;
but these were

derived not from the structure of the British monarchy, but

from the charter of a subordinate body-politic, the trading

company, which charter also furnished the prototype of

a written constitution. The migration of the English to

America was, in fact, a process of selection, by which

the elements most conducive to the growth of republican

institutions were translated to an environment more favor-

able to such growth than that which existed in the mother

country.

From the time of their first settlement in America to the

formation of the first State constitutions the colonists pursued
an independent and continuous course of political progress, in

which the spirit ofrepublicanism became harmoniously blended

with republican forms. The representative system which

grew up in this country, while remotely derived from instincts

common to the Teutonic race, took its shape from the peculiar

needs of the American people, and acquired a character far

more democratic and pure than the contemporary system in

England, being in its American form inconsistent with rotten
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boroughs,* aristocratic control, and multiple representa-

tion, f The system of a double legislature had an origin

and development in America which separates it entirely

from the analogous system in England, springing as it did

from the very structure of the colonial assemblies, and exclud-

ing from its organization every form of feudal privilege which

was the principle upon which the division of the two houses

in the mother country was ultimately based. The very idea

of a written constitution itself, which recognizes the govern-
ment as the legally established organ of the sovereign power,

grew out of those peculiar circumstances in which thirteen

dependent colonies, deriving their political powers from

expressed grants of the sovereign crown, were transformed

into thirteen independent governments, deriving their powers
from the expressed will of the sovereign people. The sov-

ereignty of the people was substituted for the sovereignty of the

crown
;
and a written constitution took the place of a written

charter as the instrument which determined the powers of the

government and secured the rights of the subject.

To claim that the American political system has a distinc-

tive history and character of its own does not involve any

disparagement of the British constitution. Having a com-

mon origin in the instincts and institutions of the Teutonic

race, having a common basis in the principles of Magna
Charta, they have, since the seventeenth century, presented

two distinct phases in the evolution of democratic ideas. In

the one case we see republicanism adjusting itself to the

ing forms of an aristocratic and monarchical govern-
ment. In the other case we see republicanism casting aside

these forms and substituting those which are believed to be

more in harmony with the republican spirit. It is one thing
to regard the American colonists as devoted to those chartered

The first constitution of Virginia provided that a city should cease to send

delegates when its population became less than one-half of that of any county.
(Charters and Constitutions, II

, 1910.)

t The first constitution of North Carolina provided that no person should be
entitled to vote for both town and county representatives. (Ibid. II., 1511.)
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rights which many centuries before had been extorted from

King John. It is quite another thing to regard them as

reproducing, either consciously or unconsciously, the govern-
mental forms under which those rights were for a time

ignored and trampled under foot. The right to a share in their

own government, the right of trial by jury, the right to say

how far their property should be given to public uses, they

still clung to while building up their own primitive States.

The elements of the British constitution, which the American

people claimed as their inheritance, were not so much the

customary forms which entered into the structure of the

British government as those chartered privileges which might
serve to protect them from the supervision and interference

of autocratic power. What they most desired was to be let

alone and to work out their own political salvation. And it

was precisely when and where they were least hampered by

foreign control, and least influenced by foreign models, that

they developed those political features which have become the

most distinctive characteristics of the American constitutional

vSystem.

WILLIAM C. MOREY.
University of Rochester.
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MARRIED WOMEN'S PROPERTY
IN

ANGLO-SAXON AND ANGLO-NORMAN LAW
AND THE ORIGIN OP THE COMMON-LAW DOWER.

CONTINENTAL GERMANS.

As the Anglo-Saxons were Germans on the continent

before they were Germans in England, we shall need to

preface our inquiries into Anglo-Saxon laws and customs by
a brief survey of the laws and customs of their most nearly
allied continental kinsfolk.

In the first recorded laws of the German tribes, we
find that married women had a legal right to property
of their own. Whether in the earliest times the German

family was so purely patriarchal that the husband and father

had absolute power over the lives and property of all mem-
bers of his family, as in early Rome, or whether German
women held a more exalted position than they have ever

held since, and not only enjoyed the honors and perquisites

of
' mother-right

" but transmitted them solely in the female

line, is a much-mooted question* not in my purpose to discuss.

It is certain that the earliest recorded German laws, written

i at different periods from the fifth to the eighth cen-

tury, f though varying greatly in their provisions, show
married women in the possession of definite property

rights, greater indeed, and more widely extended than

women were to know again for centuries. In some limited

:ns, to be sure, the early regime of community of

See I,. Dargun,
" Mutttrrecht und Raubtke?' etc. J. Bachofrn. Au MMtUr.

SUrcke,
" Primitive Family."

t GlaMon (.\'oni'fllf if.nf hiitoriqur, 18^5, p. 590) given date* a follow* : The Salic

law the oldest, then the Ripuarian law in the middle of the fifth century, t)

fundian in the sixth, Viigoth and Aletnannlan in seventh, and, under Cliarte-

in the eighth and ninth, the Saxon and ThuHngian.
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property lasted through all vicissitudes,* but in general the

middle ages show a retrograde movement! until the tide

again turned, and with the decay of feudalism, the rise of

Protestantism, and the new spirit of the time, the conti-

nental nations resumed the liberal treatment of women in

regard to property which characterized the early days. We
shall see how different was the course of events in England.
Of these early German laws the most nearly related to

the Anglo-Saxon are the Frisian and Saxon, and among
the latter, those of Westphalia. I will undertake a brief

description of the laws relating to women, especially in the

Lex Saxonum, which, as was said before, was probably
reduced to writing at the close of the eighth century. J

A. FORM OP MARRIAGE. Marriage still kept its ancient

form of a sale, by which the husband paid a price for his

wife to her father or guardian. Grimm|| and others con-

sider that a real sale took place in which the woman was

considered as property. There are examples of the use of

the expression
' '

buy a wife ' '

as late as the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries. ^[ In these later tinies the price which

the groom paid to the wife's father was paid for the transfer

of his mundium or guardianship over his daughter, and not

for her person. It is considered by many that this was

the case even in the earliest times. Professor Young** says :

" Whether marriage was ever an actual sale of the woman's

person, treated as a chattel, may be doubted. " "
It is certain

that in historic times the thing transferred was not the

person of the woman, but the right of guardianship."

* Schroeder,
" Geschichte des ehelichen Guterrechts," II., 3 Vorrede X.

f Maine,
"
Essay on Married Women's Property," and H. Adams,

" Historical

Essays," p. 36.

t The editor of the Lex Saxonum, in Monumenta Germaniae Historica, assigns

A. D. 777 as the most probable date.

g In the Lex Saxonum to marry is to buy a wife" uxorem emere ;

" to betroth,

to sell a wife " uxorem vendere"

\ "Deutsche Rechtsalterthumer," p. 420. Schroeder op. cit., II., p. 325, but in his

first volume Schroeder speaks only of selling the guardianship.

| Grimm op. cit., 421.
** "

Family Law "
(in

"
Essays in Anglo-Saxon I,aw," edited by H. Adams) p. 164.
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The price to be paid for the woman, as fixed by the Lex
Saxonum, was 300 shillings,* an amount equal to the com-

pensation paid her guardian for violating her person or in

any way disturbing his rights over her. This bride-price, or

mundschatz, soon came to be looked on as a present to the

bride herself, and was handed over to her by her father. It

is uncertain whether this was the case as early as the Lex
Saxonum or not. According to Schroeder,f who has made
the most extended study of the subject, the Saxon wife had
no claim on the mundschatz. In the Burgundian law the

wife had full control of a certain part of it.J

B. THE DIFFERENT PARTS OF A MARRIED WOMAN'S
PROPERTY. Mundschatz and Morning-gift. The mund-

schatz, or bride-price, was the first of a wife's possessions

among some of the Germans ;
but in the Saxon law, if we

follow Schroeder in denying that she had a share in the

mundschatz, the first part of a wife's property was the

morning-gift made to her by her husband on the morning
of the nuptials. Originally this was entirely distinct from

the mundschatz, but the two soon became confused, and

finally merged into one. Opinion is divided on the subject

of the identity of the various provisions made for the wife

at different times and places, and it is extremely hard to dis-

tinguish between bride-price and morning-gift, or even to tell

to which of the two the Latin word dos in the laws applies.

The dos of the Lex Saxonum was probably the morning-

gift, but we do not know its amount. In the Salic and

Ripuarian laws it was one-third of the joint acquisitions of

the family, unless otherwise agreed on, and in the latter

law, in addition, fifty shillings.g The morning-gift was

ily agreed upon at the time of the marriage, and we

many examples of the dotis libfHum, or formula, in

Uxorem ducUrus joo tolidi dtt patentibut tjut,

f. Cft., 48.

\/bid I., 46.

| Ltx Rifiuan'a, 371; Bi rirum upenrtxerit, 50 nolidon In dotem rtciplat et tertinm

partem de orane re quant niraul conlaborarerint, tlbi Mudcal evindkarc vtl qoic-

qui.I ei in morgengeba traditum fuerat. irallUer facial.
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which the gift is described and transferred. A free render-

ing of one of these formulas under the Salic law of the

eighth century will give an idea of them all.*

To my very dear and sweet betrothed, N ,
in the name of God,

myN ;

"It has been agreed between our parents that I should betroth my-
self to you

'

par le sol et denier '

f according to the Salic law. I have

done so. It has also been agreed that I should give you as dower part

of my property. I have done it. Thus, then by this act of dower and

these ceremonies, I give you and wish that you hold in perpetuity, all

that I possess in such a canton, on such a river, etc., etc. All this I

give you, I deliver to you, Iplace it in your power. After the day of

marriage shall have come and God shall have united us, I wish, my
dear spouse, that instantly you have, hold, possess all this which Igive

you and that you have the most absolute right to dispose of it aspleases

you, etc. "J

Community of Property. In the law of the West-

phalian Saxons, which is most nearly allied to the Anglo-

Saxon, the wife lost her dos or morning-gift by the birth of

sons and instead of it became entitled to half the joint acquisi-

tions. Lex Saxonum VIII. :
"
Apud Westfalaos, postquam

mulier filios genuerit, dotem amittat, si aiitem non genuerit

ad dies suos dotem possideat, post decessum ejus dos ad danlem^

vel si deest, adproximos heredes ejus revertatur"
1 * IX. De eo, quod vix et mulier simul conquisiverint,

mulier mediam partem acripiat, et hoc apud Westfalaos, apud

Ostfalaos et Angarios nihil accipiat sed contenta sit dote sua."

Here we have the first traces of that community of property

which has ever since existed in Westphalia.
* L,indenbrog, Formulae 615.

f A formula referring to the payment of a nominal bride-price.

J Another formula, probably belonging to the middle of the eighth century

among the Turones, who lived north of the I,oire reads thus : (Mon, Germ. Hist.

Sect. II., legum VI., no. 14 )

"
Ergo dono tibi donatumque esse volo locello, re proprietatis meae, nuncupante

illo, situm in pago illo, cum terris, aedificiis mancipiis, &c., &c., mobilibus et iin-

tnobilibus totum et ad integrum sicut a me praesenti tempore videtur esse pos-

sessum haec omnia diebus nuptiarum tibi sum impfeturus veltradilurus, ita ut,

dum advixeris, secundum legis ordinem teneas atque possidcas, nostrisque qui ex

nobis procreati fuerit, filiis (vel filiabus) derelinquas. Si quis vero, si ego ipse aut

ulla quislibet persona fuerit, qui contra hanc donationem aliquid agere vel calum-

niain generate presumpserit, illud quod repetit non vindicet, &c., &c."
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Similar provisions for the wife's share in what is explicitly

recognized as the "joint acquisitions
"

exist in the related

.* Aimoin says of the death of King Dagobert,
"
tcrtiam partcm tameft ex omnibus, quae Dagobertus adquis-

ieratpostquam Nauthildem sibi sociaverat ipsi reginae ser-

vata .

' ' The fact is also mentioned in the
' '

Gesta Dagoberti.
' '

A wife even had a right to a third of her husband's wages.
A free woman who married a slave is in one instance ex-

pressly assured of this by the master of the slave ;f
"

ct

pcculiare quod stante,\ conjugio laborare potuerit^ ipsa

femena tercia parte exinde habeat absquenostra repeticionc."

Aussleuer. Besides the gift from her husband or her legal

share in the acquisitions, the German bride was usually fitted

out by her father or brothers with an Aussteuer^ or marriage

portion, consisting largely of personal property and designed
for her exclusive use. In this is included the Gerade,\\ a

peculiar kind of property belonging solely to the wife and

descending only to female heirs. This included her orna-

ments, often jewels of great value, also ready money,

clothing, house-linen of all kinds, many pieces of furniture,

sometimes the sheep which were shorn by the wife, the

poultry which was fed by her, and even, sometimes, female

animals were divided from male.U
The Lex Saxonum does not speak of Aussteucr

%
but its

eiicc may be inferred** from the later prevalence of Gcr-

ade. The Sachsenspiegel gives the following list of articles

included in Gerade :
" All sheep, geese, beds, bowls, pillows,

bed covers, chests with raised lids, all yarn, table covers,

collars, bath-linen, basins, candlesticks, linen and all feminine

apparel, finger-rings, gold annlets, draughtboards, facings,
See l*x Ripuaria, 372 before quoted. In the Frinlan law which U very clo*ely

related to the Anglo-Saxon there wa community of property even to haring

equally at divorce.

roedcr I., 91-93. Formulae Amdtgavi 38.

| Schroeder for silantt.

\ Walter, p. 139.

pp. 56&-S99

t smrckc,
" Primitive Family," p. 109.

bchroeder, L, MO.
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and all books that belong to God's service which women are

accustomed to read, small chests, carpets, curtains (?) , rugs,

jewels." In other lists occur such articles as
"
etn kcttcl

darin man ein kind inne baden kann : ein pott darin man ein

huen siedcn kann : ein klein pottchen darin man ein warmbicr

machen kann"
C. POWERS OF THE MARRIED WOMAN OVER HER

PROPERTY. Every German woman, married or single, was
at the time of the Folk Laws under the guardianship of some

man, her father, brother, husband or the nearest male rela-

tive. In the earliest times the widow passed into the guar-

dianship of her husband's heirs, from whom her paternal

kindred could buy back their original guardianship.* But

these restrictions soon gave way in the case of widows, who

gradually acquired complete independence, f

Even the guardianship of the husband over his wife is

generally supposed to have been greater than it was. \ For

adultery he could divorce her or even put her to death.

He had the right to punish her, even to beat her with a stick,

and indeed it was held to be his duty to maintain his physi-

cal supremacy. A woman who had struck her husband
1 1

was obliged to ride on an ass, seated backwards and holding

its tail, through the whole street. If she had struck him

cunningly when he could not defend himself the ass was led

by the officer whose duty it was to keep the animal, but if

he had been beaten by her in open fight, he must lead the

ass himself. In some places a man who had been struck by
his wife was obliged to see his neighbors gather and take the

roof oft from his house. "Who could not protect himself

from his wife was not worthy to have shelter from wind and

storm.'
1

* Lex Saxonum VIII. 2. Grimm, p. 447.

t Laboulaye
" Rechcrches sur la condition des femmes^ p. 140.

\ See H. Adams,
" The Primitive Rights of Women," in "

Hist. Essays/' p. 31.

\Formulce Andegavi 56. Marc. 2.30. Lex Ripuaria 77. Lex. Rothari* 211.

Schroeder, p. 174.

| Grimm, p. 722, etc.
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But she was independent of his control in her own domain
and had charge of the keys,* while as to her property his

guardianship gave him only limited powers. In the first

place her Gerade was absolutely her own.f She could

even sell it without his consent and it went to her heirs

at her death. When we consider how extensive the

Gerade might be in the case of a wealthy bride, we see that

the German wife might be practically independent in a degree
that modern women have attained only within a few years
and in a few countries. Whatever came to the wife by
inheritance or gift (Eingebrachtes) was also her own, as

were her separate earnings J and her morning-gift. There

is no question that these were considered her separate indi-

vidual property, during the marriage. Did she, however,
have any share in the management of her property and any
control of her income? It is generally considered

||
that

the rights of the wife were in abeyance during the husband's

life and that she first became capable of management when
she became a widow.

There are, however, some considerations opposed to this

view. The Lex Saxonum expressly says that the childless

woman shall possess her morning-gift for her life
; at her

death it shall return to the giver, who was, of course, her

husband. This, to be sure, says nothing about the con-

trol of the morning-gift, but many formulas expressly state

that it shall be hers from the day of the marriage to dispose

of as she pleases. In the formula before quoted, the words
' '

I wish that instantly you have, hold and possess all I give

Schroeder, p. 136.

* / Burg 51, p. 4. Nara i quid de propriU ornaraentin ventibunque decreverit

nulla in poaterum actione cauaabiter. L. Amgl. VI. 6. Schroeder II., pp. 3. jaj.

Walter, p. 140.

t Schroeder, p. 139.

j( See the dotis libtllttm before quoted, "ditbut **f>tia>*t .

" Ux Sarommm " ad
diet suos fiossidtat." etc ; Schroeder, p. 103.

I Uboulaye, p. 137. Pardeaaua, p. 673. Schroeder, p. ta9. Schroeder, p. 71, teems

to admit the righU of the Prankish wife to a control of her third, Aber die* drit-

theilsrecht it nicht blow ein An.pnich der Wiltwe aondem auch wahrend der Hoc
kommt ea vor daaa die Krau aelbst Uber ihr Drittel verfugl"
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you and that you have the most absolute right to dispose
of it as it pleases you

' ' seem unmistakable. Other gifts are

made to take effect "when the happy day shall have come."

While on the other hand, it is often stipulated that the gift

or dower shall pass to the wife only if she outlive her hus-

band.* The very stipulation argues that without it the gift

would take effect immediately.

I infer from these formulas that, at least where the dotis

libellum so provided, the wife had control of her morning-

gift or dower, especially since, as Schroeder admits, f the

sources do not show that the husband had control. Her
consent is necessary to his alienation. I^aboulayeJ cites

cases when a wife alienates her dower while her husband is

living, but always in favor of her son. There are mandates

by which a wife gives her husband authority to transact

business for. her, but in these the influence of the Roman
law is evident.

D. SHARE OF THE WIDOW. Every widow was entitled

to her Gerade
y
her Eingebrachtes (what had come to her by

ordinary gift or inheritance) and her morning-gift. Among
the Westphalians the widow who had had sons was entitled to

half the common acquisitions, while the childless woman was

obliged to be content with her morning-gift and with it only

for her life. At her death it returned to the giver or his

nearest heirs.

This legal disposition of the property might be altered by
a " donation on account of death," a kind of testamentary

disposition, sometimes made by one, sometimes made by
both the spouses. The mutual form is common, in which

the husband and wife agree that whichever survives shall

* Iaboulaye, p. 136, quotes from Hist, of Languedoc a contract of marriage A. D.

1095 :

" All this I give you entire with this condition : so long as we both live we
will hold and possess this gift together." Formula Andegavi 17. Vaisette II., n.

101 amn. 966 quoted by Gide,
" Etude sur la condition priv&e de la femme" p.

338, says ;
Haec omnia superius scripta quamdiu vivimus pariter teneamus et oossi-

deamus et si uxor mea me supervixerit ipsa omnia teneat et possideat.

t Op. cit.
% p. 128.

J Op. cit., p. 122, n. i.
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have the whole property or a definite part.* Gidef

quotes an agreement made on setting out for Rome, by
Manfredus and his wife, Adalaiz, (anno 966) which says :

' '

All the above-named property we will hold and possess

equally as long as we live and if my wife shall survive me
she shall hold and possess it all.

' '

J Sometimes the condition

is made that the woman shall not re-marry. The wife

was not, however, considered the heir of the husband, nor

the husband of the wife.

THE ANGLO-SAXONS.

A. THE WIFE'S PROPERTY. The period of English his-

tory from the earliest Saxon laws recorded in the reign of

Ethelbert (after the coming of Augustine into England) to

the Norman Conquest, may be treated as a whole in its rela-

tion to our subject. The Danish Conquest made no change
that we can discover in the laws. I shall therefore cite the

laws and charters of Cnut as well as those of the Saxon kings.

I. Weotuma. Marriage here, too, kept the form of a

sale.
||

The laws of Ethelbert (77) say :

"
If a man buy a

maiden with cattle let the bargain stand, if it be without

guile, etc.," and also (31)
"

If a free man lie with a free-

man's wife let him pay for it with his wergeld and provide
another wife with his own money and bring her to the

other." Grimm considers that the wife was actually

regarded as property. But she is not inherited as a ward

by the heirs of her husband as in the Saxon^[ laws, but on

the contrary herself had a right to one-half the property if

the husband died first.** It is relatedft that as late as 1864

Marc. II., 7, and many others,

t Op. cit,, p. 388.

-e note*, p. 40.

i Schroeder, p. 166.

| Laws of Inc., 31. If a man buy wife and the marriage take not place, etc
In Thorpe'* 'Ancient Laws and Institutes of England," from which I quote AH
the Anglo-Saxon laws cited.

1 Ur Saxonttm VII. i. Lex Rotkarit, i8a.

helbert. 78-

>rnwilcr,
"
SttlliMg dtr Fraurm." p. jj. There have been similar instances la

this country.
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in England a man took his wife to market with a halter

around her neck and sold her to another man for a shilling.
But this case, if authentic, is more easily traceable to the

common-law doctrine of a man's lordship over his wife than

to any survival of a possible Anglo-Saxon sale. The more

probable opinion seems to be that payment was made for

the transfer of the guardianship of the woman and not for

the woman herself.* It was called weotuma (the German

mundschatz) and was correlated with the mund-bryce or

compensation due to the guardian for any violation of his

rights of guardianship.
In the laws of Alfred f the weotuma was paid to the bride

herself.
' '

L,et him see that she have raiment, and that

which is the value ofher maidenhood, namely, the weotuma.' '

The bride-price has become a bride-gift. In the Kentish

Betrothal it is called
' ' what he will grant her in case she

choose his will
;

' ' and in the contract of Godwin and Byrh-
tric it is "one pound's weight of gold for that she should

choose his will," a merely nominal price. The weotuma

continued distinct from the morning- gift during the Anglo-
Saxon period, but was later merged with it.J

II. Morning-gift. The discussion of married women's

property among the Anglo-Saxons, although treated by
many learned writers, is a snarl of confused and contradic-

tory statements. The best treatment of the subject in Eng-
lish is that of Professor Young, but even that is not entirely

clear. The principal reason for the conflict of statements is

the variety of customs that existed
;
another reason, in for-

eign writers particularly, is the lack of distinction between

the Anglo-Saxon and Norman periods. Nevertheless, the

records are measurably full and clear, and I hope it will be

* Schroeder, p. 50. "Ein wirkliches Abkaufender Vormundschaft." Thorpe, note

to Eth. 75. See also Young, quoted on page 35.

\ Ecc. Laws 12.

\ Young.
g In "

Essays in Anglo-Saxon Law," edited by Henry Adams. Professor Young
relies largely on Schroeder,

" Geschichte des ehelichen Guterrechts," which is per-

haps the most thorough discussion of the subject.
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possible to bring out the main features of women's position
as property holders with some certainty.

It was usual in the Anglo-Saxon period to fix the wife's

share of the property by an agreement at betrothal or after

marriage, which set apart a certain amount of property as

the wife's morning-gift. Perhaps this can be made more
clear by quoting contemporary documents. First, then, let

us take the laws of Edmund, generally known as the Kent-

ish Betrothal.*

Of betrothing a woman. If a man desire to betroth a maiden or

a woman and it so be agreeable to herself and her friends, then it is

right that the bridegroom, according to tjie law of God and according
to the customs of the world, first promise, and give a wed f to those

who are her foresprecas \ that he desire her in such wise that he will

keep her according to God's law, as a husband shall his wife, and let

his friends guarantee that.

2. After that, it is to be known to whom the foster-lean \ belongs ;

and let the bridegroom give a "wed" for this : and let his friends

guarantee it.

3. Then, after that, let the bridegroom declare what he will grant
her in case she choose his will, and what he will grant if she lives

longer than he.

4. If it is so agreed, then it is right that she be entitled to half

the property and to all if they have children in common, except she

again choose a husband.

5 and 6 are unimportant.

7. But if a man desire to lead her out of the land, then it will be

advisable for her that her friends have an agreement that no wrong
shall be done to her, and if she commit a fault that they may be near*

est in the indemnification, if she have not whereof she can make
indemnification.

8. At the nuptials there shall be a mass-priest by the law, who shall

with God's blessing, bind their union to all prosperity.

9. Prohibits too near kinship.

Thorpe,
" Ancient Law*," p. 106.

t Pledge,
uardians.

i There is much dispute over the meaning of thin. It evidently U paytr

nourishment, but whether, as Thorpe thinks, it was made to the parents for the

nurture of the girl or is a pledge of support by the bridegroom, as Schroeder sug-

gests, is a matter largely of conjecture.

[343]
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We take from Kemble * an actual marriage contract made
about 1016-20.

" The agreement that Godwin made with Byrhtric when he wooed
his daughter : that is, first, he gave her one pound's weight of gold
for that she should choose his will. And he gave to her the land at

Street, with all that belonged to it, and at Burwaraniesc another half-

hundred hides : and therewith thirty oxen and twenty cows and ten

horses and ten theowmen. This was promised at Kingston before

King Cnut And whichever of these two lives longer shall

have all the property, as well that land that Igave to her as everything."

We see in these documents (i) the German mundschatz

or Anglo-Saxon weotuma represented by
' ' what he will

give her if she choose his will
' ' and (2) the morning-gift.

The latter, like the Saxon morning-gift, was of uncertain

amount : it, too, belonged only to the childless woman, f In

a marriage with children, as Schroeder says, it was super-
seded by

' ' the higher principle of community of property.
' '

J

The morning-gift is sometimes considered to have been

among the Anglo-Saxons mainly, if not exclusively, a pro-
vision for the wife in the event of her surviving her husband.

That the morning-gift should be purely a Witthum or

widow's share would be contrary
%

to the analogy with the

continental customs
1 1

and indeed is not supported by the

sources. The morning-gift belonged to the wife during

marriage, just as the Saxon morning-gift did, and of

course at her husband's death it remained her property. In

the marriage contract we have quoted notice the provision
* ' and whichever of these two lives longer shall have all the

property as well that land that I gave to her as everything.
' '

* Quoted by Young. Codex diplomaticus No. 732. Thorpe
"
Diplomatarium Aevi

Saxonici" p. 312, translates differently, but no mention is made of land given
by Byrhtric.

f Schroeder, I., p. 97. Kemble, Codex dip. No. 1288.
" Edric had a widow and no

child. Then Aelfeh gave her her morning-gift at Cray, etc." " Hist. Rames," 75 ;

Cui cum natura liberos invidisset, sine herede mortis legem subiens conjugi suae

superstiti ~am reliquit dotis nomine possidendam.
t See page 45

\ Schroeder, p. 96 :
" The main purpose of the morning-gift is, however, to furnish

a suitable provision for the widow." Alsop 12811. 12, and Laboulaye, 125. Young, 174.

| See page 35.
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It is plain that if at his death the wife was to have all the

property, there was no need of this extensive morning-gift
unless she could enjoy it during his life. The expressions in

reference to morning-gift
"

it was hers when she first came
to Athulf. "* " And when we first came together

'

'f would
also seem to indicate that it was considered her property
before she became a widow. In the compact of Wulfric and

the archbishop \ when he got him the latter' s sister to wife

(1023) he promised her the land at A and at j? for her day,

at K for three men's day and at E "to give or sell to whom
to her might be most desirable, for her day and after her

day," besides men, gold and horses. No condition of her

surviving him is mentioned. In Hist. Rames, No. 75, Dacus

and his wife together made a sale of the wife's morning-gift

(from a previous husband) ,
and her consent seems to have

been the main feature.

III. Community of Property. When there were children

of a marriage|| the morning-gift was superseded, as in

Westphalia, by an equal share of the family property.*' The

Thorpe, Dip. p. 169.

t Kemble, Codex dip. IV., No. 967.

\ Thorpe, Dip. p. 271.

- is a very interesting document and might well be quoted entire. The owner
of Athelintone, dying without children, left his land to his wire "

doffs momitt' fios-

sidtndam." The widow, by King Cnut's permission was married a second time, to

Dacus, who
"
preedicttf villa domfntum jure conjugit adrfittti." Bishop Aether ic

visits them and drives a hard bargain for the land with Dacus when the latter U
drunk. The Bishop says :

"
Si' tamtn uxorem tuam tit eandtm tfcttm sfnlentia ftcttit

amvfnfre." "
Conjugis," inqutt

" meet consensus tton dstrtt." The wife's consent

was not lacking. Aetheric sent by night to the king and got the money, but in the

morning Dacus, sobered, tried to get out of the bargain The Bishop pleaded the

wife's consent :

"
F.tsi te fbriftas f>r,rctf>itai>i( I'M culpam turor tamtn tua. ad q*am

:tts sptfialitfr sffctat on'go, parciui biben* minut di*p**dit /amiliat ** vit*

at do/its fntutissf." The king confirmed the bargain.

I And possibly (see Young p. 175) tn the later time, even when there were no

children, if an express morning-gift had not been granted.

1 I prefer not to use the word dower in treating the Anglo-Saxon periods because

it creates confusion. The Dower of the F.nglUh Common Law amounting to

iterest in one-third of the husband's real estate, is probably of later '

Using dower in its general sense of the widow's share, Young (p. 134. etc .1

" The legal dower of Anglo-Saxon law included half the husband's propert
and personal

- But as he later say* dot in the Utin murces of the AngU> -

period means always morning-gift, the amount of which was fixed by agreement.

[45]
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earliest law on the subject, that of Ethelbert, bears a strik-

ing resemblance to the Lex Saxonum.*

78. If she bear a live child let her have half the property if the

husband die first.

79. If she wish to go away with her children let her have half the

property.
So. If her husband wish to have them, let her portion be one child.

81. If she bear no child, let her paternal kindred have the "fioh "f
and the morning-gift.

The wife became co-possessor of the family property with

the husband. This is the case also under Athelstan,};

Edmund, and even under William I.|| It is proved by
charters and wills made jointly by husband and wife as

early as 805-810^} and at least as late as 1060.** A charter

of the latter date is a deed of gift by Thurkil and Aethel-

gith, his wife, to the church "as full and free as we two

possess it after the day of us." In another ft (1050-1060)
" Vir quidam nomine Aednothus pariter et uxor ejus"

(a man and his wife equally) give land to the monastery.

This kind of community of property has survived to this

day in England in socage, gavelkind and copyhold lands. \%

The county of Kent held fast to its ancient customs through
all the vicissitudes of the country, and in the Consuetudines

Cantiae^ the custom is described as follows :

" Let the goods (personal) of Gavelkind persons be parted into three

parts after the Funerals and the debts paid, if there be lawful issue on

live. So that the dead have one part and his lawful Sons and Daughters
one part and the Wife the third part, and if there be no lawful issue on

live let the Dead have the one-half and the Wife on live the other half.

And if any such tenant in Gavelkind die and have a Wife that outliveth

* See page 36.

t Her property by inheritance or otherwise. Schroeder.

\ Thorpe,
" Ancient Laws," p. 97.

\ Ibid, p. 108.

|| Ibid, Laws of William I., p. 27.

^ Cartularium Anglosaxonicum (Birch) No. 339. This is in Kent.
** Thorpe Dtp., p. 591 and others.

ft Hist Rames, p. 106.

JJ Scrutton,
" Influence of Roman Law on the Law of England," p. 64.

g Statutes of the Realm I., 223-4.
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him, let that Wife be by-and-by endowed of the one-half of the Tene-
ments whereof the Husband died vested and sized.

" And they claim that if a Man take a Wife which hath inheritance

of Gavelkind let him have half so long as he holdeth him a widower.*
" These be the Usages of Gavelkind and of Gavelkind Men in Kent,

which were before the Conquest and at the Conquest and ever since

until now."

In connection with the custom of Borough English is

found 4 '

the distinct custom that the widow shall take as

dower the whole and not merely one-third of her husband's

lands, "f
IV. Gift and Inheritance . Besides the Weotuma and the

morning-gift, or the equal share of the property, an Anglo-
Saxon wife owned whatever came to her by ordinary gift or

inheritance. Gifts between husband and wife were common.
As to inheritances, it has been claimed that a preference for

the male sex existed in England, as in some of the other

barbarian codes, but the conclusion of Opet,J the latest

writer on the subject, is that "there is no document show-

ing any incapacity in women to inherit Not

only the Westgoths have equality of sexes, but also the

Eastgoths and Anglo-Saxons.
' '

There is no trace of Gerade in England until the so-called

laws of Henry I.
;
and the custom of giving dowries or

marriage portions (dot) to daughters is only occasionally

met with before the Conquest.
B. THE WIFE'S POWERS. The power of the husband

over the wife probably corresponded to that of the Ger-

mans. In Ine, 57, we read,
"

If a ceorl steal a chattel and

bear it into his dwelling and it be attached therein, then

shall he be guilty for his part, without his wife, for she

A unique provision, matching the common one that a woman ahall remain a

widow

ncyclopedta Britannica," Article "
Borough English."

Etbrecktlickt SUllung dir Wtit*r pp 79 and 8j.

] It U held by Young and other* that thin custom did not extat at all In Anglo-

Saxon timea, but in Thorpe, Dip (A. D. 1050), in a will in which a man gtv* to hU
wife -all thechapland and the other which I took with 1 .:.;

Anglotaxonicum, No. 640, i a aale by Wlohaton of land which hi* wife'* father.

Coda, gave him "
quia tjttt ftliam in com/agio katttml." Thia it about 9>*-9*3-
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must obey her lord. If she dare to declare by oath that

she tasted not of the stolen property, let her take her third

part." And in Cnut II., 76, it is said:
"
If a man bring

stolen things home to his cot, it is right that he (the owner)
have what he went after. And if it was not brought under

the wife's custody, she shall be innocent. But she shall

guard the keys, that is, of her storeroom and her chest and

her press. If it is brought into one of these places then is

she guilty. And no wife can forbid her husband to lay in

his cot what he will.
' '

In her own domain she was independent. She probably
had some control of her morning-gift* (see p. 44) and of

what came to her by gift or inheritance. Certainly she is

spoken of as having separate property during the marriage
and as disposing of it.f

In a will dated about 9584 Aelfgar makes the following

bequest :

' ' And I give the land at Illey to my younger

daughter, for her day ;
and after her day to Berthnoth (her

husband) for his day if he live longer than she. If they
have children then I give it to them. . . . And I give
the land at Gotham to Berthnoth and my younger daughter
for their day.

' '

Here we have a gift to husband and wife jointly, and also

one to the wife alone, which was hers only as long as she

lived, and then became her husband's. See also the will

referred to below, in which husband and wife make separate

bequests. As late as ni4-3o land is granted to a man

"just as his wife Helewisa held it." In Hist. Rames (63)

the monastery conceded land to Robert of Girton and his

wife Beatrice, and in addition three acres to Beatrice alone,

on condition that she build a house in which the abbot may
be entertained when he goes there. (1114-30.)

* Kemble even says it "appears to have been strictly in the wife's power," p.

CIX.

t Thorpe, Dip., p. 202. Kemble, CIX.,
" We have other cases where lands are

divided even during the husband's life."

J Thorpe, Dip., p. 507. Illey (Kent).

g Hist. Rames, 269.
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The husband could not alienate the wife's property with-

out her consent* Sometimes they act together, f sometimes
her consent is mentioned]: and oftener her name appears as

the chief actor, his as the consenting party. In general
the husband had free disposal of his own property so far as

concerned the wife. But where a specific morning-gift had
not been granted the wife, she had, in law, a right to an

undivided portion of her husband's property and regularly

appears as a consenting party to all alienations made by
him.

1 1
The wife's property was not answerable for the

debts of her husband nor his for hers.^f

C. THE WIDOW. The widow was entitled to all her

property by gift and inheritance, and to her morning-gift of

where this had been superseded by community of property,
to one-half the estate, real and personal.

An agreement was often made as to the widow's share

(Kentish Betrothal, "what he will give her if she live

longer than he ") . The most common method, however, of

providing for the widow was by will. We have many of

these early wills, and are brought very close to the spirit of

the times in reading them. Often the husband and wife

make the will together, as in one** dated between 805 and

8 10 the will of Osuulf Alderman and Bearnthryth his wife,

in the county of Kent. In anotherft (804-829) a reeve and
his wife agree that "whichever of them live the longer
succeed to the land and all the property." Sometimes the

husband leaves all the property to his wife, either for her

lifett or absolutely.

In a will dated about io66aman gives certain lands to his

;an, and in the same document the wife gives other land

Young . p. 177.

\Codexdtp, 177.

} Codtx dtp, 398.

Mg. P . 177.

1 Ibid ; Schrocdcr. 141.
* Gxr/M/dMMffi Atglotaxonicum No. 330 andM* Thorpe />/., p. 459.

ft Thorpe, p. 462 ; p. 500.

U //
; <*c.

8 Itnd. Dtp , p. 594.
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to her kinsman. The wife and children generally lived together
after the husband's death with no division of the property,*
in the homestead

' ' Where the husband dwelt without claim or contest . . . and if the

husband, before he was dead, had been cited, then let the heirs answer,
as himself should have done if he had lived. And let every widow
continue husbandless a twelvemonth, let her then choose what she her-

self will, and if she, within the space of a year, choose a husband, then

let her forfeit her morning-gift and all the possessions which she had

through the first husband. . . . And let not a widow take the veil too

precipitately. . . . And let no one compel either woman or maiden to

whom she herself mislikes, nor for money sell her, unless he is willing
to give anything voluntarily.!

In these laws of Cnut we see the independent position

of the Anglo-Saxon widow. In the earliest law, says

Young, widows were under guardianship. J But by the time

of Aethelred they were practically independent. They
had the management of their own property and regularly

appear alienating it or bequeathing it, sometimes, but only
in the case of an undivided estate|| needing the consent of

their sons.^f They could appear before the courts and plead
their own cases. In 995 Wynflaed** brought her witnesses

before King Ethelred and adduced her own claims with the

support of many a good thane and good woman.

THE ANGLO-NORMANS.

We have seen the general position of Anglo-Saxon women ;

that they were equal partners in marriage, and as widows

were independent citizens.

* This is probably what is meant in the Kentish Bethiothal when it is said she is

entitled to all if they have children in common.

f Cnut, 73, 74, 75. (A. D. 1017-1035.)

J P. 181, Ethelbert 76. If a man carry off a widow not belonging to him, let the

mund be twofold.

g VI. 21. "Let her choose what she herself will."

B Thorpe Dip., p. 336. Kemble speaks of this case as follows :

" The devisor was
a widow and under no protection but her own. Her son was living and claimed

some of her property, but it was defeated, and she made a will disinheriting him."

\ Cartulatium Anglosaxonicum, No. 661.

** Thorpe Dip., p. 271.
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If now we pass over the first century after the Norman

Conquest and inquire what the property rights of women
were in the reign of Henry II. (1154-89), we shall find that

a great change has come about. We are fortunately able to

determine exactly the legal position of women at the later

time. We have a description of the laws and customs of

England (Tradatus de legibus ct consuetudinibiis regni

Anglitz) which is ascribed to Ranulf Glanvill, the great

lawyer and justiciar of the latter part of Henry the Second's

reign.
^

J will first ascertain the property rights of married

women according to Glanvill, and then look back into the

years between Glanvill and the Conquest with a view to

tracing the origin of the vast change we shall find. If we
succeed in any degree in accounting for the state of things
described in Glanvill, we shall also account for the origin

of the disabilities of women in the later Common Law of

England, for the rules laid down by Glanvill continued

in force, with few modifications, until our own day.

The community of property known to the Anglo-Saxons
has disappeared in Glanvill's day and the morning-gift or

dos ad ostium ecclesia, the dower of common law, has taken

its place. It is now only a third of the husband's real

property at the time of the marriage and cannot be increased

even by agreement,* but may be less if so agreed. The

power of testamentary disposition of real property has

appeared, f but a man could dispose of one-third of his per-

sonal property by will, one-third going to his wife and

iiird to the heir.J If he had no wife he could dispose

of one-half
;

if there were no children, he could dispose of

one-half.

The main dwelling-house could not be given as dower,

but belonged to the heir. The widow's share, then, was

the dower of one-third the real estate of which Uand

was seized at the time of the marriage and one-third of

Glanvill. VI.. I. Dotdvobut modis. etc.

Kcml Property." GUmrill VII.. 5.

t Glanvill VII . 5, 4.
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his personal property in addition. The dower interest was

only for life, and was restricted to a third of what her hus-

band possessed when she married him, no matter how much
he had acquired afterward.*

During the marriage she had no rights over her dower, f
He manages all her property and can give away or sell her

dower, because she must obey her husband in this as in ail

things not contrary to Divine law.J Moreover, she must
not interfere with him in his management of her dower. If

he wishes to sell it and she remonstrates, and nevertheless it

is sold and bought, on her husband's death she cannot claim

it of the buyer if she confesses, or it is proved against her

that she had opposed her husband at the time of the sale.

If she did not oppose she had a certain claim on her hus-

band' s death to whatever part of her property he might have
alienated.

1 1

Even after her husband's death she had to go through a

troublesome legal process to obtain possession of her dower, ^[
unless it was vacant. If the heirs disputed her claim she

had to find a champion who would uphold her rights in a

duel.** L,aboulaye remarks that this was the method of the

* Glanvill VI
, 2.

t Glanvill VI., 3. Scientum est quod mulier nihil potest disponere circa dotein
suam tempore vitae mariti

; quia cum mulier ipsa plane in potestate viri sui de jure
sit, non est mirum si tarn dos, quam mulier ipsa et caeterae omiies res ipsius muli-
eris plene intelliguntur esse in dispositione viri ipsius.

I Glanvill VI., c. 3, 2. Potest autem quilibet uxorem habens dotem uxoris suae
donare vel vendere vel alio quo voluent modo alienare in vita sua, ita quod tenetur

uxor sua in hoc, sicut in aliis rebus omnibus quae contra Deum non sunt, ei assentire.

Adeo autem tenetur mulier obedire viro suo, quod si vir ejus dotem suam vendere
voluerit et ipsa contradixerit, si postea ita fuerit vendita dos et empta, mortuo
viro suo non poterit mulier dotem ipsam versus emptorem petere si confessa fuerit

in curia vel super hoc couvicta quod ea contradiccnte viro suo fuerit dos a viro suo

vendita.

g See last note.

||
Glanvill VI., 13.

f Glanvill VI., 45, etc. Littleton says :

" Because there was no penalty affixed to

Magna Charta 7, the heir might drive the wife to sue for her dower and so a man
was later allowed to assign certainty of dower and she could enter at once.
** Glanvill VI., n. Mulier enim efficaciter milhim placitum movere poterit ver-

sos aliquem sine warranto de Dote sua. Si itaque ipse hseres totum jus ipsius
mulieris negaverit . . . poterit inter eos ad duellum perveniri.
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Alemanni in the sixth century strangely surviving in Eng-
land in the twelfth.*

A married woman could not make a will disposing of her

husband's propertyf without the consent of her husband. J
"
Nevertheless," says Glanvill,

"
it would be kind and very

honorable in a husband to allow his wife her rational part,

up to the third part of his property which she would have

received if she had outlived him, that she might dispose

thereof, which many husbands are accustomed to do.

Husband and wife were one person, and that person was the

husband." He might represent her before the courts, and
she was bound by his management even after his death.
" While she was in the power of her husband, she was not

able to contradict his will in anything and so was not able

against his will to look out for her own rights. Neverthe-

less, what had once been decided in the court of the lord

ought to be firm and lasting," so she could not bring up a

matter which had been wrongly settled in her husband's

life. As Laboulaye remarks :
||
"The English laws have

kept the harshness of the primitive barbaric codes. The
marital power has even singular exaggerations, the husband

:he right to alienate the real property of his wife without

her consent." The Frenchman contrasts the English

Laboulaye, p. 276.

. t Which included her own.

t Glanvill VII., 5. Mulier etiam sui juris testamentum facere potent ; si rero fue-

rit itt potertate viri constituta nihil sine viri sui autoriute facere potert etiam in

ultima voluntate de rebus viri sui.

i Potest autem pater ita loco suo fiHum pro se ponere et vice versa Uxor quoque
maritum . Cum quts itaque maritua poaitus loco uxoris suae in placito de maritagio
rel dedote ipaius uxoris aliquid amiserit vel remiaerit de jure ipnius uxoria . . . num

->terit mulier in tali caaa aliquid juris ipaa inde iterum pladtum tnovere an
tcnrhitur omnino factum viri sui post mortem ipsiua tueri ? Non videtur autem

quod per factum viri aui debeat mulier in tali casu aliquid juris amittere, qula dum
ftut in potestate viri sui in nullo potuit contradicere ejus volunlate. et ita non

potuit contra voluntatem viri sui in jure suo proapicere, sed dicltur contra : ra quae
in curia Domini regia gesta aunt rata et firma esae convenit. In Bracton (under

in ) we find some of the famous expressions of the Kngllsh law regarding
women :

" Vir ct uxor sunt quasi unica persona, quasi caro una et aanguia unua."

(V. 5. c 75). "Omnia quae sunt uxoria aunt ipaius viri." (II.. 13.)

often been quoted in court* in this country.

I P 76.
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system most unfavorably with the French and German

systems* which never attained quite the same degree of

harshness toward women, and which mitigated these feudal

disabilities after a comparatively short time, whereas the

English law was scarcely modified until the present gener-

ation.

Even in regard to inheritance, we find the Anglo-Saxon

system supplanted in Glanvill by a new one which excludes

women :

' '

If any one has a son and heir, and besides him a

daughter or daughters, the son succeeds to the whole
;

. . .

because in general it is true that a woman never takes part

in an inheritance with a male, unless a special exception
to this exist in some particular city by the ancient custom of

that city."f

We find in GlanvillJ the custom of dowry or dos in the

Roman sense
' '

that which is given to a man with his wife,

which is commonly called maritagium*
1

("frank-mar-

riage"). This belonged to the husband during the

marriage, and he had a life interest in it at his wife's death,

if a live child had been born to them (tenure by th^

"curtesy of England"). If the husband died first, the

widow received the maritagium. This, as well as her

dower, was afterward expressly confirmed to her in Magna
Charta|| as it had been in the charter of Henry I.^[

The widow was no longer the guardian of her own chil-

dren. The nation had evidently struggled to preserve this

right, as appears by the charter of Henry I., in which it is

confirmed. She was not under guardianship herself, except
that she needed the consent of her lord to a second marriage,

otherwise she forfeited her dower.

* See also Phillips,
"
Rechtsgeschichte" 179, and Schmid,

" Gesetze der Anglo-

tachsen," who says the English law is more German than the German iu^elf.

t Glanvill VII., 3.

\ Glanvill VII., i.

\ Glanvill VII., 18, "filium vel filiam clamantem et auditum. infra quatuor

parietes."

H Magna Charta 7, also see addition in 1217.

\ Stubbs,
"
Select Charters," p. 101.
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ORIGIN OF THE COMMON LAW DOWER.

William the Conqueror made no sudden changes in the

customs and laws of England as he found them in 1066.

In Domesday Book we find women holding lands,* not only
as widows, but holding separate estates during the life of N
their husbands, as they had done in Anglo-Saxon times. A
certain Asa,f for example, "held her land separate and free

from the dominion and power of her husband Bernulf, even

when they were together, so that he could neither make a

gift nor a sale of it or alienate it at all. After their separa-

tion, she retired with all her land and possessed it as mistress

(domino)." We find the case of a widowJ who holds her

husband's whole estate as an under-tenant.

In case of a theft, the wife of the thief receives half his

property and the lord half. In fact,William seems not only
to have promised to uphold the laws of Edward the Conquer-
or, but to have actually done so, at least in the case of women's

property rights. But, as Mr. Freeman says,|| 'William, I.

did not sweep away our laws, our customs or our language,
but the presence of the stranger king and his stranger fol-

lowers modified law, customs and language in a way which

has left its traces to this day." Mr. Freeman's well-known

view is that the reign of William Rtifus was most prolific

of general change. The Chronicler says :

" The Red King
would be ilk man's heir, ordered and lewd." Whether
" under the malignant genius of Ranulf Flambard "

or not,

an oppressive system arose,^! which derived iall holdings
from the consent of the king on condition of service, and

made the king the guardian of women and children.

Wilt*., 74, and many other*.

t Domenday, Line., 373.

t Quoted by Freeman,
" Norman Conquent," V., fc i

{ William I., 27 in Thorpe,
" Andent Uwa."

|
" Norman Cotiquent," V., 338.

1 For diflcuaaiona of thin period, Mr. Freeman'* view* of which are aevereljr

criticised. ee Freeman. "
HUtory of William Rufm o Mubba.

"ConM . x>, nd eapecially Round in "The Introduction of Knight Ser-

vice into Kngland," in Emglitk Hut. Kntrw, July and Augiut, 1891.

[sd
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The lord's rights of marriage, of wardship, of relief, were

fostered by Rufus, for the purpose of raising money. The
charter of Henry I. promises reform.* The childless widow
shall have her dower and maritagium, and shall not be given
in marriage against her will. If she has children, she shall

keep her dower and maritagium
" dum corpus suum legi-

time servaverit" And either the wife or some relative who
more justly should be, shall be the guardian of the children.

In practice the widow probably lost the right of guardian-

ship very often.f

Wives have separate property at least as late as 1127. A
charter of about that datej gives notice that Richard Fitz

POMS had conceded Aston to his wife Maud in fee. The

purport of the deed, says Round, is to place Richard's

wife in his own shoes as a tenant of the Bishop of Wor-
cester. A charter of about 1114-30 concedes to a certain

Ralph land at Brunham ' '

sicut Helewisa uxor sua earn

tenuit."

"The queens of William the Conqueror, Henry I. and

Stephen," says Bishop Stubbs,||
' '

play a considerable part in

the history of their husbands' reigns. The wives of the

first two of these kings received special coronation apart

from their husbands ; they held considerable estates which they

administered through their own officers, and which were fre-

quently composed of escheated honors : they had their own
chancellors

; they acted occasionally as regents or guardians
of the kingdom in the absence of the king, and with author-

ity, which if it did not supersede that of the justiciar, had

at least an honorary preference."

We cannot tell precisely when the old customs came to an

end and the new ones took their place. The modification

must have been a gradual one, extending over all the years

* Charter of liberties I., 3, 4.

t Pipe Roll, H. I., p. 88. Roger de Capuilla, etc.

\ Round. "Ancient Charters," 13.

'i Hist. Rames, No. 269.

| "Constitutional History of England," 1
, 342.
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from William the Conqueror to Glanvill. There were strug-

gles on the part of the Anglo-Saxons to keep their ancient

ways ;
and they met with a promise of success from Henry

I.; but as the military tenure of land increased, the powers
and rights of women diminished. They could not perform

military service. The feudal lord derived great profits from

his wards and it was to his interest that the children should

have a larger share of a man's property than a widow.

Again, the husband often had to perform feudal services for

maritagium of his wife
;

* hence he had certain rights in the

maritagium. In such ways the feudal system tended to

curtail the property rights of married women and widows.

Whether the same results would have come about as a result

of indigenous feudal tendencies had the Norman Conquest
never taken place, may be doubted. That some of the pro-

visions found in Glanvill were of Norman origin seems to

me extremely probable.

Mr. Freeman, indeed, claims that except in a few cases

there was no derivation of English law from the Normans,f
Hut in the case of dower \ a comparison of the Norman and

Anglo-Norman customs shows an unmistakable agreement
and at the same time a radical divergence from the Anglo-
Saxon customs.

Let us see what were the traditions and customs of Nor-

mandy. The earliest of the Barbaric Codes is that of the

Salic Franks, who occupied that part of France in \\

Normandy was afterward situated. According to its pro-

ns women were entitled to one-third of the joint acquit
of the family. The Ripuarian law which also influ-

enced the Norman customs, gave a widow fifty shillings and

one-third of the joint acquisitions. These customs endured

r.l.mvill. VII.. it.

t Thin view of the Norman influence a* very flight in Kngtand I. well criticised

<- .iitul, in the article* before referred to.

t And also. I think, of the capacity in women to inherit, although I have not

made an especial study of thin question.

| Vide t*}ra, p. 36. Schroeder, of. fit., p. 90, etc.
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in Normandy through the centuries * and were practically

the same in the twelfth century. They were reduced to

writing in their later form at the close of that century f or

the beginning of the thirteenth, very shortly after the date

commonly assigned to Glanvill's work, and are known as

the Tres-anden Coutumier of Normandy.
The chapter on dower provides that the widow shall have

her dowrer up to a third part of the inheritance of the donor \

excepting the main dwelling-house, which shall remain to

the heir. The widow is not the guardian of the
' '

orphan

heir,
' ' but the lord of the land is. This Tres-ancien Coutum-

ier, says Tardif,
" deserves to draw the attention of historians

of the English law, who will find in this text, about twelve

years later than Glanvill's, a statement of the Norman
customsfreefrom any Anglo-Saxon elements."

When we compare the provisions in Glanvill on dower

and so forth with the Tres-ancien Coutumier, we find them

sufficiently similar to warrant the inference that it was

largely Norman influence which brought about the change
from the Anglo-Saxon law of community of property to the

common law of dower.
||

That this Norman influence was actually at work before

Glanvill's time is shown in the so-called laws of Henry I.

This compilation, although a private and unauthorized

* Glasson " Hisloire du droit etc. de VAngleterre" II., p. 286 et scq., says the cus-

toms of Normandy go back in general to the German laws, especially that of the

Salic Franks and the Ripuarian.

f Taidif "Coutumiers de Normandir" Introduction, p. IX. et seq. 1881.

\ III., I Vidua dotem suam habebit usque ad terciam parteni hereditatis donatoris

eicepte capitali masnagio. (Cf. Glanvill, capitalemesnnginm) quod heredi remane-
bit. Si vero aliud masnagium datum fuerit vidue in dotem illud habebit preter
turrem vel castellum. Cf. Magna Charta addition to c. 7 in 1216

;
nisi domus ilia

sit castrum.

\ Glasson, V., 2, 286 "These principles of the Anglo- Norman jurists are also

those of the Ancient Custom of Normandy."
| Bishop Stubbs argues (Cons. Hist. I., 437Hhat in general we have no proof that

the institutions of Normandy are any more ancient than the similar institutions

and customs of England ;
but in the case of dower we know that the Prankish tertia

prevailed in Normandy from the earliest period. Consequently the conclusion is

forced upon us that, finding the Anglo-Saxon widow's share of one-half reduced
under Norman rule to one-third, the latter amount is of Norman origin. See Young.
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work, composed in the time of Henry I.* is nevertheless

useful as showing the foreign influence. The chapter on

dower and morning-gift, although corrupt, is taken from

the Ripuarian law f and thus shows the foreign influence

affecting the position of women.]:
The Norman customs of dower probably became some-

what general in England in the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury, but, as Digby says, in the county courts and courts of

the lords of manors the variety of customs was so great that

Glanvill declined to attempt a statement of them. The tend-

ency of the Curia Regis was to adopt a uniform system

(such as we have in Glanvill) and override local customs.

Kent, London and York were strong enough to keep their

ancient ways. Sir Frederick Pollock
|| says:

"
It was the

general and uniform jurisdiction of the King's Courts . . . that

achieved the work of breaking up the diversity of local cus-

toms and fixing the new pattern of English institutions.
' ' So

to Glanvill, as chief justiciar of the King's Court, we may
attribute a large influence in determining which of the vary-

ing customs should prevail.

Such a provision as that of Glanvill% that a woman shall

forfeit her dower if she opposes her husband's management
of her property, shows a very exceptional state of things ;

the Ancient Norman custom says :

' ' She shall not be bound

by the action of her husband whether she has consented to

Liebermann in Forschungen zur D. Gesck., vol. 16.

t See Thorpe, note to law of Henry I. Laws of Henry I., aa. Sisponse virum
Kuum supervixerit, dotem et inaritacionem suam. cartarum instrument!* vel

testiura ezhibicionibus ei traditam perpetualiter habcat et raorgangivam suara

et tcrciam partem de omni collaboracione sua praeter veste* et lectum suutn and

compare the Lex Ripuaria quoted on p. 35.

I red. Pollock in hi* lecture on Sir Henry Maine give* u* the following con-

n to aalUfy in argument* like the present :

" We have to beware of being
satisfied with our explanation of any effect until we have traced it, not merely to a

possible cause, but to a cause of which we can prove the existence and watrh the

operation.
1 '

{
"
History of Law of Real Property," p. 37.

I "Land Laws," p. si.

1 Glanvill VI.. 3, 2.
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the invasion of her dower and maritagium or not."* And
the severity of Glanvill's provision that dower shall be one-

third of what the husband possesses at the time of the mar-

riage, no matter how much the husband and wife might
afterward acquire, was soon found to be more than the

English people would bear, for in the amendments made by

Henry III. to Magna Charta in 1217 it is provided that the

widow shall be endowed of one-third of all the land which

the husband possessed in his life.f By the time of Little-

ton \ a husband was allowed to endow his wife with more

than one-third, even with the whole of his land if he
chose.

* Tres-ancien Coutumier, IV., I. Si veto sponsus vidue maritagium vel dotem
invadiaverit uxoris suae, ipsa volente vel forjurante, precepto mariti sui non tene-

bitur sed mulier ilia habebit et integra sicut ei data fuerunt ante ostium ecclesie.

f Stubbs " Select Charters," p. 345. Assignetur autem ei pro dote sua tertia pars
totius terrae mariti suiquae sua fuit in vita sua niside minori dotata fuerit ad ostium

ecclesiae.

\ In Edward IV. 's reign.

g To show the fully developed Common I,aw of England in its relation to mar-
ried women's property I quote from Schouler, on " Husband and Wife," (p. 87).

"The husband yields to his wife no participation whatever in his own property,
whether acquired before or during the continuance of the marriage relation, ex-

cept a certain right of inheritance of his goods and chattels, of which he can gen-

erally deprive her by his will and testament, and also dower in his real estate,

which is her only substantial privilege. In return for this she parts with all

control, for the time being, over her own property, whensoever and howsoever ob-

tained, by gift, grant, purchase, devise or inheritance
; gives him outright her

personal property in possession and allows him to appropriate to himself those

outstanding rights which are known as her choses in action, or all the rest of her

personal property : parts with the usufruct of her real estate, creating likewise a

possible encumbrance upon it in the shape of tenancy by the curtesy, and finally

takes, if she survives him, only her real estate, such of her personal property as

remains undisposed of and unappropriated, with a few articles of wearing apparel
and trinkets, called paraphernalia. Some recompense is afforded to the wife for

the loss of her fortune in the rule that her husband shall pay her debts contracted

\vhi\efemme sole . . . and while coverture lasts he is liable for all the just debts

incurred in her support. He has even been held guilty of murder in the second

degree when he has suffered her to die for want of proper supplies. ... In respect
(o her disability to contract, the wife may be considered worse off at the common
law than infants. It is held in Massachusetts that a town may supply a wife who
is in need of relief through the neglect of her husband and then sue him for

necessaries suitable to the condition of a pauper and no more." It was recently
held in Connecticut (42 Conn., 546; that when a man was sent to jail for four

months for an assault upon his wife by which she was disabled from work and
he took with him all his money, she was justified in selling in her extremity
for a reasonable price, a cooking stove belonging to her husband for the strict pur-

pose of procuring the means for the purchase of necessaries.
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Personalproperty. Both the Kentish Customary and the

Common Law divide personal property into three parts and

this provision may have its roots in ancient customs,* but

it was not a general rule of law until after the Conquest

(the Anglo-Saxon right of disposal of personalty by will

being unlimited) and was never the rule of the Anglo-Saxons
in regard to real estate. Professor Young f discusses this

subject carefully and concludes that in Anglo-Saxon law no

distinction between movables and immovables existed.

DURATION OP THE COMMON LAW DISABILITIES.

I have already said that the system of married women's

property set forth by Glanvill continued in force in England
until the present generation. \

On the continent the feudal disabilities were gradually

mitigated and the doctrine that husband and wife vvere one

person soon became obsolete.

The reason for the duration of these disabilities in Eng-
land is bound up with the whole history of the English peo-

ple, which preserved an anomalous feudal family law by the

side of great and growing constitutional and political liber-

ties.
|| Laboulaye's description of the aristocratic system in

France may perhaps be held to apply in England. The growth
of the aristocracy, he says, and the idea of families as units

increased the tendency to ignore women and younger sons.

"To maintain the nobility existing, to enrich it with new

fortunes, to raise the bourgeoisie to nobility was the constant

aim of jurisconsults and legislators." In the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries primogeniture and the exclusion of

women were looked upon very favorably
"
quia dafamiliarum

conscrvationcm prtrscrtim ordinantur ct diriguntur."

Laboulaye adds (in 1 842) :

' ' The same opinion is entertained

See Inc. 57, and Bede "
Ecclesiastical History," lib. 5, c. u.

iiS, et seq.
h the change* described in the last chapter.

| Classen. II., 386, etc.

| r.idr op. fit p. 241, says the Norman feudal law is as it were the Law of the

Twelve Tables in England, and Laboulaye op. tit. p. 305, calls England the Hercu-
laneum of feudalism.
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to-day by th$ English lawyers." Sir Frederick Pollock

also says :*
"

it might be a topic of curious meditation for

the student of comparative jurisprudence to note how well

the English land-owning families have striven, though all

unconsciously, to produce in our modern society something
like the image of an archaic Aryan household. ' '

Sir Henry
Maine says there is no better way of forming an idea of the

early Roman patria potestas than by
' '

reflecting on the

prerogative attached to the husband by the pure English
Common Law."f
To relieve the situation of married women in England a

complicated system ofjointures and settlements grew up and

the Court of Chancery modified the action of the common
i law, so that in equity a married woman's disabilities were

greatly reduced.

By the act of 3 and 4 William IV. called the Dower

Act,! covering all cases of marriage since 1834, the dower

of married women has been placed completely within the

power of their husbands. The effect has been that dower

no longer exists in practice in England. In 1882 the Mar-

ried Women's Property Act was passed, which provides that

a married woman is capable of acquiring, holding and dis-

posing by will, or otherwise, of any real or personal property
as her separate property without trustee.

* ' The effect of

the law has been principally to improve the position of

wives of the humbler class unprotected by marriage settle-

ments." "The principal disability under which women
are now placed is the exclusion of female heirs from intestate

succession to real estate unless in absence of a male heir.
' '

The act of 1882 restored to married women the right to

^ make a will of which the Norman Conquest had deprived
them.

* "Land Laws," p. 113.

t
"
Essay on Married Women's Property."

\ Washburn on " Real Property," I., 267.

2 "Encyclopedia Britaunica," article on "
Women, Laws in regard to."
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It is perhaps not strange that the twelfth century princi-

ples should have lasted in England until the nineteenth, but

it seems strange that the Americans, who laid aside many of

the feudal customs, including primogeniture, as mediaeval

provisions out of place in a republic, should have kept the

provisions of the Common Law regarding women apparently
without question.

In France the regime of
' '

liberty, fraternity and equality
"

was extended to women, and the Code Napoleon treats them

with distinguished though not uniform fairness. In this

country the same ferment was at work, but slowly. The

great American lawyer, Timothy Walker, * attacked the

common law on this subject in no uncertain terms, in 1837.
' ' The whole theory is a slavish one compared even with the

civil law. I do not hesitate to say that the law of husband

and wife as you gather it from the books is a disgrace.to any
civilized nation. I do not mean to say that females are de-

graded in point of fact. I only say that the theory of the law

degrades them almost to the level of slaves. . . . We
hold them amenable to the laws when made, but allow them

no share in making them. This language applied to males

would be the exact definition of political slavery."

The first step toward new legislation on women's prop-

erty was taken in Mississippi in 1839.! Since that time

nearly every State has changed the common law provis

in some respect, the general tendency being to give married

women control of their own property and earnings. J The

present state of the law is \ cry chaotic, ranging from the

^tem, almost unmodified, in Kentucky and Tennessee,

to the community of property derived from the civil law,

which has its most liberal exp:
:

:i California. ;

there the sexes are not equal.
Introduction to American Law." p. 255.

t Hitchcock,
" Marital Property Right*." Journa t ofSocial Scie*ct t March, 1881.

J Schouler. 184 "We ray observe both in Kngland an<l the I'nited Stale* a

liberal disposition of court* and legislature within the present century to bring her

nearer to the plane of manhood and advance her condition from obedient wife to

something like co-equal marriage partner."
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In the statutes on this subject in our various States, ine-

qualities on both sides are to be found. Advantages are

unjustly given to husbands in some provisions and to wives

in others. The law on this whole subject needs revision.

The common-law dower prevails in twenty-six States and an

Act of Congress, passed March 3, 1887, provides that a widow
shall have this right of dower in all the territories of the

United States.* The common-law share of one-third the per-

sonal property is also widely prevalent, but in a considerable

number of States the wife is entitled only to a child's share,

which may be even less than the Norman widow received.

In most States a married woman may make a will
"
under

more or less restrictions. f If her husband assents in writing
to her will of her personal estate, that will is everywhere

good."
It is not the purpose of this monograph to discuss the

present state of married women's property. But I have

called attention to it in order to remark the curious fact that

the Norman dower of one-third the real estate, which super-

seded the community of property of our Anglo-Saxon fore-

fathers, is still the rule eight centuries later in a large num-
ber of the laws of a race which has no prouder name for

itself than Anglo-Saxon.
FLORENCE GRISWOLD BUCKSTAFF.

Oshkosh, Wis.

* The working of this act is doubtful.

f I,. J. Robinson,
"
J_aw of Husband and Wife," p. 59.
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That cotton raising on small holdings, as now carried off

in the South, has economic disadvantages against which the

farmer finds it difficult to struggle, may be true; but the situa-

tion of the farmer can not be understood nor the direction of

its improvement indicated until the non-essential conditions

under which he lives are taken into account, especially the

sort of peonage under which he is held by the merchant.

Before the civil war the agricultural land of the South was
owned and cultivated in large areas by white planters who
were wealthy and independent. Their purchases and sales

were made through agents and brokers whose accounts

showed balances in favor of the planters sufficient to meet all

purchases made in their behalf and all drafts made by them
for cash. When a planter wanted sugar, coffee, clothing for

slaves and other supplies that could not be produced on the

plantation, they were bought by the agent and their cost

charged against the balance in his hands remaining from

sales of cotton or other products. It rested with the planter

to decide how much cotton he would raise, and, if he had

preferred to abandon cotton for other products, no one was
in a situation to prevent him from doing so. He made bacon

and raised corn, but not so much as he should have done,

and, as far as he could economically and conveniently do so,

he produced other supplies. His plantation was an i

pendent little principality, on which the small economics

were attended to, and these were of considerable importance.

The slaves kept the various implements in repair, did the

work of blacksmiths and carpenters, pruned and grafted in

the orchards, and guarded the poultry from hawks and foxes ;

their lalx>r, in numerous directions, was superintended intel-

ligently and effectively and with a view to prevent waste,,

and idleness.
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A devastating and exhausting war, in which nearly all of

the able-bodied white men of the South were engaged on

one side, made an immediate and radical change in the agri-

cultural system of that region. The planters, their sons,

the
' '

poor whites,
' ' and their comrades of other descrip-

tions, returned from the camp, in poverty, worn out, dis-

pirited, hopeless of the future and dazed with the collapse

of their dream. Their old home surroundings were gone and

they must create such new ones as were permitted by expe-

diency and the limited means at command. Their first concern

was food and the strict necessaries of life, which they must

produce or borrow from those who had not lost all of their

wealth and credit. L,arge plantations could not be cultivated

as of yore for want of equipment, and a subdivision into

tenancies was the only course. The ex-slaves were still

there, unprovided, as many of their former masters were,

with food sufficient to last until the harvesting of the next

year's crops. Freed from their bondage to the soil, many
of the freedmen drifted to the towns, which they had not

been allowed to frequent before.

So it happened that tenant farming largely replaced the

old system. Farmers who owned the farms that they culti-

vated and landlords alike had to obtain from merchants the

supplies of food, clothing and farm equipment that were

needed, and these on credit, giving in return pledges of the

crop to come, out of which the debts must be paid. The

tenants, even less prepared to choose, adopted the same

system and lived on their interest in the future crop.

The merchants then took the helm. Such crops as they

could most readily market must be produced under their

orders, regardless of the fact that they might not be the

ones most advantageous to their debtors. The kind of crop

that best accorded with this requirement in the cotton regions

was cotton, and it was demanded in quantities proportionate

to the indebtedness that was allowed to accumulate. The sale

of the cotton, too, was taken charge of by the merchants,
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and as the system in this respect was much like that which

prevailed before the war, its necessity was readily accepted

by the farm owners
;
but now the balance of the account

with the merchant and agent. His cry for cotton and

more cotton, to keep pace with the indebtedness, has led to

so enormous an increase in the production of this fibre since

the war that the North, ignorant of the real situation, has

pointed to it as an evidence of the superiority of the free,

over the slave, labor of the blacks. But the situation is not

misunderstood in the South. The merchants, who advance

plantation supplies, have replaced the former masters and

have made peons of them and of their former slaves.

Every crop of cotton is mostly consumed before it is

harvested, and after the harvest the farm owner or tenant

has to place a lien on the next year's crop, often before the

seed goes into the ground. These liens bear high rates of

interest, regardless of usury laws, because the supplies are

advanced at excessive prices. The road to wealth in the

South, outside of the cities and apart from manufactures, is

"
merchandising." It is the general opinion in many coun-

ties where inquiries have been made, that the interest

and profit on crop liens amount to not less than 25 per
vnt yearly of the capital advanced, that the common pro-

portion is from 40 to 80 per cent and that even 200 per
cent is exacted in some places. Doubtless an unusual degree
of risk may warrant a charge therefor in the rate of interest

;

but the rates much more than cover this and effectually

for the fanners' profit to the pocket of the merchant.

e the farmer finds himself in that oft-mentioned situa-

tion between the upper and the nether millstone. He has

his independence, and the cotton raising that is forced

him by his creditor, supplemented by his own unwill-

ingness to raise anything in addition to cotton, makes it im-

possible for him to regain his independence.
This being the state of affairs the agricultural land of the

n States has little sale. Merchants will not accept it as
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security for debt unless they are compelled to do so when

crop, mules, cattle and other personal property are insufficient.

This is one reason why mortgages on Southern farm land are

so few. Only 3.38 per cent of the farms of Georgia, culti-

vated by owners, were mortgaged in 1890, and only 8 per
cent in South Carolina, while in Iowa the proportion was

53. 29 per cent ;
in Maine, 22.09 per cent

;
in Maryland, 30.01

per cent
;
in Massachusetts, 30.46 per cent

;
in Montana,

15.58 per cent
;
in Wisconsin, 42.85 per cent

;
and in New

Jersey, 48.91 per cent. Georgia's and South Carolina's small

percentages tell a story of unfortunate conditions to those

who are familiar with the reasons for their smallness.

The farm tenant does not rise to ownership in the South,

because, as his affairs are managed, he can not acquire owner-

ship. Generally speaking, it is probable that he owes more

than he owns, and what he owns is of little value hardly

worth taxing. In this region, where he can build his own

dwelling of logs and where land can be bought for a very few

dollars an acre, about half of the farms are hired and the

proportion is increasing. Such an effect indicates the badness

of the case more than pages of description could do. In

Georgia 58.10 per cent of the farms were hired in 1890, an

increase of 13.25 in the percentage since 1880; in South

Carolina the percentage has increased from 50.31 to 61.49.

The system of peonage, at least to a great extent, is immedi-

ately responsible for this, but it may be that there is escape
from it for tenants who are exceptionally industrious and

saving. It is more easy for the cultivating farm owners and

for the landlords.

The white farmers of the cotton States are
"

in a rut,"

in which they are kept by the persistence of the habits

and customs which developed out of the necessities that

followed the war. They have no good excuse for buy-

ing their bacon and some of their corn year after year, as

they are doing. They can produce and make much that they
now purchase and can exercise a better supervision over their
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tenants. They can restore many of the small economies that

were practiced before the war. Indeed, it is to the system
that then prevailed that they must and can return in a large

degree, as far as consistent with the thirteenth amendment to

the Constitution. Some of them have done so and their old-

time independence has been restored.

One of the best known cotton planters of Georgia re-

turned from the war a young man with no possessions but

the clothing on his body. He bought land entirely on

credit, received advancements of supplies from a merchant,
also entirely on credit, and prepared to raise a crop of

cotton. In the meantime, being a man of exceptional
force of character, he was faithful as far as possible, to the

system that prevailed on his father's plantation before the

war, and he at once began to produce on his own plantation

the supplies needed thereon. His supervision was excellent

and it prevented waste, enforced economy and secured re-

pairs. It may everywhere be observed that the more thriv-

ing farmers are those who are constantly guarding against

outgoes that are charges against their crops. They live

mostly on the direct and indirect products of their farm, they

produce fertilizers instead of buying them, they do rough

carpenter's work, repair their implements and other articles

of equipment, and so maintain a high degree of independ-
ence except in relation to the purchasers of their crops.

Tli is was the policy pursued by the Georgia planter referred

to above, with the result that in two or three years he was

to begin to reduce the mortgage on his farm and

itually to pay it in full.

The prices of cotton in later years have made such an

achievement of slower accomplishment, but not impossible.

<inly by following such a course that the cotton planter

and landlord can emancipate themselves from their peonage
to the merchant. Once let them reach a position where

they can defy him and r 1 for cotton, they

check its over-production, diversify their agriculture,
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pay more attention to the rearing of domestic animals

and to the raising of fruits and vegetables, at the same time

aiming to master a specialty. It is most unwise for a fanner

to put all his eggs into one basket. With one product he

may thrive for a time, but, in the long run, under present

competition, he should have many reliances, one of which

may be a specialty, if it is wisely selected.

Doubtless the Southern planters can not escape from their

enthrallment to cotton without much effort, but there are

assurances that, where this effort has been made, it promises

success, if it has not already won success. It would seem

as if no great effort were required from a cotton farmer

to make it unnecessary for him to buy cabbages at fifteen

cents apiece, Irish potatoes at $1.50 a bushel, and hay at $20
a ton, which he was not long ago seen to do in Arkansas,

although he had land that would produce cabbages and two

crops of clover and potatoes in a year. Nor need he pay $10
for a barrel of flour that cost the merchant $3, and $i a bushel

for corn that cost forty cents, as he was doing in a certain

Georgia town last summer, although he could raise both

wheat and corn.

On the Southern farm there is a neglect and a want of

thrift which are a burden in themselves. The farmer is not

ready to lift a hand to delay the dilapidation of his build-

ings. The plow is left at the end of the last furrow until

the next year ;
a few nails or screws would save dollars of

loss or of eventual credit with the merchant, in scores of

places. What shall be said of farmers who have no gar-

dens ? And yet gardens are rarely seen on Southern farms,

although the South is peculiarly the clime for them. Such
has been the subjection of the cotton planter to his unthrifty

habits and to the system, of which the merchant is king,
that not until very recent years did the product of corn in

the cotton States exceed that of 1850.
But the black tenant has more to overcome. He too is

living on the next crop, but he operates on so small a scale
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on his one-mule or two-mule holding that his net product of

wealth gives him no more than a poor subsistence. The
tenant system,- as now managed, is economically inferior to

the previous slave system, and, while he did not get a due
share of the products of his labor as a slave, he gets even
less now, because he receives a share of the incidence of the

comparative economic loss. As a slave he was better

fed and better housed than he now is, he had the best medi-

cal attendance in the county, and, if he was disposed to

neglect his master's interests, which would have been his

own as well, had he been free, he was restrained. Now he

is almost as helpless as a child, and is still as thoughtless of

the morrow. The merchant who has a lien on his share of

the crop pays his taxes, buries his wife or child, buys him a

mule if he needs one, and feeds and clothes him and his

family to the extent that his improvidence and laziness are

allowed credit. The high prices that the tenant pays for

supplies are partly due to his untrustworthiness
;

not

infrequently he is missing, after his living has been advanced

to him until it is time to pick cotton, or he carries off cotton

in the night without accounting for it to the merchant.

The first step in the tenants' elevation now consists in

their producing their own food and, as far as possible, other

supplies, which are now mostly a charge against their share

of the crop. They may then have a margin for saving, if

they are economical, and it is only with this that they can

elevate themselves to farm ownership and give themselves

the independence that was their vision at their emanci-

pation. That any considerable number of them will ever

do this is not believed in the South.

The blacks prefer a tenancy to selling their labor for

wages, and in some regions, at least, the white owners who
cultivate their farms find that only the inferior laborers can

be hired, because the superior ones prefer tenancies. As
the planters become independent of merchants, they are

unfriendly to these tenancies, but, in some instances, !
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to grant very small ones, in order to hold the services of the

blacks, who, under such circumstances work for wages

during a part of the year on the plantation cultivated by
their landlord. If the white landlords arrive at independ-
ence from debt before the black tenants do, as it may be

assumed that they will, if either class is to improve, it seemg

likely that the blacks will see a service for wages encroach-

ing upon the tenant system.
Some of the more hopeful and thriving of the cotton

planters believe that progress will be made by the plantation
owners out of the present bad state of affairs in the direction

which, in a general way, has been indicated
;
but a contrary

opinion is held by some observers who are familiar with the

data of the problem. The plantation owners, most of whom
are landlords, often live in towns, having abandoned their

plantations to irresponsible tenants who care to work only

indifferently and for a bare subsistence of the poorest sort.

A tenant whose crop by chance more than suffices to meet

his obligations, will pick enough cotton to discharge his

debts to the landlord and the merchant and abandon the

remainder, knowing that he can live on the next crop until

it is harvested. There is complaint that the blacks and
the poor whites can not be controlled to secure efficient ser-

vice and economical production. At any rate, the owners

make little effort to control them and leave the merchants

to drive them away from their stores and the towns, where

they are loafing, when they should be working, by threats

of cutting off their supplies.

When plantation owners are asked why they do not make
bacon, the frequent answer is that it is discouraging to

struggle against hog cholera and that it is cheaper to buy
bacon. Energetic efforts to suppress the disease are wanting
and there seems to be a nursing of the spirit of helplessness.

The objection is also advanced that hogs will stray away
because fences are wanting, and that under the tenant

system fences can not be built. Although this is true the
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obstacle is not too great to be overcome by an industrious

farm landlord, who will make a beginning by cultivating a

portion of his farm, instead of leaving it all to tenants.

That a movement in this direction has been made is indi-

cated by the increased production of corn in very recent

years.

Customs that have prevailed in the South since early times

still prevent an adaptation of the owners of plantations to

the radically changed conditions consequent upon the war.

Their traditions forbid them to work. Had they been reared

among the surroundings and customs of the Northern

farmers, they would long ago have recovered from the disas-

ters of the war by making their plantations provide most

of their subsistence
; by their own labor and thrifty super-

vision they would have diversified agriculture, gone into

fruit culture and stock raising and emancipated themselves

from peonage to merchants and slavery to cotton. It would

have required a sacrifice ofsentiment and the traditional stand-

ing of a
' '

gentleman
' '

for some time to have achieved these

results, but it must now be realized that the loss would have

been insubstantial and temporary, while the gain would have

been fundamental and permanent.
It is deeply to be regretted that custom and sentiment, at

this late day, should be preventing a regeneration of Southern

agriculture, and the regret would be still greater if there

were to be a considerable immigration of foreign agricultur-

The South, with its weak economic instincts, is pecu-

liarly a prosperous region for those in whom these instincts

are active, especially if their style of living is simple and

p. If German, Polish, Bohemian and Swedish agricul-

turists were to invade the South in large numbers, they

would dispossess the plantation owners by their industry and

economy. They were born to work and to save. Already
rocess has begun in Texas, where large plantations are

passing piecemeal into the hands of these people, and where

in a few years the purchasers are entirely out of debt.
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There is no doubt that the plantation owners can work out

their own salvation, if they will, in spite of the low quality
of labor that they must hire. The question is whether they
have the will to do so, whether long custom and tradition

have not so incrusted them that they have lost their adapta-

bility. From the tenants little can be expected. Most of

them are so wanting in the instincts on which their rise from

the kind of peonage under which they live depends, that they
will not do better than they are doing.

It rests with the plantation owners to determine whether

the South shall escape from the thralldom of the crop lien.

Southern fanning, both large and small, needs to shun the

storekeeper as much as it can. When the supplies for

farm and family are derived mostly from the farm itself, it

is apparent that the charges against the cotton crop will be

reduced, a margin for saving established and that peonage
will be abolished. After this has been done cotton pro-

duction can not be forced upon the farmer and he can begin
the diversification of agricultural products and branch out

into stock raising, truck farming, fruit culture and other occu-

pations according to his opportunities and his markets. The
ills of the farmers are not going to be cured by legislation ;

"our remedies oft in ourselves do lie, which we ascribe to

heaven."

GEORGE K. HOLMES.
Washington, D. C,
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TRANSLATION OF A TYPICAL KXTKNT.

INTRODUCTION.

The prevailing character of mediaeval life was that of a

rural community, four-fifths at least of the population of

England having no connection with any form of town life.

The unit of this social organization was not the single farm ,

but the manor, township or parish, these being usually only

three somewhat different aspects of the same group of people,

and the same stretch of country. It is then to documents

which will give an insight into the life and organization of

this rural group that we must look to obtain a knowledge of

the normal, habitual life of the vast proportion of English-

men during the Middle Ages, as indeed of other nations also,

in the same period. There are four general classes of such

documents ; fir.-^t, the court roll, or steward's record of the

proceedings of the manor courts
; secondly, the compotus

roll, or annual financial report of the bailiff to the lord of the

manor
; thirdly, the rental, or custumal, an account of the

amount of land held by each tenant on the manor, and the

services he owes; and lastly, the extent, or description and

estimate of the area and value of the manor, including a list t

the tenants, with their holdings, rents, and services, compiled
on the testimony of a sworn jury of inhabitants of the

manor. The cause of making such an extent seems to

been twofold ; first, the periodical necessity for an identifica-

tion of tenants of the manor and their dues, and secondly.

the need for a verification of the value of the manor on

occasion of its alienation. It was, however, an inquiry into

manorial custom, not a prelude to any change of

Force of custom kept the general outlines of the manor the
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same, but internal changes, by inheritance or otherwise, or

external change of possession necessitated an occasional cen-

sus for the purpose of finding its detailed condition. The
sworn juries who gave the information from which such

extents were made up were usually, as in the case below,

villeins, and varied in number from three to twelve. Indeed

in most of the cases where juries sworn to give testimony as

to manorial custom were necessary, they were composed of

villeins, as freemen could not be required by the lord of the

manor to take an oath.

The extent then is the fullest form of description of the

condition of a manor at any particular time, while the first

two forms of documents are of more value for telling the

actual life, action, and change of the community. The
document translated below is an extent, made in 1307, of the

manor of Borley, a small manor in the northeastern part of

Essex on the river Stour. It has been copied by Professor

Cunningham from a MSS. book formerly the property of Christ

Church, Canterbury, but now in the British Museum, where

it is numbered, Additional MSS., 6159. It was probably

copied into this book from the original parchment about 1346.

Professor Cunningham has printed it as an appendix to the

first volume of his History of English Industry and Com-

merce, from which this translation has been made.

The manor of Borley at the time of Edward the Confessor

was in the hands of a freeman named lyewin. At the time

of Domesday it was held, along with two other manors, by

Adeliza, countess of Albemarle, half sister to William. It

came by marriage, with the above title, into the powerful
de Fortibus family, and finally to Isabella de Fortibus, who
inherited also from her brother the earldom of Devon. In

1269 she was married to the second son of Henry III., and

died without issue in 1293. Before this time, however, she

had transferred the manor of Borley along with some other

domains to King Edward I., in exchange for property of

equivalent value. It was, therefore, in 1307, at the time of
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the extent a royal manor, and remained so until 1 346, when
it was granted by Edward III. to the convent of Christ

Church, Canterbury, which retained it until the dissolution

of that corporation in 1539. After various changes, in that

period of change, Borley was granted to Edward Waldegrave,
a courtier of Queen Mary, and to descendants of this family
it still belongs.

In the document 811^ acres are enumerated, in addition

to mention of a common pasture of such size that the lord

could pasture 1 20 sheep in it as his share. In the modern

parish of Borley, which is apparently coterminous with the

manor, there are but 794^ statute acres. This discrepancy

may be explained in one or other of two ways. There may
have been some outlying lands, included in the extent, as

was not unusual and which might be the
' ' meadow of

Rainholm," mentioned below. On the other hand the

mediaeval acre was by no means always a definite term, and

if any considerable number of the scattered strips were below

the statute acre the apparent discrepancy would disappear.

The use of the land according to the extent was distributed

as follows :

Arable,

Meadow, ...
Enclosed pasture,

Woods,
Manor house land,

Tofts of two acres each,

at

"

32

15

4

33

The distribution of its possession is given as follows :

Demesne, ....... 361 # a<

Freeholders, ...... 148

Molmen..... . 33 J-.-

Customary tenants, . . . 254

Tlu total annual value of the estate to the lord of the manor

is calculated to be ^44 8* ^d. It would therefore, if in

the possession of an individual, be double the necessary
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amount to allow of him being knighted, and in modern value

may be considered to be equal to about $2750 a year. This

sum came from the following sources :

s- *.

Money dues paid by free tenants, . . . i 12 6^
Money dues paid by villein tenants, . . 4148^
Services performed by villein tenants, . .7 76^
Arable land in demesne, . . . 15

Mowing meadow in demesne, . . . -763
Enclosed pasture in demesne, ... 2 2

Rent of mill, 3

Court dues, fishing rights, etc., ... 3 6

Forty-six persons are named in the extent. Seven are

indicated as free tenants, seven as molmen, twenty-seven as

villeins or customary holders, and five as cotemen. If these

all lived on the manor and if they included the whole popu-

lation, at an estimate of five persons to each land-holder, the

number of inhabitants would be about two hundred and

thirty. According to the census of 1831, there were in

Borley forty-four families, forty-one inhabited houses, and

one hundred and ninety-five persons. In 1891 there were

two hundred and ten inhabitants, a striking suggestion of

fixedness in rural population. The mediaeval value of the

benefice is given at ;io, the present value being ^240 a

year. In regard to distribution of land, the proportion of

villeins to freemen, the nature of the services, the character-

istics of jurisdiction, and the general manorial customs this

account of a manor of the early fourteenth century would

seem to be as nearly typical as the wide diversity of mediaeval

conditions renders possible.

K. P. CHEYNEY.
University of Pennsylvania.
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TRANSLATION OF THE TEXT.

Extent of the Manor of Borley made there on Tuesday
next after the feast of Saint Matthew the Apostle, A. D.,

1308, in the first year of the reign of King Edward, son of

King Edward, in the presence of John le Doo, steward, by
the hands of William of Folesham, clerk, on the oath of

Philip, the reeve of Borley, Henry Lambert, Dennis Rolf,

Richard at Mere, Walter Johan and Robert Ernald, tenants

of the lord in the said vill of Borley. These all, having
been sworn, declare that there is there one messuage well and

suitably built
;
that it is sufficient for the products of the

manor, and that it contains in itself, within the site of the

manor, 4 acres, by estimation. The grass there is worth

yearly, by estimation, 2s. And the curtilage there is worth

yearly 1 2d.
,
sometimes more and sometimes less, according

to its value. And the fruit garden there is worth yearly as

in apples and grapes, perhaps $s. and sometimes more.

Total, 8s.

And it is to be known that the lord is the true patron of

the church of Borley, and the said church is worth yearly,

according to taxation, in 'grain, in offerings, in dues, and in

other small tithes, jlo.
And there is one water-mill in the manor, and it is worth

yearly on lease, 6os. And the fishpond in the mill dam,
with the catch of eels from the race, is worth yearh

lation, \2d. Total, 6is.

There is there a wood called le Hoo, which contains 10 acres,

and the underbrush from it is worth yearly, without waste,
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55. ;
and the grass from it is worth yearly, 55. ;

and the feed-

ing of swine there is worth yearly, izd. And there is there

a certain other wood called Chalvecroft, which contains, with

the ditches, 5 acres. And the herbage there is worth yearly,

2s. 6d.
;
and the underbrush there is worth 35. ;

and the

feeding of swine there is worth yearly, 6d. Total value, ijs.

There are there, of arable land in demesne, in different

fields, 300 acres of land, by the smaller hundred. And it is

worth yearly, on lease, ^15, at the price of \2d. per acre.

Total acreage, 300. Total value, ^15.
And it is to be known that the perch of land in that manor

contains 16% feet, in measuring land. And each acre can

be sown suitably with 2^ bushels of wheat, with 2% bushels

of rye, with 2% bushels of peas, with 3 bushels of oats, and

this sown broadcast, and with 4 bushels of barley, even

measure. And each plough should be joined with 4 oxen

and 4 draught horses. And a plough is commonly able to

plough an acre of land a day, and sometimes more.

There are likewise of mowing meadow in various places 29
acres and i rood. This is worth yearly, -j

6s. $d., at 55.

an acre. Total acreage, 29 A., i R. Total of pence, ,7
6*. 3^.

There are likewise of enclosed pasture, 28 acres, and this

is worth yearly 425. at iSd. per acre. Of this sixteen acres

are assigned to the dairy for the cows, and twelve for the

oxen and young bullocks. Total, 42s.

It is to be known that the lord can have in the common

pasture of Borley, along with the use of the fresh meadows
and of the demesnes of the lord, in the open time, 100 sheep,

by the greater hundred. And their pasture, per head, is

worth 2d. yearly, and not more, on account of the resump-
tion of the food of the shepherd. Total, 205.

There is there likewise, a certain court of free tenants of the

lord and of the customary [tenants] meeting every three

weeks. And the fines and perquisites thence, along with

the view of frank pledge, are worth 2os. a year.
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FREE TENANTS. William, son of Ralph, a Knight, holds

from the lord 18 acres, by paying thence, yearly, at Easter,

i&/., and at the feast of St. Michael, iSd.

Henry of Latheley holds from the lord, 50 acres of land,

by paying thence, yearly, at Easter, 2id.
t
and at the feast of

St. Michael, 2\d. And he is bound to attendance at the

court.

John of Lystone holds from the lord in Borley, 40 acres of

land and 4 acres of meadow, by paying therefrom, yearly, at

the feast of St. Michael, 6d. for all services. -<x,

William Joy holds from the lord one messuage and 20 aci\ s

of land, and 2 acres of meadow, and a half acre of pasture,

by paying therefrom, yearly, at the feast of St. Michael, nd.

And he is bound to attendance at court.

Hugh at Fen holds from the lord, 6 acres of land, and a

half acre of meadow, and a rood of pasture, by paying

thence, yearly, at the aforesaid two periods, 2s. gd. And he

is bound to attendance at court.

Reginald Crummelond holds from the lord, 12 acres of

land, by paying thence, annually, los. And he is bound to

attendance at court.

William le Yachter holds from the lord in the demesiu

in service 2 acres of land and a half acre of meadow by pay-

ing thence yearly at Easter and at the feast of St. Michael

in equal portions, jd. And he is bound to attendance at

court.

MOLMEN. The tenants of the land of Simon of Am.
vi/., John Aunsel holds i cottage and i rood of lan.l :

Roger at Remete, 4 acres and 3 roods of land ;
Ric

Gakoun, 2 acres of land ; William Oslock, i acre of land
;

Augustus, the clerk, 2 acres and a half of land ;
Walter

1, 3 acres of land; Dennis Rauf, i rood of meadow.

And they pay thence yearly, that is to say at Easter, 9</.,

and at the feast of St. Michael, yd., and at the Purifica:

of Unthiel, 2s. 2#</., and at Christmas a hen of the price of

And they will provide two men to reap for one
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bedrepe in autumn at the will of the lord with the lord's food,

as is explained below. The price of each service is id. And
they are bound to attendance at court.

William Oslock holds from the lord i messuage and 20

acres of land and i rood of meadow by paying thence yearly
at the aforesaid two periods, 45. ;

and of Unthiel at the Puri-

fication of the Blessed Mary, 2^. 2^d.; and at Christmas, i

hen of the price of \
l
/?d. And he must reap in autumn for

one bedrepe by means of two men at the food of the lord as

above. And he owes merchet, and he is bound to attend-

ance at court.

Total rent of assize of the period of St. Michael s. d.

from free tenants, 98
Item, 5

Total of the period of the Purification, of Unthield,

yearly, .4 5^
Total of the rent of the Easter period, ..82
Item, 5

Total of hens at the Christmas period, . . 3

CUSTOMARY TENANTS. Walter Johan holds from the

lord in villenage one messuage and 10 acres of land by pay-

ing thence yearly at the festival of the Purification of the

Blessed Mary, of Hunthield, 45. 5^^.; and at Easter, 2oy^d.\

and at the feast of St. Michael, 26 ^</.; and at the feast of

Christmas, i hen and a half, the hen being of the price of

i%d. And from the feast of St. Michael (September

29) to the feast of St. Peter ad Vincula (August i)

in each week 3 works with one man without the food

of the lord, the price of a work being ^d., three weeks

being excepted, that is to say, Christmas week, Easter week
and Whitsuntide, in which they will not work unless it is

absolutely required by the necessity for binding the grain in

autumn and for carrying hay. And he shall plough with

his plough, whether he has to join or not, 4 acres of the

land of the lord without the food of the lord, the price of
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each acre being $y\d., of which 2 acres are to be in the sea-

son for planting wheat and 2 for oats. And he shall carry

the manure of the lord of the manor with his horse and cart

at the food of the lord
;
that is, each day a loaf and a half of

rye bread, of the size of 40 loaves to the quarter, and to weed
the grain of the lord so long as there shall be any weeding to

be done, and it shall be reckoned in his services. And he

ought to mow the meadow of the lord
;
that is to say, i acre

and the third part of an acre, according to suitable meas-

ure. And it will be reckoned in his services, that is for

each acre, 3 works.

And it is to be known that whenever he, along with the

other customary tenants of the vill, shall mow the meadow of

Rainholm, they shall have, according to custom, 3 bushels

of wheat for bread and i ram of the price of 18^., and i jar

of butter, and i cheese next to the best from the dairy of the

lord, and salt and oatmeal for their porridge, and all the

morning milk from all the cows of the whole dairy at that

time. And he shall toss, carry and pile the said acre and a

half of hay, and shall carry it to the manor, and it will be

reckoned in his works. And he shall have for each work
of mowing as much of the green grass, when he shall hu\v

mowed it, as he shall be able to carry on the point of his

scythe. And when he has carried the said hay he shall

have, at the end of the said carrying, the body of his cart

full of hay. And he shall reap in autumn from the feast of

St Peter ad Vincula (August i) to the feast of St. Michael

(September 29) through the whole autumn, 24 works,

without food from the lord, the price of one work being

id. And he shall carry the grain of the lord and pile-

id it shall be accounted for in his works. And he shall

have as often as he carries, one bundle called the mensheaf ;

and he shall haul with his horse twelve leagues around the

manor as much as the weight of 2 bushels of salt or of

3 bushels of wheat, of rye, of peas, or of beans
;
and of

oats, 4 bushels. And he ought to go for the said grain and
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bring it to the granary of the lord with the aforesaid horse

and his own sack. And he shall have as often as he hauls

as much oats as he is able to measure and carry in the palm
of his hand three times. And if he shall not have carried he is

not to give anything, but there will be appointed in the place

of each carrying one work of the price of a half penny.
And he shall give aid and must attend the court. And he

shall give merchet on the marriage of his daughter, at the

will of the lord.

The same Walter holds one toft which contains 2 acres

of land. And he shall perform in each week, from the feast

of the Trinity to the first of August, 2 works, the price

of a work being a half penny. And for a half toft in each

week during the same period, i work, the price as above.

And from the first of August to the feast of St. Michael in

each week, i work and a half, without the food of the

lord, the price of a work being id. And he shall have a

bundle called the tofsheaf, as large as he is able to bind in a

band cut off and not uprooted nor extracted from the earth

along with its roots.

Richard at Mere holds from the lord in villenage 20

acres of land by paying yearly of Unthield at the feast of the

Purification, 45. 5%d.; and at Easter, i6d.; and at the feast

of St. Michael, 17d.; and at Christmas, one hen of the price

as above. And he shall work from the feast of St. Michael

to the feast of St. Peter ad Vincula, in each week, like Walter

Johan. And he shall plough, carry manure, weed the grain,

mow the meadow, toss, pile and carry to the manor, reap

in autumn, haul, and perform all other services just as the

aforesaid Walter Johan. And he shall give aid and merchet

and make service at court.

The same Richard holds one toft, and he performs from the

feast of the Trinity to the first of August in each week 2

works, the price as above ;
and from the feast of the first of

August to the feast of St. Michael, each week i work,

without the food of the lord, the price being id.
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Robert Ernald holds from the lord in villenage 20 acres

of land by paying and performing all services and customs in

all things, just as the said Richard at Mere. And he shall

give merchet and aid, and shall make suit at the court. And
he holds a toft from the lord and does in each and all things

like the said Richard at Mere.

Maud Davy holds from the lord in villenage 10 acres of

land by paying and doing in all things just as the said

Richard at Mere ;
and also for her toft as the said Richard,

and she will give aid and make merchet and attendance at

court.

Philip the Reeve holds from the lord in villenage 10 acres

of land, paying yearly at the Purification of the Blessed Mary
of Unthield, 2*. 2^d.\ and at Easter Set.; and at the feast of

St. Michael 8d.
;
and at Christmas one hen of the price of id.

And he shall plow, carry manure, weed the grain, mow the

meadow, scatter and pile. And he shall do all other services

by the half as the land of the aforesaid Richard at Mere.

And he shall give merchet and make attendance at court.

The same Philip holds one toft and performs for it all the

services as the aforesaid Richard at Mere, also attendance at

the court.

Dennis Rolf holds from the lord in villenage 10 acres of

land, by paying and doing in rent and all other services like

the said Richard at Mere. And for one toft which he

holds he will do in all things just as the said Richard.

And the same Dennis holds I acre of land by paying yearly

\id. at the feast of Easter, and of St. Michael in equal

portions.

Peter at Cross holds from the lord in villenage 10 acres of

land by paying thence and performing rent and other customs

;nI * TV ices as the aforesaid Philip the Reeve. And for one

toft which he holds he does in all things as the same Philip.

and does suit at the court.

Edmund Nel holds from the lord in villenage 10 acres of

land by paying yearly and performing all services as the
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aforesaid Philip. The same Edmund holds half a toft and

does in all things all services to the half of the toft of the

aforesaid Philip.

Walter of Lynton holds from the lord in villenage 10

acres of land by paying and doing all services and customs

as the aforesaid Philip, the Reeve.

The same Walter holds from the lord a half toft, and does

in all things as the aforesaid Edmund Nel.

Aschelot the Young holds from the lord, in villenage, 10

acres of land and a half toft, and does in all things like the

aforesaid Walter of Lynton.

Henry Lambert holds from the lord 10 acres of land and a

half toft, and he does in each and all things as Walter of

Lynton. And besides, for a certain street called Rapstreet,

2d. yearly.

John Rolf holds from the lord 10 acres of land and a half

toft, and in all services he does the same as the aforesaid

Walter. And for a certain Rapstreet, 2d. yearly.

Joanna Gill, William Gill, and Peter Gill hold 10 acres

and a half toft, and do in all sendees just as the said Walter

of Lynton.

Agnes Selone holds from the lord 10 acres of land and a

half toft, and in all services and customs does as the said

Walter.

Thomas of Reculver, clerk, holds from the lord certain

land called Stanegroundsland, which contains 10 acres of

land and a half toft. And he performs all other services

and customs in all services just as the said Walter of Lynton.
William Wareng and Maud Wareng hold from the lord in

villenage 5 acres of land and they pay yearly at the feast

of the Purification of the Blessed Mary, of Unthield, 13^^.,
at Easter, ^d.; at the feast of St. Michael, ^d., and at

Christmas, a hen of the price as above. And they do in all

services and customs half as much as for the land of Philip
the Reeve. The same William and Maud hold one toft and

do in all things just as the aforesaid Philip.
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The same William holds 5 acres of land for himself; and

in all services and customs does half as much as the aforesaid

Philip. And for the fourth part of a toft which he holds

he does a fourth part as much as others pay for such a

tenement.

The same William owes for Warengerestreet, id. yearly,

at the prescribed periods.

William the Smith holds from the lord 6 acres of land

for shaping the iron of the ploughs of the lord from the iron

furnished by the lord himself. And he pays of Unthield,

Dennis State holds from the lord in villenage 5 acres of

land and the fourth part of a toft, by paying and doing in

each and all things yearly just as the said William Wareng
for his 5 acres and fourth part of one toft.

Nicholas Hervey holds from the lord in villenage 5 acres

and the fourth part of one toft, by paying and doing in all

things yearly just as the said W. Wareng for as much land.

William Selone holds from the lord in villenage 5 acres

of land and the fourth part of one toft by paying and doing

in all things yearly just as the said W. Wareng for as much
land.

Margery Simonds holds from the lord 5 acres of land, by

paying and doing in all things just as the said William for as

much land.

Walter Arnewy holds from the lord in villenage 5 acres

of land by paying for it and doing all services just as the

aforesaid Margery.
Mabel at Mere holds from the lord 5 acres of land, by pay-

ing and doing in all things just as the aforesaid Margery-

Mabel Nicole holds from the lord 5 acres of land, by pay-

ing and doing in each and all things just as the aforesaid

Margery.
The same Walter, Mabel at Mere and Mabel Nicole hold

one toft by paying for it and doing services as Philip the

Reeve for his toft.
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COTEMEN. Ralf Dennis holds from the lord one toft by
paying for it yearly in all things just as Philip the Reeve.

And besides this he ought to clear the ditches in the winter

on the land of the lord at the time of the planting of wheat.

And he ought to scatter the manure of the lord as long as

there shall be any to be scattered in each season of the year.

And if he shall not have cleared out nor have scattered

manure, he shall give nothing.

Mabel of Alfetone and Gundred, her sister, hold from

the lord one toft and do in all things as the aforesaid Ralf

Dennis.

William Nenour holds from the lord one cottage and per-

forms in each working week one work of the value of a half

penny on each Monday, viz : from the feast of St. Michael to

the feast of St. Peter ad Vincula, and from the feast of St.

Peter ad Vincula to the feast of St. Michael in each week one

work of the value of id.

Walter Selone holds from the lord one cottage, and does

in all things like Walter (William) Nenour.

It is to be known that if the said W. Nenour and Walter

Selone have threshed grain in the barn of the lord, they
shall have from the lord as much straw as they shall be able,

both at one time, with one rake to gather together in the

open space of the said barn. And in the same way of

hay, when they have gathered it together in the meadow
of the lord. And this from a time, as it is said, to which

memory goeth not back.

It is to be known that all the above mentioned customary-

tenants ought to reap one day in autumn at one bedrepe of

wheat. And they shall have among them 6 bushels of

wheat for their bread, baked in the manor, and soup and

meat, that is to say, two men have one portion of beef, aad

cheese, and beer for drinking. And the aforesaid customary-

tenants will work in autumn, to the extent of two boonworks

of oats. And they shall have 6 bushels of rye for their

bread as described above. Soup, as before, and herrings,
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viz.
,
each two men, six herrings, and cheese as before, and

water for drinking.

Total rent ot customary assize of the period of s. d.

St. Michael, yearly 18 n#
Total rent of Unthield, of the period of the

Purification, 55 7
Total rent of the Easter period, . . .17 2%
Total rent of hens of the said customary tenants

at Christmas period 2 1 1#
Total rent of assize at the Easter period, both of

free and customary tenants, . . .25 4^
Total rent of the same, of the period of St.

Michael, yearly, 28 7

(Likewise IQJ. at the aforesaid periods).
Total of the customs called Unthield at the Puri-

fication of the Blessed Mary, yearly, . .60 y^
Total of the rents of hens at Christmas, . . 3 2#

Grand total of the above sums, along with the

Unthield, yearly, . . . . 117 3

Reginald Crummelond's los. of rent yearly, found after

the extent was made.

There are there of the services of the customary tenants as

is shown above from Michaelmas to the first of August,

through 44 weeks, 1485 works, at 3 works a week.

And from the two cottagers through the same period 88

works, from each of them i work a week.

And from the sixteen toftmen, from the feast of the Holy

Trinity to the first of August, through 10 weeks, 320 works,

the value of each work being a half-penny, from which ought
to be subtracted those ascribed to 3 weeks, viz. : Christmas,

Kaster, Whitsuntide. And moreover for two cottages and for

tributes of ploughing to be allotted to different seasons, 152

works. And there remain 1742 works, the value of a work

bang a half-penny. Total, 4 6s.
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There are moreover of the issues of the aforesaid customary
tenants 22^ tributes of which each tribute requires plough-

ing upon the land of the lord at different seasons. And a

tribute at the convenience of the lord at all plantings is worth

ioy2 d. Total, 19*. &^d.
There are moreover of the autumn works of the aforesaid

customary tenants from the" first of August to the feast of

St. Michael, 424 works, the price of each work being 2d.

Total, 41 s. 2d.

The sum of the total value, according to the extent, is

Likewise from Reginald Crummelond IDS. yearly, discov-

ered after the extent was made up, as above. From which

should be subtracted yd. rent owed to L,ady Felicia, of Sen-

der, yearly for a certain meadow called Baselymede, near

Radbridge. There remains ^43 i8j. 5%V., plus los. as

above.

And it is to be known that the I^ord Prior of Christ Church
of Canterbury has his liberty in the vill of Borley ;

and he

has jurisdiction over thieves caught on the manor and tenants

of the manor taken outside with stolen goods in their hands

or on their backs. And the judicial gallows of this franchise

stand and ought to stand at Radbridge. And now let us

inquire concerning the pillory and tumbrel. It is reported

by the jury that it ought to stand beyond the outer gates

toward the west, next to the pigstye of the lord.

And it is to be remembered that as often as it is necessary

for the reeve and four men to be present before the Justices in

Kyre or anywhere else, that is to say at the jail-delivery of

our lord, the King, or wheresoever it may be, the lord ought
to find two men at his expense before the same Justices ;

and

the villagers of Rorley will find three men at their expense ;

and this according to custom from a time to which, as it is

said, memory does not extend.

And it is to be known that when any customary tenant of

the land in that manor dies, the lord will have as a heriot the
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best beast of that tenant found at the time of his death.

And if he did not have a beast he shall give to the lord for

a heriot, 2s. 6d. And the heir shall make a fine to the lord

for the tenement which was his father's, if it shall seem to

be expedient to him, but, if not, he shall have nothing.

Nevertheless to the wife of the deceased tenant shall be saved

the whole of the tenement which was her husband's on the

day he died, to be held of the lord as her free bench till the

end of her life, if she shall remain without a husband, and

on performing the services due and customary thence to the

lord. If, however, through the license of the lord, she shall

have married, the heirs of the aforesaid deceased shall enter

upon the aforesaid tenement by the license of the lord, and

shall give one-half of the said tenement to the widow of the

said deceased as dowry.



BRIEFER COMMUNICATIONS.

A NATIONAL DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH.

The prosperity of a State rests fundamentally upon the material
and moral welfare of its people. Governments exist for, and should
use their vast powers for the betterment of, the people. Aside, there-

fore, from its essential governing powers, it is the peculiar province of

a government, especially of a national government, to exercise a super-

visory, investigating and, as it were, pedagogic attitude toward the

material welfare of its people. Under this head are embraced those

administrative functions that are of an investigating statistical nature,
that consist not in the exercise of any new powers, nor in the interfer-

ence with or control of any of the social activities of the people, but

solely in the study of conditions and of methods, and the diffusion of

the information thus obtained. Since the late war the extension of

federal activities in this field has been marked. The Departments of

Agriculture and of Labor have been established and numerous
bureaus organized, the sole function of which has been the collection

and diffusion among the people of sound information regarding the

particular subjects with which they are concerned. Taking all the

branches of the federal service together it will be found that there are

now no less than seventeen distinct divisions engaged almost exclu-

sively iu the prosecution of scientific work, the results of which are

given to the people in bulletins and annual reports.

This much the government is doing for the spread of knowledge
regarding the material interests of the people, but as yet, excepting
the decennial censuses, there is no agency provided for the col-

lection and diffusion of proper information regarding the public
health. In this respect the United States Government stands unique

among the civilized nations of the world. For several years we
have had a bureau in the Department of Agriculture for the study of

the health of animals, and, guided by the information thus obtained,

Congress has been able to exercise a legislative control that has

resulted in the total eradication from our country of certain diseases

afflicting live stock, notably contagious pleuro-pneumouia, formerly

widely-prevalent and fatal. Regarding the health of the people,

however, our law-makers have not yet seen the necessity of the

exercise of the pedagogic powers of the government. It seems

almost absurd that this should be the case.
"
Nothing pays better than good book-keeping in national affairs,"

a*7& Dr. Johm S. Billings, "and in no part of the nation's work u
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good book-keeping more useful than in keeping records of the life

and health of its people." True at the time it was uttered, this

remark becomes more forcible every day. During the last few years
so rapid has been the progress in the science of the prevention and
cure of disease that this branch of human knowledge has fairly earned

the name of "The New Science of Medicine." That which especially
characterizes this new science is the success with which the causes

of diseases have been investigated and efficacious prophylactic
measures devised. It is now known that a very considerable number
of our most widely prevalent and fatal diseases are due to the

presence in the atmosphere and drinking water of minute organisms
or germs, as they are called. Careful study has shown the nature of

these microbes and the conditions favorable and unfavorable to their

generation and increase, and where, through public agencies, the

benefits of these discoveries have been obtained for the people at

large, beneficial results of a striking nature have been obtained.

Should there be established a n.ew Department of Health, or a

rehabilitation of the old board, its functions should be of an educa-

tional rather than a coercive character. Its usefulness would lie in

the promotion of higher scientific research, the collection of statistical

information, and the diffusion of the information thus obtained

among the people of the various States. The investigation of local

causes of disease and specific methods of prevention, and the collec-

tion of statistics of a purely local character, should be duties falling
within the provinces of state and municipal boards. The wise rule

of J. S. Mill, "that power should be localized and knowledge central-

ized," should be followed as far as possible.

There has been introduced in the last session of Congress, by Mr.

Sherman, a bill for the establishment of a Department of Public Health

which provides for the performance of the following duties: To

obtain, through all sources accessible, including State and municipal
authorities throughout the United States, weekly reports of the sani-

tary condition of ports and places within the United States. Fur-

ther, as far as it may be able, to procure and tabulate statistics

relating to marriages, births, deaths, the existence of epidemic,
endemic and other diseases, especially those of a degenerative charac-

ter, such as malignant growths and affections of the circulatory, respir-

atory, secretory and reproductive organs, and data concerning the

fniit of consanguineous marriage and transmissibility of insane, alco-

holic, syphilitic, nervous and malignant types of constitution. Further,

to procure information relating to climatic and other conditions

affecting public health, especially in reference to the moot favorable

regions in the United States for the cure or relief ' ironic
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diseases of the several organs of the body, especially of consumption.
Further, to obtain information, from a sanitary point of view, of the

health and comfort of the laboring classes, and to make investigation,
both in the United States and, if necessary, in foreign countries, into

the nature, origin and prevention of contagious and epidemic
diseases, as well as into the causes and conditions of particular out-

breaks of disease in the United States, and to publish and distribute

documents relating to the prevention of disease. Finally, that this

department is to co-operate with State boards of health, the signal

service, the medical departments of the army, navy and marine

service, and to unify and utilize their work so as to make the depart-
ment of health a repository of the most important sanitary facts that

concern the public comfort.

This enumeration of duties by this bill hardly indicates sufficiently
what should be the entire nature of the functions of a department of

public health. Broadly speaking its duties should be of a threefold

character.

First. It should be one of its essential duties to inform State and

municipal authorities regarding recent discoveries relating to the

preservation of the public health. The encouragement of higher
institutions affording facilities for advanced independent and original
scientific research cannot be too strongly commended, but at the
same time it should be remembered that probably not one one-

hundredth part of the facts that the study of science has already

yielded, are to-day accessible to more than a very small fraction of

the people. But knowledge is useless unless it is made accessible to

those who are to be benefited by it. The work of this department in

this direction should be, then, to enable society to utilize for its own
good the progress in curative and preventive medicine. For the per-
formance of this work the department would not need to make
difficult and expensive investigations. There would be required only
a small corps of competent specialists, who, keeping themselves fully
informed as to the latest results obtained in their departments of

knowledge, could cull from them and publish in their annual reports
or bulletins the points most important for the people of the United
States to know. Thus would be furnished to legislators the data

upon which to enact necessary and wise laws, and to State and

municipal boards the information upon which to base intelligent
action.

A second duty of a national department of public health should be
the collection of information regarding the cause, prevalence and
cure of particular diseases, especially those of a widely prevalent and

contagious character. Under this head would be included all
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zymotic diseases, consumption, syphilis, leprosy, la grippe, cholera

and others.

The third province of this department should embrace investigations

into the rates of mortality, and the distribution of diseases as regards

locality, sex, nationality, age, occupations, and conditions of life of

the sufferers. Such investigations, if carefully made, would throw

much light upon several problems that are at present greatly troubling
the public mind. The influence of the influx of foreigners upon our

shores as regards the introduction and spread of diseases, and upon
the rates of child-births, deaths, and size of families, would be shown.

Included in these investigations would be the ascertainment of the

comparative healthfulness of different occupations, the results of which

would have a direct bearing upon the questions of shorter hours, of

the prohibition of the employment of women and children in factories

and mines, of the necessity for the introduction of sanitary and life-

saving appliances, and possibly upon the question of compulsory
insurance in particular trades. Much pertinent information reg ,. iing

the proper housing of the poorer working classes would also l>e ob-

tained. Comparative statistics would show the bearing of home
conditions, cleanliness, and density of population, upon the health of

the laboring people. Finally, sanitary statistics, properly collected,

and upon a sufficiently large scale to allow of the comparison of aver-

ages, might have a bearing upon the temperance question. Take for

instance the fact disclosed by the reports of the Registrar-General of

England that since grocers have received the privilege of selling

liquors, their rate of mortality has risen. The presumption of course

is that constant temptation has made them greater drinkers, which has

resulted in a greater death rate. If the method of differences has

been correctly followed in this comparison, this fact certainly affords

the temperance party an additional proof of the deleterious effects of

excessive consumption of strong spirits.

These then are the three general services to be rendered by a

national department of health. But, besides these, there are two other

<hstinct benefits to be derived from its establishment First, state and

municipal boards would receive from it a salutary influence. By means
of the introduction of the latest methods of investigation, and the

use of improved and uniform tabulations of statistics, their several

efforts would be co-ordinated, and more accurate and general results

obtained. Also, in some cases, State authorities might receive cer-

tain assistance in their work, just aa States, upon the payment of

suitable remuneration, now avail themselves of the skill of the United

States geodetic and coast surveyors. Secondly, the existence of a

national department of health would provide a corps of scientific and
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trained officials for the collection of sanitary statistics for the decennial

censuses. The desirability of maintaining constantly in its employ a

body of men skilled in statistical matters, who may assist in the prep-
aration of the census, is sufficiently obvious. As it now stands, each

superintendent of the census has to depend upon a new set of men,

entirely unskilled, and who are dismissed just as they are becoming
sufficiently trained to render their services valuable. Statistics that

are improperly collected and arranged are worse than useless, and the

money spent in their compilation worse than thrown away.
The length of this paper does not permit, nor is this the place to

give extended proofs of the expensiveness of disease, and the economy
of iptroducing, even at great expense, the smallest of sanitary improve-
ments. This is a fact that does not need demonstration. Take the

single fact disclosed by a parliamentary commission, that over seven

thousand of the present cases of blindness in the United Kingdom,
have been caused by the neglect of the inflammation of the eyes of

the new born, the cure for which is extremely simple. How much

personal suffering, and public expense too, for the majority of the

blind are dependent upon the public for their support, might have

been saved had there been a wide diffusion of the means by which this

evil could have been prevented.

Why then, is it that we are still without a national department of

health ? It is not because its activities would be of a socialistic nature,

nor does it seem possible that the expense can be the objection, for

even did we not possess abundant national resources, the false economy
of the present condition is plain ; nor, finally, does its establishment

involve political issues. The difficulty seems to lie in a lack of the

spirit of public duty and energy. The well-to-do control politics, and
it is the well-to-do who are the ones least suffering from unsanitary
conditions. It is the poor who would receive the greatest benefit from

an intelligent and efficient administration of the sanitary laws, and it

is the poor who are the most ignorant of this, and who possess the

least political influence. If by any means the general government
can assist in the betterment of the laboring population, without at the

same time opening the door for the introduction of greater socialistic

evils, it should be done. A national department of health, affords one

such means. Says Sir John Simon, who has spent his lifetime in the

promotion of sanitary progress in England :

"
It cannot be too loudly

proclaimed that an efficient administration of the sanitary laws is

among the best helps which can be given to the poorer classes of the

population, and that authorities who negligently or corruptly fail of

their duties in such administration are among the worst oppressors of

the poor." The true progress of the nations must henceforth be
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measured by the moral and material elevation of their working classes,

and for the promotion of this end, the enactment of proper sanitary

laws, and their efficient administration, can play no small part.

W. W. WILLOUGHBY.
W*ski*gton, D. C.

A SUCCESSFUL, SCHOOL SAVINGS BANK.

In connection with the comprehensive paper on "School Savings
Banks," in the ANNALS for July, 1892, it may be of interest to present
a short account of some novel features found in the very successful

bank operated by the public schools of Blooniington, Ind.

This bank was put into operation September 28, 1891, upon the

general plan outlined in the above mentioned paper, with, however,
a few slight deviations that render necessary a special system of books.

Some of these have been copyrighted by the manager, Mr. C. M. Car-

penter. Money is received on Mondays, both morning and afternoon.

The pupil fills out a deposit check, which is filed by the teacher. The
amount is credited upon the pupil's pass-book, which he retains, and
also upon the teacher's ledger. The teacher then seals all the money
in an envelope, with a statement of the amount on the outside. The

manager goes to the various teachers and collects the envelopes, giving
a receipt for the amount of each. He then takes the envelopes to the

secretary of the Workmen's Building Loan-Fund and Savings Asso-

ciation, who counts the money in the manager's presence and places
it among the funds of the association. If any pupil wishes to with-

draw any of his money he writes a check for the amount, signed by
his parent and by the teacher, who places it in the envelope with the

deposits. When the secretary of the association finds these drafts he
hands them to the manager, who countersigns them. The secretary

pays the amount out of the deposits just received, placing the money
for each teacher in a separate envelope. These envelopes the manager
carries back, receiving from each teacher a receipt. Thus he does not

touch the money at any point, the only possibility of fraud being his

failure to give the secretary a receipt for money returned on drafts.

This will be rectified.

The especially novel feature of this plan is the fact that the money
is deposited with a building association, rather than a savings bank.

Snch a disposition of the funds was a necessity at the outset, then-

being no savings bank in Bloomington. But, as it turns out, it is the

most fitting and feasible plan possible ; fitting, because the two insti-

tutions are so similar in their nature and aims, and feasible because

it helps the association, and at the same time compels the pupil to deal

only with the teacher, thus retaining the bank as a constituent part

[wl
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of the school. The manager asserts that this plan influences the

pupil to continue a depositor in cases where, if he had to deal directly
with a bank after reaching the sum of three dollars, he would soon

discontinue depositing. The school bank is carrying 100 shares of

running stock, for which it pays weekly 25. The balance of the

deposits is then applied to the purchase of paid-up stock, bearing six

per cent interest from date of deposit.
This plan involves another very novel feature in the working

of the bank namely, the fact that ten per cent interest per annum is

paid depositors. Such a high rate of interest is rendered possible by
the method of computation. No interest is paid except on even

dollars, and deposits are not credited to the interest account except
on the last Monday of each month. Taking this in connection with

the fact that the building association gives interest at six per cent from

date, it will readily be seen how those deposits that are on the interest

account can receive a very high rate a rate, moreover, that will

be largely increased when the 100 shares of running stock mature.

It should be mentioned in this connection that all blanks are provided

by the school, and that no one receives any pay for work, so that the

whole earnings go to the interest account.

The manager's report, covering the period since the organization up
to January, 1893, shows the following figures : Of the noo pupils, 650
are depositors, or 59 per cent. Total amount collected for the 69 weeks
of operation, $3254.61; average weekly deposits, $47. 17 ;

total amount

withdrawn, $953.34; average weekly draft, $13.81; average savings,

I33-36; amount due depositors, $2301.27. Since September 5, 1892, the

average deposit has been $58.21; average draft, $17.77; savings, $40.44.

This shows an average deposit of 6 cents for each pupil depositing.
The plan of having all accounts kept by the school increases, of

course, the work for the teachers. Besides the time consumed during
the session the teacher must take time for posting. Then once a month
there is the transferring of deposits to the interest account, and once in

six months the computation of interest, which requires several hours.

It is, of course, too early to draw any definite conclusions as to the

effects upon the pupils, but it may be taken for what it is worth that

confectioners report a perceptible and continued fall in the sales of

candy and chewing gum since the organization.

One thing would seem to need watching. The rule is that there

shall be no deposit larger than a dollar without special permission of

the manager. But in practice, although many requests have been

refused, deposits of five dollars have not been uncommon. One boy of

14 deposited in one month between $60 and $70, claiming to have

earned it. One girl deposited sums of $5, $10, and even $15, until
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about $100 had been deposited, and then ceased altogether. But the

most extreme case was where a girl deposited $100 at one time a

present from her father with the understanding that she was to save it.

Such things as these indicate that parents are taking advantage of the

high interest paid and are depositing for investment. Though this does

not directly injure any one, yet it compels the teachers to keep books

for people better off than they, and has likewise a tendency to dis-

courage those who can not deposit such heavy sums. With the one-

dollar limit more strictly adhered to this would be an exceedingly suc-

cessful school savings bank. W. F. HARDING.
Indianapolis, Ind.

BULLION NOTES AND AN ELASTIC CURRENCY.

In the April number of The Forum Mr. Jose" F. de Navarro pro-

poses, instead of the present system of silver certificates and treasury

notes redeemable in silver dollars, to substitute a system of bullion

notes redeemable in silver bullion at the gold price of silver on the day
of payment. This is essentially the plan submitted to Congress in 1889

by Secretary Windom, who proposed to restrict the issue of these

bullion notes to the yearly commercial value of the product of the

American mines. This would have resulted in an annual increase of

the currency of about $55,000,000 (57,600,040 in 1891). All the advan-

tages of the plan as claimed by Mr. de Navarro may be readily con-

ceded. It would check at once the scare about the loss of our gold. In

fact, with such a system of currency, the United States could dispense
with gold altogether. This is a contingency, however, which neither

Secretary Windom nor Mr. de Navarro seems to have considered safe

or allowable. Yet further consideration will show that, having adopted
the system of bullion notes, every dollar of gold now on hand might be

exported to Europe, and every new ounce from the mines might follow

it, yet every dollar of American currency would be as good as a gold
dollar. Should all the gold leave the country in this way, cablegram

reports from London every day would give the gold price of silver, just

as the Director of the Mint to-day receives prices to guide him in the

purchase of bullion iindiT the act of 1890. Every bullion note presented
to the Treasury would be redeemed in silver bullion at the world's gold

price of silver on that day, and would, therefore, be equal to a redemp-
tion in gold on the markets of the world.

If these principles be true, may not the United States go further and

adopt a scientifically elastic system of currency, based on bullion notes?

Th<- distinguished Swiss professor of political economy, Le*on Wains,
of Lausanne, some yean ago proposed a plan for an elastic currency,

and substantially the same plan has been advocated by President B.

Benjamin Andrews, of Brown University, one of the American delegate*
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to the recent Brussels Conference. The plan as outlined by Presi-

dent Andrews is as follows :* The establishment of gold as the universal

unit of value; then (i) "the critical ascertainment of the course of

prices ; (2) the use of some full legal tender money, like silver, repre-
sented by certificates

;
and (3) the injection of a portion of this into

circulation or the withdrawal of a portion therefrom, according as

prices had fallen or risen."

"The course of prices should be determined daily by a commission

through telegraphic reports from the greater markets, stress being laid

on the following conditions : Commodities must be taken from each

of the two great classes, those subject and those not subject to the law

ofdiminishing returns, as far as possible in the proportion which each

bears to the total consumption. . . . Those articles must be chosen

which are the least subject to accidental and artificial fluctuations.

. . . The greater the number of staples the better. ... As a

rule prices are to be registered in all the major markets of the country
or countries whose prices are in question . In not a few cases, as wheat
and standard silver, London prices would serve as well for other

countries as for Great Britian. . . . The fifth special condition is

that of quantity co-efficients an arrangement whereby the figures for

each commodity are made to enter into the grand total a number of

times in proportion to the quantity of it consumed."

Having in this way found average prices by an index number or

otherwise, "if the amount at any addition is greater than at the last,

general prices have risen: money has grown cheaper, has lost in pur-

chasing power; too much of it is in circulation; some must be with-

drawn. If, on the contrary, the amount is less than at the last summa-

tion, prices have fallen; money has grown dearer, has gained in value
;

too little of it is in circulation, and more must be set free or coined to

redress the balance. In a word, inflate or contract, ra.refy or condense,
so as to keep the footing of your great price list perpetually the same."
There is one insuperable objection to this scheme, namely, the pro-

posal to make the subsidiary money a token money, presumably like

our standard silver dollar. This objection would show itself both when

prices are rising and when they are falling. If prices were rising the

government could contract the currency only by issuing bonds redeem-

able in silver certificates. It could not sell the silver for the certificates.

On the other hand, if world-prices showed a continued tendency to fall,

the government, by its constant injection of these depreciated coins,

would eventually drive all the gold from the country and prices would
be based on the depreciated silver. Consequently, since falling prices

*"An Honest Dollar," p. 36, Publications of American Economic Association.

Vol. IV., No. 6.
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are the rule to-day, the scheme, if carried out, would bring the same

results as free coinage. It can, therefore, never hope for success except

by an international agreement, and is further off to-day than simple
international bimetallism.

But these objections would not hold if the subsidiary money were

bullion notes redeemable in silver bullion at the current gold price of

silver. With such an amendment, the scheme of President Andrews

could be carried out with eminent success by the United States alone.

We could become the great regulator of world-prices, and not with

great loss, such as France incurred when she played that r61e under

simple bimetallism, but with unexampled profit Our six hundred

millions of gold would go abroad in just the quantities we desired and

keep up Europe's prices, while we would be doing business on a gold
basis without need of the gold. The monetary commission, if prices

were falling, would purchase silver bullion at its market value at any

figure below $1.29 per ounce, and legal-tender certificates would be

issued in payment thereof, in such quantities as were necessary to

keep up prices. Then again, if prices were rising above the standard,

the commission could sell silver bullion at its market value, and could

lock up the certificates received therefor, thus contracting the cur-

rency without the issue of bonds. With the expansion of the coun-

try, however, it is likely that the purchase of bullion rather than its

sale would be the normal operation.

It may be objected that quantity of money is not the only factor

influencing the rise and fall of prices, but that inflation and collapse

of credit have the same effect. This is undoubtedly true. But credit

ids largely on the prospects of the money-supply. The knowledgc
that a commission of experts is ready to contract the currency will

;nt undue and over-inflated credits, and the knowledge of power
expand the currency will give infinite confidence and power of

ice in times of panic and depression.

The possible objection that the stock of bullion in the vaults of the

lent may become depreciated and the government may lose

igh corners or otherwise, when it sells bullion, need have little

:ight In the first place, there will be more buying than selling,

which would stiffen the price of silver. And secondly, though the

illion value should fall, the government would be as safe as it is at

with $100,000,000 gold to redeem $340,000,000 greenbacks and

$400,000,000 of silver certificates. Let the United States adopt

plan, and we should be independent of international monetary
iferences and bimetallic treaties. An international money would be

which the nations of Europe would soon be driven to imitate.

Indiana University. JOHN R. COMMONS.
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ANNUAI. CONGRESS OF THE SOCIETY OF SOCIAL ECONOMY, AT

PARIS, MAY 29 TO JUNE 4.

The somewhat unfavorable condition of economic studies in

France during the last twenty years makes the annual reunions of the

I<e Play societies of social economy of special interest and importance,
as indicating a vivifying influence which is rapidly leading the science

in that country into fruitful channels, and which, as it seems, is des-

tined to bring French economic thought into closer touch with modern
social and industrial movements. Its effect is already being felt in all

directions and the young workers, who have adopted the principles

of this school, will, in time, raise the standard of economic studies

in France, to their former enviable position.

The Congress of the Societi d'Economic Sociale, for the year

1893, while meeting upon exactly the same principles as its predecessors,

differed quite materially from them in the nature of the subjects

treated. One of the predominant features of the former reunions

has been studies in economic history ;
the Congress of 1893, how-

ever, found so many subjects of urgent present interest before them,

that, for the time being, papers on economic history were relegated
to a second place. The activity in all lines of social work in

France, which, though unostentatious, is none the less effective,

offered a great wealth of material for interesting reports and com-

munications. The usual division into general and special sessions

(Reunions de Travail] was maintained
;
the former confining them-

selves to questions of more general interest, the latter to special topics,

which offered opportunity for more intimate exchange of opinions
and more thorough discussion. To begin with the general sessions,

we may mention the following :

7.
' '

Of the change in the conception of law andjusticefrom the stand-

point of social economy," by the President of the Congress, M. B.

Glasson. Herein the progress in industrial and moral conditions was

carefully summarized. With this progress the evils which have ac-

companied progress, were contrasted. The agricultural crisis, the

languishing condition of commerce and industry, the heavy burdens

imposed on the citizen through taxation, were duly noticed. But

special stress was laid upon the gradual undermining of moral con-

ditions
;
the precarious condition of family institutions, the menace

to private property, a shallow materialism which seems to dominate

such large classes of society, combined with a personal egotism,

which ignores all the higher interests of society. An examination

of the causes, which have contributed to this unsatisfactory state of

affairs, and the measures which might lead to the amelioration of

the same, followed. The causes are, certainly, numerous, and it is of
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special importance to emphasize the fact that they are to be found
rather in the nature of man than in the weakness of institutions.

The weakening of the moral sense, the degeneration of character,
the widespread ignorance of the principles of right and justice,

and of a sound social science
;

all these are the real sources of

our present social uneasiness. The very vagueness of most of the

plans for social reform, seeking, as they do, to gratify very doubt-

ful aspirations of the masses, shows the insufficiency of their moral

basis. The speaker disclaimed any intention of attempting a rehab-

ilitation of natural laws, as sufficient to govern man and society.
What he did contend for was that the method of observation of social

conditions, as prescribed by Le Play, be as rigidly applied to economic
and social science, as it has been done to history and jurisprudence.
The comparative study of administration and legislation, should

offer us more than the mere commentary on texts. Looked at in this

way, social science embraces a vast horizon, examining into the most
minute details as well as considering general principles.

With this weakening of the notion of the moral law, the notion

of law and order has also suffered. The distinction between
laws of public and private interest has too often been lost sight
of. The obligation of contracts no longer seems to possess its

former absolute inviolability. In concluding, M. Glasson wished
it distinctly understood that his somewhat darkly colored descrip-
tion was by no means intended to discourage social effort. He
had only taken this course because he felt that sufficient force was
available to meet the most important problems. In spite of the

uncertainty of the present, there is great hope for the future, and
it is from those who most thoroughly understand the true nature

of economic and moral laws that society expects the real and lasting

impetus.
2. "The report of the committee upon prizes awarded by the society

to honor and recompense family virtues and faithful employees?*

Welche, president of the Socieit d^Economie Sociale.\K this

report it was pointed out that the object in view was a two-fold one.

On the one hand, the workingman was studied in his private family

life, on the other, in his relation to his employer. He then proceeded
to recall some of the model industrial enterprises which are, perhaps,
more abundant in France than in any other country, and which offered

to employees all those encouraging influences which breed mutual con-

fidence and effective services The most interesting of these is the

perfume factory Gelle" Lecaron,* where the conditions of the indus-

try, combined with the efforts of the employer, have succeeded in

This factor}' i situated at Levalloto-Ferret, No. 149 Rue du Bois.
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establishing conditions, perhaps unique in the industrial world for all

that concerns harmony and hearty co-operation. Out of this estab-

lishment, as well as from the workshops of the Paris, Lyons and
Mediterranean Railway Company, which has also made strenuous

efforts to improve the condition of its workingmen, several employees
were selected who had distinguished themselves through their faith-

fulness to family and employer.

j. A communication by M. Le Vicomte de Meaux upon the "Sepa-
ration ofChurch andStatein the United States and in France." After

tracing the history of the relation of Church and State in America, he

went on to show how the freedom granted to the Church was favorable

to the growth of the Church as well as to the free expansion ofthe State.

4. M. Delaire, general secretary of the Societed'Economic Sociale

made the usual report upon the work done during the year by the

central and branch societies. Amongst the "
monographs

"
published

under the direction of the society during the year the following may
be mentioned :

a. "The Familistere of Guise."

b.
" The Cabinet-makers of Paris," by M. du Maroussem.

c. "A Texan Ranch," by M. Claudiojannet.
*d. "The Doll-head and Hand Industry of Paris," by M. du Ma-

roussem.

e. "The Tanners of Malme*dy," by M. Ernest Dubois.

/. "The Silk Weavers of Southern Italy," by M. Santangelo Spoto.

g. "The Workingmen of the Co-operative Paper Factories of

Angouleme," and others.

After recalling the courses of lectures given by the society in its

own building, and under its auspices at the law school of Paris, and

the work done in foreign countries along the lines indicated by the

society and representing the principles they advocate, the secretary

closed his report with an appeal to the continued co-operation of all

members.

5.
" The report of the jury for the award of prizes for family

monographs" After recalling the somewhat pessimistic tone of most

of the monographs submitted and the unfortunate condition of many
of the trades selected for treatment, he proceeded to award the first

prize to M. Edouard Fuster for his "Life of the Berlin Laboring
Classes ;" the second prize to M. Paul Lagarde for a monograph upon
the "Vegetable Canning Industries," and to M. Henri Decugis for a

monograph upon the " Chesselas Industry of Thomery."
The general sessions were brought to a close by two addresses, one

by M. Fuster, upon the life of the laboring classes in Berlin
;
the

* Commencing with "
d'' the mentioned monographs have not as j

ret appeared.
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other upon the social rdleof popular instruction in music. The special
reunions were devoted tq the following topics :

1. M. A. des Cilleuls, upon The Guild and the Physiocrats, dur.

ing the Eighteenth Century.
2. M. Brants, upon The Guild of Trades and Commerce, organized

in 1885.

3. M. Marin, upon The Social Work due to Private Initiative at

Geneva.

4. M. Blondel, upon The Recent Progress of Socialism in Germany.
5. M. Andre" Tandonnet upon A Rural Family during the Ancien

Rigimc.
6. M. A. Fontaine, Wages and Hours of Work in the Industries

in the Department of the Seine, using the material furnished by
the report of the Bureau of Labor.

7. M. Micolle, upon The Agricultural Co-operative Associations

in France.

8. M. Fougerousse, upon The Recent Progress in Consumptive
and Productive Co-operation in the Agricultural Industries.

9. M. Louis Batcane, upon The Causes of the Destruction of the

Stability of the Family in the Pyrenees.
10. The Question of Employment Bureaus at Paris, by M. Vanleer

and M. Henri Defert

In addition to these general and special sessions those attending the

Congress undertook several excursions to centres of social work, such

as the Central Home for the Unemployed, the Night Shelters for

Women, the perfume factory of MM. Gelid and Lecaron at Levallois,

the establishments of the city of Paris for the purification of

sewage ; the different institutions of the Paris, Lyons and Mediter.

ranean Railway Company, together with several hospitals and other

charitable institutions.

From this review of the proceedings of the Congress, it will readily

be seen that whilst the scope and range of the subjects treated differed

materially, penetrating into many fields of political, moral and
social science

;
a common substratum can be found upon which all

rest. These principles, enunciated by Le Play in his " Ouvriers euro-

ptens," formed the common platform upon which all met and which

were taken as the guiding principle for the method of treatment of

the varied program. Thus the Congress of 1893 may be looked upon
as worthy of its interesting predecessors, and as an adequate exponent
of the character of the work done by the SoaM d*kconomie

sodale.
Lao. S. Rowa.

Pbrit.Jttmt, /fyf.
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AMERICA.

Augusta, Ga. Colonel Charles Colcock Jones, Jr., a well-known

Georgia historian, died on July 19, 1893, at Augusta. Col. Jones was
born at Savannah, Ga., on October 23, 1831. He graduated from

Princeton University in 1852, and then entered the Harvard L,aw

School, from which he graduated in 1855. He was admitted to the

bar at Savannah the following year and soon became prominent in the

legal profession. In 1860 he was elected mayor of Savannah. Dur-

ing the Rebellion he fought in the Confederate army. After the war
Mr. Jones engaged in law practice in New York City. In 1876 he
moved to Augusta and devoted his time to historical research. He
received the honorary degree of LL- D. from the University of the

City of New York in 1880, and the same degree from Oxford Univer-

sity (Ga.) in 1882. His published works, besides many shorter papers
on historical and scientific subjects, are as follows :

"
History of Georgia.

" Two volumes, 1883.
" Hernando de Soto and His March Through Georgia."
"
Antiquities of the Southern Indians. ' '

"Siege ofSavannah in 7779."
" Monumental Remains of Georgia."
"
Life, Labors and Neglected Grave ofRichard Henry Wilde."

Mr. Jones also edited several volumes, among them being his

father's "History of the Church of God," and the "Journals and Acts

of the Colony of Georgia.
' '

Haverford College. IJmory R. Johnson has been elected Instructor

in Social Science at Haverford College, Pennsylvania. He was born

March 22, 1864, near Waupun, Wis. His early education was obtained

in the country and village schools near his home. In 1880, he entered

the State Normal School at Oshkosh, Wis.
,
and after completing the

junior year in that institution entered the State University of Wis-

consin, in 1883. He took the modern classical course and gradu-
ated in 1888, with the degree of Bachelor of Letters. During the next

two years Mr. Johnson was principal of the schools of Boscobel, Wis.,

resigning this position in 1890 to pursue post-graduate study in history

and economics at Johns Hopkins University. In June of the following

year he went to Germany, where he studied at Halle, Munich and

Berlin. September, 1892, he returned to America and entered the
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Wharton School of Finance and Economy of the University of Penn-
sylvania as Fellow in Economics. In June, 1893, he received the

degree of Doctor of Philosophy from the University of Pennsylvania
his major study being economics.

Mr. Johnson is a member of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science, and since November, 1892, has edited the Book
Department and Notes of the ANNALS of the society. His published
writings consist of :

Three short articles in the Wisconsin Journal of Education:

"English Literature in the High School." "
Pedagogy in the High

School" and "History in Education."
" River and Harbor Bills." ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY.

May, 1892, Vol. II., p. 782.
44 Inland Waterways. Their Relation to Transportation." Supple-

ment to the current issue of the ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACAD-
EMY.

Illinois University. Mr. David Kinley,* who was last year Assist-

ant in Economics at the University of Wisconsin, has been appointed
Assistant Professor of Political and Social Science at the University of

Illinois. Professor Kinley will be in charge of that department in

the University. It is the intention of the regents to develope this

department very much. In June last Professor Kinley received the

degree of Ph. D. from Wisconsin University. During the past year he
has published the following works :

"Influence on Business of the Independent Treasury." ANNALS
OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY, September, 1892.

' The Eth ical Basis of Labor Legislation.
' ' Bulletin of the Chris-

Social Union. Vol. I., No. i.

44 The Direction of Social Reform." Proceedings of Wisconsin

Academy of Science and Arts, June, 1893.
41 Relation of the Church to Social Refortn." Pp. 40. Bibliotheca

Sacra, July, 1893.
" The Independent Treasury System of the United States." Tp.

369. New York, 1893.

Johns Hopkins University. David I. Green has been elected to the

position of Instructor in Social Science at Johns Hopkins Univr

He was born on February 4, 1864, at Independence, Allegnny County.
N. Y., and obtained his early education in the preparatory depart-
ment of Alfred University. He then entered Alfred University, grad-

uating with the degree of A. B. in 1885. The following year he spent
in graduate work at the same university, obtaining in 1886, the degree

See ANNALS, Vol. Hi., p. 9a. July, 1893
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of A. M. During the two years 1888-90, he was Professor of Latin at

Alfred University. The next three years he devoted to post-graduate

work at Johns Hopkins University, receiving the degree of Ph. D. in

June of the present year. Dr. Green is a member of the American

Economic Association, the American Statistical Association and the

American Academy of Political and Social Science. He has published

the following books and articles :

11 The Causes of Interest." Quarterly Journal of Economics, April,

1891.

.
" Ethics and Economics:.' Sabbath Recorder, October, 1891.

*
"Charities and Corrections." Pp. 56. A chapter in a work on

"Maryland: Its Resources and Institutions." Baltimore, 1893.

Eight Statistical Charts for exhibiting Maryland Charities at the

World's Columbian Exposition.

Kansas Agricultural College. Francis Harding White has been

appointed Professor of History and Political Science at the State

Agricultural College, at Manhattan, Kas. Professor White was born

on October 9, 1862, at Attica, Wyoming County, N. Y. His early

education was obtained in the public and private schools of Alex-

andria, Va., and the public school of Attica, N. Y. He was prepared
for college by a private tutor at Washington, D. C., and entered

Princeton in the fall of 1883. He received the degree of A. B. from

Princeton in 1887. During the following year (1887-88), he held a

non-resident Fellowship in History at Princeton, and was at the same

time Superintendent of the Brooklyn Children's Aid Society. In

1888-89 he was Instructor in History and Constitutional Law at the

Kansas State Agricultural College. The next term, he was appointed

professor in his former subjects, which position he occupied until the

date of his present appointment. In 1890, he received the degree of

A. M. from his alma mater. Professor White is a member of the Kan-

sas Academy of Science and of the American Academy of Political

and Social Science. His published writings include :

' '

Transportation." Article in Seventh Biennial Report of the Kan-

sas State Board of Agriculture.
"
Placing out New York Children in the West." Charities Review,

February, 1893.

Besides a number of short articles on political, economic and histori-

cal topics in the Industrialist during 1888-93.

Kansas University. Frank H. Hodder,* formerly Associate Pro-

fessor of American History and Civics at the University of Kansas,

* See ANNALS. Vol. ii., p. 365 November, 1891.
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has been appointed Professor of American History and Constitutional

Law at that university.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Charles F. A. Currier,*

formerly Instructor in History and Political Science at the Massa-

chusetts Institute of Technology, has been made Assistant Professor

of History at that institution. Professor Currier has recently pub-
lished :

44 Constitutionaland Organic Laws of France, 1875-1389" Trans-

lation with an historical introduction. Supplement to ANNALS OF
THE AMERICAN ACADEMY, March, 1893.

Trinity College. Jerome Dowd has been appointed Instructor in

Economics at Trinity College, N. C. Mr. Dowd was born on March

18, 1864, at Carthage, Moore County, N. C. His early education was
obtained in private schools at Charlotte, N. C. During the two years

1876-78, he attended the Charlotte Military Institute. In 1879, he
entered Trinity College, where he spent two years. In September,
1882, he entered the employ of F. H. Leggett & Co., of New York, as

bookkeeper, where he remained three years. In September, 1885, he
was appointed chief deputy in the office of the collector of internal

revenue of the Fifth North Carolina District, He resigned this posi-

tion on December i, 1888, and entered journalism, establishing a

weekly paper called the Mecklenberg Times, at Charlotte, N. C. On
July i, of the present year, he sold this paper to accept the position
at Trinity. Mr. Dowd is president of the North Carolina Press Asso-

ciation and president of the Charlotte Literary and Debating Club.

Mr. Dowd has written a series of connected editorials in the Meek-

lenberg Times, which embody his political and economic views.

He has also published:
" Burr and Hamilton: ' A drama, 1 884.
" Shall Clergymen be Politicians ?

"
1885.

" Sketches of Prominent Living North Carolinians" Pp. 320. 1888.
44

Sphere and Duties of the Editor." (Read before the North Caro-

lina Press Association.) 1892.

Wisconsin. Last spring Victor Edwin Coffin was appointed Assist-

ant Professor of European History at the University of Wisconsin.

Professor Coffin was born at Mt Stewart on Prince Edward's Island,

Canada, on April 23, 1864. His preparatory education was obtained

at Prince of Wales College, at Charlottestown, P. E. I. In 1882 he

entered Dalhousie College, at Halifax, N. S., and graduated in 1887

with the degree of A. B. His university education was obtained at

Sec ANMAU, Vol. ii., p. 365, Norember, 1891.
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Cornell University, where lie studied from 1889 to 1892, and at the

Universities of Halle and Berlin, where he spent the past year. Last

June he received the degree of Ph. D. from Cornell University. Dur-

ing 1886-87 Mr. Coffin was Lecturer in English at the Cambridge
House School, at Halifax. During 1888-89 he was Classical Master

at Pantops Academy, Va., and the following two years he was Instruc-

tor in English and Lecturer in History at Cornell.

William Amasa Scott,* formerly Assistant Professor of Political

Economy at Wisconsin University, has been made Associate Professor

in that subject In June, 1892, Professor Scott received the degree

of Ph. D. from Johns Hopkins University. He has recently

published :

" The Repudiation of State Debts." Pp. 325. New York, 1893.
" Social Aspects ofPauperism and Crime." (Annual address before

the Wisconsin State Conference of Charities and Corrections.) Pro-

ceedings of the Society, 1893.

CANADA.

Toronto. James Mavor was last year appointed Professor of Politi-

cal Economy and Constitutional History in the University of Toronto.

He was born December 8, 1854, at Stranraer, Wigtonshire, Scotland.

He obtained his early education at the High School at Glasgow, and

studied at the University of Glasgow during 1874-1876. After leaving

college he engaged in business, in which he continued until 1885,

when he was appointed Editor for Scotland of Industries, a technical

journal published in London. He retained this position until 1892.

In 1888 he was appointed a University Extension Lecturer in con-

nection with the Edinburgh and Glasgow Associations; the same

year he was appointed Lecturer in Political Economy at the Glasgow

Athenaeum, and in 1889 he was appointed Professor of Political Econ-

omy and Statistics at St Mungo's College at Glasgow ;
he held

this position until October, 1892, when he was called to the University

of Toronto.

Professor Mavor is a member of the British Economic Association
;

of the American Statistical Association
;
of the Canadian Institute

;

of the Glasgow Philosophical Society (in which he has served as a

member of the Council of the Economic Section for two years), and of

the British Association (in which he was a member of the Committee

of Section F for five or six years).

Professor Mavor has published the following works :

"
Wages and Wages Statistics." (Paper read before British Asso-

ciation at Bath, 1888.) Edinburgh, 1888.

* See ANNALS, Vol. ii
, p. 846. May, 1892.
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"Economic History and Theory. Tables and Diagrams." Pp. 36.

Edinburgh, 1889.
" The Scottish Railway Strike. A History and Criticism."

Edinburgh, 1891.
" Iceland. Sociological and other Notes" (Read before the Glas-

gow Philosophical Society.) Glasgow, 1891.
" The Callfor Monetary Reform," in collaboration with George

Handasyde Dick. London, 1892.

"Report on Labor Colonies." In conjunction with three other

members of a commission appointed by the Conference of Glasgow
Charities. Glasgow, 1892.

" Labor Colonies and other Social Studies." Pp. 200. London (in

preparation).
He has also written numerous articles and signed reviews in period-

icals, the more important of which are as follows :

14 The Trade Malaise." National Review, January, 1888.
" The New Crusade." Universal Review, December, 1890.
" Home Colonization." Tinsley's Magazine. 1891.
" The Scottish Railway Strike" Economic Journal, June, 1891.

Article, "Docks." Dictionary of Political Economy, London, 1893.

"Relation of Economic Study to Public and Private Charity."

ANNALS OP THE AMERICAN ACADEMY, July, 1893.

GERMANY.

Freiburg i. Br. Dr. Schulze-Gavernitz,* who has for some years
been privat-dozent at Leipzig, has accepted an Associate Professorship
at Freiburg i. B. as successor to Professor v. Philippovich.

ITALY.

Naples. Antonio Ciccone, Professor of Political Economy at the

T'niversity of Naples, died on May 2 of the present year. Professor

Ciccone was born at Saviano, in the Province of Caserte, on February

9, 1808. He was a Liberal in his views, and consequently suffered per-

secution at the hands of the Bourbon police. After the annexation, he
was elected Deputy to the Italian Parliament from the College of Nola.

On January 29, 1863, he was appointed General Secretary of the Min-

istry of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce. From October 23, 1868,

to May 15, 1869, he held the position of Minister of Agriculture in

the Cabinet presided over by Gen. Menabrea. On February 6, 1870,

he was appointed Senator of the Realm. Professor Ciccone was a

Doctor of Medicine and at the time of his death a member of the

See ANKALS, Vol. It., p. 109, July, 1891
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Faculty of the Royal University at Naples. He was President of
the Royal Institute at Naples for the Encouragement of Science and
a member of the Royal Academy at Naples.
His best known work is his "Principles of Political Economy,"

3 vols., the third edition of which was published in 1882.

In addition to several earlier works upon medical subjects he was
author of the following :

"Suite codette. Lettera al Lambruschini." 1856.

"Essai historique, theorique et pratique surla muscardine et sur les

moyens d* en prevenir les ravages dans les magnaneries." 1857.

(This work obtained a gold medal given by the SocietS imperials
d^agriculture de Paris.)

"Osservazioni critiche sugli *Studii intorno alle malattie attuali del

baco da seta* del Quatrefage." 1858; together with several other

treatises upon the silk worm and its diseases.
' 'Osservazioni sulle Istituzioni di creditofondiario.

' '

1 863.

"Osservazioni sui principiifondamentali del sistema economico del

Macleod." 1872.

"Delprocesso economico, intellettuale e sociale ; discorso inaugurate

per Vapertura degli studii nella Universita di Napoli." 1874.

"Nota statistica sulla criminalita delle varie province del Regno."
1875-

"La nuova scuola economica tedesca, delta socialismo delta cattedra^
e la sua introduzionein Italia." 1876.

"Delia emancipazione della donna. 1 '

1878.

"Delia miseria e della carestia nei differenti periodi di progresso
sociale." 1881.

"Sulla legge proposta dalMinistro di agricoltura, industria e com-
mercio sulle pensioniper la vechiaia." 1882.

"Se la economia politica sia rettada leggi naturali e costituisca
una scienza da se.

"
1883.

"Considerazioni sul valore d'uso e sul valore di scambio. "
1884.

1 ' Osservazioni sulla proposta di leggeper lafondazione di una Cassa

nazionale di pensione pergli operai.
' '

1884.

"La questione sociale economical 1884. (This work obtained the

Ravizza prize at Milan.)
" Osservazioni sulla legge del 13 gennaio 1887 sul credito agrario."

1887.
"

51? una Societa ricca e civile possa sussislere senza la istituzione del

Salario." 1887.

"IlSalario." 1891.

IN accordance with our custom, we give below a list of the students
in political and social science and allied subjects on whom the degree
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of Doctor of Philosophy was conferred at the close of or during the

last academic year.*

Cornell University. Albert Alexander Bird, Ph. B. Thesis : The
Theories of Reconstruction.

William Fremont Brackman, A. B., B. D. Thesis : The Hawaiian
Islands, a Study of Political and Social Development.

Victor Edwin Coffin, A. B. The Province of Quebec, 1764-1774; a

Study in English Colonial Government.

Harvard University. Evarts Boutell Greene, A. B., A. M. Thesis :

The American Provincial Governor.

Charles Luke Wells, A. B., D. B. Thesis : The Public Local Courts

of England, 1066-1307: Their Constitution, Functions and Attributes.

Illinois Wesleyan University. Grace Raymond Hebard, B. S.,

M. A. Thesis : Immigration and Needed Ballot Reform.

Johns Hopkins University. Andrew Fuller Craven, A. B., LL. B.

Thesis : History ofAbsolution and Individuality in Education.

David I. Green, A. B., B. L., A. M. Thesis : Value and Its Meas-
urement.

George Henry Haynes, A.B. Thesis: History of Representation
and Suffrage in Massachusetts, 1620-91.

Charles Downer Hazen, A. B. Thesis : The French Revolution as

Seen by Contemporary Americans.

Frank Irving Herriott, A. B., A. M. Thesis : Sir William Temple
on the Origin and Nature of Government.

James Alton James, B. L. Thesis : English Institutions and the

American Indians.

Henry Read Mcllwaine, A. B. Thesis : The Struggle of Protestant
Dissenters for Religious Toleration in Virginia.

Colyer Menwether, A. B. Thesis : History ofHigher Education in

South Carolina, with a Sketch of the Free School System.
Lucius Salisbury Merriam, B. S. Thesis: Theory of Final Utility

in Its Relation to Money and the Standard of Deferred Payments.

University of the City of New York. Anson Phelps Atterbury, A. B.

Thesis : Present Social Conditions in Norway.
Edward Mark Deems, A. B., A. M. Thesis : Ghost Theory of the

Origin of Religion.
Win. Daniel Grant, A.B. Thesis : Agnosticism.

crt Blair Keyser, A. B., A. M., LL. B. Thesis : The Philosophy

of David Hume.
* See ANNALS, Vol. I., p 293, for Academic Year, 1889-90 ; Vol. II., p. ajj, for

1890-91 , Vul in
, p 241, for 1891-92.
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Benjamin Franklin Kidder, A. B., A. M., Ph. D. Thesis : The Gene-

sis of Monotheism.

Wm. Hulit Lawrence, A. B., A. M. Thesis : Influence of the German
on the Scottish Philosophy.

Henry Theodore McEwen, A. B. Thesis : God in Human Thought.

John J. McNulty, B. S., M. S. Thesis : Influence of Economic Ideas

on English Political Development.
Rockwood MacQuesten, A. B., A. M. Thesis : Higher Criticism

and Outgrowth of Spinozism.

Lindsay Parker, A. M. Thesis : Gautama Buddha andJesus Christ

as Moral Teachers.

Daniel Redmon, A. B. Thesis : Monism a Philosophic Tendency.

University of Wisconsin. Kate Asaphine Everest, M. A. Thesis :

German Immigration Into Wisconsin.

David Kinley, A. B. Thesis : The Independent Treasury.

University of Wooster Frank F. Harding, A. M. Thesis : Tenden-

cies of Municipal Government in the United States.

James Maclaughlan, A. M. Thesis : Compulsory Education.

John C. Scott, A. M. Thesis : Limitations of the Power of the

State.

G. J. Smith, A. M. Thesis : Theory of Progress.

For the academic year 1893-94, appointments to fellowships and

post graduate scholarships have been made in our leading institutions

as follows :

Amherst College. Roswell Dwight Hitchcock Memorial Fellow-

ship, Herbert Percival Gallinger, A. B.

Bryn Mawr College. Fellowship in History, Jane Louise Brow-

nell, A. B.

Chicago University. University Fellowships in History, Ralph C. H.

Catteral, A. B., and James Westfall Thompson, A. B.; in Social Science,

W. I. Thomas; in Political Science, Madeline Wallin, L. B., Ph.M.,
and William Craig Wilcox, A. B., A. M.; in Political Economy, Henry
K. White, A. B., A. M., and Ambrose P. Winston, A. B.: University

Honorary Fellowship in Political Economy, John Wilson Million,

A. B., A. M.
;
in Political Science, George Tunell, S. B., and Helen

Honor Tunnicliff, A. B.
;
in Social Science, George E. Vincent, A.

B. : Armour Crane Fellowship in Political Economy, Robert F.

Hoxie, Ph. B.: Fellowship in History Offered by the Women of

Chicago, Cora B. Start, A. B., A. M.
Cornell University. Fellowship in American History, Harry Joseph

Walter, Ph. B.
; Fellowships in Political Economy and Finance^ Frank

Honore" Gerrodette, A. M., and Emory Myers Wilson, Ph. B.; President
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White Fellowships in Modern History, Ulysses Grant Weatherly,
A. B., in Political and Social Science, Albert Alexander Bird, Ph. D.

Iowa State University. Fellowship in History, Wm. T. Chautland,
Ph. B.

Harvard University. Harris Fellowship in History, Evarts Bou-

tell Greene, A. B., A. M., Ph. D.
; Morgan Fellowship in History and

Political Science, David Frank Houston, A. B., A. M.
;
Ozias Goodwin

Fellowship in Constitutional Law, George Daniel Hammond, A. B.;

Henry Lee Fellowship in Political Economy, George de Virtue, A. B.,

A. M.
;
Paine Fellowship in Social Science, Carlos Carleton Closson,

A.B., A. M.
; ThayerScholarship in History and Economics, Marshall

Steward Brown, Ph. B., and Albert Hart Sanford, L. B.; Toppan Schol-

arship in Economics, Gay Stevens Callendar, A.B.
; University Scholar-

ship in Economics, Howard Hamblet Cook, A. B.; in Political Science,

Fred'k William Dallinger, A. B.; in Political Science and Economics,
Arthur Morgan Day, A. B., A. M.; in History and Political Science,

Samuel Bannister Harding, A. B.

Johns Hopkins University. Fellowship in History, John Spencer
Bassett, A. B.; in Economics, Jacob H. Hollander, A. B.: University

Scholarships, Frank Andrews, A. B., Howard Blake Dowell, A.B.,

Jacob Moses Moses, A. B., Morris Ames Soper, A. B., and Francis

Edgar Sparks, A.B.; Honorary Hopkins Scholarships in History,

James Curtis Ballagh and Samuel Rivers Hendren, A. B.
; Ordinary

Hopkins Scholarships in History, E. C. Armstrong, A. B., J. G. Pol-

lard, LL. B., and J. F. Shinn
;
in Political Economy, B. W. Arnold,

A. B., and L. N. Whealton, A. B.

University of California. Fellowship, Clarence Woodbury Leach,
Ph. B.

University of the City of New York. Butler Fellowship, James
Rice, A. B.; Inman Fellowship, John Isaacs, B. S.

University of Texas. Fellowship in History, J. E. Pierce, B. L.

University of Wisconsin. University Fellowship in Finance, C.

M. Hubbard, A. B.
;
in Economics, H. H. Swain, A. B.; in History,

Orin Grant Libby, B. L. ; University Scholarships in Economics, Adel-

bert Grant Fradenburgh, A.B., and Emma Helen Blair, B.S.; Women's
Club Scholarship in Economics, Orphia E. Leavitt

Washington and Lee University. Howard Houston Fellowship
in ///story, Wm. Reynolds Vance, A. B., A. M.; Mapleson Scholarship
in Political Science, Harry Waddell Pratt, A. B.
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Etude sur la Politique de VEmpereur Frederic II. en Allemagne et

sur les Transformations de la Constitution allemande dans la pre-
miere moitie du XIlie. Siecle. Par GEORGES BLONDER. Pp. xlvi.,

440. Paris : Picard et Fils. 1892.

The time has gone by when American students of history and polit-

ical science must restrict themselves to German universities in their

search for further knowledge and inspiration ;
American scholars and

teachers are beginning to acknowledge that France and Italy have
claims to recognition as well as Germany and Austria. The strides

made by France during the last twenty years in higher education are

so enormous that she bids fair soon to outstrip her Bastern rival. It

is a pleasure to call the attention of the readers of the ANNALS to one
of the most brilliant of these younger scholars, M. Georges Blondel,
doctor of law and of letters, and professor in the legal faculty of

Lyons.
In the present work the author has made an exhaustive examination

of the sources and of modern historians, and as a result presents in at-

tractive and thorough manner a philosophical study of the transitional

period which preceded the new era marked by the weakness of the

central government. Only a brief sketch of the political history of

the reign is given ;
the main topics treated are the Royal Power,

Feudalism, Relations with the Church, Condition and Treatment of

the Cities, and Rural Classes.

This piece of work has been so well done that the carrying out of

Professor Blondel 's larger undertaking, in which this volume forms a

part, will be awaited with eagerness and confidence
;
he purposes to

compare the constitutional history of France and of Germany, showing
how and why these two countries, both sprung from the Carolingian

Empire, have followed such different courses and developed such dif-

ferent institutions from origins so nearly identical. C. F. A. C.

Mass. Inst. of Technology.
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A History of the Theories of Production and Distribution in English
Political Economy from 1776 to 1848. By EDWIN CANNAN. Pp.

410. London: Percival & Co. 1893.

The history of economic theories has been, up to the present time,

almost a blank. While we have had for more than a generation a

vigorous historical school, its members have devoted themselves almost

exclusively to economic history, and have not done that work in the

history of economic theory which might justly have been expected
of them. For many reasons they should be classed as theorists rather

than as historians, because they have tried to displace, or, at least, to

revise the accepted theories by means of the material which historical

studies furnish. The result has been that the controversies between

the two schools over the relative claims of the inductive and deduc-

tive methods have absorbed attention which might have been given
with great profit to the causes and conditions underlying the doctrines

which deductive thinkers have been so willing to defend.

In one important respect the rise of the historical school has delayed
the study of the history of economic doctrine, and has helped to

obscure the historical relation in which the great economists stood

to one another. The indiscriminate attacks which the historical

economists made on the earlier deductive writers has caused the de-

fenders of deductive theories to interpret these earlier writers as

though their ideas and doctrines were fully developed and in complete

harmony with the accepted theories of the present time. So long as

it was felt that the defence must be wholly on logical grounds it was

a good excuse for reading into these writers modern ideas that could

be logically defended. It has, therefore, become the fashion to main-

tain that the early writers, especially Ricardo, saw clearly the full

import of the doctrines associated with their names, and that any

seeming obscurity of thought was due to careless expression or to

other formal causes.

It is fortunate for the science that the definite lines which separated
the two schools have of late been broken down, and that discussions

of method have lost much of their interest. Historical writers are

making greater use of theory and deductive thinkers are beginning
to absorb a little of the historical spirit Therefore, a book on tin*

history of economic theories appears at an auspicious time and Mr.

Cannan deserves great credit, both for seeing that the time for such a

book had come and for the happy manner in which he has done the

work he has undertaken.

The results show that he was well fitted for the task. He has a keen

appreciation of economic theory and an ability to discuss its fine

points with vigor and acuteness. He has a respect and admiration
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for the great masters of the science which makes him generous in his

estimates of their work. His historical instincts enable him to see the

many stages through which each of the great theories has gone and

the part that each writer has played in its development. He is also

free from those tendencies, so marked in many economists, to make
the discussion of earlier writers of such a character that it will throw

light on the controversies of the present day. Apparently, Mr.

Cannan has no favorite theories, nor even any lessons or inferences

which he desires to impress.

To my mind the fifth chapter is the best of the book. It traces the

rise of those doctrines to which the names of Malthus and Ricardo

are attached, and shows clearly the connection between the politics

and economics of that important period. Both the law of population
and of diminishing returns are traced to the concrete conditions in

English social history out of which they arose. Malthus and Ricardo

were not mere followers of Adam Smith and interpreters of his doc-

trines
;
their interest lay in practical affairs, and, without that series

of remarkable events which happened between the time of Adam
Smith and their own, the peculiar development of English economics

in the early part of this century could not have taken place. The
concrete way in which Malthus and Ricardo thought and wrote

;
the

manner in which they expanded particular propositions into general

laws, and also the national character of the system of economics to

which their names are attached, can be clearly seen by any careful

reader of this chapter. The mythical Malthus and Ricardo disappear,

but the real men show characteristics which make them more worthy
of admiration than the false idols of the ordinary textbook.

The only part of the book which I am inclined to criticise is Chap-
ter VIII., on "Distribution Proper." It seems to me that an unhis-

torical character is given to much of the discussion by the assumption
that the early economists really made distribution the leading problem
of political economy, and that they had clearly in mind the distinc-

tions that lie at the basis of our present theories of distribution. Rent,

wages and profits are now consciously correlated and we think of the

general problem of distribution in the form of the equation : Pro-

duce= Rent -|- Wages -}- Profits. Mr. Cannan assumes that the earlier

economists thought of the problem in this form, while in fact the

formula is the result of a century of discussion. During the greater

part of the time the theory of distribution was only a subordinate

problem, and for this reason the great economists did not separate it

from other problems in which their interest was greater. They thus

failed to think of produce as one fund, to be divided into definite

shares, but discussed first, wages, then profits, then rent, as particular
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portions of other problems. Wages was thought of in connection

with problems of subsistence, capital and population, while profits
and rent were parts of the net proceeds of industry. The early econ-

omists had two distinct funds in mind, the stock on hand at the begin-

ning of an industrial period, and the produce on hand at the end of

the period. Wages was a part of the stock at the beginning ; profits

and rent are the net proceeds left at the end, when the legitimate ex-

penses of production had been met. This concept of production kept
the economists from thinking of one fund of which wages, profits and
rents are parts. So long as the subsistence theory of wages or the

wage fund theory was accepted, this concept continued and the source

of wages was another fund from that out of which profits and rent

came. Only after the displacement of the wage fund theory by the

produce theory of wages did the fund from which wages came, become
the same as that from which profits and rent were drawn. Then the

equation, Produce= Rent -f- Wages -}- Profits, had a meaning which
it could not have to earlier writers who made wages a part of the stock

of society instead of a part of its produce.
Mr. Cannan makes use of two quotations from Ricardo to show that

the latter recognized that the produce of industry is one fund, made

up of rent, profits and wages. One is from the first paragraphs of the

preface of Ricardo's "
Political Economy," and the other is from the

last section of the first chapter. I have elsewhere sought to explain
the origin of these paragraphs of the preface,* and I believe

were an afterthought, or, perhaps, inspired by James Mill, who has

done so much to systematize the arguments of Ricardo.

Prefaces and titles are poor places to determine the contents of

books. Mr. Cannan recognizes this in his treatment of Adam Smith.
" To account," he says,f

"
for distribution occupying so subordinate

a place in the body of the book and so prominent a one in the title,

we may perhaps be allowed to conjecture that in all probability the

book existed in a fairly complete form before Adam Smith became

acquainted with the physiocratic doctrine. When this happened, he

may well have thought that his theory of prices and his observations

on wages, profit and rent, made a very good theory of what the physio-
crats called '

distribution,' and thus have been led to affix the present
title of the book, and to interlope the passage about the whole produce

being parceled out and distributed as wages, profit and rent."

What is highly probable in the case of Adam Smith is an under

fact in the case of Ricardo. He knew nothing of the theory of r--nt

until long after he had worked out his theories of profits and value.

"The Interpretation of Ricardo." QuarUtly Journal of Economic*, April, 1893.

f P. 188.
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When he heard of the law of rent from Malthus, he did not incor-

porate it as co-ordinate with his other theories, but contented himself

with showing that the law of rent did not affect the doctrines based

upon these earlier theories. Aside from this, he merely affixed a few

sentences to his preface and left the problem of distribution proper in

as incomplete state as did Adam Smith.

In his second quotation from Ricardo, I think that Mr. Cannan is

hardly fair. The reader would suppose, from his use of it, that it

is taken from Ricardo's discussion of distribution. It is, in fact,

taken from the closing section of the chapter on "
Value," in which

Ricardo merely desires to show that changes in the value of money
do not affect the rate of profit, while changes in the cost of produc-
tion do affect profits. Here, as an illustration, rent is incidentally
correlated with profits and wages. The context, however, clearly

shows that the statement is accidental and not for the purpose of

establishing a principle.

This interpretation becomes evident from the change in the text

from the first to the third edition. In the first edition, Ricardo says,
"

It is according to the division of the whole produce of the land and
labor of the country* between the three classes landlords, capitalists

and laborers, that we are to judge of rent, profit and wages.
" In the

third edition, however, he says,
"
It is according to the division of the

produce of the land ofany particularfarm between the three classes

of landlord, capitalist and laborer that we are to judge of the rise or

fall of rent, profit and wages.
" The first statement seems to formulate

a general principle, but the revised statement shows clearly that he

merely meant to say that the produce of certain farms was divided

into three shares. Notice also that he changes "judge of rent, profit

and wages
" to "judge of the rise orfall of rent, profit and wages."

This revision shows that he was not thinking of a single fund from

which rent, profits and wages are taken, but merely of the rates of

variation of the three factors in distribution.

The fact is that Ricardo had no such formula in mind as Produce=
Rent -}- Profits -f- Wages. What seems to be a theory of distribution

is, in reality, a part of his theory of prosperity. Both Ricardo and

Malthus, as Mr. Cannan also points out, were practical in their aims.

Ricardo wished to determine why the people of England were not

prosperous in his day. He was not thinking of a fund which was to

be divided between certain classes, but of the conditions of national

prosperity. He thoroughly believed that this prosperity depended

upon the rate of profit. He thought that capital was the fundamental

requisite of production, the most slowly increasing factor. The growth
The italics are mine.
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of capital depended on the rate of profit, and hence the necessity of

high profits for a rapid increase of capital and for national prosperity.

Profits are cut down by the growth of rent and the consequent rise of

wages through which prosperity is checked. This line of reasoning
is not a theory of distribution, although later economists have easily

created such a theory from it by certain changes foreign to the thought
of Ricardo and to the other economists of his day.

In reality, J. S. Mill [makes the beginning of a real theory of dis-

tribution, when he says that the laws of production are physical and

those of distribution are social. This statement recognizes the fact

that the produce of industry is a fund in the possession of society to

be divided as its institutions may (Jetermine. The theory, however,

only became complete when the wage fund theory broke down and

economists recognized that wages were paid from the produce of indus-

try and not from capital. From this time the unity of all produce
was recognized and the theory of distribution became distinct from

the other parts of economics to which it was formerly subordinate.

The theory of distribution in the sense in which Mr. Cannan uses

the term in Chapter VIII., is not a part of the period of which he

treats. The only theory of distribution of which the earlier economists

were conscious is what he terms "pseudo-distribution
" and discusses

in the seventh chapter.

Mr. Cannan has produced a thoroughly good book one that is

indispensable to every student who desires to know under what con-

ditions the great economists thought and wrote. He has filled an im-

portant gap in economic literature and has turned the attention of

economists to a long neglected field. It is to be hoped that the success

of this book will inspire some one to give us as good an account of

the concrete conditions out of which the economics of Adam Smith

arose, as Mr. Cannan has given of the Ricardian economics.

SIMON N. PATTKN.
University of Ptnittylvania.

Th>- /.aw of the Canadian Constitution. By \V. II. P. CLRMKNT. Pp.

xxii, 672. Toronto : Carswell & Co. 1892.

For the ordinary reader and general student this work will not serve

ao good a purpose as Bourinot's "
Parliamentary Procedure and Prac-

tice/' but to those who are so fortunate as to have had some training

in the legal side of history and government, Mr. Clement's volume

will prove a most valuable supplement to Bourinot The great merit

of this book, taken as a whole, in the large space given to extracts

from decisions of the courts ;
and while Mr. Clement does not always

ipe the danger into which even such distinguished jurists and
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writers as Cooley and Hare sometimes fall, of mistaking dictum for

decision, at the same time his references and quotations are usually so

fr>ll that the careful student can detect such occasional slips. Legal

opinions are certainly not light and easy reading, but a close study of

them will amply repay all effort thus expended, and will reveal the

true scope and meaning of the constitution a thousand times more

accurately than a mere study of the text can ever do.

The first chapter of this book is decidedly the poorest, although it

should have been the best, for it is an attempt to compare the Cana-

dian system with the systems of other countries, particularly the

United Kingdom and the United States. In this single chapter the

reader will perhaps question more assertions and theories than in all

the remaining chapters together. The second and third chapters are

devoted to a rapid survey of the pre-confederation period ;
then follow

half a dozen chapters on the relations of Canada to the mother country ;

finally, about two-thirds of the book are occupied with a consideration

of internal government of the colony. The author takes up the lead-

ing features of the Canadian government topically, and also exhaus-

tively examines the British North America Act of 1867, section by
section

;
in both methods he wisely draws liberally upon judicial

opinions to support his own views.

One must not lose sight of the fact that this is a legal and not a

political treatise
;
Mr. Clement seems to recognize that the general

reader may forget this, and accordingly he constantly distinguishes

between the conventions and the law of the constitution, herein profit-

ing largely from Professor Dicey's remarkable lectures. The Cana-

dian constitution seeks to establish a federal government that shall be

free from those uncertainties of the United States constitution, which

required in the end a civil war for their settlement
;
the American

student cannot, therefore, do better than to begin with such books as

those by Bourinot and Clement, and then go on to the works to which

these admirable volumes will introduce him. C. F. A. C.

Mass. Inst. of Technology.

Les Origines (Le Vandenne France. Par JACQUES FivACH. Xe
. etXP.

Sidcles, Vol. II. Les Origines Communales, la Fe"odalite et la

Chevalerie. Pp. 584. Paris : Larose et Forcel. 1893.

In the first volume of this series M. Flach has treated of " Le

Regime Seigneurial" or the dissolution of society in France in the

tenth and eleventh centuries. This volume he entitles
" La Reconstl-

tution de la Societt," and in it he discusses three of the elements in

the reconstruction. The other two royalty and the church are

left for the succeeding volume. The common basis of the communes,
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feudalism and chivalry, the author finds in the family relation. In

each of these the persons are reciprocally bound together by member-

ship in a real or fictitious family and all the institutions take their rise

from the two principles of love and hatred.

In his preface the author says,
" Feudalism has always been consid-

ered as an organic whole. . . . The historians have attempted to

describe the essential principles of this government, then to show it

in action. In order to do it, they have taken their documents from all

sides, from all ages, from the ninth to the fifteenth centuries. Finally,

they have constructed a very complete, well-organized legal system,
which has but one fault

;
it never existed. My objective is different.

I do not attempt to conceive of a theoretical and abstract organization.
I attempt to portray a concrete and living society, the society which
inhabited France in the tenth and eleventh centuries." With this end
in view he has utilized especially the cartularies and the older " chan-

sons dc geste" which depict so accurately the life of the people and
which have been comparatively neglected.
The germs of the rural communes M. Flach finds in the villages

which existed alike in Gaul Celtic and Roman and in Germany
before the invasion. He antagonizes successfully Fustel de Coulanges'
view that there were very few villages in Prankish Gaul. In a single
one of the seventeen provinces the names of thirty-seven villages are

found in Gregory of Tours. These villages were never destroyed, but,

like the "
villae," from the need of protection or the usurpation of the

nobles, were joined to the great domains which grew up under the

Carol ingians. When the destructive force of invasions by Saracens,
Normans and Huns was added to the constant private wars, it was an

impossibility to protect these domains and they became dismembered
to the advantage of the villages. The latter gradually became free

rural communes by affranchisement, by compact with their lords or

by
"
participation in this great wave of progress which is called the

communal movement"
More than a third of the volume is given to the discussion of urban

communes. The general theories which scholars have held are dis-

cussed and rejected partially or wholly. M. Flach does not believe at

all in the persistence of the Roman elements. Owing to the vicissi-

tudes of the ninth and tenth centuries he thinks the cities were almost

entirely destroyed and their economic life had to begin again. He
Considers that the cities of the middle ages grew up about the castles

and monasteries, by transformation from villages, or by new fouml.i-

tion. His chapters on the "
Aspect of c the " Condition of the

Population," and the " Division of Authority
" are very suggest

The most interesting part of the book is the section on feudalism.
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The author rejects entirely the theory that it was based, primarily, on
the relation to the land. He considers the feudal tie a personal rela-

tion, based upon the family. The comitatus, described by Tacitus, is

reproduced in the Scandinavian fraternities and is pictured in Beowulf,
it continued under the Merovingians, who had their antrustions

;
it

survived in the "maisnte" and other forms in the ninth and tenth

centuries. During all this time the relation was wholly personal.
The followers frequently held no land and always received pay. The

meaning of "feodum" in the ninth century was pay. Only in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, by various influences among which
the rigid system of the church was the most prominent feudalism

became crystallized and was based on the relation to the land. His-

torians have been misled by consulting mainly ecclesiastical docu-

ments, which represent only the practice of the church. Such very

briefly is the argument, which is supported chiefly by quotations from

the chansons, although the chronicles and cartularies are also made
to give their testimony.

Chivalry is summed up in sixteen pages. This the author considers

the centre of gravity of the three elements in the feudal lordships

kinship, maisnie and vassalism. The most interesting point is his

proof that the chevaliers in the earlier centuries were not at all chiv-

alrous in the modern sense of the word. Chivalry was developed

principally by the influence of the troubadours. " A poetic ideal was
created and from poetry descended into the daily life."

Whether we accept M. Flach's conclusions or not, this volume is

suggestive and very valuable for its notes. The greater part of the

book consists of quotations from the cartularies and chansons. Of
the latter the author furnishes a bibliography containing about fifty

titles. This book is necessarily controversial, but very fair. M. Flach

has accomplished the purpose, which he states, "At least the work is

sure to leave behind it instead of a theory which it is necessary to

adopt or combat, a picture of which the sources have furnished all the

details, and ofwhich it will be easy at any time to retouch the tints, to

remedy the defects and to redraw the lines. Such is my desire. If it

is too modest, I shall attain my end, if it is too high, others will

accomplish it." D. C. MUNRO.
University of Pennsylvania.

Studies in the Civil, Social and Ecclesiastical History of Early Mary-
land. By REV. THEODORE C. GAMBRAH, A. M., D. D. Pp. vii, 240.

New York : T. Whittaker. 1893.

These ten lectures undertake to give a general view of the colonial

life of Maryland. The author does not claim to write exhaustively,
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but touches in a popular way on the main points of interest from the

beginning of the colonization of America to the Revolution. The
studies are rather in civil and ecclesiastical than in social history.
One lecture is given to the colonial charters in general, another to the
charter of Maryland, another V* the " Act Concerning Religion

" of

1649. There is nowhere an attempt to depict the people of the colony
as they busied themselves about their agriculture, their trading, their

social and religious concerns.

Religious toleration was the distinctive feature of the Maryland
colony, and Dr. Gambrall accounts for it entirely on grounds of politi-

cal necessity, and as being the only means within the power of Lord
Baltimore for protecting the Roman Catholics of the province from
the Protestant majority. While so much pains is taken to emphasize
the preponderance of Protestants, the fact should also be stated, as

established by Davis, that they did not have a majority in the assembly
of 1649. The establishment of the Anglican church in 1692 is com-
mended. This may have been a wise policy, but it is a somewhat
unusual use of language to say that "it was in no degree a state

church" that was thus established, although "the state provided
maintenance" and appointed ministers.

The arrangement of the material might have been better. Repeti-
tions are not infrequent, as of the statement that Lord Baltimore

estimated the dissenters to be three-fourths of the population, which
occurs three times. The omission of slavery, save in a casual refer-

ence, is a serious one, even if accidental. It was certainly an institu-

tion more important than the ducking-stool and other subjects included

in the entertaining collection of "Odds and Ends of Legislation
"

which forms the concluding lecture. The index, also, is carelessly

compiled, the alphabetic arrangement not being carried beyond the

initial letters of the titles.

The Puritans, whether in England, Virginia or Massachusetts, the

author treats with scant respect, not to say with scanty information.
To them he fails to accord the privilege of being judged by the

standards of their own times, though he has proclaimed it as one
of the main objects of his work to apply this canon to all. It should
be said that he has accomplished this object much better in reference

to other classes of men. R. C. CHAPIN.
Beloit College.

Epochs of American History, edited by ALBERT BUSHNKI.T. HART;
The Colonies, 1492-1750, RKUBKN G. THWAITKS. Pp. 301 ;

Formation
of the Union, iff0-1829, ALBERT BUSHNKLL HART. Pp. 278 j

Divi-
sion and Reunion, 1820-1889, WOODROW WILSON. Pp. 3.16. New
York. Longmans, Green & Co. 1891-93.

Students of American history welcome the completion of the series
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of three books which are included in the Epochs of American History
that Professor Hart has been editing, a volume a year, since 1891.
The editor declares that the object of the series is to " show the main
causes for the foundation of the colonies, for the formation of the

Union, and for the triumph of that Union over disintegrating ten-

dencies. To make clear the development of ideas and institutions

from epoch to epoch, this is the aim of the authors and the editor."

In order to accomplish this, "detail . . . has been sacrificed to

a more thorough treatment of the broad outlines," while " events are

considered as evidences of tendencies and principles." The books are

written for the perusal of the general reader and for use with classes.

Each volume is divided into chapters of convenient length and con-

tains valuable bibliographical references for the assistance of students

in advanced study.
The three authors are men well-equipped for the work they have

done. Mr. Thwaites, who has been for many years Secretary of the

State Historical Society of Wisconsin, has made good use of his ample
opportunities to study the Indians and the colonial life of the North-

west, that region where French and English colonization came together
and struggled for supremacy. Professor Hart, of Harvard, writes on
the period to which he has given most study ;

while Professor Wilson

treats the period with which his study in the preparation of his works,
"
Congressional Government " and " The State," and his lectures on

administration have made him familiar. It is fitting that the author

of The Colonies should be a man of the Northwest, the author of the

Formation of the Union a New Englander, and the author of Divi-

sion and Reunion a man of Southern birth and of both Northern and

Southern education.

The authors of the Epochs of American History have accomplished
the object they had in view. The details, particularly in the volumes

by Professors Hart and Wilson, are few and the development of ideas

and institutions is clearly outlined. In dealing with causes, economic

forces are rightly given large emphasis. This constitutes one of the

strongest features of the series, and to have given economic conditions

still more central place in the^treatment
as a whole would have added

to the merits of the work. From the contact of a modern people with

its economic environment result those institutionswith which the his-

tory of a modern nation is concerned. Modern peoples differ among
each other, have developed under different economic conditions. If

the inherited characteristics of a people be known, and the conditions

of its environment be understood, then, and only then, can its history

be intelligently written. Furthermore, the latter of these two forces

determining the history of a nation is the stronger ;
differences in
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the inherited institutions of two peoples or colonies can be more easily

outgrown when the two have like environment than can a simi-

larity of institutions be maintained under different economic condi-

tions. Thus, Professor Hart, speaking of England and the Colonies,

says :

"
Beginning at the time of colonization with substantially the

same principles of liberty and government, the two regions developed
under circumstances so different that, at the end of a century and a

half, they were as different from each other as from their prototype."
That the distance of the colonies from the governing country accounts
for the retention of the executive veto power in America, that the
frontier life of the colonies caused local government to develop, that

abundance of land accessible to all prevented the growth of a strong

aristocracy, these are but a few illustrations of the truth of the propo-
sition. Both Professor Hart and Professor Wilson have, at least,

clearly indicated the economic forces which gave direction to the

development of the banking system of the United States, the tariff,

internal improvements, and slavery.

Each of the three books is strong in different ways. Mr. Thwaites
is at his best in his three chapters describing the social and industrial

life of the Southern, the Middle and New England colonies. Pro-

fessor Hart is skillful in the grouping of his material, and especially
clear in his analysis of the evolution of the federal government.
Professor Wilson's portrait of Andrew Jackson is drawn with masterly
hand

;
but the strongest feature of his book is the treatment given

slavery. Professor Wilson's juristic and economic studies here stand

him in good stead. He has, however, it seems to me, over-emphasized
the static character of Southern industrial life previous to the war.

"The existence of slavery in the South," he says, "fixed classes

there in a hard crystallization and rendered it impossible that the
industrial revolution [1829-41], elsewhere working changes so pro-
found, should materially affect the structure of her own society."
This is too strong a statement

;
the South had changed. The Virginia

of 1850 differed industrially from the Virginia of 1750.

Each author has written from his own point of view and the editor

has made no attempt to reconcile differences of opinion. Thus we
find Professor Wilson and Professor Hart differing upon so important
a question as the essential nature of the government established at

the adoption of the constitution. The work, however, possesses

greater value, because of the fact that three men instead of one have

passed independent judgment. The work is edited in the true spirit,

and each author has succeeded in giving a better outline of our

national development and of the motive forces of American civiliza-

tion than had before been presented to readers and students of

American history. E. R. J.
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The French War and the Revolution. By WILLIAM MULLIGAN
SLOANE, PH. D., L. H. D. Pp. 409. New York : Charles Scribner's

Sons. 1893.

Nullification, Secession, Webster's Argument and the Kentucky Reso-

lutions, considered in reference to the Constitution and Historically.

By CALEB WILUAM LORING. Pp. 171. New York : G. P. Putnam's
Sons. 1893.

Contemporaneously with the appearance of the last volume of

the "
Epochs of American History," Dr. Woodrow Wilson's " Division

and Reunion," appears Dr. Sloane's work on the " French War and
the Revolution," the second in a series of four volumes, entitled

''The American History Series," now issuing from the press of

Charles Scribner's Sons. The first, which covered the colonial era,

was from the pen of the veteran historian, Dr. George P. Fisher,
of Yale. The author of the volume under review is a well-known
teacher at Princeton. The volume on the adoption of the constitu-

tion and the subsequent national consolidation is being wrkten by
General Francis A. Walker, whose study of our financial history

gives him a clear title to the making of this book. The last period,
from 1815 to the end of the reconstruction, will be treated by Pro-

fessor John W. Burgess, of Columbia College.

Dr. Hart's recent work on the "Formation of the Union," in the

Epoch Series, deals with the period from 1750 to 1815. Dr. Sloane

concerns himself only with the two wars of which the years 1756
and 1783 form the extreme limits. Viewed from the political

standpoint, Dr. Hart's period seems more sure to possess unity than

Dr. Sloane's shorter epoch. The peace of 1783 nominally but not

actually closed the struggle for freedom from European complica-
tions. It was not until 1815 that complete independence came
and that to quote Mr. Henry Adams "Americans ceased to doubt

the path they were to follow."

Dr. Sloane's aim is "to present a reasoned account of all the

facts." To this ideal we owe a pleasing and, not infrequently, elo-

quent summary of twice-told tales. The struggle on the Plains of

Abraham and the hard-earned victories of the Revolution are narrated

so vividly as to hold the attention even of students long familiar with

this chapter of our history.

The author finds a unity in his period through the co-operation
of the colonies in the struggle against parliamentary government.
His reasoning in this regard is logical enough because he is wedded
to the common conception of American nationality as born in the

second Continental Congress. That Congress, lie believes, held up
the mirror of nationality for all, "though Dickinson and his friends
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could not, or would not, see the brightening reflection of a new
personality among nations." Zealous to establish the thesis that sov-

ereignty was transferred in a moment from the English Parliament
to the Continental Congress, Dr. Sloane appears to assume that nation-

ality and congressional government were born in a day. He even lets

us believe that the adjective federal is the synonym instead of the

antonym of confederate. This is no heresy, however, for many dis-

tinguished predecessors, including Dr. Hart, are not far from the

conception of an instantaneous generation of the nation
;
and it is

only among some of the younger historical investigators that another
and different view has found a hearty welcome.

The book is supplied with good maps and a helpful index. Dr.

Sloane has prepared a genealogical table and in an appendix gives us

a brief essay on the bibliography. His reading references would be
more helpful, however, if, like Dr. Hart, he had indicated at the

beginning of each chapter the general and special histories and the

original sources with the proper pages. Dr. Hart too, breaks up his

chapters into sections and thus precipitates the social, economic, polit-

ical and military histories, which in Dr. Sloane's volume are held in a

solution more palatable perhaps than their elements to the general
reader. These criticisms, if they be such, apply rather to the whole
series than to the volume by Dr. Sloane, who doubtless had no option
in respect of the general plan.

The reader of the " French War and the Revolution " will see more

clearly the European background of American history, and the move-
ments of contemporary speculation abroad; though it is doubtful

whether he will have a clearer view of the effects of that speculation

upon American thinkers and theories. The author excels in describ-

ing the religions causes of the American Revolution, and its effect

upon Europe. The significance in European politics of the French

alliance of 1778, is presented with great cleverness in a single chapter.
No less interesting, probably more important for Americans, is the

chapter on the " Peace of Versailles," in which Vergennes' desire to

make America independent of England, but dependent for all time on

France, is shown up in its true light Jay, Adams and Franklin are

not robbed of the glory of concluding this peace, nor is the contribu-

tion thereto of the battle of Yorktown overlooked. At the same time,

Dr. Sloane points out that behind all those causes a mighty flood-tide
" of the liberal and just views held by most Americans and many influ-

ent i.il Englishmen," was already sweeping down npon "the wrecks

ami derelicts of both mediaeval aristocracy and modern absolutism."

The author has so sprinkled his pages with pronouns that it is some-

times necessary as, for instance, on pages 355 and 36010 reread a
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passage in order to catch its meaning. More than one economic
student will not consent without a murmur, to the use of "incontro-

vertible " on page 208. Aside from these defects, the style of the book
is clear and pleasing.
The purpose of Mr. Loring's little volume, as made evident in the

title page and the preface, is to unmask a false idea which he believes is

creeping into American history ;
an idea which he characterizes as " a

recent fad of some northern writers and commentators." Had Dr.

Wilson's latest book greeted the eyes of the author before he wrote

this volume, he would doubtless have added to the preceding

quotation "and some others;
" for Dr. Wilson, of southern nativity

and early associations and of northern as well as southern training,
has pointed out to us in " Division and Reunion " the measure of

truth in southern arguments, without asking us to go all the way
with southern conclusions.

Mr. I,oring will not tolerate the view that " the nationality of our

government was a question from its inception, and that the United

States judiciary and congress by assumptions have largely extended
its power." Taking his cue from Gladstone's famous dictum, he calls

a halt to all questioning of the instantaneous generation of our national

government and insists that "the nation, as Pallas Athene full-grown
and armed from the brain of Zeus, sprang to life from the constitution

with the sovereign authority necessary for its existence and the power
to enforce its rule." In spite of his strong argument, the author will

scarcely convince all of his readers that "in the beginning there was
no debate, no question of its nationality." Even those who agree
with him that "the Virginia resolutions do not in the least counte-

nance the doctrine of secession and nullification," will, if they have
read the records of New England federalism, accept only after serious

thought the author's judgment that the purport and existence of the

Kentucky Resolutions "were forgotten from the time they were pro-

mulgated until South Carolina's threat, in 1830, of nullification."

Though all may not conclude with Mr. Coring that Webster's

famous argument was as old as the Constitution, none will deny that

he has made an opportune and useful contribution to speculation

concerning our national origins. LYMAN P. POWEI,!,.

Philadelphia.

The Industrial and Commercial History of England : Lectures de-

livered to the University of Oxford. By the late JAMES E. THOROI.D
ROGERS. Pp. XI., 473. New York and London : G. P. Putnam's
Sons. 1892.

This volume consists of twenty lectures upon such subjects as "The
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Conditions of Economic Progress," "The Development of Credit

Agencies," "The Economic History of Chartered Trade Companies,"
"The Joint Stock Principle in Capital," "Movements of Labor,"
" Movements of Currency

" and " Economic Legislation since 1815."
It is not easy to see the fitness of making the above title include lec-

tures on "The Economic Doctrine of Waste" and "The Theory of

Economic Rent." In fact the title of the book is positively mislead-

ing. It is far too wide for the collection of lectures on special historical

topics here presented ;
it suggests systematic treatment, where there

is none
;
and topics are included in the book which have no place

under the title.

The lectures, in themselves, are interesting, and contain a mass
of highly important and suggestive facts. No one can read them
without having larger and juster ideas than before of the manner
of English economic progress. They show that love for fact on the

part of the author which gives character to all of his writings a

passion, however, which so dominated him, that it often led him to

value facts for themselves and not for their meaning. He dwells upon
the price of the stock of the Bank of England at a certain date as

though, in itself, this fact possessed some magical value. He displays
a good deal of that miserly habit of thought regarding mere detail

which becomes instinctive to hardened statisticians. There is nothing
so useless in a lecture as an array of facts which have no vital relation

to the subject treated, and Mr. Rogers can easily be convicted of

several offences of this nature. It is not altogether then a matter of

surprise that the lectures failed to win popularity at Oxford, a fact

admitted by the editor himself, Mr. Arthur G. L. Rogers, a son of the

author. The truth is, the lectures are not in the author's best vein.

We think the editor quite right, however, in publishing them without

substantial change. Most people no longer care for an idealized por-
trait of the eminent dead. They want to have the thoughts and deeds
of men given to them just as they were. We are glad to see, there-

fore, the weaker side of Thorold Rogers. It will not lessen his reputa-
tion. The strength of the man, as seen in his other writings, is

brought into bolder relief, and altogether we have a truer view of

the whole man.

We find fault with his lack of system, with his sometimes stumbling

logic, with that personal and perverse emphasis which he now and
then puts upon trivialities, with his gossipy digressions, with his

occasional harmless snarl at the use of deduction in economics. Dut

it is impossible not to admire at the same time his wideness of \

his progressive spirit, his impatience at mere verbal disputes, his

and firm insistence on practical realities as against what he calls
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"
metaphysics." Some of the most valuable tendencies in the newer

economics appear in his writings. For him the " economic man "
is

the actual man, the actual man, moreover, in his entirety, and "pro-
ductive labor "

is all labor which is not wasteful. He is pre-eminently
a common-sense economist. And this is the character of the best

science. This posthumous volume will add little which is new to the

previous publications of the author. He was simply talking to his Ox-
ford classes from a well-stored memory. He had done his progressive
work before. The value of the book therefore, will be greatest to

those not acquainted with his previous writings. To such it cannot

fail to prove stimulating and instructive, whether they be theorists or

historians. The seventh lecture, on "The Joint Stock Principle in

Capital," is a typical one. He rambles on from the Roman collegia
and the mediaeval guilds to the later "

regulated companies," modern

partnerships and joint stock companies. He discusses the French law
of bankruptcy and the principle of limited liability and the mining
leases of Cornwall. There is no close unity in the lecture and no dis-

coverable connection between the substance of the lecture and the title

of the volume. But the lecture displays admirably the varied and
minute learning of Mr. Rogers in the history of industrial institutions

and the development of industrial custom and law. While he cannot

be held worthy of high rank as a theorist there is a trait of his reason

which should belong to every economist, the recognition of the rela-

tivity of economic thought, the constant recurrence to the facts of a

time for an explanation of the theory of that time, the appreciation
of that progress in economic life which is the cause of progress in

economic theory.
" These lectures," says the editor, "like those published under the

title of 'The Economic Interpretation of History,' aimed rather at

expounding the methods used by my father in his studies than at an-

nouncing new facts, or enunciating new theories." This aim they

accomplish and in so doing they reveal both the strength and the

limitations of those methods. The work of Thorold Rogers was

singularly original, independent, fearless and progressive. English

political economy would be decidedly poorer without him, and this last

of his writings is to be welcomed as a characteristic utterance of a man
who dared to step forward when progress was heresy.

Johns Hopkins University. SIDNEY SHERWOOD.

The Gild Merchant. A Contribution to British Municipal History.

By CHARGES GROSS. 2 vols. Pp. 332 and 447. Oxford : Clarendon

Press. 1890.

We have no hesitation in pronouncing this work a remarkable
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contribution to the literature of the subject It is characterized by pro-
found study of the sources, sure method, accurate judgment and strict

coherence. To speak first of the external arrangement of the book :

the first volume contains the main treatment of the subject ;
the sec-

ond, a collection of the sources. The aim of the author is to give
the history of the English merchant guilds ;

this consequently forms

the main subject of the first volume. The book, however, offers

more than the title would indicate, since Gross treats the merchant

guilds of Scotland and those of the European Continent as well, and
a- Ids an essay on the affiliation of the Mediaeval Boroughs. The
second volume has the valuable addition of a comprehensive glossary.
The merit of the present work consists in the first place, in the

determination of a great number of isolated facts and in the pub-
lication of new historical material for the study of the guilds. Its

especial importance lies in the fact that Gross has for the first time

given an accurate account of the relation of the guild to the town in

England. While hitherto the guilds have been looked upon either

as the parent of the town or as identical with it. Gross proves that

the origin of the town is not to be found in the guild, nor are the

two ever identical, but that the guilds only came gradually to have

any influence upon the organization of the municipality.*
This view, supported by many arguments, has, so far as I can judge,

everywhere affected criticism profoundly.! Gross has gained for these

views the unqualified assent of every unprejudiced reader. Even
those who will not give up the older theory of the origin of the

municipality and the guild (the so called guild theory) cannot remain

entirely unaffected by the weight of the arguments advanced by
Gross. It is amusing to observe their efforts to dodge the (acts

brought forward by him.

Let us now consider briefly the importance of the results reached

by the author in their relation to general historical investigation.

Independently of GroM, Hegel in his work, "St&dtf und Gilde der gfrmanisckfn
VMktr im MitttlalUr" (2 vols , Leipzig, 1891) reached the same result. Hegel treats

not only the guilds of England, but also those of Prance, Germany, the Nether-
lands and the Scandinavian kingdoms. I have demonstrated the same thing for

Germany contemporaneously with Hegel in my essay "Die Btdftttmmg der Gi'Uen

fur dit Entstthung der dtut. Stadtver/assu*g." JarbOcktrftr Nationattkonomit. 58.

56 ft*. Se also Gdltiitg. gtlehrU Anzeig. 1891, s. 762 ff., 1892, n. 406 ff.

fSee the list of Beschteibungen in the reports of Uebermann in Quiddtt
Zeitschn/t f&r Gtsckichlswissfiuckaft. Bd. VI., 115 ff. Bd. VII. K. s. 24 ff. Hegel has

very recently refuted several attempts to defend the guild theory In an essay in

Sybel's Hist. ZeitscHrifl Bd. LXXI s. 442 ff. The guild theory still finds support in

Germany in the unfounded reputation of Prof. Schraoller, of Berlin. Bee in regard
to Schmoller's work my essay on " Die Veramltung d*$ Maatmmd GrwickUwcttn*
im mittelatter;" Miinster, 1893.
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We may celebrate in the first place this scientific achievement of Mr.

Gross as a triumph of the historical method. When we date a new
era in historical methods from the beginning of this century, we refer

especially to the fact that we began at that time to arrange sources

systematically according to their age, to use the oldest sources as

the foundation of our historical investigation. This work of Gross

furnishes a new and striking application of this approved method.

The adherents of the above described guild theory derived their ideas

from the observation of later times. Because in the sources of the

later period they found that the guilds exercised a great influence

upon the municipality ; they inferred that it had been so from the

beginning. Gross on the contrary, as a methodical historian, classi-

fied the sources according to their age, and reached thereby a pre-

cisely contrary result.*

The results obtained by Gross are further calculated to prepare
the way for a more accurate knowledge of the position of state and

community in the middle ages. Some historians while they do not

deny, still do not emphasize the existence during the middle ages of

compulsory associations {Zwangsverbande} state and community.
These are precisely the adherents of the guild theory who attribute

to voluntary associations (the guilds) a determining influence on all

public life. It is indeed well known that the voluntary associations

played a very important part in mediaeval times, but this must

not be exaggerated as it actually has been.

The investigations undertaken during the last fifty years of the

constitutional history of the middle ages | have gradually shown for

an ever widening field that the voluntary associations did not really

exercise the great influence attributed to them, but that much on the

contrary which was heretofore considered their prerogative was really

the affair of the state or community. This work of Gross indicates a

further step in this direction. He shows that much which was earlier

ascribed to the guild was in reality the prerogative of the town, that

is, partly of the state and partly of the community.

* The details of the argument need not be considered here. On one point, how-

ever, something may be added. The adherents of the guild theory are accustomed

to deduce the origin of the town and the guilds from the occasional use of the

guild house for town purposes. Gross refutes this theory I. pp. 80-83 and 287. Con -

sidering that in Bruges one of the guilds had its meeting place until 1580 in the

refectory of the Augustinian monastery, and that the Assembly hall of the Han-
seatic merchants was in the Carmelite monastery (Zeitschrift fur Handelsrecht

Jahrg., 1885, s. 424 Anm. 45) the defenders of the guild theory would have logically

to conclude that this guild had its origin in the Augustiuian monastery.

t An example of this change may be found in the earlier prevailing view of the

importance of the old German Gejolge, now universally discarded.
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Finally we must mention an important result of this work which

belongs properly to economic history. The author shows it to be

probable (I. p. 9 ff.) that more than a third of all the English towns

had a merchant guild. This great number indicates that the merchant

guild constituted a very important part of the town life. Neverthe,

less it appears to me that the fact deserves much more consideration

that by no means all the towns had merchant guilds, and that it was

precisely some of the most important, I^ondon for example, which

lacked them. If, then, even in the middle ages, abounding as they
did in guilds, the occurrence of the merchant guilds was by no means
universal

;
one may certainly infer that in commercial circles there

was in general, less desire and necessity for the exclusiveness of guild

organization than among the artisan class.*

Only on two points do the statements of Gross, it seems to me,

require correction. First, his opinion of the economic supports of

the merchant guilds appear too unfavorable. We will not, how-

ever, expatiate upon this matter, as one's view is to some extent

dependent upon his political attitude. Secondly, the views of Gross

on the relation of the merchant guild to the artisan corporations is

an erroneous use. He supposes, with Nitzsch, that the latter gradually
differentiated themselves from a great merchant guild. In opposi-
tion to this theory, the merit is due to Hegel of having proved that

the merchant guild and those of the artisans grew up side by side.f

We believe that Gross will the more readily accept the demonstration

of Hegel since his theory of the relation of the artisan guilds to the

merchant guilds is not a necessary outcome of his general views of the

historical position of the merchant guild.

The volumes of Gross are, as already indicated, a standard work,
and Germany is proud to count him among the students of one of her

universities (Gottingen). We trust he may soon present us with

more of his scholarly work.
GKORG v. BELOW.

Muniterin Wettpkalen.

Goft. Gelehrtt An*., 1892. . 419.

t Cf. Hegel, "St&dte u. Gilden," I., . 441 ff. I hare proren the tame for Germany
in the/aAr*/. Nationaldconomiel. c.
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NOTES.

IN VIEW of England's recent action in regard to the silver of India

it is interesting to recall the suggestions submitted in 1887 by Profes-

sor Le*on Walras, of Lausanne, at a meeting of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science. In his "Theory of Money" Pro-

fessor Walras maintains that, while gold ought to be coined without"

limitation, silver should be used as a means of maintaining the neces-

sary equilibrium in prices, as a billon rtgulateur, to be augmented ot

diminished as the case may demand. In regard to England he writes

in this work :
" She is beginning at last to understand that the increas-

ing appreciation of gold, joined to the constant depreciation of silver,

is ruining her industry and disturbing the economic relations between

India and herself. Let her, therefore, introduce this system of a billon

regulateur, and this being done, all the great monetary powers will

follow the same road, so far as it is necessary to maintain prices,

toward bimetallism." In the paper read before the British Associa-

tion Professor Walras suggested that the free coinage of silver in

India be suspended and a ratio established between the silver rupee
and the sovereign, and that a certain quantity of silver should be

transferred from India to England as a billon regulateur, and that gold
be introduced into India to be used as money in conjunction with the

silver now reduced to a simple means of regulating prices. England
has seemingly begun the carrying out of this program which Pro-

fessor Walras derived from the principles of pure political economy,
and this may well be regarded as a striking proof of the importance
of a method which he has given so much of his life to elaborate.

THE AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL, SOCIETY announces that the

Henry M. Phillips Prize Essay Fund will award the sum of $500 for

the best essay on "The Common Law of England;" second, on

"The Theory of the State;" and third, on "Roman Law and English
Law Compared." All essays must be handed in by January i, 1895.

The fund, which amounts to $5000, was presented to the society by
Miss Emily Phillips as a memorial to her brother, the late Henry M.

Phillips.
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INTEREST AND PROFITS.

Adam Smith and his contemporaries analyzed the price of

commodities into three component parts wages, profits and

rent. Neither of the last two terms was used exactly as we
use them to-day. Rent, in its modern sense, is the payment
for land as distinct from improvement ; profit, in its modern

sense, is the return for managing ability as distinct from capi-

tal. But, to Smith's mind, rent was the payment for the

land and the permanent improvements which it carried

with it
; profits, the return for the managing ability of the

employer and the capital which he employed. Both rent

and .profits, as Smith understood them, included a large

measure of what modern writers would call interest. Rent

was substantially a return on long-time investments when
made with foresight ; profits, a return on short-time invest-

ments, when managed with ability.

Among the many changes made by Ricardo in the form

of Economic Science, none was more important or charao

ic than his recognition* of interest as distinct from rent.

Even more clear in fact than in expression.
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Ricardo was a banker, familiar with the conception of market

rates of interest, and the effect of those rates on the profit or

loss in financial transactions. He saw that the real profit of

an enterprise was not the total return above current expenses,

but the excess of such return abotfe current rates of interest

on the capital employed. The real ground-rent of a piece

of improved land was not the total amount paid for such

land by the occupier, but the excess of this amount above

the interest on the capital invested.

Had Ricardo and his followers contented themselves with

pointing out a new component in the price of commodities

there would have been an unmixed gain in clearness of anal-

ysis. But they did not stop here. They treated interest as

representing the capitalists' just share in the distribution of

wealth ;
and they supported this idea of justice by arguments

so inconsistent or superficial as to furnish every opportunity
for the attacks of the socialists. They have represented

interest as a reward of abstinence
;
in the face of the fact

that those whose interest accounts are largest have generally

had to practice the least abstinence. They have represented

it as due to the inherent productivity of capital, in spite of

the fact that large accumulations of capital present oppor-
tunities for waste and loss quite as conspicuous as those for

efficiency and profit. The masterly analysis of Bohm-
Bawerk has submitted these theories to a criticism at once so

searching and so just that it is unnecessary to do more than

refer the reader to what he has written.

And yet, with all respect to the eminent author just named,
we may be pardoned for saying that his method appears in

some respects unsatisfactory. He often seems to treat simul-

taneously two sets of enquiries which are best handled separ-

ately. The causes which have produced the system of interest

are radically different from those which determine the rate

of interest. The tendency of political economists with few

exceptions has been to confuse the two, and to try to take

one step where two are absolutely necessary. The system
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INTEREST AND PROFITS. 3

of interest is an institution recognized by society because of

its advantages to society. The rate of interest is the result

of a set of estimates and valuations on the part of individuals

living under the institution and accustomed to the system.
The excellence or permanence of the institution does not

necessarily depend on the correctness of the estimates of

individuals.

Unless this distinction is borne in mind every effort to give

precision to our ideas of interest is liable to make the confusion

worse. For instance : we are told that interest is justified

by the productivity of capital. Now in a rough way, this

has a large element of truth. If capital is saved and utilized,

society gets more goods for its labor
;
and it is compelled to

offer incentives, of which the system of interest is a most

powerful one, to cause capital to be thus saved and utilized.

But the modern economist is more precise. He tells us that

interest cannot be offered merely because the output is in-

creased ;
it may be that the price will fall so fast that the

larger output will command a smaller aggregate return, and

then no interest can be paid. To enable a man to offer

interest, he says, the new investment must increase profits as

well as products. This may be true economically ;
it is untrue

sociologically. It may be that a man cannot afford to do it
;

it remains certain that he frequently does it. A great deal

of interest is offered and paid on investments which do not

increase profits. Such payments are not collected from the

consumer
; they do not go to increase the share of capitalists

as a class
;
but they are none the less an important part of

the actual interest transactions.

It is the aim of this paper to show that the justification of

interest, as an institution, is not to be sought either in the

ink-rest productivity of capital, or in the difference of value

cen present and future goods ;
but in the fact that it

furnishes a means of natural selection of employers whereby
the productive forces of the community are better utilized

than by any other method hitherto devised. This view of
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interest differs from those which have been previously held

in the same way that the theory of civil liberty of the nine-

teenth century differs from that of the eighteenth. We no

longer seek to deduce liberty from the nature of man, nor do

we deny that liberty involves frequent and flagrant errors
;

but we have found that the modern system of civil liberty is

the best available means of combining progress with con-

servatism, and that its very errors form a means of eliminat-

ing the bad and may thus indirectly serve as a gain to society.

Let us in like manner cease to deduce interest from the nature

of capital ;
let us cease to insist on a connection between the

institution of interest and the correctness of judgment of

those who offer it
;

let us look at its history as a means of

combining industrial progress with industrial conservatism
;

as a means of elimination of the industrially unfit from any

position of leadership which they may have attained
;
as a

system which makes the wrong judgments as well as the

right judgments of individuals ultimately serve as a means
to the advance of society.

We can without much difficulty trace three stages in the

development of modern industrial law
;
the first, where a

man was allowed property as a stimulus to labor and save
;

the second, where he was allowed profits as a stimulus to

exercise skill and foresight in management ;
and the third,

historically almost coincident with the second, where he was
allowed to offer interest to induce others to give him the

means of exercising his skill and foresight over the widest

range.

Communism had tended to prevent the production and

accumulation of resources without which no race can advance

to the higher stages of industrial civilization. Private prop-

erty, even in its ruder forms, did better. It afforded a stim-

ulus to production ; while the institution of the family

enabled food consumption to be kept below the limit of food

production, and allowed the accumulation of a surplus in

individual hands.
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The next step in industrial progress was to make this

individual surplus serve as a means of social progress. This

was accomplished by the development of free competition.

By encouraging a man who had accumulated or inherited

resources to use them in a far-sighted manner, society

gained the fullest advantage from those resources. Even
if such an individual made a large profit the gain which

accrued to him as an individual was but a small fraction of

that which accrued to society as a whole. If society would

have the gain, it was forced to allow the profit. Any de-

parture from traditional methods involved large risks to him
who first attempted it

;
and society could not expect the cap-

italist to take large risks without the chance of considerable

profits. The man whose land improvements had turned

out well was allowed by our system of land tenure a monopoly
of the location which he had developed. The man whose
methods had turned out well was allowed by our system of

patent right a monopoly of the process he had exploited.

The profit in either case accrued to him as a capitalist. The

history of land tenure makes this point extremely clear. In

the passage from the twelfth to the sixteenth century in

England, we can trace the change from a feudal rent paid to

a political authority for security-,
to an economic rent paid to

a capitalist for permanent improvements. The amount of

rent in the particular case might not, and did not always,

correspond to the cost of the improvements ; but the system
of industrial rent was developed for the sake of those im-

provements, and rent in the aggregate may fairly be regarded
as the price paid for the improvements as a whole.

We have thus far traced the effect of private property as a

stimulus for the saving of capital, and of profits or rent as

a stimulus for its utilization. But we have not yet touched

upon the causes which led to the recognition of interest. If

the view of this paper is correct it was developed not as a

stimulus for the saving or the investment of capital, so much
as for promoting the natural selection of the fittest employers
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and the best processes. And this system of natural selection

constitutes the third and last step in the development of the

modern industrial order.

In any large investment there are two classes of interests,

represented roughly, by the stockholders and the bond-

holders of a railroad. The former class wants control ; it is

willing to take risks and pay for them for the sake of contin-

gent profits. The latter class wants security and fixity of

returns
;
for the sake of this it is willing to delegate control

and to abandon possible chances of large gain. The modern

system of interest is nothing more than the recognition of

these two classes of investors and their mutual relations.

Interest results from a contract between two capitalists uniting
in a common enterprise. It is a sum paid by one investor to

another investor out of capital, if necessity shall require. If

the borrower has not capital enough to cover such contingent

necessity, the contract is one of insurance or of fraud more

commonly the latter. This is exemplified in those cases

where railroad stock is nearly all water, or where a merchant

uses his credit in operations whose risk is beyond the amount
of his own personal possessions.

It is a further essential of interest, as a system, that lender

and borrower shall invest their resources. Where interest is

offered in connection with other objects than investment, as

in the case of a pawnbroker's shop, the transaction does not

command public approval and is stigmatized as usury. It

was because mediaeval interest transactions were for pur-

poses other than investment that they were discountenanced

by public opinion and prohibited by canon law. When there

was a demand for capital for investment, it did not take long
for the canonists to invent theories of lucrum cessans which

made their traditional prohibitions nearly void.

If this view is correct interest from the standpoint of the

borrower is the price paid for the control of industry. Capi-
tal gives its possessor the right to direct the productive
forces of society and take the speculative risks in so doing.
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When some of those who unite in an investment are anxious

to do this, and others are not, the former stand ready to offer

the latter a price for such rights of control and specula-

tion. Such a price, let it be repeated, cannot be offered by
the man without capital to the capitalist. A man must have

some capital to be able to furnish the guarantee of repay-

ment. It is paid by one capitalist for the sake of controlling

another man's capital. It enables the enterprising men to get

the direction of a larger amount of productive power than

would otherwise be possible. If their methods are good it

contributes to the more speedy adoption of these methods ;

if they are bad it contributes to the more speedy elimination

from the ranks of the capitalists of the men who make such

mistakes. The institution of interest is like that of joint-

stock companies in giving men control of larger capital

than they themselves own
; while, unlike a joint-stock com-

pany, it automatically eliminates men from control when they

make serious mistakes. At any rate that is theoretically

true. In practice it too often happens that the money is

borrowed by men who cannot really furnish the security and

are handling other people's capital with little risk to them-

selves. In such cases the institution of interest is extremely

bad. The bondholder in a railroad whose stock is heavily

watered, often takes the real risks, with none of the rights

of control possessed by a stockholder. The board of direc-

tors under such circumstances has every temptation to misuse

its powers ;
and when the directors have made all the money

possible at the expense of those who have trusted them, they

withdraw with their profits to repeat the same operations in

another field. Unless law and public sentiment are in some

respects better than we find them in America to-day, the

system of interest may tend to the aggrandizement rather

than the elimination of those who waste society's capital.

Interest, from the standpoint of the man who offers it, is a

payment for control for the ri^ht to speculate, if we can

dissociate this term from the odium which attaches to it
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countenanced by society as a means of getting its capital

progressively managed. But what of the man who receives

interest ? Interest from his standpoint is commuted profits,

or even commuted rent using these words as Adam Smith

did, in their concrete commercial sense, rather than their

abstract economic one. Let me repeat the phrase, for it

represents a conception rather unfamiliar to modern econom-

ics. Interest in one of its most important phases is committed

rent. A group of investors develop a farm or mine, build a

factory or a railroad. They expect the average value of the

annual output to be in excess of its current cost. This excess

is rent or profits in the sense used by Adam Smith. The
two terms are not clearly distinguishable, but rent is in general

the permanent return due to foresight in an investment, and

profit the more temporary return due to skill in its manage-
ment. Now some of the investors prefer to take the chances

of what that rent or profit will be
;
others prefer to commute

those chances for a fixed annual payment. The latter receive

interest ; the former pay it. Society wishes to encourage
both classes of investors and therefore allows such payments.
It not merely gives the investor control of industries but

allows him to dispose of such control, with its attendant

chances, for the sake of a commuted return of fixed amount.

What is it that fixes the amount of this return and deter-

mines the rate at which profits shall be commuted ? It was
in answering this question that Ricardo introduced his chief

modifications of Adam Smith's views, and developed an

important truth to a further limit than the facts perhaps
warranted.

Ricardo saw the fallacy in Smith's assumption of a "
cur-

rent rate of rent
"

as an element in the price of products.

He saw that ground-rent was in large measure a consequence
rather than a cause of price ;

that the land bears rent because

of the price of wheat, instead of wheat bearing a price because

of the rent of land. He separated what Smith had called

rent into two parts, rent proper, and interest
;
one of which
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was a consequence of price, the other a cause of it. The
same analysis which Ricardo applied to rent has been applied

by modern economists to profits also. The current economic

thought of the day regards cost as composed of two elements,

wages and interest. The price of a product, it is said, must

cover these two things ;
in cases when it more than covers

them, it leaves a surplus in the form of rent or profits.

Neither rent nor profit represents a current rate of payment
for anything but a differential gain.

This is true enough of rent and profit ;
but we doubt

whether the distinction between these elements and the ele-

ment of interest is anywhere nearly so sharp as many econo-

mists are disposed to make it. Why, it may be asked, do

we regard interest as a necessary part of the cost of produc-
tion while rent or profit is not? Partly because capital

represents stored-up labor in distinction from natural resources

or abilities, so that the use of capital in production may be

regarded as labor-cost indirectly applied ; partly because

capital is competitive and can find profitable employment in

any one of a variety of lines, while land or natural abilities

have a monopoly under some circumstances, and no use

whatever under others. The last distinction is much the

more important one
; indeed, under current theories of value,

the only one of any special account. Under this view,

interest differs from profits because a man with capital can

get a return in any one of an indefinite number of lines,

while a man with land or brains must use them for what they

are specially adapted. We may conceive the orthodox

economist to say, "Grant, if you please, that interest is

commuted rent
; nevertheless, the amount of rent is fixed by

the circumstances of the particular industry or locality, while

the rate of commutation is fixed by conditions affecting all

industries and all localities. Interest is fixed by the demand
and supply of loans. The demand is doubtless due to

expected profits or expected rent in particular lines
; but the

supply is limited only by general conditions, which establish
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a general rate of interest on good security, and leave the

special demands of each trade to fix the quantity of capital
directed toward one line or another rather than the rate of

interest in that line.

No one would deny that such a state of things as this might
exist

;
but whether it does actually exist is open to question.

Loanable capital is not competitive to anything like the

extent which this reasoning assumes. One man invests in

England, another in America
;
one invests in farms, another

in factories, another in railroads. A man can transfer his

investment from one line to another more easily than his

abilities
;
so far there is good ground for the distinction

between interests and profits. But the difference is one of

degree rather than of kind. Economic interest is an abstrac-

tion no less than the economic rent which is based upon it.

There are different rates of interest on equal security in the

same market. If everybody had equal intelligence in invest-

ment it would not be so. But this assumption is far from

being realized. There are differences of intelligence in

investment, just as there are differences of intelligence in

business management. We have no more right to ignore the

former in our theory of interest than to ignore the latter in our

theory of profits. Capital as such has no more productivity
than land as such or brains as such. Difference of valuation

of present and future goods may establish a theoretical mini-

mum of interest
;
but not through the agency of a single

general market for loans.

The capitalists advance wages ; they take their chances of

the price of the product. The excess of price above cost is

the amount received by the capitalists in the form of profits

or rent. Rent and profits are paid by society to the capital-

ists for their investments or their abilities. Interest is paid

by one group of capitalists to another. It is a commuted
rent or profit paid for the control of industry by those who
are willing to take the chances. As a rule it will increase

or diminish as rent and profits increase or diminish but not
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necessarily so. It will absorb a large proportion of profits

where many people want the control of capital and few wish
to commute

;
while conversely it will absorb a small propor-

tion of profits where there are few who want control and

many who wish to commute.

The adjustment which the interest rate produces between

demand and supply of capital does not operate solely or per-

haps chiefly by attracting outside capital into the business.

Outside capital is attracted by profits rather than by interest.

It seems to go where there are large profits, rather than where

there is large real" interest.* But a change in the interest

rate may powerfully affect the proportion of those in any
business who do and those who do not commute the profits.

With any given amount of capital the lower the rate of interest

the more valuable is the control of industry, and vice versa.

The adjustment between the numbers of active and passive

participants in any line of industry is a most powerful means
of equalizing the demand and supply of loans at any given
rate of interest.

If these views be correct interest is essentially a price paid

by one group of capitalists to another, for the control of

industry on a large scale. The system is justified by its effect

in the natural selection of employers and methods rather than

by any contribution made by the individual receiver of

interest to the good of society. The rate of interest does not

depend so directly as has been supposed on a general market

for capital, but is the result of commutation of profits in

particular lines ; the terms of this commutation depending

upon the relative numbers of those who desire control and

those who are willing to part with such control for the sake

of avoiding the risks which it entails.

ARTHUR T. HADUSY.

It in often uniutelligently diverted into new line* by the offer of Urge nominal

rate* where the element of insurance or fraud U dominant
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THE AUSTRIAN THEORY OF VALUE.

In an article headed ' * Boehm-Bawerk on Value and

Wages,
' '

published in the Quarterly Journal of Economics
,

October, 1890, I ventured to give some reasons for regarding

the marginal utility theory of value as insufficient and

unsound. Professor von Wieser, of the German University

of Prague, has presented a paper to the Academy, containing

a defence of the new theory.* In part his paper is a reply to

my objections ;
in part it is a criticism of the classical theory.

I have read and pondered very carefully all that the learned

professor has so skillfully urged in behalf of the new doctrine
;

but I find myself wholly unable to perceive that, here or

elsewhere, a good case has been made out for it. With the

kind permission of the editors of the ANNALS, I propose to

review, as briefly as possible, the main points at issue

between the two theories. And, before entering on the

subject, I wish to say that there is so much that is good
and admirable, so much real light and instruction, to be

found in the writings of the Austrian economists, that it

would be a much more agreeable task to dwell on the points

in which I am in full agreement with them, than to call

attention to the errors into which they seem to me to have

fallen. Further, in the practical outcome, their theories, so

far as I see, do not lead to results that conflict with those

reached by the classical school. While differing as to our

modes of reasoning and our ways of stating our conclusions,

I am unable to perceive that the Austrian economists differ

in substance from the older school in their way of regarding
the practical problems that vex our time. Both schools are

at one in their rejection of the crude and shallow vagaries

that have been advanced from so many quarters of late, as

new economic gospel. While, then, we argue out, frankly

and fully, our points of theoretic divergence, we must not

* Printed in the ANNALS, March, 1892.
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forget our substantial agreement as to those weightier matters

which make economic theory worth discussing at all. I am
not without hope that the Austrian economists, on fuller

consideration of the whole matter, may see reason to modify
their present view as to the influence of marginal utility in

the determination of value
;
and that the outcome of their

brilliant activity may prove to be, even in their own judg-

ment, not an overturning of the accepted doctrine, but a

needful improvement and illumination of a previously

neglected portion of it.

The points in controversy between the Austrian economists

and the adherents of the classical school are reducible, I

think, to these two questions: (i) What is the proper
definition of cost of production ? (2) How shall we account

for the observed correspondence between cost of production
and exchange value? The Austrian economists answer

these questions in a new way. If it can be shown that

their answers do not bear critical examination, we shall

have made a long step toward showing that the principle

of marginal utility has a much more restricted action in

relation to value than they have supposed. The questions

involved go to the very foundations of economic theory, and

call for much patient reflection on the part of readers as well

as writers. Let us first consider the question of the true

nature and necessary elements of cost of production.

I. THE CLASSICAL VIEW OF COST.

One who undertakes to defend the classical conception of

cost is under the disadvantage of not being able to give a

definition of cost that can claim universal acceptance among
classical economists. Dr. von Wieser seems to imagine that

we all agree with Ricardo in reducing cost, in the final

analysis, to labor alone. In that he is, of course, entirely

mistaken. We are practically unanimous in holding that

economic cost includes something more than mere labor.

But what the further element may be, how to name it and
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how to treat it, must be admitted to be unsettled questions

among us. This being so, it must be understood that, in

what I have to say as to this further element, I cannot lay
claim to a consensus of classical authority behind me.

There are obviously two ways of looking at cost. We
may regard productive industry from the standpoint of the

employing class, and think of cost as measured by their

payments. Or, secondly, we may think of the whole com-

munity as exerting itself in appropriate ways for the produc-
tion of commodities, and may think of these necessary
exertions as constituting the real cost of the things produced.
The first of these views we may call the employer's view

of cost
;
the other has been called the economic or scientific

view. The first step toward a correct conception of cost is,

in my opinion, to get clear ideas as to the difference between

these two views. Some discussion of the matter is made

necessary in the present case, because Dr. von Wieser fails

to apprehend the classical account of economic cost, and

adopts, on his own part, a view that is closely allied to, if not

at bottom identical with, the employer's conception of cost.

The employer looks on cost of production from a purely

personal standpoint. For him cost is a question of payments :

of outlay for necessary buildings, machinery, materials and

labor. By careful book-keeping he can tell with approximate

accuracy how much each unit of product costs him. With
this as a basis, he can readily tell how much profit can be

made by selling his product at any given price. And this,

I need hardly say, is his primary interest in the whole

question. In his view cost is lowered quite as effectually

by a fall in the wages of his laborers as by an improvement
in machinery, or the discovery of more prolific sources of

materials. Cost is raised, in his estimation, when for any
cause his own necessary outlay is increased, even though
the whole increase go merely to swell the rewards of others

engaged, equally with himself, in the production of the

commodity.
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The mass of mankind has clearly an interest in the cost

of production of commodities that finds little recognition in

the employer's way of looking at the matter. The economic

view of cost must recognize this interest. It can do so only

by taking the broadly human point of view : by ignoring
the division of men into employers and laborers, and making
cost of production a question of the whole exertion or sacri-

fice men have to undergo in order to produce the various

commodities they need. In this view we are to direct our

attention solely to the process of production itself, ignoring

wholly the arrangements men have made between themselves

as to the ownership of the product when completed, or the

individual compensations for shares borne in the total cost

of it. We are to have no thought of employers as such,

but only of the labor of direction and oversight ;
no thought

of hiring and wages, but only of laborers exerting them-

selves in appropriate ways for the production of enjoyable
commodities. From this point of view we should say that

anything which affects the ease or difficulty of the whole

task of producing each commodity, affects its cost of produc-
tion

;
and that nothing does affect the cost of production,

which does not affect the ease or difficulty of the whole task.

As between these two views of cost, I can hardly imagine
an economist hesitating in his choice. The one is limited

and artificial. It seems to regard production as, primarily,
a field for making profits. Further, as the individual em-

ployer commonly manages but one stage in the whole pro-

cess of producing each commodity, this view has the defect

of not taking the whole process into account in considering
the cost of production. The other view is as broad as

production itself. It brings us face to face with the original

elements of cost in the very nature of the productive process.

This, it is needless to remark, is a point of no small import-
ance for scientific purposes. If we accept the employer's
view of cost, we rest on payments between man and man,
which doubtless have reference to share* borne in the
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natural cost of production, but are at best only business

valuations of this or that fraction of the natural cost. If,

on the other hand, we base our theory of cost on the diffi-

culties of the productive process in itself, we are in no

danger of finding that our assumed elements of cost are, in

fact, resolvable into more simple and fundamental elements

back of them.

What, then, are the ultimate elements of the natural cost

of producing commodities ? All agree, I think, in regarding
the necessary labor of all sorts as the chief element

; though,
as we shall see presently, the Austrian economists ask us to

count, not the labor itself, but the * ' value ' ' of it, as a con-

stituent of cost. English and American economists, so far

as I am acquainted with their views, differ only as to the

range or extension to be given to the term labor as an

element in the cost of each commodity. Some of them
seem to have in mind only the labor applied at the last stage
of the process in each case. When, for example, they speak
of labor as an element in the cost of production of coats,

they seem to think only of the tailor's labor, and perhaps
of the weaver's also. But it is difficult to see how such a

limitation of the term is to be justified. Certainly, if we
look at the nature of production as a whole, we shall find

no reason for making any difference, in this regard, between

the labor of the tailor and that of the spinner, or of the

dyer, or of the wool-grower. Unless we are prepared to

say that coats can be made without wool, and without

woolen yarn, we are in all reason bound to include all these

labors as parts of the labor of producing coats. Nor is this

all. Unless we are prepared to say that wool can be spun
into yarn without spinning machines, and that yarn can be

woven into cloth without looms, we are equally bound in

reason to include in the labor of producing coats the labor

of providing requisite machinery for carrying on the various

parts or stages of the whole process. What good reason can

be given for stopping short at any point in the whole process,
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or for excluding from our definition of cost any part of the

labor that contributes, directly or indirectly, to the final

enjoyable commodity, a coat ? The fear that we may seem

to say that labor is the sole element of cost, and may thereby
concede a dangerous advantage to the disciples of Karl

Marx ? Surely not. Science can have no fears ; must

accept all the facts just as it finds them. Let us, then,

when we name labor as an element in the cost of production
of any commodity, admit freely the whole labor of all sorts

from beginning to end.

If, then, we use the word labor in our definition of cost,

understanding it to include all the labor, what further burden

or sacrifice is there that men have to undergo in the produc-
tion of enjoyable commodities ? All reasonable men perceive

that there is a further element
;
the difficulty is to agree as to

its precise nature. The more common practice of English
and American economists, in recent years, has been to regard
the abstinence of the capitalists as the other element. I have

elsewhere given some reasons for thinking this practice to be

inadmissible.* As Dr. von Wieser seems to agree with me
in rejecting abstinence as an element in cost, I need not here

repeat those reasons. If we only look at the processes of

production as they go forward, we can hardly fail to recognize
the missing factor in cost. The whole process of producing

nearly every enjoyable commodity is very far from being a

single and simple exertion of labor. It is, in most cases, a

series of operations, necessarily extending over a considerable

h of time. Partly, this is due to nature's way of doing
her share of the work

;
she takes time to mature the fruits

of human labor. Not all the men in Europe could produce
a grain of wheat, or a quarter of beef, or a pound of wool,

by a month of assiduous labor : nature has her own way of

yielding such things, and it is a way that takes time. In

part, also, the delays of production are due to men's own

^arterlyJournal of Economics, July, 1887; alo in my "
Working Principle*,"

P. 37.
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need of time for doing their share of the work
; very largely

they are due to the fact that so great a proportion of the

whole labor of producing things has to be applied to the pre-

paration of the natural agents, to the erection of necessary

buildings, the making of requisite machinery, etc. It is

patent on the very face of things that the industrial system of

a civilized country represents an enormous mass of labor

already expended, which has not yet produced its full enjoya-

ble result. It is equally clear that the maintenance of such

a system requires every day the expenditure of great quanti-

ties of labor in ways which, by the nature of the case, must
be long in yielding enjoyable returns.

Now, if men were quite indifferent whether they got the

enjoyable products of their labor to-day or years hence, this

need of time in production would not be burdensome
;
the

whole natural cost of production would then consist of labor

alone. But human beings are very far indeed from being
thus indifferent. So far as the necessities of life are con-

cerned, of course delay is impossible : actual wants must be

supplied now. But when actual necessities are provided for,

desires for material comforts, almost as urgent as absolute

wants, clamor for immediate satisfaction. This human im-

patience for speedy enjoyment of good things makes the

necessary slowness of production a burdensome feature

of it. Indeed most men seem to shrink from the necessary

waiting even more than from necessary labor itself. They
are ready enough to work for immediate returns, but the

distant natural return for productive labor fails to attract

them. They are not willing "to labor and to wait."

These two sacrifices, that of labor and that of waiting, seem

therefore to stand on the same level as elements of cost of

production. They are both demanded by the very nature of

production and the physical laws under which it must be

carried on. They are both simple and primary sacrifices, not

in the least due to any merely business arrangements between

men, nor can they be evaded by any human contrivance.
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Further, I think it is easily demonstrable that, taken

together, these two sacrifices constitute the whole cost of

producing commodities. It could be shown by experiment
if need be. Given men who have the requisite knowledge,
the requisite idea, production of all sorts is possible for them,
if only they are ready to work, and to wait for the natural

product of their work until the process of production yields

it. Nothing more is needed, because nature's terms demand

nothing more. If this be true, are we not justified in saying
that the original and ultimate elements of cost of production
are labor and waiting ? *

The relation of natural cost to employer's cost must be

obvious to every one who bears in mind the feature of modern

industry that goes under the name of "combination" of

labor. In truth the whole industrial system is a scheme of

combination of labor. Nearly every commodity is a product
of many different kinds of labor, combined and converging
toward the final enjoyable result. The employer who stands

at the closing stage, and is to own the commodity when com-

pleted, must of course pay for the labor and waiting that have

already been devoted toward obtaining the product. This

he does in the form of buying materials and machinery. The

price he pays stands to him as cost. But it is a cost of acquisi-

tion, not the natural cost of producing the things bought.

Strictly, the cost to him is the labor and waiting he spent for

the thing he gives in exchange. The true cost of production
of the commodity he is himself engaged upon, is the sum
total of the various bits of labor and waiting contributed by
all the persons who take part, directly or indirectly, in the

production of it. The arrangements and payments these

persons make among themselves in consideration of the part

each bears in the whole burden, do not affect the nature

of the burden itself. That remains, through all their

Dr. TOO Wteaer assumes throughout his paper that I reduce coat of production
to labor alone 1 hope that what la said above will make clear to him that he ha
misunderstood me iu this respect.
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arrangements, the two-fold task of necessary labor, followed

by necessary waiting.

These considerations help us to see the exact function of

abstinence in relation to production. The abstinence of

capitalists comes into play to provide savings wherewith to

pay wages, in advance of the natural yield of labor, to those

who are unable or unwilling to submit to the long waiting
demanded by the nature of production. Since wages are no

part of the true cost of production, neither is abstinence
;
for

abstinence has no function except to supply the means of pay-

ing producers in advance of the natural rewards of their

exertions.

II. THE AUSTRIAN VIEW OF COST.

The Austrian economists seem to me to have made, as yet,

no serious or systematic study of cost of production. It was

hardly in the nature of things that they should do so.

Classical economists dwell on cost because their whole sys-

tem rests on it. But with the Austrians the case is different.

They have no use for the doctrine of cost. They had
indeed to find room for it in their system, because it could

not be wholly ignored ;
but it seems to hold there the posi-

tion rather of a foreign substance than of an essential ele-

ment in the fabric. Dr. Karl Menger, the pioneer and

acknowledged leader of the school, has not yet, so far as I

am aware, incorporated any doctrine of cost into his treat-

ment of value. Dr. von Boehm-Bawerk, and those other

members of the school who discuss the action of cost, assign

to it a very subordinate place. They admit the tendency of

value to conform to cost, but explain this tendency as merely
"
a special case within the great law of marginal utility."

A law of costs, as an independent and controlling principle,

they do not seem to admit. Marginal utility they hold to

be the primary and universal law governing the value of

all valuable things. Their only concern with cost is to

reconcile it with this other and greater law. If, now, it

can be shown that they have thus far failed in effecting this
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reconciliation, we shall have good reason for doubting the

validity of their claims on behalf of marginal utility. That

this can be shown I have no doubt, because it seems clear

that cost, as they treat it, is not true cost at all.

Their definition of cost, to begin with, involves their

theory of value. The cost of every commodity consists of

the
* * value of the means of production

' ' used up in produc-

ing it. By means of production, according to Dr. von

Wieser, we are to understand such things as
* * common

hand-labor, coal, wood, the commonest metals;" also land

of the ordinary sort. Observe that, in his view, human/
labor is not in itself an element of cost

;
it is only its value /

that constitutes cost. But since, according to the Austrian/

theory, value is simply another word for marginal utility]

and since mere means of production, such as labor, coal,I

iron, etc., have no direct utility of their own, they have nol

value of their own. They can be used, however, to produce \

useful commodities ; they have, therefore, a derived or I

"attributed" utility equal to that of their potential pro-

ducts. The value thus acquired by the means of production
constitutes and measures the cost of the commodities they

are used to produce. For production does not merely create

value
;

it also destroys value.* The elementary means of

production, such as iron, coal, wood and common labor,

have manifold uses. When any part of the general stock of

them is applied to the production of any given article, as, for

example, a kitchen range, the same part cannot be again
for producing nails or horseshoes or iron palings.

, "each productive process costs, and it costs exactly

as much as the value which the material and labor required
would have produced if rationally applied, "f

This view of cost seems to me to be radically insufficient.

It seems to say that the cost to us of what we produce is the

loss of what we might have produced instead of it
;
that the

Von Wieser,
" Dtr nat&rlichf Wettk," p. 167

t Von Wieter. "Theory of Value," ANNALH. Vol. 11, p. 618, March, 1893.

fas?]
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cost of the kitchen range consists in the lost value of the

nails, horseshoes and palings we might have produced with

the labor and materials that have been put into the range.
That way of looking at cost seems to me to verge on the

fanciful
;
to be, at all events, lacking in the simplicity and

directness that ought to characterize a scientific definition.

It has, however, other defects that are more serious. It has,

in the first place, all the defects of the employer's view of

cost. It asks us to forget those features of production that

men necessarily feel as burdensome and costly. The irk-

some human exertions necessary to the production of kitchen

ranges are not to be thought of as elements of cost. It is

only the attributed value of those exertions that is to be

taken into account. But the value of human labor, as the

Austrians expound it, is simply the value of its potential

product. Putting their two propositions together, we have

the unavoidable result that the cost of commodities, as they

explain it, is simply another word for the value of commodi-

ties. Cost and value, as they treat them, become indis-

tinguishable. They set out with a value for each commodity
fixed by marginal utility. The value so fixed for the com-

modity, or for the marginal member of each related group
of commodities, fixes the value of the means requisite for

producing the commodity. The value of the means consti-

tutes, in turn, the cost of the commodity. But, in this

circling and doubling, we obviously do not get beyond value

do not touch true cost at all. We deal only with the

relations between wages, the values of machinery, partly

wrought materials, etc., and the value of the completed

product. All that the Austrian economists have urged as

to these relations may be both true and important in its

proper place. But it seems to me clear that no part of

it can be received as reaching the subject of economic

cost. Value may be a consequence and an evidence of

cost of production; it can never be itself true cost to the

producer.
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\Ve have only to consider the case a little to perceive the

incongruity of the Austrian doctrine. The value of iron,

for example, according to their view, is not only due to its

fitness for making iron wares, but is fixed by the value of

those wares (or of the marginal member or portion of them).

Yet, when we proceed to develop this value of iron, by

applying it to any of the uses which give it value, its value

is at once transformed into cost. Iron has value, because it

can be turned into ranges, nails, and ten thousand other

things ; but iron wares cost, because iron is valuable for

making them. This seems a strange conception of cost. If

we put it in another form, its strangeness becomes even more

striking. Dr. von Wieser tells us that
4 '

cost is ...
measured by utility alone." That is to say, iron wares have

utility for us
;
and iron, as a material for making them, has

a derived or attributed utility equal to that of its potential

products. But when we proceed to avail ourselves of this

utility of iron, by actually converting it into any of the useful

articles for the making of which it is so well adapted, its very
suitableness for our purpose becomes an item of cost to us.

Its utility is at once advantageous and burdensome to us ;

burdensome and costly precisely because, and precisely so

far as, it is advantageous to us.

Probably, Dr. von Wieser, seems to himself not to have

maintained any such absurdity as this. In fact, he gives no

si^n of having considered cost in the general sense at all.

ole interest in cost is limited to the obvious necessity of

establishing a modus vivendi of some sort between it and

marginal utility ; and, he seems to have too easily concluded

that he had sufficiently dealt with cost when he had devised

a treatment which applies, with an appearance of logical

tcucy, to the comparative costs of the various commod-
ities to the employers. Cost, as he treats it, is made up of the

value of those means of production that have manifold a;

cations, such as iron, coal and common labor. The import-
ance of manifold applicability as a quality of "

cost-goods
"
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is readily seen. Dr. von Wieser evidently perceived the

incongruity of asserting that the utility of iron for the

making of nails, can be an item in the cost of production of

nails. In his book on "Natural Value" (p. 168), he

expressly guards himself against seeming to maintain this,

by explaining that the value of any material which has but

a single use, does not enter into the cost of the resulting

commodity. The value of the commodity is indeed, here as

in other cases, carried back by attribution to the means of

producing it
;
but the value of the means does not, in this

case, hold the relation of cost to the commodity. Here at

least we can wholly agree with him. The strange thing is

that his conclusion as to this case, had not led him to

question the validity of his reasoning in the case of materials

having manifold applications ;
had not raised a doubt in his

mind whether utility can be in any case a true element of

cost.

For how, on his system, does he wish us to conceive the

cost of the whole group of related commodities, in the

production of which any given material of manifold applica-

tion comes into play ? When he speaks of the value of iron

as an item in the cost of .production of nails, he asks us to

think of the utility of iron for the production of axes, ranges,

pots, and the many other iron wares. If the cost of pro-

duction of axes be in question, we are to think of the

utility of the requisite iron for the making of nails, etc.

But how of the cost of axes and nails, and all the other iron

products ? He will not, I suppose, deny the existence of

ost in this general sense for all iron wares. How would he

ave us express it? What are its elements? Is it not

bvious that the utility of iron holds to the whole group of

on products, precisely the same relation that the utility of

le single-use material holds to the single resulting commo-

ity ? Is there not, therefore, the same fundamental objection

) counting the utility of iron as an item in the cost of nails,

there is to counting the utility of Johannisberger grapes
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in the cost of Johannisberger wine ? Can utility be cost in<

any case, if we are to regard cost as something burdensome,
and not merely as a blessing under a wrong name? It

seems to me clear that it cannot be, and that Dr. vori

Wieser's effort to reconcile the marginal utility theory of

value with the observed tendency of cost to control value,

has fallen a good way short of success.

There are other features of his treatment that seem equally

objectionable. Why, for example, does he ask us to begin
our computation of cost with the value of coal, iron, wood,
etc. ? Coal in its native seam has no value

; neither has

iron in its original beds of ore. Nature does not give us

coal in the furnace-room, nor iron in the form of pigs,

nor wood dried and ready for the hand of the joiner. But
neither does she hold her supplies of any material at a value

against us. Men can have every material freely for the

mere trouble of taking it. I cannot but regard it as a graved
defect in Dr. von Wieser's treatment, that he does not begin!
his computation of cost at the beginning of each process of '

production. He seems to say that the labor of mining and

smelting iron ores is no part of the process of producing iron

wares. He takes up the reckoning of cost of iron products,
when the process of producing them is already well advanced.

What sound reason is there for throwing out of account the

earlier labors in each process? Are they not a true and

essential part of the process, entitled in every way to as full

recognition as the labors of the later stages ? Dr. von Wieser

may perhaps have held that he gives those earlier labors

sufficient recognition as elements of cost, when he includes

the value of the materials they have produced. Here, how-

ever, we meet again the difficulty already pointed out
;

namely that value and cost are not interchangeable terms.

If it be allowable to blot out, in our computation of cost,

any part of the exertions by which commodities are pro-

duced, substituting in their place the value of the materials

or machinery they have prepared, then I see no good reason
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for stopping short in the substitution at the point selected by
Dr. von Wieser. If it be legitimate to do it at all, there can

be no valid reason for not carrying it out to the end,

and dropping labor and waiting out of the account alto-

gether. Indeed, on Dr. von Wieser 's method I think it

would not greatly matter. If the element of cost be not the

labor itself, but the value of it, or the value of the other

thing or things it might have produced, then it does not

seem to matter which course, or what combination of both

courses, we choose to follow. Hither proceeding robs cost

of all independent significance ;
turns it into a mere reflec-

tion of value, and reduces cost in the general sense to a mere

empty phrase.

This last consideration, even if there were no other objec-

tion to Dr. von Wieser' s method seems to me decisive

against it. On his plan it becomes impossible to estimate

cost of production in the broad sense in which it is connected

with human welfare and progress. The reduction of cost

that has been effected by general improvements in the arts

of production, finds neither expression nor recognition in

his vocabulary. How, for example, does he propose to

express the fact that all commodities are lower in cost to-day
than they were a century ago ? He cannot say that men

get commodities with less labor now than they did then, and

therefore cost has been reduced ; for he makes the ' *

value

of labor" the constituent of cost, and the value of labor

has risen as its product has increased. On reflection he

must perceive, I think, that his procedure fails to recognize

cost in its true form. What he has chosen to dignify with

the name of cost of production is in reality, on the most

favorable interpretation, only a sort of disguised form of em-

ployer's cost. At best it can give but a clue to the present

comparative costs of the various commodities to the employers
who carry on the final stage in each productive process.

What these pay out for labor, materials and machinery, has

indeed reference to costs endured by those to whom the
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payments are made
;
but to confound these payments with the

true elements of cost which they reward, is in my judgment,

only to introduce confusion into the very heart of our science.

Professor von Wieser thinks it a fatal defect in the classi-

cal treatment of cost that it makes no mention of capital, or

the consumption of capital as an item of cost distinct from

the requisite labor and waiting (or abstinence). He argues

that, since we have the use of old capital even in procuring
the materials wherewith to make new capital, we cannot

eliminate the factor
* '

capital
' ' from the computation of cost.

But I fail to see the force of his objection. Classical econ-

omists agree in regarding the cost of capital as a part of the

cost of the commodities it helps to produce. Dr. von Wieser,

I venture to believe, will not contend that this is an erroneous

proceeding. The only question, then, is as to the proper
mode of including this portion of the total cost of commodi-

ties. Dr. von Wieser would have us mention it specifically

as an item of cost different from, and in addition to, the

requisite labor and waiting. A little reflection will convince

him, I think, that there are decisive reasons against that

course. When the classical economist has named the neces-

sary labor as an element of cost, he is bound to include all

the necessary labor from the beginning to the end of the

productive process. Now the requisite capital being itself

produced by labor, and this labor being already included in

our definition under its own proper name of necessary labor,

we would be guilty of double counting if we named the capi-

tal also as an element of cost, over and above the necessary

labor. That seems conclusive against Dr. von Wieser's

proposition. Further, if we introduce capital as a special

item of cost, there is really no natural limit to the application
of the principle, short of the whole cost of things. For is

not every part and stage of every productive process a use,

a consumption, of capital ? Is not every device of production,
and exchange, every material, every half-wrought product-
is not even every finished commodity while still in the course
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of transportation and exchange capital ? If so, how can

we possibly speak of the use of capital as an item of cost

distinct from, and in addition to, the necessary labor and wait-

ing of production ? Is not capital the very product and neces-

sary result of the labor and waiting ? Is it not the mark and

interim pledge of the coming enjoyable return for labor ex-

pended ? Do not the Austrian economists themselves treat

it so ? How then, I repeat, shall we escape mere absurdity,

if, in spite of all that, we set down capital as an independent
item of cost, as if it somehow included something that has

not been produced by human labor and waiting ?

Dr. von Wieser apparently thinks the classical definition

of cost requires that the capital now in use should have been

produced by the men of to-day without the aid of previous

capital. This is a misapprehension of the definition, since

those who hold it have never so understood it. If it be

granted that all capital, whether new or old, is a product of

human industry, the definition carries its own justification.

The capital now in use is undoubtedly, to a large extent, a

product of the labors and waitings of past generations of

men
;
but it is none the less a product of labor and waiting.

No sane person contends that those who provide capital are

always those who enjoy the resulting product or even the

greater part of it. Each successive generation has the enjoy-

ment of commodities whose cost was largely borne by pre-

ceding generations ; and, in its turn, it expends much of its

own labor in ways that yield their chief returns to a succeed-

ing generation. But these facts, so far from being in conflict

with the classical definition of cost, seem only to supply an

illustration of its main principle. Dr. von Wieser's difficulty

is probably due to his assuming that classical economists

reduce cost to labor alone.

The fact that the existing capital is largely a legacy from

past times, has, I think, no other bearing on the relation of

capital to cost than that here indicated. Capital being in all

cases merely the result of labor applied to production in
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certain ways, it cannot be a new element of cost different from

the labor and waiting that produced it. The legacy feature

of the case has undoubtedly great importance in other ways ;

but it has nothing to do with the agency of capital in dimin-

ishing cost, nor with the nature of the cost of capital itself.

Its importance lies in the field of so-called distribution.

Though all men are enormously benefited by the legacy of

capital, the benefits are not equal to all. Those to whom the

ownership has come, besides sharing the common benefit of

reduced cost of commodities, have, by virtue of their owner-

ship of the capital, a lien on the products of the general

industry. This seems to me to be the only important conse-

quence of the history of capital. But the ownership of the

industrial outfit has obviously nothing to do with its influ-

ence in making industry productive, and so it has nothing to

do with cost of production. It affects the "sharing," not

the production, of commodities.

For these reasons I cannot but hold that Dr. von Wieser's

criticism of the classical doctrine of cost, like his defence of

the Austrian substitute for that doctrine, is lacking in con-

clusiveness.

III. MARGINAL UTILITY VS. COST.

We now come to the main question raised by the Austrian

economists the question how the exchange value of com-

modities is fixed. The classical theory attributes the normal

control of value to comparative cost ;
the Austrian theory

attributes this function to the principle of marginal utility.

The new theory does not, indeed, propose to drop the action

of cost out of account entirely ;
but what its advocates call

cost is, as we have sen, nothing but a form of utility.

They, of course, see clearly that there cannot be two inde-

pendent regulators of value, for the two could but rarely

coincide in fixing the same value for things. As a way out

of the difficulty, they have, in fact, undertaken to show that

marginal utility governs the cost as well as the value of com-

modities. That undertaking can hardly be called successful ;
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and until it has been successfully carried out, the adherents

of the classical theory might well rest their defence on this

point alone. But it is due to Dr. von Wieser that we should

examine briefly the precise function of marginal utility in

the exchange of products. That it has a function has been

made abundantly clear, and the Austrian economists have

done a highly valuable service in calling attention to it.

Their only mistake has been the natural one of claiming too

much for the principle. This mistake they made almost

inevitable by their mode of treating exchange of products.

They treat exchange as an independent subject as a trans-

action entered into for its own sake. They have chosen to

make no account of the fact that economic exchange is

simply a stage, the closing stage, in production by division

of labor. Cutting themselves off in this way from the true

explanation of the origin and motives of exchange, they
have been obliged to invent for it a cause and a motive which

may appear in the act of exchange itself. This they try to

do by a comparison of the utilities of the things exchanged
to the two exchangers. Bach parts with a thing of lower

utility to him than the thing he receives
;
the difference is

his
' '

profit
' '

by the transaction, and constitutes his motive

for making it. How it happens that men constantly find

themselves in possession of things of lower utility to them
than the things their neighbors have, would seem to be a

question calling for treatment, as the very basis of any theory
of exchange. Any discussion of it must disclose the fact that

the gain of exchange is not to be found in exchange itself,

but in the method of production which makes exchange

necessary. The gain is in the increased productiveness that

comes by division of labor. It is the gain of having more

commodities for our labor, not of having commodities of

higher utility to us. That the act of exchange does result in

giving each producer an article of higher utility to him than

his own product is undoubtedly true
;
but that is no real

explanation of the case, because it asks us to take the
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subordinate, incidental circumstance instead of the larger and
more fundamental principle that governs the whole proceed-

ing. Exchange can never be properly treated except as a

part of the method of production that gives rise to it. Once

forget that the nailmaker has made his stock of nails with

no other thought than that of getting a general assortment

of useful commodities in exchange for them, and you are

on a wrong ground altogether. Once off the true ground
of his action, you are in danger of inventing wholly un-

real motives for him, and of adopting wholly untenable

doctrines as to the way in which the terms of exchange are

settled.

Precisely this error I think the Austrian economists have

fallen into. They practically ignore production in their

treatment of exchange. Dr. von Wieser, in his treatise on
* ' Natural Value,

' '

expressly states that his purpose is to discuss

value as it would present itself if a highly developed com-

munity existed without exchange and without price, (p. 37.)
For the purposes of his treatment he assumes, provisionally
of course, that the supply of each article exists without pro-
duction (p. 24, note) . By ignoring production as the source

of supply, he easily arrives at a theory which ignores cost

of production as the regulator of value. Now, I have

nothing but admiration for the patient skill with which the

Austrian economists have worked out the play of human

feelings in connection with the acquisition of material com-

modities. The principle of marginal utility is undoubtedly
a most important contribution to economic theory. But it

seems entirely clear to me that its authors have been misled

as to the precise scope of its action. They attribute to it

the power of controlling and determining exchange value,

to the practical supersedence of the traditional law of cost

In my opinion, its true function is not at all to fix exchange
value, but to limit the demand for each commodity at the

value fixed by the cost of producing it. A few considera-

tions will serve to make this plain.
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In the first place the principle of marginal utility is simply
that our subjective valuation of each commodity, or rather

of each additional unit of it, grows less as our supply of the

commodity is increased. If a man has but a single coat, he

necessarily sets a high value on it
;
to lose it would be to lose

a great deal of comfort. Give him a second coat
; this,

though a highly-prized addition to his possessions, is not of as

great utility to him as it would be if he had no other
;
the

loss of it would not be so great a loss of comfort. A third

coat would have still less utility for him than the second
;

and so on. By successive additions to his supply of coats

you would finally reach a point at which a coat more or a

coat less would be a matter of indifference to him. This is

the point of satiety. There is thus between the famine, or

maximum valuation and the satiety, or zero valuation, a

descending scale of utility for each commodity each point
in the scale corresponding to some determinate supply of the

article. The application of the utility-scale to the purchase
of commodities is, in some respects, entirely obvious. The
man who already has two coats will give so much, and only
so much, for a third

;
if he has already three coats, he will

not buy a fourth unless the price falls within his estimate of

the utility to him of having a fourth coat. And so of the

fifth and the sixth and all higher numbers. For the sake of

definiteness, let us assume that all men agree in estimating
the utility of coats as follows :

First, $100

Second, . . . . . .19
Third, 13

Fourth, 8

Fifth, ....... 2

Sixth, ... 0.5

Seventh, o.o

Now, obviously there is nothing in this scale, in and of

itself, to tell us anything as to the actual price of coats. It
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tells only that the price cannot exceed $100. In order to

establish a particular price, we must know how many coats

there are to be sold. If there are so many in the market

that, in order to sell all, every man must be induced to buy
three, then we can say at once that the price must be not

above thirteen dollars. If every man must be induced to

buy four, the price cannot exceed eight dollars. But observe

the "if." If we could assume, with Dr. von Wieser, that

the supply of commodities came to us without production,

we should have no hesitation in accepting his theory of value.

As, however, there is no way by which men can get com-

modities except by producing them, it is obvious that pro-

duction controls the supply. And in order that coats shall

be forthcoming to meet the calls of purchasers, it is neces-

sary that some men be induced to produce them.

What, then, determines whether each wearer of coats shall

be able to obtain only one coat a year at $100, or two coats

at nineteen dollars each, or four coats at eight dollars each.

Obviously, nothing but the greater or less difficulty of pre-

vailing on other men to produce them for him. This, again,

will depend on the estimate men put upon the whole task of

producing coats. In other words, it will depend on what we
call cost of production.

Division of labor gives rise to most of the puzzles and

misconceptions with which economic theory has to deal. It

so complicates every question, that even trained economists

may readily lose the true bearing of things. In this matter

of marginal utility, the whole difficulty in perceiving the

i function it performs, grows out of division of labor.

If every man produced each article directly for the supply
of his own wants, I think the whole matter would be clear

to everybody. Such a producer would constantly have to

answer for himself the question How much of this thing

shall I produce ? In answering it, he would have a rather

complicated set of considerations to base his decision upon.
He would have in mind in the first place, the limits of his
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whole productive capacity and the extent and character of his

needs. He would wish to apportion his labors among the

various sorts of production in such a way as to yield him the

largest possible satisfaction the maximum of utility. In

deciding how much of each commodity to produce, he would

have of course to balance its utility against that of the other

possible commodities, measure for measure. But that would

not be all. He would also have to balance its cost, measure

for measure, against that of the other commodities. Or, if a

different way of expressing it be preferred, he would have

to consider not merely the utility of each commodity, but the

utility in comparison with the cost : the question being

whether, for the necessary cost of it, the given commodity
offers on the whole the best return. He would give up
producing it and turn to something else, when the point was
reached at which he should say to himself,

' '

Things being as

they are, I can do better for myself by now devoting my
labor to that other article. By the same amount of trouble

as would be required for producing another measure of this,

I could produce so and so many measures of that other
;
and

this, as I am situated, would be better for me. ' ' The point
I wish to insist on, is the part necessarily played by cost in

the forming of this decision. Without the consideration of

cost, in some form, there is really no basis for a decision at

all ; for, were it not for the obstruction of cost, everybody
would carry his supply of every commodity to the point of

satiety in which case all considerations of value and all

theories of value would alike disappear.

Those who find diagrams helpful for illustrating a matter

of this sort, may perhaps get assistance from the one annexed.

It is intended to illustrate the relations of cost and marginal

utility in the case of three commodities two of them neces-

saries and the third in the nature of a luxury. Since our

estimate of the utility of each additional unit of any commod-

ity is less than that of the previous units, we may represent

the utility of successive units by a descending curve. Cost,
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on the other hand, being a constant quantity, may be repre-

sented by a horizontal line. The point of marginal utility

for the given conditions is found where the utility curve

intersects the line of cost. Flour and coats being necessary

articles, the utility of the first coat and the first barrel of

flour cannot well be expressed. The scale of numbers is

23
2.2

Z/
iP

A/

\

v

^

471. S/Z

A

5

primarily for costs : the unit of cost being a definite amount
ot labor and waiting : not in the sense that the composition
of the unit is identical in all cases, but that, in point of

burdensomeness, each is equivalent to every other. The
same scale, read downward, may also answer for the units
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of utility ;
but it must be remembered of course, that for

this purpose, they have a wholly different signification.

Suppose, now, that we have the case of a man who has

seventy-five units of labor and waiting to be applied to the

production of coats, flour and beer
;
also let us assume that

each coat has a cost of ten units, the barrel of flour six units

and the keg of beer three units. Let us further suppose
that the curves of our diagram represent truly his estimate

of the utility of successive units of the three commodities.

From these data, we are enabled to predict that he will pro-

duce for himself three coats, five barrels of flour and five

kegs of beer; for by this distribution of his productive

power, he will, on our assumptions, produce a greater total

utility for himself, according to his own estimate of the

respective utilities, than he could by any other selection.*

Two things are to be noted in this example for their

bearing on our main problem. In the first place, it is

obvious that the man's estimate of the utility of the suc-

cessive units has not the least effect on the terms of obtaining
them : all the units of each commodity cost him alike.

Secondly, and I may say consequently, his low estimate of

the utility of the last barrel of flour, or of the last keg of

*This is a mere matter of arithmetic. Using the data of the diagram, and

adding together the figures indicating the utility and the cost of the successive

units of commodity, we have the following results. No other selection yields so

large a sum of utility for the same cost. The dotted prolongation of the utility

curves gives the data for testing this proposition.
Utility. Cost.

Coats, ist, ? 10

2d, 19 10

3d 13 10

Flour, ist bbl., ? 6

2d "
25 6

3d
"

23 6

4th
"

20 6

5th
"

14 6

Beer, ist keg 15 3

2d " 10 3

3d
"

7 3

4th
"

5 3

5th
"

4 J
Total 155+ 75
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beer, has not the least effect on the terms he has to submit

to in order to get it. The only things determined by his

sense of utility are, first, that he desires this last unit of each

commodity sufficiently to be willing to submit to the neces-

sary cost in order to add it to his supply; and secondly, that

he does not sufficiently desire a further unit of either to be

willing to give the necessary cost for it. That is to say, the

effect, the only effect, of marginal utility, is to fix the pro-

portional quantity of each commodity to be produced.

Now, carrying over these elementary ideas into our

existing industrial system, we may get some help from them

in discerning the precise office ofmarginal utility in connection

with exchange of products. It will be admitted, I suppose,

that division of labor has no necessary effect on the in-

dividual producer's estimate of the utility of commodities.

It increases enormously the productiveness of labor : gives
each man a vastly greater sum of utility in return for a given

outlay of labor and waiting. But I see no reason to suppose
that each man's choice of commodities is at all different,

under division of labor, from what it would be if he were

able to produce all things directly for himself, in the same

quantities as he can now procure them by exchange with

other producers. The new element in the case affects only
the amount and the form of the cost to him of the com-

modities he seeks to obtain. Cost is indefinitely lessened

for him. Secondly, the cost on which his sense of marginal

utility is to play, is no loager the very labor and waiting
that produce the commodities he uses

;
for they are pro-

duced by others. It is rather the labor and waiting he must

bestow in producing the quantity of his own commodity he

gives in exchange for them. Therefore, the cost of produc-

ing his own product being given, the cost to him of the

things he buys depends on the terms of the exchange
other words, it is a question of exchange value. The cost,

then, which must figure in our diagram, is no longer the

direct and proper cost of producing flour and coats and beer,
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but the cost of acquisition of these commodities to the

purchaser.* This being merely another word for the

exchange value of these commodities, viewed from the

purchaser's standpoint, it follows that their exchange value

now takes the place of direct cost in determining the position

of the refusal-point in the scale of marginal utility, the

point, that is to say, at which the buyer says to himself,
"

I can do better, as values stand, by buying other things
instead of buying any more of this one."

This is a result of the highest importance for our main

question. It goes to indicate a wholly different relation

between marginal utility and value from that which Dr. von

Wieser undertakes to establish. So far from being able to

set the exchange value of things by its own independent

action, marginal utility in any given case, must rely on the

exchange value for its own determination of anything. Cost

in some form is necessary as a basis for the sense of utility

to operate on, in order to evolve a refusal-point in the demand
for each commodity. Otherwise, as already remarked, every-

body would push his acquisition of every commodity to the

limit of satiety. The Austrian economists seem to me to

ignore too much the fact that value in exchange means, for

the purchaser, cost as well as utility. They are so preoccu-

pied with subjective value, or utility, that they have too little

thought of this other side of the case. In exchange, and

from the standpoint of the buyer, value is synonymous with

cost
;

it holds to the buyer the same relation that cost of pro-

duction does to the producer. This is, at bottom, the reason

why exchange value and cost of production are so closely

allied.

The normal operation of the principle of marginal utility

in exchange would seem to be that each producer should offer

his own product, on the basis of equal cost for equal cost, for

such quantities of the various other commodities as he would

* On the assumption, of course, that we are not dealing with the case of a man
who produces one of these articles.
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have wished to produce directly for himself, if that method

of production were open to him. He knows that his estimate

of the utility of each has no effect on the cost of obtaining

it. But, knowing the natural cost, his sense of utility

prompts him to have a certain quantity at that cost, through

exchange.

Suppose now, that our diagram represents the case of a

brickmaker, who wishes to obtain flour, coats and beer. The

question we have to answer is this : Why is it ordinarily

true that the man can obtain a keg of beer in exchange for

the quantity of bricks representing three units of cost, the

barrel of flour for the quantity representing six units, and

the coats for the quantity representing ten units ? The classi-

cal theory answers that it is because the natural effort of men
to get the best returns they can for their labor and waiting,

tends to keep the returns for equivalent quantities of labor

and waiting about equal. The Austrian theory avers that it

is because the marginal utility of each commodity makes

men willing to take, at these values, the whole supply of each

commodity offering for sale. If the value were set a little

higher some part of the supply would be unsold
;

if lower,

some part of the demand would be unsatisfied.

But this latter answer obviously leaves altogether out of

sight the vital question how comes it to pass that the supply
of each commodity is so adjusted in amount that the whole

product is ordinarily taken at the value that corresponds to

cost ? It is clearly the adjustment of the supply that makes

it possible for the exchange to proceed on that basis. If we
take the proper adjustment of supply for granted, we take

the whole matter for granted ;
for if the proportional supply

were different, a different point in the scale of marginal

utility would come into play for each commodity, and

mge values would cease to correspond with cost. Fur-

ther, these new values, so far from tending to be corrected

ie action of marginal utility, would simply be in accord-

ance with that principle, and, so far as it is concerned, might
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remain permanently the exchanging ratios of the commodi-
ties. The corrective which restores the terms of exchange
to the basis of cost, must surely proceed from the side of
cost. The readjustment of values has to be preceded by a

readjustment of supply; and, at the sources of supply not

marginal utility, but cost, makes itself felt impelling men,
through self-interest, to a course of action that tends to bring
values into such relations with each other as to equalize the
rewards of equal quantities of labor and waiting.

Now, if the contention of the Austrian economists were

merely that in this corrective process, marginal utility plays
a part ;

if their doctrine were simply that men naturally
strive to obtain the greatest possible sum of utility in return
for their labor and waiting, and that, in determining the
direction in which the maximum of utility is to be found,
the principle of marginal utility is decisive, there could be no
hesitation in agreeing with them. That would not be to

claim for marginal utility the power of regulating exchange
values. It would only be an assertion of the principle that,

given the terms on which commodities may be obtained,

marginal utility indicates the relative proportions of the

various commodities that would bring the highest sum of

utility in return for a given quantity of labor and waiting.
The new doctrine seems to go far beyond this, and to assert

that marginal utility not only settles how much men want of

the several commodities on any given terms, but also has the

power of fixing the terms themselves, on which each com-

modity may ordinarily be obtained. It seems to aver that the

fundamental reason why the normal exchange value of each

commodity is what it is, must be found, not in any comparison
of costs, but in the fact that there is ordinarily a last buyer
who is just willing to give the normal price for the last unit

of the normal supply. So far as it does involve this doctrine,

it seems to me to be at variance with sound reason.

The classical theory holds that utility is an essential con-

dition of value, but that neither the utility of the first nor
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of the last unit of supply fixes the exchange value. The
last unit, like the first, must indeed have a utility great

enough to counterbalance the dis-utility of the necessary
cost

;
otherwise it would not be produced. The fact that, in

the case of the last unit, utility comes to the level of cost,

does not affect the terms on which the producer can obtain

this or any other unit from nature's sources of supply.

Neither, therefore, can it affect the terms on which one man
may induce another man to produce this or any other unit

for him. The sole consequence of the coincidence of utility

with cost, in the case of the last unit, is to make it the last.

Recurring to our diagram, the position of the classical econo-

mists is made plain by observing that so long as the costs

of the three articles remain as given, no change in the

curves of utility will have any permanent effect on the

exchange values. Even if the utility curves were inter-

changed, the only lasting effect would be to alter the propor-
tional production of the three commodities : one coat would
still be equal in value to i^ bbls. of flour, and 3^ kegs of

beer. But, each article keeping its own curve of utility, let

the lines of cost be interchanged coats taking the cost of

flour, flour that of beer, and beer that of coats and we
cannot doubt that exchange value will be interchanged also.

Coats will fall to the value flour had before, flour to the value

beer had before, and beer will rise to the value coats had
before. These things being so, how shall we avoid the

conclusion that cost, not marginal utility, regulates the

exchange value of commodities ?

S. M. MACVANB.
Harvard University.
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THE SUBJECTIVE AND THE OBJECTIVE VIEW
OF DISTRIBUTION.

It is my object in this paper to show the wide divergence
which the theory of Distribution presents according as we

regard it to deal with objective or with subjective "costs"

and ' '

utilities,
' ' and to indicate the nature of the connection

which exists between the objective and the subjective divi-

dend or surplus.

By "objective" cost here is meant the amount of pro-

ductive energy which is necessary for the making of a piece

of wealth, measured by foot-tons, hours of labor, or some

other objective social standard and involving no consideration

of the different amounts of painful effort required for the

given outputs of energy according as this man or that man
is required to do the work. By objective utility is meant

the total advantage attaching to the possession and use of a

commodity regarded as a quality inherent* in this commodity
and considered from the social as distinct from the indi-

vidual consumer's standpoint. The life-sustaining and

pleasurable properties of a coat, a loaf, a piano, estimated as

a salable object without reference to the needs of the par-

ticular person into whose hands it passes, constitute their

objective utility. Market value is objective utility expressed
in terms of money. With the quantity of pain involved in

obtaining a given quantity of objective cost or productive

energy, and the quantity of pleasure derived from consum-

ing a given quantity of objective utilities, the objective

setting of the problem of distribution has nothing to do.

The objective setting will take the following shape. A
number of units of objective cost (productive force) consist-

ing of :

* Since the word "inherent" may mislead as implying an absoluteness or per-

manency which is not in accord with fact, I may be taken to follow Jevons in

regarding it as " a circumstance of things arising out of their relation to man's

requirements."
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x Units of human physical effort of various kinds (meas-
ured by foot-lines or by other physical standard),

y Units of mental effort of invention, management, etc.,

a Units of productive force in
"
saving,"

v Units of natural forces in land, etc., and of social pro-
ductive effort not referable to individual motives, com-

prising an aggregate productive force or objective

cost, v xy z, produce an aggregate of units of object-

ive utility, VXYZ.
The objective problem of distribution lies in the question,

" What laws regulate the apportionment of VX YZ among
the exerters of xy z and the owners of v ?

' '

We may for the present postpone consideration of the

claims included under v and confine our attention to xy z.

As a first charge upon the dividend VXZ Y come a number
of minimum wages, earnings, interests. That is to say
in any community at any given time some definite pro-

portion of the utilities comprised in VXYZ must be

attached to the various persons who exert the forces x

y z in order to induce a continuance of these necessary

efforts. The proportion of the dividend which goes in

these charges and the determination of each charge are

governed directly by considerations of subjective cost that

is by the amount of painful effort which must be suffered

in order to secure the requisite quantity of units of each

kind of objective cost. In order at any time in any society

to induce individuals to undergo the necessary amounts of

painful efforts, a certain proportion of the aggregate of

objective utilities must be allotted to them. Although at

different times and in different social conditions different

quantities of objective utilities will be required to evoke the

same amounts of individual productive effort, in relation to

the consideration of a particular dividend these may be

regarded as fixed charges.
It is, however, necessary to clearly signify what services

form the basis of claims to these charges in order to realize
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the amount and character of the objective dividend which

remains for distribution by other laws.

By a minimum wage I mean the lowest real wage neces-

sary to evoke the effort of the marginal laborer in each class

of labor. This is not necessarily, as Professor Marshall

seems to think, the exact equivalent of a marginal laborer's

product. It may be less, as will be the case where there

exists any unemployed competitors for any grades of work

above the lowest: it cannot be more, assuming an econom-

ical application of capital.

Regarding laborers as divided into a number of non-

competing groups, we have a number of these minima for

different classes of work.

Where payment is by time wage pure and simple, the

superior ability of a laborer within his class is not repre-

sented in wages. But where piece wages in any form pre-

vail a number of individual rents of ability emerge from

each specific wage level.

The same gradation applies to various kinds and degrees

of mental productive efforts. We have minimum earnings
of management in several classes of brain labor and also

individual rents measuring different degrees of ability with-

in the class.

If there existed in a community absolute equality of

opportunity in the selection of kinds of work and the acqui-

sition of kinds of skill, that is to say, if there were absolute

fluidity of labor, all specific rents would disappear, individ-

ual rents alone remaining. The former are determined by
the degree of "monopoly" or absence of free competition

attaching to the several classes of work. Supply of labor

thus limited commands a higher price. If we compare an

hour's labor of a physician with that of a porter we find the

former is more highly paid because (even assuming free

competition among existing physicians) the supply of physi-
cians offering their services at the wage of the most efficient

porter would be greatly below the demand at that price.
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That is to say under existing conditions supply and demand
for physicians* work would equate at a much higher mark
than for porters' work. It is this monopoly power in its

various degrees that gives rise to a number of specific rents

of labor or "class wages." They are correctly to be

regarded as determined not by the higher estimate set by
society upon a particular kind of work (for a baker's is

absolutely more necessary than a lawyer's) but by causes

affecting the supply of labor. An effective system of techni-

cal education, together with a removal of other barriers

which ignorance, poverty, social prejudice, etc., impose on
free entrance into the several trades and professions would, by
practically securing fluidity of labor abolish specific rents

of labor. While individual differences of wage are necessary

charges on the objective dividend, specific rents of labor are

not.

The next charge upon the objective dividend is a number
of minimum interests of capital in various classes of invest-

ment. If capital were absolutely fluid and competition in

investments free, there would be only one rate of interest,

namely, that necessary to evolve the marginal act of saving,
the last "saving" required to contribute to the fund of

capital socially necessary to assist in producing what was

required to keep pace with current consumption.
But capital may be graded similarly with labor in regard to

the remunerativeness of its several kinds of employment.

Eliminating all elements of risk, skill of management, etc.,

it would be evident that State or municipal privilege or

monopoly, trade secrets, monopolies arising from the posses-

sion of land, class opportunity, and large scale of production,

enabling the narrowing of competition in various shapes and

degrees, establishes class differences of investment, which re-

semble the specific grades of labor. Hence as in labor so in

capital,thereare specificand individual levelsofremuneration.

The y units of productive force in saving are reckoned

in terms of physical and mental effort of the "savers/*
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The marginal act of saving is related to the minimum interest

as the marginal laborer's effort is related to the minimum
class wage with this single difference that, whereas, the

marginal laborer's wage, though not exceeding his product,

may be more than sufficient to evoke his effort, supposing
no unemployed laborers in his class, the marginal interest

will not be more than enough to evoke the marginal effort

of saving, unless we suppose the extreme case of a society

with a social and economic cleavage so distinct as to confine

the possibility of saving to a few, while the many are kept

closely down to a bare subsistence wage.
The effort of saving, I am disposed to urge, is productive

of wealth just as is any other effort, and is not to be regarded
as either a negative force of production, or as a condition of

the effective application of labor. In order to recognize
this truth we must bear in mind that it is not the prelimi-

nary act of producing something not destined for immediate

consumption that constitutes the productive effort of saving,

but the continuous restraint of the desire of personal enjoy-
ment of one's property. This effort, I think, may be

rightly regarded as the efficient cause of the fructification of

future goods into present goods which some economists of

the Austrian school appear to think inconsistent with a

"productivity" theory of interest. This attribution of

antagonism between the
' '

productivity
' ' and the

' ' time ' '

theory of interest is, I believe, based on the same misappre-
hension which has always denounced the

' '

productivity
' '

theory on the ground of the ' '

negative
' ' character of the

effort of abstinence. There is no basis for this distinction

of positive and negative effort. The force exerted in the

shape of continuous self-restraint of an owner of capital is

the force which enables the future goods to pass into present

goods, it is an effort as truly productive as the effort which
lifts so many foot-tons.

Hence the minimum interest will be a fixed charge upon
the objective dividend, because it is required to evoke the
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subjective
' *

cost
' '

or painful exertion which furnishes one

kind of productive force or objective cost.

Since it is essential to the acceptance of this analysis that

abstinence and other forms of serviceable
' '

sacrifice
' '

shall

be included as subjective "costs "
forming the basis of claims

upon the objective dividend, I must here turn aside to deal

with Professor Patten's objection to such inclusions. He
objects to rank the effort of abstinence, involved in saving,

under subjective
"
cost," on the ground that the thrifty man

' ' has a surplus of pleasure in supplying future wants instead

of a surplus of pain,"* or, to adopt Herbert Spencer's term,

the man's mind is so powerfully
"

re-representative
"

that he

reaps a net satisfaction from his act of abstinence. But surely

if this is a reason for excluding abstinence from subjective

"cost" there is no such thing as
"
cost

"
at all, for the same

argument will exclude every form of exertion. Every vol-

untary exertion is attended by a satisfaction, or, subjective

utility, the consideration of which, as a present motive, must

outweigh the present pain of the exertion, for otherwise no

action would be done. Every free, conscious action, is

motived by a desire to obtain the net balance of satisfaction

which the imagination presents as the resultant from the con-

flict of pleasures and pains which attend the performance of

the action. If instead of applying the term "costs "
to the

pains as they occur and ' '

utilities
' '

to the pleasures as they

issue, we consider only the resultant, then no use remains

for the term ' '

costs
"

at all
,
save in the case of a miscalcu-

lated action, for the resultant of a reasonably ordered action

will always appear in terms of pleasure or subjective utility,

confusion of Professor Patten's argument appears more

manifest in his illustration of the operation of hunger.
"
Hunger adds to the pleasure of the meal more than it -takes

away from it ... Can we at the same time say
'

Hunger
is the best sauce

' and also call it a pain ? The sensation may
continue disagreeable but we enjoy the feeling it creates. In

"
Cott and Utility," ANNALB, Vol. 111., p. 414, January, 1895.
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computing the surplus of a meal we should therefore reckon

the anticipated feelings which hunger produces and the result-

ing advantages, as a net gain rather than an uncompensated
loss."* Here the actual pain of hunger is confused with the

pleasure attending the imagination of its relief. The pain is,

no doubt, a necessary condition of the attainment of the

pleasure, and in certain cases the pleasure may even outweigh
the pain, but the feeling of hunger is a pain for all that, and

must rank as a subjective "cost." The labor of preparing
the meal to a hungry man may be a process attended by a large

surplus of pleasure in the way of anticipation, but since every
labor is undertaken under the pressure of a similar motive,

the reckoning of subjective
"
cost

"
disappears altogether if

we look only to the net resultant. So long as we maintain

the antithetical terms "
cost,

" and "utility," we must count

under the former all forms of self-assertion or self-restraint

which, of themselves and in their direct effects involve pain.

The difficulty connected with the inclusion of
' '

saving
' *

under painful effort is largely due to the selection of the term
"
abstinence," which, as a negative expression, furnishes no

contents of painful feeling. The real sacrifice of
' '

saving,
' '

once clearly conceived from the standpoint of the marginal
saver as a continuous painful self-restraint, obliges us to admit

it as a pain commensurable with other painful efforts of

production.

I would deal in the same way with other "sacrifices."

Where any change in methods of production requires the

abandonment of any advantage previously enjoyed, such

"sacrifice" must reckon as a "cost." In going from the

country to the city the workman gives up pure air for better

amusements, the emigrant must change his diet, and whoever

acquires regular habits of industry gives up a large part of

the free goods he might enjoy hunting, fishing, etc.f Pro-

fessor Patten refuses to count any of these sacrifices as

*
Ibid, p. 415.

"\J6id, p. 412.
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* '

costs,
' ' because the change is supposed to be attended by a

net surplus of gain. I should insist that the abandonment

of the good air and other advantages once enjoyed should be

reckoned under "costs." It might, however, be fairly

urged that a distinction should be made between the sacrifice

of good air, which is assuredly a "pain," and the change
from one form of diet suited to country life to another form

suited to city life. Having already reckoned the loss of good
air and other physical disadvantages as pains and costs it

may be plausibly argued that the change of diet is not a cost,

i. e.
t
there is no "sacrifice" in abandoning an old diet, the

use of which has now largely passed away. As to the other

class of "sacrifices" involved in any acceptance of alterna-

tive courses of action, they may fairly be excluded from
1 '

costs.
" "

If a laborer can obtain a surplus by making shoes

or hats he must sacrifice one of these surpluses to obtain the

other.
" : Such sacrifice I should not count a cost, for a

choice of alternatives does not involve any new pain or the

loss of any old pleasure. The loss of a settled home result-

ing from ' '

the extensive movement of workmen from one

country to another, and from country to town," must,

however, be distinguished from the sacrifices just mentioned.

It involves in itself a loss of pleasure which must be

reckoned a subjective cost.

The same line of argument must apply to that
"

sacrifice
"

which Professor Patten severs most distinctly from other

costs,
' '

the damage inflicted upon consumption by an exten-

sion of the working day. When the cost of such an extension

is being reckoned, to the pain of the increased physical or men-
tal exertion must be added the pain represented by damaged
consumption. Both these pains will be "

pooled
"

as a single
motive in the mind of the worker who is considering whether
or not he shall extend his working day : the expense in money
of inducing him to extend his working day must cover both
kinds of pain. Both pains must therefore be regarded as the

p. 4ia.
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subjective basis of objective costs. For certain purposes it is

convenient to distinguish this "sacrifice" impressed upon

consumption from other "costs" more directly linked with

the energy given out in production. For example, in con-

sidering the importance of the eight-hour-day movement it

is useful to give separate attention to the advantage which a

shorter working day will confer by reason of its effect upon
consumption. But since, as Professor Patten admits, this sacri-

fice is
" measured in terms of cost" it will be surely most

convenient to include it always under the generic title
' '

cost,
' '

,

reserving the right to treat it as a ' '

species
' '

distinguish-
able from the other and more direct efforts of production
when it may seem good. In the main scheme of production
and distribution I hold it necessary to include this sacrifice

under costs. Where Professor Patten distinguishes the two

by urging that
"
costs .... form a barrier below which the

return of the producer cannot fall, thus fixing the limit to the

changes in objective values through which the distribution

of wealth is effected. Sacrifices, however, depend not on an

act of production but on having certain goods to enjoy which

must be given up to extend production,"
* I should insist

upon including sacrifice under the
' '

costs
"

or
' '

pains
' ' which

fix the minimum return in objective values. Moreover,

since every act of production is an act occupying time and

absorbing a portion of vital energy, I should not assent

to the definite divorcement of ' '

sacrifice
' ' from * '

acts of

production.
' '

Every act of production invokes a sacrifice of

consuming time and consuming energy, and every change in

methods of production will affect this time and this energy.

In considering the causes of the increase or decrease of this

particular species of
"
cost

"
it will be useful to look more

closely and directly at "the distribution of the surplus,"

*but since the changes in distribution of the surplus are closely

related to changes in methods of production, Professor Patten

does not seem justified in regarding this
"
sacrifice

"
as the

*" Cost and Expense
"
ANNALS, Vol. iii

, p. 709, May 1893.
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basis of a separate
" fund "

distributable under a different

law from other subjective values.

These ' '

sacrifices,
' ' which are rightly counted as

' '

costs,
' '

must be regarded as commensurable with other efforts of

painful exertion in production. In a given man, so much
effort of painful self-restraint in "saving," so much depriva-

tion of earlier forms of pleasurable consumption, so much
diminution in the forms of pleasureable consumption which

are retained, will find their equivalents in so many units of

physical or mental exertion. All are forms of subjective
' '

cost,
' ' and so far as they are severally needed for the out-

put of "objective cost" or productive energy they have

fixed claims on the objective dividend.

The objective view of distribution regards the objective
dividend as divisible into two parts. One is composed of

the minimum wages and interests necessary to evoke the

different kinds and amounts of individual pain which fur-

nishes the productive energy of the community.* The other

section is comprised of economic rents including (a) a num-
ber of specific and individual rents of land. Specific rents

being the minimum rent for wheat-land, market-gardens,

top-lands, etc., whose produce competes in the same market,
individual rents measuring the superiority of an individ-

ual piece of wheat-land, top-land, etc., over the land which

pays the minimum rent in each several employment ; ()
specific and individual rents of capital, representing the

special advantages enjoyed by particular classes of invest-

ment and by individual business within each class, enabling
the owners of capital to draw interest above the minimum

economically necessary to evoke saving ; (c) specific rents

of labor or "class" wages, as distinguished from wages
which mark the superior ability of an individual worker over

These necessary wages and interests comprise the "
expenses

M of production
"
Expenses," as commonly used by English economists, include various elements

or monopoly rent. Professor Patten is pushed by his exclusion of " sacrifices "

from "
coats " to associate expenses with " reward for labors " and not with "

coat."

But if the nse of "cost" above advocated is accepted, "expense" will

reasonably be used as the money expression of objective coats.
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the worst worker employed in his class of work. These
economic rents are radically distinct in nature from the

minimum wages and interests in that they furnish no incen-

tive to individual exertion. This will be readily admitted

of the economic rent of land and that interest above the mar-

gin which we term "rents of capital." No attempt to tax

these rents would prevent the owners of these requisites of

production from using them as before.* Even as regards

specific rents of labor it is equally true in the long run. The

long continuance of a high-class wage establishes a fixed

standard of comfort higher than that of common labor, and

any attempt to reduce this is stoutly resisted. But the resist-

ance is only for a time a persistent, economic force can bear

down a class standard of comfort and can extract from the

members of the class the same effort for a less reward. It is

true that there are economic limits to this leveling process. A
higher standard of comfort may be necessary for a skilled

kind of work. Too much, however, is made of this point by
economists like Professor Marshall, who thinks that a man

doing good intellectual work requires a family income of

some ^500 or ^600 per annum to maintain his efficiency.

Much of this expenditure, as indeed Professor Marshall ad-

mits, is occasioned by the demands of custom. It is probable

enough that the standard of comfort habitual in the lowest

paid classes of labor is below the true standard of efficiency,

but it is not true that a scholar or a professional man living his

life reasonably, and not requiring a heavy holiday fund to cure

temporary excesses of labor, needs a much higher income.

If we were to take the national objective dividend and trace

its apportionment, we should find that it went partly as rewards

or stimuli of effort, partly as rents to those engaged in giving
out individual effort and to owners of the forces of nature.

If we took the price of a single consumption good, we could

similarly resolve it into a number of payments made for

* Here I assume the taxation to be the common act of a whole industrial com-

munity. The attempt to tax certain rents of capital in Kngland might lead to the

transfer of this capital abroad.
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expenses and rents at the several points in production. If

we choose to regard the community's production as a single

business, we can say that, after the necessary current expenses
are defrayed, the rest is profit. This profit, consisting of

economic rents, forms the
* '

objective surplus,
' '

the law of

whose apportionment has caused no little trouble to political

economy in the past.

Now, however, that part of the payments received as wages
and interest, as well as the whole economic rent of land, is

acknowledged to belong to this
' '

surplus,
' '

the law of the

distribution of this objective surplus is more clearly and

widely recognized. The surplus is divided by the law of
1 '

Monopoly ;

' '

the amount which falls to each owner of a

requisite of production is governed by the prices which limit

the supplies of the several requisites. Roughly speaking,
where one of the requisites is short in supply relatively to the

others, the owners of that requisite take the whole surplus.

This is commonly admitted. But as there nowhere exists

absolute transferability of capital, labor or land from one

employment to another, capital will be relatively short in

some industries or in some processes, land and labor in others.

So the actual surplus will be divided at different points of the

industrial machine, as rents of land, labor or capital. With-

out attempting to discuss the law of monopoly in its detailed

bearing upon the distribution of this surplus, I may call

attention to the following main forces which affect the position

of the three requisites as claimants of the surplus.

a. Every increase or decrease of demand for commodities

affects not only the quantity but the proportion of demand for

cveral requisites, and may therefore transfer the position

of limiting requisite from one to another.

b. Similarly, from the point of view of supply or produc-
new inventions and improved skill, accessibility of new

supplies will

(a) directly affect the relation between the quantity

of supply of the different requisites ;
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() enable one requisite to supersede another.

a will also affect b in several important ways. For ex-

ample, an increase in demand is often the force enabling forms

of capital, in the shape of machinery, to take the place of

labor, so as to bring about a condition in which capital

may become the limiting requisite, instead of labor, as here-

tofore.*

The surplus thus subject to apportionment is one surplus :

the distribution of the whole of it falls under the operation
of the same set of forces

;
it falls to land-owners, to capital-

ists, to laborers in proportion as the requisite of production
owned by each is in short supply or in excess.. This objective

analysis gives us no information regarding human welfare.

A given quantity of objective costs may obviously be related

to any number of different quantities of pain according as

they are differently distributed among producers, while a

given quantity of objective utilities may be similarly related

to any number of different quantities of pleasure according
as they fall to different consumers in different proportions.

Objective costs and utilities must be reduced to terms of sub-

jectivity and the relation between the law of the distribution

of the objective surplus and of the subjective surplus clearly

formulated before we can have a science of political economy

bearing any assignable reference to human happiness. Until

this is done we have ideas of wealth and work which have

no human significance ;
we have a study as far removed from

any practical interest as geometry of the fourth dimension.

Such a political economy can have no art attached to it.

The purely objective treatment of political economists has

been, in fact, responsible for nearly all the clumsy errors which

its exponents have made when invited to display their art in

advice or prophecy. Until the science is thus subjectivised

it can be brought into no true relations either with ethics

or politics and is not properly a branch of sociology at

* For a further account of the intricate interaction of these forces, see " The
I<aw of the Three Rents," QuarterlyJournal of Economics , 1891.
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all, but what Ruskin called it, a branch of "mental gym-
nastics.

' '

In order to get at the conception of the subjective divi-

dend and the subjective surplus we will begin by a com-

parison of the working day viewed objectively and the same

working day viewed subjectively. Taking the simplest case

where each unit of objective "cost" is productive of the

same amount of objective utility we shall get the following

setting :

Hour. Cost Utility,

ist . 6 . yields 9
2d . 8 . .

"
12

3d ... 6 .. "
9

4th 4 6

Since there is here no reference to the personal balance of

pleasure or pain in the worker, but only to objective expres-
sions of pleasure and pain socially measured, there can be no

necessity for the fourth or last hour of labor of the individual

worker to present an equal balance of cost and utility.

Now if this objective setting could be translated item by
item into subjective terms, it might work out as follows :

Hour. Pain. Satisfaction,

ist . . . o . . yields 10

2d i 8

3d . 3 .

" 6

4th 4 4

This indeed is the common presentation of the subject as a

balance of pleasure and pain in the ordinary economic text-

books. In the case of a man working under such conditions

ork, it is alleged, will be terminated at the fourth hour

because there is a balance of pain and satisfaction derived

from the activity of that hour. This conclusion is obviously

based upon the supposition that we can treat each hour sepa-

rately in reference to the balance of pleasure and pain.
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Now Professor Patten has clearly shown that in an attempt
to compute the working day hour by hour, the last hour will

not present an exact balance of pain and satisfaction, but

will yield a surplus of satisfaction : for otherwise the time of

production will so encroach upon the time of consumption
that the full subjective utility will not be got out of the

objective utilities created in the earlier hours. If produc-
tion were carried to the point where the final increment of

effort taken alone were just repaid by the final increment of

utility, the earlier utilities would have been found to have

shrunk, and the consideration of this shrinkage will check

production before this point. In a dynamic society, accord-

ing to Professor Patten's treatment, the fourth or last working
hour will not be four units of pain yielding four units of

satisfaction, but rather four units of pain yielding five units

of satisfaction. Now upon this consideration I understand

Professor Patten to base his discovery of a surplus distinct

and separate from the rest of surplus revenue and subject to

a special law of distribution.
<(
If there is a surplus in the

last increment of a normal day's labor, the theory of distribu-

tion will be different from what it will be if there is no such

surplus. In the latter case the whole distribution depends

upon the cost of the marginal increment of production. The
law of differential cost or rent will then determine the distri-

bution of the surplus. But if there is a surplus at the

margin of production, a part of the surplus is distributed,

not by a law of cost, but by the law of monopoly. The most

slowly increasing factors of production become monopolies
and secure the greater part of the surplus. Producers who
have the power of raising the objective value of their commo-
dities do so at the expense of other producers and not of

consumers."*

Now, if my statement of the question of distribution is

correct, rents can in no way be correlated to this surplus

arising from the last increment of a day's labor, assuming
* "Cost and Utility, "ANNALS, Vol. iii, p. 427, January, 1893.
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this later surplus to exist. For while rents form an objective

surplus, the balance of objective utilities, after abstracting

objective costs, a surplus measureable in money, this other

alleged surplus is subjective and obtained by a comparison
of pleasures and pains. In the objective setting I found a

single surplus to exist after all costs were defrayed, distri-

butable, however, by a law of monopoly, which I found to

be the true and only "law of rent," and which operates in

exactly the way of the law of monopoly to which Professor

Patten refers the distribution of this
"
subjective

"
surplus.

If then this surplus, arising from the last increment of a

day's labor, exists at all, it belongs to the "subjective"

setting of distribution and cannot be grouped as a species of

the same genus with differential gains, which, in so far as

they are caused by differences in nature, are objective quan-
tities.*

It is, however, the existence of this "surplus value"

assigned to the last increment of a day's labor that I wish

to call into question. It seems to me to result from an

unjustified retention in the subjective setting of distribution

of that method of separate consideration of each hour which
was possible in the objective setting.

In the objective setting we found that to each separate
hour we could absolutely assign so many units of cost and
so many units of utility. But it becomes quite impossible to

transfer this objective table into a subjective table of the same

kind, because, as Professor Patten himself shows, we cannot

treat each hour' s activity and rents as a separate thing. We
are, in fact, unable to make the first statement contained in

the subjective table suggested on p. 55.

During the first hour o pain yields 10 satisfaction, because

the number of units of satisfaction due to the painless effort

of this first hour will, retaining the hour-by-hour treatment,

be different according to the different number of working
hours in the day. It is clear that at the close of the

* As in Prof, ratten'i "Theory of Dynamic Economic*," p. 95.
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first hour we are not in a position to state what the yield of

satisfaction is. If we speak of it as 10, this 10 refers not

to the subjective satisfaction, only calculable by reference to

later events, but to some objective utility which is to yield

the subjective satisfaction, i. e. we are obtaining our surplus
of subjective gain by abstracting a subjective amount from

an objective amount, which is illegitimate.

The true setting of a working day in subjective termin-

ology may be conceived to be as follows :

Hour Pain Satisfaction

(Subjective Cost.) (Subjective Utility.)

ist = i yields 10 in a i-hour working day.
"

9
" 2-hour

" 8 "
3-hour

"
7

"
4-hour

2d 2
"

9
" i-hour

" 8 " 2-hour
"

7
"

3-hour
" 6 "

4-hour

3d 4
" 8

" i-hour
"

7
" 2-hour

" 6 "
3-hour

"
4

"
4-hour

4th 7
"

7
" i-hour

"
5

" 2-hour
11

4
"

3-hour
"

3
"

4-hour

Now, here the subjective surplus for a i-hour working day
would be ii units of satisfaction (the -i placed as subjective
cost signifying a net pleasure in the first hour of effort and

being therefore added to the 10 units directly referable to the

consumption of what is produced in the first hour) . A 2-

hour working day will yield a subjective surplus of 16 units

(i. e. 17+1-2). A 3-hour working day will give a surplus
of 1 6 (i. e. 2i-fi-6). A 4-hour working day will give a

surplus of 9 (20-f 1-13). In such a case a 2-hour or a 3-hour
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day will be indifferently chosen as presenting the largest

subjective surplus. Now though it may be at once admitted

that here, or in any other scheme of a working day, the last

hour of labor will show a surplus of Satisfaction over Pain

if the effect of a longer working day in diminishing the sub-

jective utility of earlier products be left out of consideration,

no scientific object can be gained by this method of measur-

ing separably things which are organically related to one

another. The net satisfaction of a 2-hour and a 3-hour day
in the above scheme are equal, but in the 2-hour day a

larger proportion of the satisfaction is derived from a fuller

consumption of the objective utilities than in the 3-hour day,
where a larger number of objective utilities are less effec-

tively consumed. In taking a purely subjective view of the

question we must confine ourselves purely to the reckoning
of pains and satisfactions. There may be some question
whether the injury done to consumption by an increased

working day should be reckoned as diminished satisfaction or

as increased pain, but there is no excuse for making of it the

basis of a special and separate fund, a "surplus value,"

distributable by a separate law from that according to which
the rest of the surplus of satisfaction is distributed. To do
this is to go back to the consideration of objective utilities

and to consider them as growing and shrinking according
as the time to consume them is larger or shorter. In con-

sidering the effect of shortening or lengthening the working
day of any class of workers the effect upon their real wages
by an extension or a diminution of the time of consumption
must be clearly kept in view, but we are not justified in

making this consideration the basis of a separate fund. As
a factor affecting the net utility of a working day it may be

ranked with other factors, such as those which affect the

intensity of labor or improve the character of labor by
increased variety and interest of exertion, or give more

variety or individuality to standards of consumption. The
effect of a shorter or a larger working day upon the net
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plus of satisfaction is only one of a number of considerations

which, by their mutual action and reaction, determine the

net surplus of satisfaction. Each force is subject to special

laws determining its action, but when it has expressed itself

by influencing the surplus of satisfaction it is merged in this

aggregate.

We are thus unable to find, with Professor Patten,
"
a sur-

plus in the last increment of a normal day's labor." The

example of a working day given above will make it evi-

dent that from a detached view of the units of subjective cost

and utility in reference to parts of the working day we can

obtain no useful results, for we are applying an objective

separatist method to things that are subjective and inseparable.

When the utility produced in the second hour is reckoned

subjectively it is unreasonable to exclude from the estimate

of its cost the depreciation of the first subjective utility occa-

sioned by the very conditions to which the second utility owes

its existence. The subjective consideration of costs and

utilities of a working da}- as a whole will thus yield a single
'

'surplus,
' ' which will rise and fall in amount according as the

increasing length affects the total subjective utility involved

in the consumption of the larger or smaller objective utility.

This view of the single subjective surplus of the individual

may be directly transferred to the larger scale of a society,

so that a given disposition of working individuals in a

society will yield a single aggregate subjective surplus,

which will be the representative, in subjective terms, of

that aggregate of rents which form the single objective

surplus.

The fundamental importance of clearly tracing the rela-

tions between the objective and the subjective social surplus
is what most economists in the past have failed to realize.

The objective economic treatment concerned itself with

quantities of productive forces embodied in the forms of

objective utilities, divided simply in accordance with the

respective quantities of the different kinds of productive
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forces engaged. It was not properly concerned with the

questions : Who exerted these forces ? How were these

utilities consumed ? The answers to these questions make
no difference in estimating the quantity of objective wealth.

But in the subjective measurement of wealth it makes all

the difference, whose pain gave the productive force, and

into whose pleasures the objective goods were resolved. For

upon this detailed personal knowledge depends our know-

ledge of the quantity of subjective wealth. The same

quantity of objective utilities will represent a small quantity
of subjective utilities if they embody a large amount of

pain and yield a small amount of satisfaction and vice versa.

The gist of all ethical criticism directed against economics

has reference to its neglect to clearly trace the relation

between the quantity of objective and of subjective wealth in

a community : the charges raised against modern methods of

industrial distribution refer to the fact that such distribution

is void of any social guarantee insuring that an increase of

the objective surplus shall be accompanied by any increase

in the subjective surplus, or that it shall not be attended by
an absolute decrease of the social subjective surplus.

What relation naturally subsists between the objective

and the subjective surpluses, the separate origin and char-

acter of which I have tried to trace ? The law expressing
this relation is a simple one and may be set forth in familiar

phrases. Any given piece of objective wealth expands sub-

jectively according as its pain of production is small and

its pleasure of consumption great. Hence a piece of wealth

in order to be measured subjectively requires answers to the

two questions, "Who produces it, and under what condi-

tions ?
" " Who consumes it, and under what conditions 5 '

In order to attain its maximum as a human good it must be

produced with the least human pain and satisfy the greatest

need. The phrase,
" From each according to his powers, to

each according to his needs," expresses the ideal distribu-

tion. Thus would the benevolent despot strive to organize
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society, thus would the completely civilized democracy
strive to organize itself. No comfort would be supplied
until all had the necessaries, no luxury until all had the

comforts. Any breach of this rule, however justifiable upon
other grounds, signifies directly that an objective good is

converted into a smaller instead of a greater subjective

utility. So on the other hand no objective cost must be

extracted from A when it can be got with less pain from B.

This, however, does not demand absolute equality measured

by our ordinary ideas of effort and enjoyment. One person
has what we call

' '

greater capacities
' '

for work and for

enjoyment. Strictly speaking, he who is capable of most

enjoying (or making the best total use of) anything ought
to have it, even though he already has a larger supply of

the commodity than another. So he who likes to put forth

effort, or least dislikes it, should be called upon to do so.

The net ultimate pain on the one hand and pleasure on the

other are the true tests of the ideal distribution.

But here again I should not consent to take the direct

conscious pleasure or pain as the test, the positions involved

in an acceptance of Professor Patten's distinction of

"positive" and "negative" utilities. His view, that the

calibre of a man or of a society is to be measured by the

quantity of positive satisfactions consciously referable to

specific acts of consumption, seems to me untenable, and if

accepted, would lead up to an ideal of distribution palpably

unjust and even self-destructive.

I understand him to contend that a luxury is worth more

than a necessary, because we appreciate it more highly and

that only in proportion as we rise above the conscious relish

of necessaries do we attain a civilized level of consumption.
Peaches have a higher

"
positive" utility than bread, because

we get a higher conscious satisfaction from eating them. Pro-

fessor Patten objects to the negative method of estimating a

thing's "utility" by the effect of its withdrawal. But he lays

stress upon the important part of the
' '

positive
' '

utility of a
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good which arises from its harmonious composition of other

goods. Now bread and any other fundamental unit ofconsump-
tion must be regarded as inseparable from the consumption
of the

' '

positive
' '

utilities of which it is the necessary

condition. Though we may get little direct conscious pleasure

from eating bread, the vitality it sustains enters into every

higher unit of conscious enjoyment. Hence the necessaries

yield the largest enjoyment reckoned in consciousness and,

measuring utility in conscious satisfaction, the largest

utility is given to a commodity by enabling it to satisfy the

most urgent needs. So, reversely, certain pains to which
we have become inured must be reckoned as positive disabili-

ties. The hard-working laborer often does not consciously
value a holiday or any form of remission from his customary
work. But the overwork is an evil for all that, and, more-

over, an evil which in various ways is represented either in

impaired physical enjoyment or in other vital losses, the

conscious enjoyment of nature, books, art and other things of

which he is deprived by excessive toil.

Further, accepting Professor Patten's theory of positive

utilities, it would seem to follow that a small number of men
with highly refined and elaborate tastes would represent a

larger quantity of
' '

positive utilities
' '

in their consumption
than a larger society whose evenly apportioned consumption
contained a larger proportion of

* '

negative utilities.
' '

Driv-

ing this to its logical conclusion it would appear that in any

given society a larger net amount of "positive utility"

could be achieved by the abnormal cultivation of a single

person to a pitch of highest positive enjoyment than by any
other disposition of utilities whatsoever. The newest utility

Is admittedly the one to which highest attention is given and

which must figure most largely in consciousness, so that a

single man continually plied with novel luxuries might

yield a larger amount of "
positive utility

" than any num-

ber of persons less developed and kept to a lower habitual

standard of comfort. I do not suppose that Professor Patten
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will accept these conclusions, but they certainly seem to me to

flow logically from his premises.

My objection against Professor Patten's estimate of sub-

jective
"

utility
"

is identical with that which I raised against

his estimate of subjective
"

cost." Just as it seemed best

that subjective cost should include all pains, direct or

indirect, resulting from the activity which found expression in

objective cost, so, likewise, subjective utility must include all

pleasures, direct and indirect. My charge against Professor

Patten is that he appears to exclude from his
"
positive

utilities
' '

large elements of satisfaction which the secret and

complex processes of vitality prevent the consciousness from

distinctly referring to their true sources. It might be possible

indeed in treating this subject, in order to prevent any mis-

understandings about the meanings of pleasure and pain, to

go behind these terms and to identify
' '

cost
' ' and ' '

utility
' '

with gain and loss of vitality.

In his most valuable analysis Professor Patten has shown
how the utility arising from the consumption of a particular

objective utility depends upon its relation to other utilities

forming part of the consumption of the same individual,

tracing the intricate results which the introduction of a new
consumable will have upon the group of commodities with

which it is brought into closer or more distant relations, e. g. ,

the effect of a new food upon the total utility of the diet,

and also the effects upon other utilities affected by changes
in the total utility of the diet. Equivalent effects may be

traced on the side of costs. Kach new increment in an old

class of pain, each introduction of a new pain or cost, will

operate upon the other elements of cost which go to make up
the aggregate subjective cost. The same laws of harmony
etc., which Professor Patten so skillfully traces in utility

will have their corresponding laws in cost.

The view of distribution presented in this paper may be

thus summarised. There is a single objective "surplus,"

consisting of those goods and services (or their equivalent
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in money) which remain to be distributed after all those who
have put forth personal effort hi production have received

what is sufficient to induce the continuance of such personal

effort, /. c., after the strict "expenses" of production have

been defrayed. This surplus is distributed as
' '

rents
' '

to

the owners of such requisites of production as are relatively

short in supply at the several points in production. There

is also a single subjective surplus which at any given
time consists in the aggregate of human satisfaction

rendered by the consumption of this objective surplus,

divided in accordance with the laws of monopoly rent.

The amount of subjective surplus related to a given

quantity of objective surplus may vary indefinitely. Pro-

duced by the excessive toil of one class of a community and

consumed by the excessive luxury of another class, it repre-

sents a minimum of subjective surplus or human welfare.

Produced by the equal sacrifice of all and consumed in satis-

faction of the equal needs of all it represents, the maximum

subjective surplus. The history of the actual distribution

of pains and utilities in connection with a given quantity
of objective wealth hi industrial societies presents an infinite

number of possible stages between these two extremes of

felicity and misery. How far the actual distribution in a

society approximates to the ideally best or the ideally worst

condition depends entirely upon the operation of those forces

which apportion the consumption of the objective surplus or

rents. Under present conditions it appears that the appor-
tionment is ruled by forces social, political, economic, which

assign various and shifting amounts of monopolistic power
to the owners of the requisites of production, and that the

operation of these forces is to no appreciable extent affected

by considerations drawn from any estimate of the subjective

surplus or net gain of human welfare. A final result yielded

by this analysis is the recognition that since the subjective

surplus, derived from a given quantity of objective surplus,

may be expanded or contracted without assignable limits, by
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diminution of subjective cost, by enhancement of subjective

utilty, or by a combination of these processes society is not,

so far as its true satisfaction or life is concerned, at the mercy
of mere quantity of objective wealth or

" market values."

Economies of painful effort on the one hand, of pleasurable

uses on the other, are capable of such continuous advance as

to render a society independent of the necessity of a

continuous increase of objective wealth for its increased

happiness.
In our analysis both upon its objective and its subjective

side, cost has been most closely attached to the art of pro-

duction, utility to that of consumption. But a large part
of human progress will consist not merely in a diminution

of the pain of production and an enhancement of the

pleasure of consumption, but in drawing even into closer

relation the arts of production and consumption and work-

ing unto nearer association the two activities. Thus,
while for purposes of estimate, we cannot dispense with the

antithetical character of "cost" and "utility," the produc-
tion of a progressive society will have its units of ' *

utility
' '

in even closer casual relation to its units of ' '

cost,
' ' the con-

sumption of such a society being linked in detailed organic
connection to its production. The work and life of the true
"
artist" by suffusing effort with enjoyment has from the

individual standpoint advanced furthest along this road.

But all productive work has in it some element of art, some

part of the effort exercises individuality so as to yield a unit

of personal pleasure, and reformation of the industrial arts

may expand this element indefinitely. In proportion as

ach industry is capable of this transformation into an art,

units of painful effort may be compensated or even sup-

planted by units of enjoyment, so that the very processes of

production dominated hitherto by
' '

cost
' '

may grow more
and more into processes of consumption dominated by

enjoyment. In a measurement of individual or social life

we cannot dispense with the antithetical terms, pleasure,
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pain, effort, utility. Yet it will become increasingly difficult

to apply the measurement to particular cases of conscious

activity in life. Who shall say what is "cost" and what

"utility" in the activity of a genuine artist? A society

composed of such individuals is the noble ideal which that

most enlightened and poetic of political economists, John

Ruskin, has long held out before our eyes. Cost and utility,

life and work, would be welded into an inseparable synthesis

in the life of the true society.

What makes progress this way so slow is the crude quan-
titative consumption which prevails in our modern indus-

trial societies whose directing control forces production to

partake of the same character. This will continue so long
and so far as the arts of production and consumption are

unnaturally severed by handing over to certain individuals

and classes an economic power to consume without produc-

ing. The power of a rich man to consume, as the last item

of his least-prized luxury, that article whose production has

cost the hardest-worked producer his last and most painful

unit of effort, makes the conquest of art over utility impos-
sible for the present.

Every equalization of economic opportunity represents a

double gain, for it not only gives a higher subjective utility

to each unit of consumption, but it lessens the subjective

cost of each unit of production. As it increases utility

and diminishes cost, so it also brings together the arts of

production and consumption, which, meeting and fusing in

every artistic activity or effort, would find their ideal identi-

fication in a society where work was life and where the art

of living was perfected. This growing identification of

work and life should be regarded as the mark and test of

true social progress, because the society which has advanced

furthest this way will be the society whose surplus of sub-

jective utility over cost will be the largest, and which will

therefore enjoy the largest quantity and value of life.

London. JOHN A. HOBSON.
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In the ANNAI^ OF THE ACADEMY for July, 1892, a paper

by Mr. Freeman Snow was published, criticising my plea for

giving to the members of the Cabinet seats in Congress.

The subject is of sufficient importance to justify the pre-

sentation of some further considerations, though it has been

unavoidably delayed.

The objection to that paper is that Mr. Snow does not

discuss what I advocate, but something entirely different :

11 What Mr. Bradford would seem to desire for the United States is

responsible cabinet-government, but as that cannot be had without a

radical change of the Constitution, he proposes that Congress shall

voluntarily transfer the conduct of legislation to the wholly irrespon-

sible officers of the executive."

When a person is said to be responsible, the question at

once presents itself, to whom is he responsible ? When Mr.

Snow speaks of responsible cabinet-government, he means,
as is evident from the rest of his argument, a government

responsible to Congress ; and because the officers of the

executive department are not responsible to Congress he

says that they are
' '

wholly irresponsible.
' ' To show that

this looseness of language involves the root of the whole

matter, it will be necessary to glance at the history of par-

liamentary government. Perhaps the greatest glory of Eng-
land, that which makes her political history more valuable

to the whole world than that of any other nation, ancient or

modern, is this, that she has wrought out during two cen-

turies the problem of creating an executive power at once

strong enough to govern, and at the same time responsible
and obedient to public opinion as expressed through parlia-

ment. In all other countries the story is of despotism at one

time and anarchy at another. In Great Britain alone the

executive power has gone steadily on, passing from one
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party to another, and from one generation to another, taking

up and settling one complex social problem after another, so

that while this century has seen changes in both govern-
ment and people almost as great as those effected by the

French Revolution, it has all been accomplished without

anything worse than a riot in the last hundred and fifty

years. Thoroughly American in feeling, as I claim to be,

and believing that everything in this country except gov-

ernment, and that also in many respects is better than any-
where else in the world, I can never contemplate this history
without a tribute of enthusiastic admiration, and a firm con-

viction that this splendid machinery will, within another

generation, work out a solution even of the apparently hope-
less Irish question. But this political machinery has one

feature, which, though it has worked extremely well while

the government was in the hands of a limited class, and was

perhaps the only method by which its results could have
been obtained, yet shows some weakness as an instrument of

democracy, that is of a government depending for its motive

power upon what is called universal suffrage. The execu-

tive power is established, not by the people, but by the

legislature, substantially through what is known as second

election. The result is that the ministry, being created by a

parliamentary majority, is dependent upon that majority, and
must resign at its bidding, having only an indirect power of

appeal to the nation. Now the one great difficulty which
has been developed in popular representative government, in

its short experience of a hundred years, is the predominance
of the legislative and the weakness of executive power. That
is the one lesson of French history, from 1789 to this day ;

and equally so of the United States from the time of the

Declaration of Independence : and not only of the Federal

government, but of every State, and every city in the Union.

Government by a legislature means anarchy, with its im-v-

it-iMe result of military despotism, whether that legislature is

the Long Parliament of 1640, the Constituent Legislative
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Assemblies of France, or the Congress and the State Legis-
latures of the United States, though here the power and the

intelligence of the people, and the strength of local organi-

zation are such that they have prevented, with one memora-
ble exception, and probably will for generations continue to

prevent such disastrous results. It is to be hoped that in the

meantime the problem of the proper balance of power may
be worked out here.

The fundamental difference between the governments of

Great Britain and the United States consists in this, that in

the latter the Executive is a President, elected every four

years by the majority of the whole nation. The intervention

of presidential electors has become a mere form : and the

election by States, though it differs somewhat, does not

differ greatly from a popular vote. The Queen of Great

Britain reigns by hereditary descent, and is dependent
for her position neither upon Parliament nor the people. As
an offset to this the crown has been deprived of all but

nominal power, though its influence is undoubtedly still

considerable. The real executive, as Mr. Bagehot has

clearly shown, is the ministry, which is in effect a committee

of parliament. When one ministry goes out, the leader of

the opposition is invited by the queen to form a new minis-

try. If he thinks he can command a majority, he invites

certain other leading men to join him, which they will only

do upon condition of his supporting them, so that if any one

of them is defeated the whole ministry will resign. Every
effort is therefore directed to maintaining the party majority,

and how difficult this is, is shown by comparison of the

groups and the constantly-changing ministries in France.

It is a condition of unstable equilibrium. Our Cabinet

officers; on the other hand, are the direct appointees of the

President. So far from being irresponsible, they are jointly

and severally, as well as absolutely, responsible to him. He
can change one or all of them at his pleasure, subject only to

the consent of the Senate, which has very rarely been, and
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under the circumstances herein proposed, never would be

refused, unless in very extreme cases. But the President is

himself responsible to the nation, and therefore his Cabinet is

so also. In other words, he appoints its members, subject to

his responsibility to the majority of the nation. The Cabinet

is, therefore, irresponsible only as regards Congress. It has

its own separate responsibility to the people precisely as Con-

gress has, but with this difference, that the constituents of

the Cabinet are the majority of the whole nation, acting

through the President, while the constituents of each Con-

gressman are only the majority of his own district, and of

each Senator only the majority of his own State Legislature.

This fact of the separate and direct responsibility of both

executive and legislature to the common arbiter and sov-

ereign, the people, is of immense importance, and like

nothing else in the world. From their responsibility to the

President alone it follows that the members of the Cabinet

need stand in no fear of Congress, or to resign in case of an

adverse vote. If, indeed, the President felt that one or more
members of the Cabinet had proved to be incompetent, he

could, and probably would, change them at his pleasure. But,

if otherwise, he could uphold them against any adverse

majority in one or both Houses. The defeated member could

either abandon the rejected measure under protest and appeal
to the country, or could modify it, still under protest, till the

majority would accept it, or could drop the subject, and, con-

tenting himself with existing legislation, go on to something
else till the verdict of the people was pronounced at the next

election. But there would be no more necessity of his

resigning than there is now. From the fact that both Con-

gress and the Executive have a separate and independent

responsibility to the people, as also from the much wider and

more numerous constituency of the Executive, it would

follow that Congress would be much less dominant and dic-

tatorial in its relations to the Executive than it is at present,

or than is the British House of Commons, or the French
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Chamber of Deputies. Nobody doubts that members of

Congress are sensitive enough to any manifestation of the

will of their constituents. The trouble is that with the

present methods of government by the lobby and secret

committees, there is no opportunity for the formation or the

expression of public opinion. But if one of the President's

lieutenants, felt by every part of the country to be the agent
of the whole, were to stand up in open Congress to express
his views and plans upon any public question, and these

were discussed by the press of the whole country, itself

anxious to conform to and express public opinion, members
of Congress would be exceedingly careful about factious

opposition in the face of such a power as that. So long as

a secretary could maintain the conviction of his purity and
elevation of character, even though his ability was not of the

highest, he would be safe from bullying and sure of respect-

ful treatment. It would be only trickery or dishonest collu-

sion with private interests which would ensure his speedy
downfall.

To return to Mr. Snow. He says that the Pendleton Sen-

ate Report of 188 1, proposed to give to the members of the

Cabinet ' '

the privilege to give their suggestions and advice

in debate by word of mouth,
' ' and that this would probably

neither do much good nor much harm, but that it is totally

different from my proposal
* '

to transfer the initiative and

conduct of the business of legislation from the members of

Congress to the officers of the executive department ;

' '

that

this, even if desirable, is not what is proposed by the Pendle-

ton Report, and could not be done without a change in the

Constitution, and without the cabinet officers being at the

same time members of the Houses. The Pendleton Report
contains this clause :

"The advantages of the system proposed are so obvious and mani-

fold that the committee feels relieved from a detailed statement of

them, and confines this report to an examination of the question of

its constitutionality."
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The reason of this curt dismissal of the main point evi-

dently was, that the committee had no inclination to encounter

the torrent of opposing interests. As the result which Mr.

Snow correctly charges me with desiring would be the greatest

of these advantages, and could, as I believe, be brought
about without any change of the Constitution, and without

requiring the cabinet officers to be members of the Houses,
it may be desirable to consider how this would occur. When
the next Congress assembles there will be 356 members and

the reasoning is just as good for the Senate with its eighty--

eight members all precisely equal. Probably not more than

one-half of the members have ever been there before, and

very few for more than one term. There is nothing to dis-

tinguish the most accomplished statesman from the most

ignorant tradesman who has been successful in business, and

there is no reason why one should give way to another. They
can do nothing at all till they have elected a speaker. That

speaker makes up, at his absolute discretion, the standing

committees, some fifty in number, to whom everything is

referred.

These committees have almost absolute power to suppress

any legislation which they do not like, and more power
than anybody else to get any laws passed which they wish

for. To these committees are sent, upon a precisely equal

footing, all the bills and resolves, amounting to thous-

ands in number, which any member may see fit to introduce.

The question which of these measures shall be taken up by
the House depends, not upon any public, responsible and

national authority, but upon the power of intrigue with the

committees, irresponsible in every sense of the word, and

when any measures are taken up by the House, neither the

debate nor the voting is guided by any such authority, but

1>y the laborious building up of a majority, vote by vote,

through the private and party operations of the lobby. In

another article upon "Responsible Cabinet Government,

to which Mr. Snow refers, he says :
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" The aim of popular government should be, not how best to govern
the people, but how best to teach them to govern themselves."

The simple answer to this is, that it is wholly impossible
for a people under any circumstances to govern themselves.

Probably Mr. Snow himself would not maintain that sixty
millions of people, acting in a mass, could either make laws
or execute them. And whether they delegate their power to

five men or five hundred men the principle is the same.

Again he says :

' '

Bagehot seems to hope that the mass of Englishmen will always
remain in a state of respectful ignorance, merely indicating, now and
then, which of the best and wisest statesmen of England they wish to

have as rulers. It is needless to say that this is not a picture of

democracy."

Why not ? Is democracy to choose the worst and most
foolish statesmen ? For it must choose them of some kind,
unless Mr. Snow proposes to give up representative institu-

tions and have the people of the United States do business

in mass meeting. If this is the only obstacle to cabinet

government it does not appear why it should not succeed in

the United States.

Mr. Snow doubts the proposition that the people of the

United States, as a whole, are not represented in Congress,
and cannot see why the President represents the whole

country any more than Congress does. It is true in mathe-

matics, but it is not true in politics, that the sum of the parts
is equal to the whole. There is no man who can speak in

Congress for the whole country, or can command its attention

as a cabinet officer would do.

The complete anarchy and absence of leadership in the

House of Representatives have evolved in the speaker the

greatest power of any individual in the country. By his

power of making up the standing committees, in which, of

course, he must pay his debts to those to whom he owes his

election
; by his further power of recognizing or ignoring

whom he pleases in debate, and by the new power of counting
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a quorum at his pleasure, not yet fully crystallized, but in a

very promising stage, he has become one ofthe greatest dangers
to the liberties of this country. And this is all the more

so that the speaker, like every other member, only represents

a single district, is in no way directly responsible for legisla-

tion, and neither directly nor indirectly for the effect of laws

upon the administration. Instead of being an impartial pre-

siding officer he is the purest instrument of party politics

manipulated by the lobby.

Perhaps the best way to discuss Mr. Snow's argument will

be to take a concrete case, and trace its probable working ;

and the tariff, at once by its complexity and its universal

national interest, offers a good example. Suppose that when

Congress meets the Secretary of the Treasury, by invitation of

the House of Representatives, in accordance with the Pen-

dleton Bill, should appear and take his seat near the speaker's

desk. The first thing to be noted is, that it is not at all

necessary that he should be a member of the House. He is

simply an agent of the administration, having no vote, but

presenting the wants of the treasury, and the effect of the

existing tariff upon the financial interests of the country.

Observe, again, how different his position would be from that

of appearing before a committee, say, of Ways and Means.

The committee is not a place for debate. It does not care to

argue with the secretary. With its inherent jealousy of the

Executive, it does not care what he has to say. For form's

sake, it listens to him, perhaps asks him a few questions,

and then dismisses him and conducts its deliberations and

forms its decision upon motives which the country never sees

or understands at all. But the House is the place for debate.

Every word that the secretary said there would be reported,

and his language and bearing discussed in almost every news-

paper in the United States. Mr. Snow cannot see how the

President represents the whole country any more than Con-

gress. The simplest appeal to fact shows that the President

excites equal interest in Maine and Louisiana, in Wisconsin
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and Florida, in Virginia and California. The speaker and

the Chairman of Ways and Means are perhaps the most

important members of the House. But they represent each

precisely one three-hundreth and fifty-sixth part of the coun-

try, and the rest of it, except from the point of view of party

politics, cares very little what either of them thinks or says :

' ' But how can the President represent the country as a whole on any

question which interests every part ? Take, for instance, the ques-
tion of free-coinage of silver

;
the South is for it, the East against it,

and the West divided. No one man can represent all these views."

The trouble is that Congress does represent them all sepa-

rately, and engages in an internecine struggle by means of

intrigue, lobbying and political tricks, as to which of them

shall prevail. What is wanted is a mediator, whom all look

up to as their official representative, to prepare a scheme of

compromise and adjustment of interests, accepted by all, as,

if not what they want, yet the best which under the circum-

stances, they can expect to obtain for the present. A good
illustration is to be found in the first English parliamentary
reform. The state of society was far more dangerous than

anything existing at present in this country. The exas-

peration of classes had been raised to the highest point.

If the question had been left to the wrangles of parlia-

ment and parties, it would have certainly ended in civil

war. But it took the form, first, whether a particular

ministry should be put in power to settle the quarrel, a

matter not for fighting, but for argument and votes. The

ministry, once installed, was looked to as the national

arbiter, to prepare a bill which both sides could accept. That
bill was so complex and so indirect, that probably not five

per cent of the population understood it at all, or how it was
to work. The great multitude, however, was persuaded
that somehow or other it was to bring relief even to the

extent of providing bread for the poor. The agitation was,

therefore, directly on behalf of the bill and nothing but the

bill ! again, a matter not for fighting but for votes. Twice
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the bill was accepted by the Commons and thrown out by
the Lords. The storm was all ready to burst when the Upper

House, threatened with swamping by a fresh creation of

peers, and seeing in the bill just what they had to accept,

swallowed the dose, and England glided peacefully over from

the feudal ages into the nineteenth century. The President

and his Cabinet could do, if they had the opportunity, what

Congress never will or can do, while, on the contrary-, it is

increasing sectional bitterness more and more every year.

But we have left the secretary waiting, and it is time for

him to speak. He rises in his place, and it is safe to say

the speaker will recognize him without regard to party,

greatly to the disgust of members who cannot get the same

opportunity. He does not embark upon a radical reform of

the tariff, but proposes a few changes of detail, among others,

for example, free wool, and makes those a pretext for a dis-

cussion of the whole subject. If a private member had made

the same proposal it would be referred with a hundred others

to the appropriate committee. The author would be divorced

from his measure, and the latter would disappear, perhaps

for months, and if ever heard from again, it would be as a

^art of an elaborate bill, prepared by the committee, upon
motives and considerations of which the country would know

nothing. Mr. Snow would probably say that the secretary's

proposal would be referred in the same way? But he is a

very different individual. In the course of his speech he

would insist respectfully but earnestly, upon the importance
of immediate public discussion, and would close with sub-

mitting a resolution to that effect. Some members of his

party, seeing the political capital to be made, would support

the resolution. The opposition would at once see that with

the secretary's speech published all over the country, it would

be too dangerous to try to stifle it by reference to a commit-

tee, and that they had got to take the bull by the horns.

They would be anxious as to the character of the debate. It

would never do to let any blatant member who could catch

[4.3]
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the speaker's eye damage the party and the cause by display-

ing his ignorance. They would go into caucus to select

their best man to conduct the debate, and in a general way
the speakers to follow him. The House would be divided

into two organized and disciplined bodies under their respec-

tive leaders, ready to join battle in a discussion of principles

before the whole country looking on with the most intense

interest. Cannot Mr. Snow see how the
' '

advice and sug-

gestion
' '

of the Pendleton Report might develop into some-

thing vastly more important, and that such are
* *

the obvious

advantages
' ' which the author of that report pointed to but

did not see fit to discuss ?

We will suppose that while the regular business of the

session was going on this discussion was kept up for two or

three months. The country, as a whole, would learn more

and come to more definite conclusions than from all the efforts

of local writers and speakers, including members of Congress,
in as many years, from which, indeed, it probably does not

learn anything at all. There would be added the immense

force of personality. Members would come before their con-

stituents through their speeches and votes in a totally differ-

ent light and have a chance of standing on their own feet,

instead of being the mere nominees of a party convention.

The whole country would begin to take sides with the secre-

tary and the President behind him on the one part, and the

leader of opposition and his followers on the other. The
elections would begin to take on a wholly different character.

Suppose next that after a three months' debate a vote was

taken, and the secretary's proposals defeated by a large

majority. It would not be necessary for the Cabinet or even

the secretary to resign. The President might say to the latter

in private,
" You have done well. Now help on the business

of the session with tact and prudence, and we will see what

another year may bring forth." Or he might conclude that

the secretary was not up to his work, ask for his resignation

privately, and invite the member of the same party who had
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been most prominent and effective in the debate to take his

place, and any member would gladly resign (reserving his

chance of subsequent re-election when out of office) for a

post of such distinction as the Cabinet would then offer.

These ramifications might be followed out indefinitely to

meet possible objections, but there is one important consid-

eration, that if the experiment did not work satisfactorily,

the House at the end of the session would need only to rescind

the resolution inviting the presence of the secretary, and the

present condition of things would be restored. The question

presents itself, why a measure recommended unanimously by
eight Senators from both parties as offering

' '

obvious advan-

tages," so easily tried and set aside if it fails, has never re-

ceived the slightest attention from Congress. There is an

amply sufficient reason to be presently noticed.

I am happy to be able to agree with Mr. Snow in one

particular, and that is as to the fact and the danger of the

unchecked and absolute power of the British House of Com-

mons, particularly with the advent of democracy. But he

intimates, though he does not exactly state, that the same

thing does not exist here. The fact is that the power of

Congress is infinitely greater and more dangerous than that

of the House of Commons. It is true that the House of

Commons makes and unmakes the ministry, and is not bound

by any written constitution. But while the ministry exists

the House leaves to it not only the executive power but that

which is the essential condition of such power, the guidance
and control of legislation ; and, moreover, the House is kept
in order by the potent fear of dissolution. It would not be

difficult to show from the history of the last hundred and

fifty years that these things have given to Great Britain,

upon the whole, the strongest executive government in the

world, and in which there are as yet no marked signs of

decay. It is true again that our Congress does not create

and cannot remove the Cabinet, which is appointed by the

President, himself elected by the nation, and also that
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Congress is bound by our written Constitution. But as to the

first point, Congress has much more than offset the difference

by entirely excluding the executive from all share or voice

in the guidance of legislation, and reducing it to be the blind

instrument of any orders the legislature may choose to give.

Experience is rapidly showing that within the framework of

the Constitution there is hardly any limit to the evil which

legislative anarchy can set on foot. No doubt the President

has great power if he will stoop to intrigue and the use of

offices, but as he must do that in subjection to members of

Congress, it only emphasizes his weakness. The strongest

test of all governments is finance. Notwithstanding the

absolute power of the House of Commons, the whole subject

is left to the Chancellor of the Exchequer. He regulates the

revenue, and in conjunction with his colleagues the expendi-

ture, subject only to acceptance or rejection by Parliament.

The result is incomparably the first public finance in the

world. With us the subject is in the hands of committees

of Congress, and, as if to reach the acme of confusion, the

expenditure and the revenue are entrusted to different com-

mittees in the House alone, to say nothing of those of the

Senate and the conference committees. For the consequences,

it is only necessary to point to our national finance of the last

five years, a disgrace to a civilized nation. If the country

should find that the change to a Democratic majority in the

government results in no substantial improvement it would

seem as if it would be tempted to ask the reason why.

Again Mr. Snow says :

" Nor is it to be assumed, because England has suppressed the '

spoils

system
' that only responsible government is capable o^accomplishing

this task
;

it is the argument
'

post hoc, propter hoc? and really proves

nothing."

Putting one assertion against another, I remark, that there

is not, in all political history, a more perfect example of cause

and effect. After the reform act of 1852 was passed, which

was on the direct proposal of a responsible ministry, the
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ministers were held personally accountable for the execution

of it. If any of them made a political appointment he was
at once attacked in the House by individual members of the

opposition, and so roasted, that he was not only very careful

not to repeat the offence, but served as a warning to others.

Some years ago Mr. Disraeli was suspected of appointing a

relative to a minor office. He was instantly and publicly

put upon the rack in the House, and went through a pitiable

process of shuffling and evasion a punishment which he

did not need more than once. Mr. Gladstone said very truly

that he had not power to appoint even a tide-waiter. Our
President and heads of departments are under tremendous

pressure from members and senators, and in yielding they
have nothing directly to fear beyond an investigating

committee, which can only be appointed by a majority of

one or both Houses, and whose report, coming long after

the event, and generally whitewashing its own party and

condemning the other, is received by the country only with

contempt.

"It may be said further, that we have in the Senate one of the most

efficient legislative bodies that have ever existed in any country. It

is the object at once of the admiration and the envy of the statesmen

of Europe of all parties ;

* and even our most severe critics are con-

strained to admit the excellence of its legislative methods. We have

a powerful corrective in the Senate of the inefficient House legisla-

tion."

I ask any impartial student to spend a winter in Washing-
ton and find out for himself whether the Senate is not rapidly

becoming a club of rich men, devoted, in a great and increas-

ing degree, to the promotion of local and private interests.

Its members are elected by the State Legislatures, much more

easily managed than the voters at large, and they care chk-ilv

for the interests only of their own State. They are elected

for longer terms than any other member of the government.

Readers are recommended to examine the simple descriptive account of the
Senate

1

given by Hon. James Bryce in his American Commonwealth, and decide

if that is the impression which he succeeds in conveying.

[4'7]
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Being renewed by fractions the Senate never dies, which the

House does every two years. By their power of confirming
the higher appointments, the Senators hold the President in

an iron grasp, and compel him by the
' *

courtesy of the Sen-

ate
' '

to divide those appointments among their States. The
Senate is certainly more powerful than the House, though
whether it corrects its work for better or for worse, is another

question, but to the President it is a complete and irrespon-

sible dictator. Nothing but the full strength of executive

power backed by the nation can prevent it from becoming,
in the long run, a tyrannical oligarchy, notoriously one of the

worst of governments.* In reply to the probable charge of

"Anglo-mania," I believe, and have no hesitation in ex-

pressing that belief, that our Congress possesses a higher

average of ability and intelligence, and quite as high an

average of intention as the British Parliament, and that if

we could exchange systems of doing business for twenty-five

years, our government would have the reputation of purity
and efficiency, and the government of Great Britain that of

inefficiency and corruption.

Mr. Snow quotes the very popular provision of the

* Since the above was written, the Senate has itself furnished the strongest of

arguments in favor ofmy position. The question was of the repeal of the so-called
41 Sherman Silver Ivaw of 1890." The President called an extra session of Congress
for the purpose, and urged it strongly in his message. The House of Representa-
tives responded promptly by a large majority. The Senate has dallied for two

months, allowing a small minority to obstruct its proceedings, and to endanger a

conclusion, for which almost the whole country is clamoring in the loudest tones.

The fact is, they are Senators before anything else. This body of equal potentates,
two from each State, has established the principle, that nothing must be done upon
compulsion, but everything by trading, the trading being based upon the wants
of their respective States, or, the private interests which control them, and with a

lofty indifference to the welfare or the wishes of the people at large. What is

needed is the presence of some one armed with authority, and of whom they are

afraid, or, to speak plainly, a lion tamer with a whip. The only person who can

perform this function, is the Secretary of the Treasury, acting for the President,

and representing through him the whole nation and all the States. If Mr. Carlisle

were to stand up in the Senate, in accordance with the Pendleton report, and with

the press and nublic opinion thundering behind him, were to demand a vote in the

name of the nation, every Senator might be cowed. The question will have to be

: ettled whether the people of the United States exist for the Senate, or the Senate

for the people ; and, if the people expect to settle it in their own favor, they will

iieed to put forth their whole strength.

[4I8]
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Massachusetts constitution, which says that neither the execu-

tive, legislative norjudicial branches shall exercise the powers
of the others. Unfortunately it does not define what are

executive and what legislative powers, and as the practice has

been in this country, both with the nation and the States, to

leave the legislatures, in spite of some feeble constitutional

restrictions, to fix the boundaries at their own pleasure, it is

not surprising that the executive is thrown prostrate, and that

the legislative body, quite as greedy of power as any indi-

vidual, has absorbed the functions of two branches, and

shows a strong inclination for those of the third. If the

object is good and steady government in the interest of the

whole people, instead of the rule of faction, anarchy and

private interests, then the guidance of legislation is just as

much executive work as that of the post-office or the

mint.

In truth, the preponderance of legislative power is not

peculiar either to England or the United States. The strong-

est lesson which representative government by universal

suffrage, whereof the world has never had any experience
till within this century, is this, that such preponderance is

the greatest visible danger which threatens the future of

popular government. In France, after a century of oscilla-

tions between executives too weak to govern, and too strong
to be kept under control, universal suffrage has solidly estab-

lished the republic. Yet it is apparently drifting to shipwreck
from the weakness of executive power and the domination

of the chambers. The President is elected by the chambers

and not by the people, having not even the power of dissolu-

tion without the consent of the senate. The chambers con-

trol the whole government, including the budget, by their

committees
;
and employ themselves in setting up and pulling

down ministries, the various groups combining for the pur-

pose and for no other. The prospect is that there will have
to be either a readjustment of powers or another revolution.

In Italy the case is just about as bad, and if not in Germany,

[419]
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it is prevented by a still worse evil, that the master of a

million bayonets is able thus far to impose his will both on

parliament and the nation.

Leaving apart other nations, the struggle which is coming
in this country, almost as momentous, though not so obvious

as that with slavery, is between legislative and executive

power. If taken in time it may give us executive power

strong enough to govern, but responsive and obedient to the

will of the nation. If neglected too long it must end as

anarchy always ends, in military rule. The conditions for

settling this problem are perhaps more favorable in this country
than anywhere else. We have, in president, governor, or

mayor, a single executive head elected directly by the people
at large and dependent upon them only. But these heads

are carefully kept out of sight and touch with the people

by the intervention of the legislature. What is wanted

is that the latter should stand on one side and let the

executive have the same chance of addressing its constituents

and presenting its case and arguments that the legislature has.

But this the legislature will never do of its own motion.

And here we have the real reason why the Pendleton Report
has never received any attention from Congress. Mr. Snow

says that for the Cabinet to take part in debate would evidently

not be in accordance with the intention of the framers of the

Constitution. It is difficult to see where he finds the intention

in the absence of language, but the intention as well as the

act of the First Congress is obvious enough. The question

was, whether Hamilton's report on the finances should be

submitted orally or in writing. It was argued on one side

that members could not understand it without personal ex-

planation, and on the other that they wanted to take it home
and study it. It seems as if a child could have pointed out

that both advantages were open to them, but the assigned

reasons were not the real ones. Members shrank instinctively

from an agency which would compel them to personal and

public responsibility.

[420]
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" In the debate on this measure in the House, it was objected that

it \vould establish a precedent which might be extended until we ad-

mitted all the ministers of the government on the floor . . thus

laying the foundation for aristocracy or a detestable monarchy."

There spoke the true spirit of legislative jealousy, and it

settled the practice of the government, and is just as potent

to-day. The first step will be taken when some President or

governor turns directly to the people and asks for their pro-

tection of the rights of his office against the encroachments

of the legislature, and it is by no means impossible that the

country may be astonished at the response he will receive.

So in the middle ages, in Europe, the sovereigns appealed to

the nations for help in crushing the feudal barons, who made
life a burden to all about them. The trouble in that case was
that after crushing the barons the sovereigns turned round

and crushed the people, though that even in the interest of

the people, was the least evil of the two. The modern safe-

guard against this is the existence of legislatures, without

whose public consent the executive cannot command a dollar

of money or the services of a policeman, and which stand

always ready to warn the people of the slightest attempt

against their liberties by a magistrate who must go constantly

back to them for election. No doubt very many and sensible

people reason that the multitude are easily misled by a bad

man, and might support him in suppressing the legislature.

It would be interesting to examine, and the evidence is not

wanting, from the century's history of universal suffrage,

whether that conclusion is justified, but one thing may be

said, that we should, by such a process, get at the real wishes

of the majority of the people, which we certainly do not now.

For all our talk about a government of, by and for the people,

the effect of the predominance of the legislatures is to throw

almost the whole control of government into the hands of

party managers and machine politicians. We ought to be

willing either really to trust the people or give up the pre-

tence of doing so.

[4*0
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"
Again Mr. Bradford would seem to believe that, by giving the

initiative in legislation to the executive officers, such laws as the

McKinley Act, of which he does not approve, would not be enacted.

On the contrary, would not it facilitate the passage of such bills if

they were supported by the executive and its influence? "

But they never would be supported by the executive and

its influence. Without discussing protection or free trade,

the McKinley Act was, in my opinion, in its object, though
not entirely successful in practice, an instrument of plunder
of the nation by private interests. Moreover, it is full of

absurdities in common with our other tariff laws, which make
it almost impossible to administer. No executive, which had

to face cross-examination and debate in the House and before

the country, would dare to bring forward such a bill :

"The McKinley Act was passed because a majority of the Repre-
sentatives of the people in Congress were in favor of it : and no one

will say that it was not openly and fairly discussed."

On the contrary, great numbers of persons will and do say
that. It was passed by that process of lobbying and leg-

rolling which has made our government a by-word among
nations. So much at any rate is certain, that it was never

subjected to any criticism from a national point of view. A
certain number of representatives, whether from personal or

party motives, worked hard for its passage. A number of

others, with less concert of action, worked against it, and a

large proportion having no leader to rally round, no common

impulse and no support of public opinion, looked on in

helpless indifference. There was not, and there never is,

anybody speaking with authority as to the effect upon the

welfare of the nation and in practical administration. That
kind of criticism could come only from the Secretary of the

Treasury :

" The overgrown power of the speaker and the exaggerated com-
mittee system in our legislation are not integral parts of the Constitu-

tion
; they are subject to the temporary rules of the House, and may

be modified or abolished at pleasure."

[422]
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These things have existed, in their main features, ever

since the House did, and under the present system they will

continue to exist in vigorous growth as long as the House
does. They are desperate, and certainly very ingenious,

expedients for injecting some working force into what would

otherwise be a paralyzed mob. The only possible way of

getting rid of them is to provide a substitute organization,

with leaders, whom independent members as well as par-

ties can rally around. The only available leaders are the

members of the Cabinet with their natural complement,
elected leaders of opposition. To have any meaning, agita-

tion against one system must be agitation in favor of the

other, or of something equivalent :

"
It seems somewhat singular that Americans should continue to

write essays and books in praise of responsible Cabinet Government,
when that system is not only being discredited at home, but when, as

these same writers admit, there is not the remotest possibility of its

introduction into this country."

If by
"
at home" Mr. Snow means Great Britain, which

is the mother of the system, his statement would probably

excite laughter among the great majority of Englishmen.
In his condemnation of that system, he quotes two Ameri-

cans, one Belgian and one German, but not a single English-

man. He would do well to ponder what such writers as

Walter Bagehot, Erskine May and Alpheus Todd say of it,

while even on the continent of Europe, bad as it may be,

there is not a single government, making any pretence to

parliamentary institutions, which would think for a moment
of dispensing with it. Believing that it would work here as

well, or even better than in England, I protest strongly

against Mr. Bagehot's triumphant conclusion that it is a

blessing which we can never enjoy. There is at least

writer, therefore, who does not admit the impossibility of its

introduction into this country. On the contrary, believing

that our present system is leading us straight, with only a

question of time, to civil war, and in the faith that the
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American people, so quick in the adoption of material im-

provements, will have the insight, the wisdom and the

patriotism to avert this catastrophe, he proposes to employ
his remaining strength, feeble as it may be, in the effort to

point out to his countrymen the danger which lies before

them, and the path which appears to him to offer the only
effective and availaDie way of escape.

GAMALIEL BRADFORD.
Boston.



THE TOTAL UTILITY STANDARD OF DEFERRED
PAYMENTS.

In a paper entitled
' ' The Standard of Deferred Pay-

ments," published in the ANNALS for November, 1892, the

writer inquired what course of prices will do justice to both

parties to a time contract calling for a money payment. In

the ANNALS for January, 1893, Dr. L. S. Merriam presented

a thoughtful paper in which he criticised the conclusions of

the first paper and gave grounds for reaching a very different

result. It is now my purpose to re-open the question, and

while accepting certain of his corrections, to advance reasons

for adhering to my original position.

Stripped of the practical guise under which it first

appeared to me the problem is simply this : At a certain

date a man receives from another goods, or services, or

power to buy them, and in return engages to pay at a

future date a sum of money of present equivalence.

During the interval there is an increase in the productive-

ness of human labor, and, consequently, in the abundance

of goods. Determine now what should be the course of

general prices in order that the contract may be kept without

injustice to either debtor or creditor. The solution of this

problem involves a quest for the just standard of deferred

payments to which money in discharging this function

should conform.

In my first paper two solutions were distinguished. The

gold monometallists hold that the general price of labor

should remain constant so that the debtor may return as

much command over labor as he originally received. The
bimetallists affirm that the general price level of com-

modities should remain constant so that the creditor should

ive no more command over consumption goods than he

originally loaned. It was held that these assertions involved
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two controversies one as to the ultimate standard of value,
the other as to the proper destination of the benefits of in-

dustrial progress. The merits of both of these controversies

were examined and weighed and the decision in both cases

was against the monometallist. But the bimetallist conten-

tion was not entirely justified. It was held that the creditor

is entitled to receive an amount of utility equal to that he

originally parted with. And in view of the declining power
of commodities to procure social satisfactions, owing to the

rising scale of living, he should receive a certain excess of

purchasing power. This requires a certain fall in prices

much slighter, however, than that justified by the mono-

metallists.

In his reply to this paper Dr. Merriam agrees with the

writer in rejecting the labor standard of the monometallists

and the commodity standard of the bimetallists. But he

finds the simple utility standard likewise faulty and puts
forward marginal utility as affording the only basis for a just

and scientific standard of deferred payments. There are

therefore four different standards in the field competing for

the solution of the problem of deferred payments. Their

relations may be seen at a glance by referring to this

diagram :

s f
[426]
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Suppose the members of a community are able at a certain

date to provide themselves by their industry with A B of

goods of which the utility scale is D C. Ten years later,

owing to industrial progress, they are able with the same
effort to provide themselves with A F of goods of which the

utility scale is D H. Population, mode of consumption,

credit, frequency of exchange and rapidity of monetary
circulation remaining the same, what ratio should exist

between the money volumes and between the price levels of

the two periods in order to secure justice to both debtor and

creditor?

1 . The labor standard advocates contend that as the wealth

of the community, though more abundant, represents and

hence commands no more labor than formerly, it should

command no more money. The volume of money should

AB
be the same while prices should fall to -j-p^ their former

level.

2. The defenders of the commodity standard maintain that

the volume of money should increase with the volume of

goods so that the price level may remain the same and the

relation of goods to money be undisturbed.

3. Dr. Merriam proposes the marginal utility\ or "total

value ' '

standard, which requires that the volume of money
should accurately reflect the change in total value from A B
CE to A FH K. Prices then would fall in correspondence
with the sinking of marginal utility from B Cto F H.

4. The total utility standard proposed by the writer

requires that the volume of money should reflect the change
in total utility from ABCDtoAFHD. Prices should

ril .
4
. C ABCD ,

AFHD
then fall in the ratio of -r- to r-= .A & /f r
These four standards are all that have yet been proposed.

As Dr. Merriam and the writer agree in rejecting the first

and second, this paper will be devoted to a comparison of

the merits of the third and the fourth the two that have
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been brought to light in the course of the discussion. These

agree in taking account of the utility of goods rather than

of their labor cost, or of their physical quantity, as do the

cruder popular theories. They differ, however, in their

attitude toward utility, the one emphasizing total value

founded on marginal utility, the other total utility.

The relation of his paper to my former paper needs a few

words. Directed as it was against the false labor standard

of the monometallists, my first paper was critical rather than

constructive, and the standard roughly hewn out in the con-

cluding pages is far from possessing definiteness, complete-
ness and precision. The marginal utility doctrine was not

sufficiently interrogated, and I am glad to own my debt to

Dr. Merriam for the light he has thrown upon its relations

to the theory of money. The statement that
* ' A general

decline in marginal utilities is as impossible as a general
decline in values

' ' was seen to be erroneous even before it

appeared. I must ask moreover that in the statement that

justice between debtor and creditor consists in "restoring

equal values," the word "value" be not interpreted in the

narrow sense of
' ' market value.

' ' With these qualifications

I am prepared to defend my former position and to justify

on the theoretical side a standard substantially identical, as

I conceive it, with that arrived at in the earlier paper.
The argument will be developed in the course of a two-

fold analysis of value, the one part general, the other

special.

The earlier thinkers sought in vain to root value in utility.

Not noticing the declension of utility with increase of quan-

tity they were puzzled by the low value of the so-called

necessaries and the high value of the luxuries. Again, they
found they might review the whole circle of consumers with-

out finding
' *

value in use," or utility, coinciding with market

value. As the valuations of individuals seemed to stand at

all levels above value but were rarely identical with it, it was
held impossible to base value on utility. A thousand pianos
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sold to-day will have a thousand different utilities. If the

value of each is as its utility there should be a thousand dif-

ferent values
;
while there is in fact but one. Can you found

one value on a thousand different utilities ? Or if you select

one utility, then which utility ? Why that of A rather than

that of B.

The doctrine of Satiable Wants and of the Declension of

Utility shed a flood of light on the baffling phenomena of

value. The eagerness to possess, or reluctance to forego, a

unit of commodity was seen to be measured by its utility at

the margin of use. The utility of a unit at the margin,

then, became by imputation the value of each and every like

unit in one's stock of goods. When men's valuation of a

unit of good was thus shown to coincide with its utility at

the margin of use, it became evident there was needed only

the condition of variable quantity in order to explain the

ancient paradox that superfluities are highly valued while

necessaries are usually little esteemed.

Once the might of a marginal unit as fixer of subjective

value came to light, it was inevitable that the principle

should be applied to the problem of market value. When
the market is analyzed we discover that Market Value is

identical with the valuation of the buyer at a margin deter-

mined by the quantity of the commodity. As buyers of fully

finished goods in final markets are usually consumers, the

valuation that finally prevails is identical with the utility of

the good to the consumers at the margin of consumption.

The competition of consumers brings about a single margin
of consumption which holds for all alike. The emergence
of a margin of social consumption for an article does not

mean that the marginal increment of one consumer yields

him the same number of units of utility as that of every

other consumer, but that the measure of a consumer's mar-

gin of utility divided by the utility to him of a unit of the

medium of exchange is the same for all others. The market

value of an increment of commodity is a cent, because its
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utility at the margin of social consumption is a cent, which

means in turn that each consumer buys clear down to the

margin of social consumption, where another increment would

yield him no more utility than a cent expended for some
other article.

The marvel of the market is that the utility of the marginal
increments determines not only their own value, but that of

all other portions as well
;
so that all the exchanges take

place at a ratio imposed by that portion which will supply
the least intense want for that commodity. From this domi-

nance of the margin arises legitimately the notion of a total

value ascertained by multiplying the quantity of commodity
by marginal utility. But this conception is very liable to be

translated out of its proper sphere and put to illegitimate

use. For reasons that will appear later it is frequently

applied to all totals of good whatever, whereas, as I hope to

show, it is true for goods in or for the market and for these

alone. The scope of the total value concept merits attention

seeing that in misuse of it lies, I believe, the error of the

marginal utility standard.

An individual has five units of a good of which the respec-

tive utilities are 8, 5, 4, 2, i. The true importance to him
of the fifth unit is plainly i and, as the units are alike, each

will be valued at i. Total value then appears to be 5. But

will he part with his whole stock for anything above five

units of value ? If he part with one unit for a breakfast,

will he part with all for five successive breakfasts ? If he

part with one for a Saturday off, will he forego all for the

sake of five Saturdays off? As it is impossible that he should

hold the importance of all at only five times the value of a

single unit, I conclude total value in the conventional sense

can here be nothing but an empty abstraction. Or take a

concrete instance. A Dakota farmer has provided ten cords

of wood as his winter fuel. Heavy snows come and a less

provident neighbor wishes to buy wood of him. He will

part with a cord for $7. Will anyone say that the total
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value of the stock of wood is therefore $70 ? Let him but

offer $70 and see if he gets the wood.

Another test of the concept of total value is afforded by
those goods which give off a number of distinct, concrete

uses capable of independent valuation. A piano, e. g.,

renders a multitude of musical services, some of which may
be of such slight utility to the owner as to be given away.

Will, therefore, the owner, seeing the marginal utility of

the piano's services is zero, part with or rent the instrument

for nothing? A well furnishes so much water that the

owner lets the passers-by supply their wants from it. Are

we, therefore, to conclude that the total value of the water

supply, i. e., the value of the well, is nothing, and that the

owner will view with indifference its filling up or drying

away ? A house may be regarded as rendering an immense
number of services of shelter. Now, because a certain

vacant chamber may be used as store-room or lumber-room,
are we to conceive the total value of the house as merely its

total power to shelter old clothes, out-of-style furniture and

general household rubbish ?

Let us apply another test. In an isolated market a hundred

boxes of peaches are offered. The utility of a box at the

common margin of consumption resulting from the competi-
tion of the buyers is one dollar. The total value of the entire

stock of peaches is therefore held to be $ i oo. Now, total value

is here a perfectly legitimate conception, seeing an outlay of

$100 will actually cause the peaches to change hands. But

suppose that the peaches have changed hands. What will

now be the total value ? The marginal utility is still one

dollar, but will total value be $100? Evidently not. With
the passage of the goods into the hands of the consumers the

uniformity of value that characterizes the market disappears

through the addition of unequal consumers
1

'

rents. The sum

required to make the peaches change hands again is not $100,
but a sum large enough to exceed their total utility in con-

sumption, say $300. We can say that $100 is still their total
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value, but if that sum will not buy them, this conception is

here evidently an abstraction, corresponding to nothing real.

And if $100 is still the total value of the peaches, what then

shall we call this sum of $300, which alone can effect an

exchange of the peaches ? If it be demurred that the peaches
could be rebought for $100 provided the consumers could

replace them from other sources at the market price, I reply
that this is in effect no sale at all, but a farcical exchange of

peaches for peaches, which gives us merely the value of

peaches in terms of peaches. So long as peaches are parted
with not for peaches, but for unlike goods, consumers' valua-

tions will be found very different from market value.

It appears then that, under our modern system of divided

labor and production for sale, goods in the hands of the

original producer, or any of the intermediaries that help to

convey them to their destination in the final market, are

valued not for their immediate usefulness, but for their power
in exchange. They are esteemed not for their direct utility,

but for their use in the market. But in the market it is

irrefragably true that the valuation of the marginal unit

determines the power in exchange of the entire lot. Al-

though the seller may not submit his goods to the valuation

of a particular market, nevertheless, as their only use to him
is in exchange, he must value them by what he thinks they

will fetch in some other market, or at some other time. So
each seller values his goods by what they will bring, not in

a particular market but in a normal market. Therefore, all

goods en route to the consumer are valued at, and would be

sold for, the value of the marginal unit in a normal market.

For this stage in the history of goods, total value is a legiti-

mate conception and has meaning.
But when goods are finally lodged in the hands of the con-

sumer, the basis of valuation is changed. Formerly the

valuation had reference to an external thing, viz.
,
the market.

Now, however, it strikes root in subjective experience. It

relates not to power in exchange, but to use. Now, with the
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supersession of market values by subjective values, the

attempt to measure all value by the marginal unit becomes

unscientific. And when the marginal good is no longer

regulative that concept which makes total value the product
of a quantity of goods by the value of the marginal unit, is

no longer useful. However necessary elsewhere, it is in this

field a mere abstraction, fit only to mislead. To make it the

basis of any conclusion is to expose one's self to error and

self-sophistication.

We have been showing that goods sold in isolated and

temporary markets lose their uniform market values on

passing into the hands of the consumers, and acquire a set

of diverse subjective values. Now, as a matter of fact, the

experience of real life does not seem to confirm this theory.

There is no evidence of any sudden revolution of values

when goods leave the final market. On the contrary, we
find goods that have ended their career as merchantable

commodities still valued at the market rate. And yet the

doctrine of consumers' values given above must be true, see-

ing it rests on the theory of consumers' rent a theory that

has proved of greatest help in explaining the economc phe-
nomena of real life. How are we to explain this paradox ?

The supersession of market values by subjective values isde-

layed, or rather concealed, by the absence of one indispensable

condition, viz., an
"
isolated market." With the appearance

of permanent markets, with the flowing together of period-
ical demands into a steady and ever-renewed stream of

demand, and the fusion of local and temporary supplies into

a parallel stream of supply, the true subjective values do not

come to light. The consumer can replace any good in his

stock by purchase in the market at the market price. This

circumstance obscures the great contrast between merchant's

valuation and consumer's valuation. For if a quantity of

commodity yielding a total utility of twenty can be readily

replaced by parting with seven units of utility, its importance
i in mediately ceases to be measured by its proper utility. As
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the loss of it means only the cost of substitution, there is

imputed to it the market value of its substitute. The possi-

bility of unlimited resort to the market constitutes a connect-

ing pipe, by which the value level of goods in the market

is communicated to goods in the hands of the consumer.

And as the growing extent, persistence, and accessibility

of markets adds to the ease of replacement, the market

valuation everywhere presses back and supplants private

valuations until the whole field of wealth is overlaid by
them. The web of imputed values hangs as a thick cur-

tain before our eyes and hides from us the system of real

values.

Never does the confusion of imputed values with real

subjective values more fatally betray us than when we inquire

the total value of the wealth of society. The line of infer-

ence is plausible. We see that in the presence of perennial
markets the individual can always fill a gap in his stock

by buying at the market price. The importance of a good
to him is, therefore, not its positive utility but the value of

its substitute, i. e., market value. We see, moreover, that

if the individual lose his whole stock of goods, he can

replace at the current rate. Therefore the total value of the

individual's stock is simply the product of quantity times

the market value of a unit. As this can be proven true for

each, it follows that the total value of each individual's pos-

sessions depends on the market rating. And as the total

value of the wealth of society is simply the sum of the totals

for individuals' possessions, it is inferred that it must like-

wise depend on the market value. And as market value is

nothing more or less than the utility at the margin of social

consumption, we reach Dr. Merriam's conclusion that
"
total

value is equal to commodities measured by physical standards

multiplied by the marginal utility of commodities. Com-
modities are the multiplicand, marginal utility is the multi-

plier.
' ' And once we poise our valuation of the wealth of

society on the pivot offered by the utility of the marginal
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unit there emerge of necessity the striking
' '

paradoxes
' '

of

value that maximum value does not coincide with greatest

wealth, that total value may decline with growing abundance

of goods, and that there is a point where the profusion of

wealth is so great that value ceases altogether.*

There is an ancient and well-worn fallacy especially fre-

quent in economic reasoning, which consists in assuming
that what is true of one must be true of all. An individual

observes that when he has twice as much money he is twice

as well off; since what is true of each must be true of all,

he infers that if the community had twice as much money
it would be twice as well off. A pieceworker notices that an

increase of diligence adds to his wages in like degree ; on

the same fallacious ground he reasons that if the working
classes could double their efficiency they would double their

income. An investor sees that his income from investments

varies directly with his capital, and concludes that the advan-

tage society reaps from capital varies directly with its amount.

A landowner observes that his rent increases with the yield

of his land, and infers that the share of the landlord class

will increase with the productiveness of the soil. An indi-

vidual producer finds his prosperity furthered by the exclu-

sion of competing foreign goods, and arrives at the proposi-

tion that the prosperity of a society will be increased by the

exclusion of all goods that compete with the products of any
home producer.

Suppose in a society in which "total value" has passed its maximum and
reached steady down-grade a great corporation borrows for a fifty-year term a vast

sum representing aay more than one-third of the total value of all the wealth of

society. Now suppose that, during this period, owing to unexampled progress,
abundance and decline of marginal utilities

"
total value " shrinks to one-third of

its former self. If value were interpreted as Dr. Merriam suggestM the following

paradoxical consequences would appear. First It would be impossible for the

corporation to pay the debt even if it acquired and paid over to its creditors all the

wealth extant, (a) With infinite industry for infinite time with infinite success it

would be unable to produce enough value to cancel the debt. (3) With every step
toward extinction the apparent weight of the remainder of the debt will increase

until at last the difficulty of discharging the remaining portion will appear greater
than the difficulty of discharging the debt if no part whatever had been paid. Can
a doctrine so fruitful of paradoxes be sound ?
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Now in each of these cases the identification of the conse-

quence to the individual with the consequence to society has

proved a snare to the reasoner. A like fate awaits those

who from the values imputed by individuals to their goods

attempt to reach the value of the total wealth of society.

The individual has the power of replacing his stock at the

market rate, and it is therefore concluded that society can

replace its stock at the same rate. And with equal ease of sub-

stitution market values must supplant subjective values as

effectively in the valuation of social wealth as in the valua-

tion of individual wealth. Now it is not at all true that

society enjoys the same facility of substitution as does the

individual : on the contrary society cannot substitute at all.

Granted'the individual can replace his stock at the market

price, it does not follow that a considerable group of con-

sumers can replace their stocks at the same price. The
inevitable effect of a large reinforcement to current demand
is a rise in market value and consequently a greater imputa-
tion of value to the goods in question. The sum of values

of society's wealth taken group-wise would therefore be

greater than when taken individually. Enlarge the group
and the disturbance of market values in the process of sub-

stitution would be still more marked. Another rise in
' '

total

value ' ' would take place showing conclusively the unsound-

ness of a method of valuation that reaches such different

totals for the same body of wealth. Finally, suppose society

as a whole to lose its stock of goods. In this case replace-

ment is utterly out of the question. The goods in the

markets embraced within society are of course swept away
with the rest. Markets cease because there is nothing to

exchange, and with them vanish all market valuations.

Substitution being no longer possible there is an end to

measuring the value of a good by the value of its substitute.

No longer stamped with an alien utility each acquires an

importance proportionate to the satisfaction that was depend-
ent on it. The conventional valuations of the market give
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way to the natural valuations of the consumer. The system
of imputed values falls away and unmasks the true subjective
values that express the significance of goods to their user or

consumer.

The tyranny of the margin has been felt before this

even in the valuation of a single species of wealth. Men
have at times doubted if the fall of a penny per ounce

in the London price of silver struck at once eighty mil-

lions from the value of the silver on the globe, and have
marveled that a dispatch, a rumor or a committee report
should be able in a day to restore this stupendous quantity
of value. Men have wondered if the momentary and manipu-
lated ups and downs of wheat, cotton, or copper, in the

central ruling exchanges were to be carried back and applied
to the world's stock of wheat, cotton, or copper. To do

this were too much like reading the ocean's rise and fall in

the swelling and sinking of the waves on the beach. But
in none of these cases does the use of the margin as the

standard of measurement result in such paradoxes and

pseudo-conceptions as in the valuation of the wealth of

society. It is the height of bad logic to ascertain the total

value of society's stock by destroying in fancy successive

portions of it and measuring the losses by the expense of

replacing the first portion destroyed. The quest for true

value requires a more unitary treatment. Just as in the case

of the piano, the well, or the house, the value of a good

representing a number of distinguishable services is related

not to the marginal utility of these services but to their total

utility, so the total value of the community's wealth rests not

on marginal but on real utility, and is not distinguishable

from the total sum of utilities. This conception alone is in

harmony with the deliverances of common sense. Value in

the sense of importance to well-being the wealth of society

certainly has. And it is plain that the larger wealth, con-

ditioning as it does the greater measure of well-being, has

the greater, though perhaps not a proportionally greater,
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value. Furthermore, it is clear that the millennial abun-

dance that should permit all wants to be satisfied, would
condition the greater measure of well-being, and therefore

possess the greater value.

Recurring now to the diagram on page 90, it is evident that

the total value of the original wealth of the community is

measured not by Area A B C E, but by Area A B C D.

Likewise at the close of ten years total value is not A FH
K but A FH D. If now the money of the community is

to reflect or mirror total value, it must increase during the

period of expansion in the ratio ofA FHD to A B CD,
which is in effect to adopt the total utility standard instead

of the marginal utility standard proposed by Dr. Merriam.

Such is the conclusion from the general analysis of value.

Addressing ourselves now to the concrete question of fair-

ness between debtor and creditor a like conclusion seems to

emerge. Of course a standard j ust to all debtors and creditors

is Utopian. The utmost we can hope for is one that shall do

justice in the normal or average case. Now, such a standard

is not attained when we compel prices to sink with marginal
utilities. It is true that the money a debtor pays to his

creditor may go to provide the latter with marginal utilities :

it may be expended at the margin of consumption. But it

need not be for there are other utilities. If marginal utility

were all that a debtor could hope to place in command of his

creditor, it would be just to bind prices to marginal utility,

and to cause equal sums of money at all times to buy equal

quantities of marginal utility. But, as a matter-of-fact, any

particular sum is far more likely to be expended for intra-

marginal utilities. The daily rejuvenation of the gaping
clamorous brood of wants compels the creditor to provide for

his necessity as well as for his comfort and enjoyment, to

procure that which is necessary as well as that which is con-

venient merely or even superfluous. He cannot reach his

margin of consumption until he has experienced a series of

intra-marginal utilities.
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A sane man receiving his year's income in five equal pay-

ments on the first day of January does not regard the fifth

payment as available only for supplying him with utilities at

his margin of use. Nor does he upbraid the fifth payer for

returning less value than the others because, forsooth, that

payment conditions only the slender utilities at the rim of his

consumption. Likewise the payment of a debtor, though it

but adds to a large assured income, should not be looked upon
as expended solely for marginal utilities, but as devoted to

procuring all sorts of utilities. All equal parts of a man's

income must be held to contribute equally to their joint result,

and a given portion must be esteemed not for its command
over marginal utility but for its power to contribute to Total

Utility. An example will make this clear. Suppose that

for the average creditor an income of 100 units of commodity
conditions a total utility of 1000. The importance then of

a single unspecified unit will be ten. If now, added com-

modity increases total utility but slightly, so that an income

of 120 conditions a total utility of only 1080, the importance
of an unspecified unit will sink to nine. From this point of

view a man who borrowed when incomes were 100 and

restores the same quantity of commodity when incomes had

risen to 1 20, may justly be accused of repaying less value.

Yet this would be the nature of the transaction if the com-

modity standard prevailed and prices were not suffered to

fall. The total utility standard on the other hand would

require that the debtor return one and one-ninth units of

commodity for every unit borrowed. Prices should, there-

fore, fall in just such measure as the power of an unspecified

portion of goods to contribute to total utility has fallen. The
relation of this to the third standard, will appear ifwe su

j

that when incomes are 100 the marginal unit of goods
adds eight units of utility while, when incomes are 120,

it adds only two. According to the marginal utility

standard the creditor should receive four times as much com-

modity as he lent. To reali/.c this in money contracts would
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require that prices fall to one-fourth of their former level.

Such a requirement seems to me unsound in theory and

unjust in practice.

The artificiality and arbitrariness of the marginal utility

standard of value clearly appears in the statement of Dr.

Merriam :

' ' The permanent control of the same amount of

value ensures that economically a man shall at all times be

in the same position relatively to other men. This position

will be kept, not in respect to social esteem merely, but in

all respects." This view, that the creditor, if he is to

receive the same value, must be kept in the same position

relatively to other men, seems to imply that the sole impor-
tance of goods is to enable one to keep up with one's neighbors.

Is this true to life ? Regarding consumption in the midst of

society, three notions are held. Some hold the individual

and absolute satisfaction derived from goods to be every-

thing ;
the social and relative importance to be nothing.

The above-quoted statement implies that the social and rela-

tive is everything ;
the individual and absolute nothing.

The best analysis of the facts shows, I believe, that the

total well-being we derive from goods depends partly on the

positive satisfaction experienced in use or consumption and

partly on the social satisfactions that flow to us in conse-

quence, the latter largely determined by the relation of our

consumption to that of our neighbors. The fact that some
' '

go in
"

for comfort and care nothing for
' '

appearances,
' '

while others skimp in the household in order to be lavish in

externals, shows the difference in estimate of these two

elements of well-being. I, therefore, hold that, while due

allowance must be made for the social aspect of consumption,
we do not need to keep up a man's position relatively to

other men in order that his control over value shall at all

times be the same.

The result of the special analysis of value confirms the

conclusion from the general analysis that total utility, and
not "

total value " based on marginal utility, is the scientific
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standard to which money should conform in order to do justice
as a standard of deferredpayments.

It is manifest that this standard would justify for the com-

munity described in the earlier part of this paper, a larger

volume of money and a higher range of prices than would

be justified either by the labor standard or by the marginal

utility standard. As the United States is a community char-

acterized by industrial progress, the principles of value set

forth in this paper, must prove decidedly more favorable to

the bimetallists' contention and more repugnant to the gold

standard than the conceptions and arguments that support

the labor standard or the marginal utility standard.

EDWARD ALSWORTH Ross.
Leland StanfordJr. University.
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BRIEFER COMMUNICATIONS.

AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION.

The American Economic Association held its Sixth Annual Meeting
at Chicago, at the University of Chicago, September 11-14, l&93> in

connection with the International Statistical Institute and the American

Statistical Association. In view of this fact, the Economic Association

announced but three sessions, at which the following program was to

be carried out :

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER ix, 3 P. M.

Meeting of the Council of the American Economic Association.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 EVENING SESSION, 8 p. M.

Annual Address, by Professor CHARGES F. DUNBAR, President of the

Association.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13- -MORNING SESSION, 10 A. M.

1. Paper on The Value of'Money', by General FRANCIS A. WALKER.
2. Paper on The Relation Between Interest and Profits , by Professor

ARTHUR T. HADLEY.
3. Paper on The Scope of Political Economy, by Professor S. N.

PATTEN.
AFTERNOON SESSION, 3 p. M.

1. Paper on The Genesis of Capital, by Professor J. B. CLARK.
2. Paper on The Wages-Fund at the Hands of the German Econ-

omists, by Professor F. W. TAUSSIG.

3. Paper on Marshall's Theory of Quasi-Rent, by Professor E. R.

A. SEUGMAN.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 8 p. M.

Meeting of the Council of the Association.

The session on Tuesday evening was omitted on account of the

absence of Professor Dunbar through sickness. On Wednesday all of

the papers were read except the one by Professor Seligman, which
was presented by title. In the evening, a banquet was held at Kins-

ley's restaurant. At the meeting of the Council, the following officers

were elected : President, Professor J. B. Clark, Smith College ;
Vice-

Presidents Professor Simon N. Patten, University of Pennsylvania ;

Professor Richard T. Ely, University of Wisconsin
;
and Professor

Richmond Mayo-Smith, Columbia College ; Secretary, Professor J. W.
Jenks, Cornell University ; Treasurer, Mr. F. B. Hawley, New York.

Publication Committee Professor H. H. Powers, Smith College, chair-

man
; Professor Henry C. Adams, University of Michigan ;

Professor

F. W. Taussig, Harvard University ;
Professor F. H. Giddings, Bryn

Mawr College ;
and Professor H. W. Farnam, Yale University. The

following members of the Council whose term expired this year were
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re-elected : Professor Lester F. Ward, Washington, D. C.; Professor H.
B. Gardner, Brown University ;

Professor Richard T. Ely, University
of Wisconsin

;
Professor E. J. James, University of Pennsylvania ;

Pro-

fessor F. W. Taussig, Harvard University ; Professor Jesse Macy, Iowa

College ;
President C. K. Adams, University of Wisconsin

;
Dr. Albert

Shaw, Review of Reviews ; Professor Richmond Mayo-Smith, Col-

umbia College; Mr. Worthington C. Ford, Treasury Department,

Washington, D. C.; Professor F. H. Giddings, Bryn Mawr College;
Rev. John G. Brooks, Brockton, Mass.; Rev. N. P. Oilman, Boston

;

Professor Henry W. Farnam, Yale University ;
Professor Henry Fergu-

son, Trinity College ;
Professor C. A. Tuttle, Amherst College ;

Professor

George P. Garrison, University of Texas
;
Professor Roland P. Falkner,

University of Pennsylvania. The following new members were elected

to the Council : Mr. Horace White, New York
;
Dr. E. R. L. Gould,

Johns Hopkins University ;
Dr. William Z. Ripley, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology ;
Professor A. C. Miller, University of Chicago ;

Professor H. H. Powers, Smith College ;
Professor David Kinley, Uni-

versity of Illinois; Mr. N. O. Nelson, St. Louis, Mo.; Dr. Edward T.

Devine, Philadelphia ;
Professor Charles H. Hull, Cornell University ;

Dr. Emory R. Johnson, University of Pennsylvania.
It was decided to hold the next meeting of the Association at Colum-

bia College, New York, during the holiday season of 1894.*

INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL, INSTITUTE.

The International Statistical Institute held its Fifth Biennial Session

in connection with the annual meeting of the American Statistical

Association at Chicago, in the University of Chicago, September 11-16,

1893. The following was the program of the meeting :

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER n MORNING SESSION.

The chair will be taken at n a. m. by General FRANCIS A. WALKER,
President-Adjoint
Addresses welcoming the Institute, by President HARPER, Uni-

versity of Chicago ; General F. A. WALKER, President American Sta-

tistical Association, and Professor CHARLES A. DUNBAR, President

American Economic Association,

Responses by Professor EMILE LEVASSEUR, Vice-President of the

Institute
; Signor LuiGl BODIO, Director-General of the Royal Italian

Statistical Bureau ; A. E. BATEMAN, Esq., C. M. G., Principal of the

Commercial Department of the English Board of Trade
;
Profeaaor

H. N. LASPEYRBS, of the University of Giessen, and A. N. KIAKR.

Esq., Director of the Norwegian Royal Statistical Bureau.

Business of Organization.
* A list of those present at the meeting will be found on ptfe 1 1 1.
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AFTERNOON SESSION, 2.30 p. M.

Meetings of the standing committees.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 MORNING SESSION, 9 A. M.

Commercial, Financial and Price Statistics.

1. A. E. BATEMAN, Esq., C. M. G., Principal of the Commercial

Department of the Board of Trade, England. Report of the Commit-
tee on Foreign Commerce. The Statistics of Trade.

2. A. KIAER, Director of the Royal Norwegian Statistical Bureau.

Report of the Committee on Maritime Navigation. Tonnage Ad-
measurement.

3. Dr. J. MANDELLO, Hungarian Ministry of Finance. Currency
Reform in Austria-Hungary.

4. Professor F. W. TAUSSIG, Harvard University, Results of Recent

Investigations of Prices in the United States.

5. Hon. WORTHINGTON C. FORD, Chief of the United States Bureau
of Statistics, Treasury Department, Reciprocity.

6. M. L. MUHI.EMAN, United States Sub-Treasury, New York, The
Character and Volume of the Money of the United States.

7. CHARGES A. CONANT, New York Commercial Bulletin, The
National Bank Currency.

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2.30 p. M.

Educational and Criminal Statistics :

8. Professor EMII,E LEVASSEUR, College de France, Report of

the Committee on Primary Education, Comparative Statistics of

Primary Education.

9. Hon. W. T. HARRIS, United States Commissioner of Education,
Educational Statistics of the United States.

10. Signer LUIGI BODIO, Director-General of the Royal Italian Sta-

tistical Bureau, Report of the Comparative Nomenclature of Crimes

and Misdemeanors.

11. Dr. F. D. WINES, Special Agent United States Census, Recent

Statistics of Crime in the United States.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14 MORNING SESSION, 9 A. M.

Agriculture, Railway and Labor Statistics :

12. Major P. J. CRAIGIE, Director of Statistics of the Board of Agri-

culture, England. Report of the Committee on Landed Property.

13. Hon. J. R. DODGE, Ex-Statistician of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, The Cereal Products of the World, and Farm

Mortgages in the United States.

14. JOHN HYDE, Expert Special Agent in charge of the Statistics of

Agriculture, United States Census, Geographical Concentration, an

Historical Feature of American Agriculture.
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15. Professor EMILE CHEYSSON, School of Political Science, Paris,

France. Report of the Committee on Interior Transportation.
1 6. Professor HENRY C. ADAMS, Statistician to the Interstate Com-

merce Commission, Some Results of American Railway Statistics,

17. M. RIEBENACK, Assistant Comptroller Pennsylvania Railroad

Company, Railway Statistics as Applicable to the Earnings of fus-

sengcr Trains, with a View ofDetermining an Approximate Revenue,
and Deciding as to the Number and Time of Trains to be Run for
the Accommodation of the Public.

1 8. C. P. LEI^AND, Auditor Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Rail-

way Company, Railway Freight Statistics and Their Value in Devel-

oping Freight Traffic.

19. Hon. CARROW, D. WRIGHT, United States Commissioner of

Labor, The Course of Wages in the United States since 1840.

20. Dr. E. R. L. GOULD, Statistical Expert, United States Depart-
ment of Labor, The Social Condition of Wage- Workers in the Textile

Industries ofEngland and America.

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2.30 P. M.

Population Statistics :

21. Dr. JACQUES BERTIMX>N, Chief of the Municipal Statistics of

Paris, France, (a) Report of the Committee on the Nomenclature of

Occupations and Causes of Death, (b) Report of the Committee on

European Census Statistics, General Scheme for an International

Census Schedule.

22. Dr. JOSEPH KOROSI, Chief of the Municipal Statistics of Buda-

Pesth. Report of the Committee to Promote the Comparability of

European Census Statistics, (a) Population Standard, (b) Remarks on
the Scheme for International Classifications of Occupations.

23. VICTOR TURQUAN, Chief of the Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of

Commerce and Industry, France, The Statistics Relating to the Female

Population of France.

24. Professor D. R. DEWEY, Secretary of the American Statistical

Association, Statistics of Occupations in the United States.

25. Professor RICHMOND MAYO-SMITH, Columbia College, Statisti-

cal Datafor the Study of Assimilation of Races and Nationalities in

the United Stales.

26. HENRY GANNETT, United States Geological Survey, The Geo-

graphical Distribution of the Population of the United States.

27. Dr. S. W. DIKE, Secretary of the National Divorce Reform

League, The Condition and Mode of Statistics of Marriage and Di-
vorce in Europe and America.
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 15 MORNING SESSION, 9 A. M.

Business Meetings :

Election of officers. Appointment of standing committees. Reports
and Resolutions, etc.

AFTERNOON SESSION, 2.30 p. M.

Anthropometric Statistics :

28. Dr. E. M. HARTWEW,, Director of Physical Training of the

Boston Public Schools, Preliminary Report on Anthropometry in the

United States.

29. Dr. F. BOAS, late of Clark University, The Theory of Anthropo-
metric Statistics.

30. Professor EDWARD HITCHCOCK, SR. ,
Amherst College, Summary

of Anthropometrical Studies in Relation to the Students of Amherst

College.

31. Dr. C. J. ENNEBUSKE, Principal Boston Normal School of Gym-
nastics, An Anthropometrical Study of the Effects of the Gymnastic

Training of American Women.

32. Dr. WASHINGTON PORTER, The Generalizing Method in An-

thropometric Statistics.

Professor Dunbar being absent on account of sickness, his address

of welcome was omitted. In addition to those announced to speak at

the opening session, Hon. Carroll D. Wright delivered an address of

welcome in behalf of the United States Government. At Tuesday

morning's session all the papers were read except those by Dr. Man-
dello and Mr. Ford, which were presented by title

;
Mr. Conant's paper

was read by Dr. E. R. L. Gould. In the afternoon, Dr. Wines' paper
was the only one not read in full.

There was no session on Wednesday on account of the meeting of

the American Economic Association that day. On Thursday all of the

papers were read by the authors, except the one by Professor Cheysson,
for whom Professor H. C. Adams acted as substitute, the one by Pro-

fessor Korosi, "Remarks on the Scheme for International Classifica-

tions of Occupations," read by Dr. Davis R. Dewey ;
Mr. Gannett's

paper, which Dr. E. R. I/. Gould read, and Dr. Dike's paper presented

by Professor E. W. Bemis, and the following, which were read by title :

Hon. J. R. Dodge's paper on "The Cereal Products of the World,"
Mr. John Hyde's paper, Dr. Gould's paper, and Dr. Korosi 's report on
a "Population Standard." At Friday afternoon's session, Dr. Hartwell
and Dr. Boas read their papers in full

;
the others were read by title.

The rule which the Institute adopted was to allow one hour for the

presentation of each report and the discussion to follow it, and fifteen

minutes for the presentation of general papers.
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On Friday morning the former officers were re-elected, as follows :

President, Sir Rawson W. Rawson, London ; Vice-presidents, Professor

Emile Levasseur, Paris, and Professor Wilhelm Lexis, Gottingen ;

Secretary-General, Signer Luigi Bodio, Rome ; Honorary Treasurer, J.

B. Martin, Esq., London. The next meeting will beheld in 1895, most

likely at Brussels.

One of the most enjoyable events of the meeting was the reception
tendered the delegates by the faculty of Northwestern University.

Through the kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Potter Palmer it was held at

their residence.

The following persons, in addition to those who took part in the

programs, were registered as attending the sessions either of the Insti-

tute or of the Economic Association, or of both associations, mem-
bers and invited guests of the Institute : Dr. Edward Atkinson,
Boston

;
Professor W. O. Atwater, Smithsonian Institution

;
Professor

Albert S. Bolles, Chief of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Industrial

Statistics ;
Dr. Augusto Bosco, Rome ;

Mr. Horatio C. Burchard, ex-

Director of the Mint
;
Professor Richard T. Ely, University of Wis-

consin
;

Dr. Konrad E. R. Engel, Berlin
;

Dr. Adolph Ernst, Mr.

Weston Flint, Bureau of Education ;
Mr. Joseph Greenhut, Vienna

;

Professor Carl Johannes Fuchs, University of Greifswald ; Mr. Fred-

erick Hendriks, London ;
Mr. B. R. Lacy, Professor J. Lawrence

Laughlin, University of Chicago ;
Professor Walther Lotz, University

of Munich
;
Mr. L. G. Powers, Minnesota Commissioner of Labor

Statistics
;

Dr. Phra Suriya, Royal Commissioner of Siam
;
Professor

Isidor Singer, University of Vienna ;
Mr. W. M. Scott, Hon. Horace

G Wadlin, Massachusetts Commissioner of Statistics.

Members of the American Economic Association and of the American

Statistical Association : Professor J. B. Clark, Amherst College ; Dr.

Charles H. Cooley, University of Michigan ;
Professor Edward Cum-

mings, Harvard University ;
Professor Henry W. Farnam, Yale Uni-

versity ; Professor Franklin H. Giddings, Bryn Mawr College ;
Professor

John H. Gray, Northwestern University ;
Dr. D. I. Green, Johns Hop-

kins University ; Dr. Edward M. Hartwell, Boston ;
Professor J. J. Hal-

sey. Lake Forest University ; Mr. F. B. Hawley, New York ;
Mr. George

Henderson, University of Chicago ; Professor Frederick C. Hicks, Uni-

versity of Missouri ;
Mr. William Hill, University of Chicago ;

Dr. Isaac

A. Hourwich, University of Chicago ;
Mr. Osborne Howes ;

Professor

Charles H. Hull, Cornell University ;
Mr. George lies, New York

;
Pro-

fessor Edmund J. James, University of Pennsylvania ; Professor Jere-

miah W. Jenks, Cornell University; Dr. Emory R. Johnson, University
of Pennsylvania ; Professor Simon N. Patten, University of Pennsyl-
vania ; Dr. William Z. Ripley, Massachusetts Institute of Technology ;
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Dr. Victor Rosewater, Columbia College ;
Professor Edward A. Ross,

Leland Stanford Jr. University ;
Mr. H. R. Seager, Philadelphia ;

Pro-

fessor E. R. A. Seligman,Columbia College; Professor F. M. Taylor, Uni-

versity of Michigan ;
Professor Graham Taylor, Hartford Theological

Seminary ;
Dr. T. B. Veblen, University of Chicago ;

Mr. G. A. Weber
;

Dr. Max West, Minneapolis ;
Mr. Henry K. White, Mr. Edson L.

Whitney, Professor Walter F. Wilcox, Cornell University.

THE PROPORTIONAL, REPRESENTATION CONGRESS.

The Proportional Representation Congress, held under the auspices

of the World's Congress Auxiliary of the World's Columbian Exposi-

tion, met in the Memorial Art Institute in Chicago, August 10, n and

12, 1893. The following was the program of the congress :

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 10 A. M.

Proportional Representation, by Professor JOHN R. COMMONS, of

the University of Indiana.

Manhood vs. Property Representation, by Mr. JOHN T. WHITE, of

Chicago.
FRIDAY, AUGUST n, 10 A. M.

Ticinoas an Object Lesson, by Mr. W. D. MCCRACKAN, of Boston.

Effective Voting, by Miss CATHERINE H. SPENCE, of Adelaide,

South Australia.

The Proxy System as a Means of Real Representation, by Dr.

MONTAGUE R. LEVERSON, of Baltimore.

Solution of the Problem of Proportional Representation, by I^ieut.-

Col. T. CURRIE, of Versailles, France.

2 p. M.

Majority Myths, by Mr. ALFRED CRIDGE, of San Francisco.

The Gove System, by Mr. WM. H. GOVE, of Salem, Mass.

Proportional Voting in Caucus and Convention, by Dr. L. B.

TUCKERMAN, of Cleveland.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 10 A. M.

Referendum and Minority Representation, by Mr. W. D. MC-

CRACKAN, of Boston.

Direct Legislation, by Mr. STOUGHTON COOI^EY, of Chicago.
Of all the good things accomplished through the means of the

Columbian Exposition, few, if any, are of more importance than the

calling together of the friends of reform in representation. For more
than a generation there have been advocates of proportional repre-

sentation here and there in the United States, but they have never

felt themselves able to effect any organization to promote their

reform. That, under such circumstances and in the exceedingly
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brief period of time available, there should be brought together so

many advocates of proportional representation shows how deeply the
reform has taken root.

It was the desire of those having the arrangements in charge that

all phases of the subject might be presented, and that after mature
deliberation an American League might be formed whose member-

ship should embrace Canada and the United States. Indeed, it was

barely hoped that sufficient attendance from abroad might warrant
the formation of an international society ; but the time was so brief

that members of the foreign proportional representation societies

could not be got together.
It was also hoped that the deliberations of the congress might result

in such harmonious action that the new league could present to the

public a single system for their consideration. In this there was

partial disappointment, as the committee which drew up the declara-

tion of principles was compelled finally to present two systems. All

were agreed that some form of proportional representation was the

cure for legislative ills, but many differed in matters of detail. And
while it would have shown a greater unity of purpose had one plan
been agreed upon, the presentation of two plans may the better har-

monize with the various political opinions in different parts of the

country.

John R. Commons, Professor of Social Science in the Indiana

University, presented in his address proportional representation as a
whole. "We are a law-abiding people," he said, "yet the laws are

made by a minority of the people, and by an irresponsible oligarchy
more dangerous than that our fathers revolted against The Congress
which passed the McKinley bill did not represent the people. There
was a Republican majority of three, but according to the popular vote
there should have been a Democratic majority of seven. In the

succeeding Congress there was supposed to be the most momentous

upheaval in the history of American politics. The Democrats had a

majority of 119 over all. But had the people been represented this

majority would have been only 39. In the present Congress the

Democrats have a majority of 79, whereas they should be in a

minority of 28
; the people's party should have 31 instead of 8 ; and

the Republicans 152 instead of 129. To call our Congress representa-
the essence of sarcasm. The same Is true of every other law-

in nk ing body in the land. To mention only one State: Indiana elects

thirteen Congressmen. According to the popular vote they should
stand seven Democrats and six Republicans. According to the gerry-
mander there were eleven Democrats and only two Republicans.
In other words, every Hoosier Democrat whom you meet has an
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influence ou the legislation of his country equal to that of five and
two-fifths Hoosier Republicans." Professor Commons advocated the

Swiss system of representation as a cure for the present misrepre-
sentation. "Proportional representation would bring into legislative

assemblies able and experienced men, the true leaders of their parties
and the people. In the first place, it would secure all the advantages
of the English and Canadian practice of non-residency. The area of

choice is widened. Representatives would be selected from an entire

State without reference to residence or district lines. A party leader

like McKinley or Morrison could no longer be excluded from Con-

gress because he happened to live in a district where his party had the

minority, or where a gerrymander had shelved him. So long as his

party could command a single quota of votes of the State he would
be their repeated choice. He would not be at the mercy of party
factions and spoilsmen which happened to hold the balance of

power."
Mr. White, in his address on "Manhood vs. Property Representa-

tion," pointed out the tendency of Americans to value property more
than persons. While in theory we based our representation on

persons, in reality property was the thing represented. One of the

most persistent of the objections urged against the adoption of pro-

portional representation is that it destroys local representation. Now,
what is local representation ? What does the Congressman represent
who is elected from a particular district ? The people of that district

might have preferred as their representative a man living in some
other district, but they were not given the opportunity of choosing
him. Instead of the citizens of the State being allowed to choose

anybody they saw fit, the representatives were apportioned among
them according to the geographical lines of the State. Instead of

men and ideas, the Congressmen represented territory and property.

The remedy lay in wiping out the district lines, and allowing the

citizen to choose anybody he sees fit to represent him. Mr. White

favored the Swiss method of applying proportional representation.

W. D. McCrackan, in his address on "Ticino as an Object Lesson,"
had the advantage of presenting a supposedly impracticable principle

with an actual working example before him. The friction caused in

the little Italian canton by the unequal representation of the two

factions led to open revolt against the government, and the feeling

aroused was only allayed by the adoption of proportional representa-

tion. The system introduced has worked so well that two other

cantons have adopted it, and it seems on the eve of adoption by the

whole Confederation. "The system is that of the Free List, with

local variations. Each party establishes its list of candidates, which
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must be officially certified. Each elector has as many votes as there

are candidates to be elected. No cumulation of votes is permitted,

but provision is made for marking preferences. In counting the

ballots the judges are obliged to ascertain the number of votes cast

for each party and for each candidate, as well as to determine the

electoral quotient Each party elects as many representatives as it

has received electoral quotients. If there are places left over after

this process they are assigned to the party having the largest vote."

Miss Catherine H. Spence, who has been an advocate of propor-

tional representation in Australia since the first publication ofThomas
Hare's method a generation ago, presented a slightly modified form

of the original system.
"
Briefly, the single transferable vote may be

thus described. The districts having been made large enough to

return eight or ten members, the voter is allowed to vote for as many
men as he would like to see in Parliament, but the vote only counts

for one, and that the first man on his list who needs his vote and can

use it. It is like the subscriber sending a list of six books to the

circulating library by a messenger he having only a right to a single

book. He writes the names of the books in the order of his prefer-

ence, and the first on the list which can be got the messenger brings.

He does not expect more than one book, and in like manner, though
the voter may have marked with the figures i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, the six

names of men he approves of on his voting paper, his vote only tells

for one man." At the conclusion of Miss Spence's address a test

ballot was taken, the audience voting for six out of fourteen names

presented on a ticket The result made a great impression upon all,

especially upon the members of the press.

Dr. Montague R. Leverson, in his address,
" The Proxy System as

a Means of Real Representation," presented a method which he had
embodied in a draft for a constitution for Colorado in 1875, but which
he has now temporarily abandoned for a simpler form of proportional

representation, on account of the necessity of a secret ballot. Briefly

stated, the proxy system consists in making the whole country over

into a political joint-stock company, in which each citizen has one
share. The citizen may give his proxy to a representative who in

Congress votes not his personal vote as at present, but the number of

proxies he holds.

Mr. Alfred Cridge's address, "Majority Myths," was composed
mainly of statistics showing how wholly inadequate the present

system is as a means of attaining a government of the people. The
address, when printed in full, will furnish valuable material for the

use of reformers. Mr. Cridge advocates the Hare system of propor-
tional representation.
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Lieutenant-Colonel T. Currie sought to present in his address such a

refinement of the list system that there would be no waste. One point
is to fix, before election, the number of votes necessary to elect a

representative, which makes the membership in the Legislature vary

according to the total vote of different elections. He would further,

to obviate the waste of votes in unfilled quotas, allow the voter a

secondary choice in candidates in other districts than his own.

Hence, if there be in two districts or more minorities insufficient

when taken by themselves to fill a quota, and thus secure representa-

tion, they may when united accomplish their desire. The address

contained a number of other new points.

Mr. William H. Gove presented to the congress the system which

bears his own name, and which has become familiar to the people of

Massachusetts. It is a combination of the Hare and the Swiss system.

Lists are prepared as in the Swiss, but only one vote is given ;
and if

the man voted for does not need the vote it is transferred to the man
on the list whom he has specified before the election. This method
has the merit of great simplicity, though it lacks the flexibility of the

Swiss system. The Gove system was one of those presented by the

congress for the consideration of the people.

Dr. L. B. Tuckerman presented two methods of selecting officers

and committees in conventions and other meetings. These methods

when published in detail will prove of great value. The Cleveland

method of choosing committeemen has been in use for some time

among the labor organizations of Cleveland, Ohio, and would be of

incalculable value in Congress at Washington.
In presenting the subject of the initiative and referendum, Mr. W.

D. McCrackan took the ground that representatives would not always
be faithful to their trust. If a certain number of citizens could by

petition compel the Legislature to submit a law for the popular

approval of the voters, more exact legislation would follow. While

giving all possible credit to proportional representation, he still

thought that direct legislation of the people would be desirable.

Stoughton Cooley took the ground that if a majority of the legislators

represented a majority of the people, as they certainly would under

proportional representation, the referendum would be superfluous.

While the referendum might in some respects be more exact, the

waste of time would more than neutralize the gain. Representative

government is simply a division of political labor and has the same
merit that the division of industrial labor has.

On Saturday the American Proportional Representation League was
formed. The Hon. William Dudley Foulke, of Richmond, Ind., was
chosen president Stoughton Cooley, of 22 Fifth Avenue, Chicago,
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was made secretary and treasurer. An executive committee composed
of one member from each State and territory of the United States and

province of Canada is provided for in the constitution, but the com-
mittee has not been completed as yet. Any person in the United

States or Canada endorsing the declaration of principles may become
a member. The dues are one dollar per year, and entitle the member
to the publications of the society. A bulletin is to be issued as often

as the funds will permit, probably once a month. The committee

presented two bills embodying the principle of proportional repre-

sentation, the Gove and the Swiss systems. There was no hostility to

either, but it was thought best to offer both. The object of the society
"is to promote the reform of legislative assemblies by abandoning
the present system of electing single representatives from limited

territorial districts by a majority or plurality vote, and by substituting
the following :

"
i. All representatives shall be elected at large, on a general ticket,

either without district divisions or in districts as large as practicable.
2. The election shall be in such form that the respective parties, or

political groups, shall secure representation in proportion to the

number of votes cast by them, respectively."
Chicago. STOUGHTON COOLEY.

THE BETTERMENT CLAUSE OF THE LONDON IMPROVEMENT BILL.

It is of more than passing interest to the problem of municipal
taxation to note the tendency which, considerably developed in

America and in Germany, has recently re-asserted itself with marked
force in the projected change of the system of municipal taxation in

London.* It is the principle that the burden of taxation should be

distributed amongst those elements of the community who derive

palpable material advantages from municipal activity. As illusory in

its effects, and as unjust in its application as this principle may become
when carried into most fields of municipal activity, its justification in

the domain of highway improvements is hardly to be questioned.

The act in question is known as " An Act to Empower the London

County Council to Make New Streets and Street Improvements.

(56 and 57 Viet. Session, 1893.)! The measure is based upon the prin-

ciple that these improvements
" will be effected out of public funds,

charged over the whole country, and will or may increase in value or

See the valuable etty of Dr. Victor Rosewater in Columbia College Studies in

cal Science upon
"
Special Assessments ; a Study in Municipal Finance."

t The history of this bill ha been a peculiar one Panned by the House of Com-
the Betterment Clause was thrown out by the Lords. Reconsidered in t hm

form by the Lower House, the Betterment Clause was reinstated. A second time

the House of Lords rejected it. The matter stands thus at present constituting a

real grievance of the Lower against the Upper House.
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benefit lands in the neighborhood of the improvements, which will

not be acquired for the purpose thereof, and it is reasonable that pro-
vision should be made under which in respect or in consideration of

such increased value or benefit a charge should be placed on such

lands." It is then stipulated that all lands within the area of the
"
Limits of Deviation " shall be liable to have such an improvement

charge placed upon them. For this purpose the Ix>ndon County
Council is directed to undertake an assessment of the adjacent prop-

erty wherein a statement of the amount which " In the opinion of the

Council will be the enhanced value or benefit derived or to be derived "

by such lands. Provision is then made for the hearing of objections
of property owners to such assessments, in which case an arbitrator

appointed by the Local Government Board, who has the power of

amending such assessments and whose decision shall be final. The

charge upon the lands thus subjected to assessment is to be "three

per centum per annum upon one-half of the amount which, in the

opinion of the Council, will be the enhanced value of the benefits

derived or to be derived by the said lands from the improvements."
The charges are to be paid by the freeholder of property.

Although this principle in its advanced form has been sanctioned

only for the rebuilding of Vauxhall Bridge and the necessary rear-

rangement of adjacent streets, there can be no doubt that its accept-
ance for further highway improvements is assured, not merely for the

purpose of defraying the costs of such improvements, but also to secure

to the community at large at least a portion of the benefits which they,

through their united action, have called into existence.

Philadelphia. LEO. S. ROWE.

THE NATIONAL, PRISON ASSOCIATION.
The National Prison Association meeting for 1893 was held in Chi-

cago in connection with the National and International Conferences
of Charities and Correction, so that only three separate sessions were
held. The first, on the evening of June 7, was devoted entirely to

memorial addresses in honor of its deceased president, Gen. R. B.

Hayes, who for ten years past has been president of its annual

meetings.
Gen. R. Brinkerhoff, vice-president of the Association, made the

opening and leading address, and was followed by a number of brief

testimonials from other members.
On the morning of the eighth, a session was held to receive and

consider the report from the Committee upon Prison Discipline, by its

chahman, Captain James W. Pope, Superintendent of the U. S. Mili-

tary Prison at Fort Leavenworth.
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The report deprecated the use of any form of corporal punishment,
or other physical torture, and maintained that such punishments
hindered, ratber than helped, in the maintenance of prison discipline,

and advised progressive classification under the working system, with

deprivation of privileges, as altogether preferable. The report was

fully discussed by prison officers present, and was approved by a

large preponderance of opinion.

On the morning of the ninth, a session was held to hear a report

upon the convict labor troubles in the Mining Camps of Tennessee,

by Dr. P. D. Sims, the chairman of the State Board of Health of that

State.

On Saturday, the tenth, an excursion was made by the Association

to Joliet, to visit the State penitentiary at that place.
The Association then adjourned to allow its members to accept an

invitation of the International Conference of Charities and Correc-

tion, to become a part of its section upon "The Prevention and

Repression of Crime, and the Punishment and Reformation of Crimi-

nals," which commenced its sessions June 12 and continued until

June 18.

The next annual meeting of the National Prison Association will

be held at St. Paul, Minn., commencing June 16, 1894, and will con-

tinue five days.

Gen. R. Brinkerhoff, of Ohio, was elected to succeed Gen. Hayes
as president, and Rev. John L,. Milligan, Chaplain of the Penitentiary
at Allegheny, Pa., was elected secretary.

The following are the chairmen of the several standing committees

for the coming year : Mr. Eugene Smith, New York City, Criminal

Law Reform; Mr. P. Crowley, San Francisco, Cal., Police Force in

Cities; Mr. Henry Wai fer, Stillwater, Minn., Prison Discipline; Mr.

Wm. M. F. Round, New York City, Discharged Prisoners
;
Dr. Walter

Limlley, Whittier, Cal., Preventive and Reformatory Work ;
Dr. H.

D. Wey, Eltnira, N. Y., Work of the Prison Physician.

The Annual Report of the Association will contain, not only the

proceedings of 1893, but also papers upon prison topics, presented by
its members before the National and International Conferences of

Charities and Correction, and can be procured from the secretary.

O. R. BUNKKRHOFF.
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AMERICA.

Boston. The eminent historical writer, George Makepeace Towle.

died on August 9 last. Mr. Towle was born at Washington, D. C., on

August 27, 1841. He was a student at Yale from 1857 to 1861, receiv-

ing the degree of A. B. from that university. He then studied at the

Harvard Law School, graduating in 1863 with the degree of LL. B.

For the next two years he practiced law in Boston. In 1866 he became
United States Consul at Nantes, France. In 1868 he resigned this

position to become Consul at Bradford, England. While abroad Mr.
Towle was occupied in studying the life, literature and politics of

Great Britain and France, thus preparing himself for his future work
as a lecturer and historian. He returned home in 1870 and became

managing editor of the Boston Commercial Bulletin. A year later

he resigned this position to become foreign editor of the Boston Post.

He remained five years with this paper.
Mr. Towle was a constant contributor to all the leading magazines,

writing at the same time a long series of works on political and bio-

graphical subjects, and translating also several French books. He was
an invalid during the last two years of his life, but found time, never-

theless, to complete two volumes and get the third and final volume
well under way of his

"Literature of the English Language"
His published works comprise :

"
Glimpses of History." Boston. 1865.

"History of Henry V., King of England." New York. 1866.
" American Society." (2 vols.) London. 1870.
" The Eastern Question: Modern Greece." Boston. 1877.

"Principalities of the Danube: Servia and Roumania." Boston.

1877-
"
Beaconsfield." New York. 1878.

Young Folks' Heroes of History Series
;

" Vasco da Gama"
"
Pizarro," "Magellan," "Marco Polo," "Raleigh," "Drake."

(6 vols.) Boston. 1878-82.
" Modern France 1851-79." New York. 1879.

"Certain Men of Mark." 1880.

"England and Russia in Asia." 1885.
"
England in Egypt." 1885.

"
Young People's History of England." 1886.

"
Young People's History of Ireland." 1887.
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Bowdoin. Mr. William MacDonald has been appointed Professor

of History and Political Science at Bowdoin College. Professor Mac-
Donald was born at Providence, R. I., in 1863. He attended the

public schools of Newton, Mass., and devoted himself to the study
of music at the New England Conservatory, Boston, where he grad-
uated in 1884. From 1884 to 1890 he was Dean of the Department of

Music in the University of Kansas. In the year 1890 he became a

student of history and economics at Harvard, receiving the degree of

A. B. in 1892. In the same year he was appointed Professor of His-

tory and Economics at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute.

University of California. Professor Carl Copping Plehn* resigned
on August i his position at Middlebury College, Vt., to accept an

Assistant Professorship of History and Political Science at the Univer-

sity of California. Professor Plehn has recently published :

" The Establishment of a Labor Bureau in Prussia." Publications

of the American Statistical Association.

Chicago University. Mr.William Caldwell, formerly Tutor in Politi-

cal Economy at the University of Chicago, has been made Instructor

in that subject He was born November I, 1863, at Edinburgh, Scot-

land, and obtained his early education at the public grammar school

of that city. From 1881 to 1884 he attended the University of Edin-

burgh, receiving the degree of M. A. in 1884. He pursued post-graduate
work at the same university from 1884 to 1887. In 1888 and 1889 he
attended the summer semester at Heidelberg and Jena, and as Shaw
Fellow was engaged in special research at Paris from April to October,

1889. The year 1889-90 he spent at Cambridge, England, and the

following year at Berlin and Freiburg. The autumn term of 1887 he

was Acting Professor of Philosophy at Cardiff, Wales, in the absence

of Professor A. Seth, and at the same time was lecturer at Edinburgh
on the University Education of Women. He was in 1889 appointed

by the government, Examiner for the degrees in the Moral Sciences

at the University of St Andrews for the term 1889-94. In 1891 he was
elected Instructor in Logic and Methodology at Cornell University,

which position he resigned to go to Chicago. For seven years, 1886-93,
Mr. Caldwell was a Fellow of the University of Edinburgh, including
the Shaw Fellowship in the Moral Sciences, which is the most important

fellowship in Scotland and open to the whole country. He is a member
of the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh, in which he has held the

offices of secretary, president and senior prosi.lrnt. Mr. Caldwell is

the author of several of the articles in "Chambers' Encyclopcedia,
M and

has contributed papers to Mind, The International Journal ofEthics
and The Philosophical Review.

See AMNAL. Vol. ii. p. 846. May, 1891.
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Mr. William Hill has been appointed Tutor in Political Economy at

the University of Chicago. Mr. Hill was born at Bloomingdale, Park

County, Ind., on May 31, 1865. He attended in his youth the Bloom-

ingdale graded schools and the Friends' Bloomingdale Academy. In

1887 he entered Earlham College, but left next year for the Kansas
State University from which he graduated with the degree of A. B.

in 1890. He then entered Harvard University receiving the degree
of A. B. again in 1891. The next two years he held the Henry Lee
Memorial Fellowship at Harvard, acting as assistant to Professor

Taussig, and receiving in 1892 the degree of A. M. Mr. Hill is a

member of the American Economic Association. He has written :

"Colonial Tariffs." Quarterly Journal of Economics. October,

1892.

Dr. Ferdinand Schwill has been appointed Tutor in History at the

University of Chicago. He was born November 12, 1868, at Cincin-

nati, Ohio, and attended the public schools of that city before entering
Yale University in 1885, where he graduated in 1889 with the degree
of A. B. From 1890 to 1892 he studied abroad at the Universities of

Munich and Freiburg, and received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy
from the latter institution in 1892. During the following year he was
Assistant in History at the University of Chicago.

Colgate University. Professor George William Smith, formerly As-

sociate Professor of History and Political Science at Colgate University,

Hamilton, N. Y., has been elected professor of those subjects. Pro-

fessor Smith was born at Waterville, Kennebec County, Me., on

August 1 8, 1862. His early education was obtained from private

teachers and at the Coburn Classical Institute of Waterville. In 1879
he entered Colby University and graduated with the degree of A. B.

in 1883. He then attended the Albany Law School, receiving the

degree of LL. B. in 1887. From 1890 to 1892, Professor Smith studied

at the Johns Hopkins University. For one term he was Acting Pro-

fessor of History at Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa. During the

past year, 1892-93, he has been at Colgate University.

Cornell University. Dr. Lucius Salisbury Merriam has been

appointed Instructor in Political Economy at Cornell University. Dr.

Merriam was born at Cicero, Onondaga County, N. Y., on January

20, 1867. His early education was obtained at the High School at

Chattanooga, Tenn. In 1885 he entered Vanderbilt University, from

which he graduated with the degree of B. S. in 1889. During the

year 1889-90, Mr. Merriam held a fellowship at Vanderbilt, he then

entered Johns Hopkins University, holding a fellowship in Political
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Economy during the year 1892-93. Last June he received the degree
of Ph. D. from that university. Dr. Merriam is a member of the

American Economic Association. His published writings are :

"Social Legislation in the United States in 1889 and 1890." Eco-

nomic Review, April, 1891.
" TTie Appointment of a Receiver for the City of Nashville in

/86o." American Law Review, May-June, 1891.
" The Theory of Final Utility in its Relation to Money and the

Standard of Deferred Payments." ANNAW OF THE AMERICAN
ACADEMY, January, 1893.

"History of Higher Education in Tennessee." United States

Bureau of Education.

Dartmouth. Mr. David Colin Wells has been elected to the chair of

Social Science at Dartmouth. Mr. Wells was born at Fayetteville,

Onondaga County, N. Y., on September 23, 1858. His early educa-

tion was obtained at Fayetteville Union School. From there he went

to Phillips Academy at Andover, Mass., graduating in 1876. He then

entered Yale University, from which he graduated with the degree of

A. B. in 1880. From 1880 to 1882 he was first assistant in Classics at

the Indianapolis Classical School. He then entered Union Seminary,
New York. He remained there one year, and in 1883 entered

Andover Seminary, from which he received the degree of B. D. in

1885. He continued at Andover the next year as an advanced

student in Sociology. The following year, 1886-87, he spent in Ger-

many. Upon his return to the United States in 1887 he was appointed
Instructor in History at Phillips Academy at Andover. He held this

position until 1890, when he became Professor of History and Politi-

cal Economy at Bowdoin College, where he remained until he was

appointed to his present chair at Dartmouth. Professor Wells has

written articles for reviews, and, in particular, articles upon economic

and sociological subjects for the Andover Review.

De Pauw University. Mr. George Chambers Calvert has been ap-

pointed Instructor in History at De Pauw University. Mr. Calvert

was born at Charleston, Coles County, 111., on September a, 1871. In

his youth he attended the public schools of his native town. In 1890

he entered the Columbian University at Washington, but in the year

following he entered De Pauw University, where he graduated with

the degree of Ph. B. in 1893. Mr. Calvert is a member of the De Pauw

Philological Society.

Hamilton College. Mr. Delos DC Wolf Smyth has been elected

Associate Professor of History and Political and Social Science at

Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y. Professor Smyth was born at
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Oswego, N. Y., on February 9, 1869. His early education was obtained

at private schools at Clinton. From 1886 to 1890 he studied at Hamil-
ton College, graduating in 1890 with the degree of A. B. The follow-

ing year he studied in Germany at the University of Heidelberg, and
the ensuing year at Harvard. In 1892 he was appointed Assistant

Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature at Hamilton College.

During the year he was transferred from the Department of English
to the Department of History and Economics, to the faculty of which
he has now been advanced. In June, 1893, he received the degree of

A. M. from his alma mater.

Johns Hopkins University. Dr. George Kriehn has been appointed
Instructor in History at Johns Hopkins University. Dr. Kriehn was
born on April 19, 1868, at Lexington, Lafayette County, Mo. He
attended the public schools and the Wentworth Male Academy at

Lexington, entering in 1883 William Jewell College at Liberty, Mo.,
from which he graduated in 1887 with the degree of A. B. He went
abroad the same year and studied at Berlin from 1887 to 1889. The

years 1889 to 1892 he spent at Freiburg, Berlin, Zurich and Strassburg,

receiving the degree of Ph. D. from the University of Strassburg in

1892. During the past year he held a fellowship and was employed as

an assistant in the Historical Department of Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity, delivering a short course of lectures to graduate students. Dr.

Kriehn is a member of the American Historical Association and has

published :

"English Rising in 1450," Strassburg, 1892.

Leland Stanford Jr. University. Mr. Arley Bartholow Show has

been elected Associate Professor of European History at Leland Stan-

ford Jr. University. He was born in Marshall County, 111., near

Wenona, on August 10, 1856. He attended the public schools of Broad-

head, Wis., and the preparatory school of Doane College, at Crete,

Neb. In 1882 he graduated from Doane College with the degree of

A. B. He then entered the Hartford (Conn.) Seminary, remaining one

year when, in 1883, he entered Andover Theological Seminary. He
received the degree of B. D. from Andover in 1885. For the two

succeeding years he was pastor of the Congregational Church at

Waco, Neb. In 1887 he was appointed Professor of History and Eng-
lish Literature at Doane College, which position he held until 1892,

when he was appointed Assistant Professor of History at Leland Stan-

ford Jr. University. The year 1892 he spent as a special student in

history at Harvard. Professor Show is a member of the American

Historical Society, American Economic Association, Nebraska State

Historical Society, American Society of Church History and the
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Nebraska Congregational Church History Society. He prepared a

portion of the History of Higher Education in Nebraska for the series

published by the Bureau of Education at Washington, which has not,

however, yet appeared.

Mr. David Ellsworth Spencer has been elected Assistant Professor

of History in Leland Stanford Jr. University. Mr. Spencer was
born February 22, 1863, in Berlin, Green Lake County, Wis. He
attended the State Normal School, Oshkosh, Wis., 1876-82, when
he entered the State University, receiving the degree B. L. in 1887.

Mr. Spencer was Instructor in Rhetoric at the University of Wiscon-

sin, 1888-89, and Instructor in History, 1889-90. Mr. Spencer
studied history a half year at Johns Hopkins, and two years at

Harvard, 1890-92. In 1891 Harvard gave him an A. M.
f
and during

the year 1891-92 he was Assistant in History in that institution. The

following year he was Acting Assistant Professor of History in the

University of Michigan, which position he resigned to accept the call

to Stanford. His published works comprise :

" Local Government in Wisconsin." Pp. 10. Johns Hopkins
Studies. Eighth series, 1890.

"
Higher Education in Wisconsin." Pp. 68. Bureau of Educa-

tion, Circular of Information, No. I, 1889.

Dr. Amos G. Warner,* on the first of last April, resigned the position
of Superintendent of Charities for the District of Columbia, to accept
that of Professor of Economics in the Leland Stanford Jr. University.
Professor Warner's recent works are :

11 First and Second Reports of the Superintendent of Charities of
the District of Columbia."

" Charities and their Administration," (abstract of a course of ten

lectures), Johns Hopkins Circular of Information.
" The Evolution of Charities and Charitable Institutions," an

address before the Brooklyn Ethical Association.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Dr. William Z. Ripley has

been elected Instructor in Political Science at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology. He was born October 13, 1867, at Medford,
Haas. In his youth he attended the public schools at Newton, Mass.,

from which he entered, in 1886, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology, taking up the course in civil engineering. He graduated in

1890 with the degree of B. S. The following year he held a fellow-

ship in Political Science at the Institute. Mr. Ripley then entered

Columbia College, holding for two years a fellowship in Political Econ-

omy and receiving, in 1892, the degree of A. M., and in 1893 that of

8ee AHKAIA, Vol. IL, p. 106, July, 1891.
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Ph. D. In addition to his appointment at the Institute he has been

appointed Lecturer in Physical Geography and Anthropology at the

School of Political Science of Columbia College to succeed Dr. C. B.

Spahr. Dr. Ripley is a member of the following scientific associa-

tions : American Statistical Association
;
New York Academy of

Political Science
;
and American Economic Association, to the council

of which he was elected in 1893. He has published :

" The Financial History of Virginia, 1607-1776" Columbia Col-

lege Studies in History, Economics and Public Law. Vol. IV., No. i,

Pp. 170. New York, 1893.
" The Commercial Policy of Europe." Political Science Quarterly.

December, 1892.

Dr Ripley is engaged at present upon the continuation of the His-

tory of Virginia, and expects to publish a volume bringing it down
to date in the course of a year.

Ohio State University. Mr. Wilbur Henry Siebert, formerly Assist-

ant in History and Political Science at the Ohio State University at

Columbus, has been appointed Assistant Professor of History in that

institution. Professor Siebert was born in Columbus, Ohio, on August

30, 1866. His early education was obtained in the public schools of

that city. In 1883 he entered the Ohio State University and graduated
in 1888 with the degree of A. B. The next two years he studied at

Harvard, receiving the degree of A. B. from that university in 1889,

and the degree of A. M. in 1890. During 1890-91 he spent one semes-

ter at the University of Freiburg, and the summer semester of 1891 at

the University of Berlin. In September, 1891, he accepted the posi-

tion of Assistant in History and Political Science at Ohio University,

which he has filled up to the present time. Professor Siebert is a

member of the Harvard Historical Society and of the Ohio College
Association. He is engaged on a work relating to the history of the

"Underground Railroad" of ante-bellum days in the Northwest

Territory.

University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Emory R. Johnson
* has been

elected lecturer on Transportation in the College Department.
Dr. William Draper Lewisf has been elected lecturer on Legal

Institutions in the College Department.

Trinity College. Mr. John Spencer Bassett was recently appointed
Professor of History at Trinity College, N. C. Mr. Bassett was born

September 10, 1867, at Tarboro, Edgecomb County, N. C. His early

education was obtained at the Goldsboro (N. C.) Graded and High
Schools, and at the Davis School at La Grange ,

N. C. He then
* See ANNALS, Vol. iv, p. 306, September, 1893.
t See ANNALS, Vol. iii, p. 89, July, 1892.
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entered Trinity College, receiving the degree of A. B. in 1888. From
1888 to 1890 he taught in the graded schools of Durham, N. C. The
next year he filled the position of Assistant in English and History

and Principal of the Preparatory Department in Trinity College. In

the fall of 1891 he entered Johns Hopkins University, where he is now

pursuing graduate work. For the ensuing year he holds the Historical

Fellowship at that University. He has been granted one year's leave

of absence and will not enter upon his duties this year.

He has written :

"A North Carolina Monastery'," Magazine of American History,

February, 1893, and has in preparation a monograph on " The Con.

stitutional Beginnings of North Carolina" which will appear in

the next series of Johns Hopkins University Publications.

Wheaton College. Professor Elliot Whipple has been appointed
to the newly established chair of Social Science, which includes also

Political and Governmental Science, at Wheaton College, Wheaton,
111. He was born on September u, 1842, at St. Johnsbury, Caledonia

County, Vt. His early education was obtained at the district public

schools ofJohnsbury and Columbia, N. H., and at the Colebrook and
Oxford Academies of the same State. In 1860 he entered Dartmouth

College, graduating with the degree of A. B. in 1864. In 1870 he

received the degree of A. M. from Wheaton College. From 1864 to

1867 he taught in public and private schools in Massachusetts. In

1867 he was appointed tutor in Wheaton College, which position he

occupied until 1870, when he was appointed Professor of Natural

Science at that college. Two years later he became Professor of

Mathematics at Westfield College, la. From 1873 to 1875 he was

Principal of Bunker Hill Academy in Illinois. In 1875 he became
Professor of Natural Science at Westfield College, and in 1877 Super-
intendent of Schools at Mishawaka, Ind.

Two years later, in 1879, he returned to New Hampshire as Principal
of McGaw Normal Institute at Merrimack. He remained there for

seven years, when he went to Santa Fe\ New Mexico, to become

Superintendent of the Ramona Indian School. In 1887 he returned

to his former position as Professor of Natural Science at Wheaton

College, which position he has lately resigned to accept the new chair

to which he has been elected. Professor Whipple is a member of t In-

National Teachers' Association and of the Illinois and the New Hamp-
shire State Teachers' Associations, having served in 1877 as District

Vice-President of the Illinois Association, and from 1880 to 1885 as

Treasurer of the New Hampshire Association.

Wisconsin University. Professor John Barber Parkinson, who

formerly occupied the chair of Civil Polity and Political Economy at
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the University of Wisconsin, has been elected Professor of Constitu-

tional and International Law at that university. Professor Parkinson

was born April n, 1834, at Edwardsville, Madison Co., 111. Heat-
tended public schools in Wisconsin and prepared for the University at

Beloit College, Beloit, Wis. In 1856 he entered the University of Wis-

consin, graduating in 1860 with the degree of A. B. Three years later

he received the degree of A. M. from the same university. He held an

Instructorship in the University of Wisconsin for one year immediately
after graduation. He was then County Superintendent of Schools for

two years, and for the three years following, 1863-66, was principal of

an academy. In 1866 he was appointed a member of the Board of

Regents of the University of Wisconsin, and was elected a professor
in the same institution in 1867. In 1874 he resigned this position to

engage in journalism. The next year, 1875-76, he was President of

the Wisconsin State Board of Centennial Managers. He was re-elected

in 1876 to the chair of Civil Polity and Political Economy at Wis-

consin University, and in 1885 was made Vice-President of the Uni-

versity. Professor Parkinson is a charter member of the Wisconsin

Academy of Arts, Sciences and Letters ;
a member, and for the last

sixteen years a director, of the Wisconsin State Historical Society ;

and a member of the American Academy of Political and Social

Science.
ENGLAND.

Owens College. Mr. Alfred William Flux has been appointed Lec-

turer on Political Economy at Owens College, Manchester. He was
born April 8, 1867, at Portsmouth, and had his early education in the

Portsmouth Grammar School. He entered St. Johns College, Cam-

bridge, in 1884, taking his degree of A. B. with mathematical honors

(bracketed senior wrangler) in 1887. In 1889 he secured the "Marshall

Prize" of the university for Political Economy, and in the same year
was elected to a fellowship at St. Johns College. Mr. Flux has taken

part in the University Extension movement and delivered several

courses of lectures in this work.

Mr. Flux is Fellow of the Cambridge Philosophical Society and

the Royal Statistical Society, and member of the British Economic
Association and the London Mathematical Society. He has con-

tributed several articles, among them one on "Diagrams," to the

Dictionary of Political Economy, edited by Mr. R. H. Inglis Palgrave.

FRANCE.
Paris. On September 13, M. Benoit Malon, the well-known socialist

author, died at Paris. M. Malon was born near Saint-IJtienne, Depart-
ment of Loire, in 1841, and was the son of a farmer. His elder

brother, who was teacher in the department, was his first instructor.
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He was first a laborer and then a workman in a dye-house near Paris.

In 1868 he became one of the founders of the International in the

Seine, and as such was condemned to three months in prison. He
then went to Italy and became a printer, and lived in turn in Como,
Palermo, Lugano and Milan. Here he published many successful

works. He taught himself Italian in the library at Milan, becoming
thoroughly conversant with that language. M. Malon took a com-

paratively prominent part in Italian politics, working for the socialists

and against the anarchists. After the general amnesty of 1880 he
returned to France and founded the Parti Ouvrier. After two years
he gave up active work as an agitator and devoted himself to his

writings.

He was the author of the following works :

" La Greve des Mineurs "
(a poem).

"La Troisieme defaite du proletariatfrantais."
"
Expose des Ecoles socialistesfrantaises."

11
Z,' Internationale, son histoire et ses principes."

" Histoire critique de I
'"fcconomie politique."

" La Morale sociale."
" Manuel d^fcconontie social*. "

" Le Nouveau Parti. ' ' 2 vols.
" II Sodmttsmo."
"
Question i ardente."

" Le Parti ouvrier en France."
"
Capital et Travail. " (French translation of Lasalle's work. )

" La Quintessence du socialisms." (French translation of Schaffle's

work.)
" Histoire de I 'Agiotage." 1717-1880.
1 ' Conslantin Pecqueur.

' '

" Le Socialisme-Re/ormiste."
Collection de la

" Revue Socialiste." ire serie. 1880.
" Histoire du Socialisme." 5 vols.
" Le Socialisme Integral." 2 vols.
"
Precis historique, theorique et pratique de Socialisme." 1892.

This last work was the first number of a series of " Lundis Social-

ities.
" The second volume, on "

Doctrines, Actes et Fails," he was

preparing at the time of his death. He was also at work on H

volume of " Le Socialisme Integral."

GERMANY

Grcifswald. Professor C. J. Fuchs,* hitherto Extraordinary Pro-

fmoi1 of Economics, has been promoted to the rank of ordinary

See ANNALS, Vol. i, p. 142, and Vol. ii, p. 109.
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professor. Recent publications of Professor Fuchs not already noticed

in the ANNANS include :

" Getrcidezolle mil gleitender Skala." Deutsches Wochenblatt,
IV, 1891, No. 30.

"Die sozialpolitische Bedeutung der neuen Handelsvertrdge."

Sozialpolitisches Centralblatt, I, No. I, 1892.

"England und die Zuckerprdmien." Deutsches Wochenblatt, V,

1892, Nos. i and 2.

11 Schutzzoll und Fair-Trade in England." Deutsches Wochen-
blatt, V, 1892, No. 8.

"
Politische und handelspolitische Einheitsbestrebungen im briti-

schen Reich." Deutsches Wochenblatt, V, 1892, Nos. 15 and 16.
" Der Fall Dankwardt und die preussische Agrarpolitik" Sozial-

politisches Centralblatt, I, 1892, No. 19.
" Letter from Germany." British Economic Journal, 1892.

"Die Handelspolitik Englands und seine Colonien in den letzten

Jahrzehnten." Schriften des Vereins fur Sozialpolitik, Vol. Ivii,

Leipzig, 1893. Pp. x, 358.

In addition to those previously mentioned,* the following students

received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy for work in political and
social science and allied subjects during the past year :

Columbia College. Cortlandt Field Bishop, A. B., A. M., LL. B.

Thesis : History of Elections in the American Colleges.

William Bondy, A. B., A. M., Lly. B. Thesis: The Separation of
Governmental Powers.

Isaac A. Hourwich, Thesis : The Economics of the Russian

Village.

S. Whitney Dunscomb, A. B. , A. M. Thesis : Bankruptcy',
A Study

in Comparative Legislation.
W. Z. Ripley, A. M. Thesis : The Financial History of Virginia.
Victor S. Rosewater, A. B., A. M. Thesis : Special Assessments.

Max West, A. M. Thesis : The Inheritance Tax.

De Pauw University. Uichiro Sasamori, A. B., B. D. Thesis : Phi-

losophy of History.

University of Pennsylvania. Edward T. Devine, A. M. Thesis :

Economics. Elementary Presentation of the Newer Theories of Pro-

duction and Consumption.

Emory R. Johnson, B. L. Thesis: Inland Waterways: Their

Relation to Transportation.
Ellis Paxson Oberholtzer, Ph. B. Thesis: The Referendum in

America.
* ANNALS, September, 1893, Vol. iv., p. 312.
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In addition to those previously mentioned,* the following appoint-
ments to fellowships and post-graduate scholarships have been made
for the year 1893-94 :

Columbia College. Seligman Fellowships in Political Science, R.

M. Breckenridge, A. M., and J. E. O'Brien, A. B.; University Fellow-

ship in Comparative Jurisprudence, J. A. McLean, A. B., A. M.; in

Economics, Francis Walker, B. S., A. M.; in Finance, G. H. Batchelor,

A. M.; in Finance and History, C. E. Chadsey, A. M.; in History,

L. G. Bugbee, A. M., and N. R. Shepherd, A. B.; in Social Science,

H. C. Emery, A. M., and W. J. Hannah, A. M.

University of Pennsylvania. Wharion School Fellows, G. M. Fisk,

A. B.; David Mandel, Jr., Ph. B.; Lyman P. Powell, A. B., Benjamin
F. Shambaugh, B. L., and John L. Stewart, Ph. B. ; Fellowship in

American History, Clarence Stanley Mclntire, Ph. B.

* ANNALS, September, 1893, Vol. iv., p. 514.
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American Marine. The Shipping Question in History and
Politics. By WIU,IAM W. BATES. Pp. 479. Boston and New York.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1893.

Any book that will set the American people to pondering on the

loss of their commercial power on the high seas is deserving of

welcome. Mr. Bates has written such a book and it is a pity that he
has unnecessarily marred its effectiveness by a vehemence of state-

ment that often puts his facts and logic under suspicion. He was

evidently wrought up when he began to write the book, and the more
he wrote about the indignities put upon American shipping, the more
his indignation grew. Yet, despite his vehemence, sometimes de-

scending to puerilities, despite repetitions, omissions and lack of

orderly arrangement, his book is the fullest and best treatise upon its

important subject that has been published. It is a protectionist's

argument for protection by subsidy and bounty to American ship-

building and ship-owning, and that fact is so patent that the argument
will have, it may be feared, less than its proper weight with many
readers. A clear, cool statement of the facts that the author had at

his command, without any denunciation of stupid statesmen and

wicked foreigners, would have stirred the indignation of any reader,

whether free trader or protectionist, and so accomplished the result

which Mr. Bates has evidently aimed at. Inasmuch as the work by
David A. Wells on the same subject, published in 1882, although

lucid, compact and well ordered, is mainly an advocate's plea for free

trade, vitiated by undisguised contempt for any form of subvention,
it is evident that the book on American shipping to which the im-

partial student can refer with confidence has yet to be written.

The value of Mr. Bates' book is at the same time one of its weak-

nesses, namely : its attention to details. He has treated American
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shipping from all points of view, excepting the purely objective or

scientific, and has crowded his pages with facts, quotations and
statistical tables. Hence, although the reader may at times lose his

points of compass, there is in the book the necessary material for an

intelligent judgment. Mr. Bates is a practical expert in his subject.
He was commissioner of navigation under President Harrison, and

says that for fifty years he has been "a student of ships and navi-

gation." He begins by discussing the importance to a nation of a

prosperous marine. He then gives twenty pages to the evolution of

British maritime power and 100 pages to a sketch of the shipping of

the United States from 1789 to 1892. These are the important parts
of the book, all that follows being iterative or explanatory. The
decline of the American marine, he contends, was due primarily and

principally to the change from the protective to the free-shipping

policy in 1815. Prior to that year carriage in American bottoms had
been encouraged by partial rebate of duties on their freight. The
act of 1815, which lifted all burdens from British vessels in American

ports, was passed, according to Mr. Bates, solely to please England
and gain a treaty of peace with her. In the similar acts of 1817, 1824
and 1828 he finds the successful culmination of the British conspiracy
to drive the Yankee flag from the seas. He has, however, a great

respect for the American ship-builder and sailor, and seems to admit
that but for other aids the British conspiracy might have failed, for he
devotes considerable space to explaining how the British Lloyd's

Register Society, by its discriminations against wooden and American

bottoms, compelled merchants either to patronize British ships or to

send their cargoes to sea uninsured. He denounces vigorously the

bonded warehouse act of 1846 as virtually an extension of credit to

foreigners to enable them more quickly to annihilate an American

industry. England's policy of subvention, under which the Cun-

arders received from $400,000 to $800,000 a year, beginning with

1*39, paralyzed competition, although the success of the Collins line,

which received from the American Government an equal subsidy from

1850 till 1858, demonstrated that the policy might have been effectively

employed in retaliation. The continued decline of our shipping
interests since 1860, during a period of high protective tariff, Mr.

Bates accounts for simply on the ground that those interests were not

sheltered under the wing of protection. All the other industries of

the country were safe against the assaults of British capital and labor
;

the ship-owner alone was defenceless. Mr. Bates brings to the support
of his views an abundance of facts and figures, many of which an

opponent cannot lightly put aside as irrelevant or coincident A reply
to his book, if there is to be a reply, ought to come from a protectionist
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rather than from a free-trader like Mr. Wells, for Mr. Bates and Mr.

Wells, while agreeing often in their conclusions, start out from different

premises, and argument between them would be quite futile. A be-

liever in protection for American industries will meet Mr. Bates on
common ground, and he alone, if anyone, can show why that protec-

tion, which has been accorded capital employed on the land, should

not have been given with equal generosity to capital on the sea.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Bates does not make more prominent
the petty and abominable abuses and annoyances for which the

blundering Acts of Congress are responsible. For instance, restric-

tions as to residence are imposed upon a native American who owns
a vessel

;
under some circumstances American ships are subject to

tonnage taxes from which foreign vessels are exempt ;
and if an

American vessel once falls into a foreigner's possession, whether by
sale or capture in war, it can never again be bought back and fly the

American flag. Such burdens upon ship-owning cannot be regarded
as minor, and there are enough of them to make the business of

foreign commerce most vexatious and usually unprofitable.
In the concluding chapters Mr. Bates discusses the various remedies

that have been proposed. He advocates the establishment of a

department of commerce at Washington, independent of the treasury

department, and defends the defeated bounty or tonnage bill of 1890,

as being the best measure now practicable.

JOSEPH FRENCH JOHNSON.
University of Pennsylvania.

The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in Modern Times.

By W. CUNNINGHAM, D. D. Pp. 771. Cambridge : University

Press, 1892.

[A sequel to " The Growth of English Industry and Commerce in

the Early and Middle Ages," by the same author, 1890.]

There are few men deserving of more honor than he who makes the

first practicable road through a new country. It is this task which

Professor Cunningham, in the volume under review, has completed
for the still only partially explored country of English economic

history. Much had been done in the investigation and elucidation of

certain periods and certain aspects of that subject by various writers,

and Thorold Rogers in his great work had heaped up materials for the

study of one of its most important sides during five centuries
;
but a

continuous narrative of the whole course of English economic develop-

ment from the earliest time to the present has now been given us

for the first time. Especially in any field of history is the accomplish-

ment of this particular kind of work of the greatest value for later
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students. Until a general survey of the field has been made, all study
must be more or less unhistorical. An investigation of the agrarian

system of the Anglo-Saxons, or of the English in the fourteenth cen-

tury, or in the eighteenth, is not history. The origin and growth of

industrial and agricultural systems, their decay, with its causes and

results, the reaction of economic changes on the broader social devel-

opment, the march of economic ideas, and their influence, these alone

are to be considered as economic history in its highest sense. The

parts can then be safely re-examined and restated and still retain their

character as history, when once the whole has been completely, even

if in some parts inadequately, or mistakenly told. The value of Pro-

fessor Cunningham's work would therefore have been very great if it

had been even of moderate erudition, whereas his learning is broad

and deep, and much of this second volume is an absolutely new con-

tribution to our knowledge of the subject. The limitations in carrying
out such a large plan in the present state of progress in the subject are

of course considerable. Many difficult problems had to be left, un-

solved, and many obscure places still unexplored. The Saxon period
is given less space and attention than one would have expected, the

treatment of the gilds is certainly very inadequate, the discussion o."

the agrarian changes of the Tudor period is even more so. Generally

speaking Professor Cunningham's elucidation of commerce and eco-

nomic doctrine is fuller and stronger than that of manufacturing

industry, agriculture and land-holding. The Middle Ages is also better

understood, in spite of its lack of material, than many movements in

modern times.

Of course many of these fields are confessedly lying still practically

unstudied, awaiting the investigation of future students. The knowl-

edge and labor of no one man is able to clear them all up. It is a

matter of satisfaction that the continued work of such men as Cun-

ningham, Seebohm, Maitland, Ashley, Vinogradoff, Gross, Andrews
and others, bids fair to do much toward filling in the details of the

picture during the same generation as that in which its main outlines

were sketched.

Yet our fundamental criticism of Professor Cunningham's work is

not on the question of its adequacy, but on that of its method of ar-

rangement. He says, "since the growth of industry and commerce
is to directly dependent on the framework of society at any one time,

it may be most convenient to take periods which are marked out 1>y

political and social, rather than by economic changes." He then

proceeds, from the Norman conquest onward, to follow the outline of

the salient points of English constitutional development. It seems to

us that two serious evils result from this placing of political above
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economic influences, first, a frequent confusion of cause and effect,

and secondly, a false judgment of the economic importance of certain

periods. It is possibly true that the constitutional organs of central

government which were brought into force under the first Edward
were influential in creating a ' ' national economy,

' ' but the general

character of the next period, 1377 to 1485, was on the author's own

showing the result for the most part of purely economic causes and of

their reaction on political conditions. Again, in the Tudor period,

which were the controlling forces, the economic or the political ? The

whole force of the absolute government of Henry VII., Henry VIII.,

and the Protector was opposed to the enclosures and other changes
in land-holding of that time, and yet almost without effect. The

changes continued and ran their course. Indeed, it was the growing
wealth of England, the rise of the middle class, and the separation of

classes which made possible the Tudor despotism, and the new position

which England was able to take in European affairs. Moreover,

political and economic periods can seldom be made co-terminous

without distortion of facts. The beginning of Elizabeth's reign was

a distinct crisis in political history, but economically speaking, during
the first half of that reign the changes of the preceding century were

still proceeding, while its latter part was much more closely connected

with the Stuart period that follows.

Again, this classification obscures the fact that some periods are of

far greater economic importance than others. The changes of the

Middle Ages were slow. With the exception of the turbulent four-

teenth century, conditions remained remarkably stationary down to

the middle of the fifteenth century. The century or more succeeding
was a period of rapid fundamental change, until something like

equilibrium was reached. Another long period of comparative stabil-

ity then extended to the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Yet
Professor Cunningham gives less than two hundred pages to the period
of rapid economic change from 1397 to 1558, while he gives more than

four hundred pages to the comparatively barren century and a half

of Elizabeth and the Stuarts. The result is that individual experiments
in manufacturing and commerce, local, temporary, and comparatively
insignificant movements, in such a period as the latter, are treated as

if of the same importance as the enclosures of the fifteenth and the
nineteenth century, or the changes in the gilds of the sixteenth.

Economic conditions would seem to have passed through a develop-
ment of their own, largely independent of, though of course not

unconnected, with other national forces. Kept stable by the perpetuity
of the manorial organization in the country, and that of the gilds in

the towns, we have the strong corporate character of mediaeval life.
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With the decay of this organization in the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, began the rapid growth of individualism, a tendency which

was, so to speak, checked halfway, and restrained for another century
and a half by the strong state policy of Elizabeth and her successors.

Then in the latter part of last century, with the introduction of the

factory system and other new elements, began a new growth of indi-

vidualism, reinforced now by the teachings of a powerful economic
and political school, a movement which only in recent decades seems
to be meeting a distinct reaction. Some such thread as this, to be
found in the relation of economic phenomena themselves, will alone

prove to be permanently satisfactory in tracing the development of

English economic history. But after all, this is only a minor criticism

to make of such a work. We do not understand that the author feels

that the last word has been spoken on any part of his subject, and
the continuity, the learning, the good judgment, and the fair-minded-

ness of the book will make it more and more necessary to readers and
later writers as a basis and a model for their own work.

University ofPennsylvania. E. P. CHEYNEY.

History of Federal Government in Greece and Italy. By EDWARD
A. FREEMAN. Edited by J. B. BURY. Second edition. Pp. xlviii,

692. London : Macmillan & Co., 1893.

The first and only volume of Freeman's "History of Federal

Government" has long since established a permanent place for itself,

so that an extended review, one commensurate with the priceless

value of the work, need not be given to the present reprint, \

includes, however, an additional chapter on Federalism in Italy and

a fragment on Germany. The editor has made no change in the

text, except to correct obvious errors ;
a revision of the references to

authorities and an appendix of twenty pages are his main contribu-

tions. This single volume is complete in itself; the first two chapters

are a masterful discussion of the general principles of Federalism,

while the body of the work will probably always remain the standard

history of the Greek confederations ;
in some matters of detail Free-

man's conclusions have already been somewhat modified, and they
will doubtless be still further affected in the future

;
but there is less

likelihood that the work as a whole will suffer materially. I.ikc

n's "Roman Empire," Freeman's "Federal Government in

Greece" seems assured an exceptionally permanent value. That

Freeman was not a political prophet is evident ; that he could not, in

the preparation of his first two chapters, have had the example of a

Federal monarchy, Germany, to add to the completeness of his survey,
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is unfortunate. What is ever to be lamented is that he did not live

to write the second portion of the work, for which, as for the first,

he was so peculiarly qualified, the history of six hundred years of

Swiss confederation.
C. F. A. C.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

La Beneficenza Romano, dagli antichi tempi fino ad oggi : Studio

storico critico dell' awocato QUIRINO QUBRINI. Opera insiguita

del primo premio nel concorso speciale all' Esposizione di Palermo.

Pp. 500 with tables. Roma. 1892.

This work will prove to be of no little interest and value to foreign
students interested in the general subject of public charity in Rome,
for it contains the results of long and patient historical investigation

of countless documents which the foreign student will not find easily

accessible. The author has long occupied himself with historical

studies in this field and has made several other contributions to its

literature. His most recent work is, however, his best. It deals solely
with Roman charities and is historical and critical and takes little

direct part in the controversy that is waged in Italy around the Reform
Law of 1890, regulating the public charities of the whole kingdom.
Nor does the great question respecting the relation of the Catholic

church to the public charities come in for as much treatment as we
should like to see. Perhaps the author prefers to let the facts of the

past speak for themselves to him who will interpret them. We believe,

however, that the author's Catholic instincts and sympathies have led

him to take for granted, or even to justify, a condition of affairs that is

the outcome of the past, but which to one not accustomed to that mode
of thinking is suggestive of grave problems which the present Italian

government must solve in a radical and decided manner if it does not

wish to give over all forms of charity into private hands.

Querini's work in the introductory part or "
parte generate" dis-

cusses the forms of charity among primitive peoples and such ques-
tions as the origin of misery, and then makes a detailed examina-
tion of the laws, and the motives underlying them, that existed for

the relief of poverty among the ancient Egyptians, the Israelites,

Hindoos, Chinese, Persians and Greeks.

The first part of the book proper then commences with a discussion

of charity among the ancient Romans. Here Querini finds that

poverty increased rapidly in proportion as manual labor was held
to be dishonorable, as agricultural pursuits declined and standing
armies increased. He treats with much breadth of view and accurate
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research, the corresponding growth of the multifarious social, political

and legal institutions and customs for the prevention and amelioration

of poverty. The laws of hospitality and those concerning the treat-

ment of slaves were influenced by and in turn influenced the condition

of the poor, but all positive legislation, such as the food laws, and in

the times of the republic and the empire, the gratuitous distribution

of food to certain classes, was prompted solely by fear and the desire

on the part of the rulers to maintain an equilibrium among different

classes and to prevent rebellion. The humane motive was of slow

growth that gave rise to hospitals, to public medicinal aid, to care for

the insane and for orphans. Indeed, it did not secure much hold on

public legislation until Christianity had become the ruling power.
Part second is entitled "Christianity and the Middle Ages," and

deals with the growth of organized charity under their combined influ-

ence. It is but natural to expect the direct influence of the Christian

Church upon all forms of public relief to be greatest during the middle

ages, when she so completely guided and controlled temporal affairs

as was the case in Rome.

Querini, with admirable clearness, wealth of illustration and warmth
of interest, discusses such questions as the principles taught by the

apostles, their application by the church, the cardinal doctrine of the

universal brotherhood of man, the introduction of church collec-

tions, the funds of which were administered by seven deacons, who
were to know and look after the poor connected with each church,
the foundation of asylums for travelers (termed by Querini the prin-

cipal form of charity in Italy, and especially in Rome, that may be

said to be typically ecclesiastical) the growth of the Church's wealth

and its use, the special gifts of emperors and sovereigns to church

funds, the part played by the monks and by monastic orders in reliev-

ing the material wants of the poor, and, finally, the special gifts of the

popes to charitable purposes from their private wealth and from jubilee

festivities. Throughout the middle ages Roman charity is character-

ized by papal initiative and monastic co-operation, with the result that

it attained great dimensions, but was often of doubtful expediency as

to method, for in the end it engendered a feeling of reliance on the

church for material aid.

Part third treats of the modern era, and goes into the history of the

foundation of each separate institution and the policy of the succes-

sive popes with great detail and chronological precision, brinj.

down to 1870. As an historical reconl this will prove valuable, but it is

leas important as a discussion of principles and tendencies. Too little

space is devoted to the period since 1870, with the policy of which the

author is less in sympathy, but within which time some of the most
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difficult problems have arisen. In his criticism of the law of 1890

governing existing charities, we fail to find the same liberal spirit that

characterized the earlier pages, and where legitimate defects are

pointed out there is little offered by way of remedy. The failings of

the book consist in too strict adherence to historical details and too

little appreciation of the relative importance of many single problems
and tendencies that have run through the whole history of Roman
charities, and have made its results either meagre or of doubtful value.

An appendix of about fifty pages added after the award of the

Palermo prize is by no means devoid of interest. It treats of private
institutions of charity in Rome in recent years ; special charitable

works among the Jews, who at one time formed an important part of

the population of Rome, with many institutions of their own
;
and

the beneficiary and mutual aid associations of Rome. A great amount
of statistical information respecting the different institutions is given
in the tables to be found at the end of the book.

Vienna. S. M. LINDSAY.

Protezionismo Americano, Saggi Storici di Politico, Commercial.
Per UGO RABBENO. Pp. xxiv, 512. Milano: 1893, Fratelli Dumolard.
One of the characteristic features of recent Italian economic litera-

ture has been the interest evinced in following the trend of economic

thought through different periods and in different countries. It is

the scientific awakening which is attracting the attention of economists

in all parts of the world, and which bids fair to lead up to a period of

independent thought, using the material which is now being collected

as a sub-structure upon which to build. In such men as I/oria, Ricca-

Salerno and Graziani we find the beginnings of this movement.
The work just published by Professor Rabbeno belongs rather to

the former type. In a series of three essays, embracing fourteen

chapters, he follows the commercial policy of the American Colonies

and of the United States, both in their commercial legislation and in

the history of commercial theories from the time of Hamilton down
to the theories of Patten.

The first essay is devoted entirely to the commercial policy of Great

Britain in her North American Colonies. The events leading to the

Navigation Acts, the policy of Cromwell, of Charles II., and the

circumstances leading to the rupture with the mother country, are

duly considered. In the second chapter the genesis of the British

commercial policy in the North American Colonies is treated. In

this connection the theories of the Mercantile School are reviewed
and traced in their modifications and in the liberal reaction which
followed them through Adam Smith and Ricardo. In the third
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chapter of the first essay the effects of England's policy upon the
North American Colonies, the condition of their industries, as well as

that of the mother country, are examined in detail.

The subject of the second essay is the elements of the commercial

policy of the United States. The first chapter embraces the period
from the Declaration of Independence to the adoption of the Consti-

tution, and treats of the genesis of the idea of protection. In the

second chapter, devoted to the tariff of 1789, the author carefully
considers the question of the character of this measure, coming to

the conclusion that it was merely a tariff for revenue, because of

the primitive condition of manufactures and means of transportation.
The modifications of the act of 1789 form the subject of the third

chapter. Into this period the report of Hamilton on manufactures
falls, and marks a decided progress of protectionist ideas. In the

three subsequent chapters the tariff history of the United States,

from 1807 to the McKinley Bill, is followed step by step. The essay
concludes with a chapter contrasting the periods of protection and
relative free trade.

In the third essay the author takes up the theory of protection, trac-

ing it in the writings of its principal scientific expositors. In the first

chapter the ideas of Alexander Hamilton are carefully summarized.
His position relative to Adam Smith, to List, and to Carey is clearly
defined. The same method is employed with List and Carey, whose
theories are so well known and understood as to make the main merit

of the author his clearness of exposition rather than any originality of

treatment. In the fourth chapter of the third essay, and the concluding

chapter of the book, the author has given himself much pains to place
before the Italian public for the first time in Italian economic litera-

ture, a resume* of the theories as developed in the various writings
of Professor Patten. For this attempt the scientific as well as the lay

public owe a debt of gratitude to Professor Rabbeno, though many
reservations must be made both as to method of treatment and com-

pleteness of presentation. It would, perhaps, be asking too much of a

foreigner at the present time to expect a thorough and adequate appre-
ciation of the exact position occupied by Professor Patten, and, what is

more important, of the relation of the different parts of his ecor.

system. To select from any author only those theories pertaining
to a particular subject is, at its best, a somewhat delicate proctv

which, however, becomes thoroughly unsatisfactory when applied to

works of the type of those by Patten. The result has been as was to

be expected. Those of Patten's theories either leading to, or bearing

directly on, the subject of protection, have been taken out <>t

intimate connection with the remainder of his system. The impression
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left upon the reader is that of a series of more or less novel theories,

which do not, by any manner of means, represent a new economy.
Had Professor Rabbeno, instead of attempting to undermine the

originality of the author through a search for the elements of his

theories in the writings of such men as List and Carey, devoted this

valuable space to a more complete presentation of the immediate

subject in hand, the value of his book would have been greatly

enhanced.

In considering the relation of these three economists to one an-

other Professor Rabbeno has failed to appreciate fully the nature of

the premises upon which their systems have been built. That List

and Carey had certain points of contact in their theories, is perfectly
natural and the explanation is to be found in their environment.

When we come to compare them with Patten it is necessary to do

something more than to show a seeming analogy in their conclusions.

Between Patten and Carey there is very little sympathy of doctrine.

Their starting point is different and when correctly interpreted their

conclusions lead to very different economic polity. In one sense

Patten is much more in sympathy with List than with Carey. They are

both national economists, in a sense in which Carey never was. But

the one fundamental fact distinguishing Carey and List from Patten

is their conception of the relation of American conditions to those of

older European countries. Both List and Carey exploit to its fullest

extent the "infant industry" argument, claiming that being a young
and undeveloped country protection is necessary to bring us to the

level of the countries of the Old World. Patten's position is diametric-

ally opposed to this. His works clearly show that he does not consider

America a nation existing under primitive conditions, in the sense of

Carey and List. On the contrary, it is because of our more advanced

dynamic state that he considers protection from the static influences

of foreign countries necessary. Thus with List and Carey protection
means the development of an "infant" country to the standard of

its more aged contemporaries, with Patten it means a preservation
and continual strengthening of those dynamic forces which are ele-

ments of progress and are found under particularly favorable con-

ditions in a country with the resources of the United States.

The author distinctly states that it is not possible for him to give
in the short space of a chapter a summary of all the theories of Pat-

ten, but this fact only goes to prove that he did not fully recognize
the intimate connection between the theory of consumption and dis-

tribution as developed by Professor Patten. Professor Rabbeno
first develops Patten's theory of consumption and from it, leads

up to the theory of protection as outlined by him for a dynamic
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society. Before examining the inadequacy of this presentation it

may be well to correct a misunderstanding under which Professor

Rabbeno labors. He attacks the method employed by Patten, ac-

cusing it of being deductive to such a degree as to lose sight of the

actual world around us. Any single one of his works, even taking
the most deductive, as for instance his "Theory of Dynamic Eco-
nomics " should be sufficient proof to the contrary. When, however,
the whole range of works is carefully examined there is no longer
room for doubt. One of their most characteristic features is a devia-

ation from the deductive methods of the Austrian school, to a more
inductive examination of economic phenomena. The fact that the

theory of value is neither starting-point nor goal of his system
should have immediately convinced Professor Rabbeno of his error.

All of Patten's theories, but more especially that of consumption
to which the author calls special attention, are based on observation.

It is true that upon this inductive basis he makes free use of deduc-

tion, but this should not obscure his starting-point. At times Patten

evinces a certain impatience with the Austrian analysis of the ele-

ments of value and of the relation of value to cost, and devotes himself

to a problem which concerns itself more directly with actual eco-

nomic conditions, that is, with the theory of prosperity, the conditions

of a progressive society, the effects of distribution on national well

being, etc. Nothing is therefore, more misleading than Professor

Rabbeno's charge ''that Patten too often limits himself to researches

of a subjective nature, which lead him to that abuse of deduction,

into that labyrinth offruitless abstractions, so characteristic of the

'Austrian School.'" Professor Rabbeno does not seem to have

recognized that the new political economy brings with it a reaction

-t mere logical analysis that it is no longer satisfied with the

unsatisfactory division of the science as found in the works of the

classical economists, but that, striving for a more organic treatment

of economic phenomena, it arrives at the principles underlying eco-

nomic progress, without losing itself in the minute analysis of the

elements of production, which fails sufficiently to appreciate and

analyze the relation of these elements one to another, and which

relegates to a subordinate position the consideration of their relation

to economic progress. Cannan in his recent work upon the " His-

tory of the Theories of Production and Distribution " has admirably

developed this thought. To appreciate Patten's work, even in connec-

tion with his theory of protection, it is necessary to constantly keep
in mind his relation to the economists of the earlier portion of this

century. The change in point of view is then clearly seen and shows
in what way these theories are becoming parts of a new economy.
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In having failed to fully appreciate this, Professor Rabbeno has
allowed a rare opportunity of doing a real service to Italian economics

slip by.

We have confined ourselves for the most part to this last chapter,
as it represents the part most interesting to American readers. It

would have led us somewhat too far into the consideration of the

subject of method to have discussed the author's opinions regarding
the Austrian school. He expresses himself very strongly upon this

point and hardly does them justice. What defects there are in the
book are, for the most part, to be found in the last chapter. The
remainder of the book shows careful research and deep study and
will be an invaluable aid to Italian students of commercial policy.

Philadelphia. L. S. ROWE.

The Principles ofEthics. By HERBERT SPENCER. Vols. I., II. Pp.
572, 465. New York : D. Appleton & Co., 1893.

Even the most strenuous opponents of the Spencerian system of

philosophy cannot help joining with the friends and adherents of

Mr. Spencer in congratulating him on his completion of the final

volumes of his great life work, the ''Synthetic Philosophy." He
has attained this result in spite of persistent ill health and greatly
advanced age, and, while one feels that there is not that fullness of

illustration and solidity of treatment so characteristic of his earlier

volumes, due to the fear lest he should not be able to finish his work,

yet one does not perceive any falling off in Mr. Spencer's marvelous

power for keen, rigid and comprehensive analysis of the complex
relationships of social life. It is fortunate for evolutionary ethics,

and for science generally, that Mr. Spencer has given a final and an
authoritative exposition of his views on the economic, political and
social problems now so prominent.
These volumes are made up of parts issued at different times. With

the exception of the now famous "Data of Ethics," 1879, the parts

(II) "Inductions of Ethics," (III) "The Ethics of Individual Life,"

(IV) "Justice," and (V) "Negative and (VI) Positive Beneficence,'*

have all been published since 1891. Volume II treats of Justice and
Beneficence.

The sum and substance of Mr. Spencer's discussion of the ethics of

social life consist in elaborately setting forth the conditions pre-

requisite to a harmonious and progressive social life. Examining in-

ductively, as well as reasoning deductively, concerning the conditions

of existence in the whole animate world, then among ancient and

present primitive races, and finally among civilized peoples, he finds

the one absolute condition of the ideal social state, wherein perfect
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justice prevails, to be the fulfillment of the great law (first enunciated

by him in 1850) of equal freedom, that "
every man is free to do that

which he wills, provided he infringes not the equal freedom of any
other man." This is the central idea of the Spencerian system of

political and social ethics. It is the major premise from which fol-

low Mr. Spencer's well-known and generally disputed deductions

respecting the rights and duties of the individual and the limited

sphere of governmental action and predominance.

Having established this ultimate and absolute dictum ofjustice Mr.

Spencer deduces the several corollaries thence derived. They are set

forth in their logical sequence in the chapters on " The Right to

Physical Integrity," "Free Motion and Locomotion," "Uses of the

Natural Media," "Property," "Incorporeal Property," "Gift and

Bequest," "Free Exchange and Free Contract," "Free Industry,"
" Free Belief and Worship.

" The maintenance and protection of

these "rights
" become the sole function of "the State," the nature,

constitution and duties of which he next proceeds to discuss,
" The end to be achieved by the society in its corporate capacity,

that is, by the State, is the welfare of its units." The State is simply
and solely the agent or instrumentality of a community or people for
"
preventing interferences with the carrying on of individual lives

;

"

and "the ethical warrant for [State] coercion does not manifestly go
beyond what is needful for preventing them." If governments
assume other duties than those of maintaining justice and equal free-

dom for all by arrogating to themselves industrial, educational and
other functions, it is violating the very law of equal freedom which

alone gives its existence an ethical warrant.

It will doubtless be a surprise to many writers to learn what com-

prehensive words justice and equity are in Mr. Spencer's mind. Hr

justifies and encourages legislation which makes railroads responsible
for injuries sustained by their employes. Quarantine and sanitary

inspection laws he would have. The State care and municipal super-
vision of our public roads meets with his approval. Inheritance taxes

have an ethical justification. He would have the State protect indi-

viduals free of expense, not only from foreign foes and criminals, but

from offenders classed as civil. Thus he utters his wonted vigorous

protest against the "miserable laissez faire which calmly looks on

while men ruin themselves in trying to enforce by law their equitable

claims," and at the same time allows governments to supply them
"
at other men's cost with gratis novel reading."
The publication of the divisions on Negative and Positive Benefi-

cence should dissipate the charges usually piefened against Mr.

Spencer and his philosophy that there is no heart in him, that he hat
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no generous consideration for the strugglings and sufferings of

humanity, for in these closing parts he points out how the ethical

progress of the race is retarded if altruistic actions be not constantly
dwelt upon and practiced by all. The beneficent and maleficent

effects, both immediate and remote, of man's actions upon himself

and fellowmen are treated in a manner at once philosophical and

inspiring. His chapter on "Relief of the Poor," contains some

timely warnings ;
and those on political and social beneficence incul-

cate man's duties to his fellows in no uncertain language. Even

though one holds views opposed to Mr. Spencer's, the careful reading
of these two masterly volumes must needs make one regard with pro-
found admiration this fearless mariner who has so long opposed the

hostile waves of public opinion.

Philadelphia. FRANK I. HERRIOTT.

Our Indian Protectorate, An Introduction to the Study of the

Relations between the British Government and its Indian Feuda-

tatories. By CHARGES LEWIS TUPPER. London and New York :

Longmans, Green & Co., 1893.

So little is known in the United States concerning the government
of India, its history or its present working, that we welcome with

pleasure a new work on the subject. The average knowledge of

even our educated classes, concerning what we may well call one of

the noblest monuments of Anglo-Saxon genius the organization of

India is indeed indistinct. We believe that the general impression
in this country of English rule in India is that it is oppressive and bad.

Such an impression only shows our ignorance of the subject, an

ignorance which a perusal of the present work will go far to dispel.

Mr. Tupper writes as one thoroughly familiar with the subject with

which he deals. This very familiarity, and the fact that he confined

himself to the Protectorate in India, renders his work in no sense an

elementary treatise. One unfamiliar with the English government,
or the main facts of Indian history, must read the text carefully if he

would carry away correct ideas. The Indian Protectorate is that part

of the territory of the Indian Ktnpire under the rule of native

princes, whose authority is upheld by the British government, but over

whose acts the English government exercises more or less direct con-

trol. According to the official return in 1886, there are 629 of these

Feudatory States in India, with a total area of 638,672 square miles,

and a population of 65,000,000 of people, or over one-fourth of the

entire population of the Empire. The work is a discussion of the

relations between these feudatories and the English government,

including an historical outline of how these relations were brought
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about, with a view to determining the proper general principles to be

applied by the Indian government in its dealings with the native

governments of the protected States. Mr. Tupper, therefore, has

nothing to do with the government of that part of India which is

under the exclusive administration of English officials. Neither

does he treat of those governments, such as Afghanistan, whose

relations to the British government are those of semi-independent

powers. The States, with which he deals, are those, which, while

having local autonomy under native princes, are strictly dependent
on the English government, having no political relations with foreign

powers or with each other.

The history of the growth of these protected States is told in an

entertaining manner by the author. As we have before pointed out,

Mr. Tupper starts with the assumption that a general knowledge of

Indian history is possessed by his readers. His own efforts, therefore,

are confined to reviewing the important points of that history from

a purely political-administrative standpoint There is no more enter-

taining, and to Americans no more instructive, chapter than that which

describes the annexation of the province of Oudh as a result of the

misgovernment of the native prince. The rule of this potentate,

Wajid Ali Shah, was upheld by British authority. The vivid picture
of the horrible debauchery of the native government of India, and

the misery of the people under their own rulers, will here be found

graphically depicted, and in the picture we must see the justification

of English rule. The history of Oudh is also instructive from the fact

that the deposition of the Wajid Ali was the first distinct recognition

by the English government, that in upholding the rule of a native

prince, they became responsible to the people of the province to pro-

tect them from gross misrule, on his part. If such misrule is incurable,

as in the case of Oudh, their duty is to depose the local sovereign and
rule the country directly by English agents.

To those who are familiar with Indian history, it will be of

interest to learn that Mr. Tupper is entirely in accord with the

present policy of the Indian government in perpetuating through the

Senad the local rule of the native princes over the different princi-

palities of the Protectorate. In other words, that he believes the

Protectorate should remain a Protectorate, and not be incorporated
into the territory ruled directly by the Indian government We
may say, in explanation, that the Senad is a compact between tin-

Indian government and the native prince, that if his own family

dies out, which is very likely to be the case, owim: t<> the barren-

ness of the women of the higher classes, that he will then be per-
mitted to adopt an heir and thus perpetuate the native rule and
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prevent the administration lapsing into the hands of the English.
He also, while a strong federalist, approves of the movement to-

ward local autonomy, which is taking place throughout India.

The most valuable part of his work, however, is that which impresses
upon Englishmen, from whom his readers will be mainly drawn,
that while the native princes may be upheld in their government,
the English owe a great responsibility to India. This responsi-

bility is that the government of the dependency whether by English
agents or native princes should conduce to the welfare and peace and

happiness of the natives, and that misrule on the part of the native

prince, is no more to be tolerated than the misrule on the part of the

British agent.

We recommend Mr. Tupper's work to all those who desire to

understand something of the problems with which the members of

our race on the other side of the world have to deal, and something of

the great work they have accomplished.
Haverford College. WM. DRAPER

Outlines of Economics. By RICHARD T. EI,Y, Ph. D. Pp. xii, 432.
New York : Hunt & Eaton

;
Cincinnati : Cranston & Curts. 1893.

The teacher has a perennial interest in the improvement of economic
textbooks. Most teachers feel that the books in use at present neither

give due emphasis to the different portions of economic theory, nor
succeed in arousing that interest which the great problems of the

science ought to awaken. The public still has a lingering antipathy
to economic science as a result of the controversies of the political
economists of the early part of this century ;

thus all interested in the

progress of the science must welcome every endeavor so to restate

economic doctrines as to extend their influence to new classes of

people.

Dr. Ely's book is the first systematic attempt to present economics
in the form which it has been given under the influence of German

thought by the recent work of American economists. The ideas of the

English school are clearly stated in the books of numerous authors
;

but, though most teachers still use these excellent manuals to start

their classes, each instructor is compelled to supplement the class

work by presenting important doctrines not even hinted at in the

textbook. Such a method as this must obviously be unsatisfactory,

except in the larger universities where the instruction is well differ-

entiated and the students have access to good libraries.

The progress of the science is well indicated by the improvements
in the present, as compared with the earlier, edition of Dr. Ely's book.
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The last few years have brought many changes in the tone of American

economics, and the new edition shows that Dr. Ely has kept abreast

with the times. This change is clearly indicated in the divisions

of the book. The first part contains a historical introduction
;
the

second relates to private economics, and the third to public economics.

This division is logical and enables the student to enter the whole
field of economic discussion. The changes in the first part are the

most important of the book. In the first edition, Dr. Ely strove to

give his book a sociological cast The tone of the present work is

different In the place of a general talk about the place and possibili-

ties of sociology he has given an account of social progress from the

standpoint of economic history. Sociology may be the great science

of the future, but a textbook will do much more good by giving
definite treatment to economic history than by making brief remarks

concerning sociological laws.

The most original part of the book is the one on public economics.

In these topics, Dr. Ely is at his best, and the discussion has all that

freshness and force which characterize so many of his writings.
Teachers owe a debt of gratitude to him for embodying these topics in

a textbook, and for the happy way in which he discusses them.
I cannot regard the part on private economics as on a level with the

two other portions of the book. Exception ought, however, to be
made of the section on the transfer of goods, where the new ideas on
value are happily introduced and clearly presented. The section on
distribution is too inductive and descriptive to convey a clear idea of

the subject. The relation between the different parts of income is not

clearly brought out, and there is an absence of that definite concept
of distribution which makes so valuable the works of President Walker.
These defects are due, for the most part, to the spirit of progress which

shapes Dr. Ely's thought. He has left the old standpoint of economics,
as represented by the classical school, and has not yet acquired a new

theory of distribution in harmony with the concept of the science

which he now holds. A transitional stage necessarily lacks the clear-

ness of the old position.

In my opinion, Dr. Ely will not be able to raise that portion of his

book dealing with private economics to the level of the other parts of

his treatise, without making consumption the basis of his discussion.

Even now, his standpoint is plainly that of consumption ; but his dis-

cussion of utilities and of the standard of life is so widely diffused

through the whole volume, and is mixed in with so much other matter,
that the force of the argument is lost. His section on consumption is

not rightly named. It should be called an analysis of expenditure
an important problem, but one distinct from the theory of consumption.
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The lack of a theory of consumption also causes Dr. Ely to neglect
the theoretical basis of monopolies. The inductive side in the treat-

ment of monopolies is clearly presented in the discussion of public

economics, and comes out also in the discussion of economic history ;

but in his theory of private economics he has not definitely enough
broken away from the static economy of the past to enable him to find

the ultimate causes of monopolies, and thus properly to correlate the

different parts of his book.

Notwithstanding these defects, Dr. Bly's book is a most valuable one.

I see in it many indications of the form and content of the future

textbook. It is certainly much better than any treatise with which it

can fairly be compared. If he has not reached the goal, it is due
more to the present transitional state of the science than to defects of

presentation.
SIMON N. PATTEN.

University of Pennsylvania.



NOTES.

A RECENT WORK*, by M. Charles Borgeaud, gives a statement of

the way in which the constitutions of nearly all the countries of

Europe and America have come into being, as well as the provisions

for their amendment The Central and South American States are

properly given but a few pages, and the group designated as the Latin

and Scandinavian is treated with considerable brevity ;
to the German

States, the United States of America, France and Switzerland, about

three-fourths of the book are assigned. There is a large amount of

useful and generally accurate information, but the discussion of prin-

ciples pertains chiefly to superficial rather than to the less obvious and

more far-reaching considerations. M. Borgeaud has furnished us with

a valuable storehouse of facts, and it is therefore all the more to be

regretted that these facts are not made easily accessible by an index.

If the author, instead of confining himself to written constitutions,

had included a study of the most important political system of all, the

English, he would not have implied that it is only in France, Switzer-

land and the United States that one may study the evolution of

modern popular government In a word, this will be found a con-

venient book of reference, but it does not contribute much to the

subject of political philosophy.

ECONOMICS and certain phases of history have become, in the

hands of the most recent writers, a science closely related to phi-

losophy, ethics and psychology, and a study of the latter branches has

become essential to the best work in the former. Those economists

and historians who are teachers of their sciences have a double reason

for studying the mental and moral sciences. At present there is a

copious literature concerning Herbartian pedagogy being published,
and whether or not one accept the conclusions of that school of

thought, one can hardly fail to get helpful suggestions from it Pro-

fessor Rein, of Jena, last year wrote the " Outlines of Pedagogics,"fan
Kn-lish translation of which has just appeared. The first third of the

work, which is devoted to Practical Pedagogics, has little value for

the American reader
;
but the second part, dealing with the (a) Aim

f.tablissfment et Revision des Constitutions en Ameriqut et en F.*rofie. Par
CHARLES BORGEAUD. Pp. vi., 4*3- P*ri" : Thorin, 1893.

t Outlines of Pedagogics, by W. RKIW, Director of the Pedagogical Seminary at

the University of Jena. Translated by C. C. and IDA J. VAN I.IKW. with additional

note* by the former. Pp, xil, 199. London : Swan Sonnentchein & Co. 1895.
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of Education Teleology and (b) the Means of Education Method-

ology give a brief but satisfactory outline of a system of pedagogy
based on Herbartian principles. The apperception theory, which

occupies such an important place in Herbartianism, is comprehen-
sively set forth in the work by Professor Lange on Apperception,* just

recently made accessible to English readers by a translation edited by
President Charles De Garmo, of Swarthmore College.

THE LARGE AMOUNT of scholarly work in economic and social

history that has been produced in recent years throws into still greater
relief the shortcomings of such a work as Garnier's "

History of the

English Landed Interest. "f Although in his preface the author
refers to Vinogradoff, Maitland and Ashley, he seems to have obtained
but little advantage from their results and none from their methods.
His book is bulky, uncritical and badly arranged. For the student it

is, of course, of no value
;
for the general reader it might have been

interesting if a certain brightness of style had not been nullified by
its confusedness and repetition. A great deal of interesting and
valuable information about rural life at various periods is scattered

through the book, but it is so scattered that no reader can obtain or

retain any one clear picture in his mind. There is undoubtedly a

field waiting to be occupied by a social historian of England who is

neither so detailed nor so erudite in his writing as those who have
written so far

;
but his work must be the product of much more

thought, care, labor and knowledge than this gives any evidence of.

To DESCRIBE clearly and impartially the condition of the colored

race to-day is not an easy task. Mr. Ingle} has gone to work in the

right way by selecting a circumscribed field, and pursuing facts rather

than theories, leaving the final generalizations from the whole area

to be made at a later time. Mr. Ingle begins by describing the

composition of the colored population of the District at the time

of the abolition of slavery in 1862, and its subsequent increase in

numbers. He then traces the history of the efforts to improve their

condition by giving them education, civil and social equality with

* Apperception; A Monograph on Psychology and Pedagogy, by Dr. KARL LANGE.
Translated by members of the Herbart Club, edited by CHARLES DE GARMO. Pp.

ix, 279. Boston : D. C. Heath & Co. 1893.

t History of the English Landed Interest, by R. M. GARNIER, B. A., A. M. Pp.
xviii. 406. London : Swan Sonnenschein & Co. New York : Macmillan & Co.,

1892.

\ The Negro in the District of Columbia. By EDWARD INGLE, A. B. Pp. no.

Johns Hopkins Studies in Historical and Political Science, Eleventh Series, Nos.

III.-IV. Baltimore, 1893.
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the whites, and the right of suffrage. The chapter on education is

perhaps the one best grounded on certain information, that on social

equality the most suggestive, that on the suffrage the most instruc-

tive. It is interesting to note (p. 44) that the color-line is less promi-
nent in labor organizations than elsewhere. The story of the mis-

government of Washington since the war is a sadly familiar tale, but

as presented here it seems to epitomize the absurdities of the Ameri-

can municipal system as controlled by the boss and the illiterate voter.

Mr. Ingle's investigations seem to show that the benefits from the

schools are largely neutralized by the degraded home life which sur-

rounds the children, that the attempt to force a social equality is ill-

advised and has been abandoned by the wisest of the negroes, that

negro suffrage was a failure in the District, and that the hope of the

race lies in the cultivation of the spirit of unity and race pride. While
these conclusions are not so optimistic as one might wish, we believe

that they correspond to the impressions received in other parts of the

country by those who have seen much of the life of the colored people,
even though the observer feel a greater sympathy than Mr. Ingle with

some of the efforts made to relieve their condition.

THE ATTENTION bestowed upon the administration of Berlin with-

in recent years by students of municipal institutions, has been pro*
ductive of a new work* by a student of local government, who
endeavors to give to the English-speaking public a short sketch of the

organization and operation of the various municipal departments of

that city. The book is written in a popular strain and gives a brief

statement of the work done in the different fields of municipal

activity. Mr. Pollard's book is a collection of articles previously pub-
lished in the Scotsman, and for this reason is not a satisfactory treat-

ment of the questions discussed. In the nine chapters treating of

(a) Municipal Departments; (b) Water and Gas; (c] Sanitation,

Drainage and Street Cleaning ; (d) Domestic Sanitation and Meat

Inspection ; (e) Public Hospitals and Convalescent Homes ; (/) Ad-

ministration for Relief of the Poor
; (g) Education and the Common

Schools ; (h) Public Works, Free Library and the Fire Brigade ; (0

Police, Treasury and Powers of Corporation, he has sketched the

various branches of municipal activity, but has failed to give us the

skeleton upon which these various departments are built. The book,

therefore, fails to fill the gap so long existing in the literature of

" A Study in Municipal Government : Tkf Corporation of Brrlin '

By JAMM
POLLA* n, C A., Chairman of the Edinburgh Public Health Committee and Secre-

tary of the Edinburgh Chamber of Commerce. London : Blackwood A Bon*, !%.
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municipal institutions, although it will serve as a starting point for

subsequent efforts.

IN A short article* of some seventeen pages, Professor Hodder endeav-

ors to give us a brief bibliography of municipal government in the

United States. Confining himself to the recent publications upon the

subject, which as regards American cities is very complete, the list

will undoubtedly prove of much value to those interested in a general

way in the problems of municipal government. To the advanced

student, however, especially if he be interested in the history of

municipal institutions this bibliography will hardly fill the void

so long existing in our institutional literature, *". e., a classified list of

legislative documents pertaining to the government of cities. Then,

again, such an important and representative city, as regards municipal

reforms, as Brooklyn has been, almost entirely neglected. It is also

to be hoped that when Professor Hodder comes to publish a more com-

plete bibliography, his references for the study of such cities as Paris,

Berlin and Vienna will give a better idea of the literature upon the

subject. In making this start, the author has done a real service to

the study of some of the most important problems the American

people have to face, and it remains with him to greatly enhance its

value by giving it that completeness which the subject merits.

A NEW bi-monthly journal, with the title of Schweizerische Blatter

Wirtschafts und Sodalpolitik, has appeared under the editorship of

Dr. Otto Wullschleger. The first number was issued July i, 1893.

Twenty-one persons in academic and official life in Switzerland co-

operate in editing the magazine, which is published at Basel. The

object of the publication is, first of all, to discuss the current

economic and social questions of Switzerland; and, secondly, to

devote attention to the treatment of social questions in which the

public generally have greatest interest. The contents of each number
contain six divisions : First, papers upon the present economic and
social questions ; second, the social outlook, the object of which is to

present a critical account of social events
; third, an economic chron-

icle in which the doings of the economic life of Switzerland and

foreign countries are to be briefly outlined
; fourth, statistical memo-

randa
; fifth, book department and bibliography of current economic

writings ; sixth, miscellaneous notes. The papers thus far have been

devoted mostly to labor problems, and principally to questions of in-

surance and the problem of dealing with the unemployed. The book
* Bibliography of Municipal Government in the United States, by F. H. HODDER.

Kansas University Quarterly. April, 1893.
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department and bibliography have, as yet, been very brief and of

comparatively little value. There is, however, ample room for the

development of such a magazine as this, and scholars, both in and
out of Switzerland, can be helped to a large amount of useful in-

formation if the future of the publication is such as its beginnings
promise.

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP CHRISTIAN SOCIOIX>GY was formed
at Chautauqua on July igth last At the preliminary meeting held

upon that day, Professor R. T. Ely was made temporary chairman,
and Professor John R. Commons provisional secretary. Brief ad-

dresses were delivered by Professor Ely, Rev. George D. Herron and
Rev. Frank Russell, showing the need ofa society whose work should
be that of encouraging and aiding, among the people of America, the

study of social questions from both the scientific and the Christian

standpoint. A committee was appointed to report a Constitution and
nominate officers. The next day another meeting was held at which
the Constitution was adopted and the following officers chosen : presi-

dent, Professor Richard T. Ely ; vice-presidents, Bishop John H. Vin-

cent, Rev. Josiah Strong, D.D., Rev. Philip S. Moxom, D.D., Rev.

John H. Barrows, D.D., and Rev. J. H. Garrison
; secretary, Professor

John R. Commons; treasurer, Charles Beardsley LI/.D.; and princi-

pal of instruction and organization, Rev. George D. Herron, D.D.
As set forth in the Constitution, the objects of the institute are :

"
i. To claim for the Christian law the ultimate authority to rule

social practice ;

"
2. To study in common how to apply the principles of Christian-

ity to the social and economic difficulties of the time
;

"3. To present Christ as the Living Master and King of men, and
His kingdom as the complete ideal of human society to be realized on
earth."

Thrir methods of work will include the publication of papers which
relate to Christian sociology, the recommendation of courses of

reading, the preaching of sermons and delivery of addresses on

sociological topics especially upon the first Sunday of May and Sunday
before the first Monday of September, the formation of local institutes

udy and practical work, the encouragement of the study of

social science by founding libraries, scholarships, fellowships, lecture-

ships and professorships, and annual conventions of the general body.

Any person may become a member of the institute. Two general
summer meetings have been arranged. The first will be held early
in the summer of 1894, at Grinnell, Iowa, under the auspices of Iowa

College, and the other at Chautauqua,
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SWITZERLAND was, during the month of August, the scene of a

very interesting and peculiar Constitutional contest. In pursuance
of the Amendment to the Swiss Constitution, passed in 1891, giving
the people the right to propose or initiate amendments which must be

submitted by the Federal authorities to popular vote whenever de-

manded by a petition signed by at least 50,000 citizens, the friends of

the Societies for the Protection of Cruelty to Animals and the promo-
ters of an anti-Jewish sentiment, combined for the purpose of secur-

ing a Constitutional Amendment, to prohibit the slaughter of animals

in any way except by first stunning them, or, in other words, declar-

ing the Jewish method of slaughter to be unlawful. The exact words
of the clause which was proposed and has since been added to Article

25 of the Swiss Constitution are as follows :

" // est absolument inter-

dit de saigner les animaux de boucherie sans les avoir etourdis pre-
alablement ; cette disposition s'applique a tout mode d'abattage et a

toute espece de betail" The petition asking to have this amendment
submitted to popular vote was signed by upwards of 80,000 citizens,

for the most part from the German Cantons, where the anti-Semitic

feeling was strongest. It was the first use to be made of the people's

right to the initiative as granted by the Amendment of 1891. It

was fiercely opposed by the French-speaking Cantons and by most of

the influential journals and Constitutional authorities as an unfit regu-

lation to introduce into the body of the Constitution, even if justified

on grounds of public necessity or desirability, which latter argu-

ment was opposed by the ablest authorities on the subject. The matter

came to vote on the twentieth of August, and the Amendment was

accepted by a majority of the people and a majority of the Cantons

the two conditions essential to make it a part of the Constitution. The

vote was a close one, in round numbers, 195,000 in favor and 120,000

opposed, and eleven and a half Cantons in the affirmative to ten and

a half in the negative. As a matter of fact, it may be said the seven

hundred affirmative votes in the Canton of Zoug, the smallest of the

Swiss Cantons, or deducting the four hundred negative votes, we have

three hundred votes that decided the question. The whole episode is

an extremely interesting one from many points of view. The inser-

tion into the Constitution a code of fundamental principles of a

mere police regulation reminds one of some of our American consti-

tutions.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION. THE RENAISSANCE OP INIAND
NAVIGATION.

Transportation is a subject the importance of whose study
needs little emphasis at the present hour. Such is the

organization of industrial and social life that every person,
be his activity great or small in the economic world, has a

direct interest in the development and improvement of

means of transportation. We no longer live the separated
lives of former times, when each locality was sufficient unto

itself. Society is becoming a unit and the industrial world
a single complex body with manifold centres specialized for

the performance of definite functions. When we speak of

division of labor, of concentration and localization of indus-

try, of clearing houses, of international exchange coinage
and arbitration, we are simply giving names to certain

phases of the movement toward social organization.
The thing most vitally essential to an organism consisting

of many centres, or organs, having specialized functions

upon the proper performance of which the welfare of the

whole body depends, is the co-ordination of its various parts

through their connection with each other by perfect means
of communication. In this way only can each part receive

from the others what is necessary to its fullest activity, and

give in return those elements which make for the life of

others. The higher and more perfect the organism the more

complete must be the co-ordination of its parts. So with

modem society. It requires the interchange of constantly

increasing quantities of goods, and the connection of its

many parts by efficient means of transportation and commu-
nication is a need that grows ever stronger. More than this.

the expense of transporting these necessary goods becomes
of greater moment to industry as processes of production are

improved and costs are thereby reduced. For it will be

(5)
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readily seen that in one sense, at least, the analogy fails

between an organism and the industrial society of the present
time. In the case of the latter, most, though not all,

special functions are given over, not to one, but to many
industrial centres. Between these centres with like functions

exists, in many cases, strong competition, each trying to

take unto itself the greatest possible sum of advantages dis-

regardful of the interests of others of its kind. In competi-
tive industries, prices are forced down so low that but slight

changes in the costs of transporting raw materials or finished

products often mean life or death to business. Thus it is

from the double source, from the growing need for the

exchange of goods, and from the increasing significance of

freight rates to the weal or woe of industry, that the import-
ance of the transportation problem arises.

Turn where we will, we can but note the social and indus-

trial effects of cheap rates of transportation. These results

are in part beneficial, in part deleterious, always powerful.

Cheap passenger rates have freed men from the chains that

formerly bound them to the locality of birth, and have

brought them into contact with the culture and science of

our own and foreign lands. Cheap passenger and freight

rates have effected great changes in population, have enabled

people to increase rapidly in numbers, have opened up new
lands to them, have gathered them into large centres of

trade and industry. Cheap transportation in the United

States has thrown open the West, and at the same time

built up our great cities, and has, it is none the less true,

made the crowded condition of life in them much worse by

bringing to them the overflow of Europe and Asia to people
the slums. The good we delight in has brought with it a

train of evils whose extirpation social reformers are laboring
to accomplish.

Paradoxical as it may seem, cheap and rapid transit is one

of the strongest forces by which overcrowding and the other

evils which together make up the low standard of life among
the dependent classes are to be checked. The lower classes
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of society can be made independent only by raising their

standard of life. This obviously requires two things, that

the standard of life shall be made to include new articles of

consumption, and that this enlarged standard shall become
so firm that men will not lightly abandon it. The fulfill-

ment of these requirements is made possible by cheap and

rapid transportation, for it increases the number of articles

that may compose the poor man's range of consumption,
and in manifold ways directly and indirectly conduces to

strengthen in him those intellectual and moral forces by
which he will be impelled to introduce new articles of con-

sumption into his standard of living.

It needs but a glance at the map for one to realize the

significance of cheap rates to the industrial progress of the

United States. Our wide boundaries include natural

resources of great diversity. The raw materials of the

farm and mine and forest must be carried to feed far-distant

manufacturing industries, while the denser centres of popu-

lation, still largely in the East, must obtain their food from

the West. Considerations such as these alone enable us to

comprehend the fact that the railroads of the United States

annually transport nearly seven hundred million tons, and

that the ton mileage of the traffic by rail is between eighty
and ninety billion ton miles a year.

The carriers of freight hold the keys of trade. During
the year 1890-91, over thirty iron smelting furnaces of

eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania were shut down
several months, because the railroads could not give them a

reduction of twenty-five cents a ton in the freight rates for

coke fuel.* As slight a reduction as a mill a ton mile by
the railroads in their charges would save to trade nearly a

hundred million dollars a year.

The tonnage of inland waterways is not equal to the

traffic by rail, but it is nevertheless enormous. Indeed, it

/. Robert*, p. 10. Report on "The Respective U*ea of Waterway* "<! Rail-

ways in General Transportation in the United Stale*," to the J-'ilUi lnt< national

tens on Inland Navigation.
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could hardly be otherwise with the presence within this

country of such water-courses as the Hudson River, the

Great Lakes, and the large rivers of the Mississippi Valley.

On the Great Lakes there is a fleet of 3700 steam and sail

vessels, with a net registered tonnage of 1,250,000 tons. In

1891, they carried 63,250,000 tons of freight, while in 1890,

the ton mileage of the traffic carried by this fleet was

18,849,681,384 ton miles, or twenty-seven and a half per
<;ent of the ton mileage of all the railroads of the United

States. The commerce on the Great Lakes is advancing
with rapid strides. The tonnage of the lake marine more

than doubled during the five years from 1887 to 1892. In

1886, the net registered tonnage which passed through the

St. Mary's Falls Canal was 4,250,000 tons. In 1890, it had

risen to 8,250,000 tons ; in 1892, to 10,000,000.

On the 16,000 miles of the navigable waters of the Missis-

sippi River and its tributaries, there were afloat, in 1890,

7445 crafts of all kinds, with a registered tonnage of 3,400,-

ooo tons. During the year, this fleet of boats carried

30,000,000 tons of freight and 11,000,000 passengers. The
Hudson River had, in the same year, a traffic of 5,000,000

passengers and 15,000,000 tons of freight, exclusive of the

3,500,000 tons that passed from the State canals of New
Tork, by way of the Hudson River to tide water. Adding
these figures together, they give a total tonnage for these

four waterways alone, of 112,916,223 tons. Such is the traffic

on these waterways, while they are still practically separated
from each other- A great increase would, of course, follow

their connection by navigable ways of ample dimensions.

The Pennsylvania Railroad is the greatest freight carrier

of any road in the world. During the year ending June 30,

1890, it carried on the 459 miles of its main line 69,036,245

tons
;
this same year the Reading's main line, 327 miles in

length, had a traffic of 15,625,482 tons, and the New York
Central and Hudson River Railroad had 29,473,879 tons of

freight on its 849 miles. The total tonnage on these three

great trunk lines, having a combined length of 1605 miles,
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was 1 14,135,558 tons, or an amount very nearly the same as

that for the four waterways just named. If, however, the

ton mileage statistics could be compared, the waterways
would show a much larger ton mileage, because of the

greater distance through which freight moves by water.

The average distance which the freight was carried that

passed the Sault in 1891, was 820.4 miles
; the railroad freight

of the United States moved on an average only 119.72 miles.

It is interesting to compare the inland navigation in the

United States with the foreign trade. If 188906 taken as

the year for comparison, it will be seen that the total ton-

nage, entries and clearances, in the foreign trade at New
York was 11,055,236 tons, and that the foreign trade for all

the seaports of the United States taken together was 26,983,-

313 tons. The freight passing from Lake Huron to Lake
Krie was estimated at about 20,000,000 tons

;
that is, the

freight passing Detroit was twice the foreign trade of New
York, and over two-thirds that for all our seaports together.

In considering these facts as to the inland navigation of

the United States, it ought to be kept in mind that, with the

exception of the lake marine, there have been, for several

decades, but few improvements made in ways of navigating
our inland waterwavs ; whereas, the ocean steamship and

the railroad have advanced rapidly in efficiency, one improve-
ment following close on another. The extension of the

inland waterways of the United States, during the last cen-

tury, lias kept pace neither with the development of mari-

time navigation, nor with the progress of the railroad.

During the past fifteen years, we have been pursuing a

liberal policy in the betterment of the natural water routes,

but their extension and connection by means of canals have

been neglected. Private interests have combined with

public ignorance and apathy to prevent that development of

the artificial waterways of the United States which is

warranted by the magnitude of our inland commerce.

There has, indeed, been strenuous opposition to the policy
which the United States has pursued in aiding inl in-l
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navigation.*
"
Probably no class of general legislation,"

says Senator Frye, in the report of the Senate Committee on

Commerce, "has been subjected to more severe and con-

tinued criticism than that enacted for the -support and

development of our internal and seaboard commerce by

affording increased and safer means of communication."
This opposition, of which Senator Frye speaks, has pro-
ceeded not only from railroads, but also from the demagogues
of the press and stump, whose motives are seldom above

reproach. There have been those, it is true, who in honesty
of purpose and with words of wisdom, have raised a voice of

warning against the methods which Congress has employed
in its river and harbor legislation, and have urged Congress
to pursue a policy not less liberal but more scientific. Such
critics are deserving of gratitude rather than censure.

The expenditure of money for the construction of canals

has been most strenuously opposed. The history and

present condition of artificial waterways, and a misconcep-
tion of their functions as agents of commerce, as it is carried

on to-day, afford an explanation, though not a sufficient

justification, for this feeling against the canal. In spite of

this feeling, however, the magnitude and recent rapid
increase in inland navigation, have not only strengthened
the demand for the further improvement of natural water-

ways, but have also shown the necessity for supplementing
these with canals. The large use that has been made of the

ocean-ship canals, and of the purely inland waterways of

France and Germany and New York, have increased this

demand. The opposition to the liberal and scientific use of

public money in the interest of inland routes of navigation
will grow less ; for, as Senator Frye says,

' '

a more intelligent

and clear perception of the results of such expenditure has

been manifesting itself, and in all probability within the

present century, as our inland and ocean traffic continues to

*For a fuller discussion of the opposition to appropriations for the aid of inland

navigation than is here given, consult the author's paper on " River and Harbor
Bills," ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY, Vol., II, p. 782. May, 1892.
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develop and demonstrate each year more forcibly the wisdom
and absolute necessity of our expenditures for rivers and

harbors, the undeserved censure will have entirely ceased,
and the only question to receive attention will be that of

where the invariably adequate funds can be expended to the

best advantage.
' '

There is no doubt but that the growing favor in which
the direct promotion by the State of inland navigation is

regarded in the United States, France and Germany, is due
in no small degree to the change which has taken place in

men's conception of the functions of the State. The laissez

faire, laissez passer theory is abandoned, and the direct

intervention of the State in the affairs of trade and commerce
for the purpose of adding to the wealth and welfare of society
is to-day approved of under circumstances where it would
have been condemned even a generation ago. Such being
the attitude of men toward the State, attention is naturally
turned to the inland waterways to see what is their commer-
cial r61e, and to decide to what extent the State ought to

participate in their improvement and extension.

The military significance of inland waterways has done
not a little to turn attention to them and to enlist the State's

interest in their construction. The growth of the feeling of

nationalism that is so characteristic of the present, and of

which the development of the military in every European
country is but one manifestation, would and does do much
to incite each nation to do all it can to improve the cond ition

of its trade and industry, but the requirements of defence

are an especially strong incentive to State aid to waterways.
ia and the Empire are constructing the Nord-Ost-See

il, very largely for the military purpose of securing
a waterway from the Baltic to the North Sea through
German territory. Our recent trouble with Chili did much

aken the interest of the United States government in

Nicaragua Canal, and the feeling that the waterway
ought to be controlled by the United States and by no other

power is the -hat will ultimately induce the United
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States government to aid or undertake the work. Those argu-

ing for the construction by the United States of a lake ship
canal from the Great Lakes to tide water neveromit to score the

telling point that such a waterway would be necessary to

the defence of our frontier in case of a war with England.
Evidences of the renaissance of inland navigation are

manifest in every country. In England, the Manchester

ocean-ship canal is nearing completion, and other similar

works of scarcely less importance are being discussed.

France has been steadily enlarging and extending her inland

waterways since 1879, and the much mooted project of

making the Seine navigable for large ocean vessels as far as

Paris seems reasonably sure of execution. Austria and

Hungary are improving the Theiss and the Danube, and

breaking down the
' '

Iron Gates
' '

that obstruct the com-

merce to and from the lower course of the Danube. Bavaria

is considering the improvement of the Main and its connec-

tion with the Danube by a larger and more serviceable

waterway than the existing canal. Besides aiding in the

construction of the Nord-Ost-See Canal, Prussia is putting

through a canal from the coal mines near the Rhine at

Dortmund to the lower course of the Ems River, and has

authorized the construction of other important canals.

Rome and Brussels are especially interested in waterways,
because of their desire to bring the ocean ships to their

wharves.

The interest of the United States in the promotion of inland

navigation is indicated by the numerous waterways conven-

tions that have met during the last two years, and by the

liberal appropriations which several successive Congresses
have made. Private capital has begun the construction of

the Nicaragua Canal, a work which the United States wilt

doubtless aid if not entirely assume. A corporation is

enlarging the Chesapeake and Delaware Canal into a water-

way for ocean ships. Congress has appropriated large sums
to continue the improvements of the Mississippi, Missouri,

and Columbia rivers, and to deepen the channels of the
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Great Lakes to twenty-one feet, and to begin the construction

of an efficient waterway between the Great Lakes and

the Mississippi River. Pittsburg is casting about to see

whether she may not obtain connection with Lake Erie by
means of a lake-ship canal ;

and the Minnesota Canal

Company has recently been formed at St. Paul for the

purpose of connecting St. Paul and Minneapolis by means
of a similar waterway with Duluth and Lake Superior.

These and the many other works now being executed, or

about to be begun, warrant the use of the expression The
renaissance of inland navigation. The works and projects

referred to include not only the improvement of natural

waterways, but also the construction of canals. The experi-

ence of the
"
Hepburn

"
investigating committee which the

New York Legislature appointed in 1879, indicates the

important place inland waterways, including the canal, have

in transportation :

" While the committee made no attempt
to investigate the relations of the railroads to the canal,

and sought to lessen their labors by avoiding this question,

the canal, like Banquo's ghost, would not down
;
but we

were compelled to meet it at every point and turn of the

investigation."



CHAPTER II.

CLASSIFICATION OF INLAND WATERWAYS. THE

WAY THEY SHOULD BE STUDIED.

Inland waterways may be divided according to the pur-

poses they subserve, into three classes : First, natural

waterways, of which there are two kinds : (i) Rivers and

lakes whose commerce is distinct from that on the ocean

in the sense that ocean vessels cannot navigate them, and

(2) the lower courses of large rivers and the arms of

the sea, whose waters float both ocean vessels and boats

from the interior. Second, the inland canal, the purely
artificial waterway whose purpose may be to lengthen a

natural water-course, to connect separated rivers, lakes or

arms of the sea, or to establish a waterway in a region
where no water-course exists. Third, the ocean-ship

canal, of which also there are two kinds: (i) Those such

as the Suez Canal is, and as the Nicaragua Canal will be

when completed, that shorten the routes of ocean travel

and traffic. They are similar to the canal connecting two

separated inland systems of navigation except that their

purpose is rather to promote inland commerce indirectly,

through facilitating carriage on the ocean, than directly

by extending the routes of inland navigation. (2) The other

class of ocean-ship canals are such as the Rotterdam, Amster-

dam and Manchester canals, whose purpose it is to float ocean

ships to the docks of cities that have previously been inland.

The maritime and lake-ship canal differ essentially from

other artificial waterways. Their object is not only the

transportation of goods a distance equal to their length, but

also, in order that reloading may be avoided, to bear the

ships containing the goods, either from one ocean, or large

lake, to another or to some city that is a great manufactur-

ing or distributing centre. The service they perform is a

definite one
;,

and one, too, that, as compared with the

(14)
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railroads, may be estimated in advance of construction with

nearly as large a degree of accuracy, because of the fact that

the railway can compete with such a canal in only a limited

way and at a disadvantage. The probability that capital in-

vested in such an enterprise will or will not yield a profit may
be tolerably easily calculated. Maybe, the preliminary esti-

mates of cost of the Manchester Canal fell far short of the

actual expense of the work, while the experience of the

Panama Company shows that over-credulous capitalists

may be made the dupes of speculators and rogues in the

case of waterway improvements, the same as in other

enterprises. The failure of the Panama scheme was so

obviously due to the fact that the .undertaking became the

gambling project of designing men that the future invest-

ment of capital in ocean-ship canals will not thereby be at

all deterred. Economists and statesmen have united in

advocating the construction of ocean-ship waterways since

the Suez Canal gave such an impetus to commerce. The

good returns yielded on capital invested have induced

capitalists to undertake other similar works. The Man-
chester Canal is well on its way toward completion. The

Nicaragua Canal has been begun and the success of the

Suez Canal makes men well-nigh certain that these canals

will be good investments of capital. The question, then,

to be considered in connection with them is quite as much
how and by whom they should be constructed as whether

or not the works ought to be executed.

Of all countries in the world, the United States, because

of its present and prospective commerce, has the m<>

hope for from maritime and lake-ship canals. We need

in tliis country to study the actual commercial comlit

and in what way they can be bettered by these cniuN.

and especially by the one at Nicaragua. The United States

seems to stand before this project hesitating to enter upon
it, much as the children of Israel stood at the entrance to

the promised land and would not enter in. We, too, need

some Joshua for a leader.
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Many who concede the importance of maritime and lake-

ship canals doubt whether the improvement of natural inland

waterways and the construction of canals are works on which

it is advisable, under present conditions, to expend capital.

This phase of the question may, then, rightly be investi-

gated at greater length. These two classes of undertakings,
river improvements and canal construction, will not, nor

should not as is done by some, be classified and discussed

together. Because the improvement of important streams

such as the Rhine and the Mississippi may, by reason of the

commercial importance these rivers enjoy, be wise economy,
it does not follow necessarily that canal building is worthy
of promotion. Canals must be studied independently of

rivers and be separately compared with railroads. That
some one, the State or corporations, ought to improve the

large lakes and more important rivers as commercial routes

is granted by all. The relation that the government ought
to bear to such works deserves further analysis than has yet

been given the subject. The commercial importance of

streams of secondary rank needs study in order to reveal

what their real place is and ought to be in the transporta-
tion systems of the present time. As a result of the prelim-

inary surveys of water-courses, which Congress in each river

and harbor bill directs the United States Engineers to make,
we have, in the

' ' Annual Report of the Chief of Engineers,
' '

a large amount of material regarding the condition of the

various water-courses of the United States and some infor-

mation as to their commerce.* The statistics of the inland

navigation of the United States are, however, still very

incomplete. The eleventh census is the first one that has

undertaken to gather, compile and publish full statistics

concerning all classes of transportation by water, and, with

the exception of the Great Lakes, Lake Champlain and

the rivers of the Mississippi Valley, this has given us no
* In 1890, Major H. M. Adams, of the United States Engineer Corps, prepared,

in the office of the Chief of Engineers, an outline map of the United States, show-

ing the tonnage o! the rivers and harbors of the United States. This work has
not been repeated since.
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statistics of inland navigation as distinct from the coast-wise

traffic. There ought to be legislation enacted by Congress

providing for the collection, classification, and compilation
of full and reliable statistics of the inland commerce of the

United States. Perhaps we shall secure this when Congress
establishes a permanent bureau of statistics. The United

States Engineers have given us data enough to show that

streams of secondary importance have a place in our trans-

portation system ;
we need, however, to classify these statis-

tics and to investigate in a broader and more comparative
manner the commercial industrial and economic effects of

these streams and to inquire how and by whom the expenses
of carrying this on are to be met.

To ascertain the position the canal occupies in the com-
mercial and industrial world is not easy. If "specialists,

even, have the greatest difficulty in holding that tight rein

on their thought without which it is impossible to arrive at

an independent judgment," we can hope to get at a true

solution of the problem before us only by a careful historical

and statistical study. The present condition of the canal,

and the progress which engineering science is now making
in rendering the canal a more efficient agent, need to be given
a careful consideration in the investigation which this mono-

graph proposes to make.

To state the problem broadly, it is necessary, in order to

answer the question What is the present and what may be

the future importance of inland waterways ? to find out their

present condition, and how much freight is carried on them
and on the railroads, to ask what influence inland waterways
exert on railroad tariffs and revenues, to inquire especially

under what condition and to what extent canals can compete
with railroads in the future. To make this discussion com-

plete it is necessary to decide to what extent the State should

ruct canals and improve inland waterways, and how
far the State ought to leave this work to corporations, and
to treat the question of tolls on State waterways. Having

this, the peculiar needs of the United States and what
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is being done to meet them may be profitably studied. To

accomplish all this is admittedly a task at once difficult and

important.
The question whether inland waterways shall be im-

proved cannot be answered alike for all countries. In

these States where both railroads and waterways are owned
and controlled by the government, the problem is simpler.

Waterways will be found to have an important influence

on railroad charges even under these circumstances
;
but

the waterways are to be regarded less as competitors and
more as complements of the railroads. The problem in

such countries is to discover how the two carriers may best

be made to co-operate as parts of a single unified system of

transportation. In countries such as the United States,

France and England, where the railroads are private

property under private control, the influence of navigation
on railroad tariffs calls for more detailed study. In this

case waterways must regulate railroad rates chiefly by
competition, and how to maintain the navigable ways as

independent competing routes becomes a vital question.
It should still be the purpose of the State to form of the

two carriers a single system of transportation, the difference

between the relation of waterways private or State to

State railways and to private railways being that in the

latter case the two parts of the system should compete
with each other, while in the former instance this is not

necessary.

Most of all it is essential in considering the relative

merits of railroads and improved waterways that one's

mind be kept free from prejudices. The question of improv-

ing waterways and constructing canals affects favorably and

unfavorablylarge money interests. Business men often argue
on the basis of their own individual advantage. Engineers
sometimes approach the question more regardful of their

present and future reputation than of the real merits of

the discussion. Legislators, especially under our system of

making improvements, are frequently too strongly influenced
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by personal and local interests, and do not give due weight
to national considerations. The investigator of an economic

problem such as this should not approach the question as an

advocate of the waterway, nor as a friend of the railway, but

as a seeker after truth. His attitude should be one of

unbiased inquiry.



CHAPTER III.

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF ENGLISH AND AMERICAN

INLAND WATERWAYS.

The policy of the federal government toward the improve-
ment of rivers and harbors during the past fifteen years has

been liberal. The deepening of harbors has been generously
cared for, and the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River

have been treated in a like manner
;
but the construction of

canals to connect the more important systems of waterways
with each other and to the ocean has not been so vigorously

pushed. Indeed, the construction of canals in the United

States, either by the States or by the Federal Government
has stood practically at a standstill for a generation. Those

waterways that were once the pride of the States, have
either been abandoned by their owners, or allowed to fall

into a condition of little usefulness.

The present condition of inland waterways is easily

accounted for. The role that the canal is to-day called on

to play in commerce, differs from its r61e of sixty years ago.
Most canals existing at present were constructed at a time

when industrial needs existed that have since greatly

changed or passed away. They were constructed when the

volume of freight seeking movement was comparatively

small, and when through, as contrasted with local, freights

was relatively unimportant. The localization and centrali-

zation of industries, and the concentration of population into

great manufacturing centres had but begun. Industry did

not then as now call for the movement of great quantities of

bulky raw materials long distances, but rather for the car-

riage of small quantities to less remote points- The canals

of England and the continent generally were built accord-

ingly. Numerous corporations constructed small waterways
with dimensions sufficient only to meet the needs of the

(20)
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time. Very little regard was paid by one canal company to

the dimensions of waterways other than their own. In the

United States, most canals were longer and looked to the

movement of traffic greater distances, but they were small

and calculated only for the movement of small volumes of

freight.

The railroad also entered the transportation field when
traffic was largely local in character and still small in

amount The first railroads were short local lines. They
began competing with the waterway for a traffic which they
soon showed themselves better able to handle

;
for the rail-

road is an agent better adapted than the waterway to the

transportation of small quantities of goods a short distance.

The railroad conquered in the early contest with the canal

and the improved river, and what is more, during this con-

test an important industrial change was going on in society.

This alteration in industrial conditions was partly due to the

influence of the railroad, partly caused by other inventions,

and not a little accelerated by the awakened intellectual

activity, and the increase in the scale of human wants that

have accompanied the change. This transformation has

put quite a new phase on the commercial needs of society.

There has been a great revolution in transportation. Passen-

ger traffic has reached such immense proportions that those

of fifty years ago seem insignificant. Freight has not only

enormously increased, but has radically changed in char-

acter, a fact of which the great trunk lines of the United

States are a striking example. The railroad has made

possible the rapid growth of large cities, and the concentra-

tion of manufacturing into great centres. The food supply
of the cities of the eastern part of the United States and of

those of England even is drawn from the grain fields of the

Mississippi Valley. In determining what is the function of

inland waterways in commerce, these facts must be kept in

mind.

To enter at length into the history of the struggle of the

railway and waterway that brought about the present
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condition ofthe canal would take this discussion too far afield.*

But while we are especially concerned with present conditions

we may with profit refer to the past when such references

help explain present conditions and aid us in deciding what

policy ought to be adopted in the future. The purpose

being rather to accomplish this than to cover the history of

the relation of the railway and waterway in a complete man-

ner, it will be sufficient to bring out the salient facts of the

struggle in England and in America. England being the

only country where the waterways and railroads were and are

both private property, her experience is especially instructive.

The contest between the waterways and railroads of Eng-
land was very bitter. When the railroad strove to enter the

field there was great opposition on the part of the canal

companies. They were sole possessors of commerce. There

was very little competition among canal companies, they
held monopolies and charged excessively high tariffs,f The
first railroad charter of importance was granted in 1826 for

a line between Manchester and Liverpool. The two canals

connecting these places had pooled and raised their charges

exorbitantly high. They opposed the request of the rail-

road company for a charter so strongly that it cost Huskisson

$350,000 to get the act through Parliament. The Man-
chester and Liverpool railroad was a great success and rail-

road building progressed rapidly. The contest with the

waterways raged inside and outside of Parliament, and the

canals were not long in losing their overpowering strength.

As pointed out above, the railroads were a better commercial
* For a full account of the struggle in England, see Cohn's "Englische Eisen-

bahnpohtik." An account for France and England is briefly given in Hadley's
'

Railway Transportation." The text of all the important English laws for the

regulation of railways is given in the " Second Annual Report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission."

t C/a speech by Morrison in the House of Commons, May 17, 1836: "The

history of existing canals, waterways, etc., affords abundant evidence of the evils

to which I have been adverting. An original share in the I/>ughborough Canal,
for example, which cost 142^" 173. is now selling at about 1250^" and yields a divi-

dend of go/" or iooj a year ! The fourth part of a Trent and Mersey Canal share

or y>j of the company's stock, is now fetching 6oo, and yields a dividend of about

y> a year. And there are various other canals in nearly the same situation."

Hansard's Debates, 3d. Series, Vol. xxxiii., p. 981.
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agent for the carriage of most kinds of freight then seeking

transportation, and though built chiefly like canals to carry
on a local traffic, they quickly and easily adapted themselves

to the transportation of through freight. They kept pace
with the revolution in industry and commerce, because they

readily admitted of extension, unification, and consolidation.

Not so the canals of England, whose dissimilarity of dimen-

sions made combination difficult, and prevented competition
to any great extent with the railroads for long-distance

traffic. They did not keep abreast of the progress of events.

The owners of the canals were, of course, largely to blame
;

for they did not understand that with the advent of the

railroad the function of the canal changed, nor did they

push forward the improvements in waterways that were

necessary to adapt them to the altered industrial and com-

mercial interests. Vested interests are by nature always
conservative.

The railroads were alert and several circumstances were

favorable to them. Most of the industrial cities had grown

up along the lines of the canals, and thus it was that many
railroads paralleled the canals and came into competition with

them. No attempt was made by either party, as has since

been done, to share freights in order that each might take

the part it was by nature best fitted to transport, but various

methods were adopted by the railroads to injure the efficiency

of their rivals. The canal lines, as has been said, were

composed of several parts, each section being in the owner-

ship of an independent company. The railroad company
had only to buy a short section, if it were an important one,

to get possession of a whole line. This it did, and the canals

or sections so purchased were frequently repaired in the

busy season, and were often closed for traffic during the

night. When the waterway was parallel to the railroad,

rates on the latter were made lower. Furthermore, it was

of advantage to the railways that canal companies were not

allowed, till 1845, to be shippers, and that canal freight rates

were fixed by the government. The railroads had neither
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of these governmental restrictions. Some canals and rail-

roads ended competition by uniting in trusts. Other owners
of waterways strove, but unsuccessfully, to form independ-
ent trusts; thus canal property declined rapidly and its

absorption by the railroads continued.

By these means the railroads were able the more quickly
and more fully to cripple the waterways. These circum-

stances, however, only hastened a result that must surely
have ultimately followed. The canals of England were

doomed to defeat from the moment of their entry into

competition with the railroads in the general field of trans-

portation ;
and for several reasons : The railway lines,

at least after the first few years, were much longer than the

competing waterways ;
thus the canal companies with small

quantities of capital had to compete with the larger amounts
of capital owned or controlled by the railroad corporations.

Again, the canals could carry only freight, while the rail-

roads conveyed passengers as well. The policy of the

railroads, very naturally, was to keep passenger rates high
and to cut on freight charges till competition on the part
of the canals became impossible. 'Of course the railroads

were not obliged to cut on all freight. All fast freight

came to them in any case, and it was only on slow, bulky

goods that they needed to lower rates to embarrass the

canals. The last two of these reasons are as valid to-day as

they were then and are quite sufficient to demonstrate the

fact that the field of the waterway in transportation is a

narrower one than that of the railway. What that field is and

what its importance is will be the subjects of later inquiry.

The legislation of Parliament has done but little in aiding
the development of canals and their maintenance as compet-

ing waterways. The numerous petitions from railway

companies for charters kept the relation of the State to

railroads and canals, and the relation of the two means of

transportation to each other constantly before Parliament

during the early decades of railroad building. The neces-

sity for governmental control of railroad charges was not at
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first realized. It was thought that canals and railroads

would compete and keep down charges, and it was also

generally supposed that on railroads the same as on turnpikes

shippers would compete with each other. The Select Com-
mittee of the House of Commons that reported in 1839
was the first to recognize the fact that the owners or

operators of a railroad must necessarily control the shipment
of goods, and that it was impracticable for individual ship-

pers to own and run cars and engines in the way they had
used their own boats and wagons on canals and turnpikes.
The following year the Select Committee of the House of

Commons declared itself to be ' ' aware that instances are

not wanting where companies and large capitalists, instead

of competing, have combined and entered into agreements
whereby the public have suffered," but still it did not

consider it had material enough to judge itself able to

establish a schedule of maximum rates. It thought the

canals might be looked to to control rates on heavy articles,

but could not deny that the tendency of canals also would
be to combine with the railroads rather than to compete

against them.

The power of the railroads rapidly grew strong in Parlia-

ment. A resolution introduced into the House of Commons,
by Mr. Morrison, 1836, for the governmental revision of

rates each twenty years, met at first with approval in Par-

liament, but soon encountered such an opposition from

railroad interests as to defeat it. In 1844, Mr. Gladstone,
at that time president of the Board of Trade, said,

" The

railway interest is, perhaps, the strongest in regard to direct

influence on votes of members."* The bill which passed in

1844, stipulating that railroads constructed in the future

mi^ht be purchased by Parliament after they had been

operated twenty-one years without interference, and had

yielded a profit annually of ten per cent for three years pre-
vious to purchase, had, of course, placed no real control over

Speech in Parliament, July 8, 1844. Haoiard's Parliamentary Debate*, third

cries. Vol. Ixxri., p. 493.
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the actions of railroad companies. In 1845, the canal com-

panies petitioned Parliament for protection against the

competition of the railroads, and secured, for the first time,

the right of becoming shippers over their own canals, and

obtained the power to raise and lower their tariffs. The
canal companies were now, for the first time, on equal legal

footing with the railroads.*

Reasons have been given that explain why simple legal

equality of the canal and railway companies was insufficient

guarantee that canals would or could maintain themselves

as independent agents of commerce. Railways continued to

combine with each other and to get the canals, either by
purchase or consolidation, more and more under control.

Parliament investigated the matter, and in 1847 established

a well-nigh powerless Railway Commission, which existed

till 1851, without accomplishing anything. In 1852, the

House appointed a select committee ' '

to consider the prin-

ciple of amalgamation as applied to railway, or railway and

canal bills, and to consider the principles which ought to

guide the House in railway legislation.
' ' The committee

found that in several important districts the canals and rail-

roads had united
;
that the absorption of canal property by

the railroads had not been checked, and that the parlia-

mentary regulation to secure freedom of traffic on the canals

had been ineffectual.t The result of the investigation was
the "Act for the Better Regulation of the Traffic on Railways
and Canals," 1854; Section 2 of which enunciated several

provisions that have appeared in most subsequent English
and American laws for the control of railroads. It may,

indeed, be said that it has been the ideal of railroad legisla-

tion since 1854 to giye validity to the provisions of this

section. It provides: "Every railway company, canal

*" Only ten of the sixty or seventy canal navigation proprietors (1892) in the

United Kingdom act as carriers." Edwin Clements, in article on "Taxes and
Tolls of the United Kingdom." Report to Fourth International Congress on

Inland Navigation.

f Reference is here made to only such part of the committee's report as concerns

the discussion in hand.
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company, and railway and canal company shall, according
to their respective powers, afford all reasonable facilities for

the receiving and forwarding and delivering of traffic upon
and from the several railways and canals belonging to or

worked by such companies respectively, and for the return of

carriages, trucks, boats and other vehicles, and no such com-

pany shall make or give any undue or unreasonable preference

or advantage to, or in favor of, any particular person or com-

pany, or any particular description of traffic, in any respect

whatsoever; nor shall any such company subject any particu-

lar person or company, or any particular description of traffic,

to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in

any respect whatsoever
;
and every railway company, and

canal company, and railway and canal company having or

working railways or canals, which form a continuous line of

railway or canal or railway and canal communication, or

which have the terminus, station, or wharf of the one near

the terminus, station or wharf of the other, shall afford all

due or reasonable facilities for receiving and forwarding all

the traffic arriving by one of such railways or canals by the

other, without any unreasonable delay, and without any
such preference or advantage, or prejudice or disadvantage
as aforesaid, and so that no obstruction may be offered to

the public desirous of using railways or canals, or railways

and canals as a continuous line of communication, and so

that all reasonable accommodation may, by means of the

railways and canals of the several companies, be at all times

afforded to the public in that behalf." The law also pro-

vided that complaints of aggrieved parties were to be brought
in the Court ofCommon Pleas, and this was quite sufficient to

make the law without effect. In twenty years only two suits

were brought to enforce the stipulation in regard to the ship-

ment of goods, and both cases were lost. The rulings of the

courts as to the meaning ofundue preference and unreasonable

were so liberal as to deprive the law of nearly all force.

The relation of the waterways and canals of England has

not materially changed since 1854. In 1872 the means of
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communication were again investigated at length by another

Select Committee of the House of Commons. The report
made was only negative in character as regards the policy
to be pursued in legislating on inland waterways. The
committee reported that when Parliament had permitted
canals to unite with railroads the conditions which she had

imposed to secure the maintenance of the canals in a navi-

gable condition had been easily avoided. If Parliament were

to prohibit the canal companies from selling out to, or uniting

with, the railroads, the competition of the railroads would

bankrupt the canal companies. Again, if a canal company
came to Parliament asking permission to sell out in order to

avoid bankruptcy what was to be done except to grant the

request ? The committee thought nothing short of State

purchase of canals would be able to preserve them as com-

petitors of the railroads, and such a policy the committee

did not feel warranted in recommending.
The bill of 1873,

" An Act to Make Better Provision for

Carrying into Effect The Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1854,

and for other purposes connected therewith," resulted from

this investigation. It established a Railway Commission

consisting of three members and two assistants, in whose
hands was placed the enforcement of the law of 1854. The
law stipulated (Section 14) that "Every railway company
and canal company shall keep at each of their stations and

wharves a book or books showing every rate for the time being

charged for the carriage of traffic other than passengers and
their luggage from that station or wharf to any place to which

they book, including any rate charged under any special

contract, and stating the distance from that station or wharf
of every station, wharf, siding, or place to which any such

rate is charged." The commissioners were empowered to

decide whether terminal charges were reasonable. No rail-

road company was permitted except by statutory permission
from Parliament to purchase or to obtain control of a canal

without consent of the commissioners.* Thus the law
* The law was to be in effect only five years, but in 1878 it was continued till

tke end of 1879, then till December 31, 1882, then for three years longer, when the

commissioners were made a permanent body.
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strengthened the degree of the State's supervision and was a

step in the right direction. The commissioners did not

secure low rates for shippers, the law did not by any means
cure the evils of unequal and excessive charges by the rail-

roads
;
but the commissioners did constitute a court before

which many railroads guilty of unjust and unequal charges
were brought and made to change their tariffs. The law did

not bring about a revival of inland commerce, and the fore-

going discussion has given reasons amply sufficient to show
the impossibility of that taking place on the canals as con-

structed seventy and a hundred years ago. Though from

1873 to 1882 the commissioners' power of compelling a rail-

road owning canals to maintain its waterway in a navigable
condition was exercised only once, still the position of the

canals as compared with the railroad was a more favorable

one. They did not prosper very much, but they held their

own.

The revival of interest in inland navigation has been espe-

cially marked since 1880, and this was very largely the

cause of an attempt by Parliament in 1888, to pass such a

law as would surely enable the waterways of England to

develop and enter more fully into competition with the rail-

roads. The condition of inland navigation in England is at

present not entirely discouraging. The canals have not

been entirely driven to the wall. The map of England
shows a complicated network of canals and canalized rivers

whose length is 3813 miles. Of canal companies proper,

there are in England thirty-nine, in Scotland none, and in

Ireland five. Of public trusts which control canals or canal-

ized rivers as municipal or county conservancy boards,

commissions, or trusts there are thirteen in England, two in

Scotland, and five in Ireland. Three city corporations of

England are proprietors of navigations, and five canals of

England are owned by private individuals. The number
of railway companies owning canals in England are fifteen,

in Scotland two, and in Ireland one, and they own or control

no less than 1375 of the total 3813 miles of the waterways of
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the United Kingdom.* This last fact presents the most

important and most difficult phase of the problem. In spite
of the past legislation, the railways control a large share of

the English canals
; indirectly, they dominate many more.

This indirect control comes about in two ways. On the one
hand from the fact that the railway-owned canals often con-

stitute parts of longer lines, and on the other hand, because

the railroad, on coming into competition with the canals,

has influenced them to confer in fixing rates.

The more important provisions of the railway and canal

traffic act of 1888, by which it is hoped to free the canals

further from the domination of the railroad and maintain

them as competitors, are as follows : The Railway Commis-
sion was superseded by a Railway and Canal Commission,

consisting of two commissioners appointed by Her Majesty,
and three ex-officio commissioners. The three ex-officio

members are judges of a superior court, England, Ireland

and Scotland each having one of the three. In England,

by the lyord Chancellor
;
in Scotland, by the I,ord President

of the Court of Sessions, and in Ireland, by the L,ord Chan-
cellor of Ireland, the judge is designated who shall serve for

a period of at least five years as ex-officio railway and canal

commissioner. The commissioners are given a greater
control over rates. They can (Section 31,) on the applica-
tion of any one interested in through traffic, order through

rates, and decide whether any proposed rate is just and

reasonable. Formerly they could act only on the applica-

tion of a canal or railway company. The navigation owners

must make yearly reports to the Board of Trade and the

Registrar of Joint Stock Companies regarding the capital,

revenue, traffic and capacity of their navigations. No canal

can be closed for more than two days without previously

notifying the Board of Trade. By Section 42, no railway

company is allowed to acquire any interest in canals without

previously securing statutory authority therefor. Every

*
Cf.

" Taxes and Tolls on Inland Navigation in the United Kingdom," pp. 5-6.

Edwin Clements' Report to the Fifth International Congress on Inland Navigation.
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canal company is required (Section 39) to submit revised

classifications and schedules of rates and tolls to the Board

of Trade, and these schedules are to be submitted to Parlia-

ment for revision.

Parliament has revised the schedule of maximum rates

which the railroads may charge for the conveyance of

merchandise traffic. In May, 1892, the Board of Trade

began the investigation of the powers of navigation com-

panies and their rate charges ;
the schedules have been

revised by the Board of Trade, but have not yet been acted

on and put in force by Parliament. As the first step in

this investigation the board, in pursuance of Section 39 of

the law, required statistical information from each canal

and navigation company, and it was found that the paid up
capital invested in canals and navigations, not owned by
the railroad companies is about $100,000,000. The railway

companies owning canals do not separate the capital

invested in waterways from their other capital. The total

traffic on all the inland waterways of the United Kingdom
reaches the considerable sum of 36,301,120 tons. The

waterways of Scotland are the only ones showing actual

loss on investment
;
those of England and Wales not owned

by railway companies netted the low profit of 2. 76 percent ;

if Scotland and Ireland be included, the average falls to

two and a-half per cent.

Concerning the operation of the law of 1888 it is still

rather early to judge. One thing, however, may be asserted
;

should the law result in making competition possible
between rail and water traffic it will only prepare the way
for the revival of inland navigation. The inland navigation
routes of England must most of them be reconstructed before

they become effective agents of modern commerce. This

will mean in many cases the enlargement and improvement

listing routes, in some cases the location of new ones,
aii-l doubtless the abandonment of many old ones. The

..it have brought about the present condition of
i; sh waterways have been cited here because they seem
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especially instructive. From England's experience with

waterways under private ownership we may learn much by
which to guide our action in the future. The conclusion

that we may rightly draw is not necessarily that the State

ought to own the waterways. That the State must, how-

ever, closely supervise the location, construction, and opera-
tion of both waterways and railroads when both are owned

by corporations, if it wishes to maintain the waterways as

competitors of the other routes, seems to be a fact strongly

emphasized by the experience of Kngland.
The present condition of the inland waterways in the

United States is partly explained by the history of their

construction and partly by the industrial changes that have

taken place since the introduction of the railroad. These

changes have made the competition of railroads more ruinous

to the waterways. The larger natural waterways of the United

States are playing an increasingly important r61e in our

commerce, while most of the old canals have lost their

former commercial significance. The mania for canal build-

ing seized the States after the successful completion of the

Krie canal, in 1825. New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio,

Indiana, entered upon the construction of extensive works
of internal improvement, and other States aided private

enterprise with large contributions of money. In most

States private companies, usually with State aid, constructed

canals of more or less importance.*
The total length in 1880, of the canals in the United

States was 4468 miles. They had cost $214,041,802. Of
these canals, 1953 miles had been abandoned, leaving the

length of those in operation 2513 miles.t The only States

owning or aiding canals at present are New York, Ohio and

Illinois. The other States have quite ceased to aid internal

improvements. Most of the canal property they once owned

*I have purposely avoided going at length into the early history of water

communication in the United States, but have inserted in the bibliography at

the end of the monograph those books that I have found useful in studying the

subject.

f Cf. Report on Canals of the United States. Tenth Census, Vol. iv.
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has been abandoned or sold to private corporations, while a

few important ones have been turned over to the Federal

Government. Such was the case with the St. Mary's Canal,
constructed by the State of Michigan, and later, in 1880,

handed over to the United States. The reason why the

Federal Government has taken such canals from the States,

and the same is true of the many river improvements that

have passed from the States to the United States, is not

because the unprofitable character of such works made the

States desirous of being rid of them, but primarily because

the national importance of the waterways made it preferable

that their improvement, and the control of them should be

the charge of the Federal Government rather than of the

States.

One of the causes why the States ceased making internal

improvements and sold or abandoned their canals was the

financial panic of 1837. Many States had gone heavily into

debt in constructing canals and improving waterways, and

the financial storm left them stranded. They were bank-

rupt and had to cease their works of internal improvement.
More than this, they found the works that had been executed

to be in many cases a burden to their treasury, and not a

source of income. This was partly due to the fact that the

canals had not always been well located, and that too many
had been built ; but more because of the war of the railroads

against the waterways. The canals were mostly located while

the industries of the States were yet young. When the States

developed, the movement of freight was often not in UK-

direction of the canals, and this left to the waterways only

the comparatively unimportant local traffic. The canals,

poorly located and ill-adapted to perform large commercial

services, were unable, in most cases, to hold their own against

the railroads. The war of the railroads on the waterways

very naturally, no less incessant here than in England.
The length of the abandoned canals, both private and State,

is large. The canals in the New England States were private
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property, and they have all been abandoned for commercial

purposes.* New York has abandoned 356 miles of lateral

canals, in Pennsylvania 477 miles have ceased to be used,

Ohio has abandoned 205 miles, and Indiana 379 miles, f
The competition of the railroads of Pennsylvania resulted

in the sale of the canals to the Pennsylvania Railroad and the

Sunbury Railroad in 1857 an^ l ^5^- Ohio leased her canals

in 1 86 1 to a corporation for a period of ten years at an annual

rental of $20,775. They were again leased in 1871 for

another period of ten years ;
but in 1877 the lease was given

up because the State had allowed the destruction of a reservoir

at Hamilton, Ohio. From December, 1877, to May, 1878, the

canals were in the hands of a receiver, and then they were

again placed under the management of the State Board of

Public Works. The State now operates them and charges
tolls for their use.

In general it may be said that New York, and, to a less

degree, Illinois, are the only States that stood by their

water-ways at the critical period of their history. That criti-

cal time came when the old waterways, adapted to the needs of

the commerce of the third and fourth decades of this century,

ceased to be fit routes for the traffic of the succeeding years

when reconstruction and development were absolutely essen-

tial to their future usefulness. New York did this in a

measure at least, and her waterways are of comparative

importance. Other States pursued a different policy. Penn-

sylvania, as was seen, sold out her plant ; Ohio leased hers for

a song ;
Illinois was apathetic ; the other States that had been

aiding private enterprise ceased to make further contributions.

The abandonment of many lines of State and private canals

was wise. The canal mania had led to many injudicious con-

structions, and changes in commercial conditions incident to

our rapid industrial development deprived others of their

* They were about two hundred miles long, and, with the exception of the

Middlesex Canal, of only minor importance,

t Cf. Tenth Census, Vol. IV.
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usefulness. The choice that confronted the States lay

between selecting and improving the more important routes,

and abandoning all of them either to disuse or the ownership
of corporations whose interests were not those of the general

public. With the exception of New York and Illinois, the

latter course was followed, and with results such as were

anticipated.

The present condition of the canals in the United States

need not be dwelt on at length. The principal canals of

Pennsylvania are owned by the Pennsylvania Railroad and

the Reading Railroad, and these companies have thus far

found it to their own interest to add to the large railroad

plant which they owned at the time of the acquisition

of the canals and to make the greatest possible use of that,

rather than to undertake such a reconstruction of the water-

ways as will make them really efficient agents of transportation .

They have had " no spur to prick the side
"

of their intent.

The chief freight that the canals of Pennsylvania transport is

coal. As the Reading Combine practically controls the coal

output, it fixes the price for transportation far above the costs

of moving by rail.* The principal canal of Ohio is the Miami
and Erie, connecting Cincinnati and Toledo. Its dimensions

arc not only small, but dissimilar in different parts of the

waterway. From Cincinnati to Dayton, a distance of sixty

five miles, it is forty feet wide and four feet deep ;
for the

next 114 miles, that is, from Dayton to Junction, it is fifty

feet wide and five feet deep ; from Junction to Toledo, sixty-

four miles, the width is sixty fret and depth six feet. Between

Toledo and New Bremen, in the middle of the State, there are

forty-nine locks to effect a rise of only 118 feet. The locks,

furthermore, are only eighteen feet wide and sixty feet long,

the construction, including the gates, being of wood.

Even New York has not of late sustained her former liberal

policy, and the condition of her canals is justly tlu subject of

There U nome indication that the Schuylkill Canal in to be improved, because
the Reading U unable to handle the coal demanded for the Philadelphia market
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complaint. In his report for 1891 the Superintendent of Pub-

lic Works, of New York, calls the attention of the Legislature
to the fact that there are many improvements needed, and then

adds :

4 '

It should be remembered that, with the single excep-
tion of lock-lengthening, and the ordinary repairs, no

improvements nor extensions have been made to the canals

since 1856. The improvements are entirely inadequate for

the purposes for which they were intended, and additional

improvements must be made without delay if the canal sys-

tem of the State is to be preserved in all its usefulness.
' '

This somewhat lengthy discusiion of the canals of England
and the United States prepares the way for considerations that

are to follow. The waterways of France and Germany, which

are in a much better condition will be referred to in the

next chapter. The present backward condition of English and

American inland waterways, especially canals, will not be

remedied until the people of the two countries arrive at a

truer conception of the real commercial functions of the

waterways, and what is necessary for the exercises of those

functions. The present and future differ from the past.
' '

Canals as they were a century ago have no longer any func-

tion to fulfill that is worthy of serious consideration. Their

mission is ended, their use is an anachronism. The canals of

the future must be adapted to the new conditions of com-

merce." *

*
J. Stephen Jeans,

"
Waterways aud Water Transportation," p. viii.



CHAPTER IV.

WATERWAYS AND RAILROADS AS CARRIERS.

From the foregoing account of the present condition of

inland waterways of England and the United States it would

hardly be expected that they, at least the canals, are capable
of performing any very important commercial service.

When one comes, however, to look into the actual tonnage
of the freight moved on them the figures are found to be by
no means small. The results of the investigation are

encouraging ;
of course, the traffic on the important natural

waterways is much greater than on any canals, but even the

latter, when well located and constructed, show a large vol-

ume of freight. The object of this chapter is to inquire
what are the actual services rendered by the railroads, the

natural waterways and canals as carriers of freight.

The statistics of traffic on railroads is quite complete in all

countries, but information concerning inland navigation is,

with the exception of France, less thoroughly gathered.
The statistics that are collected differ in character in each

country, and do not furnish data for much instructive com-

parison of one country with another. In Germany the

freight landed and loaded at each inland harbor and that

which passes the port are noted ; England leaves to the

owners of waterways the collection of statistics in the way
they choose. In the United States there had been no sys-

tematic attempt prior to the last census to collect any
information concerning the traffic on inland waterways ; and

now the statistics, that we have, give but little data concern-

ing inland navigation other than that on the Great Lakes
and the Erie Canal, and on the rivers of the Mississippi

Valley. No figures concerning the traffic on canals are

given by the census, and in the case of seaport towns no

137)
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distinction is made between inland and coastwise commerce.

The statistics given are concerning all classes of transpor-

tation in the various ports of the United, States the figures

being given separately for each of the five geographical

divisions, the Atlantic Coast, Gulf of Mexico, Pacific Coast,

Great I^akes and Mississippi Valley.* There is no division

of freight into different classes of goods made in the census,

except in the case of the Great Lakes and the Mississippi

River and its tributaries. In both cases the freight is

classified in four groups : products of agriculture, products
of mines and quarries, other products, and, fourth, manu-

factures, miscellaneous merchandise and other commodities.

This diversity among nations as to the manner of collecting

statistics of inland navigation, and classifying the freight

moved on waterways led the Third International Congress
on Inland Navigation, 1888, to appoint a committee to

report on the best method of gathering and classifying these

statistics. The committee reported to the Fourth Interna-

tional Congress, 1890, a detailed plan to be submitted to the

several countries for adoption. As yet, however, no gov-
ernment has made any movement to secure similarity of

statistics in different countries regarding inland navigation.

The kinds of freight adapted to carriage by water are, in

general, the raw mining and agricultural products, and bulky
manufactured articles of comparatively small value. Water

transportation must, except in the case of certain large rivers

* The importance of our traffic by water, coastwise and on inland rivers, is worth

noting. The following table is taken from the census, and is a " Statement show-

ing the freight movement in tons by all classes of commercial craft of the United

States operated during the year ending December 31, 1889:"

Geographical
divisions.
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and lakes, be slow, and when goods require speedy delivery

either on account of their high value or their perishable

nature they must be shipped by rail. Concerning the use of

canals the Belgian Engineer, Theophile Finet, lays down the

rule that, "To the canals must fall, as far as possible, the

transportation of our raw materials, the railroads must

handle everywhere the finished products, ... all express,

and all small articles of freight that are shipped in large

quantities."* The line of separation cannot, however, be

drawn so closely as this
;

the raw materials must exist in

large quantities in order for the waterway to transport them

to an advantage, and many finished products of a bulky
character are well adapted to water transportation. The
kinds of freight that seek transportation on large rivers and

lakes where higher speed, larger cargoes and greater punctu-

ality are possible, will differ from those going to canals. The

dividing line between water and rail freights will be less

rigidly drawn. In general it may be said that, other things

being equal, goods will be shipped in the way most economi-

cal to industry ;
but even this truth must not be taken abso-

lutely. Custom and conservatism are not without influence,

and competition, foreign and domestic, is often required

to induce men to employ the best and cheapest methods

of manufacturing and transporting goods. Furthermore,

whether or not shippers decide to send goods on either canals

or natural waterways, instead of by rail, or vict versa,

depends not only on the nature of the articles, but also cm

the circumstances connected with their shipment, and it

r:mnot be said absolutely and categorically this kind of goods
will go by water and that kind by rail. Coal, iron ore and

wood, for instance, articles which generally admit of slower

transportation, may under certain conditions demand more

rapid movement. Again during some parts of the year the

liability of accidents to freight sent by water may induce

SUhl.
" H*r**,* ti, /'"<-' Z*m Bam **d Ktttitb dfr H'attmtHtiif*, pp.

169 and 181.
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shippers to prefer the railroad. Most of all, if it be neces-

sary to tranship goods in order to send them by water, mer-

chants will frequently send them by rail at a higher rate.

The first of these three circumstances influences the shipment
of goods between places directly connected by rail or water,

the third one conditions the choice of a railroad or waterway
when sending by water necessitates a transhipment to another

waterway or to a railroad.

Keeping these limitations in mind, it may be said that the

freight that is actually shipped on waterways will indicate

clearly enough the kinds of goods best adapted to water

transportation. In each case it will be seen that bulky raw

materials constitute the larger share
;

the kinds of raw

materials depending on the industrial character of the region

about the waterway. Of the tonnage on the Great Lakes in

1889, 27.96 per cent was iron ore, 24.97 P61
" cent lumber,

22.24 P61
" c611* coal, and 12.39 Per cent gram >

these four

articles thus comprising 87.56 per cent of all the freight.

The Ohio, the Rhine and the Elbe may be taken as typical

improved rivers. Out of a total of 5,528,857 tons shipped
in 1889 on the Ohio River above Cincinnati, 65,550 tons

were salt, 176,877 tons clay, sand and stone, 617,493 tons

forest products, and 4,338,421 tons were coal. The freight

forwarded from the ports of the Rhine is mostly coal, that

l^eing 72.26 per cent; wood constitutes 3.83 per cent, iron

ore, 4.06 per cent
; salt, about i^ per cent

;
hewed stone and

brick nearly the same share. The traffic on the Elbe up
stream from Hamburg consists of a quite different class of

raw materials. In 1889, 31 per cent was grain, 10 percent

manure, 9 per cent ores and metals, 5 per cent petroleum,
and coal and wood each about 4 per cent. The character

of canal freight is shown by shipments on the Erie Canal, of

which the products of the farm, the forest and the mine con-

stitute 76 per cent. The freight on the waterways at Berlin

is mostly a barge traffic and affords a good example of inland

navigation on ways practically artificial. Of the freight
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brought to Berlin in 1890, 49 per cent consisted of stone and

brick, 21 per cent of lime, earth, sand, etc., 10 per cent of

wood, 7 per cent of coal, and 6 per cent of grain.

Such is the nature of freight on inland waterways. What
its amount is and how it compares with that of the railroads

may be shown by a few statistics of the inland navigation of

some of the leading countries. The traffic on the waterways
of England was given in the previous chapter.

The statistics of the inland navigation in France are the

most complete of those of any country. France is doing
more than any other nation to improve her inland waterways,
and their present condition may well be considered in this

connection. By the law of the fifth of August, 1879, the

navigable waterways were divided into two classes, principal

and secondary, and the work of extending the principal ones

and enlarging them to a common size which would permit
the navigation of boats of three hundred tons burden was

begun. The dimensions fixed upon were : Depth of water,

6 feet 7 inches
;
useful width of the locks, 1 7 feet ; length of

locks, 1 27 feet ;
clear height under the bridges, 1 1 feet 7

inches.

The length of the navigable rivers in France in 1880 was

6590 kilometres and of canals 4350 kilometres, the total

length of both being 10,940 kilometres. The gain during
the succeeding ten years was rapid. The lengths in 1890
were : Rivers, 7563 kilometres

; canals, 4809 kilometres ;

total, 12,372 kilomctr

The "principal" waterways having the dimensions fixed

by the law of 1879 were 1459 kilometres long in 1878, and

3965 kilometres in 1890. Of the 2506 kilometres increase,

1568 kilometres fell to the canals and 938 kilometres to the

s. Since 1880 the waterways of France have been free

of tolls, and this together with the improvements made has

lused a rapid increase in inland navigation. The amount

id nature of the traffic on the French waterways in 1890 is

by the following table :
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Name of group.
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(23.84 per cent) of the total for both ways, the tonnage

being 24,168,000 for the waterways, and, according to M.

Fleury, of Paris, 79,180,000 for railroads. Not too much

significance as to the commercial importance of waterways is

to be attached to this fact. The territory served by the

waterway is much less than that which makes use of the

railroads. The railroads and waterways are not competitors

for all traffic, and, again, only a part of the French water-

ways are so located that they may rightly be classed as prin-

cipal, and of these only portions have been reconstructed

and given the dimensions provided for by the law of 1879.

The most fruitful comparison that could be made is between

these larger reconstructed waterways and the railroads run-

ning parallel with them, but unfortunately the necessary

data for this are not at hand. There were, in fact, in 1890

only 562 1 kilometres of waterways and 4956 kilometres of

railroads running parallel with each other in France,* and

the length of the waterways having the dimensions provided

for by the law of 1879 depth 6 feet 7 inches, width of locks

17 feet, length of lock 127 feet, height under bridges n feet

7 inches was only 3288 kilometres.

The different waterways, even of France, present such a

variety of dimensions as to hinder inland navigation. The

necessity for having common dimensions for waterways and

their locks must be apparent to all. Suppose that the railroads

connecting Chicago and New York consisted of five parts

each with different dimensions so that freight between tin-

two places would have to be transhipped four times, what

would be the effect on transportation by rail ! The tonnage

wonH be much smaller and the ton mileage would fall pro-

portionally more than the tonnage. The influence of giv

part of the French waterways like dimensions has bc<

ase both the volume of traffic and its average distance

of shipment.

<y. Flenry, pp. 1&-19.
"
Report on ReprctiTe Uaeii of Waterway* and Rail-

way*," to the Fifth International Congrew on Inland Navigation.
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The traffic 011 German waterways is large, chiefly because

of the long navigable rivers of the country. The Rhine,

Weser, Elbe and Oder are important streams flowing from

the forests and mines of the South through the agricultural

plains of the North to the large seaports on the Baltic and

North Seas. These conditions, most favorable to commerce,
have been turned to good account by the improvement of the

rivers, and now there is on the Rhine and Elbe and lower

Oder a large and important traffic. The shipments at the

German ports of the Rhine reached 13,151,246 tons in 1890.

The total for all the Rhine was 18,971,072 tons.* The navi-

gable length of the German portion of the Rhine is about

the same as the main line of the Reading Railroad, and it is

an interesting fact that the traffic on the two is about the

same. The total tonnage on the Elbe in 1890 was about

8,000,000 tons. The passenger traffic on these rivers is

naturally important, though the figures when compared with

those for the railroads seem small. The two more important
of the three companies running passenger steamers on the

Rhine carried 1,172,354 persons in 1890. The same year

2,348,000 persons made use of the Elbe in Saxony and

Bohemia ;
this passenger traffic, however, was more local

than that of the Rhine.

The connection of these large rivers by means of canals

has been only partially accomplished. Three short canals in

Brandenburg enable the traffic of the Elbe and Oder to reach

Berlin. Over four million tons of freight, exclusive of rafts,

were taken by boat to Berlin in 1890, nearly as much as was

brought to the city by all the railroads, f The other canals

of Germany have only a small traffic, either because of their

poor location, or by reason of their small dissimilar dimensions.

Prussia is now constructing a canal from the coal mines at

* In reality the amount is more than this, statistics being collected at only the

principal ports, much that is shipped is not counted. One basalt company, for

instance, shipped 414,856 tons of which no account was made in the statistics.

t This shows the possibilities of barge traffic to-day, even under only moder-

ately favorable conditions The average lading of a boat was only 114 tons.
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Dortmund to the seaport Emden, and has authorized a Rhine-

Elbe canal to connect the Rhine region with the Elbe and

Oder and thus the mining West with the agricultural East.

Prussia and the Empire are together constructing the Nord-

Ost-see Canal to join the German Ocean with the Baltic Sea

by means of a waterway through German Territory. These

works, when completed, will surely greatly increase the

inland navigation of Germany. Because of the method

of collecting statistics only of the freight loaded and

unloaded at the principal ports, the actual traffic at present

cannot be accurately stated. In 1 885 these statistics for 8900
kilometres of waterways showed a kilometric tonnage, exclu-

sive of the coast-wise commerce, of 3,535,000,000, and it is

estimated that the traffic, concerning which statistics are lack-

ing, would bring the total up to 4,800,000,000 tons kilometre

for all German waterways.*

The relation between the traffic by rail and by water in

Germany acquires added interest from the fact that the State

owns both means of transportation. The railroads and

waterways being under separate management, however, not

a little rivalry has existed between the two ways and this has

tended to hinder the best co-ordination of the railroads and

waterways. This has of late been less evident, the mutual

relationship of the two agents has been more friendly, and

the commerce by water has relatively increased. In 1890

thirty per cent of the inland traffic of Germany moved by
water. The equality of shipments to Berlin by rail and

on waterways essentially artificial has been mentioned. The
uselessness of setting over against the 100,918,874 tons of

freight moved, 1890, by all the railroads of the German por-

tion of the Rhine Valley the 13,714,372 tons carried on the

Rhine must be self-evident. To do this is to compare the

traffic of 6800 miles of railways, consisting of twenty lines

starting from a great many cities and radiating in all direc-

tions to supply the markets of the interior and the n

I*

Cf. Schlicbting, Conrad's HtndwdrUrbtuk, VoL II., p. 837.
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distant parts of the Empire with goods of all descriptions,,

with the freight moved on the 1172 miles of the waterways,
rivers and canals, of the Rhine Valley, that is, with but a

few water routes and those practically without water com-

munication with other parts of Germany, water routes whose

tonnage is from the nature of the case composed of fewer

articles of transportation than the railroads carry. Indeed,
the German Rhine, constituting less than a third of the total

1172 miles of the navigable waterways of the German Rhine

Valley, is the only part adapted to the needs of present navi-

gation. We find, for instance, that nine-tenths of the coal

the article especially fitted to water transportation that is

shipped in the Rhine Valley goes by rail and one-tenth by
water

;
but if the coal shipments from Duisburg, Ruhrort,

and Hochfeld, Rhine ports of the Westphalian coal region,

be examined, it is found that the railroads carry only forty per
cent as much as the Rhine.* In general, it may be said that

the traffic on the German waterways is large and is increasing

part passu with that of the railroads
;
when the work of

further connecting the separated systems of natural waterways
is completed the freight 011 the waterways will assume much

larger proportions than it now possesses.

Definite statistical comparison of the traffic by rail and by
water within the United States is even more difficult than in

the case of other countries. With the exception of the Krie

Canal we know very little about the tonnage of goods moved
on canals, and to contrast freight movements on parallel rail-

roads and rivers is practically impossible. The immense

proportions of our inland commerce both by rail and by water

are familiar facts. Our most important barge canal is the

Erie which is used to transport three to three and a half mil-

lion tons yearly. The eleventh census gives detailed statistics

concerning the traffic on the rivers of the Mississippi System.
The facts of the Ohio River and its branches, above Cincinnati,

*
Cf. Van der Borght, p. 7, Report to the Fifth International Congress on Inland

Navigation.
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are especially interesting ; here 5214 craft in 1889 moved

10,744,063 tons of freight. The ton mileage was 2,076,866,-

145 ton miles, each ton being moved on an average nearly
two hundred miles. The figures quite warrant the statement

in the census
"
that the waterways of the Ohio River and its

tributaries are, under present conditions of transportation, of

great importance so far as low-class freight is concerned."

The tonnage of the rivers of the Mississippi Valley, 1890, was

placed at 31 ,050,058 tons
; this, though large, is probably less

than the actual amount. To move this freight and to carry
the 10,858,894 passengers that made use of the river, 7445
boats were employed. The commerce on the Great Lakes
is enormous. The total tonnage passing the St. Mary's
lock, between Lake Superior and Lake Huron, was, for the

year ending June 30, 1892, 10,107,603 tons. The ton mile-

age of the lake freight in 1890 was 18,849,681,384 ton miles,

27^ per cent of the ton mileage of all the railroads of the

United States.

There is no necessity for multiplying statistics of this kind.

The magnitude and importance of the commerce of our large
inland lakes and rivers are well-known. The present traffic

on the canals in the United States is small and for reasons

which have been sufficiently elaborated. We know very little

about the use that is actually made of most of our canals now
in operation, and if we did the information would be of little

significance as regards the real relation of artificial water-

ways, equipped with the most modern improvements, to rail-

ways as carriers of freight. It is useless to compare the canal

as it now is to the railroad. Were we to compare an ox and
a horse as to the services each can perform, we should doubt-

leas agree that the horse moves quicker and is able to do more
kinds of work

;
but justice to the ox would compel us to take

animals of equal age and soundness. So with the canal.



CHAPTER V.

INFLUENCE OF INLAND WATER ROUTES ON RAIIROAI>

TARIFFS.

The influence of canals, improved rivers and lakes, as

regulators of railroad tariffs, is a subject of interest alike to

those countries whose railways are under private ownership
and management and to those which themselves own the

means of transportation. The control of rates on private

railroads has presented to legislators a problem they have as

yet been able only partially to solve. After sixty years of

effort on the part of the English Parliament, first to prevent

combination, then to secure reasonable rates, England has

the highest railway charges of any country. The estab-

lishment of maximum rates by law is no guarantee of

moderate charges. In this country the attempt to control

rates by rail led to the vigorous attack of the Western States

against the railroads by means of the ' '

Granger legislation.
' '

This policy was soon abandoned, and the State railroad

commissions were given wider powers and increased func-

tions. The State commissions having no power to lay down
rules concerning charges on interstate commerce, the

national commission was established in 1886 with power to

supervise interstate traffic, and to compel revisions of rates

when charges are unreasonable or when they are unfair to

particular shippers. All this is evidence that some control

over the administration of private railway companies and

some regulation of their tariffs are considered necessary.

The results of the commissions' efforts, whatever may be

said of their value, and they are indeed important, have in

no sense solved the question of rate charges. Only the

threshold of the problem has been reached, and the investi-

gations of the commission have only enforced the need and

importance of inland waterways to set limits to railroad

(48) .
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charges and to exercise a constant pressure in the direction

of cheaper rates and more efficient service.

There is a vital difference between the railway and the

public waterway. The lakes and large navigable rivers of

every country are public highways accessible to all. Any
shipper who will may navigate them with his own boats,

and at present usually without payment. Canals owned by
the State are likewise highways, either free or toll, and those

owned by corporations or individuals are usually, at least in

theory, ways on which individual shippers may compete.
With the railway it is different

;
the conditions necessary to

its successful management have, at least up to the present,

prevented its being a highway open to the common use of

individual shippers. As is well known, the railroad was at

first supposed to be of the same character as the turnpike.

The first laws both in England and in the American States

were framed with that idea in mind. It was not long before

the error was discovered, and in 1839 the fact of the inability

of individual shippers to compete on a railroad by running
their own cars and trains was definitely recognized by Par-

liament.

Another truth, and one of greater significance, began to

manifest itself early in the history of railroads, viz., the fact

that combination and monopoly',
and not competition, is the

natural law governing the relations of railways to each other.

This law was not so easily comprehended as was the fact of

the difference between the railway and the turnpike ; indeed,

there arc still many to-day who fail to comprehend the

monopolistic character of railroad business. It may be said,

as a general statement, that the chief aim of legislation for

the control of railway charges has been to maintain com-

petition in a business which is by nature monopolistic.

A few persons early discovered the real nature of the

way. As early as 1836, Mr. Morrison, a man whose voice

on later occasions was often heard on railroad questions,

made a speech in Parliament that can be read with profit
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even to-day.* "Suppose," he said, "that, in spite of all

the difficulties opposed to the formation of a new company,
one is formed, obtains an act, and actually comes into com-

petition with the present line, would not the obvious inter-

ests of both parties, unless prevented by such precaution as

I have proposed (periodical revision of rates by the govern-

ment), inevitably bring about some understanding between

them by which the high charges would be further confirmed

and all chances ofcompetition removed to a greater distance.
' '

f

The inefficiency of competition between railroads to regu-
late tariffs and insure reasonable rates was clearly emphasized

by Mr. Gladstone in 1844 in his speech in support of the

railway bill of that year to provide a modicum of parlia-

mentary control of railroads.
' '

It was said let matters go
on as at present, and let the country trust to the effects of

competition. Now for his part he would rather give his

confidence to a Gracchus, when speaking on the subject of

sedition, than give his confidence to a railway director,

speaking to the public of the effect of competition railway

companies were singularly philanthropic among themselves.

Their quarrels were like lovers' quarrels and they reminded

him of a quotation once felicitously made use of by Mr.

Fox :

' Breves inimicitia, amicittce sempiturna.
' "

J

* Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, third series, vol. xxxiii., p. 980.

t The advocates of the municipal ownership of water, gas, electric lighting, etc.,

will be interested in one of the arguments used by Mr. Morrison to substantiate

his thesis.
" The history of our metropolitan water companies is most instructive

on this point. After a fierce contention among themselves, they came loan agree-
ment by which they parceled the town into districts ; and having assigned one to

each company, they left it to obtain from the inhabitants the utmost it can obtain,

and to profit, without let or hindrance of any kind, by the extension of this ever-

growing metropolis ! The public, too, is served not merely with a dear, but also a

bad article ;
and the probability of relief is more distant than it would have been

had some of the companies not been established."

It is interesting to compare this statement, made in 1836, with one made in 1893,

concerning the electric lighting company of Philadelphia : "At present the com-

pactly built areas are parceled out among existing companies by an agency which
refuses to declare itself except in its actions. The monopoly thus established pos-
sesses such power over Councils that the city will be forced to expend about $225,000

in 1893 in excess'of the amount for which it could produce the light," etc. Re-

port of the Citizens' Municipal Association of Philadelphia.

\ Hansard's Debates, third series, vol. Ixxvi., p. 500.
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The tendency toward combination is equally strong in

the case of railroads and competing private waterways, and

unless prevented from so doing they will unite to secure

higher rates. In England this was observed by Parliament

to be the case as early as 1840, and the subsequent struggle

of the two agents of commerce furnished ample evidence of

the strength of the tendency. The English railroads usually

bought the canals, because they wanted to control rates, and

seldom because they wished to use the waterway for moving
freight. The chief purpose of English legislation, since

1872, has been to stop the destruction of the canals by the

railroads, and, by keeping the waterways independent, to

preserve them as regulators of freight tariffs.

In America, as well as in England, it was early attempted
to prevent the combination of waterways with railroads and

to preserve the former as regulators of the charges by the

latter. Article XVII
;
Section 4 of the Constitution, which

Pennsylvania adopted in 1873, .declares :

11 No railroad, canal, or other corporation, or the lessees, purchasers
or managers of any railroad or canal corporation, shall consolidate

the stock, property, or franchises of such corporation, with, or lease or

purchase the works or franchises of, or in any way control any other

railroad or canal corporation owning, or having under its control a

parallel or competing line
;
nor shall any officer of such railroad or

canal corporation act as an officer of any other railroad or canal

corporation owning or having the control of a parallel or competing
line

;
and the question whether railroads or canals are parallel or

competing lines ; shall, when demanded by the party complainant,
be decided by a jury, as in other civil issues."

That the American legislation availed even less than

the English in checking the consolidation of railroads

with one another or with canals was made evident by the

discussion in the preceding chapter on the present condition

of English and American waterways. In America we have

not been so assiduous as have the English in trying to control

rates by endeavoring to check the workings of the law of

consolidation and monopolization in the railway business. A
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bill, for instance, introduced this year into the Pennsylvania
Senate to enforce the above clause of the Constitution was

reported with a negative recommendation. But if we had
tried as hard as England we should doubtless have had no

greater success than she.

Competition, it is true, is not absent from the railroad

business. It is felt in many instances in through freight and

passenger traffic between important and distant centres, and

has been the spur that has urged forward many improve-
ments in service, and kept down freight rates to numerous

shipping points. Competition has even been strong enough,
it will be said, to lead to many railroad wars. An analysis of

competition between railroads, however, shows it to exist at

only comparatively few points. Moreover, when and where

it has obtained strongly, and has led to war, its working has

been spasmodic and harmful rather than beneficial. The

railway war is usually followed, as are other wars, by
increased taxes to cover the costs of the conflict.

There is every effort made by railway managers to avoid

competition one with another. The few important systems
are rapidly getting control of the principal lines of the

United States, and they are following up this action by one

that naturally succeeds. They are dividing up the country
into sections, each system receiving control of the traffic of a

special portion. As one instance out of many may be cited

the action taken last March by the *' New York, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad "and the "Boston and Maine."

A joint committee represented on the part of the New Haven

by J. Pierpont Morgan, William Rockefeller and William

D. Bishop, and on the part of the Boston and Maine by
Frank Jones, G. G. Haven and Samuel C. Lawrence, met

and agreed to divide New England between the two roads.

Their agreement was ratified by the directors of the two

companies, and was to the effect that the Boston and Maine

should have that part of New England north of the " Boston

and Albany
' '

line, and that the New Haven should have the
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portion south of that. Each company agreed not to inter-

fere with the territory of the other and to interchange,

as far as possible, all the business of the two territories.

There is a growing dissatisfaction with competition between

railroads as the safeguard of the public's interests, and a

growing conviction that combinations and pooling agreements
are for the good of the public as well as the railroads. Rail-

road managers are, it is true, in favor of combination and

pooling, and there is no doubt that their concern is rather for

their own dividends than for the weal of the public ; but up
to a certain limit which limit we must look to governmental
control to find and establish in such a way as to prevent its

being overstepped by the railways the interests of the rail-

roads and the public are common .*- The Interstate Commerce

Commission, to whom the American people look as one means
of defending their interests against the encroachments of the

railroads, favor pooling, and rightly believe that regulated

combination is more to be desired than attempts to keep up
a competition among railroads.* A uniform classification of

freight common to all roads, stability of rates, and equal

treatment, under similar conditions, of all shippers by carriers

are the main objects that the commission is striving to attain.

Believing that stability of rates and prevention of discrimina-

tions are impossible without allowing pooling contracts, it

.caused a bill to be introduced into the Senate in December,

1892, permitting contracts between competing lines for the

division of freight, subject to the approval or disapproval of

the Interstate Commerce Commission. Of course the desir-

ability of permitting pooling is a question on which there is

difference of opinion. The bill to permit pooling failed to

" The railroads of this country are practically parts ofone great system instead

of being, as is popularly supposed, made up of individual lines each having the

right to act independently of the others. For the prevention of this waste of strife.

as well as contributing to equality of service, that form of traffic compacts called a

pool agreement promises to afford the desired relief, by removing from carriersUM
possibility of profiting either individually or collectively by such means.'

Peabody. editor of the Railway Review, on " The Necessity for Railway
under Governmental Regulation." in the Independent. June i, 1893.
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reach the Senate. The chairman of the Committee on

Interstate Commerce, Mr. Culloin, and the majority of his

associates were opposed to the bill and their attitude was made
less friendly by the fact that the chief advocates of the

measure were railroad presidents.

Still time must surely show that the Senate committee

was in error and demonstrate the correctness of the position

taken by the Interstate Commerce Commission. That pool-

ing alone will secure low rates is not the contention, but

history plainly shows that the principle of combination, to

enforce which pooling is a device, is being recognized as the

dominant one. Attempts to maintain competition by the

prevention of pooling will, in the long run, be futile,* and

were it possible for them to succeed they would not ultimately

secure as cheap rates as combination under government

regulation ; they would establish in the railroad business a law

antagonistic to its most efficient and most economical man-

agement,f
The best regulator of railroad rates is the independent

watenvay. Competition between railroads and water routes

is quite different in kind from that of railroads with each

other
;

it is bound to produce cheaper rates, and can do this

without detriment to the railroads. The present chapter will

show how extensive and important a power the waterway
exerts in lowering charges by rail

;
the influence of this on

the railroads will be discussed in the next chapter.

There is abundant evidence showing the power of water

transportation to lower freight rates. The past and present

opposition which the railroads have shown the waterways in

* Witness the agreement of last November (1892) among the trunk lines in

regard to passenger rates to the World's Fair.

t By a resolution of the Senate, April 15, 1893, the Senate Committee on Inter-

state Commerce has been empowered to carry on an investigation concerning cer-

tain alleged weaknesses of the law regulating interstate commerce, -with a view
to proposing amendments. The resolution enumerates the following four subjects
for the committee to investigate : pooling, the short haul clause, Canadian compe-
tition, and labor on railroads. Of course the committee can introduce amend-
ments on as many other subjects as it may see fit.
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order that rates might be controlled indicates clearly enough
that the railroads are conscious of the potency of water

competition. The railroads see in the waterway an agency
which can move certain kinds of freight at lower rates than

they can be transported on land
;
and without analyzing the

results of this to see what may be the secondary effects on

the freight business by rail of the cheaper transportation

charges for these certain kinds of goods, the railroad strives

to quash the waterway out of existence. The success of the

railroad companies of England, of Pennsylvania and of Ohio

in this regard has been noted.

An illustration out of many that might be cited to show

the real and effective competition of waterways is afforded

by Belgium.* Lie*ge and Antwerp are connected by a line

of navigation 156 kilometres long that comes in competition

with two railroads somewhat shorter in length. The water

rates "often come as low as
"

2 francs 15 centimes to 2 francs

30 centimes per ton for the entire distance. In order to

compete, the railroads carry at their lowest rate between

Lige and Antwerp. In train load lots of 200 tons, for

exportation by sea, they charge only two francs a ton. This

is a special rate, all others being enough higher than by boat

to enable the waterways to secure a good volume of freight.

The cheapest freight rates by rail to be found in the world

are those for grain between Chicago and New York ;
and why ?

Because the cheapest inland water transportation rates in the

world are those between the same points. All the railroads

of the United States have been steadily lowering freight

charges during the past twenty years, and largely, of course,

because improvements in track and equipment have made this

possible. Those roads, however, that have made the most

improvements and the greatest reductions in rates are the

great trunk lines leading into New York from the West,

those that compete with the Great Lakes, the Erie Canal and

Dtifourny, p. 9 of article in Report of Fourth International ConfrcMon Inland

Navigation.
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the Hudson River. The average freight earnings per ton

mile of all the railroads of the United States for the year

ending June 30, 1890, were .941 cents.* The ton mile

earnings of the New York Central and Hudson River Rail-

road were .730 cents, and on the Pennsylvania Railroad, .661

cents ;
on the L,ake Shore and Michigan Southern, .653 cents,

and on the Michigan Central, .726 cents
;
whereas the aver-

age earnings per ton mile on the Chicago, Milwaukee and

St. Paul, and the Chicago and Northwestern, roads coming
but slightly into competition with the Great I/akes and other

waterways, were i .06 and i .03 cents respectively. The follow-

ing table, f showing the wheat rates per bushel from Chicago
to New York for the years 1870, 1880 and 1889, by water, by
water and rail combined, and by rail, indicates very plainly

how freight rates have fallen and how this movement has

been led by the waterways :
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Superintendent of Public Works of New York, says :*
' ' My

information on that subject, which has been received from

private sources, is that contracts were made by the various

railroads to carry grain in the months of June, July and

August, for four cents a bushel ; September, four and one-

half
;
and October five cents.

' '

On petition of the Merchants' Exchange, of Buffalo, the

Superintendent of Public Works kept the canals of New
York State open five days longer than the allotted time.

This shows very plainly that shippers regard the canal as a

freight regulator. When the canals closed for the winter, the

railroad charges again rose to the pool rates.

Of course the Great Lakes and the Erie Canal, though
very important, constitute only one of the waterways that

compete with the railroads of the United States. On the

Mississippi River and its numerous long branches there is

an immense traffic setting limits not only to the charges on

freight by rail carried up and down the valley, but also to

a large extent on that carried out of the valley. The grain
rates in 1888, from St. Louis to New York, changed from

ten cents a bushel in September to twenty-nine cents during
December and January,when the Mississippi River was closed

to traffic.f

These great natural waterways exercise the most import-
ant influence of any of the inland navigable routes of the

United States on the charges which railroads make ; but the

lallcr streams are not without their effect. Whenever the

improvement of a stream has given shippers a choice of

nu .ins of transportation, the freight rates on the articles

having such option have been cheapened.
One of the questions which the Senate [Cullom] Commit-

tee on Interstate Commerce sent out in 1885 when making
the investigation which preceded the framing of the bill estab-

lish ing the Interstate Commerce Commission was: "In
Sec his Report on canals of the State. 1891, page *>.

t Cf. String p. 505.
" Die .'andanrtscAa/t/ickt tComk*rwu Nor4-*mtfic** im

CtgtmwaH mnd 7*k*f1
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making provision for securing cheap transportation, is it or

is it not important that the government should develop and

maintain a system of water routes ?
' ' The answers to the

question, and the testimony before the committee embodied

the views of ninety men, most of whom were eminent in

railroading and the transportation business
;
and seventy-

three out of ninety agreed in regarding
' ' a national system

of internal water communication as the most certain and effec-

tive method of regulating railroad rates and of insuring to

the people the advantages of cheap transportation.
' ' *

The total volume of freight by rail within the United States

and every other country is, of course, much larger than that

by water. The reasons why this is now so, and will continue

to be so, were noted in discussing the traffic in the Rhine

Valley. The waterways, however, can regulate rates by carry-

ing only a fraction as much as the competing railroad
;
and

it by no means proves the inability of the waterway to fix

rates to show that the volume of freight passing over the

railroads is several times that on the competing routes of

navigation. The rate charged by the waterway sets a limit

not so low, it is true, as the tariff on the waterway beyond
which the railroad cannot go without surrendering its traffic

to the waterway. The traffic will bear only a much more

limited rate by rail when transportation by water is possible.

A well-informed engineer, John L,. Van Ornum, Chief

Topographer of the International Boundary Survey which

has just been made between the United States and Mexico,

says: "It is the universal experience in America that water

communication tends to keep down railway rates. Instances

are not rare where railways have carried freight for the same

rate that competing boats have done until the boats have

been sent away or sold on account of lack of business, and

then at once the railways have raised their tariffs. In all the

number of instances I know of, when water navigation has

been resumed, the competing railways have been obliged to

* See Senate Reports, ist sess., 49th Cong. 1885-86, vol. ii., part i, p. 2 of Appendix.
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lower their rates. Herein lies the great value of our water-

ways, not so much in actual tonnage carried, as in their far-

reaching indirect effect in forcing down railway rates." *

The influence of the waterway on tariffs is felt beyond the

regions immediately bordering the navigable route. When,
for instance, the Lakes, the Erie Canal and Hudson River

fix the rail rates from Chicago to New York, they also fix

the limits of charges from such interior cities as St. Louis,

Indianapolis and Cincinnati to the East. The testimony
before the Hepburn Committee was to the effect that by

agreement of the roads existing at that time, the rate from

Chicago to New York was taken as a basis and the charges
on slow freight from Cincinnati, Kansas City, Louisville, etc.,

were made a certain percentage of that basis
;
such a per-

centage, that is to say, as would prevent freight from being
sent first to a lake port and then shipped east by water

instead of being forwarded directly through by rail, f

The influence of the Great Lakes on rates is shown by
the following illustration : For certain reasons, rates on coal

from the East are cheaper to Duluth than to Chicago ;
and

thus, it comes about, that Duluth dealers can sell coal as far

south as Kansas City, and supply many cities that are much
nearer Chicago. As another illustration may be mentioned,

the case of Aberdeen, Watertown, Huron, and other Dakota

cities, where wheat rose seven cents a bushel and coal fell

two dollars a ton, when railway connections with Lake

Superior were secured.

The influence of waterways on tariffs by rail must increase

and widen with the future growth of unity in freight classi-

fications and charges. The Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, recognizing the fact, that uniformity of freight classifi-

cations among different companies is necessary to any effective

* Quoted from a letter written January, 1893.

t It is not at present necessary to elaborate this well-known idea of Albert

Fink. His testimony before the Hepburn Committee, however, attributes to water-

ways a greater, influence on railroad charges at the present time than I should

admit.
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governmental regulation of freight charges, has vigorously
labored to induce railroads to adopt a uniform classification.

The roads north of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi have

generally adopted the classification recommended by the

National Commission
;
those of the West have worked out

another one more especially fitted to the condition of the

territory which they serve. The movement is toward com-

plete uniformity throughout the United States ; indeed, the

American people will, before long, insist, not only that there

be a uniform classification, but also, that the charges made

by the railroad companies shall be fixed throughout their

respective lines according to a definite system, and that rates

shall be given fullest publicity. When this state of affairs

comes to exist, the influence of water competition must surely

be still more far-reaching. The principle of fixing rates,

to which Albert Fink alludes, will in the future have far

wider application than it has at present.

As the improvement and co-ordination of the inland water-

ways of the United States continues, their control of freight

rates will increase. When the projected improvements of

the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River shall have been

completed, and these systems of waterways shall have been

connected with each other and with the Atlantic Ocean by
canals of adequate dimensions, when the Columbia River

and other streams of the Pacific Slope shall have been

improved and the West joined to the East by means of the

Nicaragua Canal, then for the first time will the real signific-

ance of our inland waterways as regulators of freight

charges be manifest.

No one, it is to be hoped, will interpret the foregoing dis-

cussion to imply that the small, ill-equipped, antiquated
canals constructed three-quarters of a century ago, to meet

the requirements of the commerce of that time, can exert any

important control over railroad traffic. The waterways which

have such power are those that more or less fully meet the

requirement of the commerce of to-day.
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Furthermore, in order for inland waterways to control the

charges on private railways, they must be independent of the

ownership or control of the railroads. From the description
of the English canals that was given in Chapter III., it is not

to be expected that the freight rates by rail in that country are

much influenced by the waterways. There is, in fact, but

little competition, and the result of this is a very high rate of

charges. The average ton mile rate on the railways of the

United Kingdom for heavy traffic is nearly double the average

freight earnings of the railways of the United States. This

difference is to be accounted for partly by the existence in the

United States of great masses of raw products, which are

carried long distances
;
but more by the fact that a large part

of these products may be carried either by water or by rail.

The conclusion to which the Cullom Committee came as

the result of its investigation in 1885 on the effect of water

competition upon railroad charges is in perfect harmony with

the position taken in this discussion. The report to the

Senate was that,
' '

the evidence before the committee

accords with the experience of all nations in recognizing the

water routes as the most efficient cheapeners and regulators

of railway charges. Their influence is not confined within

the limits of the territory immediately accessible to water

communication, but extends further, and controls railroad

rates at such remote and interior points as have competing
lines reaching means of transport by water. Competition
between railroads sooner or later leads to combination or

consolidation, but neither can prevail to secure unreasonable

rates in the face of direct competition with free natural or

artificial water routes. The conclusion of the committee is,

therefore, that natural or artificial channels of coinnuinication

by water, when favorably located, adequately improved, and

properly maintained, afford the cheapest method of long dis-

tance transportation now known, and that tlu-y must continue

to exercise in the future, as they have invariably exercised in

the past, an absolutely controlling and beneficially regulating
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influence upon the charges made upon any and all means of

transit."

It will be noticed that the discussions of this chapter have

had in view the relation between waterways and private rail-

roads. The treatment of the subject will not be complete
until an analysis has been made of the influence of inland

navigation on the rates that may and must be charged on

State-owned railways ;
but as this part of the subject fits best

into the chapter that is to follow, it may be postponed till the

general influence of inland water transportation on railroad

revenues has been considered.



CHAPTER VI.

INFLUENCE OF INLAND WATERWAYS ON RAILWAY

REVENUES.

The relationship between waterways and railroads as

freight carriers is but half expounded by showing that inland

navigation is the most important regulator of the railroad

charges for the transportation of several important categories

of freight ;
it still remains to investigate the effect which this

lowering of charges has on the net receipts of the railway

companies. If net profits of the railroads are seriously cut

into by the competition of waterways, the results can hardly

avoid being injurious to the best development of the means

of transportation and communication. Although it is doubtless

true that in special cases the railroads, by means of mono-

polistic powers, secure an unduly high rate of gains ;
this

can hardly be said of the railroad business in general. It

would be unfortunate, both for the public and for the rail-

roads, were the government or any other agency to inaugurate

a policy that would lessen the returns on capital invested in

railroads. It is to the interest of the public that railroad capital

should return good profits, in order that railway companies may
continue to pay their employe's well for their work that thecom-

panies may be able to improve the service rendered the public

and to extend their system of roads to every nook and comer

of the country. The State can have no object in restricting

the freest development of the railroad. The interests of

passengers and shippers ought to be guarded by careful

legislation, but to disregard the interests of the railways,

in so doing, is to commit as grave an error as to neglect tin-

the welfare of those who ship goods or travel by rail.

Wafer competition is not ruinous but' helpful to the rail-

roads. If waterways be extended and their regulative power
over rail rates be increased they will prove no hindrance to

(63)
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the development of the railroads. This statement may seem
somewhat paradoxical, but is, in fact, not at all so. The two
means of communication are very different agents of com-

merce
; they compete with each other for the carriage of

several kinds of traffic, and with sufficient force to influence

strongly the charges by rail
;
but the waterway does more

than compete ; it both aids and complements the railroad.

This fact cannot be too strongly emphasized. It must be

kept in mind throughout the consideration of the relation of

waterways and railways. The two means of transportation

do not perform the same work, but services that are largely

distinct and complementary to each other.

Not all the freight transported by water would be moved

by rail if the waterway did not exist. Canals, rivers and

lakes create a large share of their traffic. The cost of trans-

portation determines to a large extent the amount of goods

shipped. Cheaper rates give to existing categories of freight

a larger and wider market, and introduce into commerce new

articles, such, for instance, as sand, stone, straw, fertilizers

and wood, which were formerly unable to bear the costs of

transportation. Again, the waterway creates traffic for the

railroads as well as for itself. It makes raw materials cheaper,

increases the number of those that are available for use, and

thus adds to the products of agriculture and manufacture

seeking transportation. The effects of increasing and

cheapening raw materials are complex ; cheaper wholesale

and retail prices and higher wages are possible, and these

in turn prepare the way for a larger and more varied con-

sumption of goods. This means important additions to the

shipments, especially of manufactured goods, the kind of

freight which from its nature falls mainly to the railroads.

The statistics of the traffic of the railways and waterways
at Frankfort-on-the-Main, before and after the canalization of

the Main from Mayence to Frankfort, show in a striking

way that an increase in water traffic may be accompanied by
an equal or greater rise in the traffic of competing railroads.
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The improvement of the Main from Mayence to Frankfort

was completed at the close of 1886. The following table gives

the tonnage by rail and by water for the three years before and

for the three years succeeding the canalization of the Main.*
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of the river. The industrial activity of Frankfort increased

because of cheaper raw materials, especially dbal. The
amount of traffic from Frankfort to the sea was greatly

enlarged, by rail and by water, and the railroads profited

both by 4R growth in their freight and by an equalization in

volumes carried up and down from the sea to Frankfort.

This equalization was an advantage to the railroads, because

it enabled them to run fewer empty wagons, and thus to

reduce the expenses of operation.

An important consideration, and one that has not received

due attention, is that much of the freight taken from the

railroad for water transportation involves little or no

real net loss to railway companies. Railroads, especially the

American, are doing an immense amount of business which

brings them little or no direct profit. Operating expenses con-

stitute a large share sixty-seven per cent of earnings, and

this is because a great deal of bulky freight is carried at a rate

so low that the costs of operation often include ninety per cent

of earnings. Indeed, it is asserted that coal, coke, stone and

iron ore are sometimes carried at a loss by the railroads in

order that by so doing they may keep down the prices of

crude products and thus sustain industry and enlarge the

volume of higher grades of traffic.* The operating expenses
on the German railroads constitute only fifty-five per cent of

the gross earnings. Were the American railways to give over

a good share of their bulky freight to the waterways it would

not materially reduce their net profits. Grain is another

article of transportation on which the railroads make only

small profits. Grain rates are much lower in America than

in Germany, but local freight tariffs are much higher, f

American railroads are making the local freights pay for the

trouble of handling grain at low profit.

There are several advantages even which would flow to

the railroads from the surrender of a large share of this

*
C/. Thomas P. Roberts, p. 10 of "

Report on Waterways and Railways
" to Fifth

International Congress on Inland Navigation.

f C/. Sering.
" Dit landwirthschaftliche Konkurrcnz Nord-americas?
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bulky low-tariff freight. It would allow them to expand
the volume of fast freight and increase passenger traffic

and this, too, by means of a proportionally less outlay of

capital.

The amount of travel in any country, even more than the

volume of freight, is conditioned by rates, and is capable of

almost indefinite expansion. The results of the zone tariff

in Austria and Hungary *
suggest in a small way how it is

possible to add to travel by reducing rates. A great reduc-

tion in the local rates on the railroads that centre in London
and other great cities, however, could not, under the present

conditions, correspondingly increase the travel
;
because of

the inability of the railroads to handle the passengers, f The

morning and evening trains are now crowded
;
the number

of trains that can be run is limited
;
and only at a very great

cost could the room for stations and yards be enlarged suffi-

ciently to meet the requirements of a greatly increased travel.

Some roads, as for instance the Pennsylvania within Phila-

delphia, actually discourage purely local traffic. The devel-

opment of the waterways leading into London could relieve

the railroads of the burden of much of their slow, bulky

freight, enable them to clear their tracks for passenger

trains, and allow them more track room for their passenger

trains in the city and permit them to enlarge their terminal

facilities for handling passengers.

The expansion not only of local but also of long distance

'passenger traffic depends upon freeing the railroads of some

of its bulky freight. The trunk lines of the United States

are now over-crowded ; they refused to make a large reduction

in passenger rates to the World's Fair because they said that,

if they did, they would be unable to handle the traffic that

would result. When the New York Central proposed to put
on twenty-hour trains between New York and Chicago, it

opposed by the other trunk lines. As an official of the

See ANNALS or THR AMERICAN ACADEMY, vol. I., pp. toj, 461.

t See Acworth. Conttmfiotary Rtvitw
t 1891.
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Pennsylvania road said,
' ' such a train presents no difficulties

to the Pennsylvania Railroad Company from a mechanical

standpoint, nor from the standpoint of the road's condition.

But as regards running such a train in its relation to our

other business it would be prejudicial to those interests.

The volume of freight and passenger business over the Penn-

sylvania is simply enormous, and the running of such a train

would seriously interfere with its movement, especially at

the present time, when the road from New York to Chicago
is crowded with business.

' ' * The coal lines of the East are

crowded to such an extent that passenger trains are often

delayed, and shippers rendered unable to secure the prompt

delivery of freight. Under present conditions the large

increase of local and distance traffic which it is possible for

cheapness to produce would involve greater outlays of capital

than the increased traffic receipts would justify, but were the

railroads relieved of a good share of their bulky freight, they

might, with very small outlay of capital, greatly develop the

passenger business.

The increase and extension of waterways aid the railroads

through the increased travel which results from building up
manufactures, developing trade, and promoting the growth
of large cities. Take, for instance, the influence of that

greatest of all inland waterways, the Great Lakes, on the

growth of the passenger traffic in the States bordering the

lakesX It has been, in large part, the improvement of the

harbors and channels of the Great Lakes that has caused the

phenomenal growth of Duluth, Milwaukee, Chicago, Detroit,

Toledo, Cleveland, Buffalo, etc. The railroads have not only

aided the growth of these cities, but have in turn been greatly

benefited through the development which has come to them

by means of the improvements of the water route. Indeed,

the most important railroad systems of the United States are

those which share in the commerce of the region round about

the Great Lakes.

* Public Ledger, Philadelphia May u, 1893.
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This fact reveals the true relation of the two agents of

commerce. They are complements of each other. When
the waterway and railroad are perpendicular, they feed one

another ;
when they run parallel, competition results in recip-

rocal development of each at least, will so result when the

waterway corresponds, as to dimensions and equipment, to

the commercial needs of the present, and provides for the

transportation of goods through comparatively long distances.

The Rhine Valley, as well as our own lake region, furnishes

an illustration of this truth. The statistics of the traffic

during the last forty years on the Rhine River and on the

railroads of the Rhine Valley, show that the growth of the

transportation on each has been about equally rapid,

ither of the two means of communication has prevented
the development of the other.

' ' *

Though the railroads and waterways ought to be competi-

tive means of transportation, they ought not to antagonize

each other. Only the benefits which the railroad receives

from the waterway have been cited
;
but the aid is reciprocal.

The well-located and well-constructed waterway need not fear

co-ordination with the railway, indeed, the attainment of

the highest degree of usefulness is otherwise impossible.

The railroad must be present to aid in distributing the finished

products manufactured from the articles transported by water,

or there will be but small freight by water. Not only these

manufactured goods but such articles of consumption as pass

directly from the waterway to the consumers must be distrib-

uted by the railway, for water routes are few in number and

reach, directly, but a very limited number of consumers. The
: al relation of waterways and railroads, as collectors and

distributers respectively, is shown by the shipments into and

out of Paris by water and by rail in 1890. The waterways

brought to Paris 4,037,719 tons, and the railroads 5,826,548

tons, the percentage carried by each being 41 per cent and

* Van der Borght, p. 23.
"
Report on Railway* and Waterway*

" to Fifth Inter-

national Congrew on Inland Navigation.
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59 per cent respectively ;
but of the freight from Paris,

which, of course, consisted mostly of manufactured articles,

the waterways carried only 953,834 tons, while the railroads

transported 2, 335, 252 tons, the percentages being 29 per cent

and 71 per cent respectively.* This took place, however, with

very poor connections at the ports between the waterways and

the railroads, so poor, indeed, as to greatly limit trans-ship-

ment. The close connection of the waterway with the rail-

road, so that shipment from one to the other may be easily

accomplished is hardly less essential to the waterway's best

use than the improvement of the way itself. The people of

Philadelphia have recognized this fact. A belt line railroad

is being built by which the railroads entering the city may
each reach the wharves throughout the length of the Delaware

and Schuylkill water-fronts. The advantage of this will be

great, alike to railroads and inland waterways centering at

Philadelphia ;
vessels from the inland as well as from the

ocean will be able to exchange freight with the railways.

This discussion of the complementary character of the two

means of transportation, prepares the way for the considera-

tion of the relation of inland waterways to State-owned rail-

roads, of the influence of the former on the tariffs and revenues

of the latter. All the advantages which have been cited

above as accruing to private roads from the development of

routes of inland navigation flow to State railroads, and in a

higher degree, because of the possibility of a more perfect

co-ordination of the two means of transportation. As in the

case of private so with State railroads, the waterway can

relieve them of the traffic which is as well or better adapted

to carriage by water, and leave the road free to expand its

fast freight business and passenger traffic without making the

large investments of capital that would be otherwise necessary

in order to widen the roadbed, increase the number of tracks,

and enlarge terminal yards and stations. The existence of

See Delaunay Belleville, p. 27. Report to Fifth International Congress on

Inland Navigation.
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both means of transportation would thus make possible an

economical division of traffic, that would give to each way the

carriage of those things which it was best fitted to transport
under the conditions existing at the time the freight was
offered for shipment. This has to a large extent taken place
in the Rhine Valley, and will do so more in the future, as the

waterways are developed and their co-ordination with the

railroads is made more complete.

The division of freight between the two means of transpor-

tation is not, of course, into two distinct classes one class

going by water and one by rail for each agent carries many
kinds of articles that the other does. Still the waterway
reduces the ratio which [the bulkier goods would otherwise

bear to the more profitable classes of rail freight, and this is

to the advantage of the net returns on the capital invested in

railroads.

The State, furthermore, by extending inland waterways,
would save not alone in amount of necessary investment in

railroads, but also in expenses of operation relatively to gross

receipts. As was seen, the costs of operation are a very large

share of the gross receipts from the freight that would mostly

go. to the waterway, and the waterway would enable the

road to develop a kind of traffic where net receipts above costs

of operation are larger. Thus it comes about that both burdens

of expense which the railroads must meet, interest on invest-

ment and cost of operating, are rendered lighter when the

waterways co-operate with the railroads in the transportation

of freight. The development of inland navigation has also

been shown to increase rather than to lessen the volume of

traffic by rail. Waterways, therefore, enable the State to

reduce tariffs on its railroads and still receive as large a net

return on their business as would be possible without the

traffic by water.

Because of the fact that the inland waterways and the State

railways of Prussia are under the control of different officials

there has been a good deal of rivalry tetween the two
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of communication. The managers of the railroads have been

anxious to show a surplus, and have opposed the extension

of inland waterways. Of late this opposition seems to have

weakened. Prussia has entered upon the construction of

canals, and the connection of the two means of transportation

has been made closer, without detriment either to the traffic

or net receipts of the railroads. The Prussian Minister of

Public Works, Thielen, said, in 1891: ''The subsequent

development of the railway service must go on simultaneously
with the improvement of the navigable ways. The navigable

way is the sister, equal by birth, of the railway."
The commercial position of the waterway, and its influ-

ence on the tariffs and revenues of the railroad are well stated

by the following resolution of the Fourth International Con-

gress on Inland Navigation :

' ' The existence and devel-

opment together of railways and waterways is desirable,

first, because these two means of transport are the comple-
ments of each other and ought to contribute each accord-

ing to its special merits to the public good ; second, because

viewed broadly, the industrial and commercial development
which will result from the improvement of the means of

communcation must in the end profit both railways and

waterways.
' '



CHAPTER VII.

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS AND TO WHAT EXTENT CANALS

CAN COMPETE WITH RAILROADS IN THE FUTURE.

Mention was made in a previous connection of the neces-

sity for singling out the canal from other inland waterways
for the purposes of special study. In this chapter improved
rivers and lakes are dropped from discussion, in order thereby

to make a more critical analysis of the commercial position

of the purely artificial waterway and of its relation to the

railway. Herein lies the most difficult problem of inland

navigation, the one concerning which there is the greatest

dispute. It is, however, with no desire to enter the arena of

disputation, but with the purpose of setting forth in an

analytical way the most recent and salient facts about the

canal that this chapter is written.

In entering upon this analysis it is necessary to bear in

mind that there are at least three very distinct kinds of canals.

There are those with capacity and equipment for floating the

ships that ply the ocean and such large interior lakes as

make up the chain along our northern boundary ; then there

are canals whose construction, breadth of way and locks

make them navigable by the large steamers of shallow draft

that run on the large rivers
; finally, there is the barge canal,

the waterway which the word canal first en: i the

inhuls of most persons. This third kind requires a depth

equal to or greater than is necessary for river boats

its other dimensions may be smaller. The traction of canal

barges has been, and is even to-day, generally horse power ;

that, is not a necessary condition of barge canal

traffic ;
in the future steam, or perhaps electricity, will in the

case of the v be the prevailing m
(73)
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power. It is obvious that these three kinds of canals fulfill

different services to commerce and do not each stand in the

same relation to other means of transportation.

Concerning the power of the canal large enough to float

the ocean ships and deep-draught lake vessels to compete with

the railroads when once it is completed there is no doubt, pro-

vided the waterway is in the line of an important and growing
commerce. Whether or not realizable tolls will return good
interest on invested capital depends, of course, on the circum-

stances of its construction and the traffic that it secures. On
this ground alone capitalists decide whether they will put

money into any enterprise. States or cities will not neglect

this consideration, but will also act in large part on other

motives, and in the case of such great works as the construc-

tion of these largest-sized canals the interests affected are so

varied and the benefits so far-reaching that the general welfare

of society makes it desirable that the State, either in its local

or national organization, should insist that considerations

other than the single one of profits on capital invested should

decide whether or not a work should be executed.

Against the benefits which will result from the construction

of a canal or a railroad must be measured the costs of putting
the work in condition for use and the subsequent expenses
of operation and maintenance. What the benefits of each

way really are must be kept clearly in mind. The preceding

pages have shown that the rail and water routes perform
different kinds of service, not only as carriers, but as de-

velopers of traffic, and have emphasized the fact that the

importance of the waterway and its relation to the railroad

are not to be discovered by merely comparing the tonnage
statistics of the two.

The cost of constructing a canal depends on the character

of the country through which it is run and on the dimen-

sions and equipment that it is given ;
while these last must

be determined by the use to which the waterway is to be

put. If the canal is to extend the commerce of the ocean
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or the largest lakes, it must be deep enough to allow ocean

vessels and large lake ships to navigate it, and be large

enough to handle the traffic to be moved. Such a waterway

may sometimes cost a very large sum, and at the same time

justify the expenditure. The Manchester Canal will cost

about $2,000,000 a mile. This is, of course, several times

what the best equipped four-tracked railroad would cost
; but

the waterway will not only be capable of performing as great

a service as such a railroad, and at a far cheaper rate, but

will do for the commerce of Manchester much that no rail-

road could perform. It will make Manchester a seaport.

Likewise, in the case of a canal from the Great Lakes to the

ocean, or from the Mississippi to the Great Lakes, it is quite

useless to compare its costs with the expense of constructing

a railroad. Such canals render a larger service, and a dif-

ferent one, than the railroad.

Whether the construction of a canal, be it large or small,

is warranted or not, must be decided by considering the

various benefits private and public that will flow from the

investment of the capital necessary to execute the work. The
costs can only be determined by careful estimates of the work

actually required for the execution of the particular waterway.

But little is to be gained by investigating the costs of existing

canals, they are in most cases too small and too inadequately

equipped. Future canals must be larger and be more substan-

tially built, and will, therefore, cost much more than former

ones.* Perhaps the only really helpful general principle that

can be laid down is this : The larger canals are the more

profitable investments they will be, provided they are used to

their entire capacity. Of course, this principle is usually true

of the railroad business, the exceptions arising in the case of

those lines, so located, that they can increase the number of

The Pniwian consulting architect Michaells. in 1882. submitted estimate* of the

costs required to construct four canals, baring a total length of 354 miles, and

capable of floating boats of 500 tons burden. The outlay per mile according to his

estimate would be $84.102. This is surprisingly low; and cannot be taken as

applicable to countries more hilly than Prussia.
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their tracks only by exceptionally expensive works of con-

struction, or can acquire larger terminal facilities only at

great costs. These conditions could hardly obtain with a

waterway. If it is possible to build a waterway at all of

moderate depth and size, its construction with larger dimen-

sions would nearly always be possible. Furthermore, the

traffic-bearing capacity which would result to the waterway
from giving the canal the larger size, would be proportionally

greater per dollar of investment than the traffic-bearing

capacity which would result from money spent in construct-

ing the waterway with small proportions. The difference

between the costs of a small canal and a large one lies chiefly

in expenses of excavation
;
and of course, this is only one of

the items of cost. The other items, locks, 'protection of

banks, construction of wharves, etc., increase in cost at a

diminishing rate as the canal is enlarged in its carrying

capacity.* As will be shown later, traction and other

expenses necessary to navigation decrease rapidly with the

size and depth of the waterway.
As regards the relative costs of maintaining an important

railroad and a waterway after they have been constructed, the

canal has the advantage over the railroad. Those canals

of the present time whose construction permits of only slow

navigation by horse traction are maintained at much less

expense per mile than the railroads. The simplicity of the

construction of the canal, and the small amount of wear and

tear caused by the slow moving traffic make the expenses

connected with maintaining a waterway small. Steam or

electric traction, and higher rate of navigating will necessi-

tate a more solid construction of the waterways, and will

doubtless add somewhat to the costs of maintenance. The
true basis for comparing the relative costs of maintenance of

railways and canals consists in contrasting the expenses for

maintenance incident to the transportation of equal volumes

*See inter alia " Canals and Their Economic Relation to Transportation." Lewis
M. Haupt. Papers of American Economic Ass'n. Vol. v.. No. 3.
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of traffic. Granting the two ways to be of equally good
construction the waterway must suffer less injury than the

railroad from the friction incident to equal volumes of traffic.

L/ikewise the costs of moving freight by water are less than

by rail. Here there are two items to be compared, costs of

traction, and expenses due to floating and rolling stock. The
fundamental reason why traction by water is less than by rail

is sufficiently obvious. A horse can draw at the rate of three

feet a second a load of about 3200 pounds on a good wagon
road ; of 30,000 pounds on a rail track, and from 120,000 to

200,000 pounds on the water. Where boats having steam

engines as efficient as the railroad locomotive, are used in

moving freight, as is the case on the ocean and the Great

L/akes, the great economy of hauling by water becomes mani-

fest. Boats carrying 2700 tons are run from Duluth to

Buffalo in three and a half days at an average per diem cost

of $120. Taking the distance to be about 1000 miles the

cost per ton mile is only .015 cents. Let this be compared
with the expenses of

"
conducting transportation

"
(exclu-

sive of maintenance of way, structures, and equipment),

assignable to freight traffic on the Pennsylvania Railroad,

which are about 1 7 cents, or ten times as large as on the

lake steamers, and the economy of water transportation

under favorable conditions becomes evident.

The relation of net to
" dead "

load on boats and trains is

another reason for the cheaper transportation by water. The
net load of a ship is usually three or four times the weight
of the boat, the larger the vessel the greater the ratio.

The net load of a car is from one and a half to twice the

weight of the car. This difference is increased by the fact

that cars are generally not so fully loaded as are boats. The

wagons used in the general merchandise traffic of England are

seldom loaded to a third of their caj> The railroads

find that promptness of delivery makes it impossible to fill

the wagons. The water traffic, on the other hand is not fast

freight and boats can be fully loaded. On the fourteen
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principal waterways of Germany in 1887, eighty per cent of

the boat loads were full cargoes.
*

In the matter of cost and maintenance of equipment for

moving freight, also, the waterway has a decided advantage
over the railroad. A ship costs about one-fifth as much as a

train, or as trains of cars of equal carrying capacity, whereas,

the life of the ship is longer and the expenses of maintenance

less. The canal barge of 500 tons burden has as great

capacity as a good-sized train, and three times that of

the average train of the United States. The enormous

trains of 1 200 and 1 500 tons load run on the trunk lines are

quite exceptional.

The average costs of moving a ton of freight a mile on the

railroads of the United States (exclusive of costs of main-

tenance of way and structures), was .522 cents in 1890 ;
the

cost on the Pennsylvania was .390 cents
;
on the New York

Central and Hudson River, .460 cents; on the Erie, .368

cents; on the Reading, .391 cents. Over against these

figures may be placed the average freight rate of .135 cents,

charged per ton mile on the traffic carried on the Great

Lakes, a free natural waterway. Of course, it is not to be

forgotten, that the costs of transportation on the Great Lakes
are lower than they are, or can be, in canals. The average

grain rates, in 1891, from Buffalo to New York by way of

the Erie Canal and Hudson River, were 3.49 cents a bushel,

or about .233 cents per ton mile. The distance from Albany
to New York is covered by the Hudson River, where, of

course, the cost of transportation is cheaper than by canal ;

but the Erie Canal is far from being such a waterway as

those of the future will be. Most towing is still by animals,

and boats have a capacity of only 240 tons burden, and are

raised and lowered by comparatively small locks. It is safe

to say, that the cost of transporting heavy freight on a well-

equipped American canal, with boats of 500 tons burden

*
J. Stephen Jeans. Report to the Fourth International Congress on Inland

Navigation.
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propelled by steam, will be less rather than more than .233
cents per ton mile the grain rates between Buffalo and New
York.

While it is true that the costs of transportation on canals

must be more than on large lakes and rivers, the difference

will be less in the future than at present. Indeed, when the

waterway is an integral part of a system of natural water-

courses, and has dimensions large enough to allow the boats

that ply the natural waterways to navigate it, and when its

banks are so protected as to make possible the use of steam-

motor power (and these are the conditions that future canals

must meet), then costs of moving freight on them will not be

much higher than on the natural waterways.
No American engineers have made detailed calculations

for the purpose of comparing how much railroad companies
-and owners of private canals must charge per ton mile of

freight in order to obtain a fair remuneration on invested

capital. Work of this kind has been done by the German

engineers, Bellingrath and Symphner. They figured out

carefully the cost of transportation by barge canals and by

rail, including every item, the interest on all capital invested,

the expenses for maintenance and management of ways, and

for maintenance of floating and rolling stock, cost of haul-

ing and profits of ship owners, but their calculations were

confined to German roads and canals, and were made ten

years ago. They do not throw much light on the relations

of canals and railroads in another country as different from

Germany as America. Industrial conditions also have

changed not a little during the past decade. The calcula-

tions were not without value in as much as they show that

ten years ago in Germany, barge canals capable of fl<>

boats of 350 to 500 tons burden could cany bulky freight

in large quantities much cheaper than the railroads.*

Cf. Bellingrath
" Studtrn fiber Bau mmd Bttritb timft dtmttckfn

Symphner
"
Trans^ortkotUn auf F.iitnbakmt* und KamAUm."

Attgtut MeiUen " Die Kanatfragt i /Vrtw*m" la SchaoUer's Jtkrtmck

\fbunf und Statistik. 8 b. 1884.
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It is to be borne in mind that in making these comparisons
between the costs of rail and water transportation the

two ways are necessarily considered as performing the same

service. This is, of course, one way to view the relation of

the two means of communication. This shows that there is

a large amount of freight that can be shipped more cheaply

by water. But from what was said in Chapters V. and VI.

it is evident that this is but one side of the question. The
relation of the waterway to the railroad and to transporta-

tion and trade is more complex than that would imply. The
fact has, perhaps, been sufficiently enforced, but it can hardly
be too strongly emphasized, that the waterway does more

than effect a saving of a few mills a ton on a part of the

bulky freight shipped. The waterway has far-reaching

indirect effects 011 industry, it is the complement of the rail-

road, and neither means of transportation can reach its highest

usefulness to commerce without the presence of the other.

The canal may be said to be at present in a state of transi-

tion to a condition of greater efficiency. Important improve-
ments are being made whose effect can be little less than a

revolution of the canal as a means of transportation. Doubt-

less the change that first suggests itself as necessary in the

equipment of the canals is the substitution of steam for horses

as the motor power for the traction of boats.
' ' The competi-

tion between canal and railway in this country never, in any
fair sense, resulted in a victory of land carriage over water

carriage ;
the victory was that of the steam engine over horse

flesh, and very poor horse flesh at that." * Up to the present

time most inland canals have been constructed for a small

barge traffic, and the prevailing power used for moving boats

has been horses. The reason why steam has not been substi-

tuted is that the construction neither of the waterway nor of

the barge permitted it to be done. The width and depth of

the old canals are not great enough ;
the banks are entirely

Roberts, p. 5. Report on "
Respective Uses of the Waterways and Railways of

the United States " to the Fifth International Congress on Inland Navigation.
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unprotected, or only partially secured against the attacks of

waves generated by boats
;
the locks are too small and too

numerous ;
and the blunt-ended, piston-like form of the old

style of boats is such as to admit only of the slow motion of

horse towing without piling up a cushion of water ahead of

the barge. The general use of steam as a locomotive power
on canals cannot take place until radical changes have been

made both in the waterway and in the boats used on them.

How to protect the banks of canals in the best and

cheapest way against the action of the waves is receiving

much attention from engineers. In the case of the maritime

Nord-Ost-See Canal masonry work of different kinds, de-

pending on the material that is most accessible, is being
used at a cost of about $20,000 a current mile of the canal.

The costs in this canal are large, because much of the stone

and brick has to be brought from a distance. The protection

of the banks of smaller canals is less expensive, and prob-

ably woodwork, either of the character now used in the

Netherlands and France or in some other form, can be

employed successfully and at a less expense.
*

The economy of steam traction even on canals of small

dimension is beyond question. Mr. Hannan, Superintendent

of Public Works of New York State, says that whatever

profit was derived from the carrying trade on the Erie Canal

in 1891 was made by those who operated steam boats. The

results of Symphner's calculations were that steam po\v

sixteen and two-thirds percent cheaper than wcll-org;
1

;

animal traction for barges of 350 and 500 tons' burden. The

larger the dimensions of the canals and the capacity of the

boats the greater will be the economy of steam traction.

The best form of traction on a barge canal such QS

Erie is still an undecided question. Several kinds have

been successfully tried on different European canals. The

For a discussion of methods of consolidating canal banks consult the paper* on

the subject submitted by Schlichting, Pculln, Van der Hleyden.
to thr Fifth International Congress on Inland Navigation..
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navigation of the canal presents very different conditions from

those that obtain on rivers. There the kind of a steamer to

be used depends on the depth of the river and the swiftness

of the current. In the lower reaches of a river the screw

steamer is best
;
in the middle courses, where the current is

more rapid and the possible draft of the boat small, the

paddle steamer is the most efficient
;
where the current of

the river is very rapid the chain steamer can be used most

successfully. The chain steamer propels itself by means of

a chain lying on the bed of the stream. The chain passes

over the boat and about a drum which is revolved by an

engine on the boat. Such chains have been laid in many of

the rivers of Europe, the Seine, the Rhine, the Neckar, the

Kibe and the Oder and others.

The difficulties connected with a shallow draft of water

and with overcoming currents do not exist in canal navigation ;

here the problem is chiefly how to prevent the boats from

creating waves destructive of the canal. Screw and paddle
steamers are out of the question on canals with unprotected

banks, and even those which have protected ones suffer more

or less from the waves of steamers. Of chain steamers there

are two kinds, the one described above, and the one which pro-

pels itself by means of an endless chain which the boat carries

along. As the endless chain is being passed over the boat

by the engine on the boat a part of the chain rests on the bed

of the waterway, the weight of the chain being sufficient to

enable the steamer to drive itself forward. The chain steamer

avoids the creation of waves other than those due to its own
motion. It affords a simple and economical power, but the

breaking of the chain and the delay caused by the passing of

boats cause a good deal of hindrance, and render the chain

steamer somewhat unsatisfactory. Furthermore the most

economical use of the chain steamer, the same as other steam-

ers depends on the possibility of increasing the speed above

that attained by animal traction, and this necessitates canals of

considerable size with protected banks. This last condition
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holds equally true as regards the hauling of boats from

the banks by locomotives or by means of a moving cable.

Both of these methods of hauling from the bank have been

experimentally tried with fair success. Of course the object

here also has been to apply steam power in such a way as to

do least damage to the unprotected or poorly protected canal

banks, and, this being the case, it is probable that, as canals

are built with banks well secured against the action of the

waves, this makeshift method will be abandoned for the

screw steamer, the one most used in all waters but those of

shallow rivers. The probability of this taking place is

increased by the fact that in the future the distinction between

barge canals and those connecting segregated lakes and

rivers will doubtless grow less and canals become more

and more integral parts of improved natural waterways.

Lake and river ship canals must, of course, be constructed

with a depth and breadth of way and a solidity of banks that

will permit lake and river steamers to navigate them.

There is a possibility that barge traffic on canals will be

able to make use of electricity as a motor with more economy
than steam. There is no reason why the trolley system
should not be applied to the hauling of canal boats, the

tine as street cars, provided, the boats can be run at

frequent and regular intervals as the cars are. It has been

suggested that a trolley line be run along the Erie Canal,

where these necessary conditions exist. The scheme could

probably be carried out and result in an economy in costs

for haulage, and produce an increase of traffic. The d

sion of electricity, however, as a motor for barge canals, and

the influence it would have on commerce, would better be

postponed till some experiments have been made.

Mention has been made several times in this monograph,
of the necessity for constructing canals larger than those of

the past have been. The economy in ti action and costs of

transportation, generally deserves further emphasis. In the

first place, attention may be recalled to that, the
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larger the boat the greater the net, as compared to the dead,

load to be hauled. Second, the cost of hauling the boat,

exclusive of cargo, increases much slower than the tonnage

capacity. For instance, the charges for hauling boats on

the Saale River, Germany, between the mouth of the stream

and the City of Halle, are twelve cents a kilometre for boats

of thirty tons, and only thirty-four cents less than three times

as much for boats of 300 tons, ten times as large. Third,

the total costs of transportation decrease rapidly with the

increase in the size of the cargo. Professor Lewis M. Haupt
lays down the law that,

' '

the cost of movement on water is

inversely proportional to the draft of the vessel.
' ' * He bases

his law* on the following facts : The cost of carrying goods
on the Erie Canal in boats of less than five feet draft, is

3.00 f mills a ton mile
;
on the Great Lakes in boats drawing

fourteen to sixteen feet, the costs are 1.2 mills
;
on the ocean

in ship drawing twenty-five feet, .5 mills. The reciprocals

of the drafts of the vessels 1, rV, in> are to each other in

the ratio i, .33, .2
;
and the freight charges 3, 1.2, .5 are

in the ratio i, .4, .17 the two ratios being nearly the same.

The construction of larger canals entails the enlargement
and improvement of locks. How to overcome differences in

level has always been a difficult problem in canal construc-

tion and navigation. Before the invention of the chamber

lock probably about the beginning of the sixteenth century

artificial waterways were possible in only a few places.

The lock continues to be the method of overcoming differ-

ences in level that is usually made use of, and though it

has been much improved, as will be seen, it still offers a great

drawback to commerce on the canal, one that men are willing

to make great sacrifices to avoid. The lock, especially such

* " Canals and their Economic Relation to Transportation." p. 65. Papers of the

American Economic Association, vol. v, No. 3. Many conclusions of this work (as

is the case generally with Professor Haupt's writings) are based on insufficient

data. The force of his arguments is often weakened by claiming to much for

them.

t This does not deny the fact that there are boats running, which draw six feet

ofwater and carry for less than three mills.
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as has been constructed in the paston barge canals, imposes
serious limitations on the efficiency of the canal. They raise

and lower vessels only a few feet eight feet, ten inches, in

the case of the Erie Canal thus they require numerous lock-

ings to raise or lower a boat through large differences of level.

This, of course, takes much time. The navigation routes of

England, independent of the railroads, have on an average a

lock to every mile and a half of their length ; those canals

owned by the railroads average a lock to every one and a

fifth miles. More than a third of the time spent in navigating

English canals is spent in passing the locks. The only way
by which this is to be avoided is to reduce the number of

locks and concentrate them at fewer points. This would

both reduce the time spent in locking boats and increase the

distances of unimpeded navigation. The locking of a boat,

further, requires the use of a good deal of water, even

though the waste has been much reduced by various devices,

and makes the
' '

feeding
' ' of some inland canals a serious

problem.
In order to avoid the hindrances which locks place upon

the navigation of barge canals attempts have been made to

substitute some better way of raising and lowering ships ; and

with the result that two new methods have been successfully

employed in a few places to raise and lower barges. These

two new methods are the perpendicular hydraulic lifts, and

inclined planes.

By the hydraulic lift, boats are raised and lowered in cais-

Each lift has two caissons, each resting on one or more

hydraulic rams. The two caissons rise and fall alternately,

the motive power being supplied by having more water in the

descending caisson than in the ascending one. The inclined

plane is an arrangement whereby the canal boat is carried on

a carriage up or down an inclined plane from one level to

another. The hydraulic lift and inclined plane succeed in

avoiding the objections which obtain against the lock. The

differences in level overcome by them are several times as
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great as by the lock. The amount of water wasted when the

lift or inclined plane is used is only a fraction as much as

when the lock is employed ;
and the ascents or descents from

one level to another may be concentrated at a few points in

the canal, instead of being scattered throughout its entire

course.

Both the hydraulic lift and the inclined plane have been

successfully constructed and operated. The inclined plane
on the Shropshire Canal, of England, effects a perpendicular
rise of 213 feet

;
there are, also, inclined planes on the Bute

Canal, of England. The first perpendicular lift constructed

for raising and lowering canal boats was the one at Anderton
,

England, by which boats of 100 tons cargo are taken from

the Trent and Mersey Canal and raised fifty feet into the

Weaver River. There is a lift at Fontinette, France, which

raises and lowers vessels of 350 tons forty-four feet. On the

Belgian Canal du Centre, near L,ouviere, there are, within a

distance of seven kilometres, four lifts which together over-

come a fall of 222 feet. In Germany, five small inclined

planes have been constructed on the canals
;
but no lifts have

as yet been built. "It is probable, however, that hydraulic
lifts will be included in the plans for the canals that have been

projected from Lubeck to L,auenburg, and from Dortmund

through Minden to Magdeburg.
' ' * There is one canal in

the United States, the Morris and Essex in New Jersey, on

which an inclined plane is in use. No lifts have been

constructed on any canals of the United States ;
but the con-

struction of two is contemplated to aid in overcoming the

obstructions to navigation at the Dalles in the Columbia

River, Oregon.
Of the two arrangements for raising and lowering canal

barges, the hydraulic lift and the inclined plane, the latter

has more merits
;
for there is practically no limit to the differ-

ence in level it can overcome. Again, the inclined plane

costs less, and is not so complex a structure. Neither the

* Quoted from a letter written by Bellingrath, February 10, 1892.
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lift nor the plane however will displace the use of the lock to

any great extent even for raising and lowering barges. The

large sized barges that will come into use on the larger canals

of the future, would require a lift of very expensive construc-

tion to raise and lower them. The lift will probably never

be used to any great extent to raise and lower ocean and lake

steamers. The inclined plane will probably be used where

barges and river boats are to be carried through great differ-

erences of level, and in other places where canals have a

small supply of water. Except in these very unusual cases

the lock will be used
; indeed, given a sufficient supply of

water, the locks as now improved are able to raise and lower

vessels through long distances. Some of the locks on the

Nicaragua Canal are to have a lift of 45 feet. They are all 80

feet wide and 650 feet long. The locks as designed by Col.

Blackman for the canal were to be 700 feet long, 100 feet

wide, and effect lifts from 50 to 100 feet.*

The usefulness of the canal, and the importance of its

sen-ice as compared with those rendered by the railroad,

depend to no small degree on the way in which it is adminis-

tered. The waterway should be kept open to navigation as

much as possible, and all closings on account of the climate,

or for making repairs should be reduced to a minimum. In

regions where the frost closes navigation for a part of the

year, repairs should be made during the winter. In many
instances the improvement in harbor facilities, the enlarge-

ment of wharfage space, and the use of machinery for loading

and unloading boats, will render an important aid to inland

navigation. A boat on the Elbe spends seventy-five of the

three hundred days of the season of navigation in motion,

and the other two hundred and twenty-five days in tlu i

As a contrast to this may be mentioned the steamship Mon-

ola "on the Great Lakes, which s|*-nt. in 1891, I75dayssail-

ing and only 47 lying in port. Most of all ought the harbors

to provide better facilities for reshipment from railroad to

See Jean*
"
Waterways and Water Transportation." pp. 4V4*>.
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waterway and vice versa. The best possible co-ordination

ought to exist between the two means of transportation ;
it

is only thus that they can fulfill their functions as complements
of each other.

So far in this discussion of the relation of the canal to the

railroad and of the improvements now being made in the

waterway, and which will increase its commercial importance
and its power to develop side by side with the railroad, the

canal has been regarded merely as an agent of commerce
;
but

it often performs other services by draining or irrigating the

country through which it passes. Much of Schleswick and

Holland have been converted by canals from swamps into

fertile fields. The canals and river improvements of Spain
have aided in irrigation. As the regulation and improve-
ment of the Po, Rhine and other rivers have had in mind

the prevention of floods, so may the canals keep in view

the agricultural interests of the country through which they

run.

On the basis ot the considerations elaborated in this and

the preceding chapters, I feel convinced that the canal is cap-

able of rendering industry and commerce important services.

The maritime and lake-ship canals rank first in the value of

their aid
;
those extending or connecting large rivers, and

so constructed as to form an integral part of the navigation

on those streams come second in importance. As has been

stated above, the barge canal, as distinct from the two other

classes, will be constructed less frequently in the future than

it has been in the past ;
but the usefulness of such waterways

under conditions modified to suit the needs ol the present is

not a thing of the past.

While this chapter was being written, the author received

a letter from Ewald Bellingrath, of Dresden, to whom refer-

ence has been made in the foregoing pages. The opinions

of
' ' the best informed man on German inland commerce ' ' *

are :

" The power of the canal to compete with the railroad

* Quoted from Symphner.
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in regions where the difficulties are not too great is beyond
doubt if, ( i ) a sufficient quantity of freight exists, or can be

secured, for transportation ; (2) the canal be constructed with

not too small proportions, ships not under 500 tons; (3) there

be a good service to supply steam traction."

Such are the conditions which must exist before a barge
canal can become a valuable means oftransportation. A large
amount of freight, to be shipped a comparatively long dis-

tance
;
dimensions of waterway and locks large enough, at

least, to permit barges to carry 500 tons, a load about three

times the average trainload in the United States, and

about half the load of the heaviest trains
;
such a con-

struction of the banks of the canal as to make possible

the use of steam traction. With these conditions fulfilled,

the usefulness of the barge canal is assured. To whom its

construction, and the construction of the other two kinds of

canals should fall, depends on circumstances which will be

considered in the next chapter.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF CANALS AND THK IMPROVEMENT
OF NATURAL INLAND WATERWAYS BY THE STATE

AND BY CORPORATIONS.

In the foregoing chapters, the character and extent of the

services now being rendered by the inland waterways have

been indicated, and the present imperfections of the canal,

and the possibility and probability of their being overcome

in the near future, have been discussed. It has been further

shown that under certain conditions the canal cannot only

compete with the railway, but can perform some services

much better. The present chapter has to do with the ques-

tion who shall improve natural waterways and construct

canals. Shall the State pay for and carry out these improve-

ments, or shall it leave them wholly or in part to private

enterprise ?

In Germany the State carries on the work
;
the use of

rivers is free, that of canals on payment of low tolls. The
extension and improvement of inland waterways in France

have in the past been at times individual and sometimes

State enterprises ;
the State has, however, bought up most all

private waterways, and since 1880, has maintained them at

public expense for the free use of all. The waterways of Italy

are, with one exception, State property, and not subject to

tolls. The inland navigation of Belgium has been improved
and extended by the State, and tolls are now collected. Rus-

sian waterways are improved and maintained entirely at the

cost of the State. Works in England have been executed

by corporations, or "trusts," sometimes with State aid,

oftener with municipal help, and frequently with neither.

The act of Parliament of 1888 extends the State's control of

tariffs and tolls. The inland navigable ways of the United

States have been extended by individuals and corporations,

(90)
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by the States, and by the Federal Government. Natural

waterways and canals under the control of the United States

are free. The same is true of the canals owned by New
York

;
but on other canals tolls are levied. The discussion

of the relation of the State to waterways involves two con-

siderations : Who shall execute the work of improving

waterways, and how shall these improvements be paid for ?

The questions will be answered in turn, in this and the

following chapter.

In but few questions do all the advantages rest with one

side. In the case of waterway improvements there are some

arguments in favor of private enterprise. They are the fol-

lowing : ( i ) The State avoids a heavy expenditure of money;
her taxes may be lighter, and the demands of her budget may
be more easily met. (2) The State is spared an important
increase in her civil service force, and this is a consideration

not to be disregarded, especially by the United States. The
functions of our Federal Government are increasing and must

necessarily continue to do so rapidly with the development
of our administrative powers, and we cannot help regarding
with concern any increase in our civil list, until we see civil

service reform drawing on apace. (3) The State should

leave to the individual whatever he can do equally well. If

there are improvements of watenvays which individuals or

corporations can make equally as well as the State, and with

as much benefit to the public, the State should not undertake

the work. The extensive assumption by the German States

of industrial functions which other countries leave to indi-

viduals, has had a marked effect in checking and weaki

the capability of individual initiative. German capit.

have not the daring and^invention in undertaking and <1

oping large busines? enterprises that those of England
America have. The Germans have grown to feel in a large

degree dependent on State initiative in industry, a fact which

explains in part why Germany is the land where socialism

most flourishes. (4) Closely related to this is a fourth
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argument in favor of individual enterprise. The management
of private business is less bureaucratic, and where competition

exists, tends to adapt itself more to commercial wants.

Competitive enterprises bid for trade, and seek to meet its

wishes, while a bureaucracy is less flexible and compels busi-

ness to adapt itself to administrative regulations. Too much,

however, must not be made of this fact. A strong private

monopoly may be quite as unyielding and regardless of public

needs as a bureaucracy. (5) In leaving these works to

private companies, the State avoids all danger of taxing one

section of the country to favor another. The United States

is a large country, and business interests are many and

diversified. Not all sections of the country have exactly

similar interests. The fact, however, is constantly becoming
less important. With the increase in population, the develop-

ment of industry, the growth in commerce due to the improve-
ment and extension of means of communication, the develop-

ment of banking and systems of credit, the solidarity of our

social and industrial life grows ever stronger. The circles of

influence exerted by an improvement in navigation extend

wider with the increase in the solidarity of business interests.

(6) It is often urged in favor of private enterprise that it is

much more certain than the State to commence only those

works which promise a return on capital invested that there

will be greater economy in investment and expenditure.

This argument, however, cannot bear up against criticism.

If the proneness of men to speculate be considered and the

very small percentage of all business men which the success-

ful ones comprise, be taken into consideration, it becomes

impossible to maintain that the improvement of water-

ways by individuals instead of by the State will be any

safeguard against waste of capital. Indeed, experience in

this matter is favorable to State enterprise. The private

capital was injudiciously invested quite as freely as public

funds during
' '

the canal mania ' ' on works that have since

become of little use or have been abandoned. It was not
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the French government which wasted its money on the

Panama project.

The reasons in favor of State, as compared with private,

improvement and extension of waterways are : (i) The fact

that water routes are from their nature public ways, and
whether the works on them be executed by the State or by
corporations, the State ought to maintain the public character

of the waterway. This demands State supervision to the

extent of fixing dimensions of canals and river channels, of

controlling tolls and tariffs, and of laying down rules in

accordance with which the waterways shall be administered.

The State can much more easily and surely maintain the

water routes as public highways by improving and extend-

ing them herself. The experience of England, where nearly

all these works have been private enterprises, has, as has

already been shown in another connection, been anything but

satisfactory. The English canals have already been dis-

cussed, but their condition may, at this point, be referred to

again with profit. It will be best to quote the words of an

Englishman :
* ' ' Take as a case in point the transport of

iron between London and Liverpool, or vice versa. In this

freight the trader would have to deal with no fewer than six

canal administrations to Preston Brook, within twenty miles

<>f Liverpool, where it would have to be transhipped and

carried for the remainder of the distance on the Bridgewater
Canal. Until recently, when the Bridgewater Canal became

the property of the Manchester Ship Canal Company, they

charged 75. 6d. per ton for this service, or more than 2*. $d.

per ton more than the other six companies charged for a

distance of 220^ miles. The canal charges between the

two greatest ports in the world was rather over a penny per
tn per mile. This is only an example of the general

character of the system as now organized, and it is not

to be wondered at if, under such circumstances, traders are

Jean*. Article in Report of the Fourth International CongreM on I

Nariffation.
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disposed to give canals a very wide berth. Singular as it may
appear, an ocean steamer often conveys cargo across the

Atlantic, a distance over 3000 miles, for a rate less by one-

half than the charges by water transport by canal between

London and Liverpool, a distance of only 240 miles, or

about one-thirteenth of the distance.
' '

(2) The services, other than those of navigation, which are

rendered by improved waterways, will be better secured in

the case of State enterprise. The improvement of the Po
River system of Italy has had for its object the prevention
of the inundations in the central and lower parts of the

valley; and the State, by studying the character of the

streams of the Lombard provinces, has improved them in

such a way as to prevent, to a great extent, inundations in

the provinces of Venice and Farara. The improvements of

the Rhine, the Mississippi and other great rivers should aim

more than they do at present to control the oft-recurring

floods.

(3) Again, the improvement and extension of the most

important inland waterways will progress more slowly than

they ought, if left to individual enterprise, and commerce

will thereby greatly suffer. It is doubtful whether private

companies would have undertaken the improvement of the

Mississippi River or the Great Lakes ;
and certainly they

would not have begun the work so soon nor have executed it

so thoroughly as has the United States government. Indeed,

such works are not adapted to individual enterprise. Not

so much because of the large amount of capital required, for

to-day capitalists are not awed by the magnitude of any

undertaking ;
but more because of the complicated legal

relations that would arise were a private company to assume

the work of improving such a navigable highway as the

Great Lakes, for instance, over which several States and two

nations exercise dominion. The improvement of the Mis-

sissippi system would involve equal difficulties. The fact,

however, that militates most against private enterprise in
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these particular instances is that both of the great
of waterways ought to be improved together according to a

common plan. This is something that the United States has

not yet done, but ought to do. The improvement of the

Mississippi River system and the Great Lakes ought to be

under one and the same commission.

But were the character of the work to be executed such

that it could be successfully carried out by private corpora-

tions, no country would think of giving over the improve-
ment of the Mississippi River to a private company. To do

this would place the commerce of a great natural waterway,
in fact of a great river system, draining the vast region
between the Allegheny and the Rocky Mountain ranges,

under the influence, if not control of a few individuals. The
same considerations would hold concerning the Great Lakes.

Such a case is of course intrinsically very different from the

improvement of a short English river on which only a few

cities are located. Some canals also are much more clearly

the work of the government than are others. One would

hardly think of giving over the control of a lake-ship canal

from the great lakes to the ocean to a private company, a

canal which would be the key to the commerce of the entire

northern part of the United States. The objection to the

construction of a canal from St. Paul to Lake Superior by a

private corporation or municipality is much less ; such a

canal would by no means be of merely local importance ;

but it is much more so than the one from the Great Lakes

to the ocean would be. If it be granted that the Manchester

Ship Canal may rightly be left by the English government t<>

the City of Manchester and the Manchester Ship Canal

Company, they being subject to careful legal restrictions, that

is by no means evidence that a trans-national canal leading

from London to Liverpool through Northainpii.n, Birming-

ham, Newcastle, and other large cities, should be controlled

by a private company, not to say several companies, as is at

present unfortunately the
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(4) The very forces that tend to cause the improvement of

waterways to be executed by private persons, may furnish

reasons why such works ought to be executed by the State.

In England where the individual feels quite independent of

the State, and views with suspicion any State interference

with industry, the improvement of inland navigation has

naturally been the work of corporations. In Germany, on

the other hand, the relation of the State to industry is differ-

ent. Individuals look to the State for the execution of these

works. The thought finds characteristic expression in this

sentence taken from report of the Prussian ministry in 1882 :

' ' In view of past experience, there is hardly any doubt that

the State, in case any new project is to be carried out, must

assume the construction at public expense."
Whether the State or corporations will most naturally

undertake the improvement of inland navigation depends,

as Professor Lujo Brentano, of Munich, says, "Upon a

country's past political development and the power of

individual initiative which that development has called

forth. Where initiative power is strong, waterways will

be constructed without the State
;
but where centuries of

State intervention have killed all private initiative, foreign

capitalists, if any, are the ones that do the work. The gas
works and water works of Germany may be cited as an

example of this.
' ' The policy that ought to be adopted in

regard to the improvement of waterways depends, according
to Professor Brentano,

' '

upon present political conditions.

Where the State is everything, the construction of waterways

by private persons is better, otherwise, the party which has

the control of the State in its hands, may manage the inland

navigation in an absolute way. Where individuals are

everything construction by the State is better, in order

thereby to break the monopoly of private persons.
' '

* These two statements are a free translation of the following note made by
Professor Brentano during a conversation the author had with him:

" Die Frage ob Staat oder Aktil ist nicht bios eine Frage gegenwartiger oko-

nomischer Zweckmassigkeit. Sie hangt ab . (i) Von vergangener politischer Ent-
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The half of this argument which advocates State works in

countries where private monoplies have overwhelming p
is strong ;

the other half seems less so. The sacrifice that

Germany would make, were she to leave to private parties

the improvement of her inland navigation would not be

recompensed by the benefits she might thereby receive from

the added initiative power of individual and from the curb

placed upon the irresponsibility of a bureaucratic administra-

tion.

(5) Private ownership of other means of communica-
>n affords an added reason for State ownership of important

waterways. The large influence of American waterways on

railroad rates and the meagre power of English inland

navigation in that direction have been considered. Competi-
tion between railroads can no longer be relied on as a controller

of rates. Waterways must regulate them. If the navigable
routes be operated by the State they can do so; if by corpor-

ations, as in England, they will combine with the railroads.

Supplementary to this argument it may be added that the State

ownership of railways is no reason against State waterways.

Curiously enough a competition exists between the State rail-

ways and State waterways of Germany that has tended to

force down rates. This, however, may be regarded as an

ndental, rather than a necessary, relation. The chiefadv.m

tage of the State ownership of both means of communication

results from their co-ordination in such a way that each per-

forms the commercial service it is best fitted for, and in such

a way that each increases the usefulness of the other.

Whether the question be viewed from the standpoint of

wickelung und dem Mas* der Initiative der Kinzelnen, welche Jene hervorfcraJta
hat. Wo Initiative, werdcn Kanale auch ohne Staat gebaut. Wo Jahrhuodcrtr
von Staatseinwirkung alle private Initiative ertodtet haben, sind ea hochnten*

fremde Kapitalisten, die bauen. Vgl. die Gas- und WaaseransUlten in Drut*ch

Und. (a) Von gegenwartigen polittschen Vcrhaltnisaen. Wo SUat alle* 1st, tot

Kanalbau durch Private beuer, aonut tyrannUirt die Partel, die dea Ataat In

Hftnden hat. auch die Kanalschifffahrt. Wo Private allea alnd, Ban durch Staat.

tun Monopol der Privaten zu brechen."

I have translated " Kanal "
by waterway, because that imprnao the thought

Professor Brentano bad in mind.
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theoretical advantages and disadvantages of State improve-
ment and extension of inland waterways, or whether these

theoretical considerations be modified by taking into account

peculiarities in national temperament, and differences of pres-

ent circumstances in various countries, the reasons for State

construction of many works seem conclusive. The improve-
ment of lakes and large rivers, and the construction of canals

of large commercial importance, are clearly the duty of the

State. The objection given above, that the functions of the

State will thus be unduly augmented, has, on analysis, but

little force. Where railways are in private ownership, it is

the duty of the State to preserve the waterways as competi-
tive routes of commerce

;
and when waterway improvements

are made by private companies, the State can only do this, as

the English experience clearly shows, by fixing the dimen-

sions of artificial water-courses, by establishing rules for

administering the waterway, and by controlling rates and

tolls. The functions exercised by the State in this control

of a waterway, must necessarily be many, and ownership
adds to these offices little more than the increased taxation

necessary to meet the expenses of construction. Whether it is

possible for the State to control rates on private waterways
in such a way as to maintain the competition with railroads

that is desirable, may be doubted. England has failed, or

nearly so, in this respect.

In the improvement of important lakes and large rivers,

and in the construction of canals of wide commercial import-

ance, the State cannot be charged with sectionalism. Still,

as in the case of the United States, where nearly all improve-
ments of waterways are made by the State, there is always
the danger that the public will be taxed for the benefit of

small sections. The United States and the several States

have not always been careful enough in choosing works of a

national character, and money has wrongly been spent on

works of only a local importance. These local works have

not only favored sections, but have involved a waste of
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capital. The United States and the several States in legis-

lating regarding internal improvements, must ever be on their

guard against works not of State or national importance.
Local works should be left to localities or individuals.

The economical expenditure of money by the State demands
both a thorough acquaintance on the part of the Legislature
with the industrial conditions and needs of the country, and

a knowledge of the ability of improved waterways to meet

those conditions and needs. The character of the waterway
that will best meet the requirements in a particular case, must
also be known. An insufficient knowledge of the needs of

trade, and of the means of transportation best calculated to

meet those needs, has resulted in many unwise river improve-
ments and canal constructions. To prove this, it is only

necessary to point to the less important canals of France,

which fall far short of paying interest on invested capital.

The canals of Ohio and Indiana and other American States,

were, in many cases, located and constructed without suffi-

cient data. Many canals have been constructed, and even

since the introduction of the railroad, where a cheap local

railway would better have been placed, and would have been

placed had the characteristics of the two agents of commerce

been better known.

The real functions of inland waterways in commerce are

now being studied, and are being better understood. Noth-

ing else is doing so much to aid this study as the International

Biennial Congresses on Inland Navigation. The fourth one

of these congresses was held in Manchester, England, in

1890, and the fifth in Paris, August, 1892. The reports of

their proceedings, and the papers presented are printed, both

in English and French, and contain a rich mine of historical,

statistical, and technical information regarding the inland

navigation of the several countries of the world. It will

have been noticed that the reports of the fourth and fifth con-

gresses, have been made frequent use of in the preparation
of this work. Reference has been made to the work done
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by the Commission on International Statistics of Inland

Waterways, that was appointed by the Frankfurt Congress in

1888. The Fifth Congress which met in Paris, August, 1892,

devoted a good deal of time to the consideration of the rela-

tion of waterways and railroads, and did much to emphasize
the fact of their being complementary in character. The
Sixth Congress will meet next year in Amsterdam. These

gatherings bring together engineers prominent in official and

in private life, and the discussions do much to promote a

more scientific conception of the waterway as a means of

transportation.

Waterways conventions, called to consider the needs of

particular water routes and the benefits which their improve-
ment will bring about, are a valuable agency in bringing to

the attention of the public and of Congress the works whose

promotion will do most to advance inland navigation. The
more carefully and the more widely the relation of the im-

portant waterways to commerce is studied, the wiser will

corporations and the government proceed with the works of

improvement. A striking illustration of this is afforded by
the convention which was held in Detroit, Michigan, Decem-

ber 17 and 1 8, 1891, to consider the question of a twenty
and twenty-one foot waterway through the channels connect-

ing the Great L,akes. The convention was suggested by

Congressman Chipman. It was attended by delegates from

six States and from Canada, representing boards of trade,

shippers' associations, vessel owners, engineers in charge of

the improvement of the lakes, and congressmen from the

States contiguous to the lakes. The needs of the various

parts of the Great Lakes were discussed, the relation of deep
channels to the development of the lake commerce and to the

industrial progress of the Northern States was considered,

and the bearing of the lake transportation on the rate ques-
tion was the subject of much consideration. The proceed-

ings and papers of the convention, were printed and distrib-

uted in pamphlet form. The memorial to Congress had the
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effect of securing the appropriation necessary to carry out

the work recommended by the convention.

A convention was called the year before at Evansville,

Ind.
,
to discuss the needs of the Mississippi River system, and

the advantages that would follow its further improvement,
and its connection with the Great Lakes. The importance
of the subject is such that the convention ought to have had

more influence than it had. The influence of the gathering
would have been greater had it taken a wider view of the

commercial interests involved and have gone less into details

in the recommendation of numerous works of minor im-

portance.

The apathy of New York State as regards the improve-
ment of her canals led to the formation of ' ' The Union for

the Improvement of the Canals of the State of New York,"
with local unions throughout different parts of the State.

The Central Union called a convention of delegates from the

local unions to meet the nineteenth of October, 1892, to

celebrate the centennial of the New York canals and to con-

sider the further improvement of the State watenvays and

the importance of the work to the commercial interests of the

State. Fifty-three organizations were represented by 596

delegates. The object of the convention was agitation, it is

too early yet to look for definite results.

January 12, 1893, a convention met in Washington at the

call of the Duluth Chamber of Commerce for the purpose of

idering a deep-water ship canal from the Great Lakes to

the sea. One hundred and twenty-five delegateswerepresent
Chairman George H. Ely, of Cleveland, stated his platform to

be "
a waterway from the lakes to the sea over territory of

the United States, independence of Canada, and cessation of

legislation in favor of Canadian lines of transportation."

He recommended that the convention do nothing more

to recommend Congress to make an appropriation for the

survey of a route. The appropriation was not secured, how-

ever, at the last session of Congress.
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Various conventions have been called in the interests of

the Nicaragua Canal. The most important of these was the

one that met at New Orleans, the thirtieth of November,

1892, at which delegates from every State and Territory in

the Union were present. The purpose of the convention

was to urge Congress to give its aid to the canal in order to

secure the early completion of the work. The present con-

dition of the canal and the reasons why the United

States should lend the work its support will be considered

in Chapter XII.

The value of such conventions as these is great. Wise

legislation must proceed from the intelligence of the public.

It may be thought by some that the influence of these

gatherings will be to spur Congress on to excessive appro-

priations ;
it will rather be to temper action with knowledge

and lessen the danger of misappropriations in the interest

of sectionalism.

The position here taken in favor of the construction by the

State of all great works of internal improvement, does not

exclude private enterprise from works of local importance.
On the other hand, the execution of local works should be

left, as was stated above, to individuals or municipalities,

the State, however, not neglecting, in any case, to maintain

the public character of all waterways.



CHAPTER IX.

TOLLS ON WATERWAYS.

Vitally connected with the question whether or not

corporations ought to improve inland waterways is the

subject of tolls. Private waterways must needs charge tolls

for their use by the general public. The conclusion of the

preceding chapter was in favor of the construction of import-
ant waterways by the State, but the question still remains

How shall costs of improving, extending and maintaining
inland waterways be paid? Should the public treasury
bear the expense or should tolls be paid sufficient to cover

the outlay ? The subject brings the discussion into the

realm of finance and involves some interesting points in

theory.

Tolls are no longer collected on large rivers, and there is

a movement to abolish them on canals. France and Italy

have done away with all tolls. In Belgium
' '

navigation
dues are continually being reduced and their complete

suppression seems rather a question of time and budget than

of principle.
' ' * The rivers of Holland are free and the

reduction of canal dues is probable. The abolition of tolls

on the English canals is impossible so long as they remain

private property ;
but the State regulates the dues. Most

canals owned by the United States government are those

constructed in connection with the improvement of natural

waterways, but all are maintained for free use. New York
abolished tolls on the canals when she purchased them.

Ohio owns the canals within her boundaries, but charges
tolls for their use. The same is true of Illinois as regards
the Illinois and Michigan Canal. Most canals within the

Dufoumy, p. 16 of Article in Report of Fourth

Inland Navigation.

(103)
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United States are private property and, of course, are not

free waterways.
The movement for the abolition of tolls is prompted by a

desire to promote inland commerce, and where such charges
have been done away with, navigation has increased. The
facts in regard to France were given in Chapter IV. The
abolition of tolls on Italian waterways, also,

" has increased

the facility and amount of intercommunication."* Such a

result is, of course, to be expected ;
but the question may be

raised whether the abolition of tolls is in all cases necessary

to a promotion of inland navigation, and whether this is the

only way of accomplishing the desired end. If tolls may
still rightly be charged on some waterways, what ones ought
to be free and what ones not ? According to what principle

ought charges to be assessed ?

Four principles may be made the basis of the charges
which the government may require those to pay who use a

public waterway : (i ) The State may impose the charges with

the intent of taxing inland navigation for the purpose of

raising money, not only to maintain and improve her water-

ways, but also to help meet the general expenses of the

State. In this case the maximum limit of the charges would

be fixed at the point of the greatest productivity of the tax.

(2) The State may regard the money invested in the improve-
ment of inland navigation as a business enterprise on which

a certain rate of profit ought to be obtained. If this view

be taken, the charges will be fixed so as to secure this profit.

In both these cases the State is taxing inland navigation,

but the principles differ from each other in that different

considerations determine the point of maximum charges.

(3) The State may assess tolls on the principle of requiring

navigation to pay the State for the labor that the State per-

forms in making and maintaining improvements. In this

case the State will fix the tolls so that it will be able

just to recoup itself for actual expenses of construction and

* Bompiani, p. 3. Ibid.
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maintenance. The State requires her waterways to be self-

supporting no more, no less. (4) The fourth principle,

and the one on which several States now act, is to make no

charges, but to improve, extend and maintain waterways at

the expense of the general public.

Inland commerce is a very undesirable object of taxation.

The State can hardly place taxes where they will be more
burdensome. No State would to-day think of taxing inland

navigation to the limit of maximum productivity of tax

income, nor of imposing any heavy burden upon the com-

merce on her waterways. The wisdom of the State's trying

to secure any profits on capital invested in the improvement
of inland commerce for the purpose of replenishing the

budget may be questioned. The Prussian government has,

with doubtful propriety, turned a part of the surplus earn-

ings of the State railroads into the general budget. The
deficit in the finances might better have been covered by
taxation, and the profits derived from the railroads have been

used in developing the transportation system of the State.

The primary object of the State in improving waterv,

and building railroads, is to promote commerce and travel ;

tolls and tariffs high enough to yield profits will most surely

do much to defeat that object ; especially will this be so if

the profits so obtained are not used in developing the means

of communication and transportation. The State, then,

ought to choose between the third and fourth principles, and

either make inland navigation free or make such charges as

will, in whole or in part, cover the outlay for construction

and maintenance.

The State having decided that the waterways shall not

directly contribute to the payment of other expenses than

those the waterways themselves incur, the question of charges

or no charges may be decided according to the general rule

that the incidence of the burden of expense shouldfall on those

persons benefited, and, as nearly as possible^ proportionally to

the benefits received. There are three classes which derive
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profit from the waterway. The general public, including

producer and consumer, those who directly use the waterway,
as shippers or carriers of freight on the waterway, and

persons owning property along or near the line of the canal

or improved river.

How shall these three classes be made to bear burdens

proportionally to benefits ? The improvement of great water

courses like the Mississippi River and its important branches,

the connection of two long water routes, the removal of the

obstructions to commerce on a chain of great lakes, such as

those in the north of the United States, and the extension

of the commerce of these lakes to the Atlantic Ocean, all

these are expenses which ought not to be borne, at least not

more than partially borne, by the particular persons who
make use of the waterway. The country, as a whole, re-

ceives most of the benefits of such improvements and it

should pay most of their costs. Tolls on the commerce of

such national waterways sufficient to cover all the expenses
of improvement and maintenance would place the tax on

only a part of the recipients of benefits and would at the

same time place an undesirable restriction on commerce.

The expenses ought, therefore, to be borne mostly by the

United States and partly by the individuals who are the

direct recipients of benefits.

The case of a canal leading from coal or iron mines in one

part of a particular State to a large city in another part of the

same State is different. Here the benefits to the United

States, as a whole, are but slight, those of the particular

State are greater, while the advantages gained by those who
use the canal and by those who own property alongside or

near it may be as great as in the case of a waterway of

distinctively national importance ;
such a canal being of

special value to the State, as a whole, within which it lies

should be constructed and largely paid for by the State,

rather than by the United States, or by those that make
use of the canal after completion. The United States,
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however, would be justified in sharing a small part of the

cost of constructing such a waterway, not only because the

country at large receives certain benefits, but because the

benefits, local and national, will be increased by such aid

because of an earlier completion and better execution of the

work.

In the case of canals, both of State and of national import-

ance, individuals directly benefited ought to contribute to-

ward meeting the expense. This could be accomplished
in the case both of national and State waterways by taxing
the increment in the value of the property along or near

the canal due to the construction of the waterway. The

justice of appropriating a part of this increment seems

clear. Professor Meitzen, of the University of Berlin, says,
' '

It may well be doubted whether it is right in principle to

make the profits of a canal from the commerce on it bear

alone the entire cost of construction."* The Prussian min-

istry expressed the same opinion in 1882.

Although this special taxation of individuals receiving

the greatest benefits seems just, the method by which it may
best be done is not so clear. The principle has long been

carried out by cities in laying out and improving streets,

and its application to waterway improvements is by no

means impossible. One way of laying a burden on those

receiving direct benefit from the canal by the increase in the

value of property would be for the State to appraise the

value of the property taken for the waterway and also the

benefits conferred by the waterway on the owners of property

alongside or near it. On the basis of such appraisal the

contributions from those receiving direct advantage could be

fixed by the State.

Though France has since 1880 maintained her waterways

at public expense she has done something to distribute the

expenses according to benefits. From 1880 to 1888 the costs

were paid from an extraordinary budget whose funds were

" Dit Kanalfrage in Prtuutn. "
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obtained by loans and from the surplus of the ordinary

budget.* The Republic has been aided in some cases by
the Departments. Most of the subventions by the Depart-
ments were paid by levying special taxes on interested

parties. It has been proposed in France to establish Navi-

gation Chambers which shall have control of the ameliora-

tion and utilization of navigable routes and have the power
to levy special taxes to cover a part of the expenditures.

Should this proposal be carried out it would retain the

maintenance of navigable ways in the hands of the State, and

at the same time secure a fuller sharing of expenses on the

part of interested parties.

How the increment of property resulting from the con-

struction of waterways may be taxed is a problem each State

must solve for itself. The relation of the State to its several

parts and to its citizens varies with each nation, and the

commercial conditions are not the same in any two countries.

The principle involved in taxing the increment is sound, the

application of this principle should be the aim of legislation

in the future more than it has been in the past.

The cost of constructing a local canal or improving a

small water-course, in order, thereby, to connect two cities

not distant from each other, or to bring a city in direct con-

nection with a near-lying lake or ocean, may properly be left

by the State to the individuals and cities directly interested,

they being subject, as has been pointed out, to general legis-

lation on the part of the State. On these waterways tolls or

some other form of charges will, of a necessity, be laid.

To what extent the State, in the case of canal construction,

should reimburse itself by means of tolls or other charges for

first costs and for expense of maintenance has been partly

answered. Great national water routes, both in the natural

and artificial parts, should be free. The canals within a

single State of the United States should be maintained

* In theory, at least. In practice, however, a surplus of the ordinary budget
would he hard to find.
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not necessarily constructed at the expense of the State as a

whole, provided the benefits accrue to the State as a whole.

To the extent that the benefits are merely private or local

should the burdens of expense be shifted from the State, in

order that the incidence of taxation may fall according to the

rule previously laid down, that the burden of expense should

fall on those that profit from the waterway, and, as nearly as

possible, proportionally to the benefits received.*

The costs of constructing and maintaining inland water-

ways should, then, be met as follows : In all cases the

property owners who receive direct benefits from the water-

ways should contribute toward the expense of construction
;

there should be no tolls on waterways of national importance,
nor on those whose advantages accrue to all parts of a State ;

those which are primarily of value to particular parts of a

State, and secondarily to other portions should be subject to

moderate tolls sufficient to equalize burdens between the

adjacent and distant localities according to benefits received.

The abolition of tolls on waterways is not necessary to

their maintaining themselves as useful commercial agents.

Waterways that have been wisely constructed and located

are able to compete successfully with the railroad and perform

important commercial services without the abolition of tolls.

The considerations that should govern the assessment of

charges on State waterways should be the healthy develop-

ment of inland navigation and the equitable distribution of

the expenses incurred.

In the case of railway construction a division of burdens between the general

and local governments has taken place in Prussia. As a condition of the con-

struction of certain local roads and feeders the State requires those parties moat

interested to donate the land required for the road, and has, in some Instances,

required them to defray a part of the coats of construction. ((/.Sax.

port-und Kommunikationswettn," in Schonberg's Handbuck, Vol. L, p. 946.)



CHAPTER X.

THE METHODS EMPLOYED BY THE UNITED STATES TO
IMPROVE AND EXTEND INLAND WATERWAYS.

THE RIVER AND HARBOR BIU,.

The work of improving and extending the inland water-

ways of the United States has been an enterprise of individ-

uals, of the States, and of the Federal Government. The
States preceded the general government in the field, and

for obvious reasons. In the days preceding the advent of

the railroad, when waterways were the chief means of

communication, the State, as compared with the national

government, stood relatively for more than it does to-day.

Our Union of States was smaller, the powers exercised

at Washington fewer. Our sense of nationality developed

slowly. Promoters of inland commerce looked to Congress
for aid but were generally obliged to fall back upon the

States. There was an economic reason however, stronger
than this political one. Commerce was then more local

and less interstate in character. We now regard the United

States, or are at least coming to do so, as the industrial

and commercial unit
;

the great manufacturing centres

of the East, and the agricultural regions of the West

depend each on the other, and commerce knows no State

boundaries. Transportation has now become very largely

an interstate matter, but in the early decades of this century
the future was fully realized. The States not only executed

works of local significance, but Congress left them to con-

struct waterways of such distinctively national importance
as the Erie and the Illinois and Michigan Canals. New York,
Illinois and Ohio are the only States now owning and

operating canals. * Those other States which formerly
owned canals have as was seen either sold them to corpora-

tions, abandoned them, or turned them over to the United
* For a history of canals, see Vol. IV. of Tenth Census of United States.

(no)
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States. The improvement and extension of important

waterways have become the charge of the nation
;
most local

canals have passed out of the hands of the State into the

ownership of corporations. The causes of this were noted in

a previous connection.

The number of waterways which in the future receive aid

from the United States needs in no case to be large. Purely
local works should be local or individual enterprises, and those

of interstate importance be carried on by the Federal Gov-

ernment. Congress has recently assumed charge of certain

works of interstate importance that the States have been

prosecuting. The Saint Mary's Canal and the Hudson
River are instances of this. The discussion in Chapter
VIII. was to the effect that individuals, the States and the

National Government ought to co-operate in making im-

provements.
The action on the part of Congress in assuming charge of

interstate commerce is one of the many indications of that

development of the central government which is necessarily

attending the expansion of our institutions over a new and

large territory, the rapid growth in our population, and the

fast increasing complexity of our industrial and social life.

Inland navigation was naturally the part of interstate com-

merce of which Congress first assumed control. The natural

waterways of most countries have been regarded as public

ways since feudal times. They are now usually free high-

ways. There were, therefore, historical reasons why the

natural interstate water routes should be improved by

Congress as soon as the growtli in the population and

industry of the United States made urgent the need for

commerce. From 1789 Congress constructed the light-

houses, beacons, buoys, etc., necessary to render coastwise

and lake commerce safer. In 1822 the Federal Government

took out of the hands of the States the entire work of im-

proving harbors, and began also to appropriate money to

improve inland navigation. For ten years the Federal
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Government, as well as the States, was active in works of

internal improvement. Then came the dominance of strict

constructionism, and the opposition of President Jackson and

the Democrats to internal improvements. The Federal Gov-

ernment turned over canal building and most river improve-
ments to the States. From Jackson's administration to the

close of the war of the rebellion very little was done by

Congress to foster inland navigation.*

The river and harbor bill in its present form dates from

1870. From 1 830 to 1870 most appropriations for rivers

and harbors were not made directly, but by means of riders

attached to other bills, f The bill originates in the House
Committee on Rivers and Harbors, and, since 1882, has

* The overthrow of the Whig system of internal improvements was not the

result of political causes alone. Compare the author's paper on River and Harbor
Bills in Volume II. of the ANNALS OF THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF POLITICAL
AND SOCIAL SCIENCE. May, 1892 :

" The real causes of the abandonment of Congressional aid to road and canal

building lay neither with President Jackson nor with strict construction. The

building of turnpikes practically ceased with the advent of the railroad in 1830.

The causes that led to the cessation of canal building were, nrst, the opposition to

the tariff. The bitter struggle against the tariff of 1828 naturally included opposi-
tion to internal improvements the other half of the American system. The
second cause a somewhat complex one is found in the land policy of the United

States. The large revenues from the tariff, and more especially from the land

sales, caused a treasury surplus to exist during the years from 1830 to 1836 ;
this

surplus led to distribution, and distribution did much to put an end to internal

improvements by the federal government. This large surplus could not be
lessened by altering the tariff, because of the compromise of 1833 ;

and the oppo-
sition to cheap lands was so strong that no measure decreasing the price of lands

could be passed. In view of the existence of this surplus, and in view of Jackson's

opposition to Congressional aid to local works of improvement, the Whigs changed
front in the midst of the battle. They began advocating the distribution of the

surplus arising from land sales among the States, and the surrender to the States

of the prosecution of works of internal improvement. President Jackson had
favored this plan in 1829, and afterward also

;
but in 1836 he abandoned distribu-

tion. The Whigs then very naturally clung to the idea all the more tenaciously.
Distribution came in 1836, and with results so disastrous that there was soon no

money to distribute. The odium attaching to distribution did much to bring into

disrepute internal improvements, to foster which works the national funds had left

the treasury. The third cause for the overthrow of the canal, and the strongest

one, was the railroad. The extension of railroads during the decade from 1830 to

1840 was rapid, and the superiority which they possess over canals as agents of

most kinds of traffic was quickly recognized."

t From 185410 1870 most appropriations were made under the head of "
fortifica-

tions, etc."
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been passed bi-ennially. The construction of the works pro-
vided for by the bill is in the charge of the Secretary of War
and the United States engineers. Appropriations made on
the basis of the surveys and estimates of the War Depart-
ment are granted for works previously begun and for new
ones. Each bill directs a large number of new surveys to

be made * and the engineers make a report on the work either

as
' '

worthy
" or as

' '

unworthy
' ' of execution. By

' *

worthy
of improvement

' '

f the engineers mean that the project is

feasible and that the increase of commerce which would re-

sult from the work would be sufficient to warrant the requi-

site outlay of capital. In declaring a waterway worthy of

improvement, the engineers do not necessarily recommend
the execution of the work. This fact is sometimes disre-

garded. The chief of engineers is required by law to make
the estimates, but were he to name the works that Congress

ought to undertake, he would recommend far fewer than

Congress now authorizes.

The estimates submitted by the chief of engineers are for

the costs necessary to complete each improvement, but if Con-

gress authorizes the work it usually makes an appropriation

only sufficient to begin the execution, often a sum only U\

five per cent of the estimated expense of completion. This

has been well styled the
'*
driblet system of appropriation

*The last bill, approved July 13, 1892, provided for 144.

t Section 7 of the last law reads as follows :
" That the preliminary examinations

ordered in this Act shall be made by the local engineer in charge of the district, or

an engineer detailed for the purpose ; and such local or detailed engineer and the

division engineer of the locality shall report to the chief of engineers ; first,

whether, in their opinion, the harbor or river under such examination is worthy of

improvement by the general government, and shall state in such report fully and

particularly the facts and reasons on which they base such opinion, including the

present and prospective demands ofcommerce, and, second, if worthy of improve*
ment by the general government, what it will cost to survey the samr, with the

view of submitting plan and estimate for its improvement ; and the chief of

engineers shall submit to the Secretary of War the reports ol the local and divi-

sion engineers, with his views thereon and his opinion of the public necessity or

convenience to be subserved by the proposed improvement, and all Mich report-,

of preliminary examinations with such recommendations as he may see proper to

make, shall be submitted by the Secretary of War to the House of Representatives,
and are hereby ordered to be printed when so msdc "

t Report of the House Committee on Rivers and Harbors, April 9, 1891.
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The method by which Congress legislates may be illustrated

by describing the framing of the bill of July 13, 1892. The

purpose of the committee was to frame a twenty-one million

dollar bill, that sum being what the condition of the treasury

warranted. This general limit having been set, the estimates

submitted by the chief of engineers were gone through with.

The estimates of the amounts that might profitably be spent
on works already begun were first considered, then those for

new works were taken up. The former were greatly scaled

down, and seventy of the new projects, of which the bill of

1890 had directed preliminary examination to be made and

which had been reported by the engineers as
"
worthy,"

were excluded from consideration by the committee. As

reported to the House the bill appropriated $21,209,975, arjd

was based on estimates aggregating $69,814,915.* The
bill contained 400 appropriations, of which only twenty-

eight were for new works. The sum designated for the

improvement of rivers and other waterway channels was

14,365,979; the sum for harbors, $6,799,996 ;
for examina-

iions, contingencies and incidental expenses, $125,000. As

passed by the House the bill appropriated $21 ,346,975. The
Senate Committee on Commerce raised the amount to $22,-

470,118. The sum that was finally appropriated was some-

what less than this.

* Compare the following itemized estimate taken the report of the House Com-
mittee on Rivers and Harbors :

Estimates of the chiefof engineers of the amounts that can be profitably

expended in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1893, exclusive of the

Mississippi and Missouri rivers, $52,489,950

Estimates of the Mississippi River Commission, including certain har-

bors on the river and for the work at the mouth of Red River, . . . 7,275,000

Estimates of the Missouri River Commission, 3,100,000

Total for the old projects, $62,864,950

Estimates of new projects considered by the committee for which appro-

priations have been recommended, but which are not included in

the [above] estimates of the chief of engineers,! 6,949,995

Total for old projects and new projects considered by the com-

mittee, $69,814,955

JThis does not imply that the committee considered works which the engineers
had not surveyed and submitted estimates concerning.
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The execution of the works of improvement for which

appropriations are thus made is let to contractors by the

Secretary of War. He and the United States engineers

have control over the work done by the contractors.

Our method of aiding the improvement of inland naviga-

tion differs from those pursued by England, Germany and

France, and a glance at their methods will prepare the

to a more intelligent criticism of our legislation. In England
most improvements of rivers and harbors have been made at

the expense of corporations, municipal and private. The

execution of the works is performed sometimes by a munici-

pality, but usually by a
"
trust

;

"
i. e., a private corporation

chartered by Parliament. These trusts often are aided by
cities and by Parliament, and collect harbor dues and tolls.

In Germany, as might be expected from the nature of the

State, the government takes the initiative, pays for the works

and executes them herself. In France, also, the State defrays

the expense of improving and extending inland navigation.

The Department of Public Works has charge of the improve-

ment of inland navigation ;
it submits plans and estimates

for the works needed on rivers, canals and harbors. The

plans and estimates, however, unlike those submitted by the

United States chief of engineers, are submitted largely on

the department's own initiative, and are made with the end

in view of securing for the country as a whole a unified

system of inland water routes. The execution of the \\

that are authorized is sometimes carried out directly by the

government, whose engineers employ the laborers and super-

vise their work, often by contractors, according to the plans

and under the supervision of the engineers of the Department
of Public Works.

The distinguishing feature of the English as contrasted

with our method of improving inland navigation is the

ially private character of the former. The method

followed by France and the German States differs from that

pursued by the United States, first, in the systematic character
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of the former as opposed to the local, sporadic nature of

ours
; second, in the greater power given the administrative

branch of government as regards both the initiation of

works of improvement and the exercise of discretion in the

expenditure of money appropriated ; and, third, in the fact

that the French and Germans consider plans for making a

particular improvement in toto. The legislature considers

plans, as, indeed, we do, for the entire, the completed work
;

but, unlike us, if they decide to make an improvement they

appropriate money enough to enable the entire enterprise to

be begun and contracts made for the execution of the whole

work.

These differences between our own method of making
improvements and those of other countries suggest several

criticisms of the River and Harbor Bill. As regards the

improvement of important inland waterways by the State and

by corporations, the arguments in favor of the State are con-

clusive. They were given in Chapter VIII.
,
and need not

be repeated here. Our policy in this regard is decidedly

preferable to that of England. In another regard both England
and the United States have failed to secure the best results

from the improvement of inland water routes. Neither

country has anything like a system of inland waterways,

constructed according to one common standard of dimensions.

Although still far from completing the task, France has done

much to bring about unity in her system of inland water-

ways. In the United States, on the contrary, the sporadic

character of our works has prevented the unification of our

natural inland water routes. Although the United States has

spent nearly $230,000,000 on rivers and harbors during this

century, the commerce of the Great Lakes is still practically

unconnected with the sea and with the great river system of

the Mississippi Valley, while the commerce of the Pacific

slope is still waiting for access to the Mississippi and the

Atlantic by way of a Nicaragua Canal. It has been seen

in a previous chapter how rapidly the inland commerce of
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France has increased since the government has begun the

reconstruction of her waterways with the intent of giving
them common dimensions. The passage of freight from one
water-course to another without reloading is essential to an
extensive inland navigation. Reloading causes delay, and
adds heavily to costs of transportation. There has been
such a decrease in the expense of traction that the costs of

loading and unloading have become a proportionally larger
item of expense than formerly. Many kinds of bulky freight
cannot bear the costs of reloading so easily as a higher
tariff by rail.

Again, our plan results in the execution of too many
works. The bill of 1890 made appropriations for 435 works.

Think of it, 435 works to be carried on by means of a

bi-ennial appropriation of $25,000,000 ! There are 400 items

in the bill of 1892. The chief of engineers has often opposed
this policy, and urged Congress to undertake fewer works ;

but the pressure of Congressmen is steadily stronger for

more works.* The bill of 1892 provided for 144 new sur-

veys, and that of 1890 for 203. More than half of these 2<^
proposed works were declared

"
unworthy of improvement,

"

and of those declared worthy only a few would have been

recommended by the chief of engineers. The House Com-

mittee, as was said above, recommended appropriations for

twenty-eight new works and that was doubtless too many.
The practice of log-rolling is in large degree responsible

for the great number of appropriations for rivers and harbors.

Log-rolling has so often been inveighed against that no

further invectives are in place here ; indeed, more sins have

already been charged up to the practice than it is answerable

for. Less money is doubtless expended on works of purely

* Compare this with the following statement by the Houne Committee on River*

nd Harbor*, which framed the bill of ifloa : The pre**ure for river and harbor

appropriation* wa* never before a* great a* that which thr committee encoun-
tered in the preparation of the bill reported, and if the committee had yielded to

half of the demand*, many of which were urged with great force and <

the bill would have carried many million* more than It now dots.
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local benefit, as a result of log-rolling, than is generally

claimed ;* it is, however, a most undesirable way of legislat-

ing and one we shall find hard to avoid in regard to river

and harbor appropriations as long as we continue the present

plan of looking to the representatives in Congress instead of

to the administrative branch of the government, as the real

initiative in recommending such works of improvement ;
at

least as long as the representatives continue to subordinate

national improvements of greater commercial importance to

local ones of lesser significance, so long will log-rolling con-

tinue. The cure consists in freeing representatives from the

pressure at present exerted on them to work for improvements
in their own districts whatever be the relative need of the

same. This will be most quickly and surely secured by

holding the administrative branch of the government to a

higher degree of responsibility, and by giving it greater

power, in regard to the improvement of inland navigation.

The Secretary of War, through the chief of engineers,

should have greater influence, by means of reports and per-

s<^ial attendance on the sessions of the committees that frame

the bill, in shaping legislation. Furthermore, the Secretary

of War ought to have greater discretionary power as to the

way in which the money appropriated shall be applied.

When President Arthur vetoed the river and harbor bill of

1882, he recommended that Congress authorize the Secretary

of War and the President to spend such of the money appro-

priated as they thought best, the restriction being imposed
on them that they should spend money only on the objects

named in the bill, and that they should spend no more on a

particular work than the bill authorized. Whether in detail

or not, in principle at least, this recommendation to vest the

Secretary of War with greater discretionary power in the out-

lay of money which has been appropriated was sound. The

Secretary of War, aided by the counsel of the United States

engineers, is better able than Congress to apply the money
* For a justification of this statement see the author's " River and Harbor Bills."
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granted scientifically and economically to an improvement.
He is practically free from local influence, is subjected to but

little political pressure, his only object can be the wisest

administration of his department. The democratic spirit of

Americans is chary of granting much power to the executive.

The French have secured great advantages from giving the

executive branch of the government extensive powers over

inland navigation. To a large extent the administrative

part of our government is still undeveloped, and the small

discretionary power given the Secretary of War over the

application of money appropriated to improve rivers and

harbors is but one instance of the fact.

The most objectionable feature of our river and harbor

legislation is our driblet system of appropriations. This plan

encourages the commencement of more works than would

otherwise be begun. Congress feels freer to authorize a

work when the immediate appropriation is small. The brunt

of the burden is thus not only shifted onto future legislators,

but becomes greater by virtue of the shifting. River andharbor

improvements are often begun and left for sometime in an

unfinished state. This causes a great waste of capital, adding,
in some cases, from twenty-five to fifty per cent to the cost.*

Driblet appropriations cause another waste by compelling

engineers to adopt unscientific plans in executing the works.

Many engineering projects require plans reaching through
a series of years in order to secure satisfactory results.

Furthermore, the present way of making appropriations

precludes large contracts thus adding materially to final costs.

ly the works thus constructed at increased costs begin
to be useful to the public at a later date. The investment

does not yield returns so soon and thus becomes so muc:

profitable.

These objections to partial appropriations arc realized by

Congress, and a very commendable step has been taken to

modify our way of making grants and to improve on old

fee* report of Senate Committee on Commerce. May 13. 1892.
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methods. The framers of the bill of 1890 tried an experi-

ment. Without actually adopting the French and German

plan of appropriating at once, or making available a sum

sufficient to enable contracts to be made for the entire com-

pletion of a work, they hit upon a way of reaching the same

result. The limited amount which could be taken at once

from the Treasury for rivers and harbors prevented making

lump appropriations for works
; so, in the case of five im-

portant improvements St. Mary's Falls Canal, the Hay
Lake Channel, Michigan ;

the harbors of Philadelphia, Balti-

more, and Galveston it was provided
' * That such contracts

as may be desirable may be entered into by the Secretary

of War for the completion of the existing project, or any

part of the same, to be paid for as appropriations may from

time to time be made by law.
' ' The result was a saving of

from ten to sixty-seven per cent of the original estimates by
means of continuing contracts. General Casey, chief of

engineers, calculated the amount saved to be $5,000,000.

The experiment was so successful that the principal was

applied to the twelve most important items of the bill of July

13, 1892. The Secretary of War is authorized to make
contracts for the completion of the following improvements :

Harbor of Refuge, Point Judith, R. I.
;
Charleston Harbor,

S. C.
;

Savannah Harbor, Ga. ;
Mobile Harbor, Ala. ;

Humboldt Harbor, Cal. ;
Hudson River, N. Y.

; Ship

Channel, Great Lakes ; canal at Cascades of Columbia River,

Ore.
;
mouth of St. John's River, Fla.

; Great Kanawha

River, W. Va. In the case of the improvements of the

Missouri River and the Upper and Lower Mississippi, the

appropriation of a definite amount per year for three years

beginning July i, 1893, makes possible continuous and sys-

tematic improvements. Three of this list of twelve were

added to the bill by the Senate, the Lower Missouri River,

mouth of St. John's River and Great Kanawha River.

The amount granted by the bill for these twelve works is

$6,632,500, or about thirty per cent of the total appropriated,
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and an additional maximum sum of $31,755,521 is author-

ized by the bill for the completion of the work, or contin-

uance as in the case of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers,

during the next three years. The saving because of this

partial change in our policy of making appropriations will

surely be large. We should adopt this way of appropriat-

ing for all works. The House Committee, which framed

the bill of 1892, was of the opinion that "had this policy

been adopted a dozen years ago, it would have resulted in a

saving to the government in the matter of river and harbor

improvements of $20,000,000, out of the aggregate appropri-
ated in that time for such work."

The River and Harbor Bill has, on the whole, been more

harshly criticised than it has deserved. It is true that the

United States is carrying on too many works; that log-

rolling plays too great a r61e in legislation ;
that the influence

of the United States engineers and the Secretary of War in

deciding what works shall be begun, and how and where the

money appropriated shall be applied, is too small
;
and that our

methods are often unscientific and wasteful ; still, the changes

inaugurated by the last two bills are important, and contain

the promise of further progress. The importance of our

inland navigation is coming home to us more and more, and

the demand of the future will not be for less expenditure,
but for greater ;

and we may confidently expect these in-

creased appropriations to go in a more scientific way to a

smaller number of works.



CHAPTER XI.

THE LEADING WORKS IN PROCESS OF EXECUTION WITHIN
THE UNITED STATES. PROPOSED WORKS.

The United States is pursuing a liberal policy in the

development of her inland waterways. The preceding refer-

ence to the River and Harbor Bill shows that this liberality

results in the simultaneous execution of a large indeed, too

large number of works. The desirability of concentration

of effort upon the more important improvements has been

emphasized. Of these larger inland commercial routes of

the United States, the Mississippi River, the Great Lakes,
the waterways by which they have been and are to be

connected and extended and the Nicaragua Canal, by which

the east and the west shall be joined, rank first.

The improvement of the Mississippi River is under the

charge of the Mississippi River Commission, organized by
Act of Congress, June 28, 1879, and consisting of seven

members, four of whom are United States engineers and

three civilians. The importance of the river to transporta-

tion is further recognized by Congress by the establishment

of standing committees to look after its needs. The House

Committee on Levees and Improvement of the Mississippi

River and the Senate Committee on Improvement of the

Mississippi River and its Tributaries have charge of legisla-

tion concerning the river. With the improvement of the

mouth of the Mississippi by means of the jetties which

Captain Eads successfully completed in 1879 every one is

more or less familiar. The works of improvement at present

consist mainly in the construction of reservoirs at the head

waters to secure water for release during the season when
the river is lowest, in the construction of wing dams to

confine the channel and cause it to maintain a greater depth,

and in dredging the channels and harbors of the river.

(122)
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For this work the River and Harbor Bill of 1892 appro-

priated $3,655,000 to be expended on the Mississippi River,

exclusive of its branches. Of its tributaries, the Ohio,

Cumberland, Tennessee and Kentucky rivers alone received

$1,525,000. The bill also authorizes contracts to be entered

into by the Mississippi River Commission that may entail a

maximum expenditure of $12,870,000 during the next three

years.

The improvement of the Missouri River is likewise under

the supervision of a commission. This body consists of

three army engineers and two civilians. The commission

is improving the river in a systematic way by completing

the work on one reach after another, beginning with the

mouth of the stream and working up. The bill of 1892

appropriates $752,500, and authorizes contracts involving

the expenditure of $2,225,000 during the three years from

1893 to 1896.

The most important item in the bill of 1892 is the appro-

priation for the construction of
" a ship channel, twenty and

twenty-one feet in depth, and a minimum width of three

hundred feet in the shallows of the connecting waters of the

Great Lakes between Chicago, Duluth and Buffalo." The

total cost of the work is estimated at $3,340,000, and the

bill authorizes the United States engineers to enter into con-

tracts for completing the entire work. As a result of the

urgent demands of the commercial interests of the West,

Congress provided in the bill of 1890 for the examination of

the channels connecting the lakes. In the report of the sur-

vey by Colonel O. M. Poe, who is the engineer in charge of

the improvements of the Great Lakes, the feasibility and

iksirability of the work were strongly set forth. The men

most interested in the commerce of the lakes met in cor.

tion at Detroit, December 17 and 18, 1891, and sent a memo-

rial to Congress urging it to authorize the work and to make

the necessary appropriation. The result was the clause in

the bill of 1892, to which reference has been made. The
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work of improving the harbors of the Great Lakes is being

adequately cared for by liberal appropriations of Congress.
In view of the zeal Congress is manifesting in the improve-

ment of the Great Lakes and the Mississippi River, it is sur-

prising to find that the work of connecting and co-ordinating

these two great systems of inland waterways has not been

correspondingly pushed. The fullest use of the natural

waterways cannot be possible as long as they are connected

by such an inefficient canal as the Illinois and Michi-

gan, extending from Chicago to La Salle on the Illinois

River. At present Lake Michigan is connected with the

Mississippi River by this canal and the improved Illinois

River. Congress is now carrying on the work which the

State of Illinois had previously begun, of canalizing the

Illinois River. "The ultimate object of this improvement
is to furnish a through route of transportation by water from

the southern end of Lake Michigan to the Mississippi River

of sufficient capacity for its navigation by the largest class

of Mississippi River steamboats that can reach the mouth of

the Illinois River."* The United States has also begun the

construction of the Illinois and Mississippi (the so-called

Hennepin) Canal from the great bend of the Illinois River

near the town of Hennepin to the mouth of Rock River.

This canal is to be ninety-seven miles long, eighty feet wide,

seven feet deep, and with locks 170 feet long, with thirty-

five feet in width of lock chamber, and is, of course, to be

constructed so that river steamers can navigate it. This

canal will shorten the water route from Chicago to all points

north of the mouth of the Rock River by 419 miles, will

surely increase the traffic on the upper Mississippi and

exercise an important influence as regulator of the freight

charges in the Upper Mississippi Valley ;
that is, will do so

as soon as the Illinois and Michigan Canal has also been

reconstructed. That is at present a barge canal six feet

* Report of Committee on Commerce, U. S. Senate. Report No. 666, Fifty-second

Congress, first session, p. 375.
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deep and sixty feet wide, on which there is a traffic of but

1,500,000 tons annually. Boats of the size that can pass the

locks of the Illinois River must at present stop at La Salle

and transfer their cargo to the smaller boats of the Illinois

and Michigan Canal. It is to be hoped that the enlargement
of this waterway will not be long delayed,* and that the

Illinois and Mississippi Canal will be put through as soon as

possible.

In speaking of the improvement of the waterways of the

Mississippi Valley, the Ohio River and its branches, the

Kentucky, the Cumberland and the Tennessee deserve

especial notice. The large amount of traffic on the Ohio

has already been referred to.f Nearly eight million dollars

have been expended on the river since 1827, when the first

works were begun. The Ohio is 967 miles long, and is at

present navigable throughout its entire length for coal boats

drawing six feet of water. This, however, is possible for

only 155 days of each year on the average. The proposed

improvements would make this coal traffic possible from

one to three months longer each year. Of course, the ordi-

nary smaller-draft river boats can navigate the stream

throughout the season of navigation. The last River and

Harbor Bill appropriated $560,000 for use on the Ohio

River.

The Kentucky, Cumberland and Tennessee rivers, like the

Ohio River, flow from rich lumber and mineral regions

through fertile agricultural districts. Steamboats navigate

the Kentucky to Frankfort, and large amounts of freight are

brought down the river from the Three Forks in flat boats.

The tonnage on the Kentucky in 1891 was nearly 400,000

tons double what it was eight years ago. The exi

Or that the Chicago drainage canal, now being constructed to connect Chicago
with the Illinois River, will be pushed to an early completion. This canal ! to be

fed by the water* of Lake Michigan. ! to drain the sewage of Chicago Into the

Illinois River, and is to htvc dimensions that will make it navigable for lake and

river boats.

t ' '/>>. ira, page 45.
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project has for its object a slack-water navigation for boats

of six feet draft. Up to 1 890, $ i
,
1 63,077 had been expended ;

$1,674,000 is the sum estimated as required to complete the

work. The bill of 1892 appropriated only $150,000 for the

purpose. The Cumberland River receives, in the bill of

1892, an appropriation of $290,000 for continuing its canali-

zation. At present steamboats of three feet draft ascend the

river to Point Burnside, Kentucky, from four to six months

of the year. Steamboats drawing two and a half feet run to

Carthage, 118 miles above Nashville, from six to eight

months of the year. Below Nashville boats drawing sixteen

inches can run the entire year. It will take nearly seven

million dollars to make the stream navigable for larger river

boats to the shoals of the river, 337 miles above Nashville.

Should the work be carried out, the stream will surely

become of large commercial importance.
The Tennessee River ranks among the largest of the forty-

odd tributaries of the Mississippi. The stream presents

several obstructions to navigation, but these have been

partially overcome, so that the river is navigable for a

distance of 650 miles from its mouth. On the 456 miles

below Chattanooga $3,180,877 had been expended, previous
to 1890, in blasting and dredging, and in constructing three

canals, with a total length of twenty-four miles, to overcome

the difficulties of navigating the shoals and rapids of the

river. By the last River and Harbor Bill, $500,000 is

appropriated for improvements below Chattanooga, and

$25,000 for work above that city. For completing the work
below Chattanooga, it is estimated that $5,565,762 will be

required. The River and Harbor Bill of 1890 directed a

survey to be made of the Upper Tennessee from Chattanooga
to the junction of the Holston and French Broad rivers, a

distance of 188 miles. It is estimated that a three-foot

channel at low water can be secured by expending $650,000.
There are at present fifty-two steamers plying the Tennessee.

The traffic on the river is not large, but must certainly become
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so with the improvement of the stream and with the develop-
ment of the mining, manufacturing and agricultural indus-

tries of the Tennessee Valley.

The Hudson River is receiving extensive improvements.
This is, next to the Mississippi, the most important navigable
river of the United States. It has a three-fold relation to

commerce. For a hundred miles it is deep enough to float

the large ocean ships, it has the largest local traffic of any
river of its length in the United States, and forms, as well, a

part of the system of inland waterways that terminate in

Xew York.* The plan of improvement entered upon in

1867 provided for an eleven foot channel from New Baltimore

to Albany, and a nine foot one from Albany to Troy. Com-

merce outgrew these dimensions, and the River and Harbor

Bill of 1890 provided for the appointment of a board of

engineers to examine and report on three projects : A chan-

nel from New York to Albany for sea-going vessels of

twenty-foot draft, a channel of like dimensions from New
York to Troy, and a navigable channel of twelve feet depth
at mean low water from New York to Troy. The board was

of
' '

the opinion that the possible benefits to commerce to be

derived from the proposed improvement for vessels drawing

twenty feet are not under existing conditions, sufficient to

justify at this time the expenditure necessary to make such

improvement," but "that the third project contained in the

act of September 19, 1890, which provides for improving the

Hudson River
' between Coxsackie and the State dam at Troy

to such an extent as to secure a navigable channel twelve

feet deep at mean low water' is a worthy and useful one."

The estimated cost of the work is $2,447,000 ; and the bill

of 1893 authorizes the work, makes an appropriation of$187,-

500 to begin its execution, and provides for making con-

tracts for the entire project to be paid for from time to time by

succeeding appropriations.

Another important work of river improvement upon which

Cf. Statistics of tonnage, page 8.
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the United States has entered is the canalization of the

Columbia River. By overcoming the obstruction to navi-

gation presented at the Cascades, 160 miles from the ocean

and at the Dalles, 220 miles from the sea, the Columbia
River can easily be made navigable for large river steamers

through a distance of 1032 miles, of which 752 are in the

United States. Its tributaries, the Williamette, the Snake
and other rivers, can be made to add 600 miles more of navi-

gation. The Columbia may justly be regarded as the

Mississippi of the West.* The bar at the mouth of the

river has just been removed by the construction of a jetty

that secures a channel thirty feet deep. The lower Colum-

bia and the Williamette, below Portland, now have channels

twenty feet deep, and the River and Harbor Bill of 1892

appropriates $150,000 to be applied to obtain a twenty-five

foot channel. It will not be long before the large-sized

ocean ships will unload their cargoes at the docks of Port-

land, no miles from the sea. The Cascades of the

Columbia are about four and a half miles in length, the

river having a fall of forty-five feet at high water. The

* Very few people living in the Mississippi Valley and the Eastern States have

any adequate conception of the extent and fertility of the region drained by the

Columbia River system. The following sentences taken from the report of the

Senate Committee on Transportation Routes to the Sea, submitted February 8,

1892, are instructive :

" The Columbia River and its tributaries drain a region of

country unsurpassed, if indeed equaled, in agricultural, grazing and mineral

productiveness by any area of equal size on the habitable globe; a region, in so

far as it relates to its agricultural aspects, susceptible of the highest degree of

cultivation, and of producing crops of cereals, especially wheat, unprecedented in

both quantity and quality by the product of the most highly cultivated fields of

the choicest cereal producing lands in the civilized world, while its facilities for

grazing and fruit growing, its timber, mineral resources of gold, silver, lead, coal,

and other valuable minerals can scarcely be properly or accurately described

without seeming exaggeration.
" Nor is this area by any means insignificant in geographical extent. It is equal

in extent to over one-fifteenth of the entire area of the United States ; over one-

fourth of the aggregate areas of all the republics of South America ; larger than

all of the six New England States, with all the Middle States and Maryland,

Virginia and West Virginia thrown in. It is twice the size of Great Britain and

Ireland.
" The Columbia River drains an area of about 345,3S5 square miles. The Snake

River alone, the principal tributary flowing into it over three hundred miles from

the sea, drains an area of 105,000 square miles."
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obstruction to navigation is being overcome by the construc-

tion of a lock and a canal 3000 feet long. The River and
Harbor Bill of 1892, authorized contracts for its completion
at a further cost not to exceed $1,745,000. The obstruc-

tions at the Dalles are nearly twelve miles long and the entire

fall of the river in this distance is eighty-one and a half feet

at low water. The expenses of overcoming these difficulties

will necessarily be large. By the River and Harbor Act of

1888, the Secretary of War was directed to appoint a board

of three engineers from the United States army to report on
the best method of improving the river. The board was of

opinion that a canal with locks would cost more than the

commerce of the river warranted, and reported in favor of

the construction of two hydraulic lifts, one near the lower

end of the Dalles and one near the upper end. The boats

were to be conveyed from one lift to the other by means of a

boat railway eight miles long. The lifts and railway were

to be large enough to handle boats 165 feet long, witli t!

eight feet beam, and five feet draft, and weighing, together
with cargo, 600 tons. The estimated cost of structure and

equipment for passing eight boats each way in twelve hours

was $2,860, 356. 55, and at an added outlay of $716,000, forty

boats could be passed each way in twenty-four hours. The

plan was not, however, accepted by Congress, and the River

and Harbor Bill of 1892 authorizes the President to appoint
a board of engineers to consist of seven members, three of

whom shall be civilians, to re-examine the obstruction to

navigation at the Dalles and to report on the best method of

overcoming them.

One of the principal canal constructions now in process of

execution is the enlargement of the Chesapeake and Dela-

ware Canal into a waterway for ocean ships. This wo:

being carried on by a private company and not by the gov-
ernment.

These are some of the more important v. >\v being

executed, besides them are several proposed works of which
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mention ought to be made. As is to be expected the larger
works that are being discussed are those whose purpose is to

extend the greatest of all natural inland waterways, the

Great Lakes. Probably one of the first lake-ship canals

constructed will connect Pittsburgh with Lake Erie. Pitts-

burgh and the neighboring district now does an annual busi-

ness with the lakes to the extent of about 5,000,000 tons of

iron ore and 2,000,000 tons of coal.* The industries about

the Great Lakes obtain most of their coal from Pennsylvania.
At present this is shipped to the lake by rail and then trans-

ferred to boats. In 1889 the State of Pennsylvania appointed
a commission to report on the feasibility of a ship canal.

It reported such a work to be possible of construction, and

suggested a waterway by way of the Beaver River, to be 103
miles long, 152 feet wide at the surface and 15 feet deep, with

50 locks, 300 feet long by 45 feet in width. The estimated

cost is $27,000,000. The Senate of the United States passed
a bill authorizing a survey to be made of a canal route from

the lake to Pittsburgh, but the bill failed in the House.

Should such a waterway be put through, and Pittsburgh

will hardly rest content till she becomes a lake port, it is

probable that the canal will be given greater depth than

fifteen feet and be constructed with less than fifty locks.

Mention was made on page 13 of the formation of the

Minnesota Canal Company for the purpose of constructing a

waterway from St. Paul and Minneapolis to Lake Superior.

The desire for cheaper coal is the chief reason for the forma-

tion of the company. At present the freight per ton of

anthracite coal from Buffalo is $1.80, with a lake-ship canal

to St. Paul and Minneapolis the rate can be reduced to eighty
cents. The millers of Minneapolis and the farmers of Min-

nesota and the Dakotas would be greatly benefited by the

extension of lake commerce to these important manufacturing
and distributing centres.

*
Cf. Report by Roberts on " Uses of Waterways and Railways," to Fifth Inter-

national Congress on Inland Navigation.
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The connection of the Great Lakes with the ocean is a
work that has, very naturally, been frequently considered as

the commerce on the Great Lakes has developed. A lake

and ocean-ship waterway between the Great Lakes and the

ocean is a natural sequence of the twenty-foot channel for the

lakes. Canada is now actively improving the St. Lawrence
and Welland canal route, and giving them the depth of

fourteen feet. When this work was begun that was the draft

of lake vessels, but in the future they are to draw twenty
feet. The costs of a deep canal through the United States

are unknown, no surveys have been made. Until that has

been done, it will be impossible to discuss the subject in-

telligently. All admit the great importance which a deep-
water channel to the sea would have. The commerce of the

Great Lakes is enormous, and would be greatly increased by

having outlet to the sea.

There has been a good deal of discussion whether the deep-
water channel to the sea should pass by way of the St. Law-
rence River or from the lakes to New York City ; but the

question seems clearly to have but one answer as far as the

United States is concerned. However desirable it may be

for Canada to have deep-water communication between hei

western territory and Quebec, Montreal and her other eastern

cities, and however important it may be for Canada to have

a water route from Canadian fields, forests, mines and shops
to Liverpool and other markets of Europe, the case with us

still remains different. Our concern is primarily to connect

the Great Lakes with the great cities of the eastern States.

They are our chief markets, trade with England is desirable,

but it has only a secondary importance. The traffic on the

Welland Canal is comparatively light ; in 1890 it was only

960,020 tons, or about one-third that on the smaller, essen-

tially barge-traffic, Erie canal. The St. Lawrence route

would not only have less commercial value for us, 1<

would increase rather than lessen our commercial and ii.

trial dependence. Our political relations with Canada and
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England would be injured by such a waterway. We should

have about 1400 miles of coast line from which our ocean

cruisers and men-of-war could be excluded. As long as

Canada remains a dependency of Great Britain, our com-

mercial and political interests will remain opposed to hers.

Two other canal projects have been mooted not a little

the construction of a waterway for lake ships and river boats

between Cincinnati and Lake Erie, and an ocean-ship canal

between Philadelphia and New York City. A bill was

passed by the Senate of the Fifty-second Congress directing

surveys of these routes to be made, but the bill did not get

through the House. Concerning the importance which the

canal between America's great commercial city and her

greatest manufacturing city would have, there can be no

doubt. Such a waterway will doubtless be constructed in

the not distant future, either by the government or, as is

more probable, by private capital.

The greatest of all canals now in process of construction,

whether domestic or foreign trade be considered, is the

Nicaragua. Its importance makes it merit a separate

chapter.



CHAPTER XII.

THE NICARAGUA CANAL.

The Nicaragua Canal is as much an inland waterway of

the United States, as regards a large part of the commercial
service it will perform, as it would be were it to extend across

the country from New York to San Francisco. Its function

as an agent of domestic commerce is to connect the Pacific

Slope with the Gulf States, the Mississippi Valley, and the

Atlantic States. It connects the rivers of the Valley of the

Columbia with the Mississippi system just as truly as the

canals across Illinois are to furnish an efficient waterway from

the Mississippi to the Great Lakes. As the commerce of

the Mississippi will be increased by this water route from

Chicago to La Salle and Rock Island, so to a large degree
does the commercial usefulness of the Mississippi and
Columbia systems depend on the Nicaragua Canal. The

waterway will be an equally important route for the movement
of our coast-wise traffic, as distinct from the strictly inland

traffic
;

it will be, as President Hayes said, "virtually a part

of the coast line of the United States." Besides this it will

become an important highway for the foreign commerce of

otir own country and of the other nations of the world. It

will, then, be a waterway performing the three-fold func-

tions of a route for inland, coastwise and foreign commerce,
and these functions determine how the canal should be con-

trolled and administered. The first two of these decide that

the United States should control the waterway, the third

that the United States in controlling the administration of

the canal must maintain the neutrality of the waterwn>
the

"
impartial and innocent use

"
of all nations.

Whoever constructs the Nicaragua Canal, be it the United

States directly or a company chartered by our own or some
other government, the United States must control the water-

way. Our commercial interests in the canal are so much

greater than those of any other nation that it would be pre-
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judicial to our welfare to allow any other State to dominate this

artery of commerce. Military considerations are hardly infer-

ior to commercial, and emphasize not only the necessity for the

construction of the canal but also the reason why the water-

way should be under American control. Without the canal

our Pacific coast is separated from our Atlantic seaboard by

nearly 15,000 miles, and in order to protect both sides of our

country from attack we have to maintain a fleet on each

ocean. With a canal, but under control of a foreign nation,

our military position would be essentially the same. *

There is nothing in our present treaty relations with

foreign powers to prevent us from controlling the Nicaragua
Canal. Whoever constructs the canal, some great power
must assure its neutrality ; Nicaragua and Costa Rica are

too weak to do this
;

the superiority at present of our

interests in the waterway makes us the natural beneficiary

of this right to maintain the canal as a neutral highway.

By our treaties there is nothing to prevent the United States

from aiding a corporation to build the canal; but, more than

this, the United States to-day clearly has the right to nego-
tiate with Nicaragua and Costa Rica for the purpose of

obtaining for herself a right of way through Nicaragua,
and the privilege of constructing the waterway directly with-

out the intervention of a corporation, f In other words, the

Clayton-Bulwer Treaty of 1850 is defunct.

*
Cf. President Hayes' message to Congress, March 8, 1880: " An interoceanic

canal across the isthmus will essentially change the geographical relations between

the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of the United States, and between the United States

and the rest of the world. It will be the great ocean thoroughfare between our

Atlantic and Pacific shores, and virtually a part of the coast line of the United

States. Our mere commercial interest in it is greater than that of all other

countries, while its relation to our power and prosperity as a nation, to our means
of defence, our unity, peace, and safety, are matters of paramount concern to the

people of the United States. No other great power would, under similiar circum-

stances, fail to assert a rightful control over a work so closely and vitally affecting

its interest and welfare."

f It would be foreign to the essentially economic purpose of this monograph to

go more than briefly into this question. The argument is merely outlined. For a

fuller discussion of the matter, consult the report of the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations, No. 1944, Fifty-first Congress, second session
; also, speech by

Senator Frye, Congressional Record, Fifty-second Congress, second session, vol.

xxiv
, p 1630 ;

and speech by Senator Morgan, same volume, p. 1685.
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By the Clayton-Bulwer Treaty, England and the United

States expressed "their views and intentions with reference

to any means of communication by ship canal "
across the

isthmus.* The treaty was called forth by our acquisition

of a large territory from Mexico just before 1850, and by
the discovery of gold in the newly-acquired territory. A
canal across the isthmus was much discussed, and seemed
about to be realized in the near future. By the convention

it was agreed that neither nation should ever obtain exclu-

sive control over the canal, or *'
colonize or assume or exer-

cise any domain over Nicaragua, Costa Rica, the Mosquito

Coast, or any part of Central America" It provided

against there being any time lost in commencing the con-

struction of the canal
;
either nation might give its support

and encouragement to any persons of sufficient capital who

might offer to undertake the work
;
the two nations were to

defend the neutrality of the canal, the privilege being
reserved of withdrawing such guaranty on notice.

"The convention of 1850 has become obsolete, "f and for

several reasons. In the first place, the contracting parties

looked forward to the immediate construction of the canal,

but forty-three years have now passed and the only action

that has been taken by either nation was the act of the

United States Congress, in 1889, chartering the Maritime

Canal Company of Nicaragua. During this time important

political and economic events have put a new phase on the

matter. England has not lived up to the agreements of the

treaty. When the convention was made there existed a

company of English subjects at Balize, Spanish territory,

whom the Spanish government had licensed to cut timber.

In 1853, this settlement of licensed wood-cutters organized

a legislative assembly ;
in 1859, Great Britain negotiated a

Cf. Rhodes: "History of the United State* from the Compromise of 1850.

Vol. i . pp. 199-902.

t Quoted from the report of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relation*. January
10, 1890. John Sherman was the chairman of the committee, and George P.

Kdmunda and Wra. M. Krafts were two of the other members.
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treaty with Guatemala to establish the boundaries between

"Her Majesty's settlement and possessions in the Bay of

Honduras " and the territories of Guatemala. Three years

later England declared the settlement a colony and gave it a

colonial government. All this was done by Great Britain

after she had agreed not to
' '

colonize or assume or exercise

any dominion over . . . any part of Central America. ' '

The United States, in 1867, made a treaty with the republic
of Nicaragua, in which the United States secured for its

citizens the right of transit between the two oceans, in

common with the citizens of Nicaragua, on any route that

might be constructed. Nicaragua made a similar treaty

with France and with England ;
but in 1884 we decided to

take a further step. President Arthur negotiated a treaty

with Nicaragua that gave the United States the suzerainty,

though not absolute sovereignty, over a strip twelve miles

wide through Nicaragua. The United States was to con-

struct the canal, and was to defend the sovereignty of

Nicaragua and to secure to the Central American States the

benefits of the waterway. The treaty did not secure the

necessary two-thirds majority of the Senate
;

but might
have obtained it on reconsideration had not President Cleve-

land withdrawn the treaty because it was * '

coupled with

absolute and unlimited engagements to defend the territorial

integrity of the States where such interests lie." This

treaty, of course, assumed that the Clayton-Bulwer conven-

tion had been abandoned by tacit consent of the contracting

parties ;
and such is in reality the case. There has been no

objection made by European powers to the efforts of the

United States to promote the construction of the canal
;

England has not carried out the stipulations of the treaty,

and the commercial and economic conditions have so changed
since 1850 that the United States would not now think of

agreeing to such a treaty as she then entered into. Since

that time the Suez Canal has been put through and has

passed under the control of England. England's commercial
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supremacy is secure against our competition, and will con-

tinue so until we find a shorter route to the western coast

of South America and to the lands beyond the Pacific. But
what has done most to change our attitude toward the Nica-

ragua Canal is the rapid development of the States on the

Pacific. The imperative need of cheaper transportation
cen the eastern and western parts of the United States

arises from the differences in the industrial character

of the two regions has made the Nicaragua Canal essen-

tially a part of the inland transportation routes of the United

States.

It is not our privilege alone, but our duty as well, to exer-

cise political control over the Nicaragua Canal, both for

the reason already given that we are the only nation of

the Western Hemisphere that is strong enough to do this,

and more because of the course which events have taken

since 1885. The rejection of the treaty of 1884 was inter-

preted by the American promoters of the canal and by the

raguan government as meaning that the United States

did not intend to undertake the construction of the water-

: thus on the third of December, 1886, Messrs. Daly,

Stout, Hotchkiss, Taylor, Billings, Crowninshield, Hitch-

cock, Miller and Menocal organized the Nicaragua Canal

Association for the purpose of obtaining the concession of a

right of way for the construction of a ship canal through

ragua. Mr. A. G. Menocal carried on the negotiations,

and obtained the concessions, April 24, 1887. It was now

necessary to find or establish a corporation to undertake the

construction of the work
; accordingly, the Nicaragua Canal

Construction Company was incorporated June 10, 1887,

under the laws of Colorado, with a capital fixed at $12,000,-

ooo. Then on the twelfth of August, 1887, the Nicaragua
Canal Association turned over to the Nicaragua Canal Con-

struction Company, in consideration for $11,998,000 of the

latter company's capital stock, the Nicaraguan concession

and all the rights and property arising from its possession.
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The association, however, retained the right to organize the

Maritime Canal Company of Nicaragua in the future. The
chief object of the association was to have the canal begun,
thus it turned back into the treasury of the construction

company, as a gift, six millions of the stock it had just re-

ceived, and the construction company raised money by the

sale of this stock to begin the work. Upon the arrival of

the engineering party at Greytown, in Nicaragua, Costa Rica

protested that the canal could not be constructed over the

proposed route without her consent, because of the rights

she possessed to the use of the port at Greytown and to the

navigation of the San Juan River, which had been secured

to her by the treaty of 1858 with Nicaragua. Nicaragua
denied Costa Rica's claim

;
the question was arbitrated by

President Cleveland, and decided in favor of Costa Rica.

The Nicaragua Canal Association then obtained the neces-

sary concession of right of way from Costa Rica, August 9,

1888, and turned this also over to the construction company.
The following year, May 24, 1889, was when this transfer

took place. Previous to this the United States Congress had

passed an act, approved February 20, 1889, incorporating
the Maritime Canal Company of Nicaragua, a body consist-

ing essentially of the same men as composed the construc-

tion company, and having its headquarters in New York

City. This company was the successor of the association
;

its president is Hiram Hotchkiss, of New York. On the

twenty-fourth of May, 1889, the Nicaragua Canal Con-

struction Company transferred to the Maritime Canal

Company of Nicaragua, the two concessions given by

Nicaragua and Costa Rica, together with the rights and

property which their possession had conveyed, receiving

as a remuneration $12,000,000 in full paid-up shares of

the capital stock of the Maritime Canal Company. The
construction company, of which ex-Senator Warner Miller

is the president, then at once organized and sent out an

expedition for beginning the work of construction. The
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party arrived at San Juan del Norte, or Greytown, June 3,

1889, and since then the work has gone more or less steadily
onward.

These events have changed the political relations of the

United States to the canal. The Maritime Canal Company
of Nicaragua consists of American citizens

;
to this body of

Americans Nicaragua and Costa Rica have granted the right
to construct the interoceanic waterway ;

this company is

chartered by the United States government, and in its stock

Nicaragua and Costa Rica are each shareholders.

Surveys for the location of the canals were carried on by
Mr. Menocal, who has been the chief engineer of the

Nicaragua Canal Construction Company since its organiza-
tion. His first survey was made in 1872, and the line of the

canal as finally located by him runs from Greytown on the

Caribbean Sea to Brito on the Pacific coast, by the way of the

San Juan River and Lake Nicaragua. Lake Nicaragua is

about one hundred miles long, has an average width of about

forty-five miles, and is of variable depth, reaching a maxi-

mum of 165 feet. The surface of the lake is 1 10 feet above

the sea level. Its western bank approaches within twelve

miles of the Pacific, from which it is separated by a divide

forty-two feet high.

As concisely described* by Mr. Menocal, "The total distance from

ocean to ocean by sailing line through canal and lake is 169.45 miles,

of which but 26.78 miles will be wholly in excavation, the other 142.67

miles being through Lake Nicaragua, the San Juan River and artificial

basins. Of the latter distance, 102 miles will have a depth of thirty

feet or more, requiring neither dredging nor excavation. The lake is

the main feeder and the summit level of the canal. It is connected

with the Pacific Ocean by 1140 miles of canal in excavation and 5.27

of artificial basin created in the valley of Tola by the construc-

tion of a dam across a narrow gorge of the valley, three miles distant

from the Pacific coast. Prom the lake eastward the canal follows the

San Juan River for a distance of 64# miles to Ochoa, where by the

construction of a dam across the river the surface of the water is raised

Cf. Senate Report No 1944, Ftny-flrt CotiffreM, cecood WMloa, pp. :TO, 171,

Utement of A. G. Menocal.
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fifty-five feet and slack-water navigation secured along that distance,

converting that portion of the river into an extension of the lake.

Just above the dam the canal leaves the bed of the river and enters

into a chain of artificial basins formed by the construction of a series

of dams and embankments and short cuts, confining and connecting

adjacent valleys (of the San Francisco Creek) for a distance of about

twelve miles to the western end of the great divide cut. The heaviest

work in the whole line is now encountered in crossing the divide

separating the valleys of the San Francisco and Deseado Creeks, where

nearly eleven million cubic yards of rock and earth excavation

are concentrated in a distance of two and three-fourths miles. How-

ever, the rock is hard and homogeneous, there are ample natural

facilities for doing the work
;
the rock is needed for the construction

of breakwaters, locks, dams, embankments, etc., and if not found in

that favorable centre of distribution it would have to be quarried at

other places. Easterly of the divide cut there is another artificial

basin about five miles long, formed by the construction of a dam
across the valley of the Deseado, and thence twelve miles of canal in

excavation extending to the harbor of Greytown, of which nearly
ten miles will be at the level of the sea. The summit level of the

canal extends from the western end of the basin of Tola to the eastern

end of the Deseado basin, a distance of 154 miles. It has been stated

that this upper level is no feet above the sea level. This elevation is

proposed to be overcome by six locks, three on the Atlantic and three

on the Pacific slopes the lifts of these locks varying from a maximum
of forty-five feet to a minimum of twenty-five feet, their uniform

length being 650 feet and the width eighty feet. The harbors of

Greytown and Brito deed to be enlarged and improved by the con-

struction of breakwaters and by dredging, but the works required

present no serious engineering difficulties. With the exception
of the rock cuts in the eastern and western divides, the canal

prism will be at all points wide enough for two ships to travel in

opposite directions, and its least depth will be thirty feet. In the

lake, the river San Juan and the artificial basins vessels can travel in

entire freedom."

As estimated by Mr. Menocal the actual cash cost of the

canal will be $65,000,000 ; English engineers, to whom the

estimates were submitted for revision, raised the maximum
to $87,000,000. It will, of course, take six or seven years to

construct the canal, and the interest on the capital will bring

the real cost up to $100,000,000; there is little doubt but
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that the enterprise could be carried through for that money
were the credit of the company that constructs the waterway
as good as that of the United States. No private company
has such good credit, and if the Maritime Canal Company
of Nicaragua carries the work through to completion its

obligations will represent much more than $100,000,000.

They would certainly be twice that, and would probably be

more. The capital stock of the Maritime Canal Company
is $100,000,000, and it is allowed to issue bonds to the

amount of $150,000,000. The Nicaragua Canal Construction

Company agreed to construct the canal for the Maritime

Company and to accept as a remuneration the $150,000,000
of the Maritime Company's bonds and all its stock. The
available residue of the stock is $80,500,000; for of the

$100,000,000, $6,000,000 went to Nicaragua and $1,500,000
to Costa Rica, and $12,000,000 to the construction com-

pany, to pay for the concessions. The construction com-

pany will doubtless raise the funds for the work by selling

the bonds more or less below par, throwing in the stock to

the purchasers as a bonus.

The work of construction has been in progress since June,

1889. Up to January i, 1893, there had been $6,885,230.33

expended on the enterprise, of which sum, $2,648,343.81

were paid out between December 15, 1890, and January i,

1893. The work thus far has been done at and near

Greytown, and consists of the construction of a breakwater,

the dredging of the harbor, the building of a railroad from

Greytown across the marshes and the beginning of the excava-

tion of the channel across this low-lying plain from Grey
to the foot hills.

By chartering the Maritime Canal Company of Nicaragua,
in 1889, Congress gave up, for the present, the construction

of the canal directly by the United States : but this n

failed to satisfy many of those who appreciate the real

political and economic significance of the waterway to the

United States. By a resolution of the Senate, April 1 1 , 1890,
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the Committee on Foreign Relations was ' '

directed to inquire
into what steps have been taken under the act of Congress en-

titled
' An Act to Incorporate the Maritime Canal Company

of Nicaragua' approved 2oth February, 1889, and what are

the present conditions and prospects of the enterprise ;
and

to consider and report what, in its opinion, the interests of

the United States may require in respect of that interoceanic

communication." The committee took testimony from Mr.

Miller, Mr. Menocal, Mr. Hotchkiss and Mr. A. T. Mason,

Attorney of the Nicaragua Canal Construction Company.
This testimony, together with a good deal of other informa-

tion regarding the canal, accompanied the report made by the

committee January 10, 1891.
* The bill framed by the

committee for the purpose of limiting the obligations of the

Maritime Canal Company to the actual cost of the work by

granting the company the credit of the United States was not

only reported too late for action, but did not satisfy the

Senate. A second resolution, dated January 7, 1892,

directed the committee to inquire what progress had been

made with the work, what stocks had been disposed of,

what contracts had been made by the company, and to

investigate the interests of the United States in the proposed
interoceanic communication.

The testimonyf taken pursuant to this second resolution

resulted, at the last session of Congress, in the introduction

into the Senate of a bill differing from the former one in

some details. Its chief provisions were : The United States

was to endorse the bonds of the Maritime Company to an

amount not to exceed $100,000,000 ;
the bonds were to date

from January i, 1893, to bear interest at three per cent per
annum from date of issue, to be redeemable after 1913, and

to mature in 1953. The stock of the Maritime Company
was to remain at $100,000,000, of which $6,000,000 was

reserved to Nicaragua and $1,500,000 to Costa Rica for

* Senate Report 1944, Fifty-first Congress, second session.

t Senate Report 1262, Fifty-second Congress, second session, Feb, 4, 1893.
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their concessions, and $12,000,000 was to remain in the

ownership of those who had purchased the stock from the

Maritime Company ;* the remainderof the stock, $80,500,000,
was to pass into the absolute ownership of the United States

without liability to further payment or assessment. The
bill provided for a sinking fund of $1,000,000 per annum,
to be invested in the bonds of the Maritime Company, or in

good securities at three per cent interest. It was assumed

by the committee that the tonnage passing through the

canal would average 9,000,000 tons a year during the

first twenty years (it would probably be more) ; a toll of a

dollar a ton would therefore yield $9,000,000 a year. This

would pay the interest on $100,000,000 ($3,000,000), pay
the cost of maintenance and operation (about $1,800,000),
and leave $4,200,000 for the stockholders. On this basis

the revenue of the United States from the canal would pay
off the entire cost of the waterway in less than twenty years,

The bill provided that the expenditures of the company for

works of construction were to be submitted to a board of

United States engineers for criticism. The canal, when

constructed, was to be under the management of a board of

fifteen directors, ten of whom were to be appointed by the

President of the United States and confirmed by the Senate.

Of the other five, the President, voting the stock of the

United States, by his proxy, was to choose two.

The bill did not come to a vote, partly because it was

debated so late in the session, February 13 and 14, but also

because of the strong feeling that the United States ought to

construct the canal herself, the same as is done in the case

of other waterways. The action that the government is to

for the promotion of the enterprise is still an unsettled

question, to the solution of which the Fifty-third Congress

ought to bend its best effort.

Whether the United States assumes direct and entire charge
of the construction of the canal, or brings the Maritime

Vidt Supra pp. 137-38-
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Canal Company completely under control and allows the

company to proceed with the work strengthened by the

credit of the government, is a question of secondary import-
ance. In one way or the other the United States ought to

promote the enterprise. The government can carry through
the work far more economically than can any corporation

of individuals. The State can construct the canal for $100,-

000,000 ;
no corporation can do it for less than $200,000,000.

The burden of extra cost must, of course, fall chiefly on our

trade and industries. Notice what the difference in the

fixed charges would be in the two cases : Were the United

States to construct the canal, or loan its credit for the pur-

pose, the annual fixed charges would be, interest at three

per cent on $100,000,000, $3,000,000 ; maintenance, repairs

and operation probably less than (but we will say) $2,000,-

ooo
;
for a sinking fund which invested at three per cent

would amortize the principal in fifty years, $1,000,000, total

fixed charges, $6,000,000. Now, compare this with the

fixed charges that a corporation would have to bear : Inter-

est at six per cent on $200,000,000, $12,000,000; mainte-

nance, repairs and operation, $2,000,000; total fixed charges,

exclusive of amortization of capital, $14,000,000. The fixed

charges have to be met by tolls. If there be 9,000,000 tons

a year passing the canal, a toll of one dollar a ton would

yield $9,000,000. This sum would meet the fixed charges
in case the Government constructs the canal or loans its

credit for the purpose, and leave $3,000,000 for distribution

among shareholders
;
but a toll of a dollar a ton would come

$5,000,000 short of meeting the fixed charges that a cor-

poration would have to bear
;
while a toll of $2.00 a ton

would yield only a two per cent dividend. A toll of $2.50

a ton would yield only four and one-eighth per cent divi-

dend, and a toll as high as that would be an exclusive one

for some kinds of bulky freight.

The government could make the toll less than a dollar a

ton as the traffic on the waterway increased, indeed could
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reduce the tolls, after the capital invested had been amortized;

so that they would simply cover fixed charges. More thart

this, the government might adjust the tolls so as to favor oof

coast-wise trade. We would be obliged to levy the same

toll on our ships engaged in the foreign trade as we laid otf

vessels of other countries ;
but the coast-wise traffic might

be given the free use of the canal.

Furthermore, with the aid of the State, the canal can be

constructed, and its benefits realized much sooner. Should

the United States be apathetic the project will not fail.
' *

It

will be worked out
;
we cannot help it. This generation of

men may hesitate and halt and falter about it, but there will

come another along who will take it up and work it out."*

American enterprise and genius will, in time, overcome the

difficulties and obstacles, though the enterprise be left to

individual effort ; however, this work of widest national

importance ought not to be delayed and made a needlessly

heavy burden on commerce, trade and industry, but should

receive the prompt and efficient support of the State.

NOTE.

After Chapter XII. had been given final form by the printer,

the morning papers of August 31, 1893, gave notice that, oa

the day previous, the Nicaragua Canal Construction Com-

pany had been obliged to go into the hands of a receiver, Mr.

Thomas B. Atkins, secretary and treasurer of the Maritime

Canal Company. The Construction Company, it appears,

has been embarrassed for some time, and not very much work

has been done since January i, 1893. There are several

reasons for the financial embarrassment of the company. Of

course the chief one is the crisis that has so thoroughly

crippled business. As Warner Miller, the president of the

ruction C<>::r vs :

"
During all the present fr

- iifiicuKu-- i trying to get money to carry tlic

work of construction . The hard times have rendered

Speech by Senator Morgan In th Senate, February ij. it*}.
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it substantially impossible to get subscriptions to keep things

moving." The financial crisis has weakened the Construe?

tion Company by the financial losses it has brought upon
certain members that were largely interested in the company.

Furthermore, the Panama scandal has tended to lessen the

confidence of capitalists in the success of the Nicaragua
Canal. The recent war in Nicaragua has retarded the work,
and has probably made the receivership necessary earlier than

it would otherwise have been.

Whether the construction of the canal will be interrupted

very long or not is impossible to foretell. Mr. Miller says :

"
It ought not to. The Maritime Company, to which the

concessions were made, will remain intact. It is unimpaired,
and ought to be able, after times improve, to revive the enter-

prise and go ahead with it." It is quite probable that the

re-organized Construction Company or some other private

association of men will resume the work of construction after

a short time
; but, without venturing to prophesy, I feel

confident that the ultimate assumption of the enterprise by
the United States will come sooner, because of the delays

that come to the execution of the work by private corpora-

tion. The canal is of too vital importance to be very long

delayed.



CHAPTER XIII.

THK ECONOMIC SIGNIFICANCE TO THE UNITED STATES OP
THE EXTENSION OF INLAND WATERWAYS.

The improvement and extension of inland water\\

alter industrial, commercial and social conditions. The

significance of cheap transportation has been but briefly

referred to in the previous pages. The closing chapter of

a monograph written, as this is, in the hope of showing
how waterways conduce to cheapen the cost of carriage and

to develop industry, ought, from the nature of the subject

treated, to emphasize strongly the economic importance of

inland navigation, to direct attention especially to the indu>-

trial. commercial and social interests of the United States

and to show how they may be modified by the further

tension of water routes.

The industry that lies at the basis of all others is agricul-

ture, and its dependence on the conditions of transportation

is most vital. Indeed, the farmer is especially at the mercy
of those who control the shipment of freight. His produce

must, in large part, be moved during a few mouths of -the

year, a fact of which the railroads take advantage by raising

rates when produce is being moved.

The agricultural development of the States north of the

Ohio and east of the Mississippi has been phenomenal.

Bordering on an inland waterway of unparalleled value,

fourteen hundred miles long and connected with the sea-

board by a navigable river and a canal, that have furnished

cheap rates for a part of the freight and have regulated all

charges by rail, they have marketed their farm produce on

the seaboard and across the ocean.* Kansas, Nebraska and

the Dakotas, though possessing soil superior to that of the

Lake States for the growth of several kinds of grain, are at

Even such a bulky article a hay U xhipped to Kumpe. The farmer* of WU-
conain. even, are this year marketing hay in France, vhlpment being entirely by
water. One Fond du l*c hay buyer ahipped $65.000 worth in June. 16*).

(M7)
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a great disadvantage as compared with them, because of the

high rates of transportation by rail. It is not because the

Dakotas are farther from New York and Liverpool than

Minnesota, Wisconsin and Illinois are, that the former States

are so much at a disadvantage ;
had they such a waterway

as the Great Lakes available for use, their greater distance

from the seaboard markets and from the mines and forests

that supply them with fuel and lumber would be of small

moment. The extension -of the commerce of the Great

Lakes to St. Paul and Minneapolis and the further improve-
ment of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers and their better

connection with the lakes will give the agriculture of the

west Mississippi States a great impetus. If in addition to

securing better means of transportation these States can find

ample coal beds within their borders, they will rank second

to none of the States in their industrial prosperity.

The agricultural interests of the Mississippi Valley will be

largely promoted by the Nicaragua Canal. It will continue

the water route, beginning with the Missouri, Ohio and

the upper Mississippi, to the harbors of San Francisco,

Portland, Callao and Valparaiso, where the prairies of the

United States will then market their produce. The agri-

cultural interests of the Pacific slope will be greatly for-

warded by the Nicaragua Canal. Take the single item of

wheat and flour, of which 1,800,000 tons were shipped from

the Pacific States to Europe in 1891. The canal would have

saved $2.00 a ton, or $3,600,000 in freight charges. Under

present conditions for marketing the produce of the Pacific

States, the amount grown is far less than it would be with

the Nicaragua Canal open for traffic. The wheat crop of

Washington last year is estimated at 20,000,000 bushels,

but the capacit3
r of the cereal-growing lands of the State is

about 200,000,000 bushels (6,000,000 tons).*

The benefits of inland waterways to agriculture manifest

themselves in a more local and specific way. There are

*
Cf. Speech by Senator Squire, Congressional Record, February i;>, tfips, p. 1676
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many articles of comparatively small value lor which trans-

portation by rail is possible only to limited quantities and
for short distances. Cheap transportatiou by water increases

the marketable quantities of such subsidiary farm products
as fertilizers, clay, sand, straw, hay and wood. The by-

products, as is the case with manufacture, are often the real

source of the farmer's profit ;
if they are marketable, much

more land becomes possible of cultivation, population in-

creases and the value of land rises.

The water routes of the United States have, to a large

degree, made possible the development of our iron industries.

Some of the richest iron regions of the United States, those

of northern Michigan and Wisconsin, lie nearly a thousand

miles from the great coal fields of Pennsylvania, but with a

waterway connecting them, on which freight rates are only
a little over a mill a ton mile, the two mining regions are

brought close together. They are able, because of this fact,

to compete with the newly-opened mines of the South that

lie next door to the rich coal beds of Alabama.

The distribution and consumption of coal, both for manu-

facturing and heating purposes, have been made much

greater in the United States because of inland transporta-

tion
; nor have we by any means yet reached the limit of

the possibilities of wider distribution or lower prices. The
distribution of Pennsylvania coal by means of the Ohio

River and the Great Lakes will increase in the future with

the improvement and extension of the water routes of the

Great Lakes and the Mississippi River system. The im-

provement of the Missouri, the construction of a river-ship

< anal between the Mississippi River and Lake Michigan, of

--hip canals from Pittsburgh to Lake Erie and from

Lake Superior to St. Paul and Minneapolis, will cheapen
coal throughout the North and West, and greatly widen the

present marketable limits.

By the improvements of the Tombigbee and Warrior

rivers, now in process of execution, the coal from tlu
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mines of upper Alabama is going to secure a wide market.

Labor is cheap, and the coal can be so easily mined that,

when the canalization of the rivers is completed, coal can be

delivered on shipboard at Mobile for a dollar and twenty-five

cents a ton. From Mobile it can be carried to the ports of

the Gulf, up the rivers of the lower Mississippi Valley, and,

on the completion of the Nicaragua Canal, to our Pacific

States and to the western shores of South America. In the

markets of the western slope of South America coal now
sells from nine to twelve dollars a ton.*

Inland waterways are likewise of great importance to the

producers and consumers of lumber in the United States.

Though the timber is widely distributed, there are neverthe-

less vast regions into which all lumber has to be imported ;

furthermore, the two greatest lumber districts of the United

States, Northern Wisconsin and Michigan, and the States of

Washington and Oregon are far distant from the prairies of

the Mississippi Valley and the manufacturing cities of the

Eastern States. The forests of Wisconsin and Michigan

being situated between the headwaters of the Great I,akes

and the Mississippi are able to distribute their lumber cheaply

by means of these great waterways to widely remote markets.

Not so the forests of the Pacific slope, whose markets are at

present almost exclusively limited to the region west of the

Rockies. That part of Washington alone which lies west

of the Cascade Range contains 20,000,000 acres of timber,

on which there are 400,000,000,000 feet of salable lumber, but

only a few kinds of this lumber can pay the costs of trans-

portation Hast. Masts and spars are now shipped around the

Horn, and of late some Eastern wagon manufacturers have

had special grades of lumber brought by the same long

route. Thus far the railroads have been able to transport

east from Washington only high grade cedar shingles.

It is probable that kiln-dried lumber is the only kind

that can be shipped from the Pacific States by rail to

From speech by Senator Frye, in the Senate, February 13, 1893.
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the Mississippi Valley.* The Nicaragua Canal will bring
this vast wealth of lumber in the Western States 10,000

miles nearer market, greatly increase its sale and add largely
to the value of the standing timber.

Inland waterways enable home industries to compete more

easily with foreign producers, not only by decreasing the

costs of transporting articles destined for exportation, but

also by making raw materials cheaper. The ways in which

the waterways do and might lower the costs of the products
of the farms, mines and forests of the United States have

been noted. A country such as the United States, in which'

a high standard of life among laborers fixes the necessary
rate of wages high and in which capital demands a high rate

of interest, can compete with a country, where the standard

of life and wages are lower, only by virtue of the superior

productive power of labor and by having cheaper raw

materials. Now, whatever lessens the cost of raw materials

allows the price of finished goods to fall by a like amount

without trenching on the amount received by wages anrf

interest, wages being here used to include remuneration for

intelligence. The development of the inland navigation of

the United States will assist us in maintaining the higher*

standard of life in competition with Europe.

Suppose again, that the waterways lower the cost of raw

materials entering into consumption goods produced it)

industries where competition does not txist or is present in

only a slight degree. Competition does not then coiniK-1 the

lowering of price and the lower cost for raw materials leaves

a larger portion of the value of the finished products far

wages and interest. f The wage-earners have a direct interest

Cf. Speech by Senator Squire In the Senntr. February 14. 1893.

ten, "The Premises of Political Kconomy," p 107: "If five bushel* of

whcnt and ten pounds of cotton are consumed In the production of one hundreft

yards of cloth, wage* and interest will depend on the value of wheat and cotton.

While twenty yard* of cloth will exchange for the above amount of wheat and O0l|

ton, eighty yards will remain to be distributed as wages and Interest, but as the

value of wheat and cotton increases so that thirty, then forty or more, of the hun-

dred yards of cloth must be given In echange for them, the rrtum for labor am
capital Is reduced by a like amount. It In then the margin brtween the value of

what is consumed in production and what Is nrodoc-d. on which wages and later**

depend, and they increase as the margin is enlarged."
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in the cheapening of transportation of raw materials by
means of inland waterways. The cheapening of raw

materials increases the net, or surplus, value of the finished

product above the costs of production ;
to whom this

(arger surplus value will go /. e.
t
whether to the wage-

earners or the capitalists, and in what proportion depends
on the relative strength of these two agents of production.*

If the laborers have a firm standard of life and the desire to

raise it, they will secure a large part of the savings due to

cheaper raw materials. Inland waterways, by reducing
the cost of production, so affect industry as to put laborers

under objective economic conditions that make it easier for

them to raise their standard of living.

. Intimately connected with the influence of inland water-

ways on industrial development are their effects on domestic

and foreign commerce. A large part of this monograph has

been devoted to the consideration of the function of inland

waterways as promoters of domestic commerce, and little

fjirther need be said on that theme. The numerous works

for the improvement and extension of inland waterways that

have been, or now are, the objects of appropriation, might
be considered and note made of the commerce that has been,

and is being, developed as the result of the liberality of

Congress ;
but this would needlessly multiply illustrations

of the same general character as those have which have

already been given,f

Mention has been made of several unfinished works and

of others whose execution is proposed, the effect of which

must surely be a large increase of our inland navigation.

Past improvements of the Mississippi, the Ohio, the Hud-

son, the Great Lakes and other important waterways have

f?een the sesame of valuable commerce, but what has as yet

been revealed is only the forecast of future possibilities.

* "The Stability of Prices," by S. N. Patten.

f In the reports of the chief of engineers each object of appropriation is dis-

cnssed at length. The report of the Senate Committee on Commerce, May 13.

*^93i gives this information in briefer form.
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A great increase in the domestic commerce of the United

States awaits the construction of the Nicaragua Canal. Only
when the waterway shall have broken through the barrier

which the Rocky Mountains oppose to the communication
of the Eastern with the Western commonwealths will our

country become in a commercial sense the United States.

The Nicaragua Canal will give a powerful impetus to the

trade of the United States with foreign countries. The

great influence of the Suez Canal on the commerce of the

nations of Europe, especially England, is well known.

According to the report of the Suez Canal Company, pub-
lished June 2, 1892, 4207 ships passed the canal the previous

year, seventy-six per cent of the vessels sailing under the

English flag. Of the total tonnage, 8,698,770 tons, Eng-
land's share was seventy-eight per cent. England's com-

merce with the East has risen from $537,000,000 in 1870, at

the opening of the canal, to $752,000,000 in 1887, a gam f

over forty per cent in seventeen years. The increase of Eng-
land's total commerce with the world during this time was

only seventeen per cent.f

The United States will receive greater benefit from the

Nicaragua Canal than England has gained from the water-

way across the isthmus of Suez. The water route through

Nicaragua will give the Pacific States European markets and

the Eastern cities of the United States trade with nations

bordering on the Pacific, while the Gulf States will d

especial benefit. As the Atlantic States face the east and

look across the ocean to Europe, so the Gulf States face the

south and look with longing eyes across the isthmus to the

markets of the Western States, of South America and of

Japan.

The Suez Canal has been a positive detriment to our

foreign commerce, in that it has given England the incon-

testable supremacy in the trade with China, Japan and

Australia. Before the construction of the canal we were as

t Sec Warner Miller. Engimftting Mafin**, March. 189)-
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near these ports as England ;
now we are 2700 miles farther

distant. Let the Nicaragua Canal be opened and this will be

reversed. Tne United States will then be as near Hong Kong
as Liverpool, while we shall be 1200 miles nearer than Liver-

pool to the northern ports of China. We shall be 2700 miles

nearer the western ports of South America, 1900 miles nearer

to Japan and 1000 miles nearer Australia.*

The commerce with the countries of the Pacific is well

worth our effort to obtain. These countries China, Japan,

Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, Hawaii, Ecuador, Boli-

via, Peru, Chile, etc. have a total commerce equal to

$1,215,004,956, of which the imports are valued at

$642,361,745 and the exports at $572,543,211. In the

distribution of this trade, England and the United States

share as follows : Great- Britain sells goods to the value of

$467,016,507 and buys to the amount of $346,550,882.
Thus the balance in England's favor is $120,465,625. The
value of the goods sold by the United States is $41,511,362,
of those bought, $64,003,920, leaving a balance against us

of $22, 492, 558.f We can get most of this trade when the

Nicaragua Canal is put through. Last year China imported
cotton and cotton goods to the value of $61,504,348, and the

United States furnished only $5,360,508 of this
; England

supplied most of the rest by means of cotton purchased from

us. The first shipment of cotton from the United States to

* The following table shows the number of miles that the Nicaragua Canal will-

shorten the distances between several important ports :

New York to Miles.

San Francisco . . 9,894

Hong Kong . . . 4,163

Yokohama .... 6,827

Melbourne ... 3,290

New Zealand . . . 3,870

Sandwich Islands, 7 842

New Orleans to Miles

San Francisco . . 11,005

Guayaquil .... 9,343

Callao 7,913

Valparaiso .... 5,975

Liverpool to

San Francisco . . 6,996

Melbourne .... j

Liverpool to Miles.

New Zealand

Hong Kong .

Yokohama .

Guayaquil .

Callao . . .

Valparaiso .

1,265

3.929

5,431

4,090

2,114

Sandwich Islands, 4,944Callao 6,983

Valparaiso .... 5,062

Taken from the Senate Report, 1142, Fifty-second Congress, second session. It

will be noted that the saving in distance is without exception in favor of the United

States.

t See Congressional Record, February 14, 1893. Speech by Senator Frye.
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Japan was in 1888, when 85,000 pounds were sent. In 1891

7,000,000 pounds were sent to supply 380,000 spindles.

The industrial development of the Orient must surely follow

the introduction of better means of inland communica-

tion. This industrial revolution has as yet but begun.
If we are in possession of a water route across Nicaragua
we shall greatly benefit by the growth that the foreign trade

of the Pacific States is to experience in the future. The

Orient and the Occident are now separated from each other

by the mountain wall that skirts the coast of America from

Alaska to the Strait of Magellan. At Nicaragua this wall

is only a few feet high. Twenty-six miles of excavation

at this point will make a waterway from ocean to ocean.

\Yhen once this way is constructed the East and the West

will be united by the close bonds of commercial amity,

we shall send iron and steel to the nations beyond the

Pacific, we shall sell them locomotives, engines and other

machinery with which to build their railroads and telegraphs

and to establish and develop their manufacturing industries.

The Nicaragua Canal will be the highway through which

the civilization of America will pass to the pea^-eful conquest

of the East.

Reference has been made in the introductory chapter and

in this to the fact that the extension of inland waterwa

of social, as well as industrial, significance. Economic forces

combine with moral ones in social reform. Rapid transporta-

tion and cheap freight rates condition to a large degree all

industrial activity. It is with cheap transportation only

that this monograph has concerned itself; but to the extent

that waterways have been shown to cheapen rates to that

extent have they been shown to be an economic force that

makes for social reform.

Inland waterways operate indirectly to promote social

reform. The regeneration of the dependent classes will I*-

brought about directly by the influences that work to change

the subjective nature of the men in the lower strata of society.
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Of course, the fundamental forces by which this can be

accomplished must be subjective and psychic, but these can

be efficient in a large degree only when the objective condi-

tions are made as favorable as possible. Society, the State

and capital in its organized forms have an important duty to

perform in setting in order the theatre in which the moral,

the psychic forces must act.

If the thesis of this monograph has been established, the

extension of inland waterways has an important bearing on

the social as well as the industrial problems of the day, and

it is an incomplete view of the present functions of

inland navigation that reveals only their commercial and

industrial aspects. To the extent that the power of cheap

transportation to promote social reform is realized will the

striking words of the Cullom Committee acquire signifi-

cance :

' ' The manifest destiny of our country points unerr-

ingly to this emancipation of the waters as its next great

work, a fitting sequel to the emancipation of the slave, a

destiny not of war, but of beneficence and peace, to which

the heart of the nation turns as spontaneously and resistlessly

as the waters of its great river flow to the Gulf.
' ' The fig-

ure of speech is a strong one, it is true, but it serves well to

emphasize an important truth by expressing the hope of

the present in a prophecy for the future.
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